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ABSTRACT

The Safety Evaluation Report for the application filed by Duke Power Company,
North Carolina Municipal Power Agency Number 1, North Carolina Electric Member-
ship Corporation, and Saluda River Electric Cooperative, Inc. as applicants and
owners, for licenses to. operate the Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2 (Docket
Nos, 50-413 and 50-414), has been prepared by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Reg-
ulation of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The facility is located in

. York County, South Carolina, approximately 9.6 km (6 mi) north of Rock Hill and
adjacent to Lake Wylie. Subject to. favorable resolution of the items discussed
in this-report, the staff concludes that the facility can be operated by the ap-
plicant without endangering the health and safety of the public.
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1 - 1 INTRODUCTION AND' DISCUSSION. ,v

1.1' Introduction -
-

[ Thisreportisa'safetyevaluationreport(SER).onLtheapplication'fo'ranoper--
~

ating license (OL) for the Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2'(the station / ,

facility), based on an. application filed by the Duke Power. Company, North-i
4

Carolina Municipal Power Agency Number 1, North Carolina Electric Membership'
Corporation, and Saluda River Electric. Cooperative, Inc.:(Duke or the applicant). '

- Included in the:0L application is a request from the~ applicant'for authority to
store irradiated-fuel from Oconee and McGuire at-Catawba. This' report was '

prepared by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the staff):and-4

summarizes the results of the staff's radiological safety review of the station,.

4~ including the storage of.Oconee and McGuire fuel at catawba. Th: term NRC as
| . used-in this document refers to the' staff's position.- The NRC Licensing Projet;'

Manager.for-the Catawba Nuclear Station is Kahtan N. Jabbour. Dr. Jabbour may
i be contacted by. calling (301) 492-7800 or by writing to: Division of Licensing,

,

'

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,-Washington, D.C. 20555. The NRC staff prin-'

cipal reviewers and its contractors for this project are listed-in Appendix D.

!, The application for a construction permit (CP);for the station was filed with
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (now the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission)<

on' July-24, 1972. Following staff review and a public hearing before the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB), Constructinn. Permits CPPR-116 and CPPR-117.

if were issued on August 7, 1975, and the operating license application was docketed
. for review on June 11, 1981. The applicant had stated -that construction of

'

Catawba Units 1 and 2.will be complete and the facilities ready for fuel loading
by October 1984 and October 1986, respectively. On January 26, 1983, theiappli-"

cant informed the staff that construction progress at Catawba supports an
earlier Unit I fuel loading date than the projected fuel loading date of

,

, October 1984- Presently, the applicant's target fuel loading date for Unit 1
j is May 1984.

,

Before issuing an OL for a nuclear power plant, the NRC staff is required to+

L review the effects of the plant on public health and safety. The safety review
3 of the Catawba station has been based on the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR)
*

that accompanied the application for an OL and Amendments 20 through 27 there-
: to. All of this information is available to the public for review at the NRC

,

i Public' Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., and at the York
[ County Library, 325 South Dakland Avenue, Rock Hill, South Carolina. During
! the course of the review the staff has met a number of times with the appli-

cant,' the vendors, and their consultants to discuss the design, construction,<

i and proposed operation of the facility. As a consequence, additional informa-
tion was-requested, which the applicant provided in Amendments 20 through 27 to
the FSAR.,

.

1 This SER summarizes the results of the staff's radiological safety review of
' Catawba station and delineates the scope of the technical details considered in
| evaluating the radiological safety aspects of its proposed operation. The

design of the station was reviewed against the Federal regulations, CP criteria;
-
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and the NRC Standard Review Plan (SRP),fl0 REG-0800, dated July 1931 (except
,

where noted.otherwise). The SRP is written to cover a variety of site condi-
'tions and plant designs. Each section is written to provide the complete pro-
cedure and all acceptance criteria for all of the areas of review pertinent to
the section. However, for any given application, the staff may select and
emphasize particular aspects of each SRP section as is appropriate for the
application. In some cases, the major portion of the review of a plant feature
may be done on a generic basis'with the designer of that feature rather than in
the context of reviews of particular applications from utilities. In other
cases, a plant feature may be sufficiently similar to that of a previous plant

,

so that a de novo review of the feature is not needed. For these and other
similar reasons, the staff may not have carried out in detail all of the review
steps listed in each SRP section in the review of every application.

Review and evaluation of compliance by the applicant to the licensing require-
ments established in NUREG-0660, entitled "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result
of the TMI-2 Accident," and NUREG-0737, "Cla-ification of TMI Action Plan
Requirements," have been incorporated into the appropriate sections of this
report. Table 1.1 provides a cross reference relating the applicable Three
Mile Island (TMI) items to the sections in this report where the items are dis-
cussed.

Sections 2 through 18 of the SER address the staff's review and evaluation of
safety-related i5 sues that have been considered during the review of the OL
application. Section 19 is reserved for the report of the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) Section 20 considers whether the operation of
the station will be-inimical to the common defense and security. Section 21
presents a reference to NRC regulations addressing the requirements for the
review of the financial qualifications of the applicant. Section 22 describes
the financial protection and indemnity requirements for preoperational storage
of nuclear fuel and operation of the station. The conclusions of-this report
are given in Section 23.

.

Appendix A is a chronology of NRC's principal actions related to the review of
the application. Appendix B is a bibliography of the references used during
the course of the review. Appendix C is a discussion of how the " Unresolved,

Safety Issues" relate to the Catawba application. Appendix D is a list of
principal contributors.

As part of the NRC review of Catawba station for compliance with the Commis-
sion's regulations, the staff asked the applicant to verify that the Catawba
station meets the pertinent regulatory requirements in Title 10 of the Code
of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Parts 20, 50, and 100. The applicant's re-
sponse to this request, which was submitted on January 10, 1983, stated that
Catawba station is in compliance with all applicable regulations and require-
ments except where justification for specific exemptions have been submitted by
him. Subject to the applicant's adoption of the additional requirements imposed
by the staff in this Safety Evaluation Report, and the exemptions granted, the
staff concurs that the station design is in compliance with these regulations
and requirements.

.

In accordance with the provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) of 1969, Draft and Final Environmental Statements that set forth the
considerations related to the proposed construction and operation of the

Catawba SER 1-2
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-Catawba Nuclear Station were prepared by the staff. The Draft Environmental
Statement was issued in August 1982 and the Final Environmental Statement in
Jar,uary 1983. (NUREG-0921).

~

Two matters relating to quality assurance are currently pending. On August 20,
1982, SECY-82-352, which addressed-quality assurance in the design and construc-
tion of nuclear projects, was issued. This document describes the measures-

'that have been approved to provide quality assurance for near-term' operating
license facilities. They include the applicant's self-evaluation, regional -

evaluations, and, if necessary, independent design review. The staff will
address appropriate implementation of .t.hese measures for Catawba in a supple-
ment to this SER.

In addition, allegations of systematic deficiencies in Catawba construction and
of. pressure to approve faulty workmanship have been made in a contention admit-
ted in the Catawba ~ licensing proceeding. In response to a request for followsp.
on these allegations, the NRC Office of Investigations (01), on October 8, -1982,
transmitted findings to the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation regarding
the investigation of these charges. Certain individuals, identified by interve-
nors in the proceeding as possessing information regarding these allegations,.
were questioned by the Office of Investigations. The results of this investiga-
tion were inconclusive due to the unwillingness of the individuals to provide
information. These matters are currently pending before the ASLB in the Catawba-
licensing proceeding.

The review and evaluation of Catawba station for an OL is only one stage in
the continuing review by the staff of the design, construction, and operating
features of the facility. The proposed design of the station was reviewed as-
part of the CP review. Construction of the station has been monitored in
accordance with the inspection program of the staff. During the OL review stage,
the NRC staff reviewed the final design to determine that the Commission's
safety requirements have been met. If an OL is granted, Catawb.; station must
be operated in accordance with the terms of the OL, Technical Specifications,
and the Commission's regulations and will be subject to the continuing inspec-
tion program of the staff.

1.2. General Plant Descrintion

The Catawba Nuclear Station is very similar in design to the McGuire (NUREG-0422)
and Watts Bar (NUREG-0847) nuclear plants. Each unit of the Catawba Nuclear
Station utilizes a nuclear steam supply cystem (NSSS) incorporating a
pressurized-water reactor (PWR), designed by Westinghouse Electric Corporation
rated at 3,411 MWt and a 4-loop reactor coolant system. In each of the denti-
cal units, the reactor core is composed of fuel rods made of slightly enriched
uranium dioxide pellets enclosed in Zircaloy tubes with welded end plugs that
are grouped and supported into assemblies. The mechanical control rods consist
of clusters of stainless steel-clad boron carbide absorber rods that are inserted
into Zircaloy guide tubes located within the fuel assemblies. The core fuel iss

loaded in three regions, each using fuel of a different enrichment of U-235.
The new fuel is introduced into the outer region, moved inward at successiv?
refuelir.gs, and removed from the inner region to the spent fuel storage pool.

Water will serve as both the moderator and the coolant. It will be circulated
through the reactor vessel and core by four vertical, single-stage centrifugal
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The coolant water heated bypumps, one-located in the cold leg of each loop.
the reactor will be circulated through the-four steam generators where_ heat t

will be transferred to the secondary system .to produce saturated steam, and*

1

!~ |then-it will be returned to^the reactor vessel to repeat the cycle.'
.

; An electrically: heated pressurizer connected toithe hot-leg piping ~of.one of
| 'the coolant loops will establish and maintain the reactor coolant' pressure.and

~

l' provide a surge chamber and a water reserve to accommodate reactor' coolant
~

kn Volume changes during operation.
,m

-The steam produced in the steam generators-will be used to drive a' tandem com -
pound double-stage reheat turbine and will be condensed in a triple-shell,

!' . single pass deaerating condenser. Cooling water drawn from the cooling tower
b~asin-will be pumped through the tubes of the condenser to remove the heat from, '

! iand thus condense, the steam after it has passed throagh-the turbine. The con-
.

denser condensate will then be pumped back to the steam generator to be heated
! for another cycle. The condenser cooling water will be passed through three

m'echanical cooling towers and returned to the cooling tower basin.
,

The reactor will-be controlled by a coordinated combination'of a soluble neutron
absorber (boric acid) and mechanical control rods whose drive shafts will allow
the plant to accept step load changes of 10% and ramp load changes of'5% per
minute over the range-of 15 to 100% of full power under normal operating condi--

tions. With. steam bypass, the plant also will have the capability to accept a-'

; 100% step load rejection without reactor trip.

j Plant protection systems are provided that automatically initiate appropriate
action whenever a monitored condition approaches preestablished limits. These'

protection systems will act to shut down the reactor, close isolation valves,'

and initiate operation of the engineered safety features should any or all of'

j these actions be required.
4

|
Supervision and control of both the NSSS and the steam and power conversion,

system for both units will be accomplished from the main control room.4

L

L_ The emergency core cooling system for the station consists of accumulators, upper
head injection, and high- and low pressure injection subsystems with provisions4

for recirculation of the borated water after the end of the injection phase.
,

Various combinations of these features will ensure core cooling for the com-
; plete range of postulated coolant pipe break sizes.

Each of the two NSSSs is housed in a separate freestanding steel containment
. structure within a reinforced concrete shield building. The containments em-
I- plcy the ice-condenser pressure-suppression cor. cept. A common auxiliary build-
| ing adjacent to the containment structures houses the radioactive waste treat-

ment facilities, components of the engineered safety features, and various,

i' related auxiliary systems for each unit. Each unit has a fuel-handling facil- ;

.ity that contains a spent-fuel pcol and a new-fuel storage facility.;

! The station is supplied with electrical power by independent transmission lines;

| from offsite pow r sources. It has independent ano redundant onsite emergency
power supplies capaole of supplying power to shut down the plant safely or te
operat.e the engineered safety features in the event of an accident.

,

:

i
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1. 3 Comparison With Similar Facility Designs,

Comparable principal parameters and features for the Catawba station and other-

recently reviewed PWR ice-condenser facilities are listed in Table 1.2.
,

1.3.1 Comparison With the McGuire Nuclear Station

The Duke Power Company's Catawba and McGuire Nuclear Stations are very similar
in design. .They have similar reactors, each contained in a freestanding steel.
vessel with an ice condenser and a reinforced concrete shield building. .The.

mechanical systems, containment systems, emergency core cooling systems, instru-
ment and control systems, electric power systems, auxiliary systems, radioac-
tive waste systems, and steam and power conversion systems also are very similar
in design and materials;.must differences that do exist are a result of the

.

different vintages of the two stations. The construction permits were issuedi

on August 7, 1975 for the Catavba facility, while the McGuire construction
permits were issued on February 28, 1973. The OL applications for.the facil-
ities were docketed on June 11,-1981, and June 7, 1974,~respectively.

I In addition to the hardware similarities mentioned above, the organizational
structure of the facilities, the training programs for Duke personnel, and the

i - operating procedures for the facilities (for normal and abnormal conditions)
; are very similar in nature. The commitments made by Duke in response-to

NUREG-0737 also are very similar.

1. 3. 2 Comparison With Other Facilities

Many features of the design of the Catawba Nuclear Station are similar to those
that the staff has evaluated and approved previously for other PWR nuclear
plants, such as Sequoyah (NUREG-0011) and Watts Bar (NUREG-0847). 'To the extent
feasible and appropriate, the staff has relied on earlier reviews for. features

j that were shown to be substantially the same as those previously considered.
Where this has been done, the appropriate sections of this report identify the
other facilities involved. The NRC Safety Evaluation Reports for these other
facilities have.been published and are available for public inspection at the
NRC Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20555.

1.4 Identification of Agents and Contractors
'

,

The Westinghouse Electric Corporation (Westinghouse) is supplying the nuclear
,

steam. supply system, including the first fuel loading. The turbine generators
were supplied by the General Electric Company. Duke is responsible for the
design of the remainder of the ttation and for all other architect-angineer,

' functions, as well as for the construction and operation of the station.

Principal consultants utilized by Duke to perform selected design work and
,

other specialized services include Law Engineering Testing Company, Inc. for
investigations in geology, seismology, subsurface conditions and foundations,
and groundwater nydrology; an independent geologic review panel for review of

,

j ' significant geologic features; the firm of Charles T. Main, Inc. for flood
studics; Engineering Data Systems, Inc. for piping seismic design and, as
necessary, to review seismic design of components furnished by Westinghouse

Catawba SER 1-5-
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f or purchased by Duke; and the service of McNeary Insurance Consulting Services,
p Inc. to assist in the area of fire protection at Catawba.

!
- 1.5 Summary of Principal Review Matters

t
NRC technical review and evaluation of the information submitted by the appli-
cant considered, or will consider, the principal matters summarized below:p

P
(1) The population density and land use characteristics of the site environs

7 and the physical characterist.ics of the site (including seismology, meteo-
g rology, geology, and hydrology) to establu h that these characteristics
'

have been determined adequately and have been given appropriate considera-:
tion in tM plant design, and that the site characteristics are in accor-

6 dance with the Commission's siting criteria in 10 CFR 100, taking into
- consideration the design of the facility, including the engineered safety
| features provided.
_

(2) The design, fabrication, construction and testing criteria, and espected
- performance characteristics of the plant structures, systems, and compo-

nents important to safety to determins that they are in accord with the
Commission's general design criteria (GDC), quality assurance criteria

- (QAC), regulatory guides (RGs), and other appropriate rules, codes, and
- standards, and that any departures f rom these criteria, coder, and
h standards have been identified and justified.
I
i (3) The expected response of Catawba station to various anticipated operating
F transients and to a broad spectrum of postulated accidents. Based on this

evaluation, NRC determined that the potential consequences of a few highly
[ unlikely postulated accidents (design-basis accidents (DBAs)) would exceed

those of all other accidents considered. The staff performed conservative
,

analyses of these DBAs to determine that the calculated potential offsite
E
- radiation doses that might result, in the very unlikely event of their

occurrence, would not exceed the Commission's guidelines for site accept-
P ability given in 10 CFR 100.
m (4) Duke's engineering and construction organization, plans for the conduct of,

plant operations (including the organizational structure and the general=

qualifications of operating and technical support personnel), the plans
fur industrial security, and the planning for emergency actions to be"

I taken in the unlikely event of an accident that might affect the general
L public, to determine that the applicant is technically qualified to oper-
- ate the facility safely.

2 (5) The design of the systems provided for control of the radiological efflu-
E ents from Catawba station to determine that the.;e systeme are capable of

controlling the release of radioactive wastes from the facility within thes
- limits of the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 20, and that the equip--

" ment provided is capable of being operated by the applicant in such a
; manner as to reduce radioactive releases to levels that are as low as is

reasonably achievable (ALARA) within the context of the Commission'sg
p regulations in 10 CFR 50, and to meet the dose design objectives of Appen-
E dix I to Part 50.

2
=--
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(6) Duke's quality assurance program for the operation of the station to
ensure that the program complies with the Commission's-regulations in
10 CFR 50, and that the applicant will have proper controls over the
Catawba operations 50 that there is reasonable assurance that the facility
can be operated safely and reliably.

(7) The containment is of the ice-condenser type that will be provided with an
-acceptable hydrogen control system capable of handling hydrogen that might
be produced by a degraded core accident without loss of containment struc-
tural integrity. The Catawba station also shall be provided with systems
necessary to maintain containment integrity that are capable of performing
their functions during and after being exposed to the environmental condi-
tions created by the burning (or local detonation) of hydrogen.

1.6 Modifications to the Catawba Nuclear Station During the Course of NRC
Review

During the review, the NRC staff met a number of times with the applicant's
representatives, contractors, and consultants to discuss various technical
matters related to the facility. Also, the staff made a number of site visits
-to assess specific safety matters related to the station. The applicant made a
number of changes to the facility design as a result of NRC review. The staff
reviewed these desiga changes also. Specific details concerning these changes
are included in amendments to the FSAR and in appropriate subsections of'this
report.

1.7 Summary of Outstanding Issues

As a result of the NRC review of the safety aspects of the Catawba application,
a number of items remain outstanding at the time this report is prepared to be
issued. Because the staff has not completed its review and reached final posi-
tions in these areas, NRC considers these issues to be open. The staff review
of these items will be completed before a decision is made on issuing an Operat-
ing License and will be reported in a supplement to this report. The open items,
with appropriate references to subsections of this report, are listed below.

(1) conformance with NRC SECY 82-352 with regard to quality assurance in
the design and construction of nuclear projects (1.1)

(2) performance of the SNSW pond using NUREG-0693 (2.4.4.2)
(3) inservice pump and valve testing program (3.9.6)
(4) soismic and environmental qualification of equipment (3.10, 3.11)
(5) thermal design procedures and flow measurements techniques (4.4, 4.4.3.3)
(6) instrumentation for inadequate core cooling detection, II.F.2 (4.4.3.4)
(7) pressurizer safety valve sizing and low-temperature overpressure protection

(5.2.2)
(8) model D steam generator preheater degradation (5.4.2.2)
(9) conformance to the staff's position on design requirements of the RHRS

and steam generator tube rupture (5.4.4, 15.4.4)
(10) lockout of manual control by the load sequencer and ECCS override and

reset (7.3.2.11, 6.3)-

(11) remote shutdown instrumentation and controls (7.4.2.2)
(12) loss of both RHR trains resulting from a single instrument bus failure

(7.4.2.4)
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(13) power lockout to motor-operated valves (8.4.4)
(14) fire protection program (9.5.1)
(15) diesel generators emergency lighting, air intake and exhaust, and ,

inadvertent operation of fire protection system in diesel generator
| buildings (9.5.4-9.5.8)

(16) emergency planning and related meteorology (13.3, 2.3)'

(17) alarm in control room for boron dilution modes in all modes of operation
(15.2.4.2)

(18) control room design review (18.2)

i 1.8 Confirmatory Issues

! At this point in the review there are some items that have essentially been
resolved to the staff's satisfaction, but for which certain confirmatory infor-

;

|
mation has not yet been provided by the applicant. In these instances, the

applicant has committed to provide the confirmatory information in the near
future. If staff review of this information does not confirm preliminary con-

! clusions on an item, that item will be treated as open and NRC staff will report
on its resolution in a supplement to this report.

The confirmatory items, with appropriate references to subsections of this
i report, are

| (1) probable maximum precipitation and its effects on safety-related struc-
| tures and components (2.4.3.2)

(2) sediment accumulation in SNSW pond intake structure (2.4.4.2)
(3) postulated failure of CCW piping and its effects on permanent dewatering

system and adjacent buildings (2.4.5)
(4) amplified seismic design spectra for NSW pipelin9s and diesel fuel oil

| tanks (2.5.2.3)
(5) dynamic stability of the SNSW pond dam under extreme loading conditions

(2.5.4) i

(6) SSI for buildings not founded on rock (3.7)
(7) structural integrity of safety-related masonry walls (3.8)
(8) vertical seismic response spectra (3.9.2)

>

(9) loose parts monitoring systems (4.4.3.1)
|(10) listing of ASME Code Cases used in the construction of Section III,

Class 1 components within RCPB (5.2.1.2)
(11) preservice inspection program (5.2.4)
(12) main steamline break using a revised heat transfer model (6.2.1.1)
(13) subcompartment analysis (6.2.1.2)
(14) minimum containment pressure analysis (6.2.1.3)
(15) design provisions for containment isolation systems (6.2.4)
(16) containment purge system (6.2.4)
(17) justification for not testing certain isolation valves (6.2.6)
(18) fracture prevention of containment pressure boundary (6.2.7)
(19) compatibility of ECCS valve interlocks (6.3.2)
(20) postaccident environmental conditions and their impact on the ability of1

the operator to complete certain actions outside the control room (6.3.2)!

(21) procedure for resetting ECCS after SIS (ECCS override and reset) (6.3.2)
(22) NPSH analysis (6.3.4)
(23) inside-containment insulation and containment sump test (6.3.4)
(24) LOCA sensitivity analysis (6.3.5.1)
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.(25) steam generator. level control-and protection (7.3.2.1)
(26) compliance with'IE BulletinL80-06 (7.3.2.2)
(27), test of engineered safeguards P-4-interlock.(7.-3.'2.7) -

3

;(28) containment pressure control system.-(7.3.2.10)
(29) remote 1 shutdown . instrumentation and coni.rols . (7.4.2.2)

'(30). control switches for RHR miniflow Valves (7.4.2.5)
(31) instrumentation used to,. initiate safetyLfunctions (7.5.2.5)
(32) interlocks for reactor coolant system pressure control during . low tempera-

ture' operation (7.6.2.1) ,
. .

'(33) upper head injection manual control'(7.6.2.3).'

.(34) key-locked switches used to override isolation of control roon area HVAC
' .-system (7.6.2.4),

'(35) sep'aration of field run cables.(8.4.5)-

(36) flooding of electrical equipment as.a result of a LOCA (8.4.7)
'(37) load sequencer accelerated sequence (8.4.8).
(38) 100% load reduction capability (8.4.10)
(39) improved thermal design. method (15.1)

E .(40) locked rotor accident (15.3.4)
(41) ESF grade containment purge filter system design (15.4.6)

1.9. License Conditions

There are several issues for which a license condition rny be desirable to
ensure that staff requirements are met during plant operation. The' license-4 -

ccondition may be in the; form of a condition in the body of the. operating
licenses, or a limiting condition for operation in the Technical Specifications:

!- Ippended to the licenses. These currently defined items, with appropriate
references to subsections of this report, are

(1) ~ turbine system maintenar.ce program (3.5.1.3)
(2) shift technical advisor (I.'A.1.1) (13.5.1.3)
(3) relief and safety. valve testing (II.D.1) (3.9.3.2,.5.2.2),

(4) -control and shutdown rods surveillance requirements (4.2)i

(5) instrumentation.for inadequate core cooling detection (II.F.2) (4.4.3.4)4

(6)' inservice inspection program (5.2.4, 6.6)
(7) installation of reactor coolant vents (II.B.1) (5.4.5)' (8) accident monitoring instrumentation (II.F.1) (7.5.2.3, 11.5.1, 12.4.4.1)-

! (9) containment isolation dependability (II.E.4.2) (6.2.4)
(10) hydrogen control measure (6.2.5, App.C)
(11) ECCS flow measurements and NPSH verification (6.3)
(12) charging pumps deadheading (6.3)
(_ 13).effect of nonseismic piping on safety injection pumps' miniflow linest

(6.3)
(14)-PORV isolation system (II.K.3.1, II.K.3.2) (7.6.2.6, 15.5.3)-

i

: (15)-low-temperature overpressure protection / power supplies for pressurizer
. relief valves and level indicators (II.G.1) (8.4.12)

.(16) compliance with NUREG-0612 (9.1.5)
4 (17) postaccident sampling system (II.B.3) (9.3.2.2)

'(18) internal corrosion protection for fuel oil storage tanks (9.5.4.2)
,

(19) secondary water chemistry monitoring and control program (10.3.4)
(20) loss of: primary source of condensate storage water (10.4.9)
(21) primary coolant outside containment (III.D.1.1) (11.6)
(22) independent safety _ engineering group (I.B.1.2) (13.4.3, 13.5.1.3)

.(23) emergency preparedness (13.3)

.(24) control room access (I.C.4) (13.5.1.3)

;. Catawba SER 1-9
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(25) review of power ascension test procedures and emergency operating proce-
dures by NSSS vendor (I.C.7) (13.5.3)

(26) modifications to emergency operating instructions (I.C.8) (13.5.3)
(27) implementation and maintenance of physical security plan (13.6)
(20) report on outages of emergency core cooling system (II.K.3.17) (13,5.4)
(29) effect of high pressure injection for small break LOCA with no auxiliary

feedwater (II.K.2.13) (15.5.1)
(30) voiding in the reactor coolant system (II.K.2.17) (15.5.2)
(31) anticipatory reactor trip (II.K.3.10) (5.2.2)
(32) revised small-break LOCA analysis (II.K.3.30, II.K.3.31) (15.5.6)
(33) control room design review (I.D.1) (18.2)

1.10 Unresolved Safety Is' sues

Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, reads as
follows:

Unresolved Safety Issues Plan

Section 210. The Commission shall develop a plan for providing for
specification and analysis of unresolved safety issues relating to
nuclear reactors and shall take such action as may be necessary to
implement ccrrective measures with respect to such issues. Such plan
shall be submitted to the Congress on or before January 1, 1978 and
progress reports shall be included in the anonal report to the
Congress thereafter.

In response to this reporting requirement, the NRC provided a report to the
Congress, NUREG-0410, in January 1978, which described the generic issues pro-
gram of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) that had been implemented
early in 1977. The NRC program described in NUREG-0410 provides for the identi-
fication of generic issues, the assignment of priorities, the development of
detailed task action plans to resolve the issues, the projections of dollar ar3d
personnel costs, continuing high-level management oversight of task progress,
and public dissenination of information related to the tasks as they progress.
Since NUREG-0410 was issued, each annual report has described NRC progress in
resolving these issues.

The staff continuously evaluates the safety requirements used in its review
against new information as it becomes available. In some cases, the staff takes
immediate action or interim measures to ensure safety. In most cases, however,
the initial assessment indicates that immediate licensing actions or changes in
licensing criteria are not necessary. In any event, further study may be deemed
appropriate to make judgments as to whether existing requirements should be
modified. The issues being studied are sometimes called generic safety issues
because they are related to a particular class or type of nuclear facility.

A discussion of these matters and the NRC program for the resolution of these
generic issues is provided in Appendix C to this report. The appendix includes
references to sections of this report for more specific discussions concerning
this facility.
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Table 1.1 Cross-reference table for NUREG-0737 items

Item Shortened title SER section(s)

I. A.1.1 Shift technical advisor 13.5.1.3
I.A.1.2 Shift supervisor 13.5.1.3

responsibilities
I . A.'1. 3 Shift manning 13.5.1.3
I.A.2.1' Immediate upgrading of 13.2.3

reactor operator and
senior reactor operator
training and qualifications

I.A.2.3 Administration of 13.2.3
training programs

I.A.3.1 Revise scope and criteria 13.2.3
for licensing exams

I.B.1.2 Independent safety 13.4.3, 13.5.1.3
engineering group

I.C.1 Short-term accident and 13.5.3
procedure review

I.C.2 Shift and relief turnover 13.5.1.3
procedures

I.C.3 Shift supervisor 13.5.1.3
responsibility '

I.C.4 Control room access 13.5.1.3
I.C.5 Feedback of operating 13.5.1.3

experience

I.C.6 Verify correct performance 13.5.1.3
of operating activities

I.C.7 NSSS vendor review of 13.5.3
procedures

I.C.8 Pilot monitor of selected 13.5.3
emergency procedures for
near-term operating licenses

I.C.9 Long-term upgrading of 13.5.3
emergency procedures

I.D.1 Control room design reviews 18.2*
I.D.2 Plant safety parameter display 13.3*

console

*This item will be addressed in a supplement to this SER.
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Table 1.1 (continued)

Item Shortened title SER section(s)

I.G.1 Training during low power 14
testing

'

II.B.1 Reactor coolant system vents 5.4.5
II.B.2 Plant shielding 12.4.2
II.B.3 Postaccident sampling 9.3.2.2, 12.5

i II.B.4 Training for mitigating core 13.2.2, 13.2.3
damage

II.D.1 Relief and safety valve 3.9.3.2, 5.2.2.1
test requirements

II.D.3 Relief and safety valve 7.5.2.2, 5.2.2.1
position indication

II.E.1.1 Auxiliary feedwater system 10.4.9
AFWS evaluation

II.E.1.2 AFWS initiation and 7.3.2.6
' flow indication

II.E.3.1 Emergency power for 8.4.11
pressurizer heaters

II.E.4.1 Dedicated hydrogen 6.2.5
penetrations

II.E.4.2 Containment isolation 6.2.4
dependability

II.F.1 Accident monitoring
instrumentation
(1) Noble gas monitoring 11.5.1
(2) Iodine particulate 11.5.1

sampling
(3) High-range in-containment 12.4.4.1

radiation monitor
(4) Containment pressure 7.5.2.3
(5) Containment water level 7.5.2.3
(6) Containment hydrogen 7.5.2.3

II.F.2 Instrumentation for detection 4.4.3.4
of inadequate core cooling

II.G.1 Power supplies for pressur- 8.4.12
izer relief valves and level
indicators

II.K.2 Orders on plants
13 Effect of HPI for small- 15.5.1

| break LOCA with no
auxiliary feed
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Table 1.1 (continued)

Item Shortened title SER section(s)
:+--,

17 Voiding in RCS 15.5.2
'

.. 19' Benchmark analysis- 10.4.9
] sequential ARI flow
'

II.K.3 Final recommendations, Bulletins-
and'0rders Task Force

1 Auto.PORV isolation 7.6.2.6, 15.5.3
system .

2 Report on PORV failures 15.5.3
! 3 Reporting safety valve

.and relief valve failures 13.5.4
and challenges

5 Auto trip of RCPs -15.5.4
9 Proportional integral

derivative controller 7.7.2.4
modification

10 . Applicant's g]roposed 5.2.2.1, 7.2.2.7
anticipatory trip at
high power

12 Confirm anticipatory 7.2.2.8
trip upon turbine trip:

17 ECCS outages 13.5.4
25 Power on pump seals 15.5.54

,

30 Small-break LOCA methods 15.5.6
31 Plant-specific methods 15.5.6

III.A.1.1 Emergency preparedness, 13.3*
short term

III.A.1.2 Upgrade emergency support 13.3*
facilities

III.A.2 Emergency preparedness 13.3*c
~

III.D.1.1 Primary coolant outside 11.6
containment

III.D.3.3 Inplant radiciodine 12.6.2
monitoring

III.D.3.4 Control room habitability 6.4;

*These items will be addressed in a supplement to this SER.
.

I
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Table 1.2 Comparison between principal design features of
Catawba and other ice condenser PWR facilities

Design features Catawba McGuire Watts Bar

Containment types Ice condenser Ice condenser Ice condenser

(cntainment design
' pressure, psig 15.0 15.0 15.0

3Containment volume, ft 1,184,500 1,196,000 1,191,400

Reactor thermal
power, MWt 3,411 3,411 3,411

Net electrical
output, MWe 1,145 1,180 1,171

Total reactor coolant
flow rate, lb/hr 143,300,000 144,700,000 140,300,000

Secondary steam
flow rate, lb/hr 15,214,000 15,144,000 15,140,000<

Fuel lattice 17 x 17 17 x 17 17 x 17
optimized standard standard

Number of fuel
assemblies 193 193 193

Number of fuel rods
per fuel assembly 264 264 264!-

Number of rod cluster
control assemblies 53 53 53

Reactor vessel
inside diameter, in. 173 173 173 -

Overall height of
vessel and closure

| head ft-in. 43-10 43-9-5/8 43-10

Reactor vessel
design pressure,
psig 2,485 2,485 2,485

Reactor vessel
design temperature,

F 650 650 650

Reactor vessel
minimum cladding
thickness, in. 1/8 1/8 1/8

Number of
recirculation loops 4 4 4
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Table 1.2 (Continued)
,

Design features Catawba McGuire Watts Bar

Average heat flux,
Btu /hr-ft2 197,200 189,800 189,800

Maximum heat flux
Btu /hr-ft2 457,500 440,300- 440,300

Reactor coolant pump
flow rate, gpm 100,900 101,700 99,000

Steam generator W Model -W Model W Model D-3
type - D-3 (Unit 1) D-2 (Unit 1)

-

D-5 (Unit 2) 0-3 (Unit 2)
Steam generator
overall height (ft-in.) 67-8 67-8 67-8

Number of pressurizer
safety valves 3 3 3

Safety valve relieving
capacity, lb/hr 420,000 420,000 420,000

Number of power-
operated relief
valves (PORVs) 3 3 3

PORV-relieving capacity,
Ib/hr 210,000 210,000 210,000

Turbine generator out-
put, kW 1,204,000 1,220,000 1,218,000

; Secondary steam pres-
sure, psia 1,000 1,000 1,000

Secondary steam
temperature, F 544 544 544
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2 SITE CHARACTERISTICS
,

2.1 Geography and Demograpny

The July 1981 edition of the SRP (NUREG-0800) includes Chapter 2, " Site
Cha.acteristics." Catawba Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 were reviewed in
accordance with Sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.3 of the SRP. The results of
this review are contained in Section 2.1 of this SER.

2.1.1 Site Location and Description

The site for Catawba Unit 1, which is a proposed two-unit site, consists of 391
acres located in the northeastern portion of York County in north central South
Carolina. Figure 2.1 shows the site location with respect to the surrounding
area. The site borders on Lake Wylie, about 6 mi north of Rock Hill, and is
11 mi south-southwest of the nearest boundary of Charlotte, North Carolina, the
largest city in the area. The exclusion area and the principal plant structures,
in relation to the Duke property line and site boundary, are indicated in Fig-
ure 2.2. Figure 2.3 shows the low population zone (LPZ) and populous regions
within 5 mi of Catawba.

The coorriinates of Catawba Unit 1 (measured from the center of the containment
building) are 35*3'5" north latitude and 81*4'10" west longitude. The universal
transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates are 3,878,558 m north and 493,660 m east,
in zone 17. The site is situated on a peninsula bounded by Beaver Dam Creek to
the north, Big Allison Creek to the south, Lake Wylie to the east, and privately
owned land to the west. The area in the vicinity of the site is predominantly
rural. The Duke Power Company's Wylie Dam and Hydroelectric Station are
located about 4.5 mi southeast of the site.

2.1.2 Exclusion Area Authority and Control

The applicant has defined the exclusion area for the Catawba site as a circular
area with a 2,500-ft (762-m) radius measured from a point midway on a common
centerline between Units 1 and 2. The applicant owns and controls all of the
land and mineral rights within the designated exclusion area except for a
1-acre cemetery plot that is owned by the Concord Cemetery Association and
located approximately 1,350 ft inside the east boundary line. The Duke Power
Company and the Concord Cemetery Association entered into an agreement that
outlines Duke's authority to control all activity pertaining to this property.
There are no residents living within the exclusion area.

There are no railroads, highways, or waterways traversing the exclusion area.
Lake Wylie extends into the exclusion area at points north and south of the
station. Activitias within the exclusion area unrelated to plant (Unit 1)
operations are limited primarily to activity associated with the construction
of Unit 2, visits by persons to the Concord Church Cemetery for the purpose of
conducting memorial or burial services and persons observing the station and
picnicking in the 2-acre visitors' overlook area, and water-related activities
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; on1t.he two small-Lake Wylie coves'that extend into the exclusion. area. Arrange-
~

:

mants have been made to control _and, if necessary, evacuate these portions of
: the exclusion area in the' event of an emergency. _ Refer to Section 13.3 of~

this report for more details ~of these arrangements.
:

[ The staff concludes that by virtue _of ownership (or agreement in the case of the'

-cemetery) of the land and control of tra mineral rights within the exclusion
area and on the basis that suitable arrangements have been made to control all

!- activity unrelated _to Unit 1 operation, the applicant has the authority to '

; determine all activities within the exclusion area, as reqaired by 10 CFR 100.
;- The staff also concludes that the activities unrelated to plant operation within *

| the exclusion area will not interfere with normal plant operation.
;

2.1.3 Population Distribution
.

.The_~ resident population in the vicinity of the Catawba site is shown as a
function of distance in Table 2.1. The year 2020 is the nearest cen es year
to the end of plant life.

,

The nearest community in the vicinity of the site with more than l',000 persons
is Fort Mill, South Carolina. Located approximately 5 mi east-southeast of the.

; site, Fort Mill had a population of 4,162 in 1980. The closest large community
: is Rock Hill, about 6 mi south-southeast of the site, with a 1980 population of

35,344 persons. The population within 5 mi of the site in 1980 was 11,325, and.
'

within 10 mi it was 72,728. The applicant reported that there were 1,227,436
people living within 50 mi.of the Catawba site in 1970. This figure was expected :

to increase to 1,394,152 by 1980, and, by the year 2020, the applicant projected+

'a population of 1,849,179. The closest major city within 50 mi of the site is,

1 Charlotte, North Carolina, located approximately 17 mi east-northeast with a
1980 population of 314,477. The' applicant predicted a population growth' rate i,

! of about 0.82%/yr for the area within 50 mi of the site during the life of the
plant, as compared to a 0.87%/yr growth rate predicted by the U.S. Bureau of

1

]
Economic Anelysis for this area.

! The applicant h'as selected an LPZ for the Catawba site-as a circular area with
: a radius of 20,000 ft (6,096 m) measured from a point midway on a common' center-
|| line between Units 1 and 2. In general the landscape within the LPZ is about
~ the.same as the rest of the area immediately surrounding the Catawba site--

rural in nature, with some farming and cattle raising, but mostly forest and
| water areas that are used for recreational activities. There were approximately
| 7,400 residents living within the LPZ in 1980. This number is expected to double
! during the life of the plant. In addition to the resident population, there is
L a transient population that uses the area around Catawba Station. Water-related

recreational activities on and along the shores of Lake Wylie account for most!

E of the transient population. In 1977 there were approximately 700,000 tran-
! sients that visited this area. This number is expected to increase only slightly

over the years in conjunction with the increase in resident population. There
are about 658 transients daily that attend school and work in the LPZ during
the school year. Forty of these transients work year round at ths Kent Moore '

Corporation 3.3 mi west-southwest of the site, and three transients work year
round at the C&B Machine Products Company 3.6 mi west-southwest of the site.
The remaining 615 transients include students and staff at the Mt. Gallant
Elementary School located 3 mi south of the site. There is one other school,
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the Sethel Elementary School located 4.1 mi northwest of the site, but there
cre.no hospitals, prisons, or. manufacturing or industrial organizations within
5 mi of the site. Section 13.3 of this report provides a discussion of emer-
g:ncy preparedness for protection of the public in this area,. The applicant
has-indicated that the nearest densely populated u nterm as defined by
10 CFR 100, of about 25,000 er more persons is Rock Hili, . South Carolina. The
population of Rock Hill was 33,846 in 1970 and increased to 35,344 in 1980.
The distance from Rock Hill to the site.is approximately 6 mi, which is at least
one and one-third times the LPZ outer radius, as required by 10 CFR 100.

2.1.4 Conclusions

2 On the basis of (1) the 10 CFR 100 definitions of the exclusion area, the low-
population zone,~and the population center distance, (2) the staff analysis of
the onsite meteorological data from which the relative concentration factors
(X/Q) were calculated (see Section 2.3 of this report), and (3) the calculated*

potential radiological dose consequences of design-basis accidents (see Sec-
tion 15 of this report), the staff concludes that the exclusion area, LPZ, and
population center distance meet the criteria of 10 CFR 100 and are acceptable.

2.2| Nearby Industrial, Transportation, and Military Facilities

The July 1981 edition of SRP-(NUREG-0800) includes Chapter 2, " Site Character-
istics," as well as Chapter 3, " Design of Structures, Components, Equipment
and Systems." Catawb4 statior: Units 1 and 2 were reviewed in accordance with
Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 3.5.1.5, and 3.5.1.6 of the SRP. The results of
this review are contained in Section 2.2 of this SER.

2.2.1 Transportation Routes

There are no highways, railroads, or waterways traversing the Catawba exclusion
area. County Road 1132, which formerly ran through the exclusion area, has been
relocated outside the exclusion area, but it is still available as an approach
road to gain access to the visitors' overlook and plant structures from the west
side of the site property. County Road 1132 also circumvents the site property
from the west side of the exclusion area, down and around the southern portion
of the applicant's property, toward the southeastern section of the exclusion
area, where it branches off to.a public road and there connects with a driveway
(provided by the applicant in agreement with the Concord Cemetery Association)
leading to the cemetery. Several highways pass within 5 mi of the Catawba site.
The closest highway, S.C. 274 located 1.3 mi west of the site, is used primarily
for-local traffic and for access to the plant and recreation areas along Lake
Wylie. S.C. 161, which is 4.5 mi south-southwest of the site, is used mostly
for local traffic between Rock Hill and York, South Carolina. The only major
highways in the vicinity are Interstate 77 and U.S. 321, located 6 mi east and
9 mi west of the site, respectively. The applicant surveyed the traffic, and i

the' cargo carried, on the roads in the area to determine if any potentially
,

hazardous, explosive, or toxic materials were transported near the station that
would pose a threat to the plant. The applicant also examined the potential>

hazards of material transported on the mainline of the Southern Railway, which
passes about 4.5 mi south-southwest of Catawba station. The applicant stated
that the separation distances of the railroad and highways, as well as the
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nature of the roads in the vicinity of the station, are sufficient to preclude
adverse offects on the plant in the event of such explosions or releases. The
staff, after reviewing the applicant's data, concurs with this statement.

2.2.2 Nearby Facilities

There are no military bases, bombing ranges, munitions plants, or missile in-
stallations within 10 mi of the Catawba site. There is only one airport with-
in 10 mi of the site. The Rock Hill Airport is about 4 mi south of the station;
it has one paved runway and accommodates 40 permanently based aircraft, the
largest cf which weighs 6,300 lb. Larger aircraft, weighing up to 58,000 lb,
use this airport a total of 50 times a year. Approximately 70,000 operations
take place at the Rock Hill Airport annually. No plans for expanding the air-
port are anticipated. There are two other airports in the general vicinity of
the Catawba site: Gastonia Municipal Airport, 11 mi north-northwest, and
Douglas Municipal Airport, 13 mi northeast. The Gastonia airport has one paved
runway.and one sod strip, with 75 permanently based airc. raft and about 18,000
operations annually. Small private jets currently use the Gastonia airport; a
500-it runway extension is being planned to accommodate aircraft up to 14,000 lb.
Douglas Municipal Airport is the largest airport within 50 mi of the site.
Douglas has three paved runways and nandled about 272,000 operations in 1980.
By 1985 it is expected that there will be 340,000 operations annually at Douglas.
Approximately 3,100 of the current anwal operations are attributed to 9 C-130
transport planes based at Douglas and operated by the North Carolina Air National
Guard.

There are no low level military aircraft training routes near the site. Five
low-cititude Federal airways (V-259, V-54, V-130, V-66, and V-37) are located
within a 10-mi radius of Catawba. At its closest point, the centerline of
V-259 is 3.1 mi northeast of the Catawba reactor; of V-54 it is 4.0 mi south;
and of V-133 it is 5.1 mi northeast; the centerlines of V-66 and V-37 are 6.8 mi
southeast and east of the reactor, respectively.

The applicant's assessment of aircraf t hazards at the site has been independently
verified by the staff. The staff has concluded that the probability of an air-
craft accident at the station causing radiological consequences in excess of
the guidelines of 10 CFR 100 is within the acceptance criteria limits of SRP Sec-
tion 2.2.3 (less than about 10 7 per year) and is, therefore, acceptable.

There are five industrial firms within 10 mi of Catawba. Only two of these are
within 5 mi of the station: (1) the EFP Products Division of Kent Moore Cor-
poration, which fabricates stainless steel molds for high pressure plastic lam-
inatir;g; and (2) the C & B Machine Products Company, which manufactures screw
machine parts. None of these industries ship or receive hazardous materials
that could present a threat to the station. There are little or no changes or

expansions of industrial facilities expected within 5 mi of Catawba in the
foret,eeable future.

The Carolina Pipeline Company has two natural gas pipelines running in the
general vicinity of the site. The closer line, 6 in. in diameter, operating at
a maximuu pressure of 717 psig, is approximately 4.3 mi south of the station;
the other line, 12 in. in diameter, operating at a maximum pressure of 686 psig
is 6.5 mi away. Both of these lines normally carry natural gas, but during
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heavy-demand periods a propane-air mixture is injected into the natural gas.
There are no-plans for transporting other products in these pipelines. The
separation distances-from these pipelines are sufficient to preclude any,

tdverse effects on Catawba Station.
.,

There are no drilling, mining, or quarry operations within 5 mi of'the site.
There is, hewever, a liquid propane storage facility about 6.5 mi west-south-

. west of the station that is operated'by the Carolina-Transco Propane Company.
The storage facilities consist of a 16-million gal and a 50-million gal under-

: ground' cavern and two 45,000 gal and one 90,000 gal above ground tanks. There
is a 6-in.-diameter pipeline used for transporting propane to and from the stor-
age area and facilities;for loading and unloading trucks and tank cars. The -

caverns, located 410 ft underground, consist of rooms approximately 25 ft wide
; and 40 ft high that.are partitioned by 40-ft square pillars. Seven 30,000 gal .

tank cars can be accommodated at the rail siding at one time, and about 50 tank '
,

car shipments are.made from this siding annually. The applicant analyzed the'
'

propane. storage areas and the associated transportation facilities to determine
; the consequences of potential accidents at these facilities and the effects

they would have on the operation of the Catawba station. The storage area was
dasigned so that because of the depth of the caverns (410 ft), the hydrostatic

~

. pressure is greater than the vapor pressure of the stored propane; thus any
j laakage is. maintained into rather than out'of the caverns. Propane pressure

and water pressure within the rock surrounding the cavern are monitored routinely,

to ensure a safe pressure differential for the stored propane. Because of the
volume of liquid carried and the separation distances involved when shipping byr

~

: either rail (4.5 mi) or truck (1.3 mi), the applicant concluded that a tank car
or truck accident would not pose a problem to the station structures. The appli-

j cant assumed the most probable propane accident to be a rupture in an above ground
t' storage tank, in the 6-in. propane pipeline, or in the below ground. caverns.

-In,each case the applicant postulated that the propane vaporized immediately,
after being released at a stipulated rate, and then detonated near the storage

i area, or because of' meteorological conditions the detonation did not occur
;- immediately, but a delayed vapor cloud explosion took place closer to the
! Catawba station. In either case, because of the amount of propane available and
; the separation distances involved, the peak incident overpressure resulting from

the detonation of the propane vapors was below 1 psi, the limit specified in-

RG 1.91. The staff agrees with the applicant that the effect of a potential
propane release and subsequent explosion will not damage the safety-related
structures at Catawba.

Toxic gases on or near the site do not pose a problem at Catawba station.,

i' However, the applicant has considered the unlikely possibility that both the
sulfuric acid and hypochlorite tanks rupture or leak simultaneously, allowing
the two to combine and produce chlorine gas. Consequently, the applicant has'

installed a chlorine detector in the control room heating, ventilating, and air*

i. conditioning (HVAC) system that will isolate the control room upon initiation.

2.2.3 Conclusions*

t

On the basis of the information provided by the applicant and the staff's review-

based on criteria in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 4, and SRP Section 2.2.3, the
. staff has determined that the plant is adequately protected and can be operated

4, with an acceptable degree of safety as a result of the activities at nearby
transportation, industrial, and military facilities.

,

4
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2.3 Meteorology

Evaluation of regional and local climatological infarmation, including extremes
of climate and severe weather occurrences that may affect the design and siting
of a nuclear plant, is required to ensure that the plant can be designed and
operated within the requirements of Commission regulations. Information c.on-
cerning atmcsaheric diffusion characteristics of a nuclear power plant site is
required for a determination that radioactive effluents from postulated acci-
dental releases as well as routine operational releases are within Commission
guidelines. Sections 2.3.1 through 2.3.5 have been prepared in accordance with
the review procedures described in the SRP (NUREG-0800), utilizing information
presented in Section 2.3 of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) as well as
responses _to requests for additional information and generally available refer-
ence materials as described.in the appropriate sections of the SRP.

2.3.1 Regional Climatology

The plant is located in the southern Piedmont, an area of rolling terrain
between the Appalachian Mountains and the Coastal Plain. Cold air moving
southward into the area is modified and warmed somewhat in crossing the
mountair+, resulting in cool winters. Summers are relatively long and quite
warm because of the predominance of maritime tropical air masses with origins
over the Gulf of Mexico. The mean annual temperature in the area is about
16.1 C (61 F), ranging from about 6.1 C (43 F) in January to about 26.1 C
(79 F) in July. Annual precipitation in the area is about 1,168 mm (46 in.).

The site lies near a principal track of spring, summer, and autumn storms that
track northeast along the coast, resulting in a variety of severe weather phe-
nomena that affect the site area. The predominance of warm, moist air masses
in the region during the summer also contributes to the development of thunder-
storms. About 54 thunderstorms can be expected on about 42 days of each year.
Considering the frequency of thunderstorms and the size of the structures of
the plant, the applicant has estimated an annual mean lightning strike frequency
of 4.4 at the site. Hail often accompanies severe thunderstorms. During the
period 1955 through 1967, 14 occurrences of hail with diameters of 19 mm
(3/4 in.) or greater were reported in the 1 latitude-longitude square contain-
ing the site.

Tornadoes are not uncommon in the region. For a 100-mi square (10,000 mi2)
containing the site, an average of 2.6 tornadoes per year were reported for
the period 1950 through 1976. Using an average tornado path area of 2.8 mi2,
the computed recurrence interval for a tornado at the Catawba site is about
1,360 years. The applicant has examined tornado occurrences in the region for
the period 1956 through 1980 and calculated a slightly longer recurrence inter-
val of 1,610 years. The characteristics of the design-basis tornado considered
by the applicant for Catawba station are different than the recommendations of
RG 1.76 for this region of the country. The maximum windspeed (360 mph) and
total pressure drop (3 psi) are equivalent, but the rate of pressure drop
assumed for the Catawba station design is one-half the rate of pressure drop
recommended in RG 1.76. The applicant has stated that the rate of pressure
drop is not a factor in the design of safety-related structures, systems, and
components because pressure differential is considered as a static load for
structural design. The acceptability of the applicant's design of Category I
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structures with re gect to design-basis tornado characteristics and load com-
binations is discussed in Section 3.3.2 of this SER.

The Car 9linas are affected by tropical storms on the average of once per year
and by hurricanes on the average of once every 2 years. In the pericd 1871
through 1978, about 23 tropical depressions, tropical stor.% , and hurricanes
have passed within about 50 mi of the plant site. Hurricane David, September
1979, was the last herricane to affect the area.

High-windspeed occurrences in the area are associated with severe thunderstorms,
extratropical cyclones, tropical storms, or hurricanes. The highest " fastest
mile" windspeed reported at Charlotte, North Carolina, was 59 mph in July 1962,
and the highest " fastest mile" windspeed reported at Cclumbia, South Carolina,
was 60 mph in March 1954. The applicant has selected an operating-basis wind-
speed (defined as the " fastest mile" windspeed at a height of 33 ft with a
return period of 100 years) of 95 mph for consideration in plant design.

The anplicant has examined 22 years (1951 through 1972) of meteorological data
from Charlotte, North Carolina, to determine the meteorological design conditions
of the ultimate heat sink. The applicant also has determined that more restric-
tive design conditions (e.g. , less cooling or higher evaporation) have not
occurred in the period 1973 through 1980. RG 1.27 recommends examination of the
most recent 30 year period of meteorological data to determine design conditions
of the ultimate heat sink. The meteorological conditions selected by the appli-
cant for the design of the ultimate heat sink appear reasonably conservative.

Heavy snowfall is not common in the region, but roof loads may accumulate as a
result of a wintertime precipitation mixture of snow, ice, and rain. Ice storms,
which can plug drains and scuppers as well as disrupt offsite power, are not
uncommon. Ice storms are expected several times per year, with typical accumula-
tions of 0.25 to 0.50 in. The applicant has considered a weight of 20 psf to
represent the 100 year return period snow / ice load. In addition, the applicant
has estimated a maximum load at ground level as a result of a combination of
snow, ice, and rain to be 70 psf. Because of the parapet walls on the reactor
building, the applicant has considered a maximum surcharge weight of 625 psf
adjacent to the wall for the design of this structure. See Sections 2.4.3.2
and 3.8.1 for additional discussions of roof loadings resulting from
precipitation.

Large-scale episodes of atmospheric stagnation occur in the region. About 85
atmospheric stagnation cases, totaling about 330 days, were reported in the
area in the period 1936 through 1970. About 6 of these cases lasted 7 days or
more.

As discussed above, the staff has reviewed available information relative to
the regional neteorological conditions of importance to the safe design and
siting of this plant in accordance with the criteria contained in Section 2.3.1
of the SRP. Based on this review, the staff concludes that the applicant has
identified appropriate regional meteorological conditions in the design and
siting of this plant and, therefore, meets the requirements of 10 CFR 100.10
and GDC 2. The design-basis tornado characteristics selected by the applicant

.
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are somewhat different than tha position set forth in RG 1.76; however, the
differences are not Considered significant in the determination of an acceptable
design-basis tornado for structural design (see Section 3.3.2) and missile
generation. Therefore, the applicant has aet the requirement of GDC 4 for the
consideration of tornado missiles.

2.3.2 Local Meteorology
,

Climatological data from Charlotte, North Carolina; limited data from Catawea,
Winthrop College, and Fort Mill, South Carolina; and available onsite data have
been used to assess local metecrological characteristics of the Catawba site.

Extreme temperatures of -20.6 C (-5' F) and 40.0 C (104 F) have been observed
at Charlotte. Precipitation is well distributed throughout the year, ranging
from about 68.6 mm (2.7 in.) in October and November to about 127 mm (5 in.) in
July. Maximum and minimum monthly amounts of precipitation observed at Charlotte
have been 420.4 mm (16.55 in.) in July 1916 and a trace (less than 0.01 in.) in
October 1953, respectively. The maximum amount of precipitation in a 24-hour
period at Charlotte was 167.4 mm (6.59 in.) in July 1944. The maximum amount
of snowfall in a 24-hour period at Charlotte was about 420 mm (16.5 in.) in
February 1902.

Wind data taken from the 10-m level of the casite tower for a 2 year period
(December 17, 1975 through December 16, 1977) indicate prevailing winds from
the south-southwest (13.9%) and from the southwest (13.5%). A somewhat bimodal
airflow pattern is evident with winds from the south, south-southwest, and
southwest totaling about 35.5%, and winds from the north, north-northeast, and
northeast totaling about 24.9%. Wind data measured at a different tower loca-
tion for the period June 30, 1971 through June 30, 1972 contrast markedly with
the more recent data. For example, winds from the southwest occurred about
19.5% of the time, while winds from the south-southwest occurred only about
5.3% of the time. Strong secondary airflow from the northwest (16.9%) also was
evident for the earlier data collection period, but this pattern is not discern-,

| ible from the most current data. The applicant has attributed these differences
to " synoptic-based variations in direction preferences" (i.e., natural variations
in winds resulting from the movement of large-scale weather features); however,
the differences could be attributable to changes in terrain and vegetation
resulting from plant construction, or to nonrepresentative tower locations.,

|
| The average windspeed at the Catawba site for the period December 17, 1975
| through December 16, 1977 is about 2.5 m/sec (5.6 mph). About 70% of the winds

|
occur with speeds of 3 m/sec (6.7 mph) or less.

Neutral (Pasquill type "D") and slightly stable (Pasquill type "E") conditions
predominate, occurring about 27.3% and 21% of the time, respectively, for the
period December 17, 1975 through December 16, 1977. Moderately stable (Pasquill
Type "F") and extremely stable (Pasquill type "G") conditions occur about 8.7%
and and 11.7% of the time, respectively, for the same period of record. However,
substantial differences in the distribution of atmospheric stability classes
between the earlier 1 year period of record (June 30, 1971 through June 30,
1972) and the more recent 2 year period of record (December 17, 1975 through

i
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December 16, 1977) are evident. For example, moderately stable and extremely
stable conditions occurred more frequently (14.1% and 17%, respectively) during
the earlier data collection per Wd. Extremely unstable (Pasquill type "A")
conditions occurred about 10.2% of the timt during the earlier data collection
period, while these conditions were observed about 18.7% of the time during the
more recent data collection period. Atmospheric stability conditions defined
by vertical temperature gradient are more dependent on tower location and
instrument exposure than on synoptic variations in airflow patterns.

Because of the differences in wind direction frequencies and distribution of
atmospheric stability classes between the two data collection periods and
because of concerns about the representativeness of data collected at the
current tower locations, the staff has asked the applicant to initiate several
studies to determine the validity of available data. These studies are de-
scribed in Section 2.3.3.

As discussed above, the staff has reviewed avai hble information relative to
local meteorological conditions of importance to the safe design and siting of
this plant in accordance with the criteria contained in SRP Section 2.3.2.
Based on this review, the staff concludes that the applicant has identified and
considered appropriate local meteorological conditions in the design and siting
of this plant and, therefore, meets the requirements of 10 CFR 100.10 and GDC 2.-

Concerns about the representativeness of onsite meteorological data are address-
ed in Section 2.3.3.

2.3.3 Onsite Meteorological Measurements Program

An onsite meteorological measurements program was initiated at the Catawba. site
in June 1971. Two towers (one used for 10-m windspeed and wind direction meas-
urement and the other used for measurement of the vertical temperature gradient)
were locatcd approximately 425 m (1,400 ft) east-southeast of the reactor complex.
After completion of collection of 1 year's worth of data (June 30, 1971 through
June 30, 1972) used for the construction permit application, these towers were
removed. In 1975, two " permanent" meteorological towers were installed on a
knoll about 380 m r1,250 ft) southwest of the reactor complex. The base eleva-
tion of these towers is about 11 m above plant grade. The speed arid direction
of the wind are measured ftom the top of a 10-m tower. Windspead and wind
direction also are measured from the top of a 40-m tower, and vertical tempera-
ture difference is measured between the 10- and 40-m leveis of this tower.
Differences in meteorological data collected during the two preoperational data
collection periods are discussed in Section 2.3.2.

The design of the tower used to provide measurements of windspeed and wind
direction at the 40 m level is unusual with respect to the massiveness of the
tower's structural components (large girders). The meteorological sensors are
mounted between 0.3 m and 0.6 m above the top of the structure on the northwest
corner. Measurements of windspeed and wind direction at this location could be
affected by airflow over and around the structural components, potentially
resulting in nonrepresentative data. The applicant was requested to provide
justification that windspeed and wind direction measurements made at the cur-
rent elevation of this tower are not unduly affected by turbulence generated
by airflow over and around the tower structure. The applicant measured the
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speed and direction of the wind from instruments on a temporary mast at a height
of 3.9 m above the top structural component. Concurrent measurements from this,

elevation were compared with measurements nearer to the. top structural component
: -to determine the effect of the tower structure on windspeed and wind direction
! measurements. The results of this study. indicated that the current windspeed

.and direction sensors should be relocated to a height of at least 3 m above the,

; top structural component of the tower.- The applicant has committed to make-
this change-in the meteorological measurements program.

The staff also-is concerned about the representativeness of the location of the |.

10-m tower because of the possibility of low-level gravity airflow from higher '(terrain elevations to lower elevations (i.e. , " drainage" airflow). The irregular

|
terrain of the Catawba _ site, the frequent _ occurrences of strong surface-based
inversions, and the high percentage of low-windspeed conditions are conducive|-

! to gravity airflow. At the staff's. request,'the applicant installed a supple-
mental 10-m tower in an area of flat terrain at plant grade. Windspeed and -

wind direction measurements from the top of the supplemental tower have been
,

compared with concurrent measurements from the current 10-m system. Preliminary
: analyses of the results of this data comparison indicate that measurements of

,

L wind direction from the two towers are in reasonable agreement overall. Wind
j direction measurements from the 10-m level of the current tower appear reason-

ably representative of low-1cvel airflow patterns as used in dose consequence
assessments presented in the SER. The supplemental tower was initially installed
as a temporary system; however, data from the supplemental measurements program

;- are being examined to determine if the supplemental tower should eventually be
! integrated into the upgraded operational meteorological measurements program

for use in an emergency response situation.
;

L Dry bulb and dew point temperatures are measured at the 10-m level and pre-
' cipitation is measured near ground level. Analog strip charts were used to

record all data presented in the FSAR. Weekly checks on the measurements
system were performed during the preoperational data collection program._ These
weekly checks included electronic loop calibration for wind direction data.
The system was calibrated _at least semiannually during the data collection'

period. The operational meteorological measurements program is expected to bei

; essentially the same as the preoperational program, with the addition of digital
data recording and the other changes described above.!-

The applicant has provided joint frequency distributions of the speed and direc-
tion of the wind by atmospheric stability for the 2 year period December 17,
1975 through December 16, 1977. Windspeed and wind direction data were based

;

|
on measurements at the 10-m level, and atmospheric stability was defined by
the measurement of vertical temperature gradient between the 10-m and 40-m

,

levels. Data recovery for the joint frequency distribution for this 2 year
period was in excess of 90L

The staff has reviewed the onsite meteorological measurements system in accord-
ance with the criteria contained in SRP Section 2.3.3. Although the instrumen-

. tation and data reduction procedures appear to conform to the recommendations
: of RG 1.23, the staff was concerned about instrument exposure and the represen-

tativeness of the tower location. As indicated by the data comparisons discussed
| above, the current meteorological measurements program has provided data to

,

'
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represent onsite meteorological conditions as required in 10 CFR 100.10. The
staff concludes th.t the site data provide a reasonable basis for making con-
servative estimates of atmospheric dispersion conditions used for estimating
consequences of design-basis accident and routine releases from the plant.

The operational meteorological measurements program will be utilized as part
of the overall emergency response capability designed to meet the emergency
preparedness planning requirements outlined in 10 CFR 50.47 and Appendix E to
10 CFR 50. The review of the meteorological portion of the emergency response
capability will be performed on a schedule developed in accordance with the
provisions described in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737. Guidance documents used
for this review will include RG 1.101 (Rev. 2), RG 1.97 (Rev. 2), and Supple-
ment 1 to NUREG-0737. Specific areas of review will include

(1) characterization of atmospheric dispersion conditions within 10 mi of the
site

(2) availability of onsite (and supplemental, if necessary) meteorological
data

(3) representativeness and availability of alternate sources of meteorological
data, if the onsite program is inoperative

Also to be included in this review will be the incorporation of current meteoro-
logical data into a real-time atmospheric dispersion model for dose assessments.
The staff will report on this matter in a supplement to this SER.

2.3.4 Short-Term (Accident) Diffusion Estimates

To audit the applicant's estimates, the staff has performed an independent
assessment of short-term (less than 30 days) accid 9ntal releases from buildings
and vents using the direction-dependent atmospheric dispersion model described
in RG 1.145 with consideration of increased lateral dispersion during stable
conditions accompanied by low windspeeds. For this evaluation, 2 years (Decem-
ber 17, 1975 through December 16, 1977) of onsite data were used. Windspeed and
wind direction data were based on measurements at the 10-m level and atmospheric
stability was defined by the vertical temperature gradient measured between the
10- and 40-m levels. A ground-level release with a building wake f actor, cA, of
808 m was assumed. The relative concentration (X/Q) for the 0-to-2-hour time
period was determined to be 3.8 x 10 4 sec/m3 at an exclusion area boundary
distance of 800 m in the north sector. This value is identical to the 5% site
limit.X/Q. Nearly identical X/Q values also were calculated in the north-
northeast, r.ortheast, south, and soutnwest sectors. The X/Q values for appro-
priate time periods at the outer boundary of the LPZ (6,096 m) are shown in
Table 2.2.

The applicant has calculated a higher (about 40%) X/Q value for the 0-to-2-hour
time period at the exclusion area boundary than that calculated by the staff.
However, the X/Q values calculated by the applicant for the various time periods
at the LPZ distance are somewhat lower (30-50%) than those calculated by the
staff.

Based on the above evaluation performed in accordance with the criteria contain-
ed in SRP Section 2.3.4, the staff concludes that the applicant has considered
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reasonable atmospheric dispersion estimates (subject to the concerns about
meteorological Jata identified in Section 2.3.3) for assessments of the con-
sequences of radioactive releases for design-basis accidents in accordance with
the requirements of 10 CFR 100.11. The staft has used the atmospheric dispers-
ion estimates provided in this section in an independent assessment of the con-
sequences of radioact,ve releases for design-basis accidents.

2.3.6 Long-Term (Rootine) Diffusion Estimates

To audit the applicant's estimates, the staff has petformed en independent cal-
culation of an ;ual average relative concentration (X/Q) and relative deposition
(D/Q) values using the straight-line Gaussian atmospheric dispersion model de-
scribed in RG 1.111. The results of this model were adjusted to reflect s; atial
and temporal variations in airflow using the correction factors contained in
NUREG/CR-2919.

Releases through the two-unit vents have been considered at ground level with
mixing in the turbulent wake of plant structures in accordance with the criteria
contained in RG 1.111; i.e., releases through vents with elevations below the
tops of adjacent structures are assumed not to escape from the building wake.
All other releases have been considered at ground level. The same 2 year period
of record described in Section 2.L 4 was used for this evaluation.

Based on the above evaluation performed in accordance with the criteria con-
tained in SRP Section 2.3.5, the staff concludes that the site-specific atmos-
pheric dispersion conditions have been considered in demonstrating compliance
with the numerical gu! des for doses contained in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I. The

atmospheric dispersion estimates developed by the staff are included in the
assessment of the radiological impact to man resulting from routine releases
to the atmosphere contained in the staff's environmental statement.

2.4 [lydrologic Engineering

2.4.1 Introduction

The staff has reviewed the hydrologic engineering aspects of the applicant's
design, design criteria, and design basis of safety-related facilities for
Catawba. The acceptance criteria used as a basis for staff evaluations are set
forth in Secticas 2.4-1 through 2.4-14 of the SRP (NUREG-0800). The acceptance
criteria include the applicable GDC reactor site criteria (10 CFR 100) and
standards for protection against radiation (10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II).
Guidelines for implementation of the requirements of the acceptance criteria
are provided in RGs, American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards,
and Branch Technical Positions (BTPs) identified in SRP Sections 2.4-1 through
2.4-14. Conformance to the acceptance criteria provides the basis for conclud-
ing that the site and facilities meet the requirements of 10 CFR 20, 50, and 100
with respect to hydrologic engineering.

2.4.2 Hydrologic Description

The Catawba Nuclear Station is located in north-central South Carolina approxi-
mately 6 mi north of the town of Rock Hill, South Carolina. As shown in Fig-
ure 2.4, the site is on the western edge of Lake Wylie on a peninsula surrounded
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j ' by the Lake Wylie backwater of Beaverdam Creek to the north and Big Allison !_

3 Creek to.the south. The yard grade is 593.5 ft above mean sea level (MSL) with
n a floor elevation of. 594.0 f t MSL.
!

Jne principal hydrologic features in the vicinity of Catawba Nuclear Station
,; are Lake Wylie and the Catawba River system. Lake Wylie_was formed in 1904 by ;

the construction of Wylie Dam across the Catawba River. Lake Wylie extends4

: north from Wylie Das for 28 mi upstream along the course of the Catawba River
3- to Mountain Island Dam. Lake Wylie also extends approximately 5 mi up the

South Fork _ Catawba River. At full pond elevation of 569.4 ft MSL, Lake Wylie
1 has a volume of roughly 281,900 acre-ft and an average depth of 22.5 ft. The

total watershed of the lake is 3,020 mi2 yielding a mean discharge of 4,400 cfs.
'

1The Catawba River heads in the Blue Ridge Divide near.Old Fort,-North Carolina,-
' and flows approximately 240.mi east and south to Lake Wateree where it joins

the Wateree River near Camden, South Carolina, over 35 mi. south at the plant,

! site. There are 11 hydroelectric dams and reservoirs in operation on the
Catawba River system with no additional structures planned. There is only one,

uncontrolled reach of the Catawba River upstream from Lake Wylie.*

Significant hydrologic safety-related plant features include (1) the nuclear
; service water (NSW) system intake structure, (2) the standby nuclear service

water (SNSW) pond, (3) the SNSW dam, and (4) the SNSW intake and discharge>

j structures. The SNSW pond is designed to' function as the ultimate heat sink
~

(UHS) providing essential cooling water for safe plant shutdown-in the event
water is not available from Lake Wylie. Two seismic Category I intake struc-
tures provide water for the'NSW system and the SNSW system. The NSW system

'

intake is located in Lake Wylie and the SNSW system intake is located in the
SNSW pond.- -The NSW and SNSW pumphouse is located near the south abutment of

'

the SNSW dam on a peninsula of land separating one arm of the UHS from Lake
: Wylie. 1he pumphouse is connected to the NSW intake in Lake Wylie by a single
j seismic Category I transport line and to the UHS intake by two seismic Cate-
: gory I redundant lines.
!
' The nearest (to the plant) downstream municipal surface water users are Rock

Hill and Fort Mill, South Carolina. Surface water intakes for these two
comunities are located on the Catawba River approximately 4 river miles down-
stream of Wylie Dam or 9 river miles downstream from the plant discharge. Two

'

! communities, Mount Holly and Belmont, North Carolina, take their raw water
supplies directly from Lake Wylie roughly 31 mi and 20 mi upstream from the

; plant discharge point, respectively. Including Rock Hill and Fort Mill, South,

i - Carolina, there are 13 municipal and/or industrial Catawba River surface water
users with intakes between Lake Wylie Dam and Wateree Reservoir Dam. Their,

combined average daily use exceeds 35 million gal per day. *

;

There are no aquifers identifiable by any name in the area. Groundwater is
usually-found at water table conditions near the site. Soil permeabilities
range from almost 400 ft/yr to nearly 0 ft/yr. Rock permeabilities are variable

- with high values near 1,000 ft/ year and low values near 50 ft/yr. Groundwater
.

y is seldom found at depths greater than 300 ft because the frequency and size of
fractures in the rock decrease with depth. Groundwater will not be used in
station operations; however, one well drilled during construction will be main-
tained as an emergency source of potable water. This well is located upgradient *

from the radwaste building.

4

"
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There are few users of groundwater in the vicinity of the Catawba Nuclear
Station. A survey of the area showed 12 wells and 1 tpring within a 1-mi radius
of the site. All of these wells are located near the shores of Lake Wylie and
draw water that is hydraulically connected to the lake water. Local groundwater
use is limited to domestic users. Groundwater use is not likely to increase
significantly in the future because of the low yields of wells and the proximity
of the lake.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's hydrologic description in the FSAR in
accordance with SRP Section 2.4.1 and concludes that the description satisfies
the requirements of GDC 2 and 10 CFR 100.

2.4.3 flood Potential

The largely controlled Catawba River and its tributaries are the hydrologic
features that may impact Catawba station safety-related components. The Catawba
River is approximately 240 river miles long and, along with its tributaries,
drains approximately 4,750 mi2 of watershed above Wateree Dam. In dcwnstream
order, the sequence of control structures on the Catawba River is as follows:
(1) Bridgewater Dam at river mile 206, (2) Rhodhiss Dam at river mile 170.5,
(3) Oxford Dam at river mile 152, (4) Lookout Dam at river mile 143, (5) Cowans
Ford Dam at river mile 109, (6) Mountain Island Dam at river mile 94, (7) Wylie
Dam at river mile 66, (8) Fishing Creek Dam at river mile 27, (9) Great Falls
Dam at river mile 23.5, (10) Rocky Creek Dam at river mile 22, and (11) Wateree
Dam at river mile 0. An 18-mi reach of the Catawba River downstream from
Bridgewater Dam to the backwater of Rhodhiss Reservoir is the only reach of the
Catawba River above Lake Wylie not affected by the backwater of a downstream
reservoir.

The applicant analyzed the potential for site flooding that could occur as a
result of the following five flood producing phenomena:

(1) probable maximum flood (PMF) resulting from the probable maximum precipi-
tation (PMP) positioned appropriately over the Lake Wylie drainage sea

(2) PMF resulting from the PMP positioned critically over the tributary area
that contributes to the SNSW pond

(3) locally intense precipitation occurring over the immediate project site

(4) standard project flood (SPF) passing through Lake Wylie combined with the
failure of one of the upstream dams resulting from an operating basis
earthquake (0BE)

(5) probable roaximum surge and seiche flood caused by the probable maximum
hurricane

The staff has reviewed the material presented by the applicant and concludes
that these are the only credible sources of potential flooding at the site.

2.4.3.1 Stream Flooding

The maximum flow recorded for the Catawba River near Rock Hill, South Carolina,
is 151,000 cfs on May 23, 1901. .he period of record for the gauge near Rock
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Hill is.1895 to 1903 and 194? to the present, Two major flood events not
recorded occurred in 1916 and 1940 with peak flows estimated at Lake Wylie Dam
of 299,400 cfs and 169,160 cfs, respectively. The meximum surf ace water level
for Lake Wylie as a result of the August 1940 flood was 575.0 ft MSL, which is
5.6 ft above the full reservoir cdevat K,n of 569.4 ft MSL. During the 1940
flood, all upstream reservoirs (i.e., Lake Wylie and above) were operating
except Lake Norman which became operational in 1963 when Cowens Ford Dam was
completed. The applicant states that the six reservoirs above the plant and
Lake Wylie, including Lake Norman, have a combitied storage capacity of nearly
1.5 million acre-ft; therefore, the flood peaks on the main stem of the Catawba
River are significantly modified and do not represent the uncontrolled flood
potential of the Catawba River Basin. The staff concurs with the applicant and
further notes that the maximum surface water elevation of 575.0 ft MSL for Lake
Wylie as a result of the 1940 flood of record is 18.5 f t below the plant yard
grade of 593.5 ft MSL. The staff reviewed the applicant's PMF analyses for
Lake Wylie at the construction permit (CP) stage. At that time the staff con-
curred with the applicant's analyses and concluded that the plant site would
not be flooded during a PMF on the Catawba River. The applicant reevaluated
the PMF for Lake Wylie in the FSAR. The resulting maximum static water surface
elevation of Lake Wylie at Catawba is somewhat lower (581.1 ft MSL) than that
reported at the CP stage (583.0 ft MSL). The staff has reviewed the material
presented in the FSAR in accordance with the procedures described in SRP
Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. There is no new information that would lead the
staff to change its earlier conclusion. The staff, therefore, concludes that
the station meets the requirements of GDC 2 with respect to flooding from a PMF
on Lake Wylie.

The applicant determined the PHP occurring over the 410 acre SNSW pond drainage
and routed the resultant PMF through the pond to determine the maximum static
water surface elevation. The applicant calculated a maximum static water sur-
face elevation of 581.3 ft MSL for the pond assuming a Lake Wylie elevation at
its normal maximum of 569.4 ft MSL. The applicant calculated wave height and
runup caused by a 40-mph wind at 1.0 ft for a maximum water elevation of the
pond at the SNSW dam of 582.3 ft MSL, which is 12.7 ft below the crest. The
staff performed independent analyses of the local PMF on the SNSW pond drainage
area during the CP stage and found that the applicant's analyses were conserva-
tive. The staff has reviewed the FSAR and found no additional information that
would lead it to change its earlier conclusion.

2.4.3.2 Local Intense Precipitation

The Catawba station yard drainage system separates the plant yard into subbasins,
each of which has a catch basin for a runoff inlet. Each catch basin is sized
according to the area drained so that both 18-in. and 24-in. diameter inlets
are used. Plant yard runoff is conveyed from the catch basins to Lake Wylie
through a pipe network. Conservatively assuming 100% rainfall runoff and an
instantaneous time of concentration, the yard drainage system is designed for a
rainfall intensity of 4.0 in./hr. Rainfall intensities greater than 4.0 in./hr

' yill exceed the drainage system capacity and cause ponding of water in the plantyard.

The applicant evaluated the effect of runoff from the local PMP on safety-
related structures. The applicant computed the inflows to the plant yard dur-
ing the PMP by the rational method assuming 100% runoff and that water flows
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directly from roofs of plant buildings to the plant yard. Drainage from the
plant yard occurs as orifice flow through the catch-basin inlets and as sheet
flow over the east and south ends of the yard. Although the yard drainage
system utilizes both 18-in. and 24-in. diameter inlets, the applicant's analysis
assumed the catch-basin inlcts were all 18 in in diameter. It was further
assumed that each inlet had only a 39% effective opening because of the bars on
the catch-basin covers. The sheet flow over the ea;t and south ends was com-
puted as weir flow initially assuming a weir coefficient of 3.13. Based on
these assumptions, utilizing the Puls graphical routing method, the applicant
computad the maximum water elevation during the local PMP to be 594.0 ft MSL.

There was no program to ensure that the inlets do not become cloggea with silt
and debris; consequently, the staff concluded that assuming the catch basins
remain unblockeo during an extreme flood event may not be conservative. The
staff also concluded that use of a weir coefficient as high as 3.13 also may
not be conservative.

The staff performed an independent PMP analysis censervatively assuming (1) a
100% clogging of the catch-basin inlets and (2) a weir coefficient of 2.7 for
the sheet flow over the east and south ends of the plant yard. Using thsse
assumptions and the same approach as the applicant, the staff compu+.ed a maxi-
mum water surface elevation of 594.3 ft MSL, which is 0.3 ft above the plant
floor level. Auxiliary flood protection measures such as sealed entryways or
interior sumps were not discussed by the applicant. As a result of the staff's
concern, the applicant recently revised the site grading plan to provide more
overflow area from the site to Lake Wylie, increasing the length available for
weir overflow from 800 ft to 913 ft. Additionally, the applicant stated that
the catch-basin inlets now will be inspected annually. Using a weir coefficient
of 2.7 (as suggested by the staff) and assuming that the catch basin inlets
remain unclogged during the flood event (because of the inspc:: tion program), the
applicant computed the maximum water elevation during the local PMP to be
594.0 ft. MSL.

The applicant did not address the potential for debris carried by flood waters
during the design event to clog the catch basin inlets and thus reduce their
effectiveness. However,.the applicant has committed to revise further the
site grading plan, if necessary, to limit the maximum water elevation during

! the local PMP to 594.0 ft MSL, as determined by the staff. The staff has not
yet reviewed the details of the applicant's revised analysis. Discussion of;

the staff's review, if needed, will be provided in a supplement to this SER.

All roofs of safety-related structures, except the reactor building roof, are
| designed so that water runs directly off the roofs with no accumulation. The

reactor building roof drainage system is designed for a rainfall intensity of
5 in./hr beyond which pondage occurs. Above building el 711.34 ft MSL water
flows directly off the roof of the reactor building. The reactor building roof
is designed for live loadings resulting from roof pondage.

2.4.3.3 Dam Failure Flooding

The applicant investigated the effect of combinations of upstream dam failures,
coincident with the SPF occurring over each drainage area, on the water surface
elevation of Lake Wylie. The seismic failure of Cowans Ford Dam, which forms
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Lake Norman, coupled with the SPF over the Wateree drainage area with Lake
Norman control elevation at 761 ft MSL (1.0 ft above full pond elevation)
resulted in a maximum static water surface elevation for Lake Wylie of 592.4 ft
MSL. This is the highest flood elevation of all flood producing phenomena
investigated by the applicant and, thus, is the design-basis flood (DBF). The
applicant then superimposed the maximum wind setup and wind-induced wave runup
on the maximum static water elevation. .This resulted in a maximum water
elevation on the plant yard of 593.9 ft MSL. Although this is 0.4 ft above

i yard grade, all openings to safety-related systems and components are located
at a minimum elevation of 594.0 ft MSL. The staff reviewed the applicant's DBF
analysis at the CP stage and concluded that the input assumptions wee conserva-
tive and that the analysis was representative of the most severe flooding condi-
tions that may be expected to occur at the Catawba site. The staff's independent
analysis indicates that the wave runup on the downstream face of the SNSW dam
is slightly higher than that calculated by the applicant and results in insigni-
ficant overtoppig of the dam. The staff calculated a maximum runup elevation
at the SNSW dam of 595.2 ft MSL, resulting from a 40-mph sustained overland
wind superimposed on the maximum Lake Wylie still water elevation. The staff
concludes that the SNSW dam crest riprap is sufficient to withstand the 0.2 ft
of overtopping caused by wind-wave activity coincident with the Lake Wylie
maximum water surface elevation.

2.4.3.4 Surge and Seiche Flooding

. The applicant considered two possible hurricane tracks for determining the
' maximum surge and seiche water levels at the plant site. The maximum windspeeds

calculated by the applicant for the two cases are 101.5 mph and 116.0 mph. The
fastest mile windspeed observed in Charlotte, North Carolina, approximately
15 :ai northeast of the site, was 74 mph caused by the hurricane that moved,

across South Carolina en July 14, 1916. The applicant determined the maximum
water surface elevation gain to be 8.4 ft, resulting from the combined effects
of wind tide, wave runup, and differential pressure caused by the uccurrence of
the probable maximum hurricane. This gain, superimposed on the Lake Wylie full-
pond elevation of 569.4 ft MSL, results in a maximum surface water elevation of
577.8 ft MSL, which is well below the elevation of any safety-related features
at the plant. The staff concludes, based on the procedures presented in SRP
Sections 2.4.2, 2.4.5, and 2.4.10, that the threat of hurricane-induced flooding
has been adequately considered by the applicant and that the plant has been
satisfactorily protected against flooding caused by any hurricane.;

Because of the plant's noncoastal location, there is no threat of tsunami
flooding. Also, ice accumulation occurs only over short and infrequent time
periods because of the moderate climate. There is no threat of ice flooding

severe enough to cause concern for safety-related plant components.

The staff reviewed the information regarding floods presented by the applicant
in the Catawba FSAR in accordance with procedures established in SRP Sec-
tions 2.4.2 to 2.4.7. Where it was considered necessary, the staff performed
independent analyses and evaluations. The staff concludes, except as noted,
that the applicant's analyses of flood impacts on safety-related features of
the Catawba Nuclear Station are reasonable and complete and, furthermore, that
the requirements of GDC 2 are met with respect to all potential types of flood-
ing with the exception of flooding resulting from local intense precipitation.
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i _2.4.4 Cooling Water. Supply
;

.

_ Lake Wylie provides cooling water for use during both normal'and emergency
_

>

{ operation. To provide e backup source of emergency cooling water.in the event
' that Wylie Das should fail, the SNSW pond shown in Figure-2.4, has'been formed
I by constructing a seismic Category I dam across an arm of Lake Wylie.

The staff has. reviewed the material presented by the applicant, using the -1

-procedures. described in SRP-Section-2.4.11, and. concludes that-the two water- !

[ sources (Lake Wylie and the SNSW pond) meet the: guidelines of:RG 1.27 with
regard to providing a high level of assurance that at least one ccoling water

c source will be available for emergency: operation of Catawba station.

; 2.4.4.1'- Normal Cooling Water Supply

i The normal source of cooling water for. Catawba station is Lake Wylie. There-
~

*

are seven reservoirs,. including Lake Wylie, on the Catawba River upstream from
,

.Wylie Dam. All seven reservoirs are owned and operated by Duke Power Company
and no additional impoundments are contemplated for the Catawba River above the
plant site. The applicant states that the minimum flow downstream of Mountain.

Island Dam into Lake Wylie is 314 cfs. According to the applicant,:the release
from Mountain Island Dam is roughly 50% of the inflow to Lake Wylie with the-i -

remaining 50% divided equally between the south fork.of the Catawba River andt
,

: _ lesser tributary streams. During normal operation of two units at full power,
Catawba will consumptively use a flow of approximately 59 cfs, primarily to
replace evaporative losses from the mechanical draft cooling towers, which will
be supplied by Lake Wylie.;

i. The applicant calculated a minimum average expected inflow to Lake Wylie of
.

516 cfs by combining the minimum release required, by Federal Power Commission
! (FPC) license,.from Mountain Island Dam (314 cfs) with a 7-day.once-in-10 year
! -low flow of 202 cfs from the south fork of the Catawba River and other tribu-

taries. The total consumptive use of water from Lake Wylie resulting from
power generation was estimated to be 70 cfs. This total includes a use of
11 cfs by Plant Allen, which is a fossil fuel plant that uses Lake Wylie as a

| source of cooling water, and a use of 59 cfs by the_ Catawba Nuclear. Station.
The natural evaporation from Lake Wylie was estimated to be about 60 cfs. This
results in'a total water loss from Lake Wylie of 130 cfs (70 cfs + 60 cfs).
The minimum release required by FPC license from Lake Wylie is 411 cfs. Thus,
the total water lost froci the lake is 541 cfs (130 cfs + 411 cfs). The minimum
expected inflow to Lake Wylie (516 cfs) minus the total water loss (541 cfs)
results in an overall loss of 25 cfs. The useable Lake Wylie storage between
full pool (569.4 ft MSL) and maximum drawdown (55S.4 ft MSL) is 107,200 acre-ft.
This volume provides sufficient water for almost 6 years of operation, assuming
a water loss of 25 cfs. In the above analysis, it was assumed that the inflow
to Lake Wylie would be 516 cfs. A more conservative assumption is zero inflow
to Lake Wylie. Under this condition there would still be sufficient water in
Lake Wylie to permit Catawba to operate for_about 100 days.

Using the procedures described in SRP Section 2.4.11, the staff concludes that -

Lake Wylie provides a highly reliable source of cooling water so that the SNSW
pond will be needed only on a very infrequent basis. The staff concludes that

!
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!

. _the requirements ~of.GDC 44 with respect to normal operating conditions have. !

: been met.

2.4.4.2 Emergency' Cooling Water Supply
,

;

Lake Wylie will-be the normal source of emergency cooling water for use in the *
.

NSW system. In the unlikely event that Lake Wylie is not available, the SNSW
3

pond will provide the cooling water needed to dissipate the heat rejected during '

'

either a loss-of-coolant accident in one unit and the coincident normal shutdown
in the other unit or. normal shutdown of both units.

.The SNSW pond, which is loca',ed about 2,800 ft north of Catawba station, was
; formed by construction of a seismic Category I _earthfill dam (SNSW dam) across
i an_ arm of Lake Wylie. The SNSW pond is designed to fluctuate between a full-

pond elevation of 571.0 ft MSL and a minimum elevation of 570.0 ft MSL. At'

el 571.0 ft MSL,'the SNSW pond has a useable storage volume of about 560 acre-ft
i and a surface area of about 46 acres. The applicant estimates that the volume
! .will be depleted by about 10 acre-ft of sediment during.the 40 year plant life.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's sediment analysis and concludes.that a
,

; -10-acre-ft. reduction in the storage volume of the SNSW pond _is a conservative--

'

estimate. However,.the staff will require an analysis or discussion on how
} this sediment accumulation will affect the operation of the SNSW intake
; structure.

:

~
The applicant analyzed the ability of the SNSW pond to provide a 30-day supply'

of cooling water at or below a design-basis temperature of 95 F under the most
,

4

isevere meteorological conditions of record. The appl.icant's analysis _ predictedi

a maximum temperature of 95* F and a maximum 30-day water loss of about 51 acre-
ft. Because the design-basis temperature is 95* F and the SNSW pond has a maxi-
mum volume of about.560 acre-ft, the applicant stated that the SNSW pond is

,

capable of providing emergency cooling water for et least 30 days. The appli- .,
'

cant thus determined that Catawba station meets all the recommendations set
forth in RG 1.27.,

! Using_the conservative methods in NUREG-0693, the staff also analyzed the.per-
, . formance of the SNSW pond. Various thermal mixing conditions were considered-

including completely mixed, plug flow, and thermal stratification. Although*

the simulations indicated that the volume of water present in the pond is suf-
ficient to supply the NSW system for more than 30 days, the resultant peak pond,

'

temperatures exceeded the design maximum temperature of 95.0* F for each thermal
mixing condition analyzed. The maximum simulated pond temperature was 106.4* F
assuming a completely mixed pond.

, ,

The staff recognizes that the procedures described in NUREG-0693, for use in"

j. simulating performance of cooling ponds, are intended to give conservative
' .(high side) estimates of water loss and/or temperatures. The staff is continu- .

ing its analysis of the performance of the SNSW pond; however, based on the
|, results of its analysis to date, the staff concludes that the SNSW pond may not

be capable of maintaining the service water system temperature below the designs
' basis as recommended in SRP Sections 2.4.11 and 9.2.5 and RG 1.27. The staff,
4. therefore, concludes that at this time, the SNSW pond does not meet the require-
1 ments of GDC 44. The staff will report resolution of this matter in a supple-
' ment to the SER.
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2.4.5 Groundwater

The preconstruction depth to the water table ranged from 10 ft to 40 ft. The
water table followed the ground surface, mounding near the plant site and inter-
secting the ground surface at the lake. The regional groundwater flow system
closely follows the stream system. Groundwater in the plant locality usually
flows for very.short distances before being intercepted by a surface-water body.

The postconstruction groundwater table has been considerably changed as a result
of the operation of the permanent dewatering system. The dewatering system has
lowered the water table at the plant to a depth of approximately 50 ft below
ground surface, which is 25 ft below the normal level of Lake Wylie. It has,
therefore, altered the groundwater gradient near the site. However, based on
groundwater elevations taken from observation wells surrounding the reactor
building since the dewatering system has been operating, the staff concludes
that the radius of influence of the dewatering system will not extend outside
the plant boundaries.

The permanent dewatering system is designed to keep groundwater levels at or
near the base of the foundation mat and basemat walls. This is accomplished
by using a system of seismic Category I underdrains and exterior wall drains
connected to sumps. The underdrain system consists of a series of intercon-
nected flow channels spaced approximately 20 ft apart. These channels are
placed under the structural mats to reliese residual hydrostatic pressure that
may develop in the foundations away from the exterior wall drains. Each flow
channel has a minimum cross-sectional area of 0.157 ft2 and is constructed of
lumber treated with a preservative. The flow channels are located on the sur-
face of the excavated rock except in areas where unfavorable jointing of the
rock resulted in an irregular rock surface. It was not practical to fit the
wood-framed flow channels to these irregular surfaces, so the flow channels
were placed on a leveling course of concrete. The channels, located on fill
concrete rather than directly on rock, are provided with 2 5/8-in.-diameter
holes that penetrate the concrete and the underlying rock a minimum of 3 ft.
The purpose of drilled holes is to provide a means for groundwater to flow into
the underdrain system. The channels are laid out in a grid pattern under the
reactor and auxiliary buildings with the exception of some low-lying pits. The
drains terminate at the walls of the plant with the drainage toward the per-
forated pipes that carry the flow to the sumps. All of the flow channels drain
to these pipes that carry the water to three sumps, A, B, and C, which are
located adjacent to the auxiliary building. Two of the sumps, A and B, are
10 ft by 10 ft by 15 ft deep while the third sump, C, is 17 ft by 17 ft by 12 ft
deep. The storage capacity of sumps below the level of the pumps is 48,000 gal.
The exterior wall drains are continuous 2-ft-zoned sand and stone filters that
extend from the bottom of the excavation to an elevation of 589.0 ft MSL. These
drains are connected to the same perforated pipes that lead to the three sumps.
Groundwater is removed from each sump by two seismic Category I pumps, each pump
being capable of handling the design flow. Sumps A and B contain two 300 gpm
pumps and sump C contains two 75 gpm pumps. The pumps are designed to maintain
water levels automatically. One pumps starts automatically when the water level
rises to 536.0 ft MSL. If the first pump fails to start or the water level
rises to 538.0 ft MSL, the second pump starts automatically and an alarm sounds.
Since the three sumps are interconnected, there are six pumps available, four
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of which are each capable of pumping more than eight times the measured infil-
tration rate. Groundwater collected in the sumps is pumped to the yard drain-
age system that drains to Lake Wylie.

If the dewatering system were to fail, the estimated time for groundwater to
recover to yard grade is about 56 days. Even if the plant dewatering system
could not be repaired in this length of time, according to the applicant's
analysis the plant is capable of withstanding the resultant hydrostatic and
uplift forces. Any leakage into the plant would be handled by the floor drain
system sumps and pumps that discharge into Lake Wylie.

In accordance with SRP Section 2.4.12, the applicant postulated breaks in
underground piping and analyzed the effects of these breaks on the dewatering
system. The applicant stated that failure of an NSW pipe would induce the
greatest quantity of water into the dewatering system but that the pumping and
storage capacity of the dewatering system would be sufficient to handle the
additional water from the NSW pipe break. The applicant also analyzed postu-
lated breaks in the condenser circulating water (CCW) piping both inside and
outside the turbine building. For a postulated CCW pipe break inside the tur-
bine building, the applicant has designed a reinforced concrete wall to contain
the water from the pipe break to prevent flooding of the auxiliary building.
For a failure of the CCW piping outside the turbine building, the applicant
stated that there would be no eff3ct on the permanent dewatering system because
it is isolated from the CCW piping by a nominal 17-ft minimum thickness of
impermeable backfill material.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's analysis of a postulated failure of the
NSW pipe and concludes that the permanent dewatering system would be capable of
maintaining groundwater levels at or near the base of the foundation mat as
designed.

The staff also has reviewed the applicant's analyses of pipe breaks in the CCW
piping. A description of the staff's review and conclusions regarding a CCW
pipe break inside the turbine building is presented in Section 10.4.5. The
staff agrees with the applicant's conclusion that the CCW pipes are isolated by
impermeable backfill and concludes, therefore, that a CCW pipe break outside
the turbine building would not adversely affect the permanent dewatering system.

As described above, some flow channels have been placed on fill concrete instead
of on the excavated rock. Drain holes have been drilled through the fill con-
crete to rock. The staff concludes that unless these drain holes intersect
rock joints, they may not be effective in relieving the residual hydrostatic
pressures under the foundations. Thus, the staff will require that the appli-
cant show that the drain holes that penetrate the fill concrete are effectively
relieving the hydrostatic pressures as intended.

Based on the review procedures presented in Section 2.4.12 of the SRP, includ-
ing BTP HGEB-1, the staf' concludes that, subject to confirmation regarding the
effectiveness of the crain holes that penetrate the fill concrete, the dewater-
ing system meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50, 10 CFR 100, Appendix A of
10 CFR 100, and GDC 2 and 4.
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2.4.6 Technical Specifications and Emergency Operation Requirements

According to the FSAR the applicant has committed to establishing a continuous
monitoring system of the dewatering system. The monitoring system consists of
12 monitoring wells located around the perimeter of the reactor and auxiliary
buildings. Six of these wells have continuous monitoring devices with three
points of alarm that will alert the plant operator to any rise in groundwater
in the dewatering system. The other six wells are available to dewater the
filter system if water levels were to ' rise. Fifteen additional wells are
located around the plant site to complement the monitoring system. Although
the applicant has committed to the dewatering system in the FSAR, the monitor-
ing system procedures have not been included in the plant's Technical Specifica-
tions. The Technical Specifications should include provisions for plant shut-
down and emergency action to reduce the water levels should the dewatering
system fail.

,

2.4.7 Dispersion, Dilution, and Travel Time of Accidental Releases of
Liquid Effluents

SRP Section 2.4.13 sets forth criteria and procedures for the analysis of acci-
dental releases of liquid effluents into ground and surface waters. Using
these the staff analyzed a postulated failure of the evaporator bottoms tank
to determine the potential for contamination of surface and groundwater sup-
plies. As described in SER Section 15.4.7.3, this tank was selected for analy-
sis under SRP Section 15.7.3. The staff's analysis assumed water from the tank
spill reached the Allison Creek arm of Lake Wylie through the plant underdrain
system within hours of the spill. This requires that the fluid have immediate
access to the underdrain system via cracks in the auxiliary building concrete
floor or exterior walls. The plant underdrain system.is capable of discharging
the waste in a maximum of 8 min and it was assumed that mixing of the waste with
Lake Wylie water is rapid.

Assuming no adsorption occurs, all mitigation is dependent on dilution. Water
enters the Allison Creek arm of Lake Wylie through Allison Creek, Big Branch
Creek, and plant service water effluent with a conservatively estimated total
discharge of 150 cfs. Given the volume of the Allison Creek arm cf Lake Wylie
and the effective volume of the main portion of Lake Wylie downstream of the
plant site, the concentrations of all contaminants at the outlet of Lake Wylie
from the postulated tank spill would be less than 20% of the limits shown in
Table II of Appendix B in 10 CFR 20.

Based on a conservative estimate of contaminant concentrations, the staff
'

concludes that an accidental spill of radioactive liquid will not result in
concentrations above 10 CFR 20 limits at the nearest downstream water intakes.
This conclusion was reached in accordance with acceptance criteria set forth in
Section 2.4.13 of the SRP.

2.4.8 Conclusions
,

!

( According to procedures outlined in the SRP, the staff has reviewed the design
of Catawba Nuclear Station in regard to hydrologically and hydraulically
related plant safety features. On the basis of this review, the staff con-

| cludes that any large-scale river flooding, either naturally occurring or

I
'
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seismically induced, poses no threat to the safe operation of the plant or the
integrity of the site. The staff, however, is unable to conclude that local
flooding will not threaten Catawba station. Therefore, the staff concludes
that the station meets the requirements of GDC 2 with respect to potential
flood hazards except for the confirmatory issues concerning local flooding.

The staff has analyzed the availability of water for plant cooling purposes
during diminished flow periods and concludes that adequate storage is present
in Lake Wylie to maintain safe plant operation over any reasonable drought
period as required by GDC 2 with respect to cooling water availability.

The staff further concludes that the Catawba Nuclear Station UHS has been
properly designed to withstand any flooding event and that sufficient supply is
available for the safe shutdown of the plant. However, based on its review of
the thermal performance of the UHS in accordance with procedures described in
Section 9.2.5 of the SP.P, the staff concludes that the SNSW pond may ..ot be
capable of satisfying the maximta design temperature requirements established
in RG 1.27.

The staff concludes that, subject to confirming that the drain holes that pene-
trate fill concrete are effectively relieving residual hydrostatic pressures
as intended, the permanent dewatering system conforms to BTP HGEB-1. 'In addi-
tion, the plant's Technical Specifications should describe shutdown procedures
and emergency actions to be used to reduce water levels should the dewatering
system fail.

Finally, the staff concludes that, except for the items above, the concentration
of radionuclides passing Wylie Dam following a postulated liquid radwaste tank
spill will be below the 10 CFR 20 limits. Therefore, the plant meets the
requirements of 10 CFR 100 with respect to potential accidental release of con-
taminated liquid effluents. The staff will report the resolution of the open
and confirmatory items in a supplement to the SER.

2.5 Geoloqy and Seismology

After its review in 1975 of the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR), the
staff, with advice from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), concluded that the
c;arthquake design bases of 0.15 g for the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) and
0.08 g for the OBE were adequate and that there was no potential for surface
faulting at the site.

The staff reaffirmed that position during construction of the facility after its
review of additional information regarding numerous faults that were discovered
in the plant excavations. The applicant investigated faults in considerable
detail and demonstrated that they were no younger than 86 + 30 million years.

_

This conclusion was supported by an independent panel of geologists assembled
by the applicant. The staff's analysis is presented in " Safety Evaluation of
the Brecciated Zones at the site of the Catawba Nuclear Station, Units land 2,"
July 6, 1976.

The staff has completed its review of the geological and seismological aspects
of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and finds that its previous conclu-
sions remain valid, i.e., the seismic design bases are adequate and there is no
surface displacement hazard at the site.
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The staff has requested additional documentation concerning the seismic design
for Category I-structures not founded on continuous rock. This issue is dis-
cussed in Section 2.5.2.3 (soil amplification) and is identified as a confirma-
tory issue; i.e., the applicant has to confirm that the design criteria were
obtained by using accepted methods and/or conservative estimates.

The position taken by the staff for the CP review with respect to the 1886
Charleston, South Carolina earthquake is similar to that taken for other
nuclear plant sites in the region.

The staff position with respect to the modified Mercalli (MMI) intensity X 1886
Charleston earthquake has been that, in the context of the tectonic province
approach used for licensing nuclear power plants, this earthquake should be
restricted to the Charleston vicinity. This position was based, in part, on
information provided by the USGS in a letter dated December 30, 1980 from
J. F. Devine to R. E. Jackson-(see NUREG-0717, February 1981). The USGS has
been reassessing its position and issued a clarification on November 18, 1982
in a letter from J. F. Devine to R. E. Jackson. As a result of this letter, a
preliminary evaluation and outline for NRC action was forwarded to the
Commission in a memorandum from W. J. Dircks on November 19, 1982.

The USGS letter states:

Because the geologic and tectonic features of the Charleston region
are sirilar to those in other regions of the eastern seaboard, we
conclude that although there is no recent or historical evidence
that other regions have experienced strong earthquakes, the histori-
cal record is not, of itself, sufficient grounds for ruling out the
occurrence in these other regions of strong seismic ground motions
similar to those experienced near Charleston in 1886. Alhough the
probability of strong ground motion due to an earthquake in any
given year at a particular location in the eastern seaboard may be
very low, deterministic and probabilistic evaluations of the seismic
hazard should be made for individual sites in the eastern seabroad
to establish the seismic engineering parameters for critical
facilities.

The USGS clarification represents not so much a new understanding but rather a
more explicit recognition of existing uncertainties with respect to the causa-
tive structure and mechanism of the 1886 Charleston earthquake. Many hypotheses
have been proposed as to the locale in the eastern seaboard of future Charleston-
size earthquakes. Some of these could be very restrictive in location, while

.others would allow this earthquake to reoccur over very large areas. Currently,
none of these hypotheses are definitive and all contain a strong element of
speculation.

The staff is addressing this uncertainty in both longer-term deterministic and
shorter-term probabilistic programs. The deterministic studies, funded primarily
by the Office of Research of the NRC, should reduce the uncertainty by better
identifying the causal mechanism of the Charleston earthquake and the potential
for the occurrence of large earthquakes throughout the eastern seaboard. The
probabilistic studies, primarily those being conducted for NRC by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, will take into account existing uncertainties.
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Their aim will_be to determine differences, if any, between the probabilities
of seismic ground motion exceeding design levels in the eastern seaboard (i.e.,
as affected by the USGS clarified position on the Charleston earthquake) and
the probabilities of seismic ground motion exceeding design levels elsewhere
in the Central and Eastern United States. Any plant or plants where the pro-
babilities of exceeding design level ground motions are significantly higher
than those calculated for other plants in the Central and Eastern United States
will be identified and evaluated for possible engineering reanalysis.

Given the speculative nature of the hypotheses with respect to the recurrence
of large Charleston-type earthquakes as a result of its limited scientific
knowledge and the generalized low probability associated with such events, the
staff does not see a need-for any action for specific sites at this time. Its

position is, as it has been in the past, that facilities should be designed to
withstand the recurrence of an earthquake in the vicinity of Charleston having
the size of the 1886 Charleston earthquake. At the conclusion of the shorter-
term probabilistic program and during the longer-term deterministic studies,
the staff will be assessing the need for a modified position with respect to
specific sites. At this time it sees no need to modify the position taken for
Catawba during the CP review.

In licensing decisions since about 1976 regarding the seismic design basis of
nuclear power plants located in the Precambrian-Paleozoic crystalline section
of the Appalachian Orogen, particularly in New England and the northernmost

~

Piedmont, the staff has recognized the New England-Piedmont Tectonic Province.
Because seismicity was relatively uniform throughout this province and the maxi-

= 5.3),mum historic earthquakes were MMI VII (estimated magnitude of about mb
it was not important to subdivide it. However, in the southern Appalachian area
the staff, in effect, has treated the southern Piedmont as a separate tectonic
area. Although this is the case, on January 9, 1982, a magnitude (m ) 5.7,b
MMI VI earthquake occurred in south central New Brunswick, Canada, in geologic
terrain that is similar to that which characterizes the New England-Piedmont
Tectonic Province (including the southern Piedmont). Extensive research is
under way regarding that earthquake by the Canadians, the USGS, universities,
consulting firms, and the New England utility companies. The staff is monitor-
ing the results of these studies and assessing them with respect to nuclear
power plant sites in the region.

The deterministic and probabilistic studies concerning seismicity of the eastern
seaboard and New Brunswick that are described above will be evaluated by the
staff as the results become available. Based on the available information, it

is the staff's position that the controlling earthquake for Catawba should be
assumed to be equivalent to the 1913 Union County MMI VII earthquake, which is
the largest historic event in the southern Piedmont. The staff bases its
seismic conclusion regarding the Catawba site on its experience in reviewing
other sites in the region and on past review positions taken for sites in the
southern Piedmont (i.e. , McGuire, Summer, Catawba, Perkins, Cherokee, etc.).

Except for the confirmatory issue relating to soil amplification of ground
motion discussed above, the staff concludes that the applicant has satisfied the
requirements of 10 CFR 100, Appendix A. It also finds that the FSAR conforms to
the applicable sections of
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(1) SRP (NUREG-0800) Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, and 2.5.3
(2) RG 1.70, Rev. 2
(3) RG 1.60, Rev. 1

Based on its review of the FSAR and pertinent documents from the published
scientific literature, the staff concludes that

(1) The applicant has conducted an adequate investigation of the site ::u
region around the site, and there are no geologic conditions that pose a
hazard to the site.

(2) The maximum earthquake that should be considered at the site is defined by
MMI VII, or magnitude m = 5.3. The applicant's overall design criteria

b
are acceptable, provided the effects of soil amplification on Category 1
structures not founded on continuous rock are further analyzed and docu-
mented. The staff will review that analysis when it becomes available.

(3) The OBE of 0.08 g zero period acceleration (ZPA) anchored to a Newmark
1967 response spectrum is adaquate.

(4) There are no capable faults at the site cr in the site region.

2.5.1 Basic Geologic and Seismic Information

The paragraphs in this section contain a brief summary of the geological condi-
tions of the Catawba nuclear site and the basis for the staff conclusion con-
cerning the geological suitability of the site.

2.5.1.1 Regional Geology

The Catawba site lies in the Piedmont Physiographic Province (Fenneman, 1938
and Thornbury, 1965). Elevations in this portion of the Piedmont range from
400 ft MSL at the eastern boundary to +1,200 ft MSL near its western boundary.
The Piedmont is bounded by the Coastal Plain about 50 mi southeast of the site
and the Blue Ridge Physiographic Province about 70 mi northwest of the site.

The Piedmont is underlain by crystalline metamorphic and igneous rocks that
were formed in the late Precambrian and early Paleozoic (800 million years
before present (mybp) to 400 mybp) eras. These rocks have been subjected to
several periods of deformation during the Paleozoic era (570 mybp to 240 mybp).

During the Mesozoic era (240 mybp to 63 mybp), continental rifting caused the
formation of large, sediment-filled, fault-bounded basins in the Piedmont and
Coastal Plain. This rifting was accompanied by the intrusion and extrusion of
mafic rock, which is present in the region in the form of diabase dikes, sills,
and flows.

,

The rocks of the Piedmont slope to the southeast and disappear beneath the
southeasterly thickening wedge of unconsolidated to poorly consolidated sedi-
ments underlying the Coastal Plain Physiographic Province. The outcrop of the
contact between the Coastal Plain deposits and the Piedmont rocks is called the
" Fall Zone." The fall zone is located about 50 mi southeast of the site. The
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Coastal Plain consists _of Cretaceous to recent (138 mybp to present) sands,
gravels, silts, clays,. shells, and limestones that thicken from the fall zone
to up to 10,000_ft along portions of the Carolina coast. The Coastal Plain is
90 to 120 mi wide and ranges in_ elevation from +500 ft MSL in the west to sea
level in the east.

The Blue Ridge Physiographic Province is underlain by highly deformed Precambrian
.

(more than 570 mybp) igneous and metamorphic rocks. Elevations range from about
1,500 ft MSL to more than 6,500 atop Mt. Mitchell in North Carolina. The edge
of the Piedmont is the southeast boundary of the Blue Ridge and the northwest:

,

boundary is defined by thrust faults along which the Blue Ridge and Piedmont
rocks have been thrust westward over sedhentry rocks of the Valley and Ridge
Province.

During past licensing decisions the NRC and Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) have
held to the position that the relatively high seismic activity in the vicinity
of Charleston, South Carolina, including the 1886 MMI X earthquake, is related
to unique tectonic structure there and, therefore, for licensing purposes in
the context of the tectonic province approach, should not be assumed to occur
anywhere else. This conclusion is based primarily on the persistent seismicity
that has characterized the meizoseismal zone of the Charleston earthquake since
1886. It also is based on evidence, though not strong, of unique geologic struc-

| ture. Lacking definitive information, the NRC-AEC based its conclusion to a
very great extent on advice from the USGS.

In 1973, with AEC funding, the USGS began extensive geologic and seismic inves-
tigations in the Charleston region. These studies are still under way. As a
result of these investigations, a great deal of information has been obtained,
but the source mechanism of the seismicity still is not known. Many working4

hypotheses have been developed based on the research data. These hypotheses
are described in the Virgil C. Summer Safety Evaluation Report (NRC, 1981) and
will not be discussed here, only to state that some of these theories postulate
that the Charleston earthquake of 1886 could recur in other areas of the Pied-
mont and Atlantic Coastal Plain in addition to the epicentral area. In its

interim position, which is presented above in the introduction to Section 2.5,
the staff continues to support its original position regarding the Charleston
earthquake.

Major structures in the region around the site include the Gold Hill-Silver
Hill fault system, a southwest projection of which is about 11 mi southeast of
the site; the eastern Piedmont fault system, 58 mi southeast of the site; the
Kings Mountain Belt, 19 mi northwest of the site; and the Brevard zone, 70 mi
northwest of the site.

The Gold Hill-Silver Hill fault system trends northeast to north-northeast and
dips to the northwest. It is 50 to 90 mi long and 1 to 4 mi wide. It is made
up of brecciated zones that have been cut by diabase dikes of the Triassic age
(240 mybp to 105 mybp). The unfaulted diabase dikes demonstrate that this
fault zone is not capable according to Appendix A,10 CFR 100.

The eastern Piedmont fault system includes the Goat Rock Fault, tha Towaliga
Fault, and the Modoc Fault. The system strikes northeast to north-northeast
and dips to the southeast. It extends from Alabama to Virginia and ranges from
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15 to 40 mi wide. This fault system is interpreted to have originated as
mylonitization, possibly related to folding, and later underwent brittle
deformation. An upper limit of the last movement is indicated by the presence
of Mesozoic diabase dikes that cut across the southern part of the system in
Gectgia (Pickering and Murray, 1976).

Additionally, the Siloam granite of Permian age (more than 240 mybp) crosses
the trend of the Goat Rock Fault without being offset. Finally, the aero-
magnetic map of the Carolinas, presented in the FSAR, shows probable diabase
dikes transecting the system. This information leads the staff to conclude
that the Eastern Piedmont fault system is not capable.

The Brevard zone is a major structural feature that varies in width from 1 to
4 mi, strikes northeast for a distance of at least 600 mi, and dips to the
southeast. Interpretations of recent C0-CORP data (Cook et al., 1979) indicate
that the Brevard zone is one of the many thrust faults along which slivers of
the Piedmont and Blue Ridge Provinces have been thrust northwestward over rocks
of the Valley and Ridge Province. These regional faults are believed to be
listric to a master decollement that is present at depths from 4 to 13 km
beneath the Appalachian Mountains, and, along which the Valley and Ridge, Blue
Ridge, and Piedmont Provinces, have been overthrust as much as 200 km to the
northwest from their original position.

The Brevard zone consists of many diverse types of rocks and there are many
theories about its origin. It has been investigated extensively and no evidence
has been found that indicates that tectonic deformation has occurred in the
zone at least since the Triassic period (205 mybp). The staff concludes that
the Brevard zone is not capable.

The Kings Mountain Belt is structurally made up of multiple folds and brecciated
zones that trend north to northeast. The zones dip vertically or steeply to
the southeast. Iverson and Smithson (1982) suggest that the root of the decol-
lement extends beneath the Kings Mountain Belt. Horton (1981a) reports the
presence of 5 zones of mylonitic deformation that later underwent semibrittle
deformation within the Kings Mountain Belt. The closest approach to the site
of one of these zones is 10 mi. Radiometric dating of pegmatites related to
one of the shear zones indicated that deformation occurred at least 350 mybp
(Horton, 1981b). This confirms the staff's conclusion made in regard to the
McGuire nuclear site, and following the Catawba CP review: that the faults of
the Kincs Mountain Belt are not capable.

The interpretation of geophysical data suggests the presence of an east-west or
east northeast trending fault (Wilson, 1981) that terminates about 5 mi east of
the Catawba site. Geologic mapping by the USGS in that area is reported to
have shown no evidence for this fault, therefore it will not be shown on the
soon-to-be published Charlotte 2 degree map (Duke Power Company, 1981).

The applicant has geologically mapped the area within a 10-mi radius of the site.
!The results of that mapping are shown in FSAR Figure 2.5. The average strike

and dip of schistosity and foliation are N 44 and 72 SE. Jointingmostcommon-
ly strikes between N 35" W and N 50 W and between N 30 E and N 45 E. The
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regional drainage system is strongly influenced by these trends, particularly
the northwest system. These trends are strong in bedrock at the site.

-The nearest significant structure of regional size to the site is the Nanny
Mountain anticline, located about 3 mi northwest of the site. Radiometric
dating indicates that deformation that created this northeast striking fold
occurred more than 300 mybp.

2.5.1.2 Site Geology

The site is located on the western shore of Lake Wylie, a reservoir formed by
the construction of a dam in 1904 across the Catawba River downstream from the
tite. This dam was rebuilt and the water level was raised to its present level
in 1925 (FSAR, page 2.4-1). The terrain consists of low rounded hills with
site elevations ranging from +570 ft MSL at the shore of Lake Wylie to +640 ft
MSL before construction. The site is in the Charlotte Belt of the Piedmont.
Bedrock beneath the site is adamellite (quartz monzonite) that has been dated
as 532 + 15 million years old. Mafic dikes constitute a minor part of site
bedrock._ These rocks have been subjected to moderate to high grade regional
metamorphism (amphibolite facies).

The site bedrock has been sheared and brecciated through geologic time and in-
truded by hydrothermal minerals. The applicant has determined the historical
geologic development of the site (see Table 2.3). Several phases of faulting
have been detected, and the youngest faults that affect the site rocks are no
younger than 86 + 30 million years as demonstrated by radiometric dating
(potassium argon] of undeformed mineral assemblages within the shear zones.
The most prominent trends of these shear zones are N-S to N 15 W, with dips of
80 SW to vertical, and N 40 W to N 45 W, with dips at 80 SW to vertical.
However, many shears strike north and north-northeast.

Two main trends of joints were mapped at the site, N 30 E to N 45 E and
N 35 W to N 50 W. Both trends dip 65 to 85 SE and 85 SW to 80 NE,
respectively.

The site was investigated in considerable detail by techniques that included
core borings, testpits and trenches, seismic surveys, in-hole seismic explora-
tion, geologic mapping, permeability tests, and laboratory testing. Based on
these studies the applicant has identified a profile of the subsurface mate-
rials. The natural drainage areas are filled to some extent by alluvial, silty
sands. Residual soil (saprolite), derived from the weathering of adamellite
and consisting of sandy silt and silty sand, overlies the bedrock. The saprolite
ranges in thickness from a few feet to more than 30 ft. The saprolite grades
into what the applicant has classified as partially weathered -rock. Partially

weathered rock is less weathered and harder than residual soil and is defined
as that material that has a standard penetration test blow count of at least
100 blows per foot.

Continuous bedrock is defined by the applicant as that rock that has a rock
quality designation (RQD) of 75% or more. Depth to continuous rock ranged from
about 10 ft to 110 ft. All major Category 1 structures are underlain by con-
tinuous bedrock. The standby nuclear service water (SNSW) pond dam, intake and
discharge structures, refueling water storage tanks and diesel generator fuel
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oil tanks are founded on partially weathered rock. Both continuous rock and
partially weathered rock are competent foundation materials.

Based on the staff's review, there are no geologic hazards at the Catawba site.

2.5.2 Seismology

2.5.2.1 Summary

The staff concluded at the CP-review stage, with the advice of USGS (CP-SER
Supp. 1) that 0.15 g SSE and 0.08 g OBE accelerations when used with appropriate
response spectra are adequate for representing the ground motion caused by the
maximum earthquake for the site. In the review process for the OL the staff
noted that the applicant used a Newmark 1967 spectrum, which was achored to
0.15 g ZPA for the SSE and to 0.08 g ZPA for the OBE. At the Q.-review stage,
the staff evaluated the Catawba seismic design spectrum by comparing it to pre-
sent NRC standard practices. In terms of its relationship to maximum earthquake
MMI VII, the Catawba design should be equivalent to the RG 1.60, 0.13 g ZPA
design spectrum. In terms of its relationship to magnitude, it is the staff's
position that the Catawba design should meet the 84% percentile of the site-
specific spectrum of earthquake records with a mean magnitude of 5.3 (m )*b
Anticipating satisfactory resolution of a confirmatory issue discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5.2.3 (soil amplification), the staff concludes that with a few excep-
tions, discussed in this section and Section 3.7, the Catawba seismic design
criteria are acceptable. See also Section 2.5 for a discussion of ongoing work
with respect to the 1886 Charleston, South Carolina and the 1982 New Brunswick,
Canada earthquakes.

2.5.2.2 Maximum Earthquake

The largest historic earthquakes in the southern Piedmont have estimated MMI of
VII. Two of these, the February 21, 1774 earthquake and the December 23, 1875
earthquake occurred near Arvonia, Virginia, approximately 260 mi northeast of
the site. A third, the January 1,1913 Union County, South Carolina earthquake
occurred at a distance of approximately 40 mi from the site. Bollirger (1973)
lists these earthquakes as having an intensity VII (MMI) and its equivalent
Rossi-Forel VII-VIII; Barstow (NUREG/CR-1577, 1981) lists these earthquakes
with an intensity of VII (MMI); Coffman and Von Hake (1977) list these earth-
quakes with an intensity of VII or VI-VII (MMI).

In the more recent safety evaluation reviews, the staff has maintained that the
magnitude is a more appropriate measure of source strength of an earthquake
than intensity. Magnitude is usually determined from instrumental records;
however, Nuttli et al. (1979) derived a magnitude estimate for the 1774 and the
1875 events from felt area and isoseismal area information. The estimated
magnitudes range from 4.5 to 5.0 (m ). In another study, Nuttli and Hermann

b
(1978), indicated that an appropriate equivalent magnitude for an epicentral
intensity of VII (MMI) is m = 5.3. The staff concludes that the maximum histor-

b
ic earthquakes in the southern Piedmont can be defined as having an estimated
(maximum) magnitude of m = 5.3. See also the discussion in Section 2.5 regard-

b
ing the occurrence of the m = 5.7 New Brunswick, Canada earthquake of 1982.

b
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The August 31, 1886 Charleston, South Carolina earthquake is listed in the
Coffman and Von Hake catalogue (1977) with a meizoseismal intensity of MMI IX-X.
Bollinger (1977) estimated the maximum intensity to be MMI X. The staff's cur-
rent position is, as it was in the past, that the Catawba Nuclear Station should
be designed to withstand the recurrence of an earthquake the size of the 1886
Charleston earthquake in the vicinity of Charleston, South Carolina. However,
as outlined in Section 2.5, studies are under way to evaluate the potential of
large earthquakes occurring in the eastern seaboard of the United States.

2.5.2.3 Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)
.

At the CP stage (CP-SER), the staff concluded that a horizontal acceleration of
0.15 g used with an appropriate response spectrum was adequate for representing
the ground motion for the maximum earthquake. During the OL review the staff
identified three potential problems that it considered as needing further
clarification. These are

(1) the shape of the spectra that were used to define the SSE design for the
Category I structures and equipment

(2) the adequacy of the amplification factors used to account for the shearwave
velocity contrast and layer of unconsolidated material underlying some of
the Category I structures

(3) the effects of ground motion at the site generated by a distant earthquake
similar to the 1886 Charleston, South Carolina event

The staff forwarded requests for clarification to the applicant, who supplied
the following information:

(1) All Category I structures founded on continuous rock (8500 fps) were
designed to the Newmark 1967 spectrum anchored to 0.15 g ZPA.

(2) The floor spectra for the Category I structures on rock were obtained from
a synthetic earthquake time history normalized to the Newmark spectrum
anchored to 0.15 g ZPA.

(3) The Category I structures founded on partially weathered rock (2700 fps)
were designed to a Newmark spectrum anchored to 0.15 g ZPA amplified
spectrum, which took in consideration the amplification through the
partially weathered layer.

(4) The effects of a 1886 Charleston, South Carolina earthquake were con-
sidered to be less severe than those of the maximum earthquake. The
applicant assumed the 1886 type events to be constrained to the immediate
vicinity of Charleston, South Carolina. The ground motion at the site was
estimated to be equivalent to that of a local earthquake of intensity
VI-VII.

The staff evaluated the information provided by the applicant and its
conclusions are as follows:
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(1) The maximum earthquake in the southern Piedmont has an intensity of MMI
VII (e.g., 1913 Union County, South Carolina earthquake). In accordance
with the Standard Review Plan, the corresponding ZPA for seismic design
may be obtained by using Trifunac and Brady's trend-of-the-mean formula
(1975). Hence, the seismic design spectrum for Category I structures on
rock should be equivalent to 0.13 g ZPA response spectrum of RG 1.60.

The staff compared the Catawba seismic design spectrum to the standard
0.13 g ZPA' response spectrum of RG 1.60 and concluded the seismic design

~

was generally acceptable. The small exceedances that do exist are noted
below and are discussed in Section 3.7.

(a) The.0.13 g ZPA response spectrum specified in RG 1.60 exceeds the
Catawba design spectrum by 10% or less in the 0.06-to-1.5 sec period
range (0.7 to 16.5 Hz) and by 7% or less in the 0.24-to-0.44-sec-
period range (2.3 to 4.2 Hz).

(b) Beyond the 1-sec period (f < 1.0 Hz), 0.13 g ZF A response spectrum
specified in RG 1.60 exceeds the Catawba design to a progressively
larger amount. The rationale for the relatively insignificant impact
of this exceedance is discussed in Section 3.7.

(2) In more recent safety evaluation reviews (e.g. , Clinton, Perry, and Wolf
Creek, NUREGs-0853, -0881, and -0887, respectively), the staff has indi-
cated that site-specific spectra obtained from statistical analyses of
appropriate suites of earthquake records are more in accord with the
controlling earthquake size, frequency spectrum, and local site condi-

|tions. In.this method the use of peak acceleration and RG 1.60 spectrum '

shapes are replaced by spectra obtained from statistical analysis (84th
percentile) of a suite of earthquake records from earthquakes with magni-
tudes equal to (within one half magnitude) the SSE recorded at distances
equal to or less than 25 km at sites that exhibit geologic conditions
similar to those of the site in question. It is the staff's position that

'

spectra obtained by this method afford a more realistic evaluation of the
seismic design for Category I structures and components. Although a site-
specific spectrum has not been generated for the Catawba site specifically,
one that would be reasonably representative for the Catawba site may be
obtained from other similar (rock) sites.

The Wolf Creek (NUREG-0881) and Perry (NUREG-0887) site-specific spectra
are obtained from records of nearby earthquakes with magnitudes of
m = 5.3 1 0.5 and at distances equal to or less than 25 km, recorded at

b
rock site stations.

The staff constructed a site-specific spectrum by c/eraging these 84th
percentile site-specific spectra. By comparing this site- specific
spectrum to the Catawba design spectra the staff observed the following:

(a) Between the frequencies of 10 to 30 Hz the Catawba design spectrum
(Newmark 0.15 g ZPA spectrum) matches the site-specific spectrum'

reasonably well.
i

-

,-
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| (b) Between the frequencies of 3 to 10 Hz the site-specific spectrum ex-

ceeds the Catawba design spectrum by 15 to 16%.

(c) At frequencies less than 3 Hz the Catawba design spectrum exceeds the
site-specific design spectrum.

(d) The synthetic earthquake time-history spectrur., discussed in Sec-
tion :'.5.2.3(2), exceeds the site-specific spectrum at all frequencies.

The significance of the observations in relation to the seismic design of
the plant is discussed in Section 3.7.

(3) The staff compared the Catawba design spectrum developed for Category I
structures founded on partially weathered rock to the average (rock)
site-specific spectrum discussed Section 2.5.2.3(2).

The rationale for this comparison is that the ratio between the two spectra
is a measure of the (estimated) amplification caused by the unconsolidated
material. The staff concluded that the procedure used by the applicant to
account for a layer of 25 ft of soil above unweathered bedrock (FSAR
p. 2.5-26) account for a 250% amplification (maximal) in the 2.5 to 5 Hz
region. Preliminary information indicates that the assumed amplification
is sufficiently conservative. The staff requested the applicant to docu-
ment the methodology and soil parameters used to arrive at the amplifica-
tion ratios. The staff will complete its review of the soil amplification
as a result of unconsolidated soil layers after this information is received.

(4) The intensity at the site as a result of an earthquake similar to 1886
Charleston, South Carolina earthquake of epicentral intensity X can be
estimated by several attenuation functions (USGS, 1977; Gupta and Nuttli,
1976; and McGuire, 1977). Assuming that Summerville is the closest ap-
proach from the Charleston-Summerville, South Carolina earthquake zone to
the Catawba site, this distance is approximately 200 km. Using this dis-
tance and the above-mentioned attenuation functions, the site intensity,
as a result of an earthquake similar to the 1886 Charleston, South Caro-
lina earthquake,' ranges from MMI VI to MMI VII.

(5) The effects of a large distant earthquake on the Catawba site may be esti-
mated also by a method proposed by Nuttli and Hermann (1981). The distant
earthquake to be considered at the site is a recurrence of the 1886 Charles-
ton, South Carolina earthquake with a magnitude of 6.6 (m ) (Nuttli, et

b

al. 1979) at a distance of 200 km. To evaluate the predicted acceleration
and velocity at the site, spectra can be constructed by using the amplifi-
cation factors proposed by Newmark (NUREG/CR-0098). A comparison of the
5% damped spectra indicates that the resulting ground motion at the Catawba
site from a magnitude 6.6 earthquake at 200 km distance is less than the
seismic design values used.
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2.5.2.4 Operating-Basis Earthquake

The applicant supplied information that indicated that the Catawba 0BE design
response' spectrum used is a Newmark (1967) response spectrum anchored to 0.08 g
ZPA. In accordance with Appendix A to 10 CFR 100, the OBE should be at least
one-half of the SSE design. The 0.08 g 0BE design acceleration is somewhat
greater than one-half of the SSE design and is approximately equal to one-half
of the site-specific spectrum discussed in Section 2.5.2.3. Therefore, the
staff concludes that the OBE design acceleration is acceptable.

2.5.3 Surface Faulting

The faults mapped in the plant excavations are briefly oescribed in Sec-
tion 2.5.1.2. A more detailed description is given in the " Safety Evaluation
of the Brecciated Zones'at the Site of the Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and
2" (USNRC, 1976). In that report, the NRC staff concluded that the site faults
were demonstrated by radiometric methods to be at least 86 + 30 million years
old. The staff further concluded that the faults were not capable according to
the criteria set forth in 10 CFR Appendix A.

As a result of its review of the FSAR material, the staff reaffirms that there
are no faults at the site that represent a hazard to the Catawba station.

2.5.4 Stability of Subsurface Materials and Foundations

The stability of subsurface materials (FSAR Section 2.5.4), the stability of
slopes (FSAR Section 2.5.5), and the stability of embankments and dams (FSAR
Section 2.5.6) have been evaluated in accordance with the acceptance criteria
outlined in Appendix A of 10 CFR 100; RG 1.70, Revision 3 (Nov. 1978); and
Sections 2.4.4, 2.5.4, and 2.5.5 of the SRP (NUREG 0800, Revision 2, July
1981). The acceptance criteria include the applicable GDC outlined in Appen-
dix A of 10 CFR 50.

2.5.4.1 Site Conditions

The Catawba site is located in the northeastern portion of York County in South
Carolina on a peninsula bounded by Beaver Dam Creek to the north, Big Allison
Creek to the south, the main body of Lake Wylie to the east, and private pro-
perty to the west. Rock Hill, South Carolina, is located approximately 6 mi
south of the site, and Charlotte, North Carolina, is located approximately
10 mi east northeast of the site. Surface elevations in the site vicinity
range from about 570 ft (elevation of Lake Wylie) to 640 ft above MSL. The
powerhouse yard grade is at el 593.5 ft. Lake Wylie is the normal source of
nuclear service water (NSW). The emergency cooling water supply is obtained
from the standby nuclear service water pond (SNSWP) that is formed by a north-
south oriented earth dam across an existing cove of Lake Wylie, as shown in
Figure 2.4 of this report.

A list of seismic Category I structures of the two-unit Catawba Nuclear Station
is given in FSAR Table 3.2.1-1. The major Category I structures are listed
below:
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(1):: structures foun' ed 'on rock:d:

' reactor-buildings
auxiliary building
diesel generator buildings
outside doghouses _(steam valveLbuilding)
new fuel storage pools

. spent fuel pools
: NSW pump structure ;
main'steamline supports

;(2) structures founded on partially weathered rock:

above ground storage; tanks (reactor makeup and refueling water-storage.
tanks)

pipes-and trenches to above ground storage tanks
'SNSW and NSW intake structures
SNSW discharge structures
SNSWP dam (portions of the dam rest on saprolite)-

- (3) structures founded on residual soil (saprolite) or. compacted backfill:

diesel: fuel oil tanks (buried)
SNSW'and NSW pipelines (buried)
SNSW pond outlet pipe (buried)
NSW electrical conduit manholes (some.are founded on partially

.

weathered rock)

- The bedrock at the site consists primarily of adame11ite that.is a metamorphosed!
igneous rock of the Charlotte belt. A. secondary rock type also exists in the
form of discontinuous-and-irregular mafic, dikes within the adamellite. The
soils overlying the bedrock are primarily residual soils formed by chemical
wrathering of the bedrock. Alluvial soils occur in the drainage swales at.the
site. No seismic Category I structures are founded on alluvial' soils.

Datailed descriptions of the geologic features of the site are given in FSAR
Section 2.5.1.2.2 and in the applicant's Final Geologic Report on Brecciated
Zones (FSAR Section 2.5, Reference 101). Based on observations of construction
excavations in-rock and performance of- rock-supported structures in the Piedmont

. region, the applicant has~ stated that there is no record of adverse effects of
- unrelieved residual stresses in Piedmont rock and that none were noted at the
Catawba site. -The NRC staff has concurred in the applicant's statement concern-
ing the absence of the effects of such unrelieved stresses at the site, as stated
in Section 2.5.1 of this SER.

2.5.4.2 Properties of Subsurface Materials

2.5.4.2.1 Field Investigations

Approximately.160 borings were drilled in the main plant area and at the SNSWP
dim site. Table 2.5.4-1 in FSAR Vol. 2 summarizes the elevations of the top of
continuous rock and groundwater level found at the various borings. The
preconstruction water table in the powerhouse area ranged from el 585 ft (in
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boring A-64 at. Unit 1 reactor-building):to el_577 ft (in boring A-60 at Unit 2*

L reactor building). The elevations of the-top of continuous: rock noted at these
3' two boring locations are 567 and_549'ft,Erespectively. The bases'of the

foundation mats of the two' reactor buildings are located at el 510 ft,-r
L iapproximately.
!

[ 2The' field investigations included standard penetration tests (SPTs) and split-
| barrel sampling performed generally according to American Society of Testing .

- Materials-(ASTM) D-1586,,and undisturbed sampling using Shelby tubes generally '

;: according to ASTM D-1587. In situ permeability tests also were performed in ;
~

the powerhouse area andLat the SNSWP_ dam' site. In hard soils and partially
weathered rock, undisturbed samples were obtained with either a coring pitcher?

,

barrel sampler oria Denison sampler. Rock coring was performed in general
-accordance with ASTM D-2113. Several-test pits and three deep trenches were.

j . excavated to obtain bulk samples for laboratory testing. -

. Geophysical studies, consisting of seismic refraction profiling, and up-hole
i- and cross-hole surveys were performed to determine the seismic wave velocities

[of soil and rock in the powerblock and intake structure areas and along the
.

Category I pipelines. The seismic compression wave (P-wave) velocities of
.

~

t residual soils measured in the area of the NSW pipelines were about 1,000-ft/ t

;- sec.near'the ground surface (about el 620 ft), 2,700 ft/sec at about el'560 ft,
and 8,400 ft/sec below el 560 ft. The P-wave velocities _ measured by refrac-

! tion profiling on the exposed foundation rock ranged from 5,400 ft/sec to
|

' materials at various elevations are reasonable and appropriate for the design-
18,100 ft/sec. These values of seismic wave velocities for the subsurface

; "
~

! of buried structures.
! ._ _

Subsurface Profile
<

2.5.4.2.2 '

; A-thin soil stratum of fine grained red or tan sandy silts or clayey silts is
, seen below the organically stained top soil in the plant area. This thin layer
i of silty soil, formed by advanced weathering near the surface, grades into the
!: residual soils. The upper residual soils (found in the upper 1- to-5-ft zone
! in the plant area) consist of fine grained sandy silts and clayey silts that

are stiff to very stiff in consistency and have SPT values of 10 to 30 blows /ft.
!L The deeper soils are saprolites that retain the relict micro- and macro-structure
; of the parent rock. Texturally, these materials are coarse grained silty fine

to medium sand (10 to 30% passing the number 200 sieve and a Unified Soil} '
Classification of SM) and are generally of very low plasticity. Some weathered

i seams of mafic rocks, from 1- to 5-ft thick, are found in the form of numerous ,

-

[ steeply dipping dikes. The weathered dike materials are generally fine to
,

i medium sandy silts (ML). 1

Residual soil (saprolites) having standard penetration resistances greater than
100 blows /ft have been designated by the applicant as partially weathered rock.
The ' depth to the top of partially weathered rock varies from several feet to
301 ft below the preconstruction surface at the plant area. In general, the .

L partially weathered rock has been excavated from beneath most major Category I '

I structures. The refueling water storage tanks, diesel fuel oil tanks, and the j

1 SNSW intake and discharge structures, however, are underlain by partially
| weathered rock. p
4

L
L
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~ Bslow the partially weathered rock is the primary parent bedrock, adamellite.
Foliation of the adamellite is variable but generally has strikes in the range
of N 30 E to N 55 E and a dip that is very steep to vertical. The applicant
his assumed the top _of continuous rock to correspond to the elevation where a
rdck quality designation (RQD) of about 75% on rock cores is obtained. This

-moderately hard to hard bedrock supports all major Category I structures.

2.5.4.2.3 Laboratory Investigations

Th7 applicant conducted the following laboratory tests in general accordance
with accepted engineering standards to determine the engineering properties of
soil and rock materials:

grain size tests (ASTM D-421 and D-422)-

index properties tests (ASTM D-423 and D-424)+

compaction tests including optimum moisture content and maximum-

dry density (ASTM D-698)
consolidation tests (ASTM D-2435)+

permeability tests similar to ASTM D-2434+

static and dynamic triaxial tests and resonant column tests-

Static triaxial tests were conducted on samples of compacted residual soils and
partially weathered rock materials from the plant area as well as of similar
materials at SNSWP dam to obtain the shear strength parameters. The test
r:sults are discussed in Sections 2.5.6.4 and 2.5.6.6.2 of this report.

Dynamic triaxial tests were made on several undisturbed soil samples, partially
weathered rock materials, and remolded samples to evaluate dynamic strength of
tha site soils and to determine the dynamic soil modulus. For evaluating the
dynamic strength of the site materials, triaxial compression tests were per-
-formed on saturated test specimens of both undisturbed and remolded soil samples,
using 10 cycles of loading under controlled stress conditions. Because lique-
faction was not observed during cyclic testing of the site materials, ne
rpplicant has adopted a val'ae of 5% axial strain to represent " failure" of the
t;st samples during cyclic triaxial testing. This failure criterion is accept-
able to the staff for these materials and for the anticipated loading condi-
tiens at this site.

Th dynamic soil (Young's) modulus values were obtained in the laboratory from
tha results of stress-controlled, dynamic triaxial tests. The range of axial
strains varied from about 0.01% to 1.0% and the cyclic load was maintained for
5 to 10 cycles. The shear modulus was calculated from the Young's modulus us-
ing an assumed value of 0.5 for Poisson's ratio of the saturated soil samples.

Th2 dynamic shear modulus and damping values of soil at low strain levels
(i.e., in the order of 0.001 to 0.01%) were determined by resonant column tests
p;rformed on undisturbed and remolded solid cylindrical samples. Tne variation
of normalized shear modulus (i.e., the ratio of shear modulus at a given strain
to the maximum shear modulus) with shear strain for the embankment and founda-
tien materials was developed from the results of resonant column tests and
cyclic triaxial tests. For the damping ratio variation with shear strain, only
th2 resonant column test results were used. These relationships for shear
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modulus and damping ratio agree well with published relationships (Seed and
Idriss, 1970) for these soils.

Table 2.3 of this report gives the values of the shear modulus parameter, K max,g

for the subsurface materials and embankment soils. The shear modulus values
are determined, for different confining stress values, using the formula given
below Table 2.3. These values are generally appropriate for the'differeat
materials identified.

The applicant has evaluated the consolidation characteristics of the inplace
(saprolite) materials and compacted soil in the plant area by means of one-
dimensional consolidation tests on undisturbed samples and remolded samples in
general accordance with ASTM D-2435. No tests were conducted to investigate
the possibility of rapid compression or collapse of foundation soils and embank-
ment fill materials. However, on the basis of extensive experience gained by
the applicant and Law Engineering Testing Company (Sowers, 1963; Sowers and
Glenn, 1965) in constructing many embankment dams of similaw soils in the
region, the applicant has concluded (and the staff agrees) that these soils are
not susceptible to rapid compression or " collapse" upon saturation.

2.5.4.3 Excavations and Backfill

2.5.4.3.1 Excavation and Foundation Preparation

Excavation of the residual soils and partially weathered rock in the main plant
area was carried out using conventional methods from o 'ginal ground surface
(that varied from el 600 to 620 ft) to an approximate elevation of 570 ft.
Beyond el 570 ft, blasting was used to remove the hard rock. When overbreak
caused the excavation to extend below the proposed bases of foundation mats at
an approximate elevation of 515 ft, fill concrete was poured to bring the bear-
ing area up to the required elevation. Groundwater seepage and surface runoff
into the foundation excavations during construction were controlled by gravity
drainage through ditches leading to sumps where pumps removed the accumulated
water.

'

2.5.4.3.2 Backfill

The three types of materials used as backfill for the safety-related structures
were (1) fill concrete, (2) earth backfill, and (3) granular (coarse grained)
backfill.

Fill concrete was used beneath the base of foundation mats, where necessary, to
smooth the rock surface after blasting, as described previously. The 28-day
compressive strength of this fill concrete was 3,000 psi.

The onsite residual soils obtained from general grading cuts, foundation ex-
cavations, and borrow areas were used as Group I earth backfill materials.
Accepted standard procedures were used in spreading the materials in 9-in.
horizontal layers and compacting the fill at moisture contents within plus or
minus 3% of optimum, based on standard Proctor tests for the particular soils.
Each layer was uniformly compacted to obtain densities not less than 96% of the
standard Proctor maximum dry density in accordance with ASTM D-698. Field
determination of compaction was performed in accordance with ASTM D-2937
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(Shelby tube method). The statistical data shown in FSAR Figures 2.5.4-19 and
2.5.4-20 verify that the specified moisture content and compaction were achieved
in the field.

The coarse grained granular backfill materials consisting of crushed stone were
spread in 12-in. layers and compacted to a minimum relative. density of 80% in
accordance with ASTM D-2049. Field measurement of density was made by the Sand
Cone method (ASTM D-1556). FSAR Figure 2.5.4-21 shoss the statistical data
that verify that the specified compaction was achieved in the field.

2.5.4.4 Groundwater Conditions

The preconstruction water table in the powerhouse area ranged from el 577 ft to
el 585 ft, whereas the bases of the foundation mats of the two reactor buildings
are at an approximate elevation of 510 ft. Therefore, a permanent groundwater
drainage system has been installed to relieve hydrostatic uplift loading on the
Category I structures in the power-block area excepting very low pits in the
reactor and auxiliary buildings. The low areas not relieved of groundwater
pressure are designed to withstand the resultant uplift and hydrostatic loads.
The drainage system consists of foundation underdrains and continuous wall
drains that maintain the groundwater levels at or near the bases of the founda-
tion mats and basement walls. The details of the drainage system are given in
FSAR Section 2.4.13.5 wherein the applicant has also described the filter design
criteria.

A review of the gradation limits of the fine and coarse filter materials as
well as those of the adjacent backfill material indicates that the filter
design criteria (U.S. Navy Design Manual, October 1971 and Lamoe and Whitman,
1969) generally have been satisfied.

2.5.4.5 Response of Soil and Rock to Dynamic Loading

2.5.4.5.1 Liquefaction Potential

Most of the plant structures are founded on bedrock or partially weathered rock
that is not susceptible to liquefaction. Only a few Category I stre tures (the
diesel fuel oil tanks, portions of SNSW pipelines, and some conduit mani.olas)
are founded on residual soll or compacted backfill, as described earlier.

Based on the results of cyclic shear strength tests performed on remolded fill
soils, the staff concurs in the applicant's conclusion that the Group I fill
soils compacted to 96% standard Proctor maximum dry density and the firm sapro-
lite soils will not undergo liquefaction or excessive deformation under the
safe shutdown earthquake having a peak acceleration value of 0.15 g. However,
in certain locations, the combined thickness of the compacted backfill and
natural soil above partially weathered rock may be significant enough to cause
amplification of rock motion through the soil. The staff has asked the appli-
cant (in Section 2.5.2 of this SER) to investigate this question of ampliff-
cation. When the results of this investigation are available, the staff will
reevaluate the question of liquefaction of soils supporting portions of the
pipelines, diesel fuel oil tanks, etc.
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2.5.4.5.2.: Buried Pipelines-
,

[ The properties of subsurface materials in which Category:I pipes are. laid are.
; ~ described in FSAR Section 3.7.3. The staff considers. than properties to be
: appropriate for the. design and analysis-of buried pipes. The applicant has

| varied the seismic shear wave velocity of~the soil by i 25% for pipe analyses.
: 'This will result in an ~ appropriate variation in the value of the coefficient of

subgrade reaction (K).that is calculated using a relationship proposed by_ Vesic'

(1961) to account for-the relative stiffnesses of soil and pipe. The staff
_

concurs with the applicant's procedure for selecting soil values.of K for pipes'

'with different diameters.

I A review of the plans that show the longitudinal sections _of SNSW pipelines
and discharge pipelines and FSAR Figure 2.5.4-17 indicates that, at one isolated
location, a localized zone of alluvium underlies the compacted fill in which
the pipes are laid. Because of the limited extent of this zone (as revealed
by the subsurface profiles), the staff agrees with the applicant that the pres-4

ence of this lens of alluvial' soils approximately 10 to 20 ft below the pipe-
i line will not affect the stability of the SNSW pipes. At all other. locations,

_

where the SNSW pipes are embedded in structural fill, all alluvium and other
.

unsuitable materials were removed before placing _ the fill to yard grade.
Excavations for the SNSW pipelines were made after filling the plant yard to,

|- the specified grade.
i
.

The applicant has stated that the foundation bed for the discharge pipes laid|

in cuts was inspected ~and approved by the field engineer after these pipes
| were installed and before-backfill was placed. Any area that contained loose

~

i or_otherwise unsuitable material, in the judgment of the field engineer, was
j removed to a depth that ensured an adequate foundation. No records.of these

inspections were,:however, maintained by the applicant at the time of construc-!
'

tion, since no such specifications were issued for the discharge pipelines.

The applicant has verbally reported that the SNSW pipes are protected by suit-
ably designed bridges wherever these are crossed by railroads and roadways.

2.5.4.6 Stability of Foundations

2.5.4.6.1 Foundations on Rock

Major Category I structures (except buried diesel fuel storage tanks, buried SNSW
pipelines, and the SNSWP outlet works) are supported on mat foundations that
bear on rock or fill concrete to rock. The average static bearing pressures on
the mats range from 3 to 10 ksf while the maximum gross total static bearing
pressures range from 10 to 20 ksf. The applicant has determined the static
ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation on rock by assuming that the rock
mass consists of rock columns, formed by vertical, near vertical, and slightly
open jointing surfaces, and then summing the compressive strengths of rock ,

columns under the bearing area. The results of unconfined compressive strength
tests performed on rock obtained from plant area substructure excavation were
used in these calculations, Excluding a low value of 915 psi obtained for one
sample out of 27 samples reported in FSAR Figure 2.5.4-12, the mean of the
tested unconfined compressive strength values is about 10,000 psi. Based on
this method of bearing capacity evaluation (Goodman, 1980) for the large mat|

f
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foundations,'the minimum safety factors'for static loading are shown to exceed
30 for major Category I structures. The staff is satisfied with the,above
method of bearing capacity evaluation of mat foundations in moderately hard to
hard rock at this plant.

.The . applicant has checked the -stability'of Category = I foundations against
overturning and sliding as a result of-earthquakes, wind, and tornadoes. The
minimum factor of safety against overturning and sliding for load combinations
including the OBE and the design wind for the plant site is 1.5. This safety
factor is reduced to 1.1 when the effects of the SSE'and the design-basis
tornado are considered. The information given in FSAR Table 2.5.4-4 indicates
that.the actual safety factors obtained by the applicant for these load com-
binations' equal or exceed the minimum values specified above.

For the range of the bearing pressures exerted by the structures at this site,-
the calculated settlement.of mat foundations on rock is negligible. .Using
elasticity theory, a deflection of less than 0.1 in. was calculate.d for the
foundation beneath the Unit 2 diesel generator building. The actual settlement-
measured at four corners of the roof of this building showed a settlement of .
about 1/4 in. after 1 year. The applicant has reported that this settlement
has stabilized at this value.- The staff concurs in the applicant's findings
that the Category I foundations on competent rock will not experience signifi-
cant additional settlements.

-2.5.4.6.2 Foundations on Partially Weathered Rock

-Some Category I structures.(intake and discharge structures and above ground
storage tanks) have mat foundations bearing on partially weathered rock. The
applicant has evaluated the bearing capacity of such foundations using the
traditional bearing capacity equations and found the safety factors to range
from 30 to 86. These safety factors are high because of the low applied static
foundation loads.

The ultimate bearing capacity of the foundations on partially weathered rock
ranges from 45 ksf to 64 ksf, while the applied static loads range from about
0.6 to 2.1 ksf. FSAR Table 2.5.4-4 indicates that the allowable toe pressures
under the SSE loading may range from 15 ksf to 22 ksf and that sufficient
margins of safety exist against overturning and sliding under seismic loading
conditions.

Computations of settlement of Category I mat foundations on partially weathered
rock indicated negligible total settlements. Because of the rigid mat founda-

-tions and small total' settlements, no differential settlement problems exist in
J these cases. Settlement measurements, taken at four locations on the founda-

tion of each refueling water storage tank, have essentially stabilized at about
1/4 in. in each case. This compares well with the calculated settlement of 1/3
to 1/2 in.

.2.5.4.6.3 Foundations on Soil

Only a few Category I structures are founded directly on soil at this site.
* They are the buried diesel fuel oil tanks, some buried NSW pipelines and

conduit manholes, and the buried SNSW pond outlet pipes. The diesel fuel oil
tanks are embedded inside Group I earth fill. There is a relatively thin zone
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of this fill between the tank bottom and the partially weathered rock on which
the compacted fill rests.

The NSW pipelines are generally bedded directly on residual soils. However, in
several low areas that were filled to bring them to yard grade elevation, these
pipes are embedded in compacted backfill. Conduit manholes have mat foundations
bearing on residual soil, partially weathered rock, and compacted backfill.

The ultimate bearing capacity of the soil supporting the above structures
ranges from about 13 ksf to 77 ksf, giving safety factors ranging from 6 to 52
for static loading conditions.

Generally, construction of the yard fills was completed before the excavation
for the pipelines, tanks, and manholes was started. Since the loading resulting
from the installation of pipelines, tanks, etc. is less than the preexcavation
overburden pressure, the staff concurs with the applicant's determination that
the static settlement will be small for these structures.

2.5.4.6.4 Subsurface Lateral Loading

The static lateral soil pressures acting against the rigid substructure walls
of Category I facilities were calculated by the applicant using an at-rest
earth pressure coefficient of 0.5 for compacted (silty sand) backfill. This
value is appropriately based on published data on this subject. Provision has
been made in structural design for hydrostatic pressures against the reactor
buildings and auxiliary buildings; however, these pressures were not combined
with seismic loading because of the installation of a permanent groundwater
drainage system described in FSAR Section 2.4.13.5. Continuous monitoring
devices have been installed in 6 of the 12 permanent groundwater wells in the
zoned wall filter around the perimeter of the reactor and auxiliary buildings.
The latest results of monitoring of this permanent groundwater drainage system
indicated that this system is functioning as expected.

The applicant has used empirical methods recommended by Teng (1962) to calcu-
late lateral seismic earth pressures for designing the substructure walls of
the auxiliary building and other associated structures. The applicant has also
calculated these pressures by the Mononobe-Okabe seismic coefficient analysis
method (Seed and Whitman, 1970). A comparison of the results obtained by these
two methods is shown in FSAR Figure 3.7.2-25, which shows that the original
calculation was conservative in this case.

2.5.4.7 Conclusions

The staf f has performed a review of the results of the applicant's investiga-
tions, laboratory and field tests, and analyses in accordance with the pro '
cedures establ.shed in SRP Section 2.5.4 and concluded that the plant founda-
tions will safely support the seismic Category I structures, equipment, and
components.

2.5.5 Stability of Slopes

The applicant's stability analysis of the slopes of the SNSWP dam is evaluated
in the following section. No other nuclear safety-related slopes exist at the
site.
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2.5.6 Embankments and Dams

2.5.6.1 Standby Nuclear Service Water Pond Dam

GDC 44 and 45 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 describe the requirements for ensuring
a redundant source of cooling water supply for nuclear power plants. In the
event of postulated loss of Lake Wylie,* water impounded by the SNSWP dam
within a cove of the. lake provides the emergency cooling water for the plant.
The SNSWP dam, located 2,800 ft north of the plant, is a homogeneous, rolled
earthfill structure with upstream and downstream faces sloped at 3 to 1 (hori-
zontal to vertical). The dam has a crest width of 35 ft and extends 1,710 ft
between abutments at crest el 595 ft. The maximum height of the dam is 75 ft.
All surfaces including the crest are protected against wave action with stone
riprap. A typical cross section of'the SNSWP dam is provided in FSAR Fig-
ure 2.5.6-1 and is inc M ed herein as Figure 2.5. The SNSW pond is operated
between full pond el 571 ft and maximum drawdown el 567 ft, while the full pond
elevation and maximum expected drawdown elevation of Lake Wylie are 569.4
and 559.4 ft, respectively. The applicant also has stated in the FSAR Sec-
tion 2.5.6.6.2 that the Lake Wylie pool level may drop to el 550 ft in the
event of the loss of Lake Wylie Dam as indicated in Figure 2.5 of this report.

2.5.6.2 Subsurface Conditions

The site exploration for the SNSWP dam involved drilling about 22 borings in
the dam area. The results of the test borings indicated that the subsurface
materials at the dam site included alluvial soils, residual soils, partially
weathered rock, and rock.

The alluvium consisting of very soft to stiff sandy silts (ML) and very loose
to dense silty fine sands (SM) ranged in thickness from 0 to 14 ft and was
completely removed from under the dam base.

The residual soils (saprolites) were derived by weathering in place from the
underlying adamellite bedrock. In situ seismic wave velocity measurements were
cade at two locations, one at the lake bed and another on the shore. There was
a reduction in compression and shear wave velocities at a depth between 20 and
30 ft and a rapid increase in these velocities with depth beyond 30 ft at the
location in the lake. The rasidual soils (represented by such reduced wave
velocities) and a near-surface stratum of fine grained sandy silts (ML) in the
north abutment area were removed from beneath the dam during foundation
preparation.

A zone of silty sand saprolite (SM) exists below the fine grained sandy silts
(ML) at the north abutment, below the alluvium at the lake bottom, and on the
south abutment as shown in FSAR Figure 2.5.6-6. This figure indicates that the
thickness of the saprolite soils that have not been removed, as discussed in the
previous paragraph, ranges from 10 to 30 ft.

1

" Lake Wylie Dam is regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; it is
not a seismic Category I structure and therefore was not evaluated by the NRC
staff.
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Below the zone of residual soils exists the zone of partially weathered rock
and the unweathered bedrock (adamellite). The partially weathered rock
materials exhibit standard penetration resistance (N) values in excess of
100 blows /ft. The thickness of the partially weathered rock ranges from 5 to
20 ft, as shown in FSAR Figure 2.5.6-6.

2.5.6.3 Foundation Preparation

The SNSWP dam was constructed in a cove of Lake Wylie. The dam construction
area was dewatered by building cofferdams in Lake Wylie and controlling ground-
water by directing it to ditches and sumps with pumps where necessary so as not
to degrade the foundation mtterial. The hydraulic head on the cofferdams with
respect to the stripped foundation varied from 30 to 50 ft. Groundwater flow
from springs in the foundation area was controlled by means of granular drains
in shallow trenches and vertical drainage pipes for pumping. The vertical pipes

were constructed of open-ended barrels placcd end to end as the embankment fill
progressed. Low water levels were maintained in the drains by periodic pumping
during foundation preparation and initial fill placement. The foundation drains
were grouted when no longer required and the vertical barrels were filled with
concrete.

After clearing the topsoil, all the alluvial soils and all other soils having
shear strengths less than the design shear strength (discussed in Section 2.5.6.4
of this SER) were removed. The shear strengths of materials lef t in place were
verified by using dynamic penetrometers calibrated for the site and SPTs (ASTM
D-1586). Foundation materials having an SPT resistance (or equivalent dynamic
penetrometer resistance) of less than 15 blows /ft were removed.

Using the results of the triaxial shear test data given in FSAR Figure 2.5.6-12,
the staff made an independent check and found that the consolidated, undreined
shear strengths of two samples with SPT values of 15 and 16 blows /ft were
reasonably close to the design shear strength under an assumed normal stress
of 2.5 ksf. The staff also has verified from the construction data that the
average blow count obtained at the dam site was much higher than the minimum
SPT value of 15.

Before placing the main embankment material, irregularities in the foundation
surface were cleaned and filled with dental concrete; on the south abutment,
dental concrete varying from 3 to 12 in. in depth was placed to reduce seepage.
Slush grouting also was done, where necessary, to fill any minor surficial
irregularities and provide a bond between the foundation and embankment
materials.

2.5.6.4 Embankment Geometry and Materials

At its maximum cross section, the SNSWP dam is approximately 75 ft high from the
prepared foundation surface that was excavated to about 25 ft below the bottom
of Lake Wylie. At the same cross section the base of the embankment is approxi-
mately 470 ft wide. Each face of the dam is sloped at 3 to 1 (horizontal to
vertical) from the 35-ft-wide crest down to the toe. Material for the dam (that
contains about 536,000 yd of compacted earth fill) was brought from two major3

borrow areas--one located north of the SNSW pond provided 351,000 yd3 and the
other near the cooling tower yard area provided 172,000 yd3 of earthfill.
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The main volume of the. embankment material used from all the borrow areas con-
sists of silty sand saprolites (SM) with standard Proctor maximum dry densities
(ASTM D-698) in excess of 105 pcf. Small quantities of the dike soils (having
a unified soil classification of ML) were found mixed with the saprolites during
excavation from the borrow areas and were used in the embankment.

Based on the results of static triaxial tests on borrow soils compacted to 96%-

of the standard Proctor maximum dry density (ASTM D-698), the design shear
strength parameters listed in Table 2.4 of this report have been assigned for
the embankment fill. This table also shows the static shear strength parameters
assigned to the residual foundation soils (saprolites) and to partially weathered
rock. The design shear strength parameters assigned to the embankment materials
based on laboratory test data are appropriate.

The crest and the upstream and downstream faces of the SNSWP dam are protected
by riprap stones extending from abutment to abutment and underlain by a 12-in.-
thick layer of filter material. A zoned blanket drain is provided in the down-
stream side of the dam. The blanket drain follows the contour of the natural
lake bottom above el 545 ft and exists between el 545 ft and 570 ft, beginning
at el 570 ft at station 0+50, sloping to el 545 ft at station 2+00, staying level
at el 545 ft between stations 2+00 and 4+00, sloping to el 560 ft at station 5+00,
and thence to el 570 ft at station 7+00 ft. A toe drain is provided on the
downstream side above el 570 ft. Discharge from the SNSWP dam is provided through
a 60-in.-diameter steel outlet pipe with the invert elevation at 571 ft to control
water level in the pond. The outlet pipe, 560 ft long, extends across a small
peninsula near the south abutment and discharges into Lake Wylie with its exit
invert at el 559 ft.

2.5.6.5 Embankment Fill Placement and Settlement

2.5.6.5.1 Embankment Fill

The near-surface soils in the borrow areas consisted of up to 1 ft of organic
top soil and 0-to-3-ft-thick silt or sandy silt (ML with occasional MH materials).
The applicant has not used these materials for embankrcent fill. The major por-
tion of the embankment material obtained from the deeper layers of all the
borrow areas consisted of saprolite soils having a Unified Soil Classification
of SM with maximum dry densities exceeding 105 psf. The deeper soils, however,
include a minor soil grouping of material having an ML classification and
maximum dry densities ranging from 95 to 105 pcf. The applicant has stated
that these materials, formed by the weathering of the dikes, were an insigni-
ficant portion of the embankment fill. A comparison of the grain size distri-
bution band of the silty sand saprolites sampled during the PSAR studies with
the band of the fill samples taken from the embankment shows that the actual
fill materials are similar (although slightly finer) in terms of grain-size
distribution to those soils tested for the PSAR investigation. Similarly the
optimum moisture and maximum dry density data for the PSAR soils appear similar
to the corresponding data for the soils obtained from the test pits in the
borrow areas used in actual embankment construction. Therefore, the staff
concurs in the applicant's conclusion that the performance of the embankment
will not be affected by the inclusion of the ML soils in the essentially SM
fill materials.
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The fill was placed in 9-in.-thick layers and compacted at noisture contents
within +3 to -1% of optimum, based on standard Proctor density tests ,

(ASTM D-698). Moisture checks were made in accordance with ASTM D-2216 at a l

frequency of about 4 tests / day. Each layer was compacted to attain not less
than 96% of the standard Proctor density (ASTM D-698). Field compaction tests
were performed by the Shelby tube method (ASTM D-2937) for each change in soil
type of borrow source and at a frequency of one per every 2,500 yd3 of fill.

.!The applicant has submitted statistical data to verify that the specified com-
paction was achieved in the field. In addition to the field tests, laboratory>

triaxial shear tests were done to ensure that the shear strength of compacted
fill meets the design requirements.

2.5.6.5.2 Embankment Settlement

The applicant has calculated the consolidation settlement of the residual foun-
dation soil in the area of the thickest soil foundation materials under the
full embankment weight for the reservoir empty condition. The applicant states
that much of the calculated total foundation settlement (excluding the embank-
ment) of 5 in. at that location would occur rapidly as the load is applied
during embankment construction. In this calculation, the applicant has used a
soil profile (near boring A-103) that included 55 ft of embankment fill over-
lying 20 ft of residual saprolites and 10 ft of partially weathered rock. Using
the time-rate-of-settlement data, the applicant has calculated the foundation
compression remaining after embankment construction to be approximately 2/3 in.
for the above soil profile.

Settlement calculations, made by the applicant for the maximum height of embank-
ment material under its own weight and reservoir empty condition, have shown a
total static embankment settlement of 26 in. (that is about 2% of the maximum
height). The profile selected for this calculation was near boring A-101 and
included 75 ft of embankment overlying 10 ft of partially weathered rock. Based
on the consolidation test data, the applicant had predicted the postconstruction
settlement of this 75-ft fill to be about 2-1/3 in. To compensate for this
settlement and to maintain the design freeboard, the dam crest was overbuilt 2
ft above the finished design elevation at the maximum dam section and the over-
build was proportional to the fill height at other sections. Postconstruction
settlement monitoring was started on March 3, 1978, a few months efter the end
of construction in late 1977. The crest settlement recorded since March 1978
is a maximum of only about 1 in. The applicant has compared the predicted and
measured total and differential settlements of the dam and found that the measured
settlements at different locaticas of the dam were generally less than the pre-
dicted settlement. Only at one location, the measured settlement (recorded by
monument SM-1) was twice the calculated settlement of 0.4 in. On the whole,
neither the measured nor the calculated differential settlements are of suf-
ficient magnitude to cause any concern.

2.5.6.6 Slope Stability

2.5.6.6.1 Static Stability Analysis

The SNSWP dam cross section selected for stability analysis includes a founda-
tion zone of firm to dense and very dense coarse grained saprolite (SM) soil
between the embankment and partially weathered rock. This zone of material
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exists between Stations 1+75 and 6+50. Selection of such a cross section with
a saprolite layer is more conservative than a cross section where the saprolite
layer has been replaced by compacted fill because of the slightly lower static
shear strength parameters assigned to the existing saprolite material than for
the compacted fill.

Four cases of static loading were analyzed: (1) end of construction, upstream
and downstream, (2) steady state seepage with normal pond level or at 571 ft and
Lake Wylie water level at el 550 ft, (3) instantaneous drawdown of Lake Wylie
from maximum flood level (el 591.8 ft) to el 550 ft resulting from loss of Lake
Wylie Dam, and (4) instantaneous drawdown of SNSWP pond from maximum pond level
at el 586 ft to maximum drawdown level at el 567 ft.

Shear strength parameters shown in Table 2.4 of this report were used for the
different cases of loading as shown below.

Loading condition Shear strength conditions

(1) end of construction unsaturated, unconsolidated,
(before pond filling) undrained (total stress analysis

using Q-test results)

(2) steady seepage saturated, consolidated,
(maximum pond level undrained, corrected for pore
and minimum lake pressure (effective stress
level) analysis, using R-test results)

(3) sudden drawdown

(a) downstream - loss of saturated, consolidated,
Lake Wylie undrained, not corrected for

(b) upstream - loss of pore pressure (total stress
SNSW pond analysis based on R-test

results)

Stability analyses were performed by the applicant using the circular arc and
the method of slices. Minimum safety factors ranging from 1.95 to 2.30 were
obtained for the above loading conditions; these compare favorably with the
applicant's specified minimum safety factors that rar ged from 1.25 to 1.50.
The staff finds that the applicant's procedures and the results of static
stability analysis of the embankment slopes are acceptable.

2.5.6.6.2 Dynamic Stability Analysis

The dynamic properties of the foundation materials in situ were evaluated by
field measurements of shear wave and compression wave velocities. The dynamic
properties of the embankment and foundation materials were determined by ap-
propriate laboratory tests (i.e. , resonant column and cyclic triaxial tests for
dynamic shear moduli, and resonant column tests for damping values). The
maximum dynamic shear modulus values of embankment materials, determined in the
laboratory, range from about 22 ksf (at a confining stress of 4 ksf) to about
15 ksf (at a confining stress of 2 ksf). The damping ratio values proposed for
the dynamic analysis range from about 2% (for shear strain of 10 3%) to about
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24% (for shear strain of 1%). After determining the "most probable" values of |shear modulus and damping ratio, the applicant performed a limite' parametric
study by holding the damping ratio constant and increasing the shear modulus by
25%. Then, keeping the modulus constant, the damping ratio was decreased by 50%.
In both cases the induced cyclic shear stresses in the dam increased. Similarly,
the applicant obtained higher spectral accelerations corresponding to the first
natural period (about 0.5 sec) of the dam section analyzed with high modulus and
low damping. Therefore, the final dynamic finite element analysis of the SNSWP
dam was performed with the high modulus-low damping combination to ensure a
conservative estimate of the response of the dam.

The dynamic shear strength characteristics of the embankment materials were
determined by conducting cyclic laboratory tests on remolded (and some un-
disturbed), saturated, isotropically and anisotropically consolidated samples.
Since no liquefaction of the materials was observed as stated in cSAR Sec-
tion 2.5.4.8.1 and in Section 2.5.4.5.1 of this report, the failure criterion
used in this analysis is the stress required to cause 5% axial strain of the
sample in 10 cycles of loading in the laboratory tests. This failure stress is
designated as the dynamic shear strength of the material.

The dynamic respense of the SNSWP dam under seismic loading (during an SSE with
a peak acceleration of 0.15 g at the bedrock level) was evaluated using the com-
puter program QUAD-4 based on the finite element analysis technique. The various
steps involved in this dynamic analysis are described in FSAR Section 2.5.6.5.4.
Briefly, the initial embankment stresses under static conditions are determined
using nonlinear stress strain properties of the soils. Using these initial
effective stresses, initial shear modulus values are assigned to each finite
element. Then, uing the synthetic time histories of bedrock accelerations (in
both horizontal and vertical directions--vertical motion being taken equal to
2/3 of horizontal motion) produced by the SSE and the strain-dependent shear
modulus and damping values of the embankment materials as input to QUAD-4, the
superposed dynamic shear stresses in elements throughout the embankment are
obtained as output. These superposed dynamic shear stresses are compared with
the available shear strengths of the embankment materials to evaluate the safety
margin of the dam elements under seismic loading.

The safety factor against shear failure of the materials of the dam during the
SSE is calculated as the ratio between the dynamic shear strength of the material
and the seismically induced dynamic shear stress determined by the method de-
scribed above. In the finite element analysis procedure followed in this case,
the safety factors were calculated for each of the finite elements of the dam
cross section. The lowest safety factor obtained was 1.06.

The applicant has performed the seismic (finite element) stability analysis of
the SNSWP dam by superposing an SSE with normal pond level at el 571 ft and full
Lake Vylie level at el 569.4 ft. SRP Section 2.4.4, however, requires that the
stability of the dam must be checked for the following two combinations of
loading: (1) SSE + 25 year flood and (2) OBE + standard project flood. The
applicant has stated that combining an SSE with a 25 year flood is inappropriate,
since that involve; the combination of worst events. The applicant considers
the second combination unnecessary because of the less severe cyclic loading
compared with the SSE. Without accepting the applicant's arguments, the staff
believes that the integrity of the SNSWP dam may not be in doubt because of the
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characteristics of.the embankment materials coupled with the presence.of a
60-in.-diameter outlet pipe that can rapidly discharge the. water in the pond

.above el 571 ft and because of the existence of sufficient margins of safety
resulting from conservative assumptions made regarding the number of cycles of
loading under an SSE. The staff requires that the applicant should confirm
this;by performing necessary additional computations.

The applicant had stated in Appendix 2G to th'e Catawba PSAR that.the seis-
mically induced permanent displacement of the dam calculated by Newmark's
method (June 1965) would be less than 1.0 in. Considering the relatively
high minimum' safety factor (about 2.0) obtained for static stability of this

' dam and the low peak acceleration level of SSE, the low value of permanent dis-
placement predicted by Newmark's method is reasonable. The applicant has now
described (in FSAR Section 2.5.6) an analysis procedure that is based on a modi-
fication of the original Newmark's method. The modified method described by

Franklin and Chang (1977) considers the amplifying characteristics of the (mbank-
ment rather than treating it as a rigid body. The results of the modified
analysis confirm the original conclusion that the permanent displacement of
the embankmcst during an SSE event with a peak bedrock acceleration of 0.15 g

~

is of the order of 1 in. only.

2.5.6.7 Embankment Drainage

A zoned blanket drain is provided in the downstream side of the SNSWP dam at
el 545 ft and extends to the one quarter point of the dam base (see Figure 2.5).
The primacy purpose of the blanket drain is to control any rapid drawdown pore
pressures on the downstream slope of the dam that faces Lake Wylie in the event
of rapid lowering of the level of Lake Wylie. This blanket drain consists of
a 6-in. layer of free draining material (coarse filter) sandwiched between

- 6-in.-thick fine filter layers. The gradation limits of the fine and coarse
filter materials generally satisfy the filter' design criteria, as shown in
FSAR Figures 2.5.6-36 through 2.5.6-38.

A toe drain is provided on the downstream side of the SNSWP dam above'
el 570 ft. The function of the toe drain is similar to that of the zoned
blanket drain described above. The applicant has reported that-the material
used for the toe drain is the same as that used for the blanket drain.

2.5.6.8 Performance Monitoring

Performance monitoring is necessary to ensure that the SNSWP dam will remain
functional and permit safe shutdown of the plant in the event of loss of Lake
Wylie that supplies the normal cooling water.

2.5.6.8.1 Seepage Test

A seepage test was carried out after initial filling of the SNSWP dam in late
1978 to demonstrate that there will not be excessive seepage losses from the
SNSW pond. Using a temporary drainage ditch with V-notched weir along the
downstream toe of the dam, seepage was monitored for a 60-day period. Of the
total measured flow of 68 to 76 gpm that consists of groundwater and seepage
-flow, the seepage rate was estimated by the applicant to range from 20 to 28 gpm.
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The loss of water in 30 days represented by this seepage rate is less than 1%
of the storage volume of the SNSW pond corresponding to normal pond level.

Permeability of in situ sandy silts (that form only a minor portion of the dam
foundation in the northern end) ranges from 3 to 50 ft/yr. The residual coarse-
grained (silty sand) saprolites that form the major soil type in the dam and the
partially weathered rock have a representative permeability value of 700 ft/yr
(7 x 10 4 cm/sec). The bedrock permeability (including the effects of rock
jointing) ranges from 0 to 470 ft/yr. The SNSWP dam will be subjected to
relatively small differential hydrostatic heads across the dam under normal
operating conditions and to only 21-ft differential hydrostatic head during a
lake level drop resulting from Lake Wylie Dam failure. No theoretical seepage
analysis was performed because of the relatively small differential hydrostatic
head across the dam.

2.5.6.8.2 Instrumentation

Two sets of three piezometers each were installed at Stations 1+75 and 3+75
to monitor the phreatic surface within the embankment. One of these three
piezometers at each station is installed at 15 ft upstream of centerline,
while the other two are installed at 40 ft and 80 ft downstream of centerline.
Two piezometers also have been installed in the foundation material to monitor
the foundation pore pressures at Stations 0+70 and 2+40; both piezometers are
located at 15 ft upstream of dam centerline in the partially weathered rock,
just above the top of bedrock. (The stations are numbered starting near the
south abutment of the SNSWP dam.) Twelve settlement markers were placed on
the crest of the dam to monitor the postconstruction settlement.

2.5.6.8.3 Inspection

The applicant has instituted a periodic dam inspection program for the SNSWP
dam and discharge facilities. These inspections are reported to conform to the
requirements of RG 1.127, with minor exceptions, listed in FSAR Section 1.8.
The piezometric data and the settlement data furnished by the applicant
indicate that the dam is functioning as expected. The measured phreati-
elevations in all of the piezometers agree reasonably well with the estimated
elevations--the measured data being a little less than the values estimated
based on static conditions with SNSW pond at normal pond elevation (el 571 ft)
and Lake Wylie at full pond elevation (el 569.4 ft). The results of settlement
monitoring have been discussed in Section 2.5.6.5.2 of this report.

During the fourth inspection of the dam carried out in late 1981, localized
erosion areas were reported to have been noticed in three small areas along
the shorelines of the pond (with a total area of about 0.3 acre) and sub-
sequently repaired.

2.5.6.9 Conclusions

On the basis of a review of FSAR Sections 2.5.4 and 2.5.6 and the additional
data that would be included in the forthcoming revision to the FSAR, the staff
finds that the material properties and procedures used in the static and dynamic
stability analyses of the SNSWP dam and the margins of safety for most loading
conditions are acceptable. However, the applicant must confirm that this
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dam _is safe against fail'ure under the combined loadings of (1) SSE + 25 year.
flood and (2).0BE + standard project flood, as specified in SRP Section 2.4.4.
Further, the applicant has committed to follow the inspection requirements con--
tained in RG-1.127 throughout the lifetime of the plant.
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-Table 2.1 Resident population.
versus distance

. Miles

Year 0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-10,

t 1970 36 ' 495 1,776 2,820 _5,620 65,221

1980' 82- 804 3,044 7,428. 11,325 72,728

-2020. 115 1,117' 7,335 16,755 22,377 94,436

'

Table 2.2 X/Q values for appropriate
time periods at outer

.

boundary of LPZ
!

3Time period X/Q (sec/m )
4

0-8 hours 2.7 x 10 5
8-24 hours 1.8 x 10 5
1-4 days 7.5 x 10 8

,
' 4-30 days 2.1 x 10 s

Table 2.3 Shear moduli of subsurface materials
and embankment soils

,

O
m max

KMaterial 2 max (psf) (psf)*,** Source ***

Partially weathered 140 2500 7.00 x 108 Seismic test'

rock 4000 8.85 x 108

Residual soils 70 2500 3.50 x 108 Seismic test'

(saprolites) 4000 4.43 x 108

-Embankment soils 40 2500 2.00 x 108 Resonant column
4000 2.53 x 108 and cyclic*

triaxial tests.

*G,,x = 1000 K2 max.("m) , psf where o' = mean principal effective:

stress, psf.

**G values given above correspond to assumed o' values of
max

(1) 2500 psf and (2) 4000 psf.
***FSAR' Vol. 2, Figure 2.5.6-40, Rev. 3.

t
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Table 2.4 Design static shear strength parameters for SNSWP
dam materials

Saturated, consolidated Unsaturated,
undrained unconsolidated

undrained
R-test * R-test ** Q-test ***Material c, psf 8, deg. c, psf 9, deg. c, psf 9, deg.

Embankment fill 900 29 400 34 900 24

Coarse grained 750 25 400 30 1000 19
residual soils
(saprolites)

Partially 1000 34 1000 44 1000 34
weathered
rock

*R-test: results not corrected for pore pressures (total stress).
**R-test: results corrected for pore pressures (effective stress).

***Q-test: data were obtained during PSAR investigations.

(

:
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3 DESIGN CRITERIA ' STRUCTURE, COMPONEN1S, EQUIPMENT,1AND SYSTEMS

3.1 Conformance With General Design' Criteria and NRC Regulations

The applicant,.in Section'3.1 of the Catawba FSAR, has docume'nted how the' design
of the Catawba station meets GDC 1_through.64 of Appendix-A to 10 CFR 50. The
staff reviewed the. final design and the design criteria and concludes, subject
to the applicant's adoption of the additional requirements imposed by the staff'as

--discussed in this report, that the station has been designed to meet the require-
ments' of the General Design Criteria.

Thejstaff review of structurds, systems, and components relies. extensively on
the application of industry codes and standards that have been used as accepted

. industry practice. These codes and standards, as cited in this report and
. attached bibliography (Appendix B), have been previously reviewed and found
acceptable by the staff. They have been incorporated into the SRP (NUREG-0800).

3.2 Classification of Structures, Systems, and Components

3.2.1 Seismic Classification

GDC 2, " Design Bases for Protection Against Natural Phenomena," of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A, in part, requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems,
and components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of
earthquakes without loss of capability to perform their safety function.' _These

-plant features are those necessary to ensure (1) the integrity of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, (2) the capability to shut down_the reactor and
Edintain it in a safe' shutdown condition, (3) the capability to prevent or
citigate the-consequences of accidents that could result in potential offsite.
exposures comparable to 10 CFR 100 guideline exposures. The earthquake for
which these plant features are designed is defined as the safe shutdown earth-
quake (SSE) in 10 CFR 100, Appendix A. The SSE is based on an evaluation of
the maximum earthquake _ potential and is that earthquake which produces the
Kaximum vibratory ground motion for which structures, systems, and components
.important to safety are designed to remain functional. Those plant features
- that are designed to. remain -functional if an SSE occurs are designated seismic
Category I in RG 1.29. RG 1.29 is the principal documant used in the staff's
review for identifying those plant features important to safety that, as a
minimum, should be designed to seismic Category I requirements. Catawba Nuclear
Station Units 1 and 2 were reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 3.2.1
(NUREG-0800, July 1981). The results of this review are contained in this SER.

The structures, systems, and components important to the safety of Catawba
Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, that are required to be designed to withstand
the effects of an SSE and remain functional have been identified in an accept-

able manner in Tables 3. 2.1-1, 3.2.1-2, and 3. 2. 2-2 of the FSAR. These tables,
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in part, identify the major components in fluid systems, mechanical systems,
and associated structures designated as seismic Category I. In addition, pip-
ing and instrumentation diagrams in the FSAR identify the interconnecting pip-
ing and valves and the boundary limits of each system classified as seismic
Category I. The staff has reviewed Tables 3.2.1-1, 3.2.1-2, and 3.2.2-2, and
the fluid system piping and instrumentation diagrams, and concludes that the
structures, systems, and components important to safety of Catawba have been
properly classified as seismic Category I items in conformance with RG 1.29,
Rev. 3.

In its review of FSAR Section 3.9 the staff confirmed that acceptable design
interfaces exist between seismic Category I and nonseismic portions of piping
systems. All other structures, systems, and components that may be required
for operation of the facility are not required to be designed to seismic Cate-
gory I requirements, including those portions of Category I systems such as
vent lines, fill lines, drain lines, and test lines on the downstream side of
isolation valves and portions of these systems that are not required to perform
a safety function.

The staff concludes that the structures, systems, and components important to
safety of the Catawba station are properly classified as seismic Category I
items in accordance with RG 1.29 and constitute an acceptable basis for satisfy-
ing, in part, the requirements of GDC 2, and are, therefore, acceptable.

3.2.2 System Quality Group Classification

GDC 1, " Quality Standards and Records," of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, requires that
nuclear power plant systems and components important to safety be designed,
fabricated, erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the im-
portance of the safety function to be performed. The fluid system pressure-
retaining components are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB)
and other fluid systems important to safety, where reliance is placed on these
systems: (1) to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents and malfunc-
tions originating within the RCPB, (2) to permit shutdown of the reactor and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, and (3) to retain radioactive mate-
rial. RG 1.26 is the principal document used in the staff's review for identi-
fying on a functional basis the components of those systems important to safety
that are Quality Groups B, C, and D. 10 CFR 50.55a identifies those American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section III, Class 1 components that are
part of the RCPB. Conformance of these RCPB components with 10 CFR 50.55a is
discussed in Section 5.2.1.1 of this SER. These RCPB components are designated.
in RG 1.26 as Quality Group A. Certain other RCPB components that meet the
exclusion requirement of footnote 2 of the rule are classified Quality Group B
in accordance with RG 1.26. Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, were re-
viewed in accordance with SRP Section 3.2.2 (NUREG-0800, July 1981). The re-
sults of this review are contained in this SER.

The systems and components important to safety of Catawba station have been
identified in an acceptable manner in FSAR Tables 3.2.1-1, 3.2.1-2, and
3.2.2-2. These tables, in part, identify major components in fluid systems--
such as pressure vessels, heat exchangers, storage tanks, pumps, piping, and
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valves--and mechanical systems--such as cranes, refueling platforms, and other
tiscellaneous handling equipment. In addition, the piping and instrumentation

| diagrams in the FSAR identify the classification boundaries of the intercon-
; necting piping and valves. The staff has reviewed FSAR Tables 3.2.1-1, 3.2.1-2,
' and 3.2.2-2 and the fluid system piping and instrumentation diagrams, and the

staff concludes that pressure-retaining components have been properly classi-
fied in conformance with RG 1.26, Rev. 3. The applicant used the American
Nuclear Society (ANS) Safety Classes 1, 2, 3 and Non-Nuclear Safety (NNS) as
defined in American National Standards Institute (ANSI) N18.2-1973 and ANSI
N18.2a-1975 in the classification of system components as an alternate accept-
able method of meeting the guidance of RG 1.26. Safety Classes'1, 2, 3 and NNS
correspond to the Commission's Quality Groups A, B, C, and D in RG 1.26.

A summary of the relationship of the NRC Quality Group and ANS Safety Classes
are as follows:

NRC Quality Group Catawba PWR Safety Class

A 1
B 2
C 3
D NNS

The staff has reviewed the use of ANS Safety Classes in FSAR Table 3.2.2-2 and
it finds the classification of components to be acceptable. Quality Group A
(Safety Class 1) components of the RCPB have been constructed * in accordance
with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 1, Class
1. Components in fluid systems important to safety that are classified Quality
Group B (Safety Class 2) have been constructed in accordance with the ASME Code,
Section III, Division 1, Class 2. Components in fluid systems important to
safety that are classified Quality Group C (Safety Class 3) have been con-
structed in accordance with the ASME Code, Section III, Division 1, Class 3.
Components _in fluid systems that are classified Quality Group D (Safety Class
NNS) have been constructed to the following codes as appropriate: ASME Code,
Section VIII, Division 1; ANSI B31.1.0 Power Piping; and storage tank codes
such as AWA D100, ANSI B96.1, API-620 and API-650. The codes and standards
used in the construction of Quality Group A, B, C, or D components are identi-
fied in FSAR Table 3.2.2-1. The staff finds this summary list of codes and
standards used in the construction of components to be acceptable.

The staff concludes that construction of components in fluid systems important
to safety in conformance with the ASME Code and industry standards, the Com-
mission's regulations, and the guidance provided in RG 1.26 provides assurance
that component quality is commensurate with the importance of the safety func-
tion of these systems and constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfying the
requirements of GDC 1 and is, therefore, acceptable.

* Constructed, as used herein, is an all-inclusive term comprising materials
certification, design, fabrication, examination, testing, inspection, and
certification required in the manufacture and installation of components.
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3.3 Wind and Tornado Loadings

3.3.1 Wind Design Criteria

All Category I structures exposed to wind ~ forces were designed to withstand
the effects of the design-basis wind. The design-basis wind specified has a
velocity of 95 mph at 30 ft above the nominal ground elevation based on a
recurrence interval of 100 years.

The procedures that vere used to transform the wind velocity into pressure
loadings on structures and the associated vertical distribution of wind pres-
sures and gust factors are consistent with " Building Code Requirements for
Minimum Design Loads in Buildings and Other Structures" (ANSI Std A58.1) and
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Paper 3269, 1961.

The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 with respect to the capability
of the structures to withstand design-basis wind loading so that the design
reflects

(1) appropriate consideration for the most severe wind recorded for the site
with an appropriate margin

(2) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions
with the effects of natural phenomena

(3) the importance of the safety function to be performed

The applicant has met these requirements by using procedures that are consistent
with ANSI A58.1 and ASCE Paper 3269, which the staff has reviewed and found
acceptable, to transform the wind velocity into an effective pressure on struc-
tures and for selecting pressure coefficients corresponding to the structural
geometry and physical configuration.

/

The applicant has designed the plant structures with sufficient margin to pre-
vent structural damage during the most severe wind loadings that have been
determined appropriate for the site so that the requirements of item 1 above
are met. In addition, the design of seismic Category I structures, as required
by item 2 above, has included, in an acceptable manner, load combinations that
occur as a result of the most severe wind load and the loads resulting from
normal and accident conditions.

The procedures used to determine the loadings on structures induced by the
design wind specified for the plant are acceptable because they have been used
in the design of conventional structures and have been proven to provide a
conservative basis for engineering design to ensure that the structures will
withstand such environmental forces. The use of these procedures provides
reasonable assurance that, in the event of design-basis winds, the structural
integrity of the plant structures will not be impaired; consequently, safety-
related systems and components located within these structures are adequately
protected and will perform their intended safety functions if needed. Thus,
requirement of item 3 above is satisfied.
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3.3.2 . Tornado Design Criteria
|

All. Category I structures exposed to tornado forces and needed for the safe
shutdown of the plant were designed to resist a tornado of 300-mph tangential
wind velocity at a radius of 240 ft and a 60-mph translational wind velocity.
The simultaneous atmospheric pressure drop was assumed to be 3 psi in 3.0 sec.
Tornado missiles also are considered in the design, as discussed in Section 3.5
of this SER.

The procedures that were used to transform the tornado wind velocity into pres-
sure loadings are similar to those used for the design wind loadings.as dis-
cussed in Section 3.3.1 of this report. The tornado missile effects were deter-
mined using the procedures discussed in Section 3.5 of this report. The total
effect of.the design-basis tornado on Category I structures is determined by
appropriate combinations of the individual effects of the tornado wind pressure,
pressure drop, and tornado-associated missiles. Structures are arranged on the
Catawba site and protected in such a manner that collapse of structures not de-
signed for the tornado will not affect other safety-related structures.

The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 with respect to the structural
capability to withstand design-basis tornado. wind loading and tornado missiles-

so that the design reflects

(1) appropriate consideration for the most severe tornado recorded for the
site with an appropriate margin

(2) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions
with the effects of the natural phenomena

(3) the importance of the safety function to be performed

The applicant has met these requirements by using procedures that are consistent
with the ANSI A58.1 and ASCE Paper 3269 to transform the wind velocity generated
by the tornado into an effective pressure on structures and for selecting pres-

! sure coefficients corresponding to the structural geometry and physical
configuration.

The applicant has designed the plant structures with sufficient margin to pre-
. vent structural damage during the most severe tornado loadings that have been
determined appropriate for the site so that the requirements of item 1 above
are met. In addition, the design of seismic Category I structures, as required
by item 2 above, has included in an acceptable manner, load combinations that
occur as a result of the most severe tornado wind load and the loads resulting
from normal and accident conditions.

The procedures used to determine the loadings on structures induced by the
design-basis tornado specified for the station are acceptable because they have
been used in the design of conventional structures and have been proven to pro-
vide a conservative basis for engineering design to ensure that the structures
will withstand such environmental forces. The use of these procedures provides
reasonable assurance that in the event of design-basis tornado, the struct'iral
integrity of the station structures will not be impaired; consequently, safety-
related systems and components located within these structures are adequately
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protected and Will perform their intended safety functions if needed. Thus,
the requirement of item 3 above is satisfied.

3.4 Flcod Level (Flood) Design

3.4.1 Water Level (Flood) Design

The design of the facility for flood protection was revie.wed in accordance with
SRP Section 3.4.1 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in
the " Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the
guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section.
Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for the staff's eval-
uation of the design of the facility for flood protection with respect to the
applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

To ensure conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, the staff reviewed the
overall plant flood protection design including all systems and components
whose failure as a result of flooding could prevent safe shutdown of the station
or that could result in uncontrolled release of significant radioactivity. The
applicant has provided protection from inundation and the static and dynamic
effects on safety-related structures, systems, and components by the " dry-site"
method defined in RG 1.102, Position C.1, as described below.

The probable maximum flood (PMF) level has been determined to be at el 592.4 ft
above mean sea level (MSL). (Refer to Section 2.4 of this SER for further dis-'

cussion on flood level.) The plant grade is at el 593.5 ft above MSL. The station
is provided with a surface water drainage system that is designed and constructed
to seismic Category I criteria and provides protection for all safety related
equipment from flooding. Thus, the guidelines of RG 1.59, Positions C.1 and
C.2, are met.

Within plant structures safety-related equipment is protected against flooding
from failures in tanks, vessels, and fluid piping systems as identified in the
guidelines of BTP ASB 3-1, " Protection Against Postulated Piping Failures in
Fluid Systems Outside Containment," by equipment location and drainage as des-
cribed under Section 9.3.3 of this SER.

Based on its review of the design criteria and bases, and safety classification
.

of safety related systems, structures, and components necessary for a safe plant
I shutdown during and following flood conditions, the staff concludes that the

design of the station for flood protection conforms with the requirements of
GDC 2 with respect to protection against natural phenomena and conforms with
the guidelines of RGs 1.59, Postions C.1 and C.2, and 1.102, Position C.1,
concerning flood protection and is, therefore, acceptable. The design of the
facility for floed protection meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 3.4.1.

3.4.2 Water Level (Flood) Design Procedures

The design flood level, resulting from the most unfavorable condition or com-
bination of conditions that produce the maximum water level at the site, is
discussed in Section 2.4. A permanent dewatering system has been installed at
the Catawba site. Therefore, most of the station complex structures, such as
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auxiliary and reactor. buildings, are not subject to hydrostatic forces. .How-
ever, nuclear service water intake and discharge structures are fully. submerged
and are subject to flooding, hydrostatic, and buoyant effects.

The procedures used to determine the loadings on seismic Category I structure.s
induced by the design flood or highest groundwater level specified for the sta-

L tion are av.aptable because these procedures provide a conservative basis for
engineering design to ensure that the structures will withstand such environ-
m:ntal forces. The applicant also has indicated that the permanent dewatering
system structures comply with the staff's acceptance criteria.

The staff concludes that the applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 with
rsspect to the structural capability to withstand the effects of the flood or
highest groundwater level so that the design reflects

(1) appropriate consideratio'n for the most severe flood recorded for the site
with an appropriate margin

(2) appropriate combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions
with the effects of the natural phenomena

(3) the importance of the safety function to be performed

The applicant has designed the plant structures with sufficient margin to pre-
vent structural damage during the most severe flood or groundwater conditions
and the associated dynamic effects that have been determined appropriate for
the site so that the requirements of item 1 above are met. In addition, the.

design of seismic Category I structures, as required by item 2 above, has con-
sidered, in an acceptable manner, load combinations that occur as a result of
the most severe flood- or groundwater-related load and the loads resulting from
normal and accident conditions.

The procedures used to determine the loadings on seismic Category I structures
induced by the design flood or highest groundwater level specified for the
plant are acceptable because these procedures have been used in the design of
conventional structures and have been proven to provide a conservative basis.
This fact together with other engineering design considerations ensures that
the structures will withstand such environmental forces.

The use of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that, in the event of
floods or high groundwater, the structural integrity of the plant seismic Cate-
gory I structures will not be impaired; consequently, seismic Category I systems
and components located within these structures will be adequately protected and
may be expected to perform necessary safety functions, as required, thus satis-
fying the requirement of item 3 above.

3.5 Missile Protection

3.5.1 Missile Selection and Description

3.5.1.1 Internally Generated Missiles (Outside Containment.)

The design of the facility for providing protection from internally generated
missiles (outside containment) was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section
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3.5.1.1 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the
" Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the
guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section.
Conformance with the acceptance criteria, except as noted below, formed the
basis for the staff's evaluation of internally generated missile protection
outside containment with respect to the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The acceptance criteria for the design of the facility for providing missile
protection includes meeting the guidelines of RG 1.115. Turbine missiles are
evaluated separately in Section 3.5.1.3 of this SER.

Station structures, systems, and components outside containment required for safe
station shutdown are protected against postulated internally generated missiles
associated with station operation, such as missiles generated by rotating or
pressurized equipment as identified in the requirements of GDC 4, by any one or a
combination of compartmentalization, barriers, separation, and equipment design.
The applicant uses the physical arrangement of the station and the design ade-
quacy of station equipment to protect safety-related equipment from damage resu;t-
ing from internally generated missiles. Safety-related systems are physically
separated from nonsafety related systems and redundant components of safety-
related systems are physically separated so that a potential missile could not
damage both trains of a safety-related system. Stored fuel is protected from
damage by internal missiles, which would result in radioactive release,
by the fue' pool walls and by locating new and spent fuel in an area that has
no high-energy piping system or rotating machinery nearby.

The applicant has provided an evaluation of potential missile sources from
rotating equipment failures and high energy systems on the basis that a single
failure in the system could result in potential missiles. This evaluation
included typical internal missile sources such as valve stems, valve bonnets,
instrument wells, and pump impellers. Based on the design of these components,
the applicant has stated that none of these are credible missiles. Remote
location and separation of safety-related system trains provides further pro-
tection against the effects of potential internally generated missiles. Fur-
ther, the applicant has demonstrated that adequate protection is provided to
the safety-related equipment from missiles generated by nonsafety-related
equipment. The staff concurs with the applicant's assumptions and evaluation
for potential missiles outside cmtainment.

Protection of safety-related equipment and stored fuel from the effects of tur-
bine missiles including compliance with the guidelines of RG 1.115 is discussed
in Section 3.5.1.3 of this SER.

The staff has reviewed the adequacy of the applicant's design to maintain the
capability for a safe plant shutdown and to prevent unacceptable radiological
release in the event of internally generated missiles outside containment.
Based on the above, the staff concludes that the design is in conformance with
the requirements of GDC 4 as it relates to protection against internally gen-
erated missiles and is, therefore, acceptable. The design of the facility
providing protection from internally generated missiles meets the applicable
acceptance criteria of SRP Section 3.5.1.1.
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3.5.1.2 Internally Generated Missiles (Inside Containment)

The design of the facility for providing protection from internally generated
oissiles was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 3.5.1.2 (NUREG-0800). An
audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas of Review" portion of
the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines provided in the
" Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance with the accep-
tance criteria formed the basis for concluding that the design of the facility

~

for providing protection from internally generated missiles satisfied the
applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

Protection against postulated internally generated missiles inside containment
associated with plant operation such as missiles generated by rotating or pres-
surized equipment as identified in the requirements of GDC 4 is provided by any
one or a combination of barriers, separation, and equipment design. The primary
means of providing protection to safety-related equipment from damage resulting
from internally generated missiles is provided by shield walls and separation
within the containment.

The applicant has provided an evaluation of potential missile sources inside
containment. The only credible potential missile sources identified as
potential missiles from high-energy systems are

(1) reactor vessel - control rod drive mechanism housing plug, drive shaft,
and drive shaft and drive mechanism latched together

(2) pressurizer

(a) safety valves
(b) spray valve
(c) relief valve
(d) relief isol'ation valve
(e) heaters
(f) instrument well

(3) main coolant piping thermowell nozzle with resistance temperature
detector

(4) reactor coolant pump thermowell with resistance temperature detector

Characteristics were determined for each of these potential missiles. The
applicant's analysis verified that (1) structures, shields or barriers, and
equipment orientation provide protection for safety-related equipment from the
above primary missiles and any secondary missiles generated by their impact or
(2) that these missiles are of insufficient energy to cause unacceptable impact
or to cause unacceptable damage. The applicant's analysis also confirmed that
there are no nonseismic supported components within the containment that would
result in gravitational missiles with potentially adverse consequences to safety-
related equipment. The staff concurs with the applicant's assumptions and eval-
uation for potential missiles inside containment.
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The staff has reviewed the adequacy of the applicant's design to maintain the
capability for a safe station shutdown in the event of internally generated mis-
siles inside containment. Based on the above, the staff concludes that through
the use of barriers, separation, and equipment design, the design is in con-
formance with the requirements of GDC 4 with respect to missile protection and
is, therefore, acceptable. The design of the facility for providing protection
from internally generated missiles meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section
3.5.1.2.

3.5.1.3 Turbine Missiles

According to GDC 4 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50, nuclear power plant structures,
systems, and components important to safety shall be appropriately protected
against dynamic effects, including the effects of turbine missiles. Of those
systems important to safety, this section is primarily concerned with safety-
related systems, i.e., those structures, systems, or components necessary to
perform required safety functions and to ensure

(1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure' boundary

(2) the capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a cold shutdown
condition

(3) the capability to prevent accidents that could result in potential offsite
exposures that are a significant fraction of the guideline exposures of
10 CFR 100

The Catawba turbine generators were manufactured by the General Electric Corpora-
tion. The applicant claims that the placement and orientation of each is approx-
imately favorable with respect to the station reactor buildings, even though
there are safety-related targets inside the low trajectory missile (LTM) strike
zone. For the following reasons, the applicant claims the LTM strike probability
will not make a significant contribution to the total strike probability:

2The small surface area (3,700 ft ) and large range (2,150 ft) of the(1)
nuclear service water pump structure would result in an extremely low
strike probability. The protected redundant systems within the pump
structure further reduce the possibility of unacceptable damage.

(2) The roofs of both the diesel generator buildings and the auxiliary building
switchgear rooms are located at ground level. As these structures are
located below the turbine elevation, any turbine missile would have to!

pass through equipment, piping, walls, concrete floors, and structural
steel before striking these structures. In addition, the strike angle
would be extremely shallow, which would further reduce the possibility of
damage. Finally, redundant systems within these structures would ensure
the safety of the plant.

(3) The main steam and feedwater piping restraints also are located below the
turbine elevation and, therefore, are protected as noted above. Also,
only one set of restraints is located within the critical zone per unit.
For this reason, should a missile destroy a restraint and break the attached
piping, the remaining set of piping and restraints shou;d allow for the
safe shutdown of the plant. Finally, as a result of the small surface
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area of the restraints and their position with respect to the turbine, the
probability that a missile, which does penetrate the turbine building,
striking a restraint will be extremely small.

Tha staff does not consider the LTM strike probability to be significant for
Catawba.and agrees that the turbine orientation should be considered favorable.

The applicant has made an evaluation of the turbine missile risk for Catawba
Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2. Based on his analysis that uses General Electric
calculated probabilities for the generation of missiles from design and destruc-
tive overspeed failure of 8.7 x 10 9 per year and 5.0 x 10 9 per year, respec-
tively, the total probability of unacceptable damage is 2.5 x 10 " per year.

To cnsure the integrity of the turbine wheels and, therefore, reduce the pos-
sibility of failure, the applicant proposes incorporating the following into
tha design, construction, and operation of the Catawba Nuclear Station:

(1) Turbine control systems to prevent overspeed of the turbine wheels vith
resulting ductile fracture failure. These highly reliable, redundant over-
speed control systems ensure that turbine overspeed is controlled within
120% of rated speed. A turbine generator operating at full load that
fails to trip, for any reason, at the first emergency setting of 110% of
rated speed will be tripped by the redundant backup overspeed trip system
at 11.5% of rated speed. Thus, two separate overspeed control systems
initiate a trip of the unit at 110% and 111.5% of rated speed. The maxi-
mum turbine speed following trip by either control system should be less
than 120% of rated speed. The turbine speed range in which reliable,
redundant overspeed controls will be initiated is quite conservative com-
pared with the range at which probable wheel failure will occur.

(2) Quality assurance of turbine wheel material to detect flaws that could
lead to brittle fracture failure. The program of quality assurance applied
to turbine manufacture includes ultrasonic examination of each turbine
wheel to ensure that no wheel possesses any questionable indications.
Followingthistest,allmachinedsurfaceswillbesubjectedtoamagnetic
particle test and each fully bucketed turbine wheel will be spin tested.

(3) Inservice inspection of turbine wheels and speed control valves at regular
intervals to detect malfunctioning components before they fail. Turbine
wheels will be subjected to visual and volumetric examinations approximately
every 10 years. One main steam stop valve, one main steam control valve,
one reheat stop valve, and one reheat intercept valve will be dismantled
and examined at approximately 3-1/3 year intervals. These valves will be
exercised at least once a week to check valve function.

Tha applicant contends that his turbine inspection and test programs are suf-
ficient to ensure the integrity of the turbine generator system and justify his
use of the General Electric missile generation probabilities. It is the staff's
position that relevant General Electric analyses be submitted to the staff for
review and acceptance in order to verify the adequacy of the applicant's turbine
inspection and test programs, in terms of the probability of generating turbine
agissiles.
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The staff has reviewed the Catawba facility with regard to the turbine missile
issue and concluded that the probability of unacceptable damage to safety-related
systems and components resulting from turbine missiles is acceptably low (i.e.,
less than 10 7 per year) provided the total turbine missile generation proba-
bility is maintained to be 10 4 per reactor year, or less, throughout the life
of the station by an acceptable maintenance program. In reaching this conclu-
sion, the staff has factored into consideration the favordle orientation of
the turbine generators.

The applicant has agreed to (1) submit for NRC approval, within 3 years of
obtaining an operating license, a turbine system maintenance program based on
the manufacturer's calculations of missile generation probabilities and (2) con-
duct turbine steam valve maintenance in accordance with present NRC critiera.

Based on this agreement and its review, the staff concludes that the turbine
missile risk for the proposed plant design is acceptable and meets the require-
ments of GDC 4. The staff will incorporate the above items in the license as
appropriate.

3.5.1.4 Missiles Generated by Natural Phenomena

The tornado missile spectrum was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 3.5.1.4
(NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas of
Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section, except as noted
below. Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for conclud-
ing that the tornado missile spectrum satisfied the applicable regulations of
10 CFR 50.

The portions of the " Review Procedures" concerning the probability per year of
damage to safety-related systems resulting from missiles was not used in the
staff's review. The staff's review for this section of the SRP is concerned
with establishing the missile spectrum, not with calculating the probability
of damage.

GDC 2 requires that structures, systems, and components essential to safety be
designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena; GDC 4 requires that
these same plant features be protected against missiles. The missiles of con-
cern are those generated from natural phenomena, such as tornadoes. The appli-
cant has identified the Catawba site in " Tornado Region I" as defined in RG 1.76,
Positions C.1 and C.2, and has selected as the design-basis missiles those given
for Spectrum II of SRP Section 3.5.1.4 (Rev. 2). The spectrum includes the
weight, velocity, kinetic energy, impact area, height, penetration depth, and
minimum available concrete thickness providing protection. The staff has re-
viewed this spectrum and concludes that it is rcpresentative of missiles at the
site and is, therefore, acceptable. A discussion of the protection (barriers
and structures) afforded safety-related equipment from the identified tornado
missiles, including the compliance with the guidelines of RG 1.117, Positions
C.1 through C.3, is provided in Section 3.5.2 of this SER.

A discussion of the adequacy of the barriers and structures designed to with-
stand the effects of the identified tornado missiles is provided in Section
3.5.3 of this SER. Based on its review of the tornado missile spectrum, the
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staff concludes that the spectrum was properly' selected and meets the require-
ments of GDC 2 and 4, with respect to protection against natural phenomena and
cissiles, and the guidelines of RGs 1.76, Positions C.1 and C.2, and 1.117,
Positions C.1 through C.3, with respect to identification of missiles generated
by natural-phenomena, and is, therefore, acceptable. The tornado missile spec-
trum meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 3.5.1.4.

3.5.2 Structures, Systems, and Components To Be Protected From Externally
Generated Missiles

The design of the facility for providing protection from tornado generated mis-
siles was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 3.5.2 (NUREG-0800). An audit
review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas of Review" portion of the SRP
section was performed according to the guidelines provided in the " Review Pro-
cedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance with the acceptance criteria
except as noted below formed the basis for concluding that the design of the
facility for providing protection from tornado generated missiles satisfies the
applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The acceptance criteria for the design of the facility for providing missile
protection includes meeting RG 1.115. Turbine missiles are evaluated separate-
ly in Section 3.5.1.3.

GDC 2 requires that all structures, systems, and components essential to the
safety of the station be protected from the effects of natural phenomena, and
GDC 4 requires that all structures, systems, and components essential to the
safety of the station be protected from the effects of externally generated mis-
siles. The spectrum of tornado missiles is discussed in Section 3.5.1.4 of
this report. The applicant has identified all safety-related structures, sys-
tems, and components requiring protection from externally generated missiles.
All safety-related structures (including containment, the auxiliary uuilding,
and the fuel handling building) are designed to withstand postulated tornado-
generated missiles without damage to safety-related equipment. All safety-
related systems and components and stored fuel are located within tornado-
missile protected structures or are provided with tornado-missile barriers.
Buried safety-related components, such as piping and electrical circuits, are
adequately protected by the overlying earth and adequate manholes where neces-
sary. Flood protection is provided by a sloping 5-ft-diameter pipe through the
base of the dam into Lake Wylie. The standby nuclear water service pond (SNWSP)
dam a3d overflow drain pipe intake are adequately protected from tornado missiles.
Thus, the ultimate heat sink (Lake Wylie and SNWSP) is protected against natural
phenomena. The requirements of GDC 2 and 4, with respect to missile protection,
and the guidelines of RGs 1.13 (Position C.2), 1.27 (Positions C.2 and C.3),
and 1.117 (Positions C.1 through C.3) concerning tornado-missile protection for
safety-related structures, systems, and components, including stored fuel and
the ultimate heat sink, are met. Protection for low-trajectory turbine mis-
siles including compliance with RG 1.115 is discussed in Section 3.5.1.3 of
this SER.

On the basis of the above, the staff concludes that the applicant's list of
safety-related structures, systems, and components to be protected from exter-
nally generated missiles and the provisions in the plant design providing this
protection are in accordance with the requirements of GDC 2 and 4, with respect
to missile and environmental effects, and the guidelines of RGs 1.13 (Position
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C.2), 1.27 (Position C.2 and C.3),-1.117 (Positions C.1 through C.3) concerning
protection of safety-related plant features including stored fuel and the ulti-
mate heat sink from tornado missiles, and are, therefore, acceptable. The
design of the facility for providing protection from tornado generated missiles
meets the applicable acceptance criteria of SRP Section 3.5.2.

3.5.3 Barrier Design Procedures

The Catawba station Category I structures, systems, and components are shielded
from, or designed for, various postulated missiles. Missiles considered in the I

design of structures include tornado generated missiles and various containment
internal missiles, such as those associated with a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA).

Information has been provided indicating procedures that were used in the de-
sign of the structures, shields, and barriers to resist the effect of missiles.
The analysis of structures, shields, and barriers to determine the effect of
missile impact was accomplished in two steps. In the first step, the potential
damage that could be done by the missile in the immediate vicinity of impacts

,

was investigated. This was accomplished by estimating the depth of penetration
of the missile into the impacted structures. Furthermore, secondary missiles
are prevented by fixing the target thickness well above that determined for
penetration. The target thicknesses at Catawba meet the staff's current cri-
teria of minimum thicknesses. In the second step of the analysis, the overall
structural response of the target when impacted by a missile was determined
using methods of impactive analysis. The equivalent loads of missile impact,
whether the missile is environmentally generated or accidentally generated
within the station, are combined with other applicable loads as discussed in
Section 3.8 of this report.

The staff had identified a need for additional clarification to fully understand

the ductility values used in the applicant's procedure to determine the overall
response of the structure. The applicant has prnvided additional _information
indicating values used in the analysis. These ductility values are in confor-
mance with SRP criteria and this issue is considered resolved. The staff con-
cludes that the barrier design is acceptable and meets the requirements of
GDC 2 and 4 with respect to the capabilities of the structures, shields, and
barriers to provide sufficient protection to equipment that must withstand the
effects of natural phenomena (tornado missiles) and environmental effects,,

including the effects of missiles, pipe whipping, and discharge fluids.'

The procedures used to determine the effects and loadings on seismic Category I
structures and missile shields and barriers induced by design-basis missiles
selected for Catawba are acceptable because these procedures provide a conser-

| vative basis for engineering design to ensure that the structures or barriers
are adequately resistant to and will withstand the effects of such forces.'

The use of these procedures provides reasonable assurance that in the event of
design-basis missiles striking seismic Category I structures or other missile
shields and barriers, the structural integrity of the structures, shields, and
barriers will not be impaired or degraded to an extent that will result in a
loss of required protection. Seismic Category I systems and components pro-
tected by these structures are, therefore, adequately protected against the
effects of missiles and will perform their intended safety function, if need
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be. Conformance with these procedures is an acceptable basis for satisfying,
in part, the requirements of GDC 2 and 4.

3.6 Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated With Postulated Rupture
of Piping-

3.6.1 Plant Design for Protection Against Postulated Piping Failures in
Fluid Systems Outside Containment

The design of the facility for providing protection against postulated piping
failures was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 3.6.1 (NUREG-0800). An
audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas of Review" portion of
the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines provided.in the
" Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance with the accep-
tance criteria formed the basis for concluding that the design of the facility.
for providing protection against postulated piping failures satisfied the appli-
cable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

GDC 4 requires that systems and components important to safety be appropriately
protected against dynamic effects, including the effects of missiles, pipe
whipping, and discharging fluids that may result from equipment failures. To
meet this requirement with regard to protection against pipe breaks outside
containment, the applicant has designed the station in accordance with the
moderate-energy line analysis criteria and the criteria of Appendix B of BTP
ASB 3-1. These criteria concern failures in high- and moderate-energy fluid
systems. The applicant has identified all high- and moderate energy piping
systems in accordance with these guidelines and has also identified those sys-
tems requiring protection from postulated piping failures.

The station design accommodates the effects of postulated pipe breaks by means of
physical separation, enclosure in suitably designed structures or compartments,
drainage systems, pipe whip restraints, equipment shields, and equipment environ-
mental qualification, as required.

The applicant analyzed the effects of high- and moderate-energy pipe failures
on safety-related systems and structures. The staff has reviewed the applicant's
analysis and concludes that the protection provided against pipe failures out-
side containment is in conformance with the guidelines of BTP ASB 3-1.

The main steam and feedwater lines, which include the outboard isolation valves,
are all located in the doghouse and steam tunnel and have been classified as
part of the break exclusion boundary. The applicant has performed a subcompart-
ment analysis for the doghouse main steam feedwater piping to ensure that the
resulting jet impingement and environmental effects from a postulated pipe
break in one of these lines or a feedwater line will not result in adverse con-
sequences. The results of this analysis indicate that the doghouse structural
integrity is not affected by the pressure increase from the resulting blowdown.

The station has the ability to sustain a high-energy pipe break coincident with
a single active failure in essential systems and retain the capability for safe
cold shutdown. For postulated pipe failures, the resulting environmental
effects do not preclude the habitability of the control room and the accessi-
bility of other areas that have to be manned during and following an accident.
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Further discussion of the environmental qualification of safety-related equip-
ment is in Section 3.11 of this SER.

On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that the station design for pro-
tection against postulated piping failures in. fluid systems outside containment
is in compliance with the requirements of GDC 4 and the guidelines of BTP ASB 3-1
and is, therefore, acceptable. The design of the facility for providing pro-
tection against postulated piping failures meets-the acceptance criteria of
SRP Section 3.G.1,

3.6.2 Determination of Rupture Locations and Dynamic Effects Associated With
the Postulated Rupture of Piping-

GDC 4 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, requires that structures, systems, and com-
ponents important to safety shall.be designed to be compatible with and to
accommodate the effects of testing and postulated accidents, including LOCAs.
These structures, systems, and components shall be adequately protected against
dynamic effects (including the effects of missiles, whipping pipe, and dis-
charging fluids) that may result from equipment failures and from events and
conditions outside the nuclear power plant.

The staff's review, conducted in accordance with SRP Section 3.6.2 (NUREG-0800)
pertains to the methodology uced for protecting safety-related structures, sys-
tems, and components against the effects of postulated pipe breaks both inside
and outside containment. The staff has used the review procedures identified
in SRP Section 3.6.2 to evaluate the effect that breaks in high-energy fluid
systems would have on adjacent safety-related structures, systems, or components
with respect to jet impingement and pipe whip. The staff also reviewed the
location, size, and orientation of postulated failures and the methodology used
to calculate the resultant pipe whip and jet impingement loads that might affect
nearby safety-related structures, systems, or components. The details of the
review follow.

j. Pipe whip need only be considered in those high-energy piping systems having
fluid reservoirs with sufficient capacity to develop a jet stream. The criteria
for determining high- and moderate-energy lines is found in BTP ASB 3-1 of SRP
Section 3.6.1. The applicant has taken two exceptions to the criteria used to
determine high- and moderate-energy lines. Nonliquid systems with a maximum

.
normal pressure less than 275 psig are not considered to be high-energy lines

| regardless of the temperature. The only system that falls in this category is
the auxiliary steam system (50 psig, and 298 F). Exception to the 200 FI

threshold for high-energy systems is taken for nonwater systems such as ethyl-
ene glycol (part of the ice condenser system). Such systems that operate at
less than their boiling point are considered moderate-energy systems. Thus,

L based on the insufficient energy available to develop a full-size, double-ended
| pipe break in these systems, the staff finds these exceptions to its criteria

for determining high- and moderate-energy lines to be acceptable.I

For high-energy piping within the containment penetration area where breaks are
not postulated, SRP Section 3.6.2 sets forth certain criteria for the analysis
and subsequent augmented inservice inspection requirements. Breaks need not

,

be postulated in those portions of piping within the containment penetration
! region that meet the requirements of the ASME Code, Saction III, Subarticle
,

!
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NE-1120 and the additional requirements outlined in BTP MEB 3-1 of SRP Sec-
tion 3.6.2. Augmented inservice inspection is required for those portions of
piping within the break exclusion area. For Catawba, only the main steam
piping outside containment between the containment penetration and the isola-
tion valves is considered a break exclusion area. The applicant has committed
to perform a 100% volumetric examination of all welds, except socket welds, on
high energy piping greater than 1-in. nominal pipe diameter in the break ex-
clusion region during each inspection interval. Socket welds will be examined
using surface examination methods. The staff finds the applicant's commitment
meets the criteria for the augmented inservice inspection (ISI) program.

The applicant has used the break exclusion rules discussed above only for the
main steam piping inside-the doghouse. The main steam penetrations at Catawba
do not act as anchors for the main steamline because the penetrations use a
bellows design and are free floating. For that reason the process pipe to
flued-head weld inside the guard pipe is not included in the break exclusion
area. The applicant does not postulate a break at this weld because the free-
floating design of the penetration produces stresses in the weld that are below
the stress criteria stated in SRP Section 3.6.2

Jacketed piping is used on the main steam and safety injection lines inside
containment to reduce the effects of jet impingement. The jackets on the
safety injection lines can be removed so that the welds can be examined. In-
spection ports have been provided for three of the four welds inside the jacket
on the main steamline. The weld that cannot be inspected is near the top of
the steam generator. The applicant has submitted a request for relief from the
ASME Section XI inspection requirements for this weld. The staff will address
the relief request for inservice inspection of welds in Section 6.6 of this
SER.

For ASME Section III Class 1 high energy fluid system piping not in the contain-
ment penetration area, SRP Section 3.6.2 states that breaks are to be postulated
at every location where the fatigue cumulative usage factor, as determined by the
ASME Code, is greater than or equal to 0.1. The applicant has committed to
postulate breaks at every location where the cumulative usage factor is greater
than 0.1.

Additionally, breaks are also to be postulated at those ASME Class 1 piping loca-
tions where the primary or secondary stress intensity range (including the zero
load set) as calculated by equation (10) and either equation (12) or (13) in
Paragraph NB-3653 of ASME Section III exceeds 2.4 Sm for normal and upset con-
ditions including the OBE. When determining break locations resulting from the
primary or secondary stress intensity range, the applicant postulated a break
only if equation (10) is greater than 3.0 Sm and either equation (12) or (13)
in Paragraph NB-3653 of ASME Section III exceeds 2.4 Sm for normal and upset
conditions including the OBE. The applicant's criteria are consistent with the
previous SRP Section 3.6.2 (NUREG-75/087, May 1980), but not with the current
SRP Section 3.6.2 (NUREG-0800, July 1981). The staff met with the applicant
on November 3, 1982 to discuss this issue. At this meeting the applicant pro-
vided the staff with a list of those locations where the equation (10) stresses
w:re between 2.4 Sm and 3.0 Sm.

The staff reviewed the piping stresses and found that the applicant used the
1974 edition of the ASME Code, which included a AT term in equation (10). In2

:
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term was celeted. The staff concluded that because thethe 1980 Code, the AT1
additional term provided in the 1974 Code was included in the applicant's
equation (10) calculation and this-more conservative calculation was used in
conjunction with the previous Standard Review Plan guidelines, that the appli-
cant's methodology provided a level of safety equivalent to that provided in
the current Standard Review Plan. Thus, the staff finds the applicant's
methodology for postulating breaks in ASME Class 1 piping to be acceptable.

For those ASME Class 1 piping systems that are part of the primary loop, breaks
are postulated according to Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-8082. The staff
has previously reviewed this report and found its procedures acceptable.

The applicant has postulated breaks in ASME Code Class 2 and 3 piping at all
terminal ends and at intermediate locations where the stress resulting from
plant operating conditions plus the OBE exceed 0.8 (Sh + Sa). Where this
stress criterion is not exceeded, the applicant has postulated breaks at two
intermediate locations based on the highest stress. The procedures used by the
applicant are consistent with the guidelines in SRP Section 3.6.2 and are,
therefore, acceptable.

Breaks in nonseismic Category I piping are postulated at terminal ends and every
weld location of potential high stress or fatigue or by using the stress cri-
teria described above for Class 2 and 3 piping. Additionally, in reviewing
the pipe routing and separation criteria the applicant has provided further
assurance that postulated breaks in nonseismic Category I piping include the
worst-case break. Thus, the staff concludes that the procedures used by the
applicant provide a level of safety equivalent to that provided in the
Standard Review Plan and finds the applicant's procedures to be acceptable.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's method for determining break opening
areas and break opening times. The applicant has taken credit for limited
break opening areas in the primary coolant loop where pipe whip restraints are
designed to limit the break opening areas. Specifically, the applicant has
limited the break opening areas of the reactor pressure vessel nozzles to 85 in.2,
All other circumferential bre&ks postulated in the RCS were full double-ended
breaks. The above break sizes were used in the design of restraints, mass and
energy release calculations, and the reactor coolant system analysis including
asymmetric and LOCA load analyses. Actual break openings calculated for the
reactor vessel ~ nozzles were less than 40 in.2 Break opening times were in-
stantareous in the case of circumferential breaks and 1 msec for longitudinal
breaks. The staff finds the applicant's break opening areas and break opening
times, used for the design of the reactor coolant loop, to be acceptable and
consistent with the guidelines of SRP Section 3.6.2 (NUREG-0800).

The applscant has indicated that in some instances limited break areas might be
used in the pipe break effects analysis. The staff has accepted this approach
provided sufficient justification is submitted for the staff's review and docu-
mented in the FSAR.

RG 1.46 states that "following a single break, the unrestrained pipe movement
of either end of the ruptured pipe in any direction about a plastic hinge formed
at the nearest pipe whip restraint cannot damage any structure, system or com-
ponent important to safety." For unrestrained whipping pipe, the applicant
statas that pipe whip occurs in a plane defined by the piping geometry, hanger
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location, break type and location, and the direction of the jet force. This
prccedure has been used to qualify structures, systems, and components important
to safety. The applicant has stated that there are two instances of unrestrained
whipping pipe inside containment. The staff conducted a site visit to examine
th; possible consequences of the applicant's methodology. The staff specifically
reviewed the two cases of unrestrained whipping pipe inside containment. The
staff found that both breaks were postulated to occur in 2-in. piping from the
regenerative heat exchanger to the letdown heat exchanger. Based on the pipe
r:uting, it was determined that the pipe whip effects on the potential targets
would not jeopardize the safe shutdown of the plant. Thus, the staff concluded
that the two cases of unrestrained whipping pipe inside containment are
acceptable.

Based on its review of FSAR Section 3.6.2 the staff's findings are as follows:

In its evaluation the staff concludes that the pipe rupture postulation and the
associated effects are adequately considered in the station design and, there-
fore, are acceptable and meet the requirements of GDC 4. This conclusion is
based on the following:

(1) The proposed pipe rupture locations have been adequately assumed and the
design of piping restraints and measures to deal with the subsequent
dynamic effects of pipe whip and jet impingement provide adequate pro-
tection to the structural integrity of safety-related structures, systems,
and components.

(2) The provision for protection against dynamic effects associated with pipe
ruptures of the reactor coolant pressure boundary inside containment and
the resulting discharging fluid provide adequate assurance that design-
basis LOCAs will not be aggravated by sequential failures of safety-related
piping, and emergency core cooling system performance will not be degraded
by these dynamic effects.

(3) The proposed piping and r9straint arrangement and applicable design con-
siderations for high- and moderate-energy fluid systems inside and outside
of containment, including the reactor coolant pressure boundary, will pro--
vide adequate assurance that the structures, sp tems, and components im-
portant to safety that are in close proximity to the postulated pipe rup-
ture will be protected. The design will be of a nature to mitigate the
consequences of pipe rupture so that the reactor can be safely shut down
and maintained in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a postulated
rupture of a high- or moderate energy piping system inside or outside of
containment.

3.7 Seismic Design

3.7.1 Seismic Input

Th2 peak acceleration value for the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), chosen for
foundations on closely joined rock and slightly weathered rock, is 0.15 g. The
corresponding peak acceleration for the operating basis earthquake (0BE) is
0.08 g. The design response spectra for the above foundation conditions are
g'.nerated using the following procedure. Four synthetic earthquake records
with maximum accelerations of 0.15 g are developed to generate the response
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spectra for the SSE. In simulating the earthquakes, a maximum duration of
20 sec is used in the model of which 0 to 2 sec is used for the rising period,
2 to 7 sec for the constant-acceleration period, and 7 to 20 sec for the reced- )
ing period. The shape of the response spectra of the simulated earthquakes
for a single degree of freedom approximates the " spectrum curve" discussed by
Newmark in " Design Criteria for Nuclear Reactors Subject to Earthquake Hazards,"
1967. The numerical average of the response of the four earthquakes is used
to generate the response spectra for 0. 5, 1. 0, 2. 0, and 5. 0% da:,oi ng. The
design response spectrum is a smoothed curve drawn through the averaged spectra.
Certain Category I tanks and other small structures are supported on residual
soil. The design response spectra for these conditions also are presented.

The applicant has assessed the impact on plant structures of using RG 1.60
response spectra (anchored at 0.13 g) instead of the above described spectra.
For plant structures, the impact of using RG 1.60 spectra can be considered
insignificant. The floor response spectra are generated using four time his-
tories diractly (average spectra of these time histories envelope RG 1.60 spec-
tra except for very low frequencies of less than 0.5 cycles /sec) and, therefore,
are not impacted by the above considerations.

The damping ratios (expressed as a percentage of critical) used in the analysis
of various seismic Category I structures, systems, and components.are, generally,
in compliance with those listed in RG 1.61. Two exceptions to RG 1.61 are the
damping values for concrete and for bolted steel structures during an OBE. In
both cases, the applicant has used a 5% value instead of 4%. In an audit meet-
ing, the applicant indicated that this difference will not have any impact on
the plant structural design. The applicant has provided confirmatory infor-
mation to substantiate this judgment.

As discussed earlier, the majority of Category I structures are founded on
either a continuous rock or a partially weathered rock. In some cases, fill

| concrete is used to bear on continuous rock or partially weathered rock beneath
structures. The depth of foundation below prepared grade varies from approxi-
mately 1 ft for aboveground storage tanks to 58 ft for nuclear service water
pump structures.

Conformance with RG 1.60, with the intent of RG 1.61, and the design spectra
used by the applicant provides reasonable assurance that for an earthquake
whose zero period accelerations are 0.08 g for the OBE and 0.13 g (0.15 g for

| the design spectra) for the SSE, the seismic inputs to Category I structures,
| systems, and components are adequately defined to ensure a conservative basis
! for the design of such structures, systeme, and components to withstand the

consequence of seismic loadings.

The applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 2 and Appendix A to
10 CFR 100 by appropriate consideration for the most severe earthquake recorded
for the site with an appropriate margin and considerations for two levels of
earthquakes, the SSE and OBE. The applicant has met these requirements by the
use of the methods and procedures indicated below.

The seismic design response spectra (OBE and SSE) applied in the design of
seismic Category I structures, systems, and components comply with the recom-
mendations of RG 1.60. The specific percentage of critical damping values used
in the seismic analysis of Category I structures, systems, and components are
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in conformance with RG 1.61. Conformance with the recommendations of RGs 1.60
and 1.61 and appropriate design spectra ensure that the seismic inputs to Cate-
gory I structures, systems, and components are adequately defined so as to form
a conservative basis for the design of such structures, systems, and components
to withstand seismic loadings.

3.7.2 Seismic System Analysis

See Section 3.7.3.

3.7.3 Seismic Subsystem Analysis

The scope of review of the seismic system and subsystem analysis for the plant
included the seismic analysis methods for all Category I structures, systems,
and components. It included review of procedures for modeling, seismic soil-
structures interaction, development of floor response spectra, inclusion of
torsional effects, evaluation of Category I structure overturning, and deter-
cination of composite damping. The review has included design criteria and
procedures for evaluation of interaction of non-Category I structures with
Category I structures and effects of parameter variations on floor response
spectra. The review also has included criteria and seismic analysis procedures
for Category I buried piping outside the containment.

The system and subsystem analyses were performed by the applicant on an elastic
basis. Modal response spectrum and time history methods form the basis for the
analyses of all major Category I structures, systems, and components. When the
godal . response spectrum method was used, governing response parameters were
combined by the square-root-of-the-sum-of.-the-squares (SRSS) method in compli-
ance with RG 1.92. Floor spectra inputs used for design and test verifications
of structures, systems, and components were generated from the time history
methods', taking into account variation of parameters by peak widening. Tor-
sional effects and stability against overturning are considered.

The applicant has investigated the auxiliary building model to study the effects
of combining three components of an earthquake by the SRSS procedure rather than
combining one horizontal and one vertical component by the absolute sum method
(FSAR criterion). This study shows that on the primary shear walls the effect
of considering three components by the SRSS method is negligible, in fact, in
some cases it leads to a smaller value than that obtained by combining one
horizontal and one vertical component by the absolute sum method. Therefore,
the staff concludes that the Catawba design is adequate for the three-component
consideration.

In some cases, the Catawba cable tray support system design satisfies the OBE
loading combinations requirements with one-third increase in the allowable
stresses. While the building design codes, such as the American Institute of
Steel Construct. ion (AISC), " Specifications for the Design, Fabrication and Erec-
tion of Structural Steel for Buildings," permit this increase in the allowable
stresses for the earthquake loading, the staff's acceptance criteria do not
consider this increase in allowable stresses appropriate. The Catawba cable
tray support system design for SSE loading conditions is in total conformance
with the staff's acceptance criteria. The applicant, by referring to a recently
completed test program on cable trays and support systems and by indicating
some similarities between the tested system and the Catawba system, has concluded
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that the damping value used in the design of the Catawba system is too conserva-
tive. The staff also has reviewed the results of these test programs and concurs
with the applicant that there is considerably more damping in the system than
that used in the design. On the basis of this, the staff concludes that the
Catawba cable tray support system design satisfies the intent of the staff's
acceptance criteria regarding OBE loading conditions and meets the staff's cri-
teria for SSE loading conditions. The applicant has provided information to
indicate that there is no appreciable amplification of ground input in the ver-
tical direction for Category I structures, other than the containment structure.
The applicant has calculated natural frequencies of heavily loaded floor slabs
in these structures and, typically, these frequencies are in the rigid range,
thus justifying the assumption of negligible amplification in the vertical floor
spectra when compared to ground input spectra. In the design of the containment
structure, the applicant has accounted explicitly for the vertical amplification
by performing the vertical dynamic analysis. However, the attachments to the
containment vessel are not designed to amplified vertical input. The applicant
has provided information that discusses the possible amplification in the floor
response spectra. The impact of this amplification on the design of attach-
ments to the containment vessel is discussed in Section 3.9.2.2 of this SER.

All major Category I structures are founded on a rock or a rock-like material;
therefore, soil-structure interaction (SSI) is not a consideration at this site
for major Category I structures. However, the above ground storage tank for
Unit 2 is supported on partially weathered rock, and the applicant has been
asked to provide the details of the procedures that were used to account for
SSI effects. When the staff receives this additional information from the
applicant, it will report its findings in a supplement to this SER.

The present technical position of the staff requires that the accidental tor-
sion, based on the eccentricity of 5% of the base dimension, be included in the
design of structures. This is in addition to that which results from the actual
geometry and mass distribution of the building. The applicant has developed the
information to assess the impact of this position. The staff's review of this
information indicates that the impact of this requirement on the Catawba struc-
tures is not significant and, therefore, this issue is considered resolved.

The following conclusions are subject to review and approval of the confirmatory
information yet to be received from the applicant.

The staff concludes that the plant design is acceptable and meets the require-
ments of GDC 2 and Appendix A to 10 CFR 100 with respect to the capability of
the structures to withstand the effects of the earthquakes so that the design
reflects the

(1) appropriate consideration for the most severe earthquake recorded for the
site with an appropriate margin (GDC 2); consideration of two levels of
earthquakes (Appendix A, 10 CFR 100)

(2) appropriate combination of the effects of normal and accident conditions
with the effect of the natural phenomena

(3) importance of the safety functions to be performed (GDC 2); the use of a
suitable dynamic analysis or a suitable qualification test to demonstrate
that the structures, systems, and components can withstand the seismic and
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other concurrent loads, except where it can be demonstrated that the use
of an equivalent static load method provides adequate consideration
(Appendix A, 10 CFR 100)

The applicant has met the requirements of item 1 listed above by use'of the ac-
ccptable seismic design parameters in SRP Section 3.7.1. The combination of
earthquake-resultant -loads with those resulting from normal and accident con-
'ditions in'the design of Category I structures as specified in SRP Sections 3.8.1
through 3.8.5 will be in conformance with item 2 listed above.

The staff concludes that the use of the seismic structural analysis procedures
and criteria delineated above by the applicant provides an acceptable basis for
the seismic design, which are in conformance with the requirements of item 3
listed above.

3.7.4 Seismic Instrumentation Program

The type, nunber, location, and utilization of strong motion accelerographs to
record seismic events and to provide data on the frequency, amplitude, and
phase relationship of the seismic response of the containment structure comply
with RG 1.12. Supporting instrumentation is being installed on Category I
structures, systems, and components in order to provide data for the verifi-
cation of the seismic responses determined analytically for such Category I
items.

The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by providing the instrumenta-
tion that is capable of measuring the effects of an earthquake. The applicant
has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a by providing the inservice inspection
program that will verify operability by performing channel checks, calibrations,
and functional test at acceptable intervals. In addition, the installation of

the specified seismic instrumentation in the reactor containment structure and
other Category I structures, systems, and components constitutes an acceptable
program to record data on seismic ground motion as well as data on the frequency
and amplitude relationship of the seismic response of major structures and sys-
tems. A prompt readout of pertinent data at the control room can be expected
to yield sufficient information t guide the operator in a timely manner for
the purpose of evaluating the seismic response in the event of an earthquake.
Data obtained from such installed seismic instrumentation will be sufficient to
determine that the seismic analysis assumptions and the analyt cal model used

! for the design of the plant are adequate and that allowable stresses are not
exceeded under conditions where continuity of operation is intended. Provision
of such seismic instrumentation complies with RG 1.12.

|

| 3.8 Design of Seismic Category I Structures
1

3.8.1 Steel Containment

The reactor building houses the steel containment vessel and is designed to
provide environmental as well as missile protection for the steel shell. A

i

,
6-ft annular space is provi.ded between the steel containment vessel and the

| reactor building for control of containment external temperatures and
pressures.
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-The Catawba' containment vessel'is.a freestanding welded steel structure con-
sisting of a vertical cylinder with a hemispherical dome and a flat circular
base. The containment shell is anchored to the reactor building foundation by
means of anchor bolts around the perimeter of the cylinder base. The contain-
ment vessel has a diameter of 115 ft and overall height of 171 ft 3 in. The
containment vessel is designed, fabricated, constructed, and tested in accord-
ance with subsection NE, Section III, of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) " Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code." The analysis ofLthe con-
tainment was based on the linear theory of elasticity and considers bending
as well as membrance action of shell. Loads include an appropriate combination
of' dead and live loads, thermal loads, seismic, and LOCA loads. .The allowable
stress and strain limits are generally those delineated in the' applicable sec-
tion and subsection NE of the ASME Code, Section III, for the various loading .
conditions.

The staff met with the applicant on June 4, 1982 to discuss containment
analysis / design procedures including ultimate strength and buckling analysis.
In this meeting, the applicant indicated that the containment shell can with-
stand an ultimate-internal pressure of 72 psig. The applicant has provided
the final _information on this subject for the staff's review. The staff has
reviewed the additional information and found it acceptable and has made the
following conclusions:

(1) lhe applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with-
respect to ensuring that the steel containment is designed, fabricated,
erected, constructed, tested, and inspected to quality standards commen-
surate with its safety function to be performed by meeting the guidelines
of regulatory guides and industry standards indicated below.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of.GDC 2 by designing the steel
containment to withstand the most severe earthquake that has been estab-
lished for the site with sufficient margin and the combinations of the
effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects of environ-
mental loadings such as earthquakes and other natural phenomena.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the
design of the steel containment is capable of withstanding the dynamic
effect associated with missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging fluids.

(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 16 by designing the steel
containment so that it is an essentially leaktight barrier to prevent the
uncontrolled release of radioactive effluents to the environment.

(5) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 50 by designing the steel
containment to accommodate, with sufficient margin, the design leakage
rate and calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting from
accident conditions and by ensuring that the design conditions are not
exceeded during the full course of the accident condition. In meeting
these design requirements, the applicant has used the recommendations of
Regulatory Guides and industry standards indicated below.

The criteria used in the analysis, design, and construction of the steel con-
tainment structure to account for anticipated loadings and postulated conditions
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that may be imposed upon the structure during its service lifetime are in con-
formance with established criteria, and with codes, standards, guides, and
specifications acceptable to the staff. These include meeting the positions of
RGs 1.31 and 1.57.and ASME " Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code," Section III,
Division 2.

The use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, guides,
| cnd specifications; the loads and loading combinations; the design and analysis
| procedures; the structural acceptance criteria; the materials, quality control

programs, and special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice
surveillance requirements provide reasonable assurance that, in the event of
winds, tornadoes, earthquakes, and various postulated accidents occurring
within and outside the containment, the structure will withstand the specified
design conditions without impairment of structural integrity or safety function
of limiting the releas.e of radioactive material.

3.8.2 Concrete and Structural Steel Internal Structures

The containment interior structures enclose the primary coolant system and pro-
vide biological shielding and pressure boundaries for the lower, intermediate,
and upper volumes of the containment i,terior. These structures also provide
support and restraint for all major equipment, components, and systems located
within.the reactor building. The principal containment interior structures
consist of base slab, reactor vessel cavity wall, refueling canal, crane wall,
steam generator components, pressurizer compartment, operating floor, and ice
condenser floor and end walls.

The major code used in the design of concrete internal structures is American
Concrete Institute (ACI) Std 318-71, " Building Code Requirements for Reinforced
Concrete." For steel internal structures the American Institute of Steel
Construction (AISC) specification, " Specifications for the Design, Fabrication,
and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings," is used.;

The containment concrete and steel internal structures were designed to resist
various combinations of dead and live loads, accident-induced loads including
pressure and jet loads, and seismic loads. The load combinations used cover
those cases likely to occur and include all loads that may act simultaneously.
The design and analysis procedures that were used for the internal structures
are the same as those on previously licensed applications and, in general, are
in accordance with procedures delineated in the ACI Std 318-71, and in the
AISC specification for concrete and steel structures, respectively.

The containment internal structures were designed and proportioned to remain
within limits established by the staff under the various load combinations.
These loads are, in general, based on the ACI Standard 318-71 and on the AISC
specification for concrete and steel structures, respectively, modified as
appropriate for load combinations that are considered extreme.

The applicant had been asked to assess the extent that design of concrete pres-
sure barriers conforms to the intent of SRP Section 3.8.3 load combinations per

,

CC-3000 of ASME Section III, Division 2 Code. In response to this request, the
applicant has provided information that confirms that the concrete pressure
barriers design is in compliance with applicable provisions of SRP Section 3.8.2.
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The-materials of construction,.their fabrication, construction, and' installation,1

! -arenin'accordance'with the ACI Std 318-71 and|AISC specification for concrete
'

and. steel structures, respectively.c

The staff concludes that the: design of the containment' internal structures is-
~

I acceptable and meets the relevant requirements'of 10 CFR'50.55a, and GDC 1, 2,
14, 5,.and 50. This conclusion is based on the-following:j. ,

!. (1)- The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with-
{ respect to ensuring that the containment internal structures.are designed,

fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and inspected to quality stand-
'

_ards commensurate with their safety functions ~to be-performed by meeting
: the guidelines of ' regulatory guides and industry standards indicated
i below.
,

-(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the contain-,
~

ment internal structures to withstand the most severe earthquake that has
been established =for the site with sufficient margin and the combinations

! .of the effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects-of envi-
i ronmental loadings such as earthquakes and other natural phenomena.
;

(3) The applicant has' met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the design*

of the internal structures is capable of withstanding the dynamic effects -

; associated with missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging fluids.
e'

(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 5 by demonstrating that-the'

i structures, systems, and components are not shared between units or that,
| -if shared, they have demonstrated that sharing will not impair their
j ability to perform their intended safety functions.
t-

| -(5) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 50 by designing the contain-
i ment internal structures to accommodate, with sufficient margin, the design
! -leakage rate and calculated pressure and temperature conditions resulting

from accident conditions and by ensuring that the design conditions are*

not exceeded during the full course of the accident condition. In meeting,

i these-design requirements, the applicant-has used the recommendations of
! Regulatory Guides and industry standards indicated below. The applicant
| has also performed appropriate analyses which demonstrate that the ultimate

capacity of the structures will not be exceeded and establishes the minimum
: margin of safety for the design.
!

| The criteria.used in the design, p alysis, and construction of the containment
internal structures to account for anticipated loadings and postulated condi-2

tions that may be imposed during their service lifetime are in conformance with
| established criteria, and with codes, standards, and specifications acceptable
! to the staff. These include meeting the positions of RGs 1.10, 1.15, 1.55,

1.57,'and 1.94.
1

i The use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, and
j; specifications; the loads and loading combinations; the design and analysis
[ procedures; the structural acceptance criteria; the materials, quality control

|- programs, and special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice
,

|
surveillance requirements provide reasonable assurance that, in the event of
earthquakes and various postulated accidents occurring within the containment,,

!

!
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the interior structures will withstand the specified design conditions without
impairment of structural integrity of the performance of required safety
functions.

~

3.8.3 Other Seismic Category I Structures

Category:I structures other than the containment and its interior structures
are all constructed of structural steel and concrete. The structural components
consist of slabs, walls, beams,'and columns. The major Code used in the design

-of concrete Category I structums is ACI.Std 318-71. For steel Category I
structures, the AISC, " Specifications for the Design, Fabrication, and Erection
.of Structural Steel for Buildings," is used.-

The concrete' reactor building is a freestanding structure and independent of
-the-steel containment vessel. It is_a' reinforced concrete structure composed
.of a right cylinder with a shallow dome roof and flat circular foundation slab.

.

The cylinder has an inside' radius of 63 ft 6 in. and a wall thickness of 3 ft.
hThe dome'has an inside spherical radius of 85 ft and is 2 ft 3 in. thick.- The
foundation slab is 137 ft in diameter and 6 ft thick.

-The concrete and steel Category I structures were designed to resist various
: combinations of dead loads; live loads; environmental loads including winds,
tornadoes, OBE, and SSE; and loads generated by postulated. ruptures of high-

. energy pipes such as reaction and jet impingement forces, compartment pressures,
and impact effects of whipping pipes.

1The;various Category I structures are designed and proportioned to remain
-within limits established by the staff under the various load combinations.
These limits are, in general, based on the ACI Std 318-71 and on the AISC
specification for concrete and steel structures, respectively, modified as
appropriate for load combinations that are considered extreme.

The applicant provided a comparison of Catawba design requirements with that of
ACI Standard 349 in conjunction with RG 1.142. In general, tLe Catawba' design
is in compliance with the' requirements of ACI Std-349. For those sections where
ACI Std 318 differs from ACI Std 349, the applicant's justifications for the
Catawba design are stated in FSAR Table 3.8.1-5 and found acceptable.

The materials of construction, their fabrication, construction, and installation
are in accordance with the.ACI Std 318-71 and AISC specification for concrete
and. steel structures, respectively.

The applicant has requested authority to store non-Catawba fuel at Catawba spent
fuel building. The staff positio'n on "the minimum requirements for design of
spent fuel racks" has been sent to the applicant, and the staff asked the appli-
cant to comply with:the staff position or justify deviations therefrom and also
to assess the impact of storing non-Catawba fuel at the Catawba spent fuel pool.
The applicant has provided information on this issue for the staff's review.
On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that the fuel rack design at
Catawba meets the intent of the staff's position.

The staff met with the applicant on February 5, 1982 to discuss the adequacy of
masonry _ walls at Catawba. During this meeting the applicant presented the
criteria and analysis procedures used in the masonry wall design. As a result
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of this meeting, the applicant undertook an additional analytical effort to
examine the effccts of various parameters on the performance of masonry walls
under design-basis levels. The staff has reviewed this submittal and found
that the criteria used in the masonry wall design are in conformance with the
staff's acceptance criteria. In addition, a test program recently has been
completed on masonry walls with a similar construction technique as that used at
Catawba. The data from this test program will be available for staff review
in the near future. Barring any unexpected results from these tests, the
staff considers this issue resolved.

The staff concludes that the design of safety-related structures other than
containment is acceptable and meets the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a
and GDC 1, 2, 4, and 5. This conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with
respect to ensuring that the safety-related structures other than con-
tainment are designed, fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and
inspected to quality standards commensurate with their safety functions to
be performed by meeting the guidelines of regulatory guides and industry
standards indicated below.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the safety-
related structures other than containment to withstand the most severe
earthquake that has been established for the site with sufficient margin
and the combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions with
the effects of environmental loadings such as earthquakes and other
natural phenomena.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the
design of the safety-related structures is capable of withstanding the
dynamic effects associated with missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging
fluids.

(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 5 by demonstrating that
systems, structures, and components are not shared between units and that,
if shared, they have demonstrated that sharing will not impair their
ability to perform their intended safety functions.

(5) The applicant has met the requirements of Appendix B of 10 CFR 50 by pro-
viding a quality assurance program that has adequate measures for imple-
menting guidelines relating to structural design audits.

The criteria used in the analysis, design, and construction of all the plant
Category I structures to account for anticipated loadings and postulated con-
ditions that may be imposed on each structure during its service lifetime are
in conformance with the established criteria, codes, standards, and specifica-
tiens acceptable to the staff. These include meeting the positions of RGs 1.10,
1.15, 1.94.

The use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, and
specifications; the loads and loading combinations; the design and analysis
procedures; the structural acceptance criteria; the materials, quality control,
and special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice surveillance
requirements provide reasonable assurance that, in the event of winds, tornadoes,
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earthquakes, and various postulated accidents occurring within the structures,
the structures will withstand the specified design conditions withoJt impairment
of structural integrity or the performance of required safety functions.

3.8.4 Foundations

Fcundations of Category I structures are described in FSAR Section 3.8.5.
Primarily, these foundations are reinforced concrete and of the mat type. The
criteria used in the design of these concrete mat foundations is ACI Std 318-71.
These concrete ; foundations have been designed to resist various combinations of
d:ad loads; live loads; environmental loads including winds, tornadoes, OBE,
and SSE; and loads generated by postulated ruptures of high-energy pipes.

The design and analysis procedures that were used for these Category I founda-
tions are the same as those approved on previously licensed applications and,
in general, are in accordance with procedures delineated in ACI Std 318-71.
The various Category I foundations were designed'and proportioned to remain
within limits established by the staff under the various load combinations.
These limits are, in general, ba, sed on ACI Std 318-71 and on the AISC specifi-
cation for concrete and steel structures, respectively, modified as appropriate
for load combinations that are considered extreme.

The materials of construction, their fabrication, construction, and installation
are in accordance with ACI Std 318-71 and AISC specification for concrete and
steel structures, respectively.

The criteria that were used in the analysis, design, and construction of all
.the plant Category I foundations to account for anticipated loadings and postu-
lated conditions that may be imposed upon each foundation during its service
lifetime are in conformance with established criteria, codes, standards, and
specifications acceptable to the NRC staff.

The staff concludes that the design of the seismic Category I foundations is
acceptable and meets the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, and GDCs 1, 2,
4, and 5. This conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1 with
respect to ensuring that the seismic Category I foundations are designed,
fabricated, erected, constructed, tested, and inspected to quality stand-
ards commensurate with their safety functions to be performed by meeting
the guidelines of Regulatory Guides and industry standards indicated
below.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 by designing the seismic
Category I foundations to withstand the most severe earthquake that has
been established for the site with sufficient margin and the combinations
of the effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects of en-
vironmental loadings such as earthquakes and other natural phenomena.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 4 by ensuring that the
design of seismic Category I foundations is capable of withstanding the
dynamic effects associated with missiles, pipe whipping, and discharging
fluids.
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(4). The applicant has met.the requirements of GDC 5 by demonstrating that
systems, structures, and components either are not shared between units or
that,'if shared, they have demonstrated that sharing will not impair their
ability to perform their intended safety function.

The criteria used in the analysis, design, and construction of all the plant
seismic Category I foundations to account for anticipated loadings and postu-
-lated conditions that may be imposed upon each foundation during its service

',lifetime are in conformance with established criteria, codes, standards, and '

specifications acceptable to the staff.

The use of these criteria as defined by applicable codes, standards, and
specifications; the loads and loading combinations; the design and analysis
procedures; the structural acceptance criteria; the materials, quality control,
and special construction techniques; and the testing and inservice surveillance
requirements provide reasonable assurance.that, in the event of winds, tornadoes,
earthquakes, and various postulated events, seismic Category I foundations will
withstand the specified design conditions without impairment of structural
integrity.and stability or the performance of required safety functions.

3.8.5 Structural Audit

From December 15 through 18, 1981, the staff met with the applicant and his con-
sultants to conduct the seismic and structural audit. The audit covered each
major safety-related structure at Catawba.

The staff conducted the audit in order to

(1)' investigate in detail how the applicant has implemented the structural and
seismic design criteria that he committed to use, before obtaining con-
struction permits for the facility

(2) verify _that the key structural and seismic design and the related calcula-
tions have been conducted in an acceptable way

'

(3) identify and assess the safety significance of these areas where the sta-
tion structures were designed and analyzed using methods other than those
recommended by the Standard Review Plan

,

As a result of the audit, the staff identified 44 action items. The review and
evaluation of the information resulting from those action items also provided a
basis for the conclusions reached and reported in this safety evaluation report.

3.9 Mechanical Systems and Components

The review performed under SRP Sections 3.9.1 through 3.9.6 of NUREG-0800 per-
tains to the structural integrity and functional capability of various safety-
related mechanical components in the station. The staff's review is not limited
to ASME Code components and supports, but is extended to other components such
as control rod drive mechanisms, certain reactor internals, and any safety-
related piping designed to industry standards other than the ASME Code. The
staff reviews such issues as load combinations, allowable stresses, methods of
analysis, summary of results, and preoperational testing. The staff must arrive
at the conclusion that there is adequate assurance of a mechanical component
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performing its safety-related function under all postulated combinations of
normal operating conditions, system operating transients, postulated pipe
breaks, and seismic events.

3.9.1 Special Topics for Mechanical Components

The review of this section was performed following all areas of review and
review procedures identified in SRP Section 3.9.1. The staff has reviewed the
d: sign transients and methods of analysis used for all seismic Category I com-
ponents, component supports, core support structures, and reactor internals
designated as Class 1 and CS under the ASME Code, Section III, and those not
covered by the Code. The assumptions and procedures used for the inclusion of
transients in the fatigue evaluation of Code Class 1 and CS have been reviewed.
The staff's-review also covered the computer programs used in the design and
analysis of seismic Category I components and their supports and experimental
and inelastic analytical techniques. The staff found the Catawba station
acceptable in these areas. Details of the review follow.

The staff contracted with Pacific Northwest Laboratories to perform an indepen-
dent analysis of a sample piping system in the Catawba station. This analysis
verified that the piping system met the applicable ASME Code stress allowables.
The detailed results of this analysis are documented in the report by Pacific
Northwest Laboratories, " Catawba Pressurizer Surge Line Analysis," SAM-82-1,
dated March 1982.

The applicant has provided a list of the design transients and the number of
cycles for each design transient used for design. The staff reviewed the
method used to determine che seismic cyclic loading for fatigue analysis of
ASME Code Class 1 comporents. Fatigue evaluation of NSSS components utilized
five OBEs of 10 cycles each. Balance-of plant piping and components utilized
five OBEs with 40 cycles per OBE. This is in conformance with the guidelines
of SRP Section 3.9.1. The staff concludes from its review of the design tran-
sients and their respective number of cycles that they are acceptable.

Analysis of mechanical components by the use of computer programs was performed
by the applicant. A list showing all computer programs used by the applicant
for static and dynamic analyses to determine the strcctural integrity and func-
tional capability along with a description of the program is included in the
FSAR. Design control measures to' verify the adequacy of the design of safety-
related components is required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The Catawba FSAR in-
cludes the methods of verification for all computer programs used in the de-
sign of safety-related mechanical components. Based on its review of the list
of computer programs used in the design of safety-related mechanical components
the staff finds them to be acceptable.

Based on its review of FSAR Section 3.9.1, the staff's findings are as follows.

The staff concludes that the design transients and resulting load and load com-
binations with appropriate specified design and service limits for mechanical
components is acceptable and meets the relevant requirements of GDC 1, 2, 14,
and 15 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, and 10 CFR 100, Appendix B. This is based on
the following:
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(1)''The applicant has met the relevant requirements Sf'GDC-14 and 15 by
demonstrating that the design transients and resulting loads-and load
combinations with appropriate specified design and service limits,;which
the applicant has used for: designing Code Class 1 and CS components and-
supports and reactor internals, provide a complete basis for design of the
reactor. coolant pressure boundary for all conditions and events expected
over_the service lifetime of the station.

(2) _ The applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC.2 and 10 CFR 100,
-Appendix A, by including seismic events in design transients that. serve as
design bases _to withstand the effects of natural phenomena.

(3) The~ applicant has met the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
and GDC 1 by having submitted information that demonstrates the applic-
ability and. validity of the design methods and computer programs used for-
the design and analysis of seismic Category I Code Class 1, 2, 3 and CS
structures, and non-Code structures within the present' state-of-the-art
limits and by having design control measures that are acceptable to ensure
the quality of the computer programs.

3.9.2' Dynamic Testing and Analysis of Systems, Components, and Equipment

The staff has reviewed.the methodology, testing procedures, and dynamic analyses
employed by the applicant to ensure the structural integrity and functionality
of piping systems, mechanical equipment, and their supports under vibratory
loadings. In this review, all areas of review and review-procedures identified
in SRP Section 3.9.2 were followed. The staff's review included (1) the piping
vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic effect testing, (2) the seismic system
analysis methods, (3) the dynamic responses of structural' components within the-

reactor' caused by steady-state and operational flow-transient conditions for a
nonprototype reactor, (4) flow-induced vibration testing of reactor internals
to be conducted during the preoperational and startup test program, and (5) the
dynamic analysis methods used to_ confirm the structural design adequacy and func-
tional capability of the reactor internals and piping attached to'the reactor
vessel when subjected to loads from a LOCA~in combination with an SSE. Details
of review are presented in the following sections.

3.9.2.1 Piping Preoperational Vibration and Dynamic Effects Testing

Piping vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic effects testing will be con-
ducted during a preoperational testing program. The purpose of these tests
is to ensure that the piping vibrations are within acceptable limits and that
the piping system can expand thermally in a manner consistent with the design
intent. During Catawba station's preoperational and startup testing program,
the applicant will test various piping systems for abnormal, steady-state, or
transient vibration and for restraint of thermal growth. Systems to be mon-
itored'will include those systems listed in Table 3.9.2-1 of the Catawba FSAR.
The piping vibration test program will comply with the ASME Code, Section III,
paragraphs NB-3622.3, NC-3622.3, and ND-3622.3, which require that the applicant
be responsible, by observations during startup or initial operations, for ensur-
ing that the vibration of piping systems is within acceptable levels. This
vibration might be the result of station transients or might be associated with
steady-state plant operation. This steady-state vibration, whether flow induced
or caused by nearby vibrating machinery, could cause 108 or 109 cycles of stress
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in the pipe during-its 40 year life. For this reason, the staff requires that
the stresses associated with steady-state vibration be limited to 30% of the
alternating stress intensity, Sa, at 106 cycles as defined in the ASME Code,
Appendix-I, Figures I-9.1 ano ~-9.2. The test program should consist of a mix-
ture of instrumented measurements and visual observations by qualified person-
nel. In a letter from H. Tucker to H. Denton (NRC) dated January 11, 1983, the
applicant has provided an outline of his piping preoperational vibration testing
program. The applicant has committed to limit piping steady-state vibration
such that the maximum measured amplitude will not induce a stress in the piping
greater than one-half the endurance limit (defined as the alternating stress
intensity, Sa, at 108 cycles given in Appendix I Figure I-9.0 of the ASME Code
Section III). The acceptance criteria used by the applicant are the same as
the staff's position and are, therefore, acceptable.

Based on its review of FSAR'Section 3.9.2.1, the staff concludes that the appli-
cant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 14 and 15 with respect to the
design and testing of the reactor coolant pressure boundary. This provides
reasonable assurance that rapidly propagating failure and gross rupture will
not occur as a result of vibratory loadings. In addition, the testing ensures

that design conditions are not exceeded during normal operation including
anticipated operational occurrences by having an acceptable vibration, thermal
expansion, and dynamic effects test program, which will be conducted during
startup and initial operation of specified high- and moderate-energy piping,
including all associated restraints and supports. The tests provide adequate
assurance that the piping and piping supports have been designed to withstand
vibrational dynamic effects resulting from valve closures, pump trips, and
other operation modes associated with the design-basis flow conditions. In
addition, the tests provide assurance that adequate clearances and free move-
ment of snubbers exist for unrestrained thermal movement of piping and supports
during normal system heatup and cooldown operations. The planned test will
develop loads similar to those experienced during reactor operations.

3.9.2.2 Seismic Subsystem Analysis

The staff's review, performed according to SRP Section 3.9.2, included Section
3.7.3 of the applicant's FSAR, " Seismic Subsystem Analysis." The staff reviewed
seismic analyses methods, determination of the number of earthquake cycles,
basis for selection of frequencies, the combination of modal responses and spa-
tial components of an earthquake, criteria used for damping, torsional effects
of eccentric masses, interaction of other piping with Category I piping, and
Cate90ry I buried piping systems.

The scope of the review of the Catawba's seismic system and subsystem analysis
includes the seismic analysis methods for all seismic Category I piping systems
and components. The staff has reviewed the manner in which the dynamic system
analysis is performed, the method of selection of significant modes, whether
the number of masses or degrees of freedom is adequate, and how consideration
is given to maximum relative displacements. The review included design methodo-
logies and procedures used for the evaluation of the interaction of nonseismic
Category I piping with seismic Category I piping, and the seismic methods, which
consider the effect of fill settlement and movement at support points, penetra-
tion, and anchors for seismic Category I buried piping systems. In addition,

the staff reviewed seismic analysis procedures for reactor internals. The sys-
tem and subsystem analyses are performed by the applicant on an elastic basis.
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Modal response spectrum, multidegree of freedom, and time history methods form
the bases for the analyses of all major seismic Category I systems and compo-
nents. When the response spectrum method is used, modal responses are combined
by the square-root-sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) rule. Closely spaced modes are
combined using the criteria in RG 1.92. The applicant has considered all fre-
quencies below 33 Hertz in computing piping and component response.

'
For the dynamic analysis of seismic Category I piping, each piping system was
idealized as a mathematical model consisting of lumped masses connected by elas-
tic members. The stiffness matrix for the piping system was determined using
the elastic properties of the pipe. This includes the effects of torsional,
bending, shear, and axial deformations as well as change in stiffness as a re-
sult of curved members. Next, the mode shapes and the undamped natural fre-
quencies were obtained. The dynamic response of the system was calculated
by using the response spectrum method of analysis. For a piping system that
was supported at points with different dynamic excitations, the response
analysis was performed using an enveloped response spectrum. The staff finds
the applicant's analysis method to be acceptable.

RG 1.61 contains recommended values of damping to be used in the seismic
analyses of-structures, systems, and components. The damping values used by
the applicant for piping systems are the same as those specified in RG 1.61
for the OBE. For the SSE, the applicant uses the same values of damping as
the recommended OBE damping values. This results in a larger design margin
and is, thus, acceptable.

. For its piping analysis, the applicant uses a vertical seismic response spec-
' trum equal to two-thirds of the horizontal ground response spectrum. The

applicant does not account for amplification of the building structure in the
vertical direction. The staff requested that the applicant address the effecti

* of building vertical amplification on the piping systems.

In a letter from H. Tucker to H. Denton dated January 18, 1983, the applicant
provided a response to the above concern. The applicant provided a response

j spectra comparison showing the design-basis vertical spectrum plotted against
the vertical building spectrum that included structural amplification. The
response spectra comparison represented the location of maximum vertical struc-
tural amplification. This location corresponded to el 710.85 ft on the steel
containment vessel. The maximum building amplification was shown to be 0.06 g
and corresponded to a frequency of 16 Hertz. At the same location, the hori-
zontal building response spectrum, which included amplification, exhibited a
maximum peak acceleration of 12.2 g compared to the maximum peak vertical peak
acceleration of 0.23 g. A review of the piping analyses showed that the maximum
ratio of calculated stress versus allowable stress for occasional loads described
in Paragraph NC-3652.2 of the ASME Code Section III was 0.39. Based on the large
design margin available in the seismic design, the staff concludes that the effect
of the vertical building amplification on the piping system design is insignifi-
cant. Thus, the staff finds the applicant's methodology to neglect building
amplification in the vertical direction to be acceptable with respect to piping
design. The staff has requested the applicant to provide the building analysis,
analytical modeling, and design input data used to generate the amplified ver-
tical response spectrum for staff review. The staff considers this to be a con-
firmatory item and will report its findings in a supplement to this SER.

|
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Based on its review of FSAR Section 3.7.3, the staff concludes that the applicant
has met the relevant requirements of GDC 2 with respect to demonstrating the
design adequacy of all Category I piping systems, components, and their supports
to withstand earthquakes by meeting the regulatory positions of RG 1,61 and 1.92
and by providing acceptable seismic analysis procedures and criteria. The scope
of review of the seismic system analysis included the seismic analysis methods
of all Category I piping systems, components, and their supports. It included
review of procedures for modeling, inclusion of torsional effects, seismic analy-
sis of Category I piping systems, seismic analysis of multiple supported equip-
ment and components with distinct inputs, and determination of composite damping.
The review has included design criteria and procedures for evaluation of the
interaction of non-Category I piping with Category I piping. The review has
also included criteria and seismic analysis procedures for reactor internals.

3.9.2.3 Preoperational Flow-Induced Vibration Testing of Reactor Internals

Flow-inducec vibration testing .a reactor internals will be conducted during
the preoperational and startup test program. The purpose of this test is to
demonstrate that flow-induced vibrations, similar to those expected during
operation, will not cause unanticipated flow-induced vibrations of significant
magnitude or structural damage.

The Catawba station is substantially similar to the design of Indian Point
Unit 2 with respect to reactor internals. The significant differences between
Catawba and Indian Point Unit 2 internals are the replacement of the annular
thermal shield with neutron panels, modifications resulting from the use of
17 x 17 fuel assembly, and the change to upper-head-injection (UHI)-style inver-
ted top hat upper internals.

The upper internals of Catawba and that of the tested Sequoyah Unit 1 are
similar with the UHI-style inverted top hat configuration. The upper internals
adequacy of Sequoyah Unit 1 has been established by the plant tests and supple-
mented with scale model tests of similar configurations. Test results from
Trojan Unit 1 (which has neutron panels similar to Catawb2) show lower vibra-
tion levels than on Indian Point Unit 2. The masses and stiffnesses remain
relatively unchanged for the 17 x 17 fuel assembly; therefore, no significant
change in the vibrations of reactor internals is expected.

The applicant has committed to test the reactor internals in accordance with
the provisions of RG 1.20, Rev. 2, for nonprototype Category I plants. The
applicant has committed to visually inspecting, before hot functional testing
and after hot functional testing, all major load-bearing surfaces, torsional,
lateral, and vertical restraints, locking and bolting devices whose failure
could adversely affect the structural integrity of the internals, and all other
locations examined on the prototype design. The inside of the vessel will be
inspected with all the internals removed both before and after hot functional
testing to verify that no icose parts or foreign material are present.

The applicant will subject the internals to an operating time of sufficient
duration to ensure that a minimum of 106 cycles of vibration will be experienced
by the critical components. Additionally, there will be operating time with one,
two, and three pumps operating in the four loop system. At completion of the
flow test, the vessel head will be removed and the internals will be inspected
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for evidence of wear to the loose parts. The inspection will cover all compo-
nents that were examined on the prototype design. Important welds, bearing-
surfaces, and alignment and locking devices in the internals will be inspect'ed
with'the aid of a 5x or 10x magpifying glass.

The staff finds the inspection program and the hot functional test to be in
accordance with RG 1.20 and, therefore, acceptable. Based on its review of
FSAR Section 3.9.2.4 the staff's findings are as follows.-

. |
The staff concludes that the applicant has met the relevant requirements of_. I

GDC 1 and 4 with respect to the reactor internals being designed and tested'to
quality standards commensurate with the importance of the safety functions
being performed and being appropriately protected against dynamic effects by
meeting the regulatory positions of RG 1.20 for the conduct of preoperational
vibration tests and by having a preoperational vibration program planned for
the reactor internals that provides an acceptable basis for verifying the design
adequacy of these internals under test loading conditions comparable to those
that will be_ experienced during operation. The combination of tests, predictive
analysis, and post-test inspection provide adequate assurance that the reactor
internals will, during their service lifetime, withstand the flow-induced vibra-
tions of the reactor without loss of structural integrity. The integrity of
the reactor internals in service is essential to ensure the proper positioning
of reactor fuel assemblies and unimpaired operation of the control rod assem-
blies to permit safe reactor operation and shutdown.

3.9.2.4 Dynamic System Analysis of Reactor Internals Under Faulted Conditions;

.

The applicant has analyzed its reactor internals and unbroken loops of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary, including the supports, for the combined
loads resulting from a simultaneous LOCA and safe shutdown earthquake (SSE).
The applicant has described the methodology used in developing the dynamic
loads resulting from an asymmetric load from a postulated pipe break at the
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) nozzle safe-end in FSAR Section 3.9.2.5. The
staff has reviewed the applicant's methodology using the guidelines of
NUREG-0609, " Asymmetric Bl'owdown Loads on PWR Primary Systems," and finds
it acceptable.

Based on its review of FSAR Section 3.9.2.5 and the load combinations and
stress limits presented in tables contained in FSAR Section 3.9.3, the staff
concludes that the applicant has met the relevant requirements of GDC 2 and 4
with respect to the design of systems and components important to safety to
withstand the e_ffects of earthquakes and the appropriate combinations of the
effects of normal and postulated accident conditions with the effects of the
SSE by performing a dynamic system analysis that provides an acceptable basis
for confirming the structural design adequacy of the reactor internals and un-
broken piping loops to withstand the combined dynamic loads of a postulated
LOCA and the SSE. The analysis provides adequate assurance that the combined
stresses and strains in the components of the reactor coolant system and reac-4

tor internals will not exceed the allowable design stress and strain limits for
the materials of construction, and that the resulting deflections or displace-
ments at any structural element of the reactor internals will not distort the
reactor ' internals geometry to the extent that core cooling may be impaired.

-The methods used for component analysis have been found to be compatible with
those used for the system analysis. The proposed combination of component and

:
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system analyses are, therefore, acceptable. The assurance of structural integ-
rity of the reactor internals under LOCA conditions for the most adverse postu-
lated loading event provides added confidence that the design will withstand a
spectrum of lesser oipe breaks and seismic loading events.

3.9.3 ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 Components, Component Supports, and Core
Support Structures

The staff's review under SRP Section 3.9.3 is concerned with the structural
integrity and functional capability of pressure-retaining components, their
supports, and core support structures that are designed in accordance with the
ASME " Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code," Section III, or earlier industrial
standards. All areas of review and review procedures identified in SRP Sec-
tion 3.9.3 were followed. The staff has reviewed loading combinations and
their respective stress limits, the design and installation of pressure relief
d: vices, and the design and structural integrity of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and
3 components and component supports. Details of the review are included in
the following sections.

3.9.3.1 Loading Combinations, Design Transients, and Stress Limits

The first area of review is the methodology used for load combinations and
allowable stress limits. The applicant has evaluated all ASME Class 1, 2 and
3 stress and deformation limits specified for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 com-
ponents by ensuring that systems and components important to safety are designed
to quality standards commensurate with their importance to safety and that these
systems can accommodate the effects of normal operation as well as postulated
events such as LOCAs and the dynamic effects resulting from earthquakes. The
specified design and service combination of loadings as applied to ASME Code
Class 1, 2 and 3 pressure retaining components in systems designed to meet seis-
mic Category I standards are such as to provide assurance that in the event of
an earthquake affecting the site, or other service loadings resulting from pos-
tulated events or system operating transients, the resulting combined stresses
imposed on system components will not exceed allowable stress and strain limits
for the materials of construction. Limiting the stresses under such loading
combinations provides a conservative basis for the design of system components
to withstand the most adverse combination of loading events without loss of
structural integrity.

The applicant has provided its methodology used to ensure the functional cap-
ability of essential piping systems when they are subjected to loads in excess
of those for which Service Limit B limits are specified. In a letter from H.
Tucker (Duke) to H. Denton (NRC) dated December 6, 1982, the applicant has commit-
ted to apply the following screening criteria to essential piping to ensure
that functional capability is maintained. For ASME Class 1 piping, the appli-
cant will use the criteria in the General Electric Topical Report (NED0-21985),
" Functional Capability Criteria for Essential Mark II Piping," dated September
1978. The topical report was prepared for BWR Mark II application; however,
b:cause it was based on and extends the work of NUREG/CR-0261, the staff evalua-
tion of the report is applicable to the piping in all light-water-reactor plants.
For ASME Class 2 and 3 piping, the applicant has committed to the screening
criteria discussed in detail in its Deccmber 6, 1982 letter. The staff has
reviewed the applicant's methodology and finds that it is consistent with the
limit-load criteria established in NUREG/CR-0261 and is, therefore, acceptable.
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The staff concludes that the methodology used by the applicant to ensure the
functional capability of essential ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 piping is acceptable.

The ASME Code requires that a design specification be prepared for safety-related
components such as pumps, valves, and piping systems. The design specification
is intended to become a principal document governing design and construction of
these components and should include specification of loading combinations,
design transients, and other design data inputs. The Code also requires a stress
report for ASME Class 1 components, or calculation files, and for ASME Class 2 ,

and 3 components. An audit was conducted of design documents for selected pumps,
valves, and piping systems. The staff reviewed the selected design specifications
and design reports for compliance with ASME Code requirements. The staff has
not yet completed its review and is awaiting further information to be provided
by the applicant regarding (1) the stress intensification factor used for branch
connections, (2) the use of a stress reduction factor of 1.0 for ASME Code equation
(10) applicable to Class 2 and 3 piping, and (3) the documentation of pressure
design requirements for tees. The staff will discuss this item in a supplement
to the SER.

Based on its review of FSAR Section 3.9.3.1 and contingent upon the satisfactory
resolution of the open items, the staff's findings will be as follows:

The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2, and 4
with respect to the design and service load combinations and associated stress
and deformation limits specified for ASME Code Class 1, 2 and 3 components by
ensuring that systems and components important to safety are designed to
quality standards commensurate with their importance to safety and that these
systems can accommodate the effects of normal operation as well as postulated
events such as LOCAs and the dynamic effects resulting from earthquakes. The
specified design and service combinations of loading as applied to ASME Code
Class 1, 2, and 3 pressure retaining components in systems designed to meet
seismic Category I standards are such as to provide assurance that in the event
of an earthquake affecting the site for other service loading caused by postu-
lated events or system operating transients, the resulting combined stresses
imposed on system components will not exceed allowable stress and strain limits
for the materials of construction. Limiting the stresses under such loading
combinations provides a conservative basis for the design of system components
to withstand the most adverse combination of loading events without loss of
structural integrity.

3.9.3.2 Design and Installation of Pressure Relief Devices

The staff has reviewed Section 3.9.3.3 of the applicant's FSAR with respect to
the design, installation, and testing criteria applicable to the mounting of
pressure relief devices used for the overpressure protection of ASME Class 1,
2, and 3 components. This review, conducted in accordance with SRP Section
3.9.3 (NUREG-0800), includes evaluation of the applicable loading combinations
and stress criteria. The design review considered the means provided to accom-
modate (1) the rapidly applied reaction force when a safety valve or relief
valve opens and (2) the transient fluid-induced loads applied to the piping
downstream of a safety or relief valve in a closed discharge piping system.
The staff also reviewed the applicant's relief and safety valve test results
as required in Item II.D.1 of NUREG-0737.
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' Based on its review of_FSAR Section 3.9.N 3 the staff'sjfindings are as follows:

The-applicant has met,the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and G0C 1, 2, and 3 with
'

respect to the criteria-used for-design'and installation of ASME Code Class 1,
2, and 3 overpressure relief devices by ensuring that. safety and relief. valves
and their installations are' designed to standards.that are commensurate with
their safety functions, and that,they can accommodate the~ effects of' discharge
. caused by normal operation as well as postulated events such as LOCAs and the
dynamic-effects resulting from the SSE. The relevant: requirements of GDC 14

- and 15 are also met with respect to ensuring that-the reactor coolant pressure
boundary design limits for normal operation including anticipated operational
occurrences are not exceeded. The criteria used by the applicant in the design
and installation of ASME~ Class 1, 2, and 3. safety and relief valves provide
adequate assurances that, under discharging conditions,-the resulting stresses
will not exceed allowable stress and strain limits for the materials of' con-
struction. ' Limiting the stresses under the loading combinations associated

.with the actuation of these pressure relief devices provides a conservative
~

basis for the design and installation of the devices to withstand these loads
without loss of structural integrity or impairment of the overpressure pro-

~

tection' function.

' Relief and Safety Valve Test Requirements

In accordance with Item II.D.1 of NUREG-0737, pressurized-water-reactor and-
boiling-water-reactor licensees and applicants are required to conduct testing
-to qualify the reactor coolant system relief and safety valves, block valves,
and associated piping and supports under expected operating conditions for
design-basis transients and accidents.

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) was contracted by the PWR Owners
Group to develop and' carry out a generic test program and to provide the generic
test data to be used by the PWR utilities to satisfy the NUREG-0737, Item II.D.1,
requirements.

Testing of valves in the EPRI, program was completed by December 31, 1981.

By letter dated April 1, 1982 from D. P. Hoffman, Chairman of the PWR Safety
and Relief Valve Test Program Subcommittee, the EPRI/PWR Owners Group transmitted
the following reports to NRC:

(1) Valves Selection / Justification Report

(2) Valve Iglet Fluid Condition for Pressurizer Safety and Relief Valves in
Westinghouse-Designed Plants (note: two other NSSS vendor reports were
also received)

-(3) Test Condition Justification Report

(4) Safety and Relief Valve Test Report

(5) Application of RELAP 5/ MOD 1 for Calculation of Safety and Relief Valve
- Discharge Piping Hydrodynamic Loads
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Additionally, by letter dated June 1, 1982 from R. C. Youngdahl to H. Denton,
reports documenting block valve testing performed by EPRI were transmitted to
NRC. These generic reports are currently being reviewed by the staff.

In FSAR, Revision 7, the applicant has stated that the EPRI program will be used to
respond to NUREG-0737 for Catawba Units 1 and 2. The applicant states that the
valves used for Catawba Units 1 and 2 are (1) Dresser type 6-31749A safety valves,
(2) Control Components Inc. pcwer-operated relief valves, and (3) Rockwell
Equiwedge gate valves for the power-operated relief valve block valves. The
applicant notes that testing for the three types of valves is complete. He
states that he has received complete EPRI reports covering the power operated
relief valves and block valves but has not received all test data for the safety
valve tests. He further states that his review of the EPRI test data should be
complete by March 15, 1983.

On the basis of a preliminary review of the EPRI generic reports, the staff has
concluded that they contain data that can be used by the applicant to prepare an
Item II.D.1 plant-specific response for the valves and associated piping for
Catawba Units 1 and 2.

The staff requires that these plant-specific submittals be made before fuel load
in accordance with the schedule of NUREG-0737 and the September 29, 1981 clari-
fication letter on this matter. Once the staff has received this information,
it will report its findings in a supplement to this SER.

3.9.3.3 Component Supports

The staff's review of Section 3.9.3.4 of the applicant's FSAR relates to the
methodology used by the applicant in the design of ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 com-
ponent supports. All supports for the Catawba station have been designed to
elastic limits. The applicant is responsible for the design of all supports.
As required, the applicant has used Subsection NF of the ASME Code, Section III,
in the design and analysis of the supports. Paragraph NF-1130 provides guidance
for determining the boundaries between the support (designed to NF) and the
building structure (designed to American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)).
The intent of NF is that the jurisdictional boundary should be at the interface
between the building structure and the support. Structural steel used solely
to support a component should lie within the jurisdictional boundary of NF.
Structural steel connected between two building members need not be within the
jurisdictional boundary of NF. Nearly all of the structural steel associated
with the support is deemed to lie outside the jurisdictional boundary of NF.
Structural shapes, plates, and bars used in those parts of the support that lie
outside the NF boundary are made according to the specifications of ASTM A-36.
Structural tubing outside the NF boundary is made according to the specifica-
tions of ASTM A-500 or ASTM A-501. Bolt's outside the NF boundary are made
according to the specifications of ASTM A-307 or ASTM A-325. Mill test reports
are required on all materials associated with the support. All welders are
qualified to American Welding Society and ASME Code welding procedures. All

welds outside the NF boundary undergo 100% visual examination. In those cases
where full penetration welds are used and the weld experiences through-thickness
tension, an additional nondestructive examination is performed. All supports
are designed to elastic limits. In the initial design of the support, loads
are increased by 25% to allow a margin for those instances where redesign is
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required. The staff is currently developing a generic position on the classifi-
cation of auxiliary steel as pipe supports or' building steel. From a design
standpoint, the staff finds the applicant's procedure to be consistent with
currently accepted industry practice and, thus, acceptable.

In addition, RGs 1.124 and 1.130 require that two-thirds of critical buckling
stress'be used in the design of supports. In the region of "short-column" (KL/r
<126) buckling, the AISC formula used by the applicant uses a limit of 0.78 of
critical buckling. Critical buckling as represented by the Euler approach is
not the predominant mode of failure in this region. For values above the cri-
tical buckling coefficient, 0.52 of critical buckling is used. The staff finds
that the applicant's methodology for designing supports is equivalent to that
r; quired by the regulatory guides and, therefore, is acceptable.

Based upon its review of FSAR Section 3.9.3.4, the staff's findings are as
follows:

The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and GDC 1, 2, and 4
with respect to the-design and service load combinations and associated stress
and deformation limits specified for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 component
supports by ensuring that component supports important to safety are designed
to quality standards commensurate with their importance to safety, and that
th2se supports can accommodate the effects of normal operation as well as postu-
lated events such as LOCAs and the dynamic effects resulting from the SSE. The
combination of loadings-(including system operating transients) considered for .

each component support within a system, including the designation of the appro-
priate service stress limit for each loading combination, has met the positions
and criteria of RGs 1.124 and 1.130 and are in accordance with NUREG-0484, Rev. 1.
Tha specified design and service loading combinations used for the design of
ASME Code Class 1, 2,.and 3 component supports in systems classified as seismic
Category I provide assurance that in the-event of an errthquake or other ser-
vice loadings caused by postulated events or system operating transients, the
resulting combined stresses imposed on system components will not exceed allow-
able' stress and strain limits for the materials of construction. Limiting the
stresses under such loading combinations provides a conservative basis for the
d: sign of support components to withstand the most adverse combination of load-
ing events without loss of structural integrity.

Class CS component evaluation findings are covered in SER Section 3.9.5 in
connection with reactor internals.

3.9.4 Control Rod Drive Systems

The staff's review under SRP Section 3.9.4 covers the design of the control rod
drive system up to its interface with the control rods. The rods and drive
mechanism shall be capable of reliability controlling reactivity changes either
under conditions of anticipated normal plant operational occurrences or under
postulated accident conditions. The staff reviewed the information in FSAR
Srction 3.9.4 relative to the analyses and tests performed to ensure the
structural integrity and functionality of this system during normal operation
and under ar ident conditions. The staff also reviewed the life-cycle testing
p:rformed to demonstrate the reliability of the control rod drive system over
its 40 year life.
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A detail'ed ' review of Lthe des.ign of the control rod drive system with respect to
~

.its capability of controlling reactivity-and cooling the reactor core with;

appropriate margin-in conjunction'with either the emergency core cooling system
t .or,the reactor protection system was not performed because~of the system

. similarity with other Westinghouse plants which 'were found to be acceptable.* ~

The staff _is_not aware of any significant design changes.in the control rod-
' drive system for Catawba station.

~ Based'on its review of the'above-information, the~ staff concludes that the
design of..the control _ rod drive-system is acceptable and meets the requirements'

of GDC 1, 2,14, . 26, 27,: and 29, and 10 CFR 50.55a. This conclusion is based
on the following:-

!- (1) 3The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 1 and 10 CFR 50.55a,.with-
respect to: designing components important to safety to quality standard
commensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be' performed.

): The design procedures and criteria used for control rod drive systems are
in conformance with the requirements of appropriate ANSI =and ASME. codes.-

'

(2)~ The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2, 14, and-26 with respect
i. to designing the control rod drive system to withstand effects'of earth-

_

quakes and anticipated normal operation occurrences with adequate margins
to ensure its structural integrity and functional capability and with!-

extremely low probability.of leakage or gross rupture of reactor coolant
pressure boundary. The specified design transients, design and service

1

loadings,' combination of loads, and limiting the stresses and_ deformations
; under such. loading combinations are in conformance with the requir'ements
i .of appropriate ANSI and ASME codes and acceptable regulatory positions
j specified in'SRP Section 3.9.3.

"

.

3.9.5 Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals'

.

~The staff's review in accordance with SRP Section 3.9.5 is concerned with the
load combinations, allowable stress limits, and other criteria used in the+

design of the Catawba reactor internals. The staff has limited its review of,

L ' SRP Section 3.9.5 to include the. design and analysis of the reactor internals
;. and the deformation limits specified for those components. A detailed review
-

of the configuration and general' arrangement of the mechanical and structural-
! internal elements was not performed because of the similarity with other
i Westinghouse plants which were found acceptable. Other than those changes

identified in Section 3.9.2.3 of this SER, the staff is not aware of any
significant design changes in the reactor internals for the Catawba station.

^ The reactor internals for the Catawba station were fabricated before implementa-
tion ~of Subsection NG of the ASME Code. However, the reactor internals were

!~ designed and fabricated consistent with the' requirements of the ASME Code but
do not have a specific' code stress report or stamp. The staff has reviewed the!

design of the internals and believes that the reactor internals have been
i designed to a level equivalent with the requirements of Subsection NG, " Core
: Support Structures," of the ASME Code, Section III, using the loads, loading

.

'

[ combinations, and acceptance criteria as provided in Table 3.9.3-1(A) of the
;. Catawba FSAR.

!!
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Based on its review of FSAR Section 3.9.5, the staff concludes that the design
of reactor internals is acceptable and meets the requirements of GDC 1, 2, 4,
and 10 and 10 CFR 50.55a. This conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 1 and 10 CFR 50.55a with
re.pect to designing the reactor internals to quality standards commen-
surate with the importance of the safety functions to be performed. The
design procedures and criteria used for the reactor internals are equiva-
lent to the requirements of Subsection NG of the ASME Code, Section III.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 10 with respect to
designing components important to safety to withstand the effects of earth-
quake cnd the effects of normal operation, maintenance, testing, and postu-
lated LOCAs accidents with sufficient margin to ensure that capability to
perform its safety functions is maintained and the specified acceptance
fuel design limits are not exceeded.

Tha specified design transients, design and service loadings, and combination-
of loadings as applied to the design of the reactor internals structures and
components provide reasonable assurance that in the event of an earthquake or.

of a syst(n transient during normal plant operation, the resulting deflections
and associated stresses imposed on these structures and components would not
exceed allowable stresses and deformations under such loading combinations.
This provides an acceptable basis for the design of these structures and compo-
n nts to withstand the most adverse loading events, which have been postulated
to occur during service lifetime without loss of structural integrity or
inpairment of function.

3.9.6 Inservice Testing of Pumps and Valves

The review under SRP Section 3.9.6 is concerned with the inservice testing of
certain safety-related pumps and valves typically designed as ASME Class 1, 2,
or 3. Other pumps and valves not categorized as Code Class 1, 2, or 3 may be
included if they are considered to be safety-related by the staff.

In Sections 3.9.2 and 3.9.3 of this SER, the staff discussed the design of
safety-related pumps and valves in the Catawba station. The load combinations
and' stress limits used in the design of pumps and valves ensure that the com-
ponent pressure boundary integrity is maintained. In addition, the applicant
will periodically test and perform periodic measurements of all its safety-
related pumps and valves. These tests and measurements are performed in accord-
ance with the rules of Section XI of the ASME Code. The tests verify that these
pumps and valves operate successfully when called upon. The periodic measurements
are made of various parameters and compared to baseline measurements to detect
long-term degradation of the pump or valve performance. The staff reviews the
applicant's program for preservice and inservice testing of pumps and valves
using the guidance of SRP Section 3.9.6, and gives particular attention to those
arzas of the test program for which the applicant requests relief from the
requirements of Section XI of the ASME Code. The applicant must provide a com-
mitment that the inservice testing of ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 components will be
in accordance with the revised rules of 10 CFR 50.55a, paragraph (g).

Th2 applicant has not yet submitted the program for the preservice and inservice
testing of pumps and valves and, therefore, the staff has not yet completed its
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review. The staff will report the resolution of these issucs in a supplement
to this SER.

There are several safety systems connected to the reactor coolant pressure
boundary that have design pressure below the rated reactor coolant system (RCS)
pressure. There are also some systems that are rated at full reactor pressure
on the discharge side of pumps but have pump suction below RCS pressure. In
order to protect these systems for RCS pressure, two or more isolation valves
are placed in series to form the interface between the high pressure RCS and
the low pressure system. The leak tight integrity of these valves must be
ensured by periodic leak testing to prevent exceeding the design pressure of
the low pressure systems, thus causing an intersystem LOCA.

Pressure isolation valves are required to be Category A or AC per IW-2000 and
to meet the appropriate requirements of IW-3420 of Section XI of the ASME
Code, except as discussed below.

Limiting conditions for operation (LCO) are required to be added to the tech-
nical specifications which will require corrective action; i.e. , shutdown
or system isolation when the final approved leakage limits are not met. Also,
surveillance requirements, which will state the acceptable leak rate testing
frequency, shall be provided in the Technical Specifications.

Periodic leak testing of each pressure isolation valve is required to be per-
formed at least once per each refueling outage and after maintenance before the
valve is returned to service. Systems rated as less than 50% of RCS design
pressure are required to be tested each time the valve has moved from its fully
closed position, unless justification is given. The testing interval should
average to be approximately one year. Leak testing also should be performed
after all disturbances to the valves are complete, before reaching power opera-
tion following a refueling outage, maintenance, and so forth.

The staff's position on leak rate limiting conditions for operation is that
leak rates must be equal to or less than 1 gpm for each valve to ensure the
integrity of the valve, demonstrate the adequacy of the redundant pressure
isolation function, and to give an indication of valve degradation over a
finite period of time. Significant increases over this limiting value would
be an indication of valve degradation from one test to another.

The Class 1 to Class 2 boundary will be considered the isolation point that
must be protected by redundant isolation valves. In cases where pressure

isolation is provided by two valves, both will be independently leak tested.
When three or more valves provide isolation, only two of the valves need to
be leak tested.

The applicant has submitted in a letter from H. Tucker to H. Denton dated
December 6, 1982 a draft section of the Technical Specifications that identi-
fies the pressure isolation valves and the limiting condition for operation.
The staff is currently reviewing the applicant's response and will report its
findings in a supplement to this SER.
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3.10 Seismic and Dynamic Qualification of Seismic Category I Mechanical and
Electrical Equipment

3.10.1 Seismic and Dynamic Loads

The staff evaluation of the adequacy of the applicant's program for qualifica-
tion of safety-related electrical-and mechanical equipment for seismic and
dynamic loads consists of (1) a determination of the acceptability of the
procedures used, standards followed, and the completeness of the program in
general, and (2) an onsite audit of selected equipment items to develop the
basis for the staff judgment on the completeness and adequacy of the implemen-
tation of the entire seismic and dynamic qualification program.

The Seismic Qualification Review Team (SQRT), which consists of NRC staff
reviewers and consultants from Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), has
reviewed the methodology and procedures of the equipment seismic and dynamic
qualification program contained in the pertinent FSAR Sections 3.2, 3.9.2,
3.9.3, and 3.10. The SQRT has concluded that the information reviewed meets,
in-general, the intent of the current licensing criteria as described in
RGs 1.100 and 1.92 and SRP Section 3.10 (NUREG-0800). However, the methods
and procedures described in FSAR Section 3.9.2.2 concerning single frequency,
single axis, and multi-axis and multi-frequency tests are not totally con-
sistent with these current licensing criteria. The applicant is required to
rectify this in the FSAR. The SQRT will follow the applicant's effort in this
area closely and will confirm the implementation of these efforts during the
onsite audit.

NRC is currently pursuing rulemaking activities in the area of environmental
qualification of electrical equipment and accreditation of testing laboratories.
The extent to which the proposed rules may apply to Catawba, in the area of
Gquipment aging before seismic testing in an accredited laboratory, will be
reviewed and reported in a future supplement to this SER.

The staff requires that a substantial portion (85-90%) of the equipment must be
qualified, documented in an auditable manner, and installed on site before an
onsite audit by the staff can be performed. The staff also had specified the
type of information that would be necessary to select the equipment items for a
detailed onsite review. . Whenever the applicant indicates that his work is
substantially complete, the staff will then conduct an onsite audit shortly
thereafter. The staff shall report the results of its audit and the followup
and resolution of its concerns described above in a future supplement to this
SER.

3.10.2 Pump and Valve Operability Assurance Program

The staff has reviewed the applicant's pump and valve operability assurance
program as discussed in Section 3.9.3.2 of the FSAR and compared this informa-
tion with SRP Section 3.10. Based on the staff's review, the applicant has
provided information to define how active pumps and valves are generally
qualified with respect to operability.

However, particularly, for those components where qualification and/or operabil-
ity assurance is by analysis alone, some question remains as to the confidence
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E level ensured by this methodology. The necessity for additional component test-
ing'is being considered and cannot be established without an inspection at thet

' ' plant site. Therefore, an onsite audit of the equipment and supporting docu-
. mentation is required so that the staff can determine the adequacy of the imple-:

mentation of the applicant's pump and valve operability assurance program.

The onsite audit willLinclude a plant inspection to_ observe the as-built con-
< figuration and. installation of the equipment. Also during the audit, the staff
will review qualifying documentation (for example, test reports and analysis)

: that are described in.the applicant's program. Thus, the staff's|overall
review includes an FSAR review and an onsite audit of the equipment.

Both phases of the staff's review must be determined acceptable to arrive at a4

favorable conclusion on the applicant's overall pump and valve operability
assurance program.

,

^

The applicant has been requested to provide information on'the completion status
of-the equipment documentation and the onsite installation of the equipment. .

: Before the audit is conducted, 85 to 90% completion should be attained for both
the equipment-documentation and the onsite installation of the equipment. Onca
the applicant has indicated that this work is substantially complete, the staff
will conduct an onsite audit shortly thereafter.

,

i Because of the limited number of equipment that can be audited within a reason-
able time, the audit results must provide a high degree of confidence that the

f implementation of the applicant's program is acceptable.
!

3.11 Environmental Qualification for Safety-Related Electrical Equipment
'

In December 1979, the staff issued guidance for the environmental qualification-

of safety-related electrical equipment in NUREG-0588. By letters datedt

F February 5 and 21, 1980, the staff requested the applicant to review the
environmental' qualification documentation for each item of safety-related elec-'

| trical equipment that could be exposed to a harsh environment so as to identify
| the degree to which the associated environmental qualification program complies

with the staff's position as described in this NUREG. Further, where there are
deficiencies, the staff requested the applicant to commit to corrective action
(requalification, replacement, relocation, etc.) consistent with the require-

| ments to establish qualification. If fuel loading occurs before complete quali-
fication can be obtained, justification for operation until the corrective actions
are completed must be provided.

'

The Commission Memorandum and Order, CLI-80-21 dated May 23, 1980, directs that
all safety-related electrical equipment for plants under licensing review be in
compliance with NUREG-0588. The applicable requirements for Catawba Units 1,

! and 2 are in Category II of NUREG-0588. On January 21, 1983, the Commission
! published a Final Rule on Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment

Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants, 48 FR 2729. This final rule is
based, in part, on NUREG-0588, and covers that portion of equipment important
to safety commonly referred to as " safety-related" equipment and nonsafety-
related electric equipment whose failure under postulated environmental condi-
tions could prevent the satisfactory accomplishment of required safety functions
by safety-related equipment.
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The applicant submitted their environmental qualification program for safety-
related electrical equipment _on June 17, 1982. The staff is currently review-
ing this information in accordance with the applicable regulations and guidance!

and will provide its safety evaluation in a supplement to this SER.

The applicant's qualification program, identified above, should be revised to
include the qualification of mechanical equipment. In order to determine the
extent to which safety related mechanical equipment is qualified under normal,
Ibnormal, and accident environmental conditions, the staff review will con-
centrate on equipment containing materials that are sensitive to environmental
effects such as seals, gaskets, lubricants, fluids for hydraulic systems, and
diaphragms. In harsh environments, the duration and rates of the environmental
parameters to which these materials will be subjected must be defined by the
applicant. The suitability of materials used must be established, and replace-
ment and maintenance schedules must be developed. Qualification of mechanical
equipment in harsh environments can generally be based on bulk behavior of
sensitive material in tests and relevant experience of satisfactory performance.

Safety-related mechanical and electrical equipment, located in harsh or mild
environraents, should be subjected to a maintenance and surveillance program to
ensure operability throughout the life of the plant, according to the guide-
lines of RGs 1.33 and 1.89, Rev. 1.
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4 REACTOR

4.1 Introduction

The Catawba nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) is supplied by Westinghouse
Electric Corporation and is designed to operate at a core thermal power of
3,411 MWt. Sufficient margin exists to ensure that fuel damage will not occur
during steady-state operation or anticipated operational occurrences.

The NSSS is a four-locp Westinghouse design having a minimum primary coolant
flow rate of 143.3 x 106 lb/hr. The reactor coolant and moderator is light
water at a pressure of 2,250 psia. The reactor core is made up of 193 fuel
assemblies having identical mechanical designs but different fuel pellet enrich-
ments. Each assembly is comprised of a 17 x 17 array containing 264 fuel rods.
The center position is used for incore instrumentation while the remaining
24 thimbles are used for rod cluster control assemblies, neutron source assem-
blies, and burnable poison rods.

The design of the Catawba reactors is similar to that of the McGuire reactors.
The Catawba reactor design was reviewed in accordance with the criteria in SRP
Section 4 (NUREG-0800) and NUREG-0737. -

4.2 Fuel System Desigrj

The Catawba fuel assembly design, described in the FSAR, is a 17 x 17 array of
fuel rods, each having an ouL r diameter of 0.360 in. This design is the so-
called optimized fuel assembly (0FA) and has been generically described in
Topical Report WCAP-9500, " Reference Core Report 17 x 17 Optimized Fuel Assem-
bly." This topical report was reviewed and judged acceptable as a generic
reference (NRC letter, May 22, 1981). The applicant has used WCAP-9500 as a
reference for describing the Catawba fuel assembly; the fuel assembly design
is, therefore, generically acceptable. Thus, the applicant need only satisfy
the plant-specific information required by the WCAP-9500 SER.

The applicant's response (September 20, 1982) to the required plant-specific
information is summarized below.

Control Material Leaching

Although the design basis for the Catawba control rods is to maintain cladding
integrity and the probability of control rod cladding failures appears to be
quite low, the staff has considered the corrosion behavior of the Catawba con-
trol material and concludes that a breach in the cladding should not result
in serious consequences because the absorber material (i.e., B C pellet stack4
with hafnium rod tip or 8 C pellet stack with an Ag-In-Cd rod tip) is relatively4
inert.

However, as noted in the staff's approval of WCAP-9500 and WCAP-8846 (" Hybrid
B C Absorber Control Rod Evaluation Report"), applicants using 8 C control4 4
material'should perform reactivity checks periodically to ensure that the reac-
tivity in these rods and especiclly those rods in shutdown banks is maintained.
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The applicant has not committed to a surveillance program of this nature, and
the issue is thus unresolved.

Cladding Collapse

Using approved methods (WCAP-8377, " Revised Clad Flattening Model"), the appli-
cant has determined that cladding collapse will not occur until a residence
time greater than 40,000 effective full power hours has elapsed. Since this
value is in excess of the anticipated fuel lifetime, the applicant has satis-
factorily demonstrated conformance to the collapse criteria.

Supplemental ECCS Calculations

For the Catawba LOCA analysis, the applicant used the 1978 version of the
Westinghouse ECCS evaluation model (EM), which has deficiencies in the cladding
swelling and rupture models. To account for these deficiencies, the staff has

required licensees and applicants who use the 1978 EM to provide supplemental
calculations that use the NRC staff cladding correlations (NUREG-0630, " Clad-
ding Swelling and Rupture Models for LOCA Analysis") and correct the heatup-
rate error identified by Westinghouse (letter, November 16, 1979). In these
supplemental calculations, the staff has also permitted the incorporation of
compensating features.

The applicant found that the supplemental ECCS calculation for Catawba gave a
peak cladding temperature (PCT) that is 855 F higher than that obtained with
the 1978 EM. The applicant also found that the PCT as given by the supple-
mental calculation could be reduced to 2200 F by reducing the peaking factor

of 0.0256 result-F by 0.022. Because the applicant has an unused credit in Fqq
ing from the elimination of a 65 F pellet temperature uncertainty (NRC letter,
March 27, 1980), no reduction in F is needed for Catawba. The applicant has

q
thus adequately accounted for the deficiencies in the 1978 ECCS EM.

Structural Damage From External Forces

The applicant has stated that the applied seismic-and-LOCA forces considered
in the approved WCAP-9401 (" Verification Testing and Analyses of the 17 x 17
Optimized Fuel Assembly") bound those forces appropriate to the Catawba units.

Since WCAP-9401 meets the appropriate SRP criteria, the applicant has provided
a satisfactory response for this issue.

Online Fuel System Monitoring

As discussed in FSAR Sections 4.2 and 11.5.1.2.17, the applicant has provided a
description of an online fuel rod failure detection system. The gamma radia-
tion detector will continuously monitor the reactor coolant flow in the nuclear
sampling system. The monitor will have a preset limit with a control room
alarm that will activate if the limit is exceeded. The staff concludes that
the fuel rod failure detection system and monitoring plan meet the SRP criteria
and are acceptable.
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.Ptstirradiation Surveillance

The applicant has stated that visual surveillance of selected fuel assemblies
will be performed during refuelings. Additional inspections will be performed,

' if warranted by either visual inspections or abnormalities previously detected
during power operation. The applicant has stated that the surveillance program
is intended to conform with the objectives of,SRP Section 4.2 (NUREG-0800).
Furthermore, additional surveillance of a more extensive nature is being per-
fsraed on demonstration 0FAs being irradiated in Unit 1 of Farley, Salem, and
Be:ver Valley.

The staff concludes that the applicant's postirradiation surveillance program
meIts the SRP criteria and is acceptable.

Evaluation Findings

The applicant has satisfied all but one of the plant-specific requirements of
the WCAP-9500 SER Section 4.2. As noted in the Control Material Leaching para-
graph above, a requirement for a B C-filled control rod surveillance program4
hIs not been satisfied. The staff will condition the license if this matter
is not satisfactorily resolved before fuel loading.

4.3 Nuclear Desian

The Catawba Units 1 and 2 have a reactor based on the optimized fuel assembly
. design of WCAP-9500, which the staff has recently reviewed. The staff's review
of the Catawba nuclear design was therefore based on information contained in
WCAP-9500, the Catawba Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), amendments thereto,
and the referenced topical reports. Because the results of the review are
essentially identical to that provided in Section 4.3 of the WCAP-9500 review,
tha material will not be repeated here; only a few changes or additions to that
report will be noted.

4.3.1 Discussion

Th2 first-cycle length for the Catawba reactor is about 1-1/2 years.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 will use the improved load-follow package. The constant
axial offset control (CAOC) band will be +3 to -12 delta flux difference for
this control mode. The analysis performed by Westinghouse has indicated that
the peaking factor limit cannot be met at the beginning of life (BOL) of Cycle 1
bIcause of the wide AI band. This has resulted in limiting the width of the

| band to the value of +5% AI until 3,000 mwd /MTU burnup for Catawba Units 1 and
-

2. The +5% AI is the value previously justified by the CAOC analysis. These
; features will be incorporated in the Catawba Technical Specifications.
|

Tha applicant is using hybrid B C control rods rather than the Ag-In-Cd alloy4
r:ds more commonly used in Westinghouse reactors. This rod uses B C pellets4
rather than the Ag-In-Cd in the upper regions of the rod but is otherwise
siailar to the usual rod. The physics aspects of this rod were reviewed in con-
n:ction with the Westinghouse topical report on the B C control rod, WCAP-8846,4
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and it was concluded that the design is acceptable (memorandum from D. F. Ross,
August 26, 1977), and it is thus acceptable for use in the Catawba reactors.

4.3.2 Evaluation Findings

The Catawba nuclear design was reviewed according to SRP Section 4.3
(NUREG-0800).

The applicant has described the computer programs and calculational techniques
used to predict the nuclear characteristics of the reactor design and has pro-
vided examples to demonstrate the ability of these methods to predict experi-
mental results. The staff concludes that the information presented adequately
demonstrates the ability of these analyses to predict resctivity and physics
characteristics of the Catawba station.

To allow for changes of reactivity resulting from reactor heatup, changes in
operating conditions, fuel burnup, and fission product buildup, a significant
amount of excess reactivity is designed into the core. The applicant has pro-
vided substantial information relating to core reactivity requirements for the
first cycle and has shown that means have been incorporated into the design to
control excess reactivity at all times. The applicant has shown that sufficient
control rod worth is available to make the reactor subcritical with an effective
multiplication factor no greater than 0.987 in the hot condition at any time
during the cycle with the highest-worth control rod stuck in the fully with-
drawn position.

On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that the applicant's assessment
of reactivity control requirements over the first core cycle is suitably con-
servative, and that adequate negative worth has been provided by the control
system to ensure shutdown capability. Reactivity control requirements will be
reviewed for additional cycles as this information becomes available.

The staff concludes that the nuclear design is acceptable, except as noted
above, and meets the requirements of GDC 10, 11, 12, 13, 20, 25, 26, 27, and
28. This conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 11 with respect to prompt
inherent nuclear feedback characteristics in the power operating range by

(a) calculating a negative Doppler coefficient of reactivity
(b) using calculational methods that have been found acceptable

The staff has reviewed the Doppler reactivity coefficients in this case
and found them to be suitably conservative.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 12 with respect to power
oscillations that could result in conditions exceeding specified accept-
able fuel design limits by

(a) showing that such power oscillations are not possible and/or can be
easily detected and thereby remedied

(b) using calculational methods that have been found acceptable
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(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 13 with respect to provision.
of instrumentation and controls to monitor variables and systems.that can
affect the fission process by providing

(a) instrumentation and systems to monitor the core power distribution,
L control rod positions and patterns, and other process variables such

as temperature and pressure-

(b) suitable alarms and/or control room indications for these monitored
variables

(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 26 with respect to provision
-

of two independent reactivity control systems of different designs by
having a system that can '

(a) reliably control anticipated operational occurrences
(b) hold the core subcritical under cold conditions-

| (c) control planned, normal power changes
i

' (5) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 27 with respect to reactiv-
-ity control systems that have a combined capability in conjunction with>

poison addition by the emergency core cooling system of reliably control-
ling reactivity changes under postulated accident conditions by

-

(a) .providing a movable control rod system and a liquid poison system
'

; (b) performing calculations to demonstrate that the core has sufficient
shutdown margin with the highest worth stuck ~ rod

,

(6) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 28 with respect to postu-
lated reactivity accidents by (reviewed under Section 15.4.8)

(a) meeting the position in RG 1.77

: (b) meeting the criteria on the capability to cool the core

(c) using calculational methods that have been found acceptable for
reactivity insertion accidents

(7) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 10, 20, and 25 with respect
to specified acceptable fuel design limits by providing analyses demon-
strating that

(a) normal operating, including the effects of anticipated operational
occurrences, have met fuel design criteria

,

(b) automatic initiation of the reactivity control system ensures that
fuel design criteria are not exceeded as a result of anticipated,

systems and components important to safety under accident conditions

(c) no single malfunction of the reactivity control system causes viola-
tion of the fuel system limits
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4.4 Thermal-Hydraulic Design

The Catawba thermal-hydraulic design analyses were performed using the same
analytical tools that are described in Section 4.4 of WCAP-9500. This method-
ology is known as the improved thermal design procedure (ITDP) and a discrip-
tion of this analysis technique is given in WCAP-8567.

The two major components of the ITDP are the WRB-1 critical heat flux (CHF)
correlation and the THINC-IV computer code. WCAP-8762 contains information on
the development of the WRB-1 correlation, while WCAP-9401 discusses the appli-
cability of the correlation to the 17 x 17 0FA. A description of the THINC-IV
program is given in WCAP-7956 and the design application of the code is pre-
sented in WCAP-8054.

.

All of the topical reports listed above have been reviewed and approved by the
staff; therefore, the use of these documents in the Catawba thermal-hydraulic
design is acceptable.

Any limitations to the Catawba core design ~that may result from the staff
generic review of thermal-hydraulic stability will be accounted for by Technical
Specifications; however, none are anticipated and nothing further on this sub-
ject is needed from the applicant.

4.4.1 Departure From Nucleate Boiling

The use of the Westinghouse ITDP results in two different departure from nucleate
boiling ratio (DNBR) limits. The initial DNBR limit accounts for uncertainties
associated with the CHF correlation and DNB test procedures, while the second
limit accounts for uncertainties inherent in the ITDP.

Based on the information given in WCAP-8762 and WCAP-9401, the applicant has
proposed a DNBR limit of 1.17 on the WRB-1 correlation. Because the staff has
reviewed and approved WCAP-8762 and WCAP-9401, it concludes that the use of the
WRB-1 correlation with a minimum DNBR of 1.17 is acceptable in the thermal-
hydraulic design of the Catawba units.

The addition of the ITDP DNBR uncertainty increases the Catawba limiting DNBR
to 1.31 for a thimble cell and 1.33 for a typical cell. These values will
serve as the basis of the Technical Specifications. These values are depen-
dent on the uncertainties, variances, distributions, and sensitivity factors of
the input parameters used as part of the ITDP. The applicant has submitted a'

partial response (letter from Wiesemann, December 2, 1982) that addresses the
uncertainties, variances, and distributions of the parameters used in deter-
mining the DNBR design limit and information (letter from Tucker, January 19,
1983) regarding sensitivity factors and their ranges of applicability, as well
as demonstration of treatment of uncertainties in the DNBR determination at the
95% probability /95% confidence level. These submittals are currently under
staff review.

The applicant has proposed a third and optional DNBR limit against which the
results of transients are checked. These minimum DNBR values are 1.47 for a
thimble cell and 1.49 for a typical cell. The thermal margin available between
the plant-specific limits, 1.47 and 1.49, and the DNBR design values, 1.31 and
1.33, can be used for flexibility in the operation and design analyses of future
cores for the Catawba units.
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A reload review of a pressurized water reactor, not of Westinghouse design,
showed that the input parameters used in the thermal-hydraulic analysis of the
initial core did not bound future cycles. The Catawba design methodology is to
select values of input parameters that are expected to bound future cycles.
When all of the reload-related parameters for a given accident are bounded, the;

reference safety analysis is valid;.however, if a parameter is not bounded'

further evaluation is necessary. The staff concludes tha; *his design approach
is acceptable.

The staff also concludes that the use of a uniform core-exit pressure distribu-
tion is acceptable in the thermal-hydraulic. design of the Catawba units. This
conclusion is based on a sensitivity study performed by Westinghouse (letter
'from Eicheldinger (Westinghouse), November 2,1977), which showed that the
effects of a nonuniform pressure distribution on the minimum DNBR are negligible.

Based on its review of the information given in Section 4.4 of the Catawba FSAR,
the staff concludes that the thermal-hydraulic design methodology used by the
applicant is acceptable; however, the acceptability of the Catawba DNBR design
values will depend on the completion of the s' df review regarding the
uncertainties, variances, distributions and s .sitivity factors of the input
parameters, and the uncertainty treatment for the development of the design
DNBR limit. The staff will address this issue in a supplement to this SER.

4.4.2 Fuel Rod Bowing

A significant parameter that.affects the thermal-hydraulic design of the core
is fuel rod bowing within fuel assemblies. The Westinghouse methods for pre-
dicting the effects of rod bow on departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) are
giver in WCAP-8691, Rev. 1, which has been approved (letter from Thomas,
December 29, 1982) by the staff. Based on these methods, the staff has deter-
mined that the DNBR penalty from rod bowing will be less than 6% for fuel
burnup up to 33,000 MWD /MTV.

In response to a regulatory staff position, the applicant presented a relation-
ship for determining the amount of thermal margin available to offset the DNBR
reduction based on the difference between the plant-specific DNBR limit and the
design value DNBR. This relationship is:

Amount of margin = (plant-specific DNBR limit) - (design value DNBR)(plant-specific DNBR limit)

Applying this relationship results in 10.9% margin for a thimble cell and 10.7%
margin for a typical cell. These margins are more than enough to compensate
the 6% rod bow penalty and, therefore, no rod bow penalty is required. How-
ever, the 10.9% margin for a thimble cell and 10.7% margin for a typical cell
are dependent on the DNBR design values. Hence, this margin is subject to staff
approval of the proposed design values. This issue will be addressed in a sup-
plement to this SER. In addition, the applicant is required to ensure that any
margin used to offset rod-bow penalties is incorporated in the Technical Speci-
fication bases. The applicant is also required to calculate rod-bowing DNBR
penalty versus fuel burnup. Any penalty that is not offset by the above men-
tioned thermal margin should be incorporated 5to the Technical Specifications.
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4.4.3 Instrumentation

4.4.3.1 Loose-Parts Monitoring System

The applicant has provided in FSAR Section 7.8.8 a description of the loose-
parts monitoring system (LPMS) that will be used for the Catawba units. The
LPMS will be capable of detecting a loose part having a kinetic energy of 0.5
ft-lb and the initial alarm setting will correspond to a 0.5-ft-lb_ impact.
The staff has reviewed the applicant's LPMS and requested additional informa- |

tion on this system concerning apparent deviations from RG 1.133. The appli- I

cant responded (letter from Tucker, January 6, 1983) by stating that the LPMS
for Catawba is in compliance with the guidelines of RG 1.133 Rev.1. In addi-
tion, the applicant also committed (letter, January 14, 1983) to install four
additional channels with the sensor of each additional channel installed on the
bottom head of each steam generator. The staff will require the applicant to
confirm that all the LPMS channels associated with a natural collection region
be physically separated in accordance with RG 1.133, Rev. 1, and to commit to
provide before power operation a final design report that contains the following:

(1) an evaluation of the LPMS for conformance to RG 1.133

(2) a description of the system hardware and operation and implementation of
the loose parts detection program aftar startup testing. (This also should
include the baseline data and alarm settings.)

(3) a description and evaluation of diagnostic procedures used to confirm the
presence of a loose part,

(4) a description of the operator training program

4.4.3.2 Instrumentation for Detection of Crud

Crud deposition in the core and an associated change in core pressure drop and
flow have been observed in some pressurized-water reactors (PWRs), not of West-
inghouse design. The staff requested that the applicant provide a description
of the flow measurement capability of the Catawba units as well as a description

j of the procedures to detect flow degradation. The applicant responded that
I except for steam generator tube plugging, there have been no reports of a sig-

nificant flow reduction in a relatively short period of time at any Westinghouse
plant.

The staff will ensure that the Catawba Technical Specifications contain the
requirement that the actual reactor coolant system (RCS) flow rate be verified
to be greater than or equal to the minimum design flow rate at least once per
12 hours. In addition, the applicant has stated that a calorimetric measure-
ment will be performed at least once a month to determine if the total RCS flow
rate is within the region of acceptable operation.

The staff will ensure that this provision and a provision to perform a channel
calibration using the calorimetric measurement technique at least once every
18 months also are included in the Technical Specifications.
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With inclusion of the above requirements into the Technical Specifications, the
staff concludes that its concerns en crud deposits in the core have been ade-
quately addressed.

4.4.3.3 Flow Measurement Uncertainty

In response to a staff question on crud deposits in'the core, the applicant
provided a description of the calorimetric flow measurement system that will be
used by the Catawba units. Individual coolant loop flow is calculated using
the steam generator output, corrected for pump heat input, and the enthalpy
rise of the coolant. The to?.al flow rate is then calculated by summing the
individual flows. This flow rate is then used to calibrate the flow measured
by the elbow tape located in each coolant loop.

By using a statistical error combination technique the applicant has proposed a
total uncertainty M 11.5% on the calorimetric measurement. The staff has
raised concerns on ;he values of the components constituting the calorimetric
flow measurement uniertainties and how drift associated with the elbow taps is
accounted for betwern channel calibrations. In its response, the applicant sub-
citted information iegarding the use of the ITDP and the instrument uncertain-
ties associated with this design approach that are applicable to this concern.
Before the Catawba Technical Specifications are issued, the staff will deter-
mine the acceptability of these uncertainties.

4.4.3.4 Instrumentation for Inadequate Core Cooling Detection

The applicant has submitted information in response to Item II.F.2, "Instrumen-
tation for the Detection of Inadequate Core Cooling," of NUREG-0737. The sub-
mittal provides only partial information on the subcooling monitors and has no
information on core exit thermocouples and reactor vessel level measurement.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's submittal and has found it incomplete.
The staff will require that the applicant provide the documentation itemized in
Item II.F.2 of NUREG-0737. Acceptable documentation must be provided and
approved before an operating license is issued. The staff will condition the
license if this instrumentation is not installed before fuel loading.

4.4.4 N-1 Loop Operation

In response to a staff question regarding N-1 loop operation when one reactor
coolant loop is out of service (leaving only three loops available to supp'y
coolant to the reactor core), the applicant stated that he does not wish to
exercise the option to operate in the N-1 mode. The staff will require that
Technical Specifications include appropriate provisions to ensure that this
type of operation is prohibited.

4.4.5 Thermal-Hydraulic Comparison

The thermal-hydraulic design parameters for the Catawba units are listed in
Table 4.1. These design values are compared with those for D. C. Cook Unit 2.
The D. C. Cook design has been previously reviewed and approved by the staff.

The Catawba units are designed to operate at a higher total flow rate but have
less effective flow for heat transfer tnan one D. C. Cook Unit 2. This is
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because the Catawba units are upper head injection (UHI) plants. The amount of
bypass flow required for UHI plants is 7.5%, while non-UHI plants, such as
D. C. Cook, require bypass flow between 4.5% to 5.8%.

Additional differences between the two plants are a decrease in the active heat
transfer area and a higher average and maximum heat flux for the Catawba design.
This increased heat flux, coupled with a higher nominal inlet temperature, re-
sults in a decrease in the minimum DNBR. Therefore, the net change is a decrease
in the thermal margin available to Catawba.

Both Catawba and D. C. Cook were designed using the ITDP. The similarities in
the Catawba and D. C. Cook Unit 2 designs support the conclusion that the
Catawba thermal-hydraulic design is acceptable.

4.4.6 Summary and Conclusion

The Catawba thermal-hydraulic design was reviewed according to SRP Section 4.4
(NUREG-0800). The scope of the staff review included the design criteria, core
design, and the steady-state analysis of the core thermal-hydraulic performance.
The review concentrated on the differences between the proposed design and those
previously approved by the staff. The applicant's +: urmal-hydraulic analyses
were performed using analytical methods and cc;' relations that have been
previously accepted.

To determine if the core is designed with appropriate margin to ensure that it
meets the requirements of GDC 10, the staff is currently reviewing the informa-
tion (letter H. B. Tucker (Duke) to H. R. Denton (NRC), January 19, 1983) regard-
ing the uncertainties, variances, distribution and sensitivity factors of input
parameters used in the ITDP and the demonstration of the uncertainty treatment
in determining a DNBR design limit at the 95/95 probability / confidence level.
The applicant is also required to supply the documentation itemized in
Item II.F.2 of NUREG-0737, confirm that an additional sensor is being installed
for the bottom head of each steam generator, and to commit to submit the final
design report on the loose parts monitoring system before power operation. The
staff's evaluation with respect to the DNBR design limit flow measurement uncer-
tainty associated with the calorimetric and Item II.F.2 will be addressed in a
supplement to this SER.

4.5 Reactor Materials

4.5.1 Control Rod Drive Structural Materials

The staff concludes that the control rod drive mechanism structural materials
are acceptable and meet the requirements of GDC 1, 4, 14, and 26, as well as the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a. This conclusion is based on the information in
the following paragraphs.

The applicant has demonstrated that the materials selected for the control rod
drive mechanism components exposed to the reactor coolant satisfy Section III
of the ASME Code and Parts A and B of Section II of the Code. All materials
selected for application in the control rod drive mechanism components are or
will be in conformance with the applicable Code Cases listed in RG 1.85, " Code
Case Applicability, ASME Section III Materials." Since no cold-worked austen-
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!

! itic. stainless steel is|used,~the control drive structural' materials comply
' with,the' staff position that yield strength of austenitic stainless steel should:

not exceed 90,000 psi.

The controls imposed upon.the austenitic stainless steel of' the mechanisms con-
' form satisfactorily to the recommendations of RGs 1.31 and 1.44, as described
in Section 5.2.3.3 of.this SER. . Fabrication and heat treatment practices ~per-,

formed in-accordance with these recommendations-provide added assurance that'
' stress corrosion cracking will not occur during the design life of the,

mechanisms.
,

,

The compatibility of all materials used in the' control rod system in contact
with the reactor coolant satisfies the criteria of Articles NB-2160 and NS-3120
of Section III of the Code. The martensitic stainless steels have been given
tempering treatments in accordance with the staff positions. Cleaning andi

cleanliness control are in accordance with ANSI Std N45.2.1-1973, " Cleaning
of Fluid Systems and Associated Components During Construction Phase of Nuclear
Power Plants," and RG 1.37.

4.5.2' Reactor Internal and Core Support Materials

The staff concludes that the materials used for the construction of the reactor
internal and core support structure are acceptable and meet the requirements of

,
.GDC 1, 4, and 14, and the requirements of Section 50.55a of 10 CFR 50. This
conclusion is based upon the considerations that are given in the following4

paragraphs..

I The. applicant has met the requirements of GDC 1, 4, and 14 and those of 10 CFR
50.55a with respect to ensuring that the design, fabrication, and testing of,

i the materials used in the reactor internal and core support-structure are of
' high quality standards and adequate for structural integrity.

All of the major material for the reactor internals and core support structure
is Type 304 austenitic stainless steel. The materials used for construction of;

i components of the reactor internal and core support sturucture have been identi-
fied by specification and found to be in conformance with the requirements of
Appendix I of Section III of the ASME Code. In addition, the applicant has met
the guidelines of RG 1.85 by using materials of construction that are approved
for use by ASME Code Cases. As proven by extensive tests and satisfactory per->

formance, the specified materials are compatible with the expected environment,
and corrosion is expected to be negligible.

: 'The controls imposed during welding of the reactor internal and support struc-
ture were in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Code, Sections III

,

and IX.

The controls imposed upon components constructed of austenitic stainless steel
conform satisfactorily to the recommendations of RGs 1.31 and 1.44, as described *

; in Section 5.2.3.3 of this SER.
i

: The controls imposed on the reactor coolant chemistry provide reasonable
! assurance that the reactor internal and core support structure will be

.

'
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adequately protected during operation from conditions which could lead to
stress corrosion of the materials and loss of component structural integrity.

Material selection, fabrication practices, examination and testing procedures,
and control practices performed in accordance with the recommendations given in
the preceding paragraphs provide reasonable assurance that the materials used
for the reactor internal and core support structure will be in a metallurgical
condition to preclude inservice deterioration. Conformance with requirements
of the ASME Code and conformance with the recommendations of the regulatory |

'guides constitute an acceptable basis for meeting the requirements of GDC 1,
4, and 14, and the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a.

4.6 Functional Design of Reactivity Control Systems

The functional design of reactivity control systems was reviewed in accordance
with SRP Section 4.6 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed
in the " Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to
the guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section.
Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for the staff's
evaluation of the functional design of reactivity control systems with respect
to the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The functional design of the reactivity control systems for the facility has
been reviewed to confirm that they meet the various reactivity control condi-
tions for all modes of operation. These conditions are the capability to

(1) operate in the unrodded, critical, full power mode throughout plant life

(2) vary power level from full power to hot shutdown and ensure control of
power distributions within acceptable limits at any power level

(3) shut down the reactor in a manner sufficient to mitigate the effects of
postulated events discussed in Section 15 of this SER

The control rod drive system (CRDS), the safety injection system (SIS), and the
chemical and volume control system (CVCS) constitute the reactivity control
systems.

The CRDS is composed of control rod drive mechanisms to which the rod cluster
control assemblies are attached. The control rod drive mechanism is a magneti-
cally operated jack. The magnetic jack is an arrangement of three electromag-
nets that are energized in a controlled sequence to insert or withdraw rod
cluster control assemblies in discrete steps. The rod cluster control assem-
blies are divided into two categories: control and shutdown.

The control ca,tegory of rod cluster control assemblies may be automatically in-
serted or withdrawn to compensate for changes in reactivity associated with
power-level changes and power distribution, variations in moderator temperature,
or changes in boron concentration. The shutdown category of rod cluster control
assemblies, which are fully withdrawn during power operations, are used solely
to insert large amounts of negative reactivity to shut down the reactor. Refer
to Section 4.3 of this SER for further discussion on these features.

|
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Th2 rod cluster control assemblies are the primary shutdown mechanisms for
'

normal operation, accidents, and transients. They insert automatically upon a
reactor trip signal. Concentrated boric acid solution is injected by the SIS
in the event of a LOCA, steamline break, or loss of normal feedwater flow,
thereby complying with the requirements of GDC 29.

i

Failure of electrical power to a rod cluster control assembly will result in'

th2 insertion of that assembly, as will shearing of the connection between the
rod cluster control assembly and control rod drive mechanism. Single failure
of a rod cluster control assembly is considered in transient and accident
analyses that include the most reactive rod cluster control assembly stuck
outside the core. Analysis of accidental withdrawal of a rod cluster control
assembly is'found to have acceptable results. This conforms to the require-
m2nts of GDC 23 and 25.

The SIS is automatically actuated to inject borated water into the reactor
coolant system when a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) is received.
The SIS pumps take suction from the refueling water storage tank (RWST). The
SIS is discussed further in Section 6.3 of this SER.

The CVCS is designed to accommodate slow or long-term reactivity changes such
as those caused by fuel burnup or by variation in the xenon concentration
resulting from changes in reactor power level. The CVCS is used to control
reactivity by adjusting the. dissolved boron concentration in the reactor coolant
system. The boron concentration is controlled (1) to obtain optimum rod cluster
control assembly positioning, (2) to compensate for reactivity changes asso-
ciated with variations in coolant temperature, core burnup, and xenon concen-
tration, and (3) to provide shutdown margin for maintenance and refueling opera-
tions or emergencies. A portion of the CVCS'(the charging pu'ps, the boricm

acid pump discharge, and the boric acid makeup tanks) injects a concentrated
boron solution into the RCS to help ensure plant shutdown in the event of an
SIAS. The boric acid concentration in the RCS is controlled by the charging
and letdown portions of the CVCS.

The CVCS can maintain the reactivity of the reactor within required bounds by
means of the automatic makeup system to replace minor leakage without signifi-
cantly changing the boron concentration in the RCS. Dilution of the RCS boron
concentration required for the reactivity losses occurring as a result of fuel
depletion may be accomplished by manual action. The CVCS is discussed further

; in Section 9.3.4 of this SER.

The concentration of boron in the RCS is changed under the following conditions:

(1) startup - boron concentration decreased to compensate for moderator
temperature and power increase

(2) load follow - boron concentration increased or decreased to compensate for
xenon transients following load changes

(3) fuel burnup - boron concentration decreased to compensate for burnup

(4) cold shutdown - boron concentration increased to compensate for increased
moderator density as a result of cooldown

Catawba SER 4-13
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-; Soluble poison concentration is used to control slow operating reactivity.
; changes. If necessary, a rod cluster control assembly movement also can be
used to accommodate such changes, but assembly _ insertion is used mainly to
control anticipated operational occurrences even with a single malfunction,

- such as a stuck rod.- In either case,_ fuel design limits are not exceeded. The
soluble poison control is capable of maintaining the core subcritical under
cold shutdown conditions. This conforms to the requirements of GDC 26.-

The reactivity control systems,. including,the addition of concentrated boric
acid solution by the SIS, are capable of controlling all anticipated operational i

changes,' transients, and accidents, except possibly the small-break LOCAs; (For |
further information on performance of the charging and borating portions of the
CVCS with respect to small-break LOCAs, referLto Sections 6.3 and 15.3 of this
SER.) All accidents are calculated with the assumption that the most reactive.
rod. cluster control assembly is stuck out and cannot be inserted, which complies,

2

_

with the requirements of GDC 27.

- Compliance with the-requirements cf GDC 28 is discussed in Sections 4.3 and
15.0 of.this SER.,

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the reactivity. control system
functional design meets the requirements of GDC 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29 with
respect to its fail safe design, malfunction protection design, redundancy _and.

capability, combined systems capability, reactivity limits, and protection'-
against anticipated operational occurrences and is, therefore,. acceptable.

< - The control rod drive system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 4.6.

t

4
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Table 4.1 Design comparison

Catawba D. C. Cook
Design parameter Units 1 & 2 Unit 2

,

Performance characteristics

Fuel assembly design 17 x 17 0FA 17 x 17
Reactor core heat output (MWt) 3,411 3,391
Nominal system pressure (psia) 2,280 2,280
Nominal minimum DNBR

Typical cell 2.40 3.03
Thimble cell 2.26 2.70

Critical heat flux correlation WRB-1 WRB-1
Design DNBR for design transient

Typical cell 1.49 1.80
Thimble cell 1.47 1.77

Coolant flow
,

Total flow rate (108 lb/hr) 143.3 142.7
Effective flow rate for heat

transfer (108 .lb/hr) 134.7 136.3
Average velocity along

fuel rods.(ft/s) 15.8 16.7
2Effective core flow area (ft ) 54.1 51.1

Coolant temperature (*F)

Nominal reactor inlet 561.6 541.3
Average rise in core 61.8 63.4
Pressure drop across core (psia) 25.7 1 2.6 23.3 1 2.3

Heat transfer, 100% power

Active heat transfer surface area
(ft ) 57,500 59,7002

2Average heat flux (Btu hr-ft ) 197,200 188,700
2Maximum heat flux (Btu hr-ft ) 457,500 437,800

Average linear heat rate (kW/ft) 5.44 5.41
Peak linear power resulting from

overpower transients / operator
errors (kW/ft) 12.6 12.6
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5' REACT 0'R COOLANT. SYSTEM ANO CONNECTED SYSTEMS

5.1:' Summary Description
'

'Each' reactor coolant system (RCS)_ consists of four_similar heat transport loops-

cannected to the reactor pressure vessel. -Each loop contains~a reactor coolant-
pump, steam generator, and associated piping. In addition, the system includes-
a pressurizer,. a_ pressurizer relief tank, interconnecting piping, and instru-

-mentation necessary for operational control. All of these components are
. located within the containment building.

During operation,-the RCS! transfers the heat generated.in the core to the steam
-

generators where steam is produced to drive the turbine generator. Borated
idemineralized water is circulated in the RCS at a flow rate and temperature
consistent with achieving the reactor core thermal-hydraulic performance. The
coolant also acts as a neutron moderator and reflector and as a solvent for the
neutron' absorbing boric acid used for chemical shim control.

~The RCS-pressure boundary provides a second barrier against the release'of
radioactivity genarated within-the reactor, and it is designed to ensure a high

. degree of integrity-throughout the life of the plant.

The RCS pressure changes during normal operation are controlled by the use of
'the-pressurizer where-water and steam are maintained in equilibrium by elec-
trical-heaters and water-spray. Spring-loaded safety valves and power-operated
' relief valves are mounted on the pressurizer and discharged to the pressurizer
relief tank where steam is condensed and cooled by mixing with water.

5.2 Integrity of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

5.2.1 Compliance With Codes and Code Cases

5.2.1.1 Compliance With 10 CFR 50.55a

The components of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) as defined by
-the rules of 10 CFR 50.55a have been properly classified in Table 3.2.2-2 of
the FSAR as American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section III, Class 1
components for Catawba Units 1 and 2. Catawba Units 1 and 2 Class 1 components
of the~RCPB were reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 5.2.1.1 (NUREG-0800,
July 1981). The results of this review are contained in this SER. The review
of Class 2 and Class 3 components is performed under SRP Section 3.2.2.

The RCPB components are designated Safety Class 1 (Quality Group A) in confor-
mance with RG 1.26 in Table 5.2.1-1 of the FSAR. The ASME Section III Code
Editions and Addenda used in the construction of these Quality Group A compo-
nents-are at a minimum those that are required to ensure compliance with
10 CFR 50.55a except for the following component.
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The Catawba U' nit 1 reactor vessel is constructed * to Sec.lon III, Class 1, of.
the ASME-Boiler and Pressure' Vessel Code, 1971. Edition, through the Winter 1971
Addenda, whereas, in order to be in compliance with subsection (c)(3) of.10 CFR

; ~50.55a,-this component should be constructed to ASME Section III, Class 1, 1971
'

Edition, through the Summer 1972 Addenda to.the Code. The staff reviewed the
differences in these Code Addenda as applicable to the reactor vessel, and the
staff has identified no major differences except with respect to fracture tough-
ness testing requirements for materials that were extensively revised.in the
Summer 1972: Addenda to the Code. The staff's' bases for acceptance of the
reactor vessel with respect to fracture toughness testing requirements for

| materials'are discussed in Section 5.3.1 of this SER.
,

| The staff concludes that updating the Catawba Unit 1 reactor vessel to meet the
requirements of subsection (c)(3) of 10 CFR 50.553 would not be compensated by.
an increase in the level of safety. .Therefore, the staff finds that the ASME
Code and Addenda used in the construction of the Catawba Unit 1 reactor vessel ;

are acceptable and provide adequate assurance of component quality.'

i In addition to the Quality Group A component of the RCPB, certain lines that
perform a safety function and that meet the exclusion requirements of Footnote.

' 2 of the rule are classified Safety Class 2 (Quality Group B) in accordance
i. with the guidance provided in Position C.1 of RG 1.26 and are constructed as

ASME Section_III, Class 2 components. Valve leakage monitoring system lines*

that do not perform a safety function and that meet the exclusion requirements
of Footnote 2 of the rule are classified Quality Group D-on the downstream side
of the isolation valves.

,

-

The staff concludes that construction of components of the RCPB in conformance
; with the appropriate ASME Code Editions and Addenda and the Commission's regula-
i tions provides assurance that component quality is commensurate with the impor-

tance of the safety function of the RCPB and constitutes an acceptable basis.

for satisfying-the requirements of GDC 1 and is, therefore, acceptable.

I 5.2.1.2 Applicable Code Cases
i

In FSAR Table 5.2.1-2, the applicant has identified specific Code Cases whose,

requirements have been applied in the construction of pressure-retaining ASME
Section III, Class 1 components within the RCPB (Quality Group A). The staff i

has reviewed these Code Cases. Catawba Units 1 and 2 were reviewed in accord-,

| ance with SRP 5.2.1.2 (NUREG-0800, July 1981) with the following exception.
| The revised Standard Review Plan includes a new requirement for the review of

ASME Code Cases that are used in the construction of Class 2 and Class 3 compo-
nents. Since the current revision of 10 CFR 50.55a is applicable only to those
ASME Code Cases used in the construction of Class 1 components, the staff has
limited its review in accordance with the regulation. The results of this
review, contingent upon the applicant supplying a confirmatory list of ASME
Code Cases used in the construction of Section III, Class 1 Components within
the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB), are contained in this SER.

'

* Constructed, as used herein, is an all-inclusive term comprising materials
certification, design, fabrication, examination, testing, inspection and
certification required in the manufacture and installation of components.
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The basis for_ acceptance in the staff's review has been the Code Cases found to
be acceptable in RGs 1.84 and 1.85 and the Code Cases previously found to be
acceptable by the staff for plants similar to Catawba Units 1 and 2 before

,

publication of RGs 1.84 and 1.85. The staff concludes that compliance with the
requirements of these Code' Cases, except as noted above, will result in a compo- )
nent quality level that is commensurate with the importance of the safety func-
tion of the RCPB and constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfying the require- '

ments of GDC 1 and is, therefore, acceptable. The staff will report on this
matter in a supplement to this SER.

5.2.2 Overpressure Protection

The staff reviewed the overpressure protection design for Catawba Units 1 and 2
in accordance with SRP Section 5.2.2 (NUREG-0800). Conformance with the accept-
ance criteria, except as noted below, formed the basis for concluding that the
design of the facility for overpressure protection is acceptable.

Overpressure protection for the RCPB is provided by means of the three safety
valves and three relief valves in combination with the reactor protection system
and by operating procedures. The combination of these features provides over-
pressurization protection as required by GDC 15, ASME Code Section III, and
Appendix G of 10 CFR 50. The above requirements ensure RCPB overpressure protec-
tion for both power operation and low temperature operation (startup and shut-
down). The following is a discussion of both modes of overpressure protection.

5.2.2.1 Overpressure Protection During Power Operation

For this mode, the pressurizer power-operated relief valves (PORVs) are sized
to limit system pressure to a value not exceeding the safety valve set point
(2,485 psig) to minimize challenges to the safety valves. The pressurizer
spray system is designed to maintain the RCS pressure below the relief valve
set point of 2,350 psig during the step reduction in load of up to 10%. The
relief valves limit the pressurizer pressure to a value below the high pressure
reactor trip set point of 2,385 psig for all design anticipated transients up
to and including the design-basis 50% step load reduction with steam dump.

However, in response to TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.10, " Proposed Anticipatory
Trip Modification," the applicant is proposing an anticipatory reactor trip
only on turbine trip that is above 70% power level. The staff has requested
that the applicant (1) provide the analysis results of the overpressure event
resulting from a 70% load rejection, i.e. , turbine trip with the direct reactor
trip as a result of a turbine trip bypassed, and (2) show that the probability
@f a small-break LOCA resulting from a stuck open PORV is not substantially
increased as a result of the high power level above which this trip is active.
The applicant should not implement this optional trip set point before staff
approval. The. staff will condition the license to require the applicant to
complete turbine trip tests to verify that PORVs will not be challenged when
the anticipatory trip bypass is in effect.

Credit is taken only for safety valves in analyzing operational transients and
faulted conditions.

Each pressurizer safety valve is spring loaded and has a relieving capacity of
420,000-lb mass per hour of' saturated steam at 2,485 psig. The combined capacity
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of two of these three valves is adequate to prevent the pressurizer pressure
from exceeding the ASME Code Section III limit of 110% design pressure following
the worst RCS pressure transient (identified as a 100% load rejection resulting
from a turbine trip with concurrent loss of main feedwater). This event was
evaluated with no credit taken for the operation of RCS relief valves, steam-
line relief valves, steam . dump system, pressurizer level control system, or
pressurizer spray.

SRP Section 5.2.2 requires that the applicant demonstrate adequate relief pro-
tection by assuming that the reactor trip is initiated by the second safety-
grade signal from the reactor protection system. The applicant has taken credit
for a high pressurizer pressure trip (the first safety grade primary system
trip). The evaluation is supported by a generic sensitivity study of required
safety valve flow rate versus trip parameter presented in Westinghouse Topical
Report WCAP-7769. The staff has requested additional information on the details
of this calculation and will report its conclusions in a supplement to this
SER.

The above analyses were performed using the LOFTRAN code, a digital simulation
that includes point neutron kinetics, RCS (including the reactor vessel), hot
leg, primary side of the steam generator and cold leg, secondary side of the
steam generator, pressurizer, and pressurizer surge line. This code is cur-
rently under review by the staff. The review has progressed to the point where
there is reasonable assurance that the conclusions based on these analyses will
not be appreciably altered by completion of the analytical review. If the final
approval of LOFTRAN indicates that any revisions to the analyses are required,
the effect of these changes on Catawba will be evaluated, and the staff will
require implementation, if indicated.

The safety valves are designed in accordance with the ASME Code Section III and
periodic testing and inspection are performed in accordance with Section XI of
this Code. The applicant has described the preoperational test program in
Chapter 14 of the FSAR; the program includes testing of the pressure-relieving
devices discussed in this section. The applicant has indicated that these tests
would be conducted in full compliance with the intent of RG 1.68. Additionally,
Items II.D.1 and II.D.3 of NUREG-0737 require performance testing of reldef and
safety valves as well as relief and safety valve position indication. Cuform-
ance to these items is addressed in Section 3.9.3.2 and 7.5.2.2 of this SER.
With acceptable resolution of the above issues by the applicant, the staff con-
cludes that the overpressure protection prcvided for Catawba at power operating
conditions will comply with the guidelines of SRP Section 5.2.2 and the require-
ments of GDC 15.

5.2.2.2 Overpressure Protection During Low Temperature Operation

SRP Section 5.2.2 requires that the overpressure protection system during low
temperature operation of the plant shall be designed in accordance with the
requirements of BTP RSB 5-2.

The low-temperature overpressure protection is primarily provided by the pres-'

surizer relief valves PORVs. As RCS temperature approaches a specified set
point during plant cooldown, an annunciator alerts the operator.that plant con-

j ditions require low-temperature overpressure protection. A key-lock switch for,

each train of the PORVs is placed to the low pressure position by the operator
i

|
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to enable the PORV low pressure set point. Should a pressure excursion occur
with the low pressure mode enabled when the plant temperature is below the
temperature set point, system pressure would be limited to acceptable values,
and excess mass would be relieved to the pressurizer relief tank. An annunci-
ator in the control room would alert the operator to system overpressure.

The PORVs and associated block valves are required to have safety grade emer-
gancy power supplies in accordance with Item II.G.1 of NUREG-0737. Section
8.4.12 of this SER provides a discussion of Catawba's compliance with this
requirement.

As a backup to the low-temperature overpressure protection system, the residual
hIat removal system (RHRS) has two suction relief valves with a capacity of
900 gpm each at a set point pressure of 450 psig. The relieving capacity of
each valve is adequate to relieve the combined flow of the two centrifugal
charging pumps. The RHRS suction relief valves provide overpressure protection
after the RHRS is put into operation and the RHRS suction isolation valves are'

open at an RCS pressure of less than 425 psig. Also, operating procedures
require that the operator lock out the cold-leg accumulator isolation valves in
the closed position during shutdown.

The applicant has discussed a postulated failure of a de power bus that would
initiate a potential low-temperature overpressure condition by both isolating
letdown and disabling one train of the low-temperature overpressure protection
system, coupled with the single failure (closed) of the PORV in the unaffected
train. The applicant has stated that the RCS would be protected by RHR suction
side relief valves when the RHRS is in operation and by alarm-initiated operator
action when the RHRS is isolated. To ensure adequate time for operator action,
the applicant's operating procedures call for a pressurizer bubble to be main-
tained when the RHRS is isolated. This steam bubble will be of sufficient size
to allow at least 10 min after the operator is alerted to the transient to
terminate the worst possible transient under these conditions without violating
Appendix G limits. This steam bubble size will be specified in the Catawba
Technical Specifications.

Since the PORVs are equipped with a nonsafety grade air supply, a backup supply
of nitrogen is provided to two of the PORVs through seismic Category I piping
and seismic Category I motor-operated valves (MOVs) and check valves connected
to the nitrogen space of two of the four cold-leg accumulators. The applicant
stated that the two MOVs, 438A and 439B, are supplied by separate 1E power
sources and stated that they are qualified to operate following the design-basis
LOCA. These MOVs are kept closed until the key-lock switch is placed on the
low pressure protection mode of operation, at which time they open. The nitro-
gen is passed through a pressure reduction valve that reduces it to a pressure
lower than that normally provided by the air system. Therefore, the nitrogen
supply is only called upon if the air supply pressure substantially drops below
its normal value.

In conformance with BTP RSB 5-2 and SRP Section 6.3, the applicant is requested
to commit to the following:

(1) test the low temperature overpressure protection system to ensure its
operability before each shutdown.

:
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(2) test the system valve operability as specified in the ASME Code, Section XI

(3) state in the station's Technical Specifications the pressurizer bubble
size necessary to ensure that the operator will have at least 10 min af ter
the alarm to terminate the overpressurization transient if the two RHR
suction relief valves are not available during low temperature operation

(4) confirm that the two MOVs, 438A and 4398, are qualified for post-LOCA
conditions

(5) lock out the powe to these two MOVs in the closed position during normal
power operation, or commit to routine check valve leak testing

M0Vs 438A and 439B and their electronics are to be included in the above testing
commitment.

The staff will report its findings in a supplement to this SER.

5.2.2.3 Conclusions

Subject to the resolution of the aforementioned concerns, the staff concludes
that the overpressure protection system for both normal and low temperature is
acceptable and meets the relevant requirements of GDC 15 and 31 and Appendix G
to 10 CFR 50. This conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The overpressure protection system prevents overpressurization of the RCPB
under the most severe transients and limits the reactor pressure during
normal operational transients. Overpressurization protection is provided
by three safety valves. These valves discharge to the pressurizer quench
tank through a common header from the pressurizer. The safety and relief
valves in the primary (in conjunction with the steam generator safety and
relief valves in the secondary) and the reactor protection system will
protect the primary system against overpressure in the event of a complete
loss of heat sink.

(2) The peak primary system pressure following the worst transient is limited
to the ASME Code allowable value (110% of the design pressure) with no
credit taken for nonsafety grade relief systems. The Catawba station was
assumed to be operating at design conditions (102% of rated power) and the
reactor is shut down by a high pressurizer pressure trip. The calculated
pressure is less than 110% of design.

Except for the aforementioned concerns, the applicant has met GDC 15 and 31 and
Appendix G to 10 CFR 50 by implementing the guidelines of BTP RSB 5-2.

5.2.3 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Materials

Reviews of the materials for the reactor vessel and for the steam generators
are given in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.4.2.1, respectively, of this SER.

The staff concludes that the RCPB materials are acceptable and meet the require-
ments of GDC.1, 4, 14, and 30 of Appendix A of 10 CFR 50; the requirements of
Appendix B of 10 CFR 50; and the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a. This conclu-
sion is based on the staff's review of the FSAR.
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5.2.3.1 Material Specifications and Compatibility With Reactor Coolant

The materials used for construction of components of the RCPB have been identi-
fied by specification and found to be in conformance with the requirements of
S ction III of the ASME Code and with the special requirements of applicable
ASME Code rules. Compliance with_the Code provisions for material specifica-

| tions satisfies the quality standards requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR
l 50.55a.

The materials of construction of the RCPB exposed to the reactor coolant have
b rn identified and all of the materials are compatible with the primary coolant j
water, which is chemically controlled in accordance with appropriate Technical '

Sp:cifications. This compatibility has been proven by extensive testing and
satisfactory performance, including conformance with the recommendations of
RG 1.44. Where all of the recommendations of this regulatory guide were not
followed, the actions taken by the applicant are judged by the staff to be
adequate, as described in Section 5.2.3.3 of this SER. General corrosion of '

all materials will be negligible. All of the ferritic low-alloy and carbon j
steels that are used in principal pressure-retaining applications are provided
with corrosion-resistant cladding on all surfaces exposed to the reactor coolant.
Th above evidence of compatibility with the coolant and compliance with the j

regulatory guide recommendations satisfy the requirements of GDC 4 relative to !
compatibility of components with environmental conditions.

Tha thermal insulation used on the RCPB is either the reflective stainless steel
type or is made of nonmetallic compounded materials that are in conformance
with the recommendtions of RG 1.36. Conformance with the above recommendations
satisfies the requirements of GDC 14 relative to prevention of leakage and
failure of the RCPB.

5.2.3.2 Fabrication and Processing of Ferritic Materials

Fracture toughness of the components of ferritic steels in the RCPB is addressed
in Section 5.3.1 of this SER. In addition to the reactor vessel, this includes
the pressurizer and the steam generators.

Welding of all components of ferritic steels in the RCPB was performed in accord-
ance with the provisons of the ASME Code, Sections III and IX. This compliance
with the Code provides reasonable assurance that cracking of components made
from ferritic steels will not occur during fabrication.

The controls imposed on welding oreheat temperatures for welding ferritic steels,
although not following all of the recommendations of RG 1.50, are approved by
the staff as providing adequate protection from heat-affected-zone cracking of
welds in low-alloy steels. Regarding Recommendation 1.b, Westinghouse practice
requires qualification within the preheat temperature ranges instead of at the
minimum preheat temperature. In the case of Recommendation 2, Westinghouse
practice requires specific controlled cooling instead of maintaining preheat
timperature until end of post-weld heat treatment. Both practices have been
approved by the NRC staff as alternative practices. These controls satisfy the
quality standards requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a. i

The controls imposed on weld cladding of low-alloy steel components by austen-
itic stainless steel are not in accordance with Recommendation 1.a of RG 1.43.
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Recommendation 1.a does not permit the use of high-heat-input welding practices.
.However, the Westinghouse practice achieves the same purpose as RG 1.43 by
requiring qualification of such welding practices in accordance with Recommenda-
tion 2 of the guide. The controls used provide assurance that practices that
could result in underclad cracking are restricted. The controls also satisfy
the quality standards requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

5.2.3.3 Fabrication and Processing of Austenitic Stainless Steel

All austenitic stainless steel tubular products of the RCPB were found to be
acceptable by nondestructive examinations in accordance with the requirements
of the applicable editions and addenda of the ASME Code, Section III, by which
the products were procured. Compliance with these Code requirements satisfies
the quality standard requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

Within the RCPB, no components of austenitic stainless steel have yield strength
exceeding 90,000 psi, in accordance with the staff position as stated in SRP
Section 5.2.3. This was achieved by not using austenitic stainless steel in
the cold-worked condition.

The controls (during material procurement, fabrication, shipment, and storage
of the Westinghouse components of austenitic stainless steel to avoid stre!,s
corrosion cracking by avoiding sensitization and surface contaminants) were in
conformance with all of the recommendations of RG 1.44. The controls during
manufacture of austenitic stainless steel components by Duke Power and the
controls during field assembly of austenitic stainless steel components by Duke
Power were in accordance with major recommendations of RG 1.44. These controls
included cleaning and other steps to prevent surface contamination of components
during fabrication and storage; cleaning of weld joints before and after welding;
and steps to prevent weldment sensitization, by specifying and monitoring weld-
ing procedures, by limiting maximum interpass temperature to 350 F, and by
prohibiting incorrect post-weld heat treatment. In addition, satisfactory
service experience with previous nuclear plants confirms that Duke Power's
degree of conformance with the recommendations of RG 1.44 is satisfactory and
acceptable.

.
The onsite cleaning and cleanliness controls to prevent surface contamination

' during assembly of the austenitic stainless steel components conform to the
recommendations of ANSI Std N45.2.1-1973, " Cleaning Fluid Systems and Associated
Components During the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants," and RG 1.37.

The controls followed in order to prevent excessive yield strength, sensitiza-
tion, and contamination, described in the preceding paragraphs, provide reason-
able assurance that the RCPB components of austenitic stainless steels will be
in a metallurgical condition that minimizes susceptibility to stress corrosion
cracking during service. These controls meet the requirements of GDC 4 relative

,

to compatibility of components with environmental conditions and the require-'

ments of GDC 14 relative to prevention of leakage and failure of the RCPB.

The controls imposed during welding of RCPB components of austenitic stainless
steel were in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Code Sections III
and IX.

i
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' 'Th2 welding of the austenitic stainless steel of the RCPB was also controlled

to prevent the. occurrence of microfissuring (or hot cracking) in the welds.,

'
Th2 cor.trols during fabrication of the Westinghouse components consisted of !
centrol of welding materials to deposit a minimum of 5% delta. ferrite,.in . l

accordance with the Westinghouse production weld verification program that was
approved by.the NRC staff as an acceptable alternative for conformance with tiie
Interim Position then in effect for RG 1.31. The Westinghouse program is
discribed'in WCAP-8324-A, and its results are summarized in WCAP-8693. Compo-

" .n:nt fabrication welding and component assembly welding by Duke Power were
| controlled by conformance with all of the recommendations of Revision 3 of

,

{ RG 1.31, except that an applicable constitutional diagram was used to measure
- dalta ferrite (the.Old method), instead of a magnetic measuring instrument, as
*

required by Revision 3. The staff considers the constitutional diagram method
i to be an acceptable alternative method. The welding controls described above
| provide reasonable assurance that deleterious hot cracking did not occur during
| ' fabrication and installation of the welded components of austenitic stainless

stzel. The controls also meet the requirements of GDC 14 relative to preven-;

| tion of leakage and failure of the RCPB.
1
'

5.2.4 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Inservice Inspection and Testing '

GDC 32, Appendix A of 10 CFR 50, requires, in part, that components that are i.

. part of the RCPB be designed to. permit periodic inspection and testing of impor-
| tant areas and features to assess their structural and leaktight integrity.
| To ensure that no deleterious defects develop during service, selected welds
i and weld heat-affected zones will be inspected periodically at the Catawba
' . Nuclear Station. The applicant has stated that the RCPB is designed so that

provisions for access for inspection, as required by Paragraph IWA-1500 of
4 Srction XI of the ASME Code, have been provided. Methods have been developed

to facilitate the remote examination of those areas of the reactor vessel not
; r:adily accessible to examination personnel.

). 10 CFR 50.55a(g) defines the detailed requirements for the preservice and inser-
'

,

vice inspection programs for light water-cooled nuclear power facility Class 14

and 2 components. Based on a construction permit date of August 7, 1975, this
stction of the regulation requires that a preservice inspection (PSI) program:

| ba developed and implemented using at least the edition and addenda of Section XI
of the ASME Code applied to the construction of the particular component. Also,

'

the initial inservice inspection program must comply with the requirements ofi
>

the latest edition and addenda of Section XI of the ASME Code in effect 12 months
bnfore the date the operating license is issued, subject to the limitations and
modifications listed in 10 CFR 50.55a(b).

'

Tha applicant has stated that the PSI program for Units 1 and 2 will be per-
formed in accordance with the 1974 Edition of Section XI of the ASME Code

2 including Addenda through Summer 1975. The PSI program is currently under
staff review and additional information has been requested and received from*

.the applicant..

Tha staff has recently identified a problem concerning the effectiveness of,

ultrasonic examination techniques to examine the primary piping system. Cer-
| tain ultrasonic techniques may not be adequate to consistently detect and reli-
' ably characterize service-induced flaws during the inservice inspection of
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thick-wall cast stainless steel components to acceptance standards of Paragraph
. IWB-3500 of ASME Code Section XI. The staff considers this issue of effective-
ness of the ultrasonic examination of thick-walled stainless steel components

generic in nature and will resolve the issue on a generic basis.

Specific areas where ASME Code examination requirements cannot-be met will be
identified as performance of the preservice examination progresses. The staff's
complete evaluation of the PSI program will be presented in a supplement to,

this SER after the applicant submits the. required examination information,
identifies all plant-specific areas where ASME Code Section XI requirements
cannot be met, and provides a supporting technical justification. The staff
considers the review of the PSI program to be a confirmatory issue based on the
applicant providing the following information: (

(1) docketing an acceptable revised PSI program

(2) submitting all relief requests with a supporting technical justification

The initial inservice inspection program has not been submitted by the appli-
cant. The staff will evaluate the program after the applicable ASME Code edi-

: tion and addenda can be determined based on 10 CFR 50.55a(b), but before the
first refueling outage when inservice inspection commences. The conduct of
periodic inspections and hydrostatic testing of pressure retaining components
of the RCPC in accordance with the requirements of Section XI of the ASME
" Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code" and 10 CFR 50 will provide reasonable assur-
ance that evidence of structural degradation or loss of leaktight integrity
occurring during service will be detected in time to permit corrective action
before the safety functions of a component are compromised. Compliance with
the preservice and inservice inspections required by this Ccde and 10 CFR 50
constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfying the inspection requirements of
GDC 32. The staff will report on this matter in a supplement to this SER.

5. 2. 5 Detection of Leakage Through Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

The RCPB leakage detection systems were reviewed in accordance wiht SRP
Section 5.2.5 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the
" Areas of Review" portions of the SRP section was performed according to the
guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRPs section.
Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for concluding that
the reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage detection systems satisfied the
applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

A limited amount of leakage is to be expected from components forming the RCPB.
Means are provided for detecting and identifying this leakage in accordance with
the requirements of GDC 30. Leakage is classified into two types--identified
and unidentified. Components such as valve stem packing, pump shaft seals, and
flanges are not completely leak-tight. Since this leakage is expected it is
considered identified leakage and is monitored, limited, and separated from
other leakage (unidentified) by directing it to closed systems as identified in
the guidelines of Position C.1 of RG 1.45.

Sources, disposition, and indication of identified leakage are
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(1) Reactor coolant pump seal number 1 leakage will result in excessive flow
to the chemical and volume control system (CVCS). . The rate of this leak-
age from each pump is. indicated and alarmed at the main control board.
Leakage through the number 2 seal results in increased flow te the reactor
coolant drain tank. This leakage rate also is identified and alarmed at
the main control board.

(2) RCS valves (including manual motor-operated and throttling control) are
provided with double stuffing boxes and leakoff connections. All leakoff

i connections are piped through sight-flow indicators and routed to the pres-
! surizer relief tank. In addition, pressurizer relief and safety valve and

reactor coolant pump seal water return relief valve leakage passes to the
pressurizer relief tank. The pressure, level, and temperature of the pres-
surizer relief tank are indicated and alarmed at the main control board.

(3) Reactor vessel flange seal leakage is detected by two leakoff connections,
one between the inner and outer 0-ring and one outside the outer 0-ring.
Leakage is indicated and alarmed at the main control board by a surface-
mounted resistance thermocouple, which monitors the leakage before it is
collected in the reactor coolant drain tank.<

Unidentified leakage, which induces steam generator tube isolation valve seat
and intersystem leakage, is monitored by several devices as identified in the
guid31ines of Positions C.2, C.3, and C.4 of RG 1.45. Leakage is detected by
th@ increasing of interfacing system level, temperature, and pressure or by the
lifting of relief valves accompanied by increasing interfacing system level,
temperature, and pressure. Specific intersystem leakage detection methods are
as follows:

(1) RHR system suction side isolation valves are monitored for seat leakage by
the lifting of the RHR relief valves that discharge to the pressurizer
relief tank resulting in increased recycle holdup tank level, pressure and
temperature indications, and alarms at the main control board.

(2) SIS accumulators are isolated from the reactor coolant system by check val-
ves. Leakage past these valves is detected by redundant accumulator pres-
sure and level indications and alarms at the main control board.

(3) SIS /RHR sy:, tem discharge headers are isolated from the reactor coolant sys-
tem by check valves and a gate valve. Seal leakage will pressurize the SIS /
RHR system discharge headers, lifting the relief valves that discharge to
the recycle holdup tank, resulting in increased cecycle holdup tank level
indication and alarm at the main control board.

(4) Letdown heat exchanger, reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal water heat
exchanger, and excess letdown heat exchanger tube leakage to the component
cooling water system is detected by any combination of the component cool-
ing water system radiation monitors and surge tank level. High component
cooling water radiation and high surge tank level are alarmed in the main
control room.
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(5) SIS pump discharge subsystem (hot leg injection) is isolated from the RCS
by check valves and a gate valve. Leakage past these valves will pressur-
ize the safety injection pump discharge resulting in main control room
indication and eventually lifting relief valves with resulting indication
and alarm of increasing recycle holdup tank level.

(6) Steam generator tube leakage from the RCS to the secondary system will.be>

detected by radiation monitors in the steam generator. blowdown system and
by the chemical process sampling system. Samples from each steam generator
will indicate reduced pH from the presence of boric acid having leaked
.from the RCS to the secondary system.

Indication of unidentified leakage from the RCPB into the containment is pro-4

vided by two sources. The first is containment atmosphere radiation monitor
indicators and alarms. The second is containment sump flow with its associated
alarms. The containment atmosphere radiation monitor operates continuously to
detect particulate, iodine, and gaseous radiation in the containment atmosphere.
Indication and alarms are provided in the main control room. The sensitivity
of the containment atmosphere radiation monitor is such that leaks of 1 gpm are
detectable in less than 1 hour. The radiation monitors are seismic Category I
and are located in flood- and tornado protected structures, thus, meeting the
requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29. They are also testable
and may be calibrated as identified in the guidelines of Positions C.6, C.7,
and C.8 of RG 1.45. If a break were to occur in the primary system, the result-
ing coolant flow would pass to the containment atmosphere providing airborne
contamination or condense and fall to the floor.

The containment floor and equipment sump pumps, as well as the incore instru-
mentation room sump pumps, input to a plant computer program designed to detect

,
- unidentified leakage inside containment in excess of 1 gpm in less than an hour.

Sump level switches will be set to start pump Al when 15 gal has collected in
sump A and start pump A2 and actuate a control room alarm if a high-high level
is reached. Upon startup of sump pump A1, a timer is started in the computer;
an alarm will be actuated if pump Al starts again within 15 min, indicating
that flow into the sump is excessive (pump rated 50 gpm). An identical timer
interlock is p ovided in pump B. Unidentified leakage in excess of 1 gpm also
is indicated if any sump pump operates for 2 min or more. A flow integrator is
provided on two combined sump pump discharges for periodic monitoring with an
accuracy of 1 gpm.

The sump-flow measuring system ectable and can be calibrated as required.
Additional sources of indicM wn t t0 identified leakage included containment

M; / indicators and pressurizer level indicatorspressure, temperature, ar e

in the main control room.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that RCPB leakage detection systems
are diverse and provide reasonable assurance that primary system leakage (both
identified and unidentified) will be detected and will meet the requirements of
GDC 2 and 30 with respect to protection against natural phenomena and provisions
for RCPB leak detection and identification and the guidelines of RGs 1.29, Posi-
tions C.1 and C.2, and 1.45, Positions C.1 throug'. C 9, with respect to seismic
classification and RCPB leakage detection system and are, therefore, acceptable.
The detection of leakage through the reactor coolant pressure boundary meets
the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 5.2.5.
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5.3 Reactor Vessel

| 5.3.1 Reactor Vessel Materials

I -5.3.1.1 Specifications, Fabrication, Inspection, and Fasteners
|

The staff's reviews of fracture toughness of the reactor vessel and the reactor
vissel fasteners and the review of materials surveillance are included in Sec-
tion 5.3.1.2 of this-SER.

-The staff concludes that the reactor vessel materials are acceptable and meet
the requirements of GDC 1, 4, 14, and 30 of Appendix A of 10 CFR 50; the require-
ments of Appendix B of 10 CFR 50; and the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a. This
conclusion is based on the following:

(1) -The materials used for' construction of the reactor vessel and its appurte-
nances have been identified by specification and found to be in conformance
with Section III of the ASME Code. The applicant's special requirements,
with regard to control of residual elements in ferritic materials, have
been identified and are considered acceptable. Compliance with the Code
provisions for materials specifications satisfies the quality standards
requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

(2) Processes used for manufacture and fabrication of the reactor vessel and
its appurtenances have been identified, and appropriate data reports on
each process as required by Section III of the ASME Code have been sub-
mitted by the applicant. Because certification has been made by the
applicant that the materials and fabrication requirements of ASME Code,
Section III, have been complied with, the processes used are considered
acceptable. Compliance with these Code provisions meets the quality
standards requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

(3) The nondestructive examination of the reactor vessel and its appurtenances
has been conducted in accordance with the ASflE Code, Section III, require-
ments. Numerous examinations (ultrasonic, ponetrant, ano magnetic par-
ticle) were also performed in addition to the ASME Code, Section III,
requirements, using Section III acceptance standards. The nondestructive
examinations, based on the Code provisions, satisfy the quality standards
requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

(4) Welding processes used for welding the reactor vessel and its appurtenances
were qualified and conducted in accordance with the requirements of ASME
Code Sections III aM 7X. Qualification in accordance with the Code pro-
visions meets the requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a concerning
quality standards.

(5) When welding components of ferritic steels as identified in item 4 above,
Code controls were supplemented by conformance with the recommendations of
regulatory guides as follows:

(a) The controls imposed on welding preheat temperatures are in satis-
factory conformance with the recommendations of RG 1.50, as described
in Section 5.2.3.2 of this SER. These controls provide reasonable
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assurance that cracking of components made from low-alloy steels will
not occur during fabrication and minimize the potential for subsequent
cracking. These controls also satisfy the quality standards require-
ments of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

(b) The controls imposed during weld cladding of ferritic steel components
are in satisfactory conformance with the recommendations of RG 1.43,
as described in Section 5.2.3.2 of this SER. The process used pro-
vides reasonable assurancc- that underclad cracking will not occur
during the weld cladding process. These controls satisfy the quality
standards requirements of GDC 1 and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

(6) When welding components of austenitic stainless steels, Code controls are
supplemented by conformance with the recommendations of regulatory guides
as follows:

The = ntrcls imposed en delta ferr te in austenitic stainless steel welds
are in satisfactory conformance with the recommendations of RG 1.31, as
described in Section 5.2.3.3 of this SER. The controls used provide
reasonable assurance that the welds will not contain micro cracks. These
controls also satisfy the quality standards requirements of GDC 1 and 30
and 10 CFR 50.55a and the requirements of GDC 14 regarding fabrication to
prevent RCPB rapid propagating failure.

(7) Tha controls (during all stages of welding), to avoid contamination and
sensitization that could cause stress-corrosion cracking in austenitic
stainless steels, conform with the recommendations of regulatory guides
as follows:

(a) The controls to avoid contamination and sensitization of austenitic
stainless steel are in satisfactory conformance with the recommenda-
tions of RG 1.44, as described in Section 5.2.3.3 of this SER. The
controls used provide assurance that welded components will not be
contaminated or sensitized before and during the welding process.
These controls satisfy the quality standards requirements of GDC 1
and 30 and 10 CFR 50.55a, and the GDC 4 requirement relative to
material compatibility.

(b) The controls regarding onsite cleaning and cleanliness control of
austenitic stainless steel are in conformance with the recommenda-
tions of RG 1.37. The controls used provide assurance that austenitic
stainless steel components will be properly cleaned on site. The
controls satisfy Appendix B of 10 CFR 50 regarding controls for on-
site cleaning of materials and components.

(8) Integrity of the reactor vessel studs and fasteners is ensured by conform-
ance with the major recommendations of RG 1.65. Compliance with these
recommendations satisfies the quality standards requirements of GDC 1 and
30 and 10 CFR 50.55a.

5.3.1.2 Fracture Toughness and Materials Surveillance Program

The staff with the assistance of EG&G Idaho, Inc. , at the Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory, has reviewed the fracture toughness of ferritic reactor

;
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vessel and reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) materials and the materials
surveillance program for the reactor vessel beltline. The acceptance criteria
and references that are the basis for this evaluation are in Paragraph II.3.a
of SRP Section 5.2.3 and Paragraphs II.5, II.6, and II.7 (Appendices G and H,
10 CFR 50) of SRP Section 5.3.1 (NUREG-0800). A discussion of this review
follows.

GDC 31 requires that the RCPB be designed with sufficient margin to ensure that
when stressed under operating conditions, the boundary behaves in a nonbrittle
manner and the prooability of rapidly propagating fracture is minimized. GDC 32
requires, in part, that components that are part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary be designed to permit an appropriate material surveillance program for
the reactor pressure vessel. Materials selection, toughness requirements, and
extent of material testing were reviewed in accordance with the above criteria
subject to the rules and requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, Appendix G of 10 CFR 50,
and Appendix H of 10 CFR 50.

Compliance With 10 CFR 50.55a

The Catawba Units 1 and 2 construction permit was issued in August 1975. Based
on the construction permit date, 10 CFR 50.55a requires that ferritic materials
used for the vessel in the RCPB be constructed to Section III of the ASME Code
no earlier than the Summer 1972 Addenda of the 1971 Edition and that ferritic
RCPB materials used for pressure-retaining piping, pump, and valve components
in the RCPB be constructed to Section III of the ASME Code no earlier than the
Winter 1972 Addenda of the 1971 Edition. Ferritic RCPB materials used for fab-
rication at Catawba Units 1 and 2 meet this requirement except for the reactor
vessel of Unit 1, which was constructed to the 1971 Edition, Winter 1971 Addenda
of the Code. Therefore, the ferritic materials in the reactor vessel of Unit 1
do not meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a. However, the staff evaluated
the applicant's reactor pressure vessel ferritic materials according to Appen-
dix G of 10 CFR 50, which ensures that material properties are equivalent or
superior to those specified in 10 CFR 50.55a.

Compliance With Appendix G, 10 CFR 50
i

The staff has evaluated the applicant's FSAR to determine the degree of compli-|

ance with the the fracture toughness requirements of Appendix G, 10 CFR 50.
Its evaluation indicates that the applicant complied with Appendix G, 10 CFR 50,
except for Paragraphs III.B.1, III.B.4, III.C.1, IV.A.1, IV.A.3, and IV.B. The
staff's evaluation of each of these areas follows.

Paragraph III.B.1 requires that the location and orientation of Charpy V-notch
(CVN) impact test specimens comply with the requirements of Paragraph NB-2322
of the ASME Code. This paragraph of the Summer 1972 Addenda of the 1971 ASME
Code requires that the CVN impact test specimens for all plate and forgingr

| materials used for pressure-retaining parts in the iyactor vessels shall be
oriented in a direction normal (transverse) to the principal rolling or working
direction. The applicant indicates that the Catawba Units 1 reactor vessel
plate and forging materials were CVN impact tested using specimens oriented in
a direction parallel (longitudinal) to the principal rolling or working direc-
tion which is in accordance with the Winter 1971 Addenda of the 1971 ASME Code.
The Unit 2 reactor vessel plate and forging materials were CVN impact tested
using transversely oriented specimens.
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The applicant compensated for the effect of specimen orientation on the CVN
impact test properties of the Unit I reactor vessel plates and forging materials
in accordance with the estimation method presented in Paragraph 1.1(3)(b) of
BTP MTEB 5-2, " Fracture Toughness Requirements." Paragraph 1.1(3)(b) of BTP
MTEB 5-2 indicates that the temperature at which 50-ft-lb energy absorption and
35-mil lateral expansion would occur on transversely oriented CVN impact test
specimens may be estimated as 20 F above the temperature at which 50-ft-lb
energy absorption and 35-mil lateral expansion would occur on longitudinally
oriented CVN impact specimens. This estimation method complies with SRP Sec-
tion 5.3.2 (NUREG-0800). Since the applicant has compensated for the effect of
specimen orientation in accordance with SRP Section 5.3.2, an exemption for
Unit 1 to the requirements of Paragraph III.B.1 is justified.

Paragraph III.B.4 requires that individuals performing fracture toughness tests
be qualified by training and experience and that those individuals demonstrate
competency to perform tests in accordance with written procedures. The appli-
cant states that the personnel conducting fracture toughness tests were quali-
fied by experience and training that demonstrated competency to perform tests.
However, no records were required to be kept at the time, as the order date of
the Catawba components predates the requirements of Appendix G. Because these
tests are relatively routine in nature and are continually being performed in
the laboratory that conducted these tests, it is unlikely that the tests were
conducted improperly. The staff concludes that an exemption for not performing
the tests in accordance with written procedures is justified.

Paragraph III.C.1 requires that reactor vessel beltline materials be CVN impact
tested at an appropriate temperature range to define the CVN upper-shelf level.
The orientation of impact test specimens shall comply with the requirements of
Paragraph NB-2322 of the ASME Code. The applicant has not met these require-
ments for Catawba Unit I reactor vessel beltline materials. The conformance
of Unit 1 reactor vessel beltline materials to the CVN upper-shelf testing and
CVN impact test specimen orientation requirements of ASME Code will be discussed
in the staff's evaluation of the applicant's ccnformance to the requirements
of Paragraph IV.B of Appendix G,10 CFR 50.

Paragraph IV.A.1 requires that a reference temperature, RTNDT, be determined for
each ferritic material of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and that this
reference temperature be used as a basis for providing adequate safety margins
for reactor operation. The value of RT is defined in Paragraph NB-2330 of

NDT

the ASME Code as the higher of either (1) the nil ductility temperature, as
determined by the drop weight test, or (2) a temperature of 60 F less than
the temperature at which 50-ft-lb energy and 35 mil lateral expansion is achi-
eved, as determined by the CVN impact test. CVN impact test specimens from
plates and forgings are to be oriented in a direction normal (transverse) to
the principal rolling or working direction.

The applicant has met these requirements for all reactor vessel materials except
for Unit 1 reactor vessel plates and forgings, weld metal R710 in the Unit I
reactor vessel, and weld metal Gl.36 in the Unit 2 reactor vessel.
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The Unit 1 reactor vessel plates and forgings were not tested using transversely
oriented specimens. This was discussed in the staff's evaluation of the appli-
cant's compliance to the CVN impact test orientation requirements of Para-
graph III.B.1 of Appendix G, 10 CFR 50.

Weld metals P710 and G1.36 were CVN impact tested at 10 F, but were not drop
weight tested. The applicant estimated the RT f r these weld materials as

NDT

0* F (FSAR Tables 5.3.1-2 anci 5.3.1-3). The applicant has provided drop weight
test data from welds that were fabricated using the same weld wire type, flux
type, and heat treated to an equivalent metallurgical condition as-the P710 and
G1.36 weld material. The staff considers that these data are representative of
the P710 and G1.36 weld metal and that the 0* F estimate of the RT f r weld

NDT
matals P710 and G1.36 is conservative. Because the applicant has provided drop,
waight test data from materials that are representative of the untested weld
metals, the staff considers that granting the applicant an exemption for Catawba
Units 1 and 2 from the Paragraph IV.A.1, Appendix G, 10 CFR 50 requirement to
drop weight test weld materials P710 and G1.36 is justified.

Paragraph IV.A.3 requires, in part, that the materials for RCPB bolting and
fasteners meet the requirements of Paragraph NB-2333 of the ASME Code. This
paragraph, in the present ASME Code, requires that bolting having a diameter of
more than 4 in. be CVN impact tested and have a minimum of 45-ft-lb energy
absorption and 25-mil lateral expansion at the preload temperature or lowest
metal service temperature (whichever is less). The required test temperature
for Catawba RCPB bolting and fasteners is 70 F. All RCPB bolts and fasteners
meet the requirement except for bolts from heat number 35674, which had CVN
impact test values of 38- to 39-ft-lb energy absorption and 8- to 12-mil
lateral expansion at 10 F, the test temperature.

The ASME Code in forca at the time Catawba was built stipulated that the mini-<

'

mum CVN impact test value must be 35 ft-lb at 60 F below the lowest metal ser-
vice temperature. The bolt in question meets that specification requirement.
The CVN data from the Aerospace Structural Metals Handbook (Volume 1) indicate
that if a bolt manufactured to SA-540 Grade B24 exhibited 38-ft-lb energy
absorption and 8-mil at 10 F, it would very likely exhibit 45-ft-lb energy
absorption and 25-mil lateral expansion at 70 F. Therefore, the bolts from
heat 35674 meet the past ASME Code and can be shown to meet the present one.
An exemption from the explicit demands of Paragraph IV.A.3 is~ justified.

Paragraph IV.B requires that reactor vessel beltline materials have a minimum
CVN upper-shelf energy of 75 ft-lb in accordance with Paragraph NB 2322.2 of
the ASME Code. This paragraph of the ASME Code requires that beltline forging
and plate materials be tested using specimens oriented in the transverse direc-
tions. The applicant has determined the upper-shelf energy absorption for
Unit 1 reactor vessel beltline forgings with specimens oriented longitudinally
and for Unit 2 reactor vessel beltline plates with specimens oriented trans-
versely. All reactor vessel beltline weld metals have been tested at a high
enough temperature to determine that the weld metals' upper-shelf energy absorp-
tion is greater than 75 ft-lb except for weld metal P710 in Unit 1. Weld metal
P710 was CVN impact tested at 10 F, which was in accordance with the ASME Code
requirements that were in effect at the time Unit 1 was fabricated.
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; The applicant has provided a complete CVN impact transition temperature curve
from a weld that was fabricated using the same weld wire type, flux type, and

i heat treated to an equivalent metallurgical condition as the P710 weld material.
The staff considers that these data are representative of the P710 weld metal.>

These data indicate that had the P710 weld metal baen tested at temperatures
greater than 10' F, it would have had a minimum CVN upper-shelf energy absorp-;

tion greater than 75 ft-lb.i

The app,Icant compensated for the effect of specimen orientation on tire CVN
upper-shelf energy of the Unit 1 forged beltline materials in accordance with4

the estimation method presented in Paragraph 1.2 of BTP MTEB 5-2, " Fracture-
Toughness Requirements." Paragraph 1.2 of BTP MTEB 5-2 indicates that the CVN

,

1 upper-shelf energy from transversely oriented specimens may be estimated as 65%
; of that from longitudinally oriented specimens. This estimation method complies

with SRP Section 5.3.2 (NUREG-080Gj. Because the applicant has compensated for
the effect of specimen orientation in accordance with SRP Section 5.3.2, an
exemption for Unit 1 to the requirements of Paragraph IV.B is justified.

Compliance With Appendix H, 10 CFR 50

The materials surveillance program at Catawba will be used to monitor changes
in the fracture toughness properties of ferritic materials in the reactor ves-,

sel beltline region resulting from exposure to neutron irradiation and the
thermal environment. Under the Catawba surveillance program, fracture tough-

: ness data will be obtained from material specimens that are representative of
the limiting base metal, weld metal, and heat affected zone materials in the
beltline region. These data _will permit the determination of the conditions
under which the vessel can be operated with adequate margins of safety against
fracture throughout its service life.i

The fracture toughness properties of reactor vessel beltline materials must be
monitored throughout the service life of Catawba by a materials surveillance

: program that meets the requirements of American Society for Testing and Mate-
I rials (ASTM) Std E 185-73, " Standard Recommended Practice for Surveillance

Tests for Nuclear Reactor Vessels," and Appendix H of 10 CFR 50.

The staff has evaluated the applicant's information for degree of compliance to,

! these requirements. On the basis of its evaluation, the staff concludes that
the applicant has met all the requirements of Appendix H, 10 CFR 50, with the

|- exception of Paragraph II.C.3. Paragraph II.C.3 requires that the basis for the
' surveillance capsule withdrawal schedule be the adjusted reference temperature

at the end of the service life of the reactor vessel. The applicant has indi-
cated in Paragraph 5.3.1.6 of the Catawba FSAR that there will be six surveil-
lance capsules in the reactor vessel surveillance program. The applicant has
indicated that the withdrawal schedule for each capsule will be in accordance
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix H, requirements and will be included in the Technical
Specifications. When the Technical Specifications are issued, the staff will

[
confirm that the applicant has complied with the requirements of Appendix H,
10 CFR 50.'

Conclusions for Compliance With Appendices G and H, 10 CFR 50

On the basis of its evaluation of compliance with Appendices G and H, 10 CFR 50,
I the staff concludes that the applicant has met all the fracture toughness
i

l
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r;quirements of these appendices with the exception of Paragraphs III.B.1,
! III.B.4,-III.C.1, IV.A.1, IV.A.3, and IV.B of Appendix G and Paragraph II.C.3'
| of Appendix H. However, the-applicant has proposed alternate methods to demon-
'

. strate compliance with the requirements of Appendix G. The staff evaluated
i th;se methods found that the safety margins required by Appendix G have been
j achieved.'

Th2 applicant'has indicated that he will report the withdrawal schedule for
Catawba in the Technical Specifications. The staff will confirm that these
units comply with the requirements of Paragraph II.C.3 of Appendix H when it,

.rsviews the applicant's Technical Specifications.!

j

On the basis of the foregoing,' pursuant to 10 CFR 50.12, exemptions from the
specific requirements of Appendices G and H of 10 CFR 50,-as discussed above,
tre authorized by law, can be granted without endangering life or property or
the common defense and security and are otherwise in the public interest. -The
staff concludes that the public is served by not imposing certain provisions of
Appendices G and H of 10 CFR 50 that have been determined to be either impract-
.ical~ or would result in hardship or unusual difficulties without a compensating
increase in the level of quality and safety.;

Furthermore, the staff has determined that the granting of these exemptions
does not authorize a change in effluent types or total amounts or an increase
in power level and will not result in any significant environmental impact.
Tha staff has concluded that these exemptions would be insignificant from the*

standpoint ~of environmental impact and, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.5(d)(4), an envi-
! ronmental impact statement or negative declaration and environmental appraisal
! nied not be granted in connection with this action.
J

-Appendix G, " Protection Against Nonductile Failure," Section III of the ASME
Code will ~ be used, together with the fracture toughness test results required
by Appendices G and H, 10 CFR 50, to calculate the reactor coolant pressure
b:undary pressure-temperature limitations for Catawba.

The fracture toughness tests required by the ASME Code and Appendix G of
10 CFR 50 will provide reasonable assurance that adequate safety margins against
the possibility of nonductile behavior or rapidly propagating fracture can be
established for all pressure-retaining components of the reactor coolant bound-*

ary. The use of Appendix G of Section III of the ASME Code as a guide in estab-
lishing safe operating procedures and the use of the results of the fracture
toughness tests performed in accordance with the ASME Code and NRC regulations
will provide adequate safety margins during operating, testing, maintenance,
and testing conditions. Compliance with these Code provisions and NRC regula-
tions constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfying the fracture toughness
requirements of GOC 31.

,

1

Th3 materials surveillance program, required by Appendix H, 10 CFR 50, will
provide information on material properties and the effects of irradiation on
material properties so that changes in fracture toughness of material in the'

Catawba reactor vessel beltlines can be properly assessed, and adequate safety
margins against the possibility of vessel failure can be provided.

Compliance with ASTM Std E 185-73 and Appendix H, 10 CFR 50 assures that the
surveillance program constitutes an acceptable basis for monitoring radiation '

!
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induced changes in the fracture toughness of the reactor vessel material and
satisfies the materials surveillance requirements of.GDC 31 and 32.

5.3.1.3 Pressurized Thermal Shock

Pressurized thermal shock (PTS), as a consequence of certain postulated. accident
scenarios, is of concern primarily for vessels that have experienced significant
degradation of material properties because of irradiation damage in the belt-
line region during operation. The staff's Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-49
will address this issue for all PWR facilities; but, intially, it is concerned
primarily with operating facilities. The rate of degradation of material prop-
erties is related to the concentration of trace elements in the vessel materials,

especially copper, nickel, and phosphorus. The phenomenon of radiation damage
versus accumulated fluence is accounted for in RG 1.99, which is used by the
staff to conservatively predict material property degradation until sufficient
data from irradiation specimens are accumulated for a particular vessel.

The Catawba Units 1 and 2 reactor vessels have a predicted end-of-life (EOL)
reference temperature, RTNDT, at the inside wall of 110* F and 109 F, respec-

tively. This was calculated for the limiting material in the reactor vessel
beltline. For Unit 1, the limiting material is the intermediate shell forging
411343, which had 0.08% copper, 0.004% phosphorus, 0.89% nickel, and an initial
RT f 52* F. For Unit 2, the limiting material is the intermediate shell

NDT
plate B-8605-1, which had 0.09% copper, 0.011% phosphorus, 0.63% nickel,.and an
initial RT f 15 F. The E0L fluence at the inside wall is predicted to be

NDT

2.1 x 1019 n/cm2 (E > 1 MeV). RG 1.99, Rev. I was used to estimate the adjust-
ment of reference temperatures; hence, the values of 110 F and 109 F end-of-
life RT are believed to be conservative. The staff believes that the Catawba

NDT
Units 1 and 2 reactor vessels will not be jeopardized by pressurized thermal
shock for 32 effective full power years because of the relatively low end-of-
life RTNDT (110 F and 109 F). However, the staff is continuing to study this
issue as USI A-49 and, if necessary, the staff may re-evaluate this conclusion
within the next few years. Further discussion of this subject is provided in
Appendix C (USI A-49) of this SER.

5.3.2 Pressure-Temperature Limits

The staff with the assistance of EG&G Idaho, Inc., at the Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory, has 'aviewed the applicant's pressure-temperature limits
for operation of the reactor vessel. The acceptance criteria and list of
references that are the basis for this evaluation are set forth in SRP Sec-
tion 5.3.2 (NUREG-0800). A discussion of this review follows.

Appendix G, " Fracture Toughness Requirements," and Appendix H, " Reactor Vessel
Material Surveillance Program Requirements," 10 CFR 50, describe the conditions
that require pressure-temperature limits for the reactor coolant pressure bound-
ary and provide the general bases for these limits. These appendices specifi-
cally require that pressure-temperature limits must provide safety margins for
the reactor coolant pressure boundary at least as great as the safety margins
recommended in the ASME Code, Section III, Appendix G, " Protection Against
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I

Nonductile' Failure." AppendixiG, 10 CFR 50, requires additional safety margins
.whenever' the reactor core is critical, except- for low-level: physics _ tests.

The.following pressure-temperature. limits imposed on the reactor coolant pres-
1sure boundary during operation and testing are reviewed.to ensure that they
-provide adequate safety. margins against nonductile behavior or rapidly'propagat-4

|~ 'ing failure of ferritic components as-required by GDC 31:
.

-(1) !preservice hydrostatic tests
-(2) rinservice leak and hydrostatic tests ~

4 ~(3) -heatup and cooldown operations ,

j. |(4) core operation

,
The applicant has' presented (Figure 0440.8-1, Rev. 6) heatup-and cooldown curves

j for 16 effective full power years (EFPYs). The staff has evaluated the curves
and found them acceptable for 16 EFPYs. After 16 EFPYs, the applicant must sub-t

Qit new pressure-temperature cuives. The staff will evaluate them at that time
'

to determine if they conform to the requirements of Appendix G, 10 CFR 50.

The pressure-temperature limits to-be-imposed on the reactor coolant system for
all operating and testing conditions to ensure adequate safety margins against *

nonductile or rapidly propagating failu_re must be in conformance with estab-
.lished criteria, codes,_and standards to be acceptable to the staff. The use
of operating limits based on these criteria, as defined by applicable regula-
tions, codes, and standards, will provide reasonable assurance that nonductile
or rapidly propagating failure will not occur and will constitute an acceptable

,

i basis for satisfying the applicable requirements of GDC 31.
,

5.3.3 Reactor Vessel Integrity,

1

| The staff with the assistance of EG&G Idaho, Inc., at the' Idaho National Engi-
neering Laboratory, has reviewed the fracture toughness of ferritic reactor ves-t

sel and reactor coolant pressure boundary materials, the pressure-temperature
; limits for operation of the reactor vessels, and the materials surveillance

program for the reactor vessel beltline. The acceptance criteria and references
| ~ that are the basis for the evaluation are set forth in Paragraphs II.1, II.6,
i and 11.7 (Appendices G and H, 10 CFR 50) of SRP Section 5.3.3 (NUREG-0800). A

| discussion of this review follows.
t
! Although most areas are reviewed. separately in accordance with other review
I plans,' reactor vessel integrity is of such importance that a summary review of

all factors related to reactor vessel integrity is warranted. The staff has*

reviewed the information in each area to ensure that it is complete and that no
inconsistencies exist that would reduce the certainty of vessel integrity. The

.

areas reviewed are

| (1) design (SER Section 5.3.1)
|~ (2) materials of construction (SER Section 5.3.1)
; (3) fabrication methods (SER Section 5.3.1)
1 (4) operating conditions (SER Section 5.3.2)

The staff has reviewed the above factors contributing to the structural integ-
i rity of the reactor vessel and concludes that the applicant has complied with

Appendices G and H, 10 CFR 50, except for Paragraphs III.B.1, III.B.4, III.C.1,'

IV.A.1, IV.A.3,_and IV.B of Appendix G and Paragraph II.C.3 of Appendix H.'
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Paragraph III.B.1, Appendix G, requires that the location and orientation of
CVN impact test specimens comply with the requirements of Paragraph NB-2322 of
the ASME Code. Although Unit 1 reactor vessel forging and plate materials do
not comply with the orientation requirements of the Summer 1972 Addenda of the
1971 ASME Code, the applicant has used an estimation method for determining the
material properties that is in accordance with SRP Section 5.3.2. Therefore,
the staff has concluded that an exemption for Unit 1 reactor vessel material to
Paragraph III.B.1, Appendix G, is justified.

Paragraph III.B.4, Appendix G, requires the applicant to qualify the personnel
performing the CVN impact testing according to written procedures. Although
the personnel were not qualified by written procedures, the individuals con-
ducting the CVN impact tests were qualified by on-the-job training and past
experience that the staff concludes are adequate and sufficient to justify an
exemption to Paragraph III.B.4 of Appendix G.

Paragraph III.C.1, Appendix G, requires that the CVN impact test for beltline
materials be conducted over an appropriate temperature to define the upper-shelf
energy and that the test specimen orientation comply with the requirements of
Paragraph NB-2322 of the ASME Code. Although all Unit 1 reactor vessel belt-
line materials do not comply with this requirement, sufficient alternate CVN
impact test data are available to ensure that the reactor vessel materials meet
the safety margins of Appendix G, 10 CFR 50. Therefore, the staff has concluded
that an exemption to Paragraph III.C.1 for Unit 1 reactor vessel beltline mate-
rials is justified.

Paragraph IV.A.1 of Appendix G requires that a reference temperature, RTNDT' D'
determined according to Paragraph NB-2330 of the ASME Code for each ferritic
material in the reactor coolant pressure boundary. Although the applicant did
not determine the RT according to Paragraph NB-2330 of the ASME Code for each

NDT
ferritic material, the critical RT f r operating maintenance and testing conNDT

ditions has been determined based on additional informatici available in the
literature and auditional data supplied by the applicani. Therefore, the staff
has concluded that an exemption for Catawba to Paragra;;h IV. A.1 of Appendix G
is justified.

Paragraph IV.B, Appendix G, requires that the reactor vessel beltline materials
have a minimum upper-shelf CVN energy of 75 ft-lb and that the test be performed
in accordance with the orientation requirements of Paragraph NB-2322.2 of the
ASME Code. Although Unit I reactor vessel beltline materials do not comply with
these requirements, sufficient alternate CVN impact test data are available to
ensure that the reactor vessel materials meet the safety margins of Appendix G,
10 CFR 50. Therefore, the staff has concluded that an exemption to Paragraph IV.B
for Unit 1 reactor vessel beltline materials is justified.

Paragraph II.C.3, Appendix H, requires that the basis for the surveillance cap-
sule withdrawal schedule be the adjusted reference temperature at the end of
service life of the reactor vessel. The applicant has not indicated the with-
drawal schedule for the surveillance capsules but has indicated that they will
be in accordance with the requirements of Appendix it,10 CFR 50, and will be
included in the applicant's Technical Specifications. When the Technical Speci-
fications are issued, the staff *ill confirm that the applicant has complied
with the requirements of Paragra; h II.C.'3, Appendix H.
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The staff has reviewed all factors contributing to the structural integrity of
the reactor vessel and concludes there are no special considerations that make -

it necessary to consider potential reactor vessel failure for Catawba.

5.4 Component and Subsystem Design

5.4.1 Reactor Coolant Pumps

5.4.1.1 Pump Flywheel Integrity

The staff with the assistance of EG&G, Inc., at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory, has reviewed the application's pump flywheel design, materit1
selection, fracture toughness, preservice and inservice inspection program, and
overspeed test procedure. The acceptance criteria and references that are the
basis for this evaluation are set forth in SRP Section 5.4.1.1 (NUREG-0800). A

discussion of this review follows.

GDC 4 requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and components
important to safety be protected against the effects of missiles that might
result from equipment failures. Because flywheels have large masses and rotate
at speeds of approximately 1,200 rpm during normal operation, a loss of flywheel
integrity could result in high-energy missiles and excessive vibration of the
RCP assembly. The safety consequences could be significant because of possible
damage to the reactor coolant system, the containment, or the engineered safety
features. Adequate margins of safety and protection against the potential for
damage from flywheel missiles can be achieved by the ase of suitable material,
adequate design, and inspection.

According to FSAR Section 5.4.1.5.2.1, the material used to manufacture the
pump flywheels is SA-533 Grade B, Class 1, steel plate. The applicant further
states that the nil-ductility transition temperature (NDTT) of the flywheel
.naterial is no higher than 10 F and that the Charpy upper-shelf energy level
in the " weak" direction is no less than 50 ft-lb at 70 F.

Paragraph C.1.c(2) of Safety Guide 14 requires that the adjusted fracture
energy, as read from the adjusted CVN curve at normal operating temperatures
of the flywheel, be demonstrated to be equivalent to a K1c (dynamic) value of
at least 100 ksi in.b by using appropriate correlation of data. The staff
analysis indicates that the normal operating temperature of the flywheel mate-
rial must be greater than 100 F above the RT to ensure the material has a

NDT

1c (dynamic) vclue of at least 100 ksi in.b The applicant has indicated thatK

the RT of the flywheels is at least 100 F less than their normal operating
NDT

temperature. Therefore, the applicant satisfies Paragraph C.1.c(2) of Safety
Guide 14 for Catawba.

The pump flywheels are designed to the requirements of Paragraph C.2 of Safety
Guide 14 and the flywheel assembly are given a preoperational test at the design
overspeed of the flywheel.

The Technical Specification for inservice inspection and testing of the pump
flywheel has been submitted by the applicant for Catawba. The staff finds that
it complies with Paragraph C.4 of Safety Guide 14 dated October 27, 1971.
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Based on the data provided by the applicant, the staff concludes that Catawba
Units 1 and 2 possess a margin of safety against flywheel missiles equivalent
to that recommended in Safety Guide 14. Compliance with Safety Guide 14 will
provide a basis acceptable to the staff for satisfying the requirements of
GDC 4.

5.4.2 Steam Generators

5.4.2.1 Steam Generator Materials

Fracture toughness of the components of ferritic steels is covered in Section
.5.3.1.2 of this SER.

The staff concludes that th steam generator materials specified are acceptable
and meet the requirements of GDC 1, 14, and 15 and Appendix B to 10 CFR 50.
This conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the requirement of GDC 1 with respect to codes and
standards by ensuring that the materials selected for use in Class 1 and
Class 2 components were selected, fabricated, and inspected in confcrmance
with codes, standards, and specifications acceptable to the staff. Welding
qualification, fabrication, and inspection during manufacture and assembly
of the steam generator were done in conformance with the requirements of
Sections III and IX of the ASME Code.

(2) The requirements of GDC 14 and 15 have been met to ensure that the reactor
coolant boundary and associated auxiliary systems have been designed, fab- {ricated, erected, and tested so as to have an extremely low probability of
abnormal leakage, of rapid failure, and of gross rupture during normal
operation and anticipated operational occurrences.

The primary side of the steam generator was designed and fabricated to
comply with ASME Class 1 criteria as required by the staff. The secondary-
side pressure boundary parts of the steam generator were designed, manu-
factured, and tested to ASME Class 1 criteria although the staff-required
classification is ASME Class 2.

The crevice between the tube sheet and the inserted tube will be minimal
because the tube was expanded to the full depth of insertion of the tube
in the tube sheet. The tube expansion and subsequent positive contact
pressure between the tube and the tube sheet will preclude a buildup of
impurities from forming in the crevice region and reduce the probability
of crevice boiling.

The tube support plates in Catawba Unit 2 will be manufactured from fer-
ritic stainless steel material, which has been shown in laboratory tests
to be corrosion resistant to the operating environment. The tube support
plates will be designed and manufactured with broached holes rather than
drilled holes. The broached-hole design promotes high velocity flow along
the tube, sweeping impurities away from the support plate locations.

(3) The requirements of Appendix B of 10 CFR 50 have been met because the
onsite cleaning and cleanlinesss controls during fabrication conform to
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the recommendations of RG 1.37. The controls placed on the secondary
coolant chemistry are in agreement with staff technical positions.

i .(4) Reasonable assurance of the satisfactory performance of steam generator
i tubing and other generator materials is provided by (a) the design provi-

sions and the manufacturing requirements of the ASME Code, (b) rigorous
seco..Ary water monitoring and control, and (c) the limiting of condenser
inleakzge. The controls described above, combined with conformance with
applicable codes, standards, staff positions, and regulatory guides, con-
stitute an acceptable basis for meeting the requirements of GDC 1, 14,
and 15 and Appendix B, 10 CFR 50.

5.4.2.2 Steam Generator Tube Inservice Inspection

5.4.2.2.1 Compliance With the Standard Review Plan

i The July 1981 Edition of the SRP (NUREG-0800) includes Section 5.4.2.2, " Steam
Generator Tube Inservice Inspection." The Catawba Units 1 and 2 will be
reviewed in accordance with this section of SRP. The staff is evaluating a
generic issue regarding the potential for tube degradation in Westinghouse
Model D steam generators. Catawba Unit 1 has Model D-3 steam generators and
Unit 2 has the Model D-5 steam generator.

The SRP acceptance criteria recommends that the applicant performs inspections
based on RG 1.83 and the applicable Standard Technical Specifications.

5.4.2.2.2 Evaluation of the Inspection Program

GDC 32 requires, in part, that components that are part of the RCPB be designed
to permit periodic ins;::ci,ien and testing of important areas and features to
assess their structural and leak-tight integrity. The steam generators at
Catawba Units 1 and 2 have teen designed to meet the ASME " Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code" requirements. Provisions also have been made to permit inservice
inspection of the Class 1 and Class 2 components, including individual steam
generator tubes. The design aspects that provide access for inspection and the
proposed inspection program must follow the recommendations of RG 1.83, Rev. 1,
and NUREG-0452, Rev. 2, and the requirements of ASME Code Section XI, with
respect to the inspection methods to be used, provisions for a bcseline inspec-
tion, selection and sampling of tubes, inspection intervals, and actions to be
taken in the event that defects are identified.

Recently, a generic problem concerning the potential for tube degradation caused
by flow-induced vibration in the preheater section of Westinghouse Model D steam
generators has been identified in domestic and nondomestic plants. The staff is
rronitoring developments closely at the McGuire Unit 1 and V.C. Summer facilities--
tne only operating domestic plants with Model D steam generators--and at other
foreign plants to evaluate its impact on the other domestic plants with similar
steam generator designs. The Catawba and McGuire Nuclear Power Stations both
have Westinghouse Model-D steam generators. However, McGuire Unit 1 has the
Model D-2 and McGuire Unit 2 has the Model D-3. Catawba Unit 1 has the Model D-3
and Unit 2 has the Model D-5. Both the Model D-2 and D-3 are similar in design
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,

and~are being evaluated together by the'NRC. staff. ~Because of a different ar-
rangement in the internal baffling plate, the Model D-5 has a different flow

. pattern for the main feedwater flow than.the-Model D-2 or D-3. Westinghouse
' expects that some modification will~be required for all three models of steam

' generators.

.The Duke Power Company has scheduled to perform a-modification of the McGuire-

Unit.1 steam generators during the spring of 1983. A similar modification is
expected to be performed at McGuire. Unit 2 before startup during 1983. On the4

-basis of a construction completion schedule for Catawba Unit 1 of May 1984,
the NRC staff expects that a modification'of the steam generators will be per-

F fermed before station startup. The NRC staff also expects that modifications, if
.

.necessary, will be performed on the. Catawba Unit 2 steam generators before startup.,

! The staff will address this issue in a supplement to this SER.

5.4.2.2.3 Conclusions

;- Conformance with RG 1.83, NUREG-0452, and the inspection' requirements of.ASME'
Code Section XI constitutes an acceptable basis for meeting, in part, the re-
quirements of GDC 32. Because the staff has not completed its evaluation of.
.the recently identified flow-induced tube vibration problem in the Westinghouse
Model D steam generators,. final conclusions regarding the Catawba steam genera-
tor tube inservice inspection will be. documented in supplement to this SER.

i 5.4.3'. Pressurizer Relief Tank (Pressurizer Relief Discharge System)

The pressurizer relief discharge system was reviewed in accordance with SRP
4 Section 5.4.11 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the. areas listed in
i the " Areas of Review" portions of the SRP se: tion was perforn.ed according to '

; the guidelines provided in the " Review Procecares" portion of the SRP section.
; Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for concluding that

the pressurizer relief discharge system satisfied the applicable regulations
of 10 CFR 50.

i

The pressurizer relief. discharge system consists of the pressurizer relief
tank, the discharge piping from the pressurizer relief and safety valves, the
relief tank internal spray header, the tank nitrogen supply, the vent to con-

; tainment, and the drain to the liquid radwaste or boron recycle system. The
: system is nonsafety related (Quality Group D, nonseismic) and is not part of

the-RCPB, since all of its components are downstream of the RCS safety and'

relief valves. Therefore, its failure would not affect.the integrity of the'

RCPB.
:

: The pressurizer relief tank is sized to absorb the energy content of 110% of
the full power pressurizer steam volume through the primary relief and safety

; valves. Other systems that discharge through the relief valves to the pres-
surizer relief tank are from the RHRS and from the chemical and volume control
system (CVCS). Releases from these sources'are less than the design-basis

!- release from the pressurizer. The internal spray and bottom drain on the pres-
surizer relief tank are used to cool the water within the tank. A nitrogen

,

blanket also is provided in the tank to permit expansion of the steam entering
and to control the tank internal atmosphere. If a discharge exceeding the design

,

basis should occur, the rupture discs on the tank would pass the discharge through
the tank to the containment.j

|
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-The contents of the tan'k can be drained to the waste holdup tank in the liquid~

radwaste system or the recycle holdup tank in the boron recycle system through
the reactor coolant drain tank pumps. The rupture discs on the pressurizer
relief tank have a capacity equal to, or greater than, the combined capacity
of the pressurizer safety valves. -The tank and the rupture disc holders are
designed for full vacuum to prevent collapse if the contents cool following a
discharge without nitrogen being added. The pressurizer relief.. tank is pro-

| vided with instrumentation to indicate pressure and temperature and with alarms
' for high or low pressure and temperature.

The tank is . separated from safety-related equipment so that its failure would
i

not compromise the capability to safely shut down the plant and, further, pos-
| sible rupture disc fragments do not present a missile hazard when the disc.
~ ruptures. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 and the guidelines of RG 1.29,

Position C.2, are satisfied.

Based on its. review, the staff concludes that the pressurizer relief' discharge
system meets the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 with respect to the need for pro-
tection against natural phenomena and internal missile protection as its failure
does not affect safety system functions. It meets the guidelines of RG 1.29,
Position C.2, concerning its seismic classification and is, therefore, accept-,

able. The pressurizer relief discharge system meets the acceptance criteria
of SRP Section 5.4.11.

5.4.4 Residual Heat Removal System

j- The RHRS for Catawba Units 1 and 2 has been reviewed in accordance with SRP Sec-
{' tion 5.4.7-(NUREG-0800). Conformance with the acceptance criteria, except as
' noted below, formed the basis for concluding that the design of the facility for

RHR is acceptable.
,

*
;

The RHRS is designed to remove heat from the reactor coolant system after
the system temperature and pressure have been reduced to approximately 350*F
and 425 psig, respectively. The RHRS is capable of reducing the RCS to

,

: the cold shutdown temperature and maintaining this temperature until the sta-
' tion is started up again.
1

The RHR system operates in the following modes:
i

j (1) Emergency Core Coolina System (ECCS), Injection Mode

This mode functions in conjunction with the high-head portion of the ECCS
;

to provide injection of borated water from the refueling water storage
! tank (RWST) into the RCS cold legs during the injection phase following

a LOCA.

(2) ECCS, Recirculation Mode

This mode provides long-term cooling during the recirculation phase follow-
ing a LOCA. This func' tion is accomplished by aligning the RHRS to take
fluid from the containment sump, cool it by circulation through the RHR,

'

heat exchangers, and supply it to the cold legs of RCS. During this mode
of operation, the RHRS discharge flow also is connected to the suctions of

,
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i

the safety injection pumps and charging pumps to provide water supplies-for2'

high-head' recirculation. Flow pathsnalso are available for hot-leg injec :
tion during.the long-term recirculation mode to prevent: boron' precipitation-
in.the reactor: core.

. All ECCS equipment'(including the;RHR systems) is designed and qualified'
to. perform its. safety function for at'least 1 year following the design-
basis: accident without any periodic maintenance. The design of the two

4 - independent trains-~ allows maintenance to be performed on any part of'the-
system,-if necessary, during long-term operation. The design and qualifica-!

tion of auxiliary systems needed for long-term ECCS (including RHRS) opera--,
'

tion is reviewed as part of Section-9'of this SER. '

'

s

(3) ' Refueling

i -This mode is used to transfer refueling water between the refueling cavi_ty
and the RWST at the.beginning and end of the refueling operations.,

(4) Cold Shutdown
.:

This mode removes RCS decay heat and maintains cold shutdown conditions.'

.

'(5) Startup

'
This mode is connected to the CVCS via the low pressure letdown line to

i control reactor coolant pressure.

f Design data for the RHR system are as follows:

(1) pressure - 600 psig
(2) temperature - 400 F
(3) pump capacity - 3,000 gpm

. (4) number of independent trains - two-

| The-RCS cooldown time with one RHR train available from initial conditions of'

425 psig and 350 to 200 F is less than 24.4 hours. The two RHR trains are
| independent in action and powered by separate power supplies to provide
; redundancy.

5.4.4.1 Functional Requirements

As required by SRP Section 5.4.7, the RHRS for Catawba must meet GDC 1 through
5. GDC 1 through 4 regarding quality standards and records, design bases for

: protection against natural phenomena, fire protection, and environmental and
; . missile design bases are covered in Sections 3, 5, and 9. GDC 5 is met for the

Catawba RHR systems because components are not shared between units.
,

Redundancy in the RHRS is provided by two trains for each unit. Leak detection
for the RHRS is discussed in Section 5.2.5 of this SE2. Isolation valve redund-
ancy is discussed in FSAR Section 5.4.4.2. The staff has reviewed the descrip-
tion of the residual heat removal system and the piping and instrumentation dia-

,

! grams to verify that the system can be operated with or without offsite power
and assuming a single failure. The two residual heat removal pumps are connected
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to separate buses which can be powered by separate diesel generators in the event
of loss of offsite power.

SRP Section 5.4.7 requires that the RHR system must be operable from the control
room in accordance with GDC 19. Limited manual actions are permitted outside
the control room, assuming a single failure, if justified. The Catawba RHR

|
; system is designed to be fully operable from the control room. To ensure emer-

gency core cooling system readiness and to protect RHR pumps, valve positions
and pump running status indications are provided in the control room.

In a normal cooldown, power to safety injection pumps is locked out when RCS
pressure is below 1,000 psig. This is to prevent inadvertent operation of the
safety injection (SI) pumps, which could overpressurize the RHRS when SI pump
capacity is large than RHR relief capacity.

To meet the guidelines of BTP RSB 5-1 of SRP Section 5.4.7, the staff has asked
the applicant to show that cold shutdown can be achieved from the control room
by using only safety grade equipment with limited operator action outside the
control room, if suitably justified, to correct a single failure. Consequently,
if power is to be locked out of the RHR suction isolation valves in order to
satisfy the requirements of the fire protection review, or any other review,

'the power to these valves has to be restorable from the control room.

To meet the above cold shutdown position the applicant is required to provide
safety grade means to circulate, cool, and depressurize the RCS to the RHR
e try conditions. These functions may be achieved through the use of. safety-
giade PORVs and/or safety grade high pressure auxiliary sprays, and safety-
grade steam generator PORVs. This equipment is not safety grade at the Catawba
facility. The staff will report its evaluation concerning this issue in a
supplement to this SER.

5.4.4.2 RHR System Isolation Requirements

The valve arrangement for the RHR system is designed to provide adequate pro-
tection to the RHR system when the RCS is at high pressure operation.

(1) There are two separate and redundant motor-operated isolation valves
between each RHR pump suction and the RCS hot legs. These valves are
separately and independently interlocked to prevent valve opening until
the RCS pressure falls to below 425 psig. If the valves are open, they

are separately and independently interlocked to close when the RCS pres-
sure rises abave 600 psig. One MOV in each suction line is powered from
power train A, the other two MOVs are powered from power train B. That
is, the loss of one power train will prevent opening of both suction lines
and establishing normal shutdown cooling. Should this single failure,
i.e., loss of a power train, develop RCS cooling through the steam system
can be resumed until power is regained to the failed power train or until
manual action is taken. Further discussion of this valve configuration is
addressed in Section 7.4 of this SER.

(2) There are two check valve and an open MOV on each RHR discharge line. The
two check valves protect the system from the RCS pressure during operation.
The applicant has provided design features to permit separate leak testing
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.of each check valve during plant operation to fulfill the staff require-
ments for high/ low pressure isolation with two check valves. :This testing

.is-further addressed in Section 3'.9.6.
~

5.4.4.3. RHR Pressure Relief, Requirements

.0verpressure protection'of the RHRS is provided-by four relief valves, one on-
~

each of the suction _and discharge lines. Each suction.line relief valve has a
capacity ~of-900 gpm at 450 psig, which is' sufficient to discharge the flow from
both charging-pumps-at the relief valve set point. iEach discharge line from
the RHRS to the RCS.is equipped with a pressure relief valve to relieve.the

Jaaximum possible back-leakage through the' valves separating the RHRS from the
-RCS. Each valve has a relief flow capacity of 20 gpm at a set pressure of -
600 psig. The fluid _ discharged by_the suction side relief. valves-is collected
in-the pressurizer relief tank. The fluid discharged by the discharge side-
relief valves is collected in the recycle holdup tank.

.The applicant will provid'e a reverse check valve in parallel with the inner RHR
suction isolation valve to provide protection against pressure increases result-
ing from heating water trapped between the two isolation valves. The applicant
has been required to ensure that these two check valves (one on each train)
either be spring loaded to remain seated or ensure their being properly seated
by any other means. In a letter from H. Tucker (Duke), to H. Denton (NRC),
dated January 11, 1983, the applicant confirmed that the reverse check valves-
discussed above will be.of the spring loaded type. This ensures that their
discs will be seated, therefore, they will act as a pressure barrier. The staff-
finds this design provision acceptable.

5.4.4.4 RHR Pump Protection

Each of the RHR pumps has a miniflow bypass line to prevent overheating and
ensure flow to the pump suction. A valve in the line is controlled by. flow
sensors in the pump discharge header. Pressure sensors in the discharge header
provide pressure indication in the control room. The applicant stated that
each RHR ' train has a low-flow alarm that will alert the operator to RHR flow
degradation. In a letter from H. Tucker to H. Denton dated Deceraber 10, 1982,
the' applicant described the low-flow alarm and stated that the alarm set point
will be 500 gpm. The staff finds this design feature acceptable.

5.4.4.5 Tests, Operational Procedures, and Support Systems

The plant preoperational and startup test program provides for demonstrating
the operation of the RHRS in conformance with RG 1.68, as specified in SRP
Section 5.3.7, Subsection 111.12.

The staff has reviewed the component cooling water system to ensure that suf-
ficient cooling capability is available to the RHA system heat exchanger. The

' . acceptability of this cooling capacity and its conformance to GDC 44, 45, and
46 are discussed in Section 9.2.2 of this SER.

The applicant states that the system is housed within a structure that is
designed to withstand tornadoes, floods, and seismic phenomena. This area is
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addressed further in Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.4.2, 3.5.3, 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and
3.7.3 of this SER.

All RHR lines, including instrument lines, have containment isolation features;
thus, the requirements of GDC 56 and 57 and RG 1.11 are satisfied, as discussed
in Section 6.2.4 of this SER.

Section 11.7 of this SER discusses the applicant's compliance with the require-
ments of Task Action Plan Item III.D.1.1 of NUREG-0737 as it relates to primary
coolant sources outside the containment.

5.4.4.6 Conclusions

The RHR function is accomplished in two phases: the initial cooldown phase and
the RHR system operation phase. In the event of loss of offsite power, the

initial phase of cooldown is accomplished by use of the auxiliary feedwater
system and the atmospheric dump valves. This equipment is used to reduce the
RCS temperature and pressure to values that permit operation of the RHR system.
The review of the initial cooldown phase is discu ted in Section 10.4.9 of this
SER. The review of the RHR system operational phase is discussed below. The
RHR system removes core decay heat and provides long-term core cooling following
the initial phase of reactor cooldown. The scope of review of the RHR system
for the Catawba station included piping and instrumentation diagrams, equipment
layout drawings, failure modes and effects analysis, and design performance
specifications for essential components. The review has included the appli-
cant's proposed design criteria and design bases for the RHR system and his
analysis of the adequacy of those criteria and bases and the conformance of the
d: sign to these criteria and bases.

The staff is conducting generic studies of the required reliability and capa-
bility of shutdown heat removal systems under Item II.E.3.2 of NUREG-0660.
Another staff study described in Item II.E.3.3 of NUREG-0660 involves the
desirability and possible requirements for diverse heat removal systems.
Catawba station must comply with the results of the staff's generic review
of these items, as necessary, when completed.

The staff concludes that, except as noted in the previous paragraphs, the
design of the RHR system is acceptable and meets the requirements of GDC 2, 5,
19, and 34. Conformance with GDC 4 with regard to environmental qualifications,
protection against missiles and pipe whip is discussed in Sections 3.5 and 3.6
of this SER. This conclusion is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2 with respect to position
C-2 of RG 1.29 concerning the seismic design of systems, structures, and
components whose failure could cause an unacceptable reduction in the capa-
bilit/ of the RHR system, as discussed in Section 3.2 of this SER.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 5 with respect to sharing of
structure, systems, and components by demonstrating that such sharing does
not significantly impair the ability of the RHR system to peform its safety
function, including an orderly shutdown and cooldown of the remaining unit
in the event of an accident to one unit.
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(3) Except as noted above, the applicant has met the requirements of GDC 19
with respect to the main control room requirements for normal operation
and shutdown and of GDC 34, which specifies requirements for the RHR
system, by meeting the regulatory position in BTP RSB 5-1.

5.4.5 Reactor Coolant System High Point Vents

Section 1.9 of the Catawba FSAR has been reviewed in accordance with the Juiy-
1981 edition of " Standard Review Plan (SRP) for the Review of Safety Analysis
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG-0800.'

The Catawba reactor vessel head vent system consists of a 1-in. line that forks
into two lines. Each line has two water-operated valves in series (250A, 251B,
and 2528, 253A). These valves are Kerofest Y-body globe valves. The.two linesof valves are cross connected. However, the power is removed from the 2528 and
253A valves in the closed position during normal operation so that only one
line of valves may be used for venting, except in the case of power loss from
train A or train B. If power is lost from train A (or B) before the vessel
head venting is required, the valves 250A and 253A (or 2528 and 2518) will
remain closed. However, the operator can restore power to 2528 (or 253A) and
establish a vent path.

Similarly, if power is lost from train A (or B) after the vessel head vents are
opened, and if they are required to close, the valve 250A (or 2518) will remain
open. However, the operator can simply close the redundant isolation valve
251B (or 250A).

These valves have their controls and position indications in the control room.
They receive power from redundant diesel-backed emergency power sources and are
environmentally qualified for postaccident conditions. The vent design provides
for a flow restricting orifice that will limit the flow during venting to less
than the lower limit of a LOCA.

These valves have design provisions to be individually stroke tested during
normal power operation. The piping, valves, components and supports are clas-
sified seismic Category I and safety Class 1 up to and including the second
normally closed valve; safety Class 2 up to and including the flow-restricting
orifice. The Westinghouse Owners Group, of which the applicant is a member,
has prepared " Emergency Response Guidelines (ERGS)" in response to NUREG-P37,
Item I.C.1. Once the ERGS had been approved by the staff, the applicant com-
mitted to use them to develop the Catawba procedures addressing the use and
termination of the RCS vents.

The applicant identifies the pressurizer PORVs as RCS vents according to<

NUREG-0737, II.B.1.

The staff has asked the applicant to show that

(1) The pressurizer vents are appropriately qualified in accordance with SRP
| Section 5.4.12.

|

|
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(2) RCS vent paths to the containment discharge into areas that provide good
mixing with containment air an; are able to withstand steam, water, non-
condensible products, and mixtures of the above.

(3) Displays and controls added to the control room as a result of this
requirement do not increase the potential for operator error. A human--
factors analysis should be performed, taking into consideration

(a) the use of this information by an operator during both normal and
abnormal plant conditions

(b) integration into emergency procedures

(c) integration into operator training

(d) other alarms during an emergency and the need for prioritization of
alarms

,

J

.

)

i

i

.
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6 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

6.1 Engineered Safety Features Materials

Engineered safety. features (ESF) materials were reviewed in accordance with the
Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800, July 1981), on the basis of information con-
.trined in'FSAR Section 6.1.1, 6.1.2, and 6.1.3 as well as responses to requests
for additional information.

6.1.1 Metallic Materials

The' staff concludes the ESF materials specified are acceptable and meet the
requirements of GDC 1, 4, 14, 31, 35, and 41 of Appendix A of 10 CFR 50;
Appendix B of 10 CFR 50; and 10 CFR 50.55a. This conclusion is based on the
following paragraphs:

GDC 1, 4, 14, and 31 and 10 CFR 50.55a have been met with respect to ensuring
quality standards and an extremely low probability of leakage, rapidly propaga-
ting failure, and gross rupture of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB).
This is shown by the controls described in the paragraphs that follow.

The materials given in FSAR Table 6.1.1-1 as typical ESF materials satisfy
Appendix I of Section III of the ASME Code and Parts A, B, and C of Section II
of the. Code.

Components of ferritic steels within the Westinghouse scope of supply met the
fracture toughness testing requirements of the applicable Editions and Addenda
of Section III of the ASME Code. Duke Power Company did not supply ESF com-
ponents fabricated from ferritic steels.

No cold-worked austenitic stainless steels having yield strengths greater than
90,000 psi are used for components of the ESF in accordance with staff positions
stated in SRP Section 5.2.3 (NUREG-0800).

The controls on the use and fabrication of the austenitic stainless steel of
the systems satisfy the recommendations of RGs 1.31 and 1.44, as described in
Section 5.2.3.3 of this SER. Fabrication and heat treatment practices performed
in accordance with these recommendations provide added assurance that the pro-
bability of stress-corrosion cracking during the postulated accident time inter-
val is acceptably low.

Conformance with the codes and regulatory guides and conformance with the staff
position mentioned above constitute an acceptable basis for meeting the require-
ments of GDC 1, 4,14, and 31 and 10 CFR 50.55a, and ensure that ESF systems are
designed, fabricated, and erected to quality standards and that the systems will
perform their functions as required.
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16.1.2 Organic Materials

This~ evaluation is conducted to| verify that' protective coatings applied inside
containment meet the ' testing requirements of American National Standards'

Institute _ (ANSI).Std. N101.2, " Protective Coatings (Paints) for Light Water
Nuclear Reactor Containment' Facilities," and the quality assurance guidelines
of RG 1.54.

Compliance with these requirements provides assurance that the. protective-coat-,

i'gs will not fail under design-basic ~ accident (DBA) condition ~s.and will notn

generate significant quantities of solid debris or combustible gas that could-
-adversely affect the ESF.

The description of organic materials and protective coating systems inside
containment has been reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 6.1.2

-(NUREG-0800).

In FSAR Section 6.1.2.1, the applicant referenced Westinghouse Electric Corpora-
tion's alternative to RG 1.54 for the protective coatings on nuclear steam supply

. system equipment inside containment. This information was documented'in NS-CE-1352 "
! dated February 1, 1977 and was accepted by the NRC staff by letter dated April 27,

1977 from C. J. Heltemes (NRC) to C. Eicheldinger (Westinghouse).

For the balance of plant inside containment, the applicant has committed to use
protective coating systems that meet the testing requirements of ANSI Std'N101.2
(1972) and to conform to the quality assurance guidelines of RG 1.54. The organic

;

materials under DBA conditions are reviewed in Section 6.2.5

The control of combustible gases that potentially can be generated from the
organic materials'and from qualified and unqualified paints is reviewed in Sec-
tion 6.2.5. The consequences of solid debris that potentially can be formed

; from unqualified paints are reviewed in Section 6.2.2.

On the basis of its evaluation,.the staff concludes that the protective coating
systems and their applications are acceptable and meet the requirements of
Appendix B to 10 CFR 50. This conclusion is based'on the applicant having met
the quality assurance requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, since the coat-
ing systems and their applications meet the positions of RG 1.54 and the quality

;

assurance standards of ANSI N101.2. Also, the containment coating systems have
been evaluated as to their suitability to withstand a postulated DBA environ-
ment. The coating systems chosen by the applicant have been qualified under

^

conditions that take into account the postulated DBA conditions.

6.1.3 Postaccident Emergency Cooling Water Chemistry

This review is related to providing and maintaining the proper pH of the con-
tainment sump water and recirculated containment spray water following'a DBA to
reduce the likelihood of stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless
steel.

The applicant wili use borated water with a concentration of 2,100 ppm boron
from the refueling water storage tank during the injection phase of containment
spray. The borated water from the containment spray drains to the sump. The
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ica in the ice condense contains sodium tetraborate equivalent to.a concentra--:
' tion of 2,000 ppe as boron. The melted ice also drains to the containment sump-

and, after mixing, will raise the sump water pH to 7.0 or greater. Mixing is
achieved as the solution is continuously recirculated from the sump to the con-

| ;tainment spray nozzles during.the recirculation phase of containment spray.

Th2 postaccident emergency cooling water chemistry has been reviewed in accord-'

tnce with SRP Section 6.1.1-(NUREG-0800).

1 Th2 staff evaluated the pH of the water _(mixture:of refueling water storage
~ tink and ice condenser borated water) in the containment sump. The staff veri-

.

fisd by independent calculations that sufficient sodium tetraborate is avail-
able~to raise the containment sump water pH above the minimum 7.0 level.to re--
duce the probability of stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel
components. The staff will include surveillance requirements.in the Technical
Sp:cifications to verify that sufficient sodium tetraborate is contained'in the. -

ice condenser.

On the basis-of the above evaluation, the staff concludes that the post-accident
- emergency cooling water chemistry meets the minimum pH acceptance criterion of
: SRP Section 6.1.1, the positions of BTP MTEB 6-1, and the requirements of GDC 14

of Appendix A to 10 CCR 50, and is, therefore, acceptable.

! 6.2 Containment Systems-

-Each nuclear unit of the Catawba Nuclear Station will be housed in a dual con-
F .tainment structure. The primary containment vessel will be provided with a

heat removal system, an isolation system, and a combustible gas control system;
tha secondary containment (shield building) will be provided with an annulus
vsntilation system. Most notably, the station will utilize an ice-condenser-
type pressure suppression containment similar to those at McGuire Nuclear Sta-
tion, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, and D.C. Cook Plant, all of which are currently
in operation.

,

;

The staff has reviewed the applicart's design, design criteria, and design bases
for containment systems. The acceptance criteria used as the basis for the staff
evaluation are set forth in certain sections of the SRP (NUREG-0800). Specifically.
the Catawba application was reviewed against SRP Sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3,

j. 6.2.4, 6.2.5, and 6.2.6. These acceptance criteria include the applicable gen-
; eral design criteria, regulatory guides, branch technical positions, and industry
}- codes and standards as specified in the above cited sections of the Standard Re-
. view Plan. The'results of the staff's review are discussed below.-

!

The design of the Catawba station containment is very similar to the containment
design for the McGuire Nuclear Station, which the staff has previously reviewed.
Both plants utilize the dual containment concept with a freestanding steel pri-;
mary containment. Volumes and plant arrangement within the primary containment
are similar. Basic differences between the Catawba and the McGuire Nuclear Sta-
tions are slight and.are limited to the design of the reactor coolant system

; and containment internal structure. Table 6.1 indicates the differences in
principal ;ontainment parameters between the two plants.

,

i 3-The primary reactor containment has a net-free volume of about 1,184,500 ft ,'

which is divided into three major subvolumes: (1) 345,000 fta in the lower
!
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3 in the ice condensercompartment enclosing the reactor system,-(2)~122,500 ft
8compartment enclosing the ice condenser, and (3) 717,000 ft in the upper

compartment.

The basic performance and design evaluation of the ice condenser system has
been the subject of both analysis and experimental programs. These efforts are
described in a report entitled, " Staff Evaluation of. Tests Conducted to Demon-
strate the Functional Adequacy of the Ice Condenser Design," dated April 25,
1974, and provide the basis for the staff's evaluation of the containment func-
tional design.

6.2.1 Containment Functional Design

6.2.1.1 Containment Structure

The containment for each unit of the Catawba Nuclear Station consists of a pri-
mary containment vessel and a shield building. The primary containment vessel
is a freestanding, welded steel structure consisting of a vertical cylinder, a
hemispherical dome, and a concrete base mat with steel membrane. The shield
building is a medium-leakage concrete structure enclosing the containment ves-
sel and is designed to provide for the collection, mixing, holdup, and control-
led release of containment vessel fission product leakage following the onset
of an accident. The interior of the primary containment vessel is divided into
three compartments: (1) a lower compartment, which houses the reactor and re-
actor coolant system; (2) the ice-condenser compartment, which houses the energy-
absorbing ice bed in which steam is condensed; and (3) the upper compartment,.
which accommodates the air displaced from the other two volumes during postulated
loss-of-coolant and steamline break accidents.

The intermediate, or ice-condenser, compartment is an enclosed annular compart-
ment encompassing most of the perimeter of the containment structure. Borated-
flake ice is stored within the ice condenser compartment in 48-ft-lcng cylin-
drical perforated metal baskets. The ice contained in the baskets is provided to
ccndense the steam released in the event of a LOCA or a steamline break accident.

The staff will require the applicant to weigh the ice in a large statistical
sample (approximately 50%) of the 1944 ice baskets in each unit, following their
initial ice loading. The staff will require that this information be used in
statistical analyses to determine (1) the initial distribution of ice in the
ice condenser, (2) the minimum amount of ice loaded into the ice condenser at a
95% level of confidence, and (3) appropriate subdivision of the ice condenser
into. groups of bays to be utilized in the periodic ice weight surveillance pro-
gram. These matters will be resolved in conjunction with the staff's development
of the Technical Specifications.

In an effort to provide the earliest possible indication of the actual sublima-
tion rate for the D. C. Cook Unit 1 ice condenser, its licensee, the American
Electric Power Company, implemented a program to measure periodically the weight
of selected ice baskets in the ice condenser and has weighed a sample of ice
baskets 'on numerous occasions. The results of the ice basket weighing program
have indicated that the average sublimation rate of 2 to 3% per year is signif-
icantly greater than the expected rate of about 0.5% per year, and slightly
greater than the maximum design sublimation rate of 2% per year. The results
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i also have shown that ice sublimation does not occur: uniformly over the cross-
! sectional area of the ice condenser. Baskets adjacent to the crane and contain-
|

ment wall cooling ducts lose ice at a greater rate than baskets located in'the
interior of the ice condenser. Interpretation _of the data from the ice basket'

weighing program has been complicated by the fact.that variations in original:

: ice loading techniques resulted in three distinct groups of ice weights. The
frequent weighing program, conducted at the D. C. Cook ~ facility, has provided

; early identification of the. ice-condenser loss rates and patterns, the opportu-
nity to develop corrective modifications and procedures,.and assurance of the
safety of continued operation of the plant.-

Tha ice weighing program at the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Unit 1 has detected an
even greater rate of ice loss, on the order of 4 to 5% per year. .This_high'<

loss- rate made it necessary, during the first fuel cycle, to reanalyze the DBAs,

i to permit a reduction in the requirement in the plant Technical Specifications
'

for total ice weight.
,

Based on the above discussion of current ice-condenser operating experience,
L the staff will require the applicant to institute a periodic ice basket weigh-

: ing program for each unit at Catawba, similar to the p.rograms being conducted
i at the Sequoyah and McGuire plants. The staff recommends that the applicant

continue to evaluate the equipment and-techniques-available for ice loading to
: achieve an initial ice inventory that is uniformly distributed. The staff will
' pursue-the development of a suitable periodic ice weighing program with the

applicant during the development of Technical Specifications for the operation
of the plant and will include appropriate operating limits to ensure an accept-i

able margin of safety.

During normal _ plant operation, the ice bed is maintained'at about 15* F by a<

'

redundant refrigeration system. Refrigention ducts and insulation on the ice
condenser walls serve to minimize heat losses from the ice. Thirty air handl-
ing units are provided'in the containment, but only 21 of the units are re-
quired to operate at any time to maintain the design temperature of 15* F with-
in the ice bed. In the unlikely event that a complete loss of the refrigera-
tion system occurs, the insulation within the ice condenser is sufficient to

; prevent the ice from melting for a minimum period of 7 days, which allows
j adequate time for safe plant shutdown.
i

1. . Inlet and outlet doors are provided at the top and bottom of the ice condenser
i compartmen, In the event of a LOCA, the lower inlet doors will open as a re-
]. sult of the pressure rise in the lower compartment caused by the release of
4 the reactor coolant to the lower compartment. The differential pressure will

then cause air, entrained water, and steam to flow from the lower compartment
into the ice condenser. The resulting pressure rise, principally caused by the
air mass in the ice condenser, will cause the doors at the top of the ice con-
denser to open and allow the air to flow from the ice condenser into the upper

.

compartment. Steam will be condensed as it contacts the ice contained in the
i ice-condenser compartment and, therefore, will not reach the upper compartment.

Complete steam condensation is ensured because of the ice mass and geometrical
! arrangement of the ice columns. Developmental testing by Westinghouse has con-

firmed this phenomenon. The staff's evaluation of the test programs was com-
L pleted in conjunction with the review of the D. C. Cook plant, and was reported
i in the SER for that plant and in the report, " Staff Evaluation of Tests
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conducted to Demonstrate the Functional Adequacy of the Ice Condenser Design,"
dated April 25, 1974.

An operating deck separates the upper and lower compartments and ensures that
steam and air flow resulting from a LOCA is directed through the ice condenser
to the upper compartment, rather than through uncontrolled bypass paths. Fol-
lowing initial blowdown, approximately 1,690,000 lbs of ice (or 69% of the
initial mass of ice) remain in the ice condenser. Condensation of the steam in
the ice limits the containment pressure to approximately 9.0 psig between the
time reactor blowdown is complete and the time that meltout of the ice bed oc-
curs. Ice meltout is predicted to occur about 58 min after onset of a design-
basis LOCA. Following ice meltout, the rise in the containment pressure as a .

result of the release of decay energy from the core is limited by the contain- )
ment spray system.

The lower compartment is divided into a number of subcompartments formed by
internal equipment, st,actures, and components. The pressure responses within
these subcompartments were analyzed by the applicant using the transient mass
distribution (TMD) computer code developed by Westinghouse. The code is de-
scribed in a nonproprietary Wastinghouse Topical Report (WCAP-8078), " Ice Con-
denser Containment Pressure Transient Analysis Methods." The code provides a
means for computing pressures, temperatures, heat transfer rates, and mass flow
rates as a function of time and location throughout the containment. The staff
reviewed this code during the review of the D. C. Cook plant and found it to be
acceptable for calculating the short-term pressure response in subcompartments.
The pressure response within the subcompartments is different from the overall
pressure response of the containment only during the early blowdown phase of
the accident, that is, up to about 10 sec following the occurrence of the break.

Following the early blowdown phase of the accident, the pressure and tempera-
ture responses of the upper and lower compartments are analyzed with the
Westinghouse LOTIC-1 computer program. This program has been described in
Westinghouse Topical Report (WCAP-8354), "Long Term Ice Condenser Containment
Code - LOTIC Code." The staff has completed a generic review of the LOTIC-1
computer program through the NRC's topical report evaluation program and has
concluded that the LOTIC-1 code is acceptable for the calculation of the long-
term ice-condenser containment response to postulated LOCAs (see NRC letter to
Westinghouse dated May 3, 1978).

Maximum Pressure and Temperature Analysis

The applicant has performed containment analyses for a spectrum of the RCS and
the secondary system pipe ruptures to verify the containment functional design
pressure and temperature and to establish the pressure and temperature conditions
for environmental qualification of safety-related equipment located inside con-
tainment. The containment functional analyses include the assumption of the
most limiting single active failure and the availability or unavailability of
offsite power, depending on which results in the highest containment temperatures
and pressures.

For the design-basis LOCA, the containment spray system is activated after the
completion of blowdown, that is, about 45 sec after onset of the accident.
After about 10 min, the return air fans are started and the containment pres-
sure is reduced to approximately 6.5 psig as air is returned from the upper
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volume to the lower volume. Steam from the reactor coolant system is still
b]ing removed almost entirely by the stored ice at this time. After ice melt-
cut, which occurs about 58 min after onset of the accident, steam from the
r:Ictor coolant system is removed by the containment spray system. The contain-
ment pressure will again peak about 1.5 hours after onset of the accident, at
which time the energy input equals the minimum heat removal capability of the
sprays. The magnitude of this peak pressure is determined by the heat input
rate to the containment and heat removal rate of the containment spray system.

Th2 applicant used the LOTIC-1 computer program to calculate the long-term
containment pressure and temperature response to a spectrum of LOCAs. LOTIC-1
is a computer program similar to the C0C0 code, which has been used to analyze
thm containment pressure transients for other types of containments. The main

. differences between these computer codes lie in the methods by which the heat
removal systems are modeled. LOTIC-1 includes features for modeling the heat
removal capabilities of the ice and has provisions to calculate the pressure
r:sponse of the containment. The containment upper and lower compartments and
the ice condenser are modeled as control volumes in the code to represent the
physical geometry of the containment. Conservation of mass and energy are ap-
plied and equations are solved by appropriate numerical procedures.

The applicant has provided mass and energy data for postulated LOCAs with a
sp;ctrum of break sizes und locations in the reactor system. The break sizes
are up to and including a double ended rupture of the largest pipe. The break
locations include the cold leg, at the suction and discharge sides of the reactor
coolant pump, and the hot leg. The effects of single failures on mass and
en rgy release rates were included by bounding the possible effects with two
cases (the maximum safeguards case where no single failures are assumed and
tha minimum safeguards cases where the single failure assumed is the loss of

-on2 emergency diesel). The staff has reviewed the applicant's spectrum of
br:aks and the single failures considered and finds them acceptable.

Tha mass and energy released to the containment is considered in terms of the
blowdown, refill, reflood, and froth-boiling phases. The method used by the
tpplicant to compute the mass and ene;gy release rates from postulated reactor
coolant pipe breaks for the containment functional analyses, are documented in
Wastinghouse Topical Report (WCAP-8312A), " Westinghouse Mass and Energy Release
Data for Containment Design." This topical report was approved by the staff in
a letter dated March 12, 1975. Therefore, the applicant's mass and energy re-
lease rate data for postulated reactor coolant pipe breaks are acceptable for
use in the containment functional analyses.

Th2 staff also has reviewed the plant containment parameters and has found them
to be conservative for the evaluation of the long-term containment response to
p:stulated LOCAs. Using the above mass and energy release data, containment
input parameters, and the LOTIC-1 ice condenser containment analysis program,
the applicant has calculated a peak containment pressure of 14.4 psig and a
prak containment temperature of 237* F for the worst-case LOCA, a double-ended
rupture of the RCS pump suction cold leg. Because the peak calculated contain-
ment pressure of 14.4 psig is less than the 15 psig containment design pressure,
thm staff finds the applicant's long-term containment response calculations for
LOCAs acceptable.
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The applicant also has analyzed the effect of steam bypassing the ice condenser
on the containment pressure response. Drain lines in the floor of the refueling
canal are provided to allow water sprayed into the upper compartment to return
to the containment sump. These drains represent a bypass path. The applicant

2has included in the containment analysis the effect of this bypass area (2.2 ft ),
along with another 2.8 ft2 2of area for margin, for a total area of 5 ft . The
applicant has also provided analyses which indicate that about 40 ft2 of bypass
area can be accommodated in the design without the design pressure of the con-
tainment being exceeded.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's analysis of the maximum differential
pressures that could exist in the reverse direction (upper compartment to lower
compartment) during a LOCA. The applicant's methods of analysis and assump-
tions are conservative. The applicant has calculated a maximum reverse dif-
ferential pressure of 0.88 psid. This is well within the design reverse dif-
ferential pressure capability of the operating deck and ice condenser lower
inlet doors.

The applicant has calculated the containment response to a spectrum of main
steamline breaks (MSLBs) using the LOTIC-3 computer program. This program has
been described in Supplement 2 to the Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-8354.
The staff has completed a generic review of the LOTIC-3 code and has concluded
that the LOTIC-3 code is acceptable for the calculation of long-term ice con-

i denser containment response to postulated secondary system pipe break accidents
(see NRC letter to Westinghouse dated May 3, 1978). At the staff's request,

2additional small MSLBs were analyzed, extending the spectrum down to a 0.1-ft
break size. These analyses were performed by Westinghouse for a " generic" ice
condenser plant. Specifically, these analyses concerned the containment re-

2 2 2sponse to postulated 0.6 ft , 0.35 ft , and 0.1 ft main steamline split breaks.
In all cases the effects of containment spray and return air fan operation were
considered in the analyses. In all cases a containment lower compartment pres-

| sure high enough to initiate autcmatic operation of the sprays and fans wa
calculated in the LOTIC-3 analysis of the postulated event.

The applicant has presented data comparing the containment input parameters
assumed in the analysis of the " generic" plant with the same parameters for the
Catawba station. This information is sufficent for the staff to conclude that
the " generic" plant parameters are equivalent to, or more conservative than,
the Catawba parameters pertinent to these analyses. Therefore, the staff con-
cludes that the " generic" plant MSLB analyses are applicable to Catawba.

For large MSLBs, the applicant assumed that the mass released from the breaks
was dry saturated steam (i.e., no liquid entrainment). Although this is an

, acceptable assumption, the applicant assumed there would be complete revaporiza-
! tion of the water that condenses on passive heat sinks in the containment during

periods when superheated conditions exist inside containment. This assumption
is not acceptable for releases with no liquid entrainment, under the terms of

| the staff's acceptance of the LOTIC-3 code, as expressed in the NRC letter to
| Westinghouse, dated May 3, 1978. For MSLB releases with no liquid entrainment,

the applicant must assume no revaporization of condensate from passive heat
sinks. The applicant .hs done this for small MSLBs, but not for large MSL8s.
However, the applicant has presented additional information which shows that,

| for a " generic" plant, MSLB analyses assuming no revaporization of condensate
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from passive heat sinks are bounded by the small MSLBs. Therefore, the staff
n::d not require a reanalysis of large MSLBs since the small MSLB analysis is
th limiting (most conservative) case.

The mass and energy release for postulated MSLBs are calculated using the
Westinghouse MARVEL code. However, during the course of the staff's review,

| W:stinghouse made several model changes. One of these changes, accounting for
additional i dat transfer to steam during tube bundle uncovery in the steam
g:n:rator, Lould have significant impact on the containment temperature re-
sp:nse for ice condenser containments. Based on the data from a sensitivity
study performed by Westinghouse (Westinghouse letter NS-EPR-2563 from E. Rahe,
Jr. to J. Miller (NRC) date' r bruary 17, 1982), it is estimated that the peake

containment temperature re:,ponse of the containment lower compartment may ex-
ce:d the temperature profile currently calculated by the applicant. Therefore,
it is required that a refined main steamline break analysis be done, taking
into account the change in the heat transfer model, to determine the adequacy
of the temperature profile in the containment lower compartment. The applicant
hrs stated that preliminary results indicate the revised heat transfer model
d2:s not have a significant effect on the containment temperature profile.
Upon receipt of the applicant's reanalysis, the staff will confirm that this
is the case and report the results.

Based on the above review of the applicant's containment pressure and tempera-
ture functional analyses, the staff concludes that, except for the confirmatory
item concerning the refined MSLB analysis using a revised heat transfer model,
th: applicant has satisfactorily demonstrated the adequacy of the containment
functional design for LOCAs and MSLBs. Pending receipt of the additional analy-
sis specified above, the staff will report its resolution of the confirmatory
itta in a supplement to this SER.

Prot"ctinn Against Damage from External Pressure

Tha containment vessel is designed for an external pressure of 1.5 psig. In-
adv;rtent operation of the spray system or the return air fan systems during
n:rmal plant operation would cause a reduction in the containment pressure.
Th: applicant has provided a containment pressure control system to prevent the
containment from being depressurized to below its design pressure; this system
is activated when the containment internal pressure is less than 0.25 psig.
Th system is composed of eight independent pressure sensors (four per train)
that interlock the controls of the spray and fan systems so as to prevent their
op: ration when the containment pressure i- ,ess than 0.25 psig. The staff con-
ciud:s that the use of this system, in lieu of a vacuum relief system, is ac-
ceptable.

Also, all high-energy lines penetrating containment are provided with guard
pip;s in the annulus space between the primary and secondary containments.
Th:se guard pipes ensure that any steam released by a pipe break in the annulus
is directed back into primary containment, so as not to pressurize the annulus
and apply an external pressure on the containment vessel.

Therefore, the staff concludes that the Catawba design adequately protects the
containment against damage from external pressure.
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i- 6.2.1.2' Subcompartment Analysis
i .

Following the onset of a postulated reactor coolant pipe rupture, differential-
i and local pressures-build up in-the subcompartments of the lower containment
; - compartment as high-energy fluid is released and transported throughout the

various regions. The. pressure magnitudes depend upon the volumes of the sub-
compartments, interconnecting' vent. flow paths,~ mass flow behavior, and the-
thermodynamic behavior within the pressure nodes. - During this phase of the

~ transient, flow to the upper containment compartment is rising but pressure is
- still near the initial pressure. It.is during this time that the peak operat-

1

f; 'ing deck differential-pressure and peak subcompartment differential ~ pressures
would be experienced. As the blowdown continues,'the pressure in the_ upper,

compartment rises, and about 10 sec after, the start of blowdown the upper com r
-

partment reaches a peak pressure approximately equal to the lower compartment-

pressure, that is,.about 8 psig.- The primary factor.in producing this upper
~

.

; compartment peak is the displacement of air from the lower compartment through
the ice-columns into the upper compartment. !

'

! The LOCA mass and energy release rate data used in the subcompartment analyses
were developed from the computer program SATAN described in Westinghouse Top-
ical Report WCAP-8312A. The mass and energy release rates for the steamline .

'

, break in the steam generator subcompartment were calculated by-the MARVEL code.-

P The staff has reviewed the code with a detailed evaluation in Section 6.2.1.1
for containment analysis. The staff has found the method along with the con-

* servative assumptions used to be acceptable for steam generator subcompartment-
- analyses.

t

! The. staff concludes that the methodology for computing the LOCA and steamline *

break mass and energy release for subcompartmeit' analyses is acceptable.

The applicant used the TM0 computer program to calculate the short-term pres-.

I sures, temperatures, heat transfer rates, and mass flow rates as a function of
! time and location throughout the containment, including the containment compart--
! ments, following either a LOCA or MSLB. The model includes-a nodalization ;

scheme of 53 volumes representing the containment to analyze the pressure
] response of the subcompartments within the lower compartment (includina dead-

.,

t

; ended compartments), the ice condenser compartment, and the upper compartment. :

4
,

'

' - TM0 was developed specifically to analyze the short-term pressure response of
i' the ice condenser system. The mathematical modeling in TMD is similar to that

of the SATAN-V blowdown code in that the analytical solution is developed by4

considering the conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy, and the
equation of state, and uses the control volume technique for simulating spati
variation. The governing equations for TMD are somewhat different from thot
in SATAN-V in that a two phase (liquid water droplets and steam-air vapori,
two- component (air-water) system is considered. The staff has reviewed these-
mathematical differences between SATAN-V and TMD and concurs that TMD has main-

i 1tained the conservatisms incorporated in SATAN-V. The TMD calculates the crit-
; ical. flow of a two-component, two phase fluid (air, steam, and water) assuming

a thermal equilibrium condition. However, a correction factor, which was de-
termined by Westinghouse to account for experimental data on applicable flow;~~
regimes, is then applied to the calculated critical flow. The correction fac-
tor as used in the code increases the critical flow up to 20% through the com-

j= partments as the quality of the fluid decreases. This increased critical
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| flow is referred to as " augmented" flow. The net effect results in a lower
differential pressure between compartments when compared to an unaugmented
flow regime. The use of the augmented flow factor results in less conserva-
tisms than the use of the thermal equilibrium correlation.

Following the staff's review of the experimental data and analysis performed
during the review of the D. C. Cook facility, the staff determined that the use
of this correction factor for the type of analysis being performed could not be
justified. In accordance with this determination, the applicant has analyzed
the short-term containment pressure response using the latest version of the
TMD code with an unaugmented or unity flow correlation.

. The applicant's heat transfer model of the ice condenser used in the latest
' version of the TMD code is based on the results of full-scale testing done by

W:stinghouse during 1973 and 1974. Results of the staff review of the 1973 -
1974 full-scale ice condenser tests have been presented in an April 1974 re-
port, " Staff Evaluation of Tests Conducted To Demonstrate the Functional
Adequacy of the Ice Condenser Design." The latest version of the TMD code also
includes a compressibility factor that is used with the subsonic incompressible
flow equations to include the effects of compressible fluid flow. These code
provisions are acceptable to the staff.

The 53-node cc,ntainment model was used to calculate maximum differential pres-
sure on the operating deck and on the containment outer wall in the ice con-
denser inlet plenum and the lower compartment loop or dead ended compartments.
The calculated differential pressures acting on these structures do not exceed
the corresponding design values. The staff, therefore, finds the applicant's
method of analysis, modeling assumptions, and results to be acceptable for use
for the structural analysis of the structures mentioned above. Separate anal-
yses were done for pipe breaks in the steam generator enclosures, pressurizer
enclosure, and reactor cavity, as discussed below.

Steam Generator Enclosure

The applicant has used the TMD code with the compressibility factor and assuming
unaugmented critical flow to perform the transient analysis of the steam gener-
ator enclosure. The applicant has performed the analysis for the only possible

2high-energy line break within the enclosure, a 3.05 ft limited displacement
rupture of the main steamline at the top of the steam generator. The size and
location of the steamline break has been limited by enclosing the steamline by
a continuous guard pipe over the entire length of the steamline within the en-
alosure. The applicant has performed a nodalization sensitivity study on the
steam generator enclosure, which resulted in a nine-node model of the en-
closure. The maximum differential pressures calculated are less than the
design differential pressure for all nodes of the steam gent ator enclosure.
The staff (inds the applicant's method of analysis, modeling assumptions, and
resulte acceptable for the evaluation of the steam generator enclosure
stre.tures.

Pressurizer Enclosure

The applicant has analyzed the response of the pressurizer enclosure to the
postulated rupture of the largest line within the enclosure; i.e., a double-

ended rupture of the 6-in. pressurizer spray line at the pressurizer vessel
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nozzle to spray line piping weld. The applicant has used the TMD code without
the augmented critical flow' correlation and with the compressibilty factor to
perform the pressurizer enclosure analysis. The applicant also has performed a
nodalization sensitivity study, using both two-node and four-node models of the
enclosure.. The peak calculated differential pressure acting across the en-
closure structure was 18.3 psi for the two-node model and 18.4 for the four-
node model. These pressures are less than the design differential pressures of
23.3 psi for the walls and 45 psi for the roof of the pressurizer enclosure.
The staff finds the applicant's method of analysis', modeling assumptions, and
results acceptable for the evaluation of the pressurizer enclosure.

Reactor Cavity |
|

The applicant used the TMD code with the compressibility factor and without the
augmented critical flow correlation to analyze the cesponse of the reactor cav-
ity structures to a LOCA. The reactor cavity was modeled by 44 nodes within
the cavity and 10 nodes external to the cavity. The annulus between the reactor
vessel and the shield wall was divided into axial and circumferential nodes.
The maximum credible break size and its corresponding location were identified
by the applicant as an 85-in.2 limited displacement rupture of a cold-leg pipe
at the pressure vessel nozzle-to pipe weld. The maximum differential pressures
calculated are less than the design differential pressure for all nodes of the
reactor cavity structure. The staff finds the applicant's method of analysis,
modeling assumptions, and results acceptable for the evaluation of reactor ca-
vity structures. However, the applicant has not provided sufficient informa-
tion concerning the calculation of asymmetric blowdown pressure forces and
moments on the reactor vessel. Specifically, the applicant should show con-
formance with the provisions of Section 3.2.2.4 of NUREG-0609, " Asymmetric
Blowdown Loads on PWR Primary Systems," dated January 1981. The applicant has
stated that the design is in conformance with these provisions; the staff has
requested certain specific additional information, e.g., the numerical values
of the asymmetric blowdown pressure forces and moments acting on the reactor
vessel, to substantiate the applicant's statement. Upon receipt of the re-
quested information, the staff will confirm the acceptablility of the ap-
plicant's analysis.

In summary, the staff finds acceptable the applicant's subcompartment analysis
for the 54 node model of the entire containment, for the steam generator enclosure,
for the pressurizer enclosure, and, except for the confirmatory item mentioned
in the preceding paragraph, for the reactor cavity. Pending receipt of the re-
quested information, the staff will report its resolution of the confirmatory
item in a supplement to this SER.

6.2.1.3 Minimum Containment Pressure Arslysis for Performance Capability
Studies of the ECCS

Appendix K to 10 CFR 50 of the Commission's regulations requires that the
effect of operation of all the pressure-reducing systems and processes instal-
led in the containment be included in the ECCS evaluation. For the purpose of
this evaluation, it is conservative to minimize the containment pressure. The
reflood rate in the core will then be reduced because of the resistance to
steam flow in the reactor primary system.
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Following onset of a LOCA, the pressure in the containment building will be
increased by the addition of steam and water from the reactor primary system to
the containment atmosphere. After initial blowdown, heat transfer from the
core, primary metal structure, and steam generators to the emergency core cool-
ing water will produce additional steam. This steam, together with any emer-
gency core cooling water spilled from the primary system, will flow through the
postulated break into the containment. This energy will be released to the con-

~

tainment during both the blowdown and later operational phases (that is, the
reflood and post-reflood phases).

Energy removal occurs within the containment by several means. Steam condensa-
tion on the containment walls and on internal structures serves as a passive
energy heat sink that becomes effective early in the blowdown transient. Sub-
sequently, the operation of the containment heat removal systems such as con-
tainment sprays will remove steam from the containment atmosphere. In an ice
condenser-type containment, energy is removed as the mixture of steam, air, and
water passes through the ice condenser (that is, when the mixture is forced from
the containment lower compartment to the upper compartment).

The ECCS containment pressure calculations for Catawba were done using the
Westinghouse ECCS evaluation model. The containment response calculations were
performed using the Westinghouse LOTIC-2 containment code. The staff has re-
viewed the LOTIC-2 code and has concluded that the LOTIC-2 ceae is acceptable
for the calculation of minimum containment pressure response for ice condenser
plants. Although the staff has accepted the methods used to calculate contain-
ment pressure response, justification of the plant-dependent input parameters
used in the analysis of containment pressure response are required to be sub-
mitted for review on a plant-by plant basis. This information was submitted in
the Catawba FSAR. The applicant has evaluated the containment net-free volume,
the passive heat sinks, operation of the containment heat removal systems, and
containment initial conditions with regard to conservatism for the ECCS analysis.
The containment heat removal systems were assumed to operate at their maximum
capacities, and maximum operational values for the spray water and service water
temperatures were assumed. The staff finds these assumptions to be acceptable
and in accordance with BTP CSB 6-1, " Minimum Containment Pressure Model for PWR
ECCS Performance Evaluation." However, contrary to the provisions of BTP CSB
6-1, the applicant has not considered the effect of containment air lost through
containment purge or vent lines open at the beginning of the accident. This loss
of air would reduce the minimum calculated containment pressure, and the staff
requires that this effect be considered in the analysis. The applicant has stated
that this effect would be negligible, and, upon receipt of information supporting
this statement, the staff will confirm its adequacy.

The mass and energy release rates for minimum containment pressure analysis
were calculated using the method described in Section 15.6.5 of the FSAR. This
method is evaluated in Chapter 15 of this SER.

The staff has concluded that the plant-dependent information used for the ECCS
containment pressure analysis for Catawba is reasonably conservative and the
analysis is acceptable, except for the confirmatory item concerning the effect
of open containment purge / vent lines on the analysis. Upon receipt of the
requested information, the staff will confirm that the applicant's analysis is
acceptable.
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6.2.1.4 ~ Summary and Conclusions

1 - Based on the preceding evaluations, the staff concludes that, except for three
*,

confirmatory items, the containment functional design is acceptable ard meets
the requirements of GDC 16, 50, 52, and 53. Additional information is required
concerning the MSLB analyses, subcomparment. analysis for the reactor cavity,
and minimum containment pressure analysis for performance capability studies of
the ECCS. Pending receipt of the additional information, the staff will report
on the resolution of these confirmatory items in a supplement to this SER.

6.2.2 Containment Heat Removal Systems-

The energy released to the containment following a design-basis LOCA will be
initially absorbed by the ice condenser. After the ice bed has melted, mass
and energy will continue to be released to the containment, at which time the
containment spray systems will maintain the containment pressure in the long-
term below the containment design pressure, and eventually reduce the contain-
ment pressure to about. atmospheric pressure.

The containment spray for each unit of the Catawba Nuclear Station is provided
by two spray trains, each designed to provide the cooling capacity required to
maintain the peak containment pressure at less than design pressure for the
full spectrum of break sizes. Each spray train delivers 3400 gpm of borated
water to the containment from one containment spray pump and heat exchanger.
The containment spray pump is started by a containment pressure signal set at
approximately 3 psig, and containment spray starts at about 45 sec after the

-onset of the accident. An additional 1,575 gpm of containment spray from the
residual heat removal pump may be manually initiated after the change over from
the injection to recirculation mode of operation. This would be done no earlier
than one hour after onset of the accident.

,

The containment is equipped with two 100% capacity return air fan systems, each
of which uses a 40,000 cfm fan to force air from the upper compartment back to
the lower compartment after the reactor coolant system blowdown and subsequent
reactor reflooding are completed.

. The return air fans are utilized to return air from the upper compartment to
! the lower compartment after the compression peak is reached; thus, the fans
| provide a homogeneous mixture of steam and air throughout the containment during

the long-term pressure peak. Although the return air fans are started by the
containment pressure signal, fan startup is delayed for 10 min to provide an
increased backpressure during core reflood.

l The applicant has provided a malfunction analysis and other information that
demonstrates independenct of the redundant spray trains and return air fan sys-
tems. Each spray train has its own recirculation piping suction inlet from a
common sump. The sump is protected by grating and screening to prevent debrisi

! from passing into the suction lines. The spray nozzles are the limiting compo- ,

nent in the containmet spray systems and are not subject to clogging by part-
icles less than 1/4 in. The applicant has provided a pump net positive suction
head analysis to show that adequate suction head is available at both the con-

,

| tainment spray pump and residual heat removal pump inlets during both the injec-
| tion and recirculation phases without taking credit for increased containment
:
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prasssure, as recommended by RG 1.1 (Safety Guide 1). The staff finds
thm net positive suction head analysis to be acceptable.

The applicant used the LOTIC-1 code to demonstrate the long-term capability of
cinimum containment heat removal systems (one complete train of spray and re-
turn air systems) to maintain the containment pressure below design pressure
fer the design-basis LOCA. The staff has reviewed the applicant's containment
pr ssure and temperature response as calculated by the LOTIC-1 code and con-,

! cludes that the design of the containment heat removal systems is acceptable.
Prsvisions are made in the containment spray system and the return air system

1 to permit inservice inspection of the system components and functional testing
of active components in both systems.

Tha staff, therefore, concludes that the design of the containment heat removal
system is acceptable and meets the requirements of GDC 38, 39, and 40.

6.2.3 Secondary Containment Functional Design

Tha secondary containment system consists of a shield building enclosing the
primary containment structure. An annulus ventilation system is provided for

; the annulus formed by these structures. The annulus ventilation system col-
; lects and filters airborne radioactivity that may leak from the primary con-
! tainment following a LOCA. The annulus ventilation system consists of two

independent, 100% percent capacity fan / filter trains. Each train consist ofd

filters, ducting, supports, valves, fan (9,000 cfm), and instrumentation and.

controls.:

In the event of a LOCA, the annulus ventilation system is started by a contain-1

ment high pressure signal (3 psig). The annulus ventilation system is aligned
to exhaust at 9,000 cfm until the annulus reaches a pressure of minus 0.5 in.
of water gauge. Upon reaching the prescribed negative pressure, the system is
modulated to exhaust air as necessary to maintain the pressure within the
annulus at minus 0.5 in. of water gauge.

Th3 applicant has analyzed the performance of the annulus ventilation system
using the CANVENT computer code. The analysis has considered the inleakage of
air to the annulus, the compression of the annulus volume as a result of expan-
sien of the steel containment vessel, and the transfer of heat to the annulus
volume from the heated containment vessel. The applicant's analysis also as-
sumes no fan flow until 23 sec after the onset of the postulated accident, and

' full flow (9,000 cfm) thereafter. The applicant calculated a negative pressure
. wsuld first occur in the annulus 51 sec after tne onset of the accident and a
! pressure of minus 0.5 in. of water gauge would occur 63 sec after the onset

of the accident.

As mentioned in Section 6.2.1.1 of this SER, high-energy lines that pass through,

the annulus are equipped with guard pipes to prevent the pressurization of the
annulus resulting from a high-energy pipe break in the annulus.,

;
; Access to the annulus is under administrative control. Both upper and lower

d ors to the annulus are normally locked and the keys under the control of the
shift supervisor. Personnel entry into the annulus must be authorized and
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recorded. In accordance with the station security plan, door position indi-
cators and alarms having readout and alarm capability at the central alarm
station (security office) are provided. The staff considers this to be an
acceptable deviation from the provision of SRP Section 6.2.3, which states that
the door position indicators and alarms should be located in the main control
room.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's provisions for accounting for containment
leakage that may bypass the annulus and the applicant's compliance with the
provisions of BTP CSB 6-3, " Determination of Bypass Leakage Paths in Dual Con-
tainment Plants." The applicant has identified.those systems, consistent with
the provisions of BTP CSB 6-3, for which through-line leakage following a LOCA
could result in containment bypass leakage, except that in two cases closed
systems designed to Quality Group C standards are considered to preclude bypass |
leakage. The two cases in question involve penetrations 60 and 62, which are !

part of the component cooling water system. This system is closed both inside
containment and outside containment. Although the system is designed to Quality
Group C standards, the staff considers the double barrier provided to offer suf-
ficient protection against bypass leakage. Therefore, the staff concludes that
the applicant's considerations of bypass leakage comply with the provisions of
BTP CSB 6-3.

Therefore, the staff concludes that the secondary containment functional design
is acceptable and meets the requirements of GDC 4, 16, and 43.

6.2.4 Containment Isolation System

There are at least two barriers between the atmosphere outside the containment
and the reactor coolant system or the containment atmosphere. No manual opera-
tion is required for immediate isolation of the containment. Automatic isola-
tion valves are provided in those lines that must be isolated immediately fol-
lowing an accident. Each automatic trip valve is provided with backup remote
manual capability, and the valve position is displayed in the main control room.
Isolation valves inside the containrent are located between the crane wall and
the containment wall for missile protection. The containment isolation valves
have been designed to safety class 2 (Quality Group B), but the applicant has
not stated that the valves meet seismic Category I design requirements. When
closed systems inside or outside containment are considered to be isolation bar-
riers, the applicant has not indicated whether the systems meet seismic Category I
design requirements. It is also unclear whether certain of these systems may be
Quality Group C rather than the required Quality Group B. It is not stated
whether closed systemt inside containment are protected from pipe whip. The ap-
plicant has not indicated whether closed systems outside containment are protected
from high-energy line breaks outside containment. The staff requires this
information to complete its review.

The applicant has stated that the design provisions for isolation barriers
satisfy the requirements stated above. However, additional documentation is
required tn confirm the applicant's statement. Once this information is
received, the staff will confirm that the appropriate design requirements have
been satisfied.

The staff requires additional information concerning the containment purge sys-
tem and its conformance to the provisions of BTP CSB 6-4 (Rev. 2), " Containment
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Purging During Normal Plant Operations." The applicant has addressed, point
by point, each of the provisions of BTP CSB 6-4. However, additional documenta-
tion is required to confirm that the containment purge system conforms to the
provisions of BTP CSB 6-4. Once this information is received, the staff will
confirm that the provisions of BTP CSB 6-4 are satisfied. BTP CSB 6-4 also has
bien addressed by the applicant for the containment air release and addition
system and the containment. hydrogen purge system, as discussed below.

The containment hydrogen purge system will remain closed at all times during
n:rmal operation; therefore, the provisions of BTP CSB 6-4 do not apply. In
accordance with the provisions of Item II.E.4.2 of NUREG-0737 and SRP Section
6.2.4, the containment hydrogen purge system isolation valves must be sealed
closed and verified closed at least every 31 days; the facility's Technical
Specifications will include this provision.

The staff has reviewed the containment air release and addition system and
concludes that it satisfies the provisions of BTP CSB 6-4, contingent on the
isolation valves being found operable by the staff (see discussion in Section
3.10 of this SER). Although the applicant has not performed an analysis of
the radiological consequences of the system being in operation at the onset of
a LOCA, the staff agrees with the applicant that the offsita dose increase
would be insignificant, considering the small line size (4-in. diameter) and
the rapid, 5-sec closure time of the containment isolation valves.

The staff has reviewed the containment isolation signals for the isolation
valves, including the containment purge / vent systems isolation valves. Con-
tainment isolation will automatically occur upon receipt of safety injection or
high containment pressure signals. In addit'on, the containment purge and the
containment air release and addition systems isolation valves also are closed
by high radiation level in the containment. The loss of heaters in the contain-
ment purge ventilation system is discussed in Section 15.4.6 of this SER. The
staff concluded that the containment isolation signals provide acceptable
diversity.

At the staff's request, the applicant has reconsidered the classification of
systems as essential and nonessential for the purpose of prompt containment"

isolition. As stated in NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Require-
ment:," Item II.E.4.2, " Containment Isolation Dependability," and in SRP Sec-
tion C.2.4, all nonessential systems shall be automatically isolated by the
diverse containment isolation signal, or normally sealed closed; this has been
done in the Catawba design. There are certain penetrations that the applicant
has classified as essential; the staff disagrees with the classification. How-
ever, these penetrations are automatically closed on receipt of an isolation
signal just as are the nonessential penetrations; therefore, the objective of
NUREG-0737, Item II.E.4.2, has been achieved.

In conformance with the provisions of NUREG-0737, Item II.E.4.2, the applicant
states that the design of control systems for automatic containment isolation
valves is such that resetting the isolation signal will not result in the auto-
matic reopening of containment isolation valves. Also the containment pres-
sure set point (approximately 1 psig) that initiates containment isolation
for nonessential penetrations (Phase A ischtion) has been set at the minimum
compatible with normal operating conditions.
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The design also satisfies the provisions of RG 1.11. Therefore, the staff con-
cludes that, except for the two confirmatory items concerning containment purg-
ing and design provisions for isolation barriers, the containment isolation
system design is acceptable and meets the requirements of GDC 1, 2, 4, 16, 54,
55, 56, and 57 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50. Pending receipt of the additional .

documentation required, the staff will report its conclusions concerning the two
confirmatory items in_a supplement to this SER.

6.2.5 Combustible Gas Control System

Following a LOCA, hydrogen may accumulate within the containment as a result oi
(1) metal-water reaction between the fuel cladding and the reactor coolant,
(2) radiolytic decomposition of he postaccident emergency cooling water, or
(3) corrosion of certain construction materials by emergency core cooling and
containment spray solutions. The application has analyzed the production and
accumulation of hydrogen within containment from the above sources using the
guidelines of RG 1.7.

The applicant has used the same assumptions as RG 1.7 to calculate the rate of
hydrogen released by radiolysis and corrosion of metals. The applicant also
has assumed an immediate release of hydrogen to the containment from the metal-
water reaction between the fuel cladding and the reactor coolant. The applicant
correctly assumed that the hydrogen produced by metal-water reaction of the,

cladding is five times the amount of the maximum calculated reaction predicted
in the evaluation to satisfy tne emergency core cooling system acceptance cri-
teria under 10 CFR 50.46. The FSAR indicates that the maximum calculated metal-
water reaction predicted by the ECCS analysis done under 10 CFR 50.46 is 0.3%.
inerefore, the applicant assumed a metal-water reaction of 1.5%.

The applicant will provide redundant electrical thermal hydrogen recombiners
designed to limit the' hydrogen concentration within the containment to conform
with RG 1.7.

The Westinghouse electric thermal hydrogen recombiner system incorporates sev-
eral design features that are intended to ensure the capability of the system!

' to be coerated in the event of an accident. Among these are
1

(1) seismic Category I design

(2) Quality Group B design

(3) protection from missile and jet impingement from broken pipes

(4) redundancy to the extent that no single component failure can disable both
recombiners

(5) separate power supplies for each heater

Each of the two 100% capacity electric recombiners is capable of processing
100 scfm of containment atmosphere for postaccident hydrogen control. The staff
has reviewed tests that have been conducted for a full-scale prototype and a

,

l production recombiner. The tests consisted of proof-of principle tests, test-
ing on a prototype recombiner, environmental qualification testing, and func-
tional tests for a production recombiner. (These tests are described in WCAP-

| 7820 and its Supplements 1-4.) The results of these tests demonstrated that
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1

- tha recombiner should be capable of properly recombining hydrogen in a post-~

LOCA containment environment. Because these recombiners are situated inside
!containment', the requirements of Item II.E.4.1 of NUREG-0737, "Dedic'ated

! . Hydrogen Penetrations," do not apply; that is, no penetrations are used.

The containment return air fans, which begin operation 10 min after the onset
ofran accident, provide adequate' mixing of the upper and lower containment

.

'

compartment v'olumes. Two redundant. hydrogen skimmer systems are provided. to,

prevent the accumulation of hydrogen'in the containment dome or-in dead-ended.'

subcompartments in the lower compartment. These areas are continuously vented
by diverting .a portion of the return air fan flow through the skimmer system; *

th2refore, the potential for local hydrogen pocketing is limited.
I In accordance with RG 1.7, the applicant also has provided a containment

~

~

hydrogen purge system for postaccident~ containment atmosphere cleanup.

Capability is provided for periodic inservice inspection, operability testing,
;

: and leak rate testing of.these systems and components. t
~

'
.

A redundant hydrogen monitoring system with continuous-indication in the con-
4 trol room is provided, as required by 10 CFR 50.44 and Item II.F.1 of.NUREG-

0737, " Additional Accident Monitoring Instrumentation" (Attachment 6, " Con-2'

I taiament Hydrogen Monitor").

1 The staff has requested that the applicant describe the measures to be taken at
the Catawba station to control the substantial amounts of hydrogen that would
be produced by an accident involving a severely degraded reactor core and a
metal-water reaction of up to 75% of the active cladding. The applicant has-
committed to provide appropriate control measures, and the staff will require

| by condition to the license that these measures be implemented before initial
-fuel loading.

i The staff concludes that the. design of the design-basis combustible gas control
'

i system is' acceptable and meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.44 and 50.46, and
GDC 5,~41, 42, and 43. The staff will report its findings on the system for
dsgraded core hydrogen control in a supplement to this SER.

6.2.6 Containment Leakage Testing

i The Catawba Nuclear Station containment design includes provisions and features
: to satisfy the testing requirements of Appendix J to 10 CFR 50. Included are

those penetrations that have resilient seals and expansion bellows; i.e., air-'

! locks, emergency hatches, refueling tube blind flanges, and electrical
i penetrations.
;

The applicant has used dual ply bellows on all containment penetration assemblies
;

i for piping systems containing " hot" fluids. The dual ply bellows are fitted
with a test connection that allows for pressurization of the space between thei

i ballows. However, the bellows design will not allow the space to be pressurized
' to peak accident pressure (14.4 psig) for local leak rate testing. For all .

'

i. bellows located in the annulus between the containment building and the shield
-building, the applicant has proposed to vent the space between the bellows to

' eo
;

R
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the annulus during the containment integrated (Type A) leakage tests. Follow-
ing completion of the Type A tests, each dual ply bellows assembly will be sub-
jected to a low pressure test of the space between the bellows to demonstrate
the integrity of both bellows; this test will also be performed at least once
every 2 years, as required by Appendix J. At the completion of this test, all
test connections will be closed, except for the main steam and feedwater pene-
tration outer bellows test connections, which will remain open and vented to
the annulus. This measure eliminates these bellows as potential bypass leak
paths. The other bellows are located in the annulus and, therefore, do not
constitute potential bypass leak paths. These testing provisions are the same
as those previously accepted by the staff for the McGuire plant. The staff
concludes that these testing provisions are acceptable, and that an exemption I

from the requirement of Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 to test at a pressure of Pa I

(14.4 psig) is justified and acceptable.

The applicant has committed to perform local leak rate tests in accordance with
the requirements of Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 and limit the total containment
potential bypass leakage rate to a value to be stated in the facility Technical
Specifications. Test pressure for local leakage rate tests is'14.4 psig (Pa).

The staff has requested that the applicant provide additional justification for
not Type C testing certain containment isolation valves, whereas such tests may
be required by Appendix J. The FSAR states that the Type C testing program
will comply with the requirements of Appendix J. Therefore, the staff will
confirm that the appropriate containment isolation valves are Type C tested.
The staff considers this to be a confirmatory item.

With the exceptions noted in this section, the proposed reactor containment
leakage testing program complies with the requirements of Appendix J to 10 CFR 50.
Such compliance provides adequate assurance that containment leaktight integrity
can be verified periodically throughout service lifetime on a timely basis to
maintain such leakage within the limits of the Technical Specifications.

Maintaining containment leakage rates within such limits provides reasonable
assurance that, in the event of any radioactivity releases within the contain-

I ment, the loss of the containment atmosphere through leak paths will not be in
I excess of acceptable limits specified for the site.
|

j The staff, therefore, concludes that, with the exceptions of the exemption
related to bellows testing and determination of valves to be Type C tested, the
containment leak testing program is acceptable and meets the requirements of
GDC 52, 53, and 54; Appendix J to 10 CFR 50, and 10 CFR 100. The staff will
report its resolution of the confirmatory item concerning valves to be Type C
tested in a supplement to this SER.

6.2.7 Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary

The staff safety evaluation review assessed the ferritic materials in the
Catawba Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2 containment system that constitute the,

'

containment pressure boundary to determine if the material fracture toughness
| is in compliance with the requirements of GDC 51.

1

|

!
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IGDC 51 requires that under operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated
accident conditions, (1) the ferritic materials of the containment pressure
b:undary behave in a nonbrittle manner and (2) the probability of rapidly
propagating fracture is miniu.ized. j

The Catawba containment system includes a freestanding containment vessel
enclosed by a reinforced concrete shield building. The ferritic materials of
the containment pressure boundary that are considered in the staff assessment
cre those which have been applied in the fabrication of the containment vessel,
equipment hatch, personnel lock, penetrations, and fluid system components,
including the valves required to isolate the system. .These components are the
p:;rts of the containment system which are not backed by concrete and must
sustain loads during the performance of the containment function under the
conditions cited by GDC 51.

The staff has determined that the fracture toughness requirements contained in
ASME Code editions and addenda typical of those used in the design of Catawba
containments may not ensure compliance with GDC 51 for all areas of the con-
tainment pressure boundary. The staff elected to apply in ii= licensing re-
views of ferritic containment pressure boundary materials, the criteria for
Class 2 components identified in the Summer 1977 Addenda of Section III of the
ASME Code. Because the fracture toughness criteria that have been applied in
construction typically differ in Code classification and Code edition and ad-
denda, the staff has chosen the criteria in the Summer 1977 Addenda of Section
III of the Code to provide a uniform review, consistent with the safety func-
tion of the containment pressure boundary materials. Therefore, the staff has

reviewed the materials of components of the Catawba Units 1 and 2 containment
pressure boundary according to the fracture toughness requirements of the
Summer 1977 Addenda of Section III for Class 2 components.

Considered in the review are components of the containment system which are
load bearing and provide a pressure boundary in the performance of the con-
tainment function under operating, maintenance, testing, and postulated ac-
cident conditions as addressed in GDC 51. These components are the containment
vessel, equipment hatch, personnel lock, penetrations, and elements of specific
containment penetrating systems.

In some cases, materials were not tested or were inappropriately tested. The
staff's assessment of fracture toughness of these materials is based on the
metallurgical characterization of these materials and fracture toughness data
presented in NUREG-0577, " Potential for Low Fracture Toughness and Lamellar
Tearing on PWR Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports," October 1979,
and ASME Code Section III, Summer 1977 Addenda, Subsection NC.

The metallurgical characterization of these materials, with respect to their
fracture toughness, is developed from a review of how these materials were
fabricated and what thermal history they experienced during fabrication. The
metallurgical characterization of these materials, when correlated with the
data presented in NUREG-0577 and the Summer 1977 Addenda of the ASME Code Sec-
tion III, provides the technical basis for the staff's evaluation of compliance
with Code requirerents.
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On the basis of its review of the available fracture toughness data and material
fabrication histories, and the use of correlations between metallurgical charac-
teristics and material fracture toughness, the staff concludes, based on the
receipt of confirmatory information, that the ferritic components in the Catawba
Units 1 and 2 containment pressure boundary meet the fracture toughness require-
ments that are specified for Class 2 components by the 1977 Addenda of Section III
of the ASME Code. Compliance with these Code requirements provides reasonable
assurance that the Catawba reactor containment pressure boundary materials will
behave in a nonbrittle manner, that.the probability of rapidly propagating frac-
ture will be minimized, and that the requirements of GDC 51 are satisfied.

The information required from the applicant will confirm that the lowest tem- I

peratures which will be experienced by the limiting materials of the reactor
containment pressure boundary under the conditions cited by GDC 51 will be in
compliance with the temperatures identified in the staff's analysis.

6.3 pergency Core Cooling System

The emargency core cooling system (E(,CS) for Catawba Units 1 and 2 has been
revieved in accordance with the July 1981 Edition of the Standard Review Plan
(NUREC-0800). Conformance with the acceptance criteria, except as noted below,
formed the basis for concluding that the design of the facility for emergency
core cooling is acceptable.

The ECCS is designed to provide core cooling as well as additional shutdown
capability for accidents that result in significant depressurization of the
reactor coolant system (RCS). These accidents include mechanical failure of
the RCS piping up to and including the double-ended break of the largest pipe,
rupture of a control rod drive, spurious relief valve operation in the primary
and secondary fluid systems, and breaks in the steam piping.

The principal bases for the staff's acceptance of this system are conformance
to 10 CFR 50.46 and Append'x K to 10 CFR 50, and GDC 2, 4, 5, 17, 27, 35, 36,
and 37.

The applicant states that the requirements will be met even with minimum engi-
neered safeguards available, such as the loss of one emergency power bus, with
offsite power unavailable.

6.3.1 System Design

As specified in SRP Section 6.3, Subsection I.2, the design of the ECCS was
reviewed to determine that it is capable of performing all of the functions
required by the design bases. The ECCS design is based on the availability of
a minimum of three low pressure cold-leg accumulators, the high pressure upper-
head injection (UHI) accumulator, one charging pump, one safety injection pump,
and one residual heat removal (RHR) pump together with associated valves and
piping. Following a postulated LOCA, passive (accumulators) and active (injec-
tion pumps and associated valves) systems will operate. After the inventory in
the refueling water storage tank (RWST) has been depleted, long-term recircula-
tion will be provided by taking suction from the containment sump and discharg-
ing to the RCS cold and/or hot legs. The low pressure passive accumulator sys-
tem consists of four pressure vessels partially filled with borated water and

|
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pressurized with nitrogen gas to approximately 425 psig. Fluid level, boron
cencentration, and nitrogen pressure can be remotely adjusted in each tank.
When RCS pressure is lower than accumulator tank pressure, and when these tanks
are not. isolated, borated water is injected into the RCS cold legs. .The UHI
system consists of a borated-water-filled tank connected to a nitrogen tank

: that is pressurized to approximately 1,250 psia. When the reactor vessel pres-
sure falls below the UHI pressure, water will be injected into the' top of the
Core.<

The high-head injection system consists of two centrifugal charging pumps which
provide high pressure injection of boric acid solution into the RCS.'..In addi-
tion to the.high-head charging pump system, two intermediate-head safety in-

j jection pumps deliver fluid to the RCS. Both high- and intermediate-head pumps ,

j tre aligned to take suction from the RWST for the injection phase of their
; operation. Both types of pumps are manually aligned to take suction from the

RHR system discharge during'the recirculation mode. Low-head injection is'ac-
; complished by two RHR pump subsystems taking suction from the RWST during the
^ short-term ECCS injection phase and from the containment sump during long-term

.ECCS recirculation.+

I The RWST minimum inventory is 350,000 gal of 2,000 ppm borated water. To main-
j tain'the RWST water above the temperature of boron precipitation or freezing,.
| the applicant has provided the RWST with a heating syst?m. The RWST vent lines
j and screen'over the end of the line'are redundantly heai, traced to preclude ice

blockage during freezing weather.,

< ,

| The applicant has addressed concerns about failure of nonseismic piping in lines
: connected to the RWST by stating that nonseismic portions would be automatically

4 isolated (using seismically qualified valves) upon receipt of a safety injec-
| tion initiation signal. However, the applicant has committed to address the ef-
i fect of-failure of nonseismic piping on the safety injection pump miniflow line

and the potential effect of pipe failure on the ECCS availability and perform-
ance consistent with GDC 2. The staff will report the resolution of this issue
in a supplement to this SER.

As specified in SRP Section 6.3, Subsection II, the ECCS is initiated automati-
,

cally on (1) low pressurizer pressure, (2) high containment pressure, or
(3) low pressure in any steamline. This meets the requirements of GDC 20. The
ECCS also may be manually actuated, monitored, and controlled from the control
room as required by GDC 19. The ECCS is supplemented by instrumentation that
will enable the operator to monitor and control the ECCS equipment following a
LOCA so that adequate core cooling may be maintained. The acceptability of
the proposed ECCS instrumentation and controls is addressed further in Sec-

'

tion 7.3.

The applicant stated that the available RWST inventory provides (1) the opera-
tor with at least 20 min after a LOCA to act and complete the ECCS switchover
and (2) an available net positive suction head (NPSH) for all the ECCS pumps in

,

their highest flow configuration with adequate margin above the required value.
Until the NPSH analysis assumptions and results are provided to the staff, this
issue remains confirmatory (see Section 6.3.4 of this SER).

As required in SRP Section 6.3, Subsection III.11, the valve arrangement on the
ECCS discharge lines has been reviewed with respect to adequate isolation

t

J
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between the RCS and the low pressure ECCS. In some lines, this isolation is
provided by two check valves'in series with a closed isolation valve (high-head
injection discharge, intermediate and low-head injection discharge to the hot
legs). Other discharge lines have only two check valves in series. This ar-
rangement is acceptable because periodic leak detection across each check valve
is performed during plant operation. Test lines are provided for periodic
leakage checks of reactor coolant past the check valves forming the RCS pres-
sure boundaries. This is discussed further in Section 3.9.6.

Containment isolation features for all ECCS lines, including instrument lines,
meet the requirements of GDC 56 and RG 1.11. Containment isolation features
are discussed in Section 6.2.4. Primary coolant sources outside containment
(NUREG-0737, Item III.D.1.1) are discussed in Section 11.6. The safety injec-
tion lines are protected from intersystem leakage by relief valves in both suc-
tion header and discharge lines. Intersystem leakage detection is described
in Section 3.9.6 for the RHR and safety injection pump systems.

As specified in SRP Section 6.3, Subsection II.B. no ECCS components are shared
between units, which meets the requirements of GDC 5.

In summary, except as noi.ed above, the staff finds the ECCS design acceptable.
The staff will report the resc'ution of this item in a supplement to this SER.

6.3.2 Evaluation of Single Failures

As specified in SRP Section 6.3, Subsection II, the staff has reviewed the sys-
tem description and piping and instrumentation diagrams to verify that suf-
ficient core cooling will be provided during the initial injection phase with
or without availability of offsite power, assuming a single failure. The cold-
leg accumulators have normally open motor-operated isolation valves in their
discharge lines. These isolation valves will have their power removed to pre-
clude inadvertent valve movement that could result in de2raded accumulator
performance. The UHI subsystem is aligned for injection, through two parallel
lines with normally open isolation valves, when the primary pressure drops
below the UHI set pressure. An inadvertent valve closure in either discharge
line will not preclude UHI. Each UHI discharge line has two isolation valves
in series, which are closed automatically when a low level in the UHI accumu-
lator is reached. Failure of a single valve to close will not prevent isola-
tion of the UHI accumulator.

Three active injection systems are available, each system having two pumps.
The pumps in each system are connected to separate power buses and are powered
from separate diesel generators in the event of loss of offsite power, as
required by GDC 17. Thus, at least one pump in each injection train would be
actuated. Thd high-head injection system contains parallel valves in the suc-
tion and discharge lines thus ensuring operability of one train even in the
event that any one valve fails to open. The low- and intermediate-head injec-
tion systems are normally aligned so that discharge valve actuation is not
required during the injection phase.

The applicant has provided the following interlocks to address various single
failures.
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RHR Pump Discharge to High-Head Injection Pumps - To prevent possible over-
pressure of pipe during cooldown and to permit alignment to supply pumps only

|
during recirculation. -

| ContainmentSumpValve-Topreventthec/dtrolroomoperatorfromopeningthe
sump valves anu flooding containment with fluid from the RWST. The automatic
features override the interlocks and open the valve if the RWST level is low
and an "S" signal has been generated (this prevents the sump valve from opening
and flooding containment during refueling as the RWST is emptied into the
refueling cavity).

e -

Charging Pump Normal Suction - To isolate noymal charging sources after RWST is
available to pumps.

RCS to RHR Isolation Valves - To prevent direct flow from RCS to containment
sump spraying RCS to containment through~ residual spray headers. Also, the
pressure interlocks are automatic features that prevent overpressurizing of the
RHR pump suction line.

Safety Injection Pump Miniflow - To prevent recirculation sump fluid from being
pumped to RWST.

Containment ' pray Suction From Sump - To prevent spill of RWST fluid to contain-S

ment sump, and to prevent spraying the containment with reactor coolant.

Residual Containment Spray - To prevent spraying the containment with reactor
coolant.

The staff requires the applicant to justify the compatibility of these inter-
. locks with the functional requirements discussed in other SER sections (e.g.,
5.4.7). Until that is done this remains a confirmatory item.

The applicant addressed single failures and deadheading conditions that could
cause the charging pumps to overheat and subsequently fail by removing the
automatic isolation "S"-signal of the miniflow line. The staff requires that
the applicant provide plans to improve his design with automatic features or
provide an analysis that addresses the flow degradation in the ECCS design.
Until the staff is satisfied, this remains a license condition. The staff will
report its findings in a supplement to this SER.

The applicant has proposed a partially automatic system with operator action to
switch the low-head system from the injection to the recirculation mode. The
automatic function of.the system opens the RHR pump suction valves from the
containment sump and subsequently isolates the RWST. Several valves that would
have to be actuated during the switchover are interlocked to other components
to prevent out-of-sequence operation. In conformance with SRP Section 6.3,
Subsection III.19, the applicant states that where manual action is used in the
switch to recirculation, a sufficient time (greater than 20 min) is available
for the operator to respond.

The applicant is requested to address the environmental conditions that result
from postulated cvents that require the ECCS for their mitigation, and the im-
pact of such conditions on the ability of the operator to complete the recessary

.

.
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manual actions outside the control room following these postulated events. The
staff.will report its findings in a supplement to this SER.

The staff has reviewed the plant's capability for hot-leg injection during the
recirculation phase to preclude excessive buildup of boron concentration in the
pressure vessel. The staff has concluded that there is sufficient redundancy in
injection lines and pumps to ensure adequate hot-1eg injection after 15 hours of
cold-leg injection.' This meets the requirements of SRP Section 6.3, Subsec-
tion III.6.

The applicant has addressed a single-failure scenario that postulates a failure
in volume control tank (VCT) level instrumentation, diverting letdown away from jthe VCT and permitting ccotinued charging pump suction from the VCT with eventual
cavitation of the charging pump (s). The applicant has addressed this scenario
ind cating that diversion of letdown flow to a holdup tank (on high level in
the VCT rather than to the VCT) and automatic opening of a charging pump suction
path from the RWST (on low VCT level) are both initiated independently by either
of two diverse VCT level transmitters. In addition, the applicant has indicated
that for this scenario cnly one charging pump would normally be operating with
two others in standby as backup; one charging pump has adequai.e capacity for
long-term shutdown makeup requirements. Control room indications and alarms
would alert the operator to the above occurrences and assist in diagnosing the
event. Scenarios such as described above will be further reviewed as part of
the generic staff review of safety implications of control systems, Generic
Task A-47.

During the long-term recirculation cooling phase of ECCS, leak detection is
required to identify passive ECCS failures outside containment, such as pump
seal failures.

The applicant has provided a system of sump pumps and water-level monitors and
associated alarms. To avoid a situation where a certain size leak will go un-
detected because the sump pumps continue to remove the leakage that leads to
a high-level alarm not activating, the applicant modified the sump pump design
so that the pumps will be stopped on receipt of an "S" signal and will start on
high-high sump level, which also provides an alara in the control room. The
high-high sump level set point corresponds to approximately 2,500 gal. The
loss of this amount of fluid and that amount corresponding to the operator
action time to isolate the leak is judged insignificant. The staff finds this
design feature acceptable.

The staff also has asked the applicant to provide procedure guidelines for
|

resetting the ECCS after a safety injection signal.

! On the basis of its review of the design features and subject to satisfactory
i resolution of the items discussed above, the staff concludes that the ECCS

c'omplies with the single-failure criterion of GDC 35.

6.3.3 Qualification of Emergency Core Cooling System

The ECCS design to seismic Category I requirements, in compliance with RG 1.29,
and its housing in structures designed to withstand a safe shutdown earthquake

!
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Th2 ECCS design to seismic Category I requirements, in compliance with RG 1.29,
and its housing in structures designed to withstand a safe shutdown earthquake
and other natural phanomena, as required by GDC 2, are discussed in Section 3.
Th] equipment design to Quality Group B standards, in compliance with RG 1.26,
is discussed in Section 3.2.

The ECCS protection against missiles inside and outside containment by the
d: sign of suitable reinforced concrete barriers, which include reinforced con-

,

crate walls and slabs (conformance to GDC 4), is discussed in Section 3.5. The
!

protection of the ECCS from pipe whip inside and outside containment is dis-
.

cussed in Section 3.6.

Th2 ability of the active components of the ECCS to function under the most
severe duty loads including safe shutdown earthquakes is discussed in Sec-
tion 3.9. The ECCS fesign to permit pericdic inspection in accordance with
ASME Code Section XI, which constitutes compliance with GDC 36, is discussed in
Section 3.9. This meets the intent of SRP Section 6.3, Subsection III.23.c.

All ECCS equipment is designed and qualified to perform its safety function for
et least 1 year following the design-basis accident without any periodic
caintenance. The design of the two independent trains allows maintenance to be
p:rformed on any part of the system, if necessary, during long-term operation.
The design and qualifications of auxiliary systems needed for long-term ECCS
op: ration are reviewed as part of Section 9 of this SER.

Tha ECCS incorporates two subsystems that serve other functions. The RHR

system provides for decay heat removal during reactor shutdown; at other times
tha RHR system is aligned for ECCS operation. The centrifugal charging pumps

Onare used for maintaining the required volume of primary fluid in the RCS.
an ECCS actuation signal, the system is aligned to ECCS operation and the func-
tion of the chemical and volume control system is stopped. In neither case
(RHR or centrifugal cbarging) does normal system use impair its capability to
function as an integral portion of the ECCS.

6.3.4 Testing

6.3.4.1 Preoperational Testing

The applicant has committed to demonstrate the operability of the ECCS by sub-
jecting all components to preoperational and periodic testing, as required by

In relation to sump debris, the staff asked the applicant, and theRG 1.68.
applicant committed, to provide a survey quantifying the inside-containment
insulation by type and location before startup. The applicant has stated that
rccirculation sump tests in accordance with RG 1.79 will not be performed at
Catawba. The applicant has referenced McGuire sump tests to demonstrate ac-
ceptable ECCS sump design at Catawba.

In addressing sump design against vortexing and air entrainment, the applicant
indiccted his intent to reference scale model tests performed for McGuire to
show the acceptability of Catawba. However, the applicant did not provide
quantified detail on the parameters of comparison with McGuire that is adequateThe staff.cnough to show that the McGuire sump tests are applicable to Catawba.
requires the applicant to identify pertinent parameters (e.g., sump suction
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pipe submergence) and quantitatively (giving values for each plant) compare them,
making sure that these parameters for Catawba also are consistent with the values
determined / assumed in RWST sizing and NPSH analyses. Until the staff has re-
ceived and approved the insulation survey and the applicability of the McGuire
sump test results to Catawba, this will remain as a confirmatory item.

One of the tests planned by the applicant is to verify system actuation, namely,
the operability of all ECCS valves initiated by the safety injection signal,
the operability of all safeguard pump circuitry down through the pump breaker
control circuits, and the proper operation of all valve interlocks.

Another test is to check the cold-leg accumulator system and injection line to
verify that the lines are free of obstructions and that the accumulator check
valves and isolation valves operate correctly. The applicant will perform a
low pressure blowdown of each accumulator to confirm the line is clear and
check the operation of the check valves.

Blowdown tests of the UHI system will also be performed: one with low pressure
(about 100 psi) and another with the gas pressure in the normal operating
range. The low pressure test verifies the resistance of the piping from the
accumulator to the reactor vessel and allows the set point from the water level
detectors to be determined. The high pressure blowdown test simulates the per-
formance of the system during a large cold-leg break of the reactor coolant
piping and confirms proper operation of the isolation valves.

The applicant will use the results of the preoperational tests to evaluate the
hydraulic and mechanical performance of ECCS pumps delivering through the flow
paths for emergency core cooling. The pumps will be operated under both mini-
flow (through test lines) and full-flow (through the actual piping) conditions.

The applicant has been asked to commit to (1) measuring the flow in each pipe
and make the adjustments necessary to ensure that no one branch has an unaccept-
ably low or high resistance, (2) analyzing the results to ensure there is suf-
ficient total line resistance to prevent excessive runout of the pumps and
adequate net positive sdction head (NPSH) under the most limiting system align-
ment, (3) verifying that the maximum flow rate from the test results confirms
the maximum flow rate used in the NPSH calculations under the most limiting con-
ditions, and (4) confirming that the minimum acceptable flow used in the LOCA-
analysis is met by the measured total pump flow and relative flow between the
branch lines.

Subject to resolution of the above concerns, the staff concludes that the pre-
operational test program conforms to the recommendations of RG 1.68 and 1.79
and is acceptable pending successful completion of the program. Additional
discussion of the preoperational test program is presented in Section 14 of
this SER.

6.3.4.2 Periodic Component Tests

Routine periodic eesting of the ECCS components and all necessary support sys-
cems at power will be performed. Valves that actuate after a LOCA are operated
through a complete cycle. Pumps are operated individually in this test on their
miniflow lines except for the charging pumps, which are tested by their normal
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charging function. The applicant has stated that these tests will be performed
in accordance with ASME Code Section XI.

6.3.5 Performance Evaluation

The ECCS has been designed to deliver fluid to the RCS to limit the fuel clad- .

ding temperature following transients and accidents that require ECCS actuation.
;

The ECCS is also designed to remove the decay and sensible heat during the re-:

| circulation mode. 10 CFR 50.46 lists the acceptance criteria for an ECCS.
' These criteria include the following:

(1) The calculated maximum fuel cladding temperature does not exceed 2200 F.

(2) The calculated total oxidation of the cladding does not exceed 0.17 times
the total cladding thickness before oxidation.

M(3) The calculated total amount of hydrogen generated from.the chemical reac-
tion of the cladding with water or steam does not exceed 0.01 times the
hypothetical amount that would be generated if all the metal in the clad-
ding cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding surrounding
the plenum volume, were to react.

(4) Calculated changes in core geometry are such that the core remains amenable
to cooling.

(5) After any calculated successful initial operation of the ECCS, the calcu-
lated core temperature is maintained at an acceptably low value and decay
heat is removed for the extended period of time required by the long-lived*
radioactivity remaining in the core.

In addition, 10 CFR 50.46 states that ECCS cooling performance shall be cal-
culated in accordance with an acceptable model and shall be calculated for a
number of postulated LOCAs. Appendix K to 10 CFR 50 sets forth certain re-
quired and acceptable features of evaluation models.

6.3.5.1 Large-Break LOCA

The applicant has examined a spectrum of large breaks in RCS piping. These

analyses indicate that the most limiting event is a double-ended cold-leg
guillotine (DECLG) break with a discharge coefficient of 1.0. The applicant
took credit for one train of active ECCS components, the UHI accumulator, and
three of the four cold-leg accumulators in the analysis. This most limiting

break is different from previously reviewed UHI designs, which identified a
DECLG break with a discharge coefficient of 0.6. The staff has requested that
the applicant explain this difference, justify that previous sensitivity studies
apply to Catawba, provide adequate treatment of the cladding swelling and rup-
ture model in the LOCA analysis, verify that methods used to determine cold-leg
accumulator settings and assumptions are similar to previous UHI analyses and
justify their applicability in light of the differences in Catawba LOCA analysis
results, and provide an analysis of the transients resulting from a break in *

the ECCS injection lines.
o

-
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The ECCS must provide abundant core cooling to minimize fuel and cladding dam-
age-in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46. Topical Report
WCAP-8470, " Westinghouse Emergency Core Cooling System Evaluation Model Applica-
tion to Plants Equipped with Upper Head Injection," describes the Westinghouse

-calculational model for a pressurized water reactor with ice condenser contain -e

ment and upper-head injection systems. The staff has reviewed and approved the
Westinghouse evaluation model for analyzing LOCAs in UHI planh. The staff re-
quires further information to justify the adequacy of the break spectr= aensi-
tivity analysis for Catawba. It will report its findings on the above issue in
a supplement to this SER.

The staff also has requested additional information concerning the adequacy of I

the ECCS during'startup and shutdown when portions of the ECCS are isolated. In I

a letter, H. Tucker (Duke) to H. Denton (NRC) January 11, 1983, the applicant
stated that a LOCA during startup or shutdown will behave similarly for Westing-
house four-loop plants (with or without UHI) which has comparable pumped safety
injection capability and similar core power level. The applicant referenced the
analysis of the limiting large break LOCA during shutdown conducted for D.C.
Cook Unit 2. That analysis showed that such a LOCA event is not limiting. The
staff finds the above reference applicable to Catawba, since both D.C. Cook
Unit 2 and the Catawba units are ice-condenser plants with similar power levels.
The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable.

Containment parameters are chosen to minimize containment pressure so that core
reflood calculations are conservative. Fuel rod initial conditions are chosen
to maximize cladding temperature and oxidation. Calculations of core geometry
are carried out past the point where temperatures are decreasing. The most
limiting break with respect to peak cladding temperature is the double-ended
guillotin? break in the pump discharge leg with a CD = 1.0. The peak cladding
temperature is 2195 F, which is below the 2200 F limit. The limiting local
and core-wide cladding oxidation values calculated by the applicant were 6.9%
and less than 0.3%, respectively.

The amount of bypass flow into the upper-head region has been predicted by the
applicant to be sufficient to maintain the upper-head region at cold-leg

i temperatures. Calculations performed for similar Wesinghouse plants have shown
good agreement with measured values of upper-head temperatures. Assurance thatf

upper-head temperatures can be maintained in the cold-leg-temperature zone has
been provided by a verified analytical technique.

6.3.5.2 Small-Break LOCA
|

The applicant has submitted analyses for a spectrum of small-break LOCA analyses
| (4-in., 6-in., and 8-in.). These identify that the 8-in. break is the limiting
I small break, the calculated peak cladding temperature is 1218 F, the local

metal-water reaction is 0.077%, and the core-wide oxidation is less than 0.3%.
| None of these small-break analyses were analyzed with a model that properly
| accounted for fuel cladding strain and rupture. However, because of the magni-
! tude of cladding temperatures involved, the error is small. A. " corrected" peak

cladding temperature for these small breaks would be far below that for large
breaks and clearly would not be limiting.

!
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! -Th2. core geometry remains amenable _to cooling throughout both types of LOCAs
I discussed above. The ECCS is designed .to remove decay heat for an extended

time following.a LOCA. The applicant has analyzed.the performance of the ECCS
|

in accordance with the criteria set forth in Section 50.46 and Appendix K to
j 10 CFR 50. .The staff has reviewed the applicant's evaluation and concludes
; that it;is acceptable and meets the criteria of 10 CFR_50.46, subject to >

satisfactory _ resolution of its concerns discussed above.i-

'

The staff;is conducting a generic review of' degraded cores (NUREG-0660,
Item II.B.8). ShouldLthis generic review prescribe any further action applic- ,

2

! Lable to the Catawba facility, the staff will require the applicant to comply.
4

; 6.3.5.3 Conclusions
i

| The ECCS includes piping, valves, pumps, heat exchangers, instrumentation, and
i controls used to transfer heat from the core following a LOCA. The scope of
2 review of the ECCS for the Catawba plant included piping and instrumentation
j diagrams, equipment layout drawings, failure modes and effects analyses, and
; design specifications for. essential components. The staff review has included

the applicant's proposed design criteria and design bases for the ECCS and thei

j manner in which the design conforms to these criteria and bases,
i

Pending resolution of the aforementioned concerns, the staff concludes that the'

: dmsign of the ECCS is acceptable and meets the requirements of GDC 2, 5. 17,
i 27, 35, 36,.and 37. Conformance with GDC 4 with regard to environmental quali-

fications, protection against missiles, and pipe whip is discussed in Sectionsi

3.5 and 3.6 of this SER. The above conclusion is-based on the following:
;

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 2.with regard to the seismic
design of nonsafety systems or portions thereof that could have an adverse
effect on ECCS 'oy meeting Position C.2 of RG 1.29, as discussed in
Section 3.2. ,

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 5 with respect to sharing of
structures,' systems, and components by demonstrating that such sharing!

does .not significantly impair the ability of the ECCS to perform its
safety function including, in the event of an accident to one unit, anj, .

orderly shutdown and cooldown of the remaining units., - .

!

!,

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 17 with respect to providing
sufficient capacity and capability to ensure that (a) specified acceptable
fuel design limits and design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary are not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences
and (b) the core is cooled and vital functions are maintained in the event
of postulated accidents.i

(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 27 with regard to providing i

.'' combined reactivity control system capability to ensure that under postu-
lated accident conditions and with appropriate margin for a stuck rod, the'

! capability to cool the core is maintained.

,

I
J

'
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(5) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 35 to provide abundant cool-
ing for ECCS by providing redundant safety grade systems that meet the
recommendations of RG 1.1.

(6) The applicant has met the requirements 4 GDC 36 with respect to the
design of ECCS to permit appropriate periodic inspection of important
components of the system.

(7) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 37 with respect to designing
the ECCS to permit testing of the operability of the system throughout the
life of the plant, including the full operational sequence that brings the
system into operation.

(8) The applicant has provided an analysis of the proposed ECCS relative to
the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix.K to 10 CFR 50 to
demonstrate that the ECCS maintains peak cladding temperature, maximum
calculated cladding oxidation, maximum hydrogen generation, coolable core
pometry, and long-term cooling in accordance with the acceptable limits.

As discussed in Section 11.6, the applicant has met the requirement of Task
Action Plan Item III.D.1.1 of NUREG-0737, which involves primary coolant
sources outside the containment.

6.4 Control Room Habitability

The requirements for the protection of the control room personnel under accident
conditions are specified in GDC 19. The applicant has proposed to meet these
requirements by incorporating shielding and emergency ventilations systems in
the control room and by having an adequate supply of seif contained breathing
apparatus in the control room for the emergency team. The applicant has stated
in the FSAR that the control room habitability system is designed to withstand
the safe shutdown earthquake and to function properly following any single
active failure.

The operation of the control room emergency ventilation system is controlled by,

| redundant radiation, chlorine, and smoke detectors. When there is indication
' of a high level of radiation, chlorine, or smoke, the control room is automati-
i cally isolated by the closure of the isolation dampers. The procedure calls
! for the control room to be pressurized following a high radiation signal and
I isolated following a high chlorine signal. If both of the control room air

intake dampers close following a high radiation signal, the operator can over-
ride the intake detector and open the least contaminated intake for pressuriza-
tion. Each pressurization filter train supplies approximately 6,000 cfm of

; filtered air of which up to 4,000 cfm is outside air for pressurization and the
! rest is recirculated air for cleanup purposes.
I
l The staff has evaluated the control room doses following a postulated LOCA in

accordance with SRP Section 6.4. The staff has found the calculated whole-body
and thyroid doses to be within the guidelines of GDC 19.

The staff has also evaluated the habitability of the control room with respect
i to toxic gases in accordance with SRP 6.4 and RGs 1.78 and 1.95. The staff has
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c:ncluded that the control room habitability system provides adequate protec- '

tion against toxic gases.

In meeting the guidance and position of the Regulatory Guides and the SRP, the
applicant has demonstrated that the centrol room habitability systems will
adequately protect the control room operators in accordance with NUREG-0737,
Item III.D.3.4.

6.5 Engineered-Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System

6.5.1 Introduction

The ESF atmosphere cleanup systems for Catawba Units 1 and 2 consist of process
cquipment and instrumentation to control the releases of radioactive material
in gaseous effluents (radioiodine and particulate matter) following a DBA. In
the Catawba application, there are four filtration systems designed for this
purpose: (1) the fuel handling area exhaust ventilation system, (2) auxiliary
building filtered exhaust system, (3) the control room area ventilation filtra-
tion and pressurization system, and (4) the annulus ventilation system. Sec-
tion 6.5 of the FSAR contains information pertaining to ESF filter systems, their
design bases, and applicable criteria.

6.5.2 Acceptance Criteria

The staff has reviewed the applicant's design, design criteria, and design
btses for the ESF filter systems for Catawba Units 1 and 2. The acceptance
criteria used as the basis for the staff's evaluation' are set forth in the SRP
S;ction 6.5.1, Subsection II (NUREG-0800). These acceptance criteria include
the applicable GDC (Appendix A to 10 CFR 50), ANSI Std. N509-1980, " Nuclear
Power Plant Air Cleaning Units and Components," and ANSI Std. N510-1980,
" Testing of Nuclear Air Cleaning Systems." Guidelines for implementation of
the requirements of the acceptance criteria are provided in the ANSI standards,
R:gulatory Guides, and other documents identified in Subsection II of the SRP.
Conformance to the acceptance criteria provides the bases for concluding that
the ESF filter systems meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.

6.5.3 Method of Review
'

Each of the ESF systems was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 6.5.1. The
rssults of these reviews are discussed below.

6.5.4 Review Discussion

6.5.4.1 Fuel-Handling Area Exhaust System
.

The function of the fuel-handling area exhaust system is to collect and process
the leakage of radioactive materials from the spent fuel pool and operating
trea in the fuel-handling and storage building following a fuel-handling acci-
d:nt. The system is designed to maintain a slight negative pressure in the
area following an accident.

From the system description in FSAR Section 9.4.2, the staff determined that
the cleanup system of the fuel-handling area exhaust system is designed con-
sistent with GDC 61 and 64, as referenced in SRP Section 6.5.1. The ESF.ex-
haust system for each unit is designed as an alternate to the other; a dual /
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shared system. Each train has a design capacity of 17,850 cfm and includes the
following prefilter components: demister, heating coil, high efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filter, carbon adsorber (2-in.-deep bed), HEPA filter
and fan. The equipment and components are designed to Quality Group C and
seismic Category I, and are located in a seismic Category I structure. Pro-
visions for instrumentation, readout, recording, and alarm were determined to
be consistent with Table 6.5.1-1 of SRP Section 6.5.1. The staff has deter-
mined that the fuel-handling area exhaust system is designed in accordance with
the guidelines of RG 1.52 (Rev. 1), July 1976. The HEPA filters and charcoal
adsorbers will be in place tested in conformance with ANSI Std. N510, and there-
fore will meet the present guidelines of RG 1.52 (Rev. 2) March 1978. In its
evaluation, the staff has assigned the system decontamination efficiencies of

|95% for elemental and organic iodine and 99% for particulates, l

On the basis of this evaluation, the staff finds that the system is designed to
control the releases of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents in accordance
with applicable regulations following a postulated DBA.

6.5.4.2 Auxiliary Building Filtered Exhaust System

The auxiliary building filtered exhaust system (controlled access area) is de-
signed as a ESF atmospheric cleanup system using the filtered exhaust system
trains for the ECCS pump room exhaust for each unit. This design feature al-
lows the controlled access area exhaust to be transferred from the plant
ventilation system to an ESF filtration system in the event of LOCA conditions.

From the system description in the FSAR, the staff has determined that the
cleanup system of the auxiliary building filtered exhaust system is designed
consistent with GDC 61 and 64. During normal plant operation, the air flow
rate through each filter train is approximately 30,000 cfm. During accident
conditions the air flow rate through each filter train is reduced to approxi-
mately 6,300 cfm. The HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers will be in place
tested at 30,000 cfm in conformance with ANSI Std. N510, and, therefore, will
meet the guidelines in RG 1.52 (Rev. 2). In its evaluation, the staff has as-
signed the system decontamination efficiencies of 95% for elemental and organic
iodine and 99% for particulates. The equipment and components are designed to
Quality Group C and seismic Category I and are located in a seismic Category I
structure. Provisions for instrumentation, readout, recording, and alarm were
determined to be consistent with Table 6.5.1-1 of SRP Section 6.5.1.

On the basis of this evaluation, the staff finds that the system is designed to
control the releases of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents in accordance
with applicable regulations following a postulated DBA.

6.5.4.3 Control Room Area Ventilation Filtration and Pressurization Systems

The function of the control room area ventilation (habitability) system is to
supply nonradioactive air to the control, cable, and equipment rooms after a
DBA and to pressurize the control room. These systems will permit operating
personnel to remain in the control room following a DBA. From the system
description in FSAR Section 9.4.1, the staff determined that the cleanup system
of the control room area filtration and pressurization system is designed con-
sistent with GDC 19, 61, and 64. The control room area ventilation filtration
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of the control room area filtration and pressurization system is designed con-
sistent with GDC 19, 61, and 64. The control room area ventilation filtration
system is a redundant system, with each system having a filter design capacity
of 6,000 cfm of air and recirculating design capacity of 2,000 cfm of air.
Makeup air to pressurize the control room is provided at a maximum of 4,000 cfm
from outside air treated and pressurized through redundant filtration trains.
Each system contains the following components: prefilter, HEPA filter, carbon
adsorber (2-in.-deep bed), HEPA filter and fan. Recirculation air heating and

cooling coils also are provided, together with a humidifier for relative humid-
ity control. The equipment and components are designed to Quality Group C and
seismic Category I and are located in a seismic Category I structure. The staff
has determined that the control room area ventilation habitability system is
designed in accordance with the guidelines of RG 1.52 (Rev. 1). The HEPA fil-
ters and charcoal adsorbers will be in place tested in conformance with ANSI
Std. N510, and therefore meet the guidelines in RG 1.52 (Rev. 2). In its eval-
uation, the staff assigned the system decontamination efficiencies of 95% for
elemental and organic iodine and 99% for particulates. Provisions for instru-
mentation, readout, recording, and alarm were determined to be consistent with
Table 6.5.1-1 of SRP Section 6.5.1.

On the basis of this evaluation, the staff finds the system is designed to main-
tain a suitable control, cable, and equipment room environment following a DBA.

6.5.4.4 Annulus Ventilation System (Cleanup Subsystem)

The fuaction of the annulus ventilation system (AVS) is to collect and process
the leakage of radioactive materials from the containment into the annular space
between the containment and the concrete enclosure structure following a LOCA.

From the system description in the FSAR, the staff determined that the cleanup
system of the AVS is designed consistent with GDC 41, 42, 43, 61, and 64, as
referenced in SRP Section 6.5.1. The AVS is designed to maintain a slight nega-
tive pressure in the annulus following a LOCA. The AVS cleanup subsystem is a
redundant system. Each train has a design capacity of 4,500 cfm and includes
the following components: demister, heating coil, HEPA filter, carbon adsorber,
HEPA filter, and fan. The equipment and components are designed to Quality
Group C and seismic Category I and are located in a seismic Category I struc-
ture. The staff has determined that the AVS cleanup subsystem is designed in
accordance with the guidelines of RG 1.52 (Rev. 1). In its evaluation, the

staff has assigned the system decontamination efficiencies of 95% for elemental
and organic iodine and 99% for particulates. Provisions for instrumentation,

readout, recording and alarm were determined to t; consistent with Table 6.5.1-1
of SRP Section 6.5.1.

On the basis of this evaluation, the staff finds that the AVS cleanup subsystem
is designed to control the releases of radioactive materials in gaseous efflu-
ents in accordance with applicable regulations following a postulated DBA.

6.5.5 Evaluation Findings

The staff concludes that the design of the ESF atmosphere cleanup systems, in-
cluding the equipment and instrumentation to control the release of radioactive
materials in gaseous effluents following a postulated DBA, are acceptable.
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This conclusion is based on the applicant having met the requirements of GDC
19, 41, and 61 by providing ESF atmosphere cleanup systems on the control room
habitability, containment, and associated systems. The applicant has met the
requirements of GDC 42, 43, and 64 by providing a program for inspecting and
testing the ESC atmosphere cleanup systems and monitoring for radioactive
materials in effluents from these systems. In meeting these regulations, the
applicant has provided an evaluation that demonstrates that the design of ESF
atmosphere cleanup systems meets the guidelines of RG 1.52 (Rev. 1) and the
ANSI Stds. N509 and N510, as referenced in the SRP. The staff has reviewed the
applicant's system descriptions and design criteria for the ESF atmosphere
cleanup systems. Based on its evaluation with respect to the SRP criteria, the
staff finds the proposed ESF atmosphere cleanup systems are acceptable and ,

filter efficiencies given in Table 2 of RG 1.52 (Rev.1) are appropriate for )use in the accident analyses.

6.5.6 Ice Condenser

The ice condenser is designed to remove iodine from the postaccident atmosphere
passing through the ice beds. Sodium tetraborate will be added to the ice
makeup solution to enhance the iodine adsorption characteristics of the ice.
Technical Specifications will require a minimum ice pH of 9.0 whenever the
reactor is critical.

The ice-condenser iodine removal effectiveness is a function of the flow rate
through the. alkaline ice beds and the mole-fractions of air and steam in the
flow. Based on the expected conditions following a postulated LOCA, the ice
condenser iodine removal effectiveness is expected to be high from the initia-
tion of the accident until meltout of the ice beds has occurred. However, it
is difficult to establish assured minimum values for the flow rate and mole-
fraction of air before startup of the recirculation fans. Therefore, in its model
of ice condenser effectiveness, the staff has assumed that the alkaline ice will
remove iodine from the 40,000-cfm flow through the ice beds established by the
recirculation fan, which is assumed to start at 10 min following a LOCA and
stop after the earliest ice bed meltout time of 55 min. A minimum value of
30% efficiency for the removal of the elemental form of iodine was assumed
during this period.

|
| 6.6 Inservice Inspection of Class 2 and Class 3 Components
,

j GDC 36, 39, 42, and 45 require, in part, that the Class 2 and 3 cc: .ats be
designed to permit appropriate periodic inspection of important component partsi

to ensure system integrity and capability. 10 CFR 50.55a(g) defines the detailed
requirements for the preservice inspection (PSI) of light-water cooled nuclear
power facility components. Based on the construction permit date of August 7,i

1975, this section of the regulations requires that a PSI program for Class 2
and 3 components be developed and implemented using at least the edition and ad-
denda of Section XI of the ASME Code applied to the construction of the partic-
ular component. Also, the initial inservice inspection program must comply with
the requirements of the latest edition and addenda of Section XI of the ASME

,

| Code in effect 12 months before the date the operating license is issued, sub-
| ject to the limitations and modifications listed in 10 CFR 50.55a(b).
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| The applicant has stated that the PSI for Units 1 and 2 and will be performed
' in accordance with the 1974 Edition of Section XI of the ASME Code including

Addenda through Summer 1975. The PSI program is currently under staff review
and~ additional information has been requested and received from the applicant.
Th2 applicant is examining welds in the main steam and feedwater systems by
radiography. Section XI of the ASME Code does not define the method of volu-

| metric examination. However, standard radiographic techniques may not be
capable of detecting and characterizing service-induced degradation because the
dattction of cracks.normally requires the central axis of the radiation beam to
ba within 10 of the predominant crack plane. The information provided by the
applicant is not adequate for the staff to make a determination concerning the
effectiveness of radiography for preservice and inservice examination. Never-

,

theless, the staff considers the-review of the PSI program'to be a confirmatory
issue until the applicant provides the following items:

(1) docketing an acceptable revised PSI. program

(2) submitting additional information on preservice and inservice radiography

(3) submitting all relief requests with a supporting technical justification

The staff will complete its evaluation of the Catawba Unit 1 PSI program in a
supplement to this report after the applicant provides an acceptable response
to the above requirements.

' Specific areas where ASME Code examination requirements cannot be met will be
identified as performance of the preservice examination progresses. The staff's-
complete evaluation of the PSI program will be presented in a supplement to this
SER after the applicant submits the required examination information, identi-
fies all plant-specific areas where ASME Code Section XI requirements cannot be
mat, and provides a supporting technical justification.

The initial inservice inspection program has not been submitted by the appli--

cant. The staff will evaluate the program after the applicable ASME Code
edition and addenda have-been determined based on 10 CFR 50.55a(b) but before
the.first refueling outage when inservice inspection commences.

Compliance with the preservice and inservice inspections required by the ASME
Code and 10 CFR 50 constitutes an acceptable basis for satisfying applicable
requirements of GDC 36, 39, 42, and 45.

;
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Table 6.1 Comparison of containment design parameters

Parameter Catawba McGuire*
_

Reactor containment volumes (net-free volume)
3Upper compartment (ft ) 717,000 717,000

3Ice condenser (ft ) 122,500 111,000
3Lower _ compartment (ft ) 345,000 368,000

3Total containment volume (ft ) 1,184,500 1,196,000
Reactor containment air compression ratio 1.41 1.41
Engineered safeguards design rating (ESDR)
reactor power used for containment analysis
(MWt) 3,526 - 3,579
Design energy release to containment

Initial blowdown mass release (1b) 498,200 493,210
Initial blowdown energy release (Btu) 324.2 x 106 318.4 x 106

Weight of ice in ice condenser (lb) 2.45 x 108 2.45 x 108
3Containment return air fan flow (ft / min) 40,000 30,000

Containment spray flow (LOCA analysis)
One spray train inoperable

Upper compartment (gpm) 3,400 3,432
Lower compartment (gpm) 0 0

Ona residual heat removal pump
inoperable

Upper compartment (gpm) 1,575 1,623
Lower compartment (gpm) 0 0

Total spray 4,975 5,055

Containment design pressure (psig) 15.0 15.0

*These values are taken from the McGuire SER (NUREG-0422).

,

-.

!

|
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7 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS -

7.1 Introduction

S ction 7.1 of the FSAR contains information pertaining to safety-related
instrumentation and control systems, their design bases, and applicable accept-
tnc2 criteria.

i

7.1.1 Acceptance Criteria

Th3 staff has reviewed the applicant's design, design criteria, and design
b:sts for the instrumentation and control systems for the Catawba Nuclear Sta-
tien Units 1 and 2. The acceptance criteria used as the basis for the staff's
evaluation are set forth in SRP (NUREG-0800) Table 7-1, " Acceptance Criteria4

for Instrumentation and Control Systems Important to Safety," and Table 7-2,
"TMI Action Plan Requirements for Instrumentation and Control Systems Important
to Safety." These acceptance criteria include the applicable GDC and IEEE Std
279, " Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"
(10 CFR 50.55a(h)).

Guidelines for implementation of the requirements of the acceptance criteria
are provided in the IEEE standards, regulatory guides, and branch technical
ptsitions of the Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch (ICSB) identified
in SRP Section 7.1. Conformance to the acceptance criteria provides the bases
for concluding that the instrumentation and control systems meet the require-
ments of 10 CFR 50.

7.1.2 General Findings

The applicant has identified the instrumentation and control systems important
to safety and the acceptance criteria which are applicable to those systems
id:ntified in the Standard Review Plan. The applicant also has identified the
guidelines, including the regulatory guides and the industry codes and standards,
which are applicable to the systems. The acceptance criteria and guidelines
id:ntified by the applicant are provided in Section 7.1.2 of the FSAR.

Based on the review of FSAR Section 7.1, the staff concludes that the imple-
mentation of the identified acceptance criteria and guidelines satisfies the
requirements of GDC 1, " Quality Standards and Records," with respect to the
d: sign, fabrication, erection, and testing to quality standards commensurate
with the importance of the safety functions to be performed. The staff finds
that the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) and the balance-of plant (B0P)
instrumentation and control systems important to safety, addressed in FSAR
S ction 7.1, satisfy the requirements of GDC 1 and, therefore, are acceptable.

7.2 Reactor Trip System

7.2.1 System Description

Tha reactor trip system (RTS) automatically shuts down the reactor to prevent*

tha established limits of safe operation from being exceeded. To accomplish
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its function, the RTS includes instrumentation channels to monitor various plant
variables, process and nuclear, pertinent to the reactor safety. Whenever a
monitored variable reaches a set limit, the associated instrumentation channel
trips a bistable. This turns off power to the relays that provide inputs
(voltage /no voltage) corresponding to the condition (normal / abnormal) of the
measured parameter to the solid-state logic protection system consisting of two
redundant trains. Each of the trains controls power to the undervoltage coil
of a separate and independent, series-connected, reactor trip breaker. Whenever
an established combination of input signals is received by the solid-state logic
protection system, power to the undervoltage coils is interrupted and the
breakers open. Opening either of two breakers interrupts power to the control
rods, and the rods fall by gravity into the core, shutting down the reactor. j

Concurrent with the reactor trip, the RTS also initiates a turbine trip to pre-
vent reactivity insertion that would otherwise result from excessive reactor
system cooldown.

In addition to the automatic trip of the reactor described above, means also
are provided for manual trip by the operator. The manual reactor trip consists
of two switches, one on train A and one on train B. Each of the switches con-
trols power to the undervoltage and shunt trip coils of the reactor trip breaker
for the corresponding train. Actuation of a switch removes power from the under-
voltage coil and also energizes the shunt trip coil, either of which trips the
breaker. In the same manner the reactor will be~ tripped by actuating either of
two manual switches for safety injection (see Section 7.3).

The trips included in the RTS are listed below. The first number in parentheses
after each trip parameter is the number of coincident trips required, and the
second number is the number of redundant channels provided.

(1) power range high neutron flux
(a) low setting (2/4)
(b) high setting (2/4)

(2) intermediate range high neutron flux (1/2)
(3) source range high neutron flux (1/2)
(4) power range high positive neutron flux rate (2/4)
(5) power range high negative neutron flux rate (2/4)
(6) overtemperature AT trip (2/4)
(7) overpower AT trip (2/4)
(8) pressurizer low pressure (2/4)
(9) pressurizer high pressure (2/4)
(10) pressurizer high water level (2/3)
(11) low reactor coolant flow (2/3 in any loop)
(12) reactor coolant pump bus undervoltage (2/4)
(13) reactor coolant pump bus underfrequency (2/4)
(14) low-low steam generator water level (2/4 in any loop)
(15) safety injection (see Section 7.3) Coincident with

actuation of
safety injection

(16) turbine trip
(a) low control valve oil pressure, or (2/4)
(b) turbine stop valve close (4/4)

(17) general warning alarm (2/2)
(18) manual (1/2)
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Most of the trip parameters shown in the list above are monitored directly and
th2ir functions are self-explanatory. Exceptions are the overtemperature AT,
the overpower AT, and the general warning alarm. The overtemperature AT pro-
tects against a-low departure-from nucleate-boiling-ratio (DNBR). The set point
for this trip is continuously calculated by analog circuitry for each loop and
dep:nds-on temperatures in the loop, neutron flux distribution in the reactor,
and primary system (pressurizer) pressure. The overpower AT protects against
exc:ssive local linear power density. As for the overtemperature AT, the trip
set point for the overpower AT is continuously calculated by analog circuitry
fcr each loop and depends on the temperatures in the loop and the neutron flux
distribution in the reactor. The general warning alarm system monitors various
conditions, such as power supply output and test switch position, in the solid-
state logic protection system. If any of the monitored conditions in a train
are abnormal, the alarm relay for that train is deenergized. This actuates the
train trouble annunciator in the control room. If an abnormal condition occurs
simultaneously in both trains, the reactor is automatically tripped.

Some of the trips shown in the list are not effective below or above certain
power levels. The source range high neutron flux trip can be manually bypassed
wh:n one of the two intermediate range channels reads above approximately 10 10
a: pores (P-6 interlock, one decade into intermediate range). The intermediate
range high neutron flux trip and the power range high neutron flux low-setting
trip can be manually bypassed, and the source range high neutron flux trip is
automatically bypassed above approximately 10% power (P-10 interlock). All the
above bypasses are automatically removed (source range high neutron flux trip
is manually removed when below P-10) when the power level decreases below the

-set value.

.Th2 pressurizer low pressure and high-water-level trips, low reactor coolant
flow trip, and the reactor coolant pump bus undervoltage and underfrequency
trips are automatically blocked below approximately 10% power (P-7 interlock).
The reactor trip on turbine trip is blocked below approximately 52% power (P-9
interlock). In addition, at power levels below approximately 50% (P-8 inter-
lock) the trip logic for the low reactor coolant flow is changed from 2/3 in
any loop to 2/3 in any two loops. All the above blocks are automatically
removed wnen the power increases above the set value.

The RTS includes provisions for testing system operation. Where only parts of
the system are tested at any one time, the testing is carried out in steps, in
a sequence that provides the necessary overlap to ensure complete system opera-
bility. All of the system functions can be tested at power, except for the
manual reactor trip and manual safety injection initiation trip. Actuation of
these manual switches would trip the reactor. Also, the nuclear channel trips
that are not effective above certain power levels are tested at reduced power
levels or at shutdown. Bypassing of the trip functions during testing is only
required for the source and intermediate range nuclear channels since they are
arranged in one out-of-two trip logic.

The analog process channel testing is performed by introducing dummy input sig-
nals into the instrumentation channels and observing the tripping of the appro-
priate output bistables. The power range nuclear channels are tested by super-
imposing a test signal on the actual detector signal. To test the logic matrices
of the solid-state logic protection system, pulse test signals are used in all
possible trip and nontrip logic combinations. The test pulses are of short
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duration and the trip logic is not maintained sufficiently long to permit open-
ing of the reactor trip breakers. During logic testing of one train, the other
train can initiate any required protective action. To test the reactor trip

breakers, bypass breakers are provided. After a bypass breaker is closed, the
associated reactor trip breaker can be tripped with a signal from the corre-
sponding logic train. Actuation of a manual reactor trip switch opens the cor-
responding reactor trip breaker and its bypass breaker.

In addition to providing inputs to the solid-state logic protection system,
analog signals of the protection channels are used for nonprotective functions,
such as control, remote indication, and computer monitoring. To protect from
faults in the nonsafety circuits affecting the protection system, isolation
amplifiers are used. The isolation amplifiers are classified as part of the
protection system.

7.2.2 Specific Findings

7.2.2.1 Testing the Reactor Trip Breakers and Manual Trip Switches

The reactor trip breakers are provided with undervoltage and shunt trip coils.
Interrupting power to the undervoltage coil or energizing the shunt coil will
trip the breaker. The undervoltage coils receive trip signals from both the
solid-state logic protection system and the manual trip switches (including the
manual reactor trip switches and the safety injection switches). The shunt
trip coils receive trip signals from the manual trip switches only. This pro-
vides diversity and enhances the separation between the automatic and manual
reactor trip systems.

Testing of the undervoltage coil operation is carried out with a trip signal
from the solid-state logic protection system. Testing of the manual reactor
trip channel does not allow independent verification of the operability of the
shunt coil and the undervoltage coil because the operation of a manual trip
switch results in a simultaneous trip action by both coils. Since the shunt
trip feature provides a diverse means to ensure reactor trip consistent with
the intent of GDC 22 and since the failure to conduct periodic surveillance
testing to ensure the operability of this diverse feature is contrary to the
intent of GDC 21, a requirement will be added to the plant Technical Specifi-
cations to test the mannual trip / shunt coil operation independently at least
once each refueling outage.

7.2.2.2 Protection System Sensors and Cabling in Nonseismic Structures

Protection system trip circuit inputs that are located in the nonseismic turbine
building are (1) turbine stop valve closure limit switches, (2) turbine control
valve oil pressure switches, and (3) turbine impulse pressure transducers.

Items 1 and 2 provide inputs to the reactor trip on turbine trip circuit; Item 3
provides inputs to the P-7 interlock. The reactor trip on turbine trip is clas-
sified as an anticipatory trip for which no credit is taken in the safety analy-
ses. The staff position regarding anticipatory trips, as stated in BTP ICSB 26,
requires that all reactor trips, including the anticipatory trips, should meet
the requirements of IEEE Std 279. Also, it requires that no credible fault,
such as grounding or shorting in the portion of the trip circuitry.in the non-
seismic structures, should cause any adverse consequences in the protection
system operation.
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Although the turbine control valve pressore switches, the turbine stop valve
closure' limit switches, and the turbine impulse pressure transducers are not
seismically and environmentally qualified for use in the turbine building, they-
are fully' qualified for use in other safety grade applications. Because no
credit is taken in the safety analysis for these-inputs to the reactor protec-
tion system (RPS), the staff finds their use acceptable for this application.

The interlocked armor cables for the two turbine stop inputs and the turbine
impulse pressure input are routed in cable trays through the turbine building.
Although the cables and trays are located in a nonseismic area, they have been
treated, insofar as possible, as safety related; mutually redundant cables are
adequately separated. Relay coil-contact isolation is used to isolate these
trip inputs to the RPS.

-The circuits in the turbine building comply with the requirements of IEEE Std 279
in that no credible fault in these portions of the trip circuitry in the turbine
building would degrade the performance of the RPS. This is in compliance with
the requirements of BTP ICSB 26 and is, therefore, acceptable.

7.2.2.3 Water Level Measurement Errors

The steam generator and pressurizer water level measurement channels utilize
differential pressure transmitters. The measurement accuracy of such a system
is affected by several factors. Of primary importance is the increase in the
indicated water level caused by a decrease of the water density in the reference
leg resulting from an increase in the ambient temperature resulting from high-
energy-line breaks. For such an accident, the steam generator water level pro-
vides the primary trip function and the trip set points need to be selected to
ensure that the action required by the safety analyses will be initiated through-
out the range of temperatures that can be expected. This issue was addressed
for operating reactors in IE Bulletin 79-21. The staff has asked the applicant
to evaluate the effect of high temperature in the reference legs of water level
c:asurement systems following a high-energy-line break to ensure that measure-
mint errors are factored into the basis for establishing trip set points. The
applicant will use insulation on the reference legs to minimize measurement
errors. The staff finds this approach acceptable arid will ensure that any
environmental errors are taken into account during its review of set point
methodology and Technical Specifications.

7.2.2.4 Lead, Lag, and Rate Time Constant Set Points Used in Safety System
Channels

Several safety system channels make use of lead, lag, or rate signal compensa-
tion to provide signal time responses consistent with assumptions in the FSAR
safety analyses. The time constants for these signal compensations are adjust-
able set points within the analog portion of the safety system. The time con-
stant set points will be incorporated into the station Technical Specifications.

7.2.2.5 Trip of Reactor Coolant Pump Breakers on Underfrequency

The staff asked the applicant to provide justification that tripping the reactor
coolant pump breakers on underfrequency is not a function required for safety
and, thus, the reactor coolant pump breakers do not have to be designed and
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qualified to meet the criteria applicable to equipment performing a safety func-
tion. The applicant has stated that analyses have been performed to demonstrate
that pump breaker trip is not required to maintain acceptable core design limits
for frequency decay rates less than 5 Hz/sec. Grid stability studies have shown
credible frequency decay rates to be less than 5 Hz/sec. The staff finds the-
applicant's justification for the design basis of the reactor coolant pump
breakers to be acceptable.

7.2.2.6 Verification of the Resistance Temperature Detectors Bypass Loop Flow

The reactor coolant system hot- and cold-leg resistance temperature detectors
(RTDs) used for reactor protection are located in reactor coolant bypass loops. j
A bypass loop from upstream of the steam generator to downstream of the' steam
generator is used for the hot-leg RTD, and a bypass loop from downstream of the
reactor coolant pump to upstream of the pump is used for the cold-leg RTD. The
flow rate affects the overall time response of the temperature signals provided
for reactor protection and, thus, should be monitored at appropriate intervals.
The staff will require that the magnitude of the RTD bypass loop flow rate be
verified to be within required limits at each refueling period. This require-
ment will be incorporated in the station Technical Specifications.

7.2.2.7 TMI-2 Action Plan Item II.K.3.10, Proposed Anticipatory Trip
Modification

The Catawba design includes an anticipatory reactor trip upon turbine trip.
Provisions are included'to permit the reactor trip upon turbine trip to be
blocked at power levels below approximately 70% (P-9 interlock) where the con-
denser steam dump is capable of mitigating the reactor coolant system tempera-
ture and pressure transient without actuating pressurizer power-operated relief
valves, based on a Westinghouse analysis for the Catawba station. A decision to
trip the reactor rollowing turbine trip at different power levels would involve
only bistable set point changes and not instrument hardware changes. The staff
finds that the design, therefore, is acceptable. The specific power level set
point below which a reactor trip following a turbine trip is blocked will be
reviewed and specified in the station Technical Specifications.

7.2.2.8 TMI-2 Action Plan Item II.K.3.12, Confirm Existence of Anticipatory
Reactor Trip Upon Turbine Trip

The Catawba station has an anticipatory reactor trip on turbine trip, which
satisfies this item.

7.2.2.9 Turbine Trip Following a Reactor Trip

Credit is taken in the Catawba accident analysis for turbine trip on a reactor
trip. The applicant trips the turbine following a reactor trip using the tur-
bine emergency trip system. Redundant circuits used to trip the turbine are
independently routed to and processed within the emergency trip system to pro-
vide two independent means of tripping the turbine. The circuits that traverse
nonseismic qualified structures are isolated from the solid state protection
system. The circuits are fully testable during full power operation. The staff

; finds this design to be consistent with the function's importance to safety
and, therefore, acceptable. The staff will include in the station Technical
Specifications a requirement to periodically test these circuits.
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| .7.2.3- Evaluation Findings-- '- t

~

The-staff has conducted an ' audit review.of the RTS for conformance to guide-
lines of the applicable regulatory guides and industry codes |and standards as
outlined in SRP Section:7.2, Parts II and.III. 'In Section 7.1 of'this SER, the

L
~

staff concluded that the applicant had adequately identified the' guidelines
t- -applicable to these systems. . Based on its. audit review of the design.for con- '

f 'formance to the guidelines ~ the staff finds-that thereLis reasonable assurance,

that the systems will conform to the applicable guidelines. The. staff's review'

has included the identification of those systems and components for the RTS
-

,

which are designed to survive the effects of earthquakes, other natural phe- 1

nomena, abnormal environments, and missiles. Based on'its review,- the staff
concludes that-the applicant has identified the systems and components con-

; sistent with-the design bases.for the RTS. Sections 3.10 and 3.11'of this SER
i ~ address.the qualification programs to; demonstrate the capability of these sys-
i' -tems and components to survive applicable events. Therefore,-the staff finds
- that-the identification of the systems and components satisfies this aspect of-

GDC 2, " Design Bases for Protection Against Natural Phenomena," and GDC 4,4

{ -" Environmental'and Missile Design Bases."
i ,

]. ~ Based'on its review, the staff concludes that the RTS conforms with the design- ;
j 1 bases. requirements of.IEEE Std 279. The RTS includes the provision to sense

accident conditions and anticipated operational occurrences and initiate reactor- 1

shutdown consistent with the safety analysis presented in Chapter 15 of the'
b FSAR. Therefore, the staff finds that the RTS satisfies the requirements of
; ~GDC 20, " Protection' System Functions."
.

j- The'RTS adequately conforms with the guidance for periodic: testing in RG 1.22
'

.and IEEE Std 338'as supplemented by RG 1.118. The bypassed and inoperable i
3

status' indication adequately conforms with the guidance of RG 1.47. The RTS
adequately conforms with the guidance on the application of the single-failure

y criterion in IEEE Std 379, as supplemented by RG 1.53. Based on its review,
' the staff' concludes that the RTS satisfies the requirement of IEEE Std 279 with
| regard to system reliability and testability. Therefore, the. staff finds that

-the RTS satisfies the requirement of GDC 21, " Protection System. Reliability and - '
4

Testability."

: 'The RTS adequately conforms with the guidance in IEEE Std 384 as supplemented
by RG 1.75 for the protection system independence. Based on its review, the
staff concludes that the RTS satisfies a requirement of IEEE Std 279 with
regard'to the independence of systems. Thecefore, the staff finds that the RTS
satisfies the requirement of GDC 22, " Protection System Independence."

,

Based on its review of failure modes and effects for the RTS, the staff con-
cludes that the system is designed to fail into a safe mode if conditions such
as disconnection of the system, loss of energy, or a postulated adverse environ--

; ment are experienced. Therefore, the staff finds that the RTS satisfies the
! requirements of GDC 23, " Protection System Failure Modes."
4

Based on its review of the interfaces between the RTS and plant operating con-i ~ trol systems, the staff concludes that the system satisfies the requirements
| of IEEE Std 279 with regard to control and protection system interaction.

Therefore, the staff finds that the RTS satisfies the requirements of GDC 24,
j " Separation of Protection and Control Systems."

!
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Based on its review of the RTS, the staff concludes that the system satisfies
the protection system requirements for malfunctions of the reactivity control
system, such as accidental withdrawal of control rods. FSAR Chapter 15 ad-
dresses the capability of the system to ensure that fuel design limits are
not exceeded for such events. Therefore, the staff finds that the RTS. satis-
fi_es the requirements of GDC 25, " Protection System Requirements for Reactivity-
Malfunction."

The staff's conclusions, noted above, are based on the requirements of IEEE
Std 279 with respect to the design of the RTS. Therefore, the staff finds
that the RTS satisfies the requirement of 50.55a(h) with regard to IEEE Std 279.

The staff's review of the RTS has examined the dependence of this system on |
the availability of essential auxiliary support (EAS) systems. Based on its
revi G , the staff concludes that the design of the RTS is compatible with the
functional performance requirements of EAS systems. Therefore, the staff finds
the interfaces between the RTS design and the design of the EAS systems to be
acceptaale.

In summary, the staff concludes that the design of the RTS and the design of
the EAS systems are acceptable and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 2, 4,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 and 10 CFR 50, 50.55a(h).

7.3 Engineered Safety Features System

7.3.1 System Description

This section describes the engineered safety features actuation system (ESFAS)
that initiates the operation of both the engineered safety features (ESF) and
essential auxiliary support systems. Also described are the control systems
that regulate the operation of those systems following their initiation.

7.3.1.1 Engineered Safety Features Actuation System

The ESFAS monitors selected plant parameters and, whenever predetermined safety
i limits are reached, the system sends actuation signals to the appropriate ESF

and the auxiliary support systems equipment. Typical accidents that require
actuation of the ESF systems are a loss of primary coolant and steamline breaks.
The plant variables that are monitored by the analog circuitry of the ESFAS'

include pressurizer pressure, steamline pressures, containment pressure, and
reactor coolant average umperature. Whenever a monitored variable reaches a
set limit, the associate 1 instrumentation channel trips a histable. This turns'

off power to the relays t.at provide inputs (voltage /no voltage) corresponding
to the condition (normal / abnormal) of the measured parameter to the solid-state
logic protection system ccc.sisting of two redundant trains each capable of
actuating the ESF equipment required. Whenever a required logic combination
of inputs is received by the solid-state logic protection system, each train
operates an appropriate master relay. Contacts of these relays are used to

! operate slave relays that in turn provide contacts to actuate various ESF
system equipment.

The ESFAS signals and the plant conditions that generate these signals are as
follows: (The first number in parentheses after each parameter indicates the

|
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number of coincident trips required, and the second number is the number of
redundant ;hannels provided.)-

I (1) Safety Injection
l

(a) high containment pressure (2/3)
(b) low compensated steamline pressure (2/3 in any steamline)

j '(c) pressurizer low pressure (2/4)
(d) manual (1/2);

' (2) Containment Spray and Containment Isolation, Phase B

(a) containment pressure high-high (2/4)
(b) manual (1/2)

:

(3) Containment Isolation, Phase A
;

(a) safety injection See Items a through dt

f for Function 1 above
(b) high containment radioactivity

(nonredundant and not part of ESFAS) (1/1)
(c) manual (1/2)

.-

(4) Steamline Isolation

(a) low steamline pressure (2/3 in any steamline)
(b) containment pressure high-high (2/4)
(c) high steam negative pressure rate (2/3 in any steamline);

(d) manual (1/1 for any loop)4

(1/2 for all loops)

(5) Feedwater Line Isolation
.

(a) safety injection -See Items a through d
i for Function 1 above

(b) steam generator level (2/3 for any steam
high-high' generator):

(c) low T,yg (interlocked with P-4) (2/4)
(d) doghouse high level (only lines (1/2)-

entering doghouse isolated)

(6) Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Actuation

Motor-Driven Pump

'(a) steam generator level (2/4 for any steam generator)
low-low

(b) loss of main feedwater pumps (2/2)
i (c) safety injection See Items a through d

for Function 1 above
(d) blackout signal (undervoltage (2/3)

on 4,160-V bus)
(e) manual (local or remote) (1/1),

'
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Turbine-Driven Pump

(a) steam generator level ' (2/4 in any 2 steam
low-low generators)

(b) blackout signal (2/3)
(c) manual (local or remote) (1/1)

(7) Containment Air Return and Hydrogen Skimmer System

(a) containment pressure high-high (2/4)
(b) manual (1/2)

(8) Annulus Ventilation System

(a) safety injection See Items a through d
for Function 1 above

(b) manual (1/2)

(9) Combustible Gas Control System

(a) manual (1/2)

(10) Nuclear Service Water System

(a) safety injection See Items a through d
for Function 1 above

(b) containment spray and See Items a and b for
containment isolation, Function 2 above
Phase B

(c) manual (1/2)
|

(11) Emergency Diesel Generator'

(a) safety injection See Items a through d
for Function 1 above

(b) blackout signal (2/3)
(c) manual (1/1)

(12) Control Room Area Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning System

(a) safety injection See Items a through d
for Function 1 above

(b) blackout signal (2/3)
| (c) manual (1/2)

(13) Auxiliary Building Ventilation System

(a) safety injection See Item a through d
for Function 1 above

(b) blackout signal (2/3)
(c) manual (1/2)

i
1

,
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:(14)! Diesel Building Ventilaton System-
,

"(a)| safety injection. See Item a thfough'd'
for Function'1 above-

(b) blackout signal '(2/3).
(c) Lmanual - (1/2 ) .-

The testing of the ESFAS: analog instrumentation channels.and th'e solid-state
~

? logic! protection system is carried out in the same manner'as described for.the'
RTS in Section 7.2. . The solid-state logic testing checks the signal path, from~
and including input relay contacts,.through the master relay coils and performs-

. continuity tests on.the. coils of.the output' slave relays. During-logic testing
;of one: train,.the other train can initiate the required actuation function.
3Finaliactuator testing operates the output slave relays and verifies _ operability-
.of-those devices-that require safeguards actuation;and that can be' tested with-
out causing plant upset. A continuity check is performed on the actuators of-
the untestable devices. To enable continuity check, these devices have been
assigned to slave relays for which additional test circuitry has been provided
to individually block actuation to a final device. Interlocking prevents
blocking the-output from more than one output relay in a protection train at
a time. Interlocking between_ trains also is provided to prevent continuity
testing in both trains simultaneously.

-7.~3.1.2 'ESF'and Essential' Auxiliary Support Systems Operation

7.3.1.2.1 Auxiliary Feedwater System

'The function of the auxiliar; 3dwater system (AFS) is to provide adequate-i

cooling / water to the steam geae ators in the event the main feedwater supply is
.not available. The AFS'has tWo full-capacity motor-driven pumps that start
-automatically on low-low water 'evel in any steam generator, a trip of both
main.feedwater pumps, a' safety, injection' signal, or a blackout signal. 'These
. pumps are powered from two separate trains of emergency onsite electrical power.
Additionally, a turbine-driven pump is provided that starts automatically on
low water level'in any two steam generators or a blackout signal. Upon receipt
of'two-out-of-three indications of low differential pressure in the auxiliary
feedwater pump suction piping, the water supply to the pumps automatically trans-
fers from the condensate supply to the nuclear service water system during a

'_ : condition that a'utomatically starts the auxiliary feedwater pumps.

A manual control switch is provided for each pump on the main control board
and at.the remote shutdown panels. Also, the auxiliary feedwater flow can be
adjusted from manual control stations at the main control board or at the remote
shutdown panels. To activate the pump and flow controls at the remote shutdown
panels, transfer switches located at the remote shutdown panels must be used.

7.3.1.2.2 Containment Isolation

The function of the containment isolama is to provide a barrier against un-
. controlled release of radioactivity tr the environment following an accident
that releases radioactive material in;;de the containment. The containment
isolation system'is actuated automatichily by signals from the ESFAS (see Sec-
tion 7.3.1.1). The phase A signal isclates all nonessential process lines
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penetrating the containment; phase B isolates the rest of the lines, except the
safety injection and containment spray lines.

,

All remote operated (automatic or manual) containment isolation valves are pro-
vided with control switches and position indicating lights on the main control

Nboard.

7.3.1.2.3 Safety Injection (Emergency Core Cooling)

The primary function of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) is to remove
the stored and fission product decay heat from the reactor core during accident
conditions. The ECCS consists of the centrifugal charging, safety injection,
and residual heat removal (RHR) pumps; low pressure cold-leg injection and high
pressure upper head injectinn accumulators; a boron injection tank; RHR heat
exchangers; the refueling water storage tank; and associated pipir.g, valves,
and instrumentation.

The ECCS is a two-train, fully redundant standby ESF. The system safety func-
tion can be performed with a single credible active failure during injection or
an active or passive failure during recirculation. The instrumentation and
controls of one train are electrically independent and physically separated
from the instrumentation and controls of the other train. Redundant, as well
as functionally independent variables, are used to initiate the safety injec-
tion signals. Power sources for the ECCS are divided into two independent
trains supplied from offsite power. Emergency diesel generators supply power
on loss of offsite power.

The safety injection signal initiates the following actions in the ECCS:

(1) starts centrifugal charging pumps

(2) isolates the valves in the centrifugal charging pumps suction header to
the volume control tank and aligns them to the refueling water storage
tank

(3) opens the boron injection tank (BIT) suction and discharge parallel
isolation valves

(4) closes normal charging path valves

(5) isolates the BIT recirculation loop and stops the recirculation
pumps

(6) starts safety injection pumps

(7) starts residual heat removal pumps

(8) terminates the refueling water storage tank recirculation and isolates the
makeup line to the spent fuel pool

No manual actions are required of the operator for proper operation of the ECCS
during the injection mode of operation. Only limited manual actions are
required to realign the system for recirculation mode of operation (see Section
7.3.1.2.15).
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7.3.1.2.4 Containment Spray' System

Two redundant trains of containment spray provide a spray of cold borated water-
from the upper regions of the containment to reduce containment pressure and
temperature following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), or a main steamline or
a feedwater line break accident. Each train has an independent electrical power
scurce backed up by a separate emergency diesel generator during the loss of
offsite electrical power.

The containment spray system (CSS) operates in three sequential modes

(1) spraying a portion of the contents of the refueling water storage tank
'(RWST) into the containment atmosphere, using the containment spray pumps

(2) after the RWST has been drained, recirculating water from the containment
sump through the containment spray pumps and heat exchangers back to the
containment atmosphere

(3) diverting a portion of the recirculation flow from the RHR system through
the residual spray headers

The CSS is provided with instrumentation and controls to permit the monitoring
and actuation of the system from outside the containment. The containment spray
pumps and valves are activated automatically by the containment high-high pres-
sure signal. Manual control switches are provided on the main control board.
The status of pumps and valve positions are indicated in the control room.
Abnormal conditions in the pump and valve operation and the spray water supply
are alarmed on the main control board.

The containment pressure control system (CPCS) is provided to prevent excessive
depressurization of the containment through inadvertent or excessive operation
of the CSS. The CPCS prevents manual or automatic operation of the CSS below
0.25 psig. Four independent pressure sensors and logic channels are provided

power to each train of the CPCS is sup-for a3ch train of the CSS. Electrit 1
pliet by a separate 120-V ac vital instrumentation and control inverter. Indi-
cation of the CPCS interlock status is provided in the control room and alarms
are provided on a loss of power to the system.

7.3.1.2.5 Containment Air Return and Hydrogen Skimmer System

The containment air return and hydrogen skimmer system is designed to (1) ensure
rapid return air to the lower containment compartment after initial loss-of-
coolant blowdown and (2) prevent accumulation of hydrogen in restricted areas
within the lower compartment resulting from a LOCA. This system has two inde-
pendent, 100% capacity hydrogen skimmer fans, with associated piping and valves
and two independent, 100% capacity air return fans with associated dampers.
E6ch redundant air return fan and hydrogen skimmer fan is powered from a
separate train of emergency, Class 1E standby power.

The instrumentation and controls for each redundant train are powered from the
same bus that powers the equipment in the train. Variables important to system
operation are indicated in the control room and alarms are provided to warn the
operator of abnormal conditions. Manual control switches are provided in the
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control room. The air return fans, the hydrogen skimmer fans, and the asso-
ciated dampers and valves are activated automatically by the containment high-
high pressure signal.

-The containment pressure control system, as described in Section 7.3.1.2.4,
also prevents manual and automatic operation of the containment air return and
hydrogen skimmer system below 0.25 psig.

7.3.1.2.6 Annulus Ventilation System

The annulus ventilation system is designed to (1) produce and maintain a nega-
tive pressure in the annulus following a LOCA, (2) minimize the release of
radioactivity following a LOCA by filtering and recirculating a large volume of
annulus air, and (3) provide long-term fission product removal capacity by decay
and filtration. This system has two independent, 100% capacity ventilation
filter subsystems consisting.of fans, filters, dampers, ductwork, and controls.
Electrical and control component separation is maintained between each subsystem
Each subsystem is powered by a separate train of emergency Class 1E standby
power. The instrumentation and controls of each redundant train are powered
from the same train that powers the equipment in that train. Information read-
outs are provided in the control room to monitor the safety functions of the
annulus ventilation system. Manual controls for the system are provided in the
control room. Switchover from the operating train to the standby train is
accomplished m ually by the operator.

7.3.1.2.7 Comhustible Gas Control System

Hydrogen gas may be generated inside the containment following an accident. To
ensure that the hydrogen concentration is maintained below the m:nimum capable
of combustion, redundant hydrogen recombiners are provided. A hydrogen sample
and purge system is provided to determine if the hydrogen recombiners are work-
ing and to control the hydrogen concentration, if necessary. Each hydrogen
recombiner is powered from a separate safeguards bus with a separate control
panel located outside of the containment. The recombiners are started manually
after a LOCA. The hydrogen sample and pu.ge system is operated manually.

7.3.1.2.8 Nuclear Service Water System

The nuclear service water (NSW) system supplies cooling water to safety and
nonsafety loads. Two trains of service water are supplied for each unit. The
NSW system is controlled manually from the control room during normal operation
with one train per unit in operation; the pump suction and discharges are shared
between units to provide cooling water from Lake Wylie. Manual control is pro-
vided also at the auxiliary shutdown complex. On receipt of a safety injec-
tion signal, both NSW pumps are automatically started and isolation valves for
safety related heat exchangers receive a confirmatory open signal for the
affected unit. On receipt of a Phase B isolation signal, the isolation valves
for nonessential heat exchangers are closed and the crossover valves between
NSW trains close for the affected unit. Additionally, NSW suction for both
units transfers from Lake Wylie to the SNSWP on Phase 8 containment isolation
or low pit level. A low pit level signal also starts the NSW pumps.

NSW system safety-related instrumentation and controls are powered from the same
train of essential auxiliary power as their associated train of NSW equipment.
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The safety-related instrumentation and controls for each train are physically
s:parated and electrically isolated. Information readouts for monitoring the
cperation of the safety-related functions of the NSW system are provided in the
control room.

7.3.1.2.9 Feedwater Line Isolation

Feedwater isolation is provided to isolate the steam generators from feedwater
flow to

(1) rapidly terminate feedwater flow and steam blowdown inside the containment
following a main steam or feedwater line break

(2) prevent loss of steam generator inventory resulting from pipe rupture
E

(3) prevent overfilling the steam generators if normal means of controlling
level fails

(4) prevent excessive cooldown of the reactor-vessel

Upon receipt of the feedwater isolation signal, the main feedwater isolation
valves and other valves associated with the main feedwater lines are closed.
Two complete actuation systems are provided for each valve operator correspond-
ing to two redundant ESFAS trains. The feedwater valves are tested routinely
during refueling outages and are not tested at power since induced transients
would cause reactor trip.

7.3.1.2.10 Steamline Isolation
.

An automatically operated main steam. isolation valve is installed in each main
steamline to stop uncontrolled steam flow from the steam generators in the event
of a break in the main steam piping. The isolation valves are held open against
four springs by control air applied to the bottom of a piston. Loss of control
air allows the valves to close in less than 5 sec. Control air.is supplied to
the main steam is:.lation valves through'two series (one train A and one train
B) of electrically operated solenoid valves. In addition, air from the bottom
of the piston is dumped through either of two electrically operated solenoid
valves (one train A and one train B) in series with variable restrictors used
to adjust closure speed. The solenoid valves are powered from Class 1E 125-V
dc. The isolation valves are periodically tested to 10% of full stroke.

A manual block switch is provided for the safety injection actuation and steam-
line isolation. The use of this switch bypasses safety injection actuation and
steamline isolation initiated on low steamline pressure and enables steamline
isolation initiated by high steam pressure rate. This bypass and enable usage
is only permitted when the pressurizer pressure is below the P-11 set point
and is automatically removed when the pressurizer pressure goes above the P-11
set point.

7.3.1.2.11 Emergency Diesel Generators

Each train of the 4,160-V ac essential auxiliary power system is supplied with
emergency standby power from an independent diesel generator. Each diesel
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generator can be manually started for test and maintenance purposes from the
control room or the local diesel control panel.

When the diesel generators receive an emergency start signal, all manual modes
of operation are overridden. If a diesel is in the maintenance mode, a starting
signal is inhibited. A local annunciator, an annunciator window in the control
room, and an alarm on the bypassed and inoperable status panel in the control
room are provided to alert the operator whenever a diesel is in the maintenance
mode. Protective trips also are provided for the diesels that are not bypassed
by starting signals. These trips are annunciated locally and in the control
room.

7.3.1.2.12 Control Room Area Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning System

The function of the control room heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) system is to maintain the environment in the control room, control room
area, and switchgear rooms within acceptable limits for equipment operation and
habitability under normal and postaccident conditions. The system is divided
into two 100% capacity, redundant trains that are interlocked so that only one
train is operating at a time. During normal operation one train of the system
is manually controlled with the other train in standby. A safety injection or
blackout signal automatically ensures one train is operating and, if necessary,
loads the system onto the essential auxiliary power. Controls in the control
room allow the operator to switch the operating and standby trains. Remote con-
trols are provided in the HVAC equipment room.

Smoke detectors, chlorine detectors, and radiation monitors take necessary iso-
lating action to ensure control room habitability. The instrumentation and
controls are powered by the same tiain of essential auxiliary power as their
associated train of the HVAC system. The safety-related instrumentation and
controls for the redundant trains are physically separated and electrically
isolated.

7.3.1.2.13 Auxiliary Building Ventilation System

This system provides adequate capacity to ensure that proper temperatures are
maintained in the auxiliary building (except for the control room area and fuel
handling area) during normal operating and shutdown conditions. This system
also provides filtering for potentially contaminated areas of the auxiliary
building and cooling air for the auxiliary shutdown panel rooms. The auxiliary
building ventilation system consists of six subsystems. Two of those subsystems,
the auxiliary building filtered exhaust system and the auxiliary shutdown panel
room air conditioning system, are ESF systems. Upon receipt of a safety injec-
tion (via sequencer) signal, all nonessential auxiliary building ventilation
system components shut down and the auxiliary building filtered exhaust system
cycles on with emergency Class 1E standby power. All areas of the auxiliary
building except the ECCS pump rooms are automatically isolated from the filtered
exhaust system.

All air exhausted from the auxiliary building is directed to the unit vent
where radiation is monitored. Upon indication of a high radiation level, the
system is automatically ' hut down. A safety injection signal or blackout
signal bypasses these permissives in the filtered exhaust system to maintain
their safety function.
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-Th3 auxiliary building filtered exhaust system and the auxiliary shutdown panel
room air conditioning system have two separate and redundant trains. Electrical
power and control separation between trains is maintained.

7.3.1.2.14 Diesel Building Ventilation System|

|

Th2 diesel building ventilation system automatically maintains a suitable envi-
I ronment for operation of equipment and personnel in the diesel building. The

system consists of two subsystems for each enclosure: (1) the normal venti-
lction system and (2) the emergency ventilation system. The normal ventilation
system operates only during normal plant operations and its fan is cycled off
and its shutoff damper is closed when its associated diesel is started. When
the diesel starts, the emergency ventilation system fans automatically start
and the automatic return air and outdoor air dampers are activated. When the
diesel is shut down, the emergency ventilation system dampers and fans are shut
d;wn. The diesel building ventilation system is automatically shut down on
receipt of a fire protection signal.

.A train of safety-related instrumentation and controls serve each of the
emergency ventilation systems. These trains are physically separated and
electrically isolated so that no single failure can affect the ventilation of
more than one diesel room. The emergency ventilation system can be manually
initiated in the diesel room. Temperature alarms and indication are provided
in the control room.

7.3.1.2.15 Switchover From Injection to Recirculation

The switchover from the injection mode to the recirculation mode is initiated
automatically and completed manually by the operator from the main control room.
During the injection mode, the RHR pumps deliver water to the reactor coolant
system from the RWST. The water is taken from the containment sump during the
recirculation mode. The transfer of the RHR pump suction to the containment
sump is accomplished automatically when the RWST level decreases below the low
level set point coincident with a safety injection signal. Four level measure-
ment channels are provided and arranged in a two-out-of-four coincidence logic
to open the two sump isolation valves and to close the RHR/RWST isolation valves.
The RHR pumps continue to run during the switchover.

The two charging pumps and two safety injection pumps continue to take suction
from the RWST following the automatic switchover described above. As part of
the manual switchover procedure, the two charging pumps and the two safety injec-
tion pumps are realigned in series with the RHR pumps.

The four RWST level channels provide level indication in the control room and
also generate high, makeup, low, and low-low level alarms. The low level alarm
coincident with the safety injection signal alerts the operator to complete the
switchover as described above.

7.3.2 Specific Findings

7.3.2.1 Steam Generator Level Control and Protection

As listed in Section 7.3.1.1, three steam generator level channels are used in
two-aut-of-three logic to isolate the feedwater on high-high water level. In
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addition, one of these channels is used to provide a level signal to the three-
element feedwater controller. A downscale failure of the level channel used
for control would result in a continuous request for feedwater and at the same
time make this channel ineffective in providing protection for high water level.
This would reduce the high level trip logic from two out of three to two out
of two. This would be in violation of the requirements of IEEE Std 279, Para-
graph 4.7, " Control and Protection System Interaction," because the remaining
protection system would not meet the single-failure criterion. The staff
expressed its concern on this apparent conflict with regulatory requirements.
The applicant intends to make design changes to rectify this issue. The staff
considers this: issue resolved subject to confirmation of installation of accept-
able design. modifications.

7.3.2.2 Compliance With IE Bulletin 80-06

IE Bulletin 80-06 requests a review of the ESF systems, with the objective of
ensuring that no device will change position solely because of the reset of the
actuation signal. In response to the staff's question on how the Catawba design
meets the requirements of IE Bulletin 80-06, the applicant has performed the
requested review and did not identify any component that would not remain in a
safety state following reset. A test, to verify that the actual installed
instrumentation and controls are in compliance with the requirements of IE Bul-
letin 80-06, will be conducted as part of the preoperational tests. Based on
this commitment by the applicant, the staff considers this issue resolved sub-
ject to confirmation of the test completion.

7.3.2.3 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) Interface Requirements

The applicant has referred to Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-8584, " Failure
Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) of the Engineered Safety Features Actuation
System," as the supporting document of FMEA for ESFAS equipment within the
Westinghouse scope of supply. The staff asked the applicant to confirm that
the interface requirements specified in WCAP-8584 have been met. In response,
the applicant stated that the interface criteria have been met and a statement
of confirmation was added to the FSAR. Based on the applicant's response, the
staff considers this matter resolved.

7.3.2.4 Safety System Trip Set Point Methodology

The methodology followed in setting the safety system trip set points has not
been described in the FSAR. In response to the staff's request for information
concerning this item, the applicant stated that the set point study has not
yet been completed for Catawba station. Because the primary function of this
information is to confirm the adequacy of set points specified in the station
Technical Specifications, the staff will audit this information at the time the
Technical Specifications are available for review.

7.3.2.5 Auxiliary Feedwater System

The review of the design of an auxiliary feedwater system (AFS) included a
number of considerations to ensure its capability as an effective post-trip
decay heat removal system. These considerations include
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'(1) automatic 1 initiation

(2) the' capability to control flow to establish and maintain steam generator
level

(3) the capability to control steam generator pressure w

(4) the capability to isolate faulted steam generators resulting from
feedwater/steamline breaks or tube ruptures

(5) the capability for post-trip' control from remote shutdown panels-

The functional requirements-for-an AFS are provided in BTP.RSB 5-1, " Design
Requirements of the Residual Heat Removal System." These requirements include*

the following:

: -(1) .The-design shall be such that shutdown conditions can be achieved using
: only safety grade systems satsifying GDC 1 through 5.
,

(2) The systems shall have suitable redundancy in components and features to
ensure that the system function can be accomplished assuming a single
failure.

-(3)' The systems shall be capable of being operated from the control room.

(4) The systems shall be capable of operation with only onsite or offsite
power available.-

During the staff's review of the AFS for Catawba, several concerns were identi-
.fied and are summarized as follows:"

1

(1) The control of steam generator level following automatic initiation of the
'

*

AFS.is performed by the plant operator positioning the control valve in-
the AFS'line to each steam generator. Two control valves are provided for
each steam generator. One valve regulates the flow supplied from a motor-;

driven AFS pump and the other regulates the flow supplied by the turbine-
driven pump. The electrical power for the two control valves for each-

steam generator is supplied from independent power sources. The plant'

t instrument air system provides the motive power to position all of the
control valves. An isolation valve in series with each flow control valve
provides the means to control steam generator level (valve open or closed)i

in the event that instrument air is not available from the single, non-

i safety grade instrument air system. In that the operability of the AFS
isolation valves is not dependent on nonsafety components or support
systems and that two valves associated with each steam generator are
powered from redundant Class 1E power sources, the staff finds the design

,

acceptable.4

! (2) Two isolation valves are provided for each steam generator--one isolation
valve isolates flow from a motor-driven pump and the other isolates flow

.
from-the turbine-driven pump. These are the only safety grade components,

I other.than tripping the AFS pumps, that can terminate auxiliary feedwater
flow to a faulted steam generator. The applicant has stated that termina-
tion of flow to a faulted steam generator is not required before 30 min4

I
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elapse. Flow can be terminated by manual closure of the safety grade
isolation valves or by use of the nonsafety grade flow control valves.
Further, local-handwheels permit closure of the air-operated control
valves _on loss of instrument air. .The staff finds this acceptable,

(3) The only safety grade components provided to control steam generator pres-
sure following post-trip conditions are the steam generator code safety
valves. In that the code safety valves only limit pressure to their set
value, they do not' provide a means for control room control of plant cool-
down to permit operation of the RHR system nor do they provide the means
to mitigate the cons _equences of steam generator tube ruptures. These con-

~

cerns are being pursued with the. applicant as noted in Section 5.4.4 of
this SER. The resolution of this matter will be addressed in a supplement j
to this report. ;

(4) As noted in item (3) above, the staff has questioned the adequacy of the
design in that control of steam generator pressure has not included the
steam generator PORVs as safety grade components. These concerns are
further compounded by interlocks used with the PORVs, which preclude their
use following a main steam isolation signal or on the failure of either
train of redundant logic associated with these interlocks. The resolution
of these concerns will be pursued with those noted in item (3) above.

7.3.2.6 TMI-2 Action Plan Item II.E.1.2, Auxiliary Feedwater System Automatic
Initiation and Flow Indication

Action Plan Item II.E.1.2 requires the following features: (1) a reliable
automatic indication of the AFS and (2) a reliable indication in the control
room of the auxiliary feedwater flow.

The staff's review of the Catawba AFS design shows that

(1) Automatic initiation of the AFS is part of the ESFAS and the staff finds
this aspect of the design acceptable.

(2) A single auxiliary feedwater flow indicator is provided in the control
room for each steam generator. Highly reliable, battery-backed power
sources are used to conform with BTP ASB 10-1. The staff finds this
acceptable.

On the basis of this review, the staff finds that the Catawba AFS design
'

satisfies the requirements of Item II.E.1.2.

7.3.2.7 Test of Engineered Safeguards P-4 Interlock

On November 7, 1979, Westinghouse notified the Commission of a potential
undetectable failure that could exist in the engineered safeguards P-4 inter-
locks. Test procedures were developed to detect failures that might occur.
The procedures require the use of voltage ineasurements at the terminal blocks
of the reactor trip breaker cabinets. To minimize the possibility of accidental
shorting or grounding of safety system circuits during testing of the P-4 inter-
locks, the applicant is permanently installing a voltage indicator across the
terminals. The staff finds this acceptable on confirmation of the installation.
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7.3.2.8 Nondetectable Failure in Power Lockout Circuitry

Safety injection pump suction isolation valve (nil 00B) and safety injection -
pump miniflow header to feedwater valve (NI147B) require power lockout to meet
the single-failure criterion. The power lockout scheme for each valve uses an
additional manually operated contactor. The staff concluded that a short of the
contacts for either " MAINTAINED" switch (value operation or power lockout)
would constitute a nondetectable failure and thus violate the single-failure
criterion. In response to the staff's concern, the applicant proposed a design
change that would permit testing to verify the operability of the power lockout
independent of the valve control switches. Further, the applicant confirmed in
a December 8, 1982 letter that the circuitry will be tested in the valve closure
direction at least once per refueling outage. The staff finds this acceptable.

7.3.2.9 Main Feedwater Isolation on High Doghouse Level

The containment penetration area for the main feedwater lines is called the
doghouse. Two separate doghouses are provided through which the feedwater
lines for two steam generators run. Two water level switches are provided in
each doghouse that are used to initiate ieedwater isolation for line break
protection in the doghouse. Each level switch actuates a train of feedwater
isolation logic. Because the FSAR did not provide the design basis for this
system, the staff inquired about its safety significance. In response, the
applicant stated that the plant safety analysis relies on the protective action
afforded by this system. A requirement will be added to the plant Technical
Specifications to test each train of this system during power operation to meet
the intent of GDC 21.

7.3.2.10 Containment Pressure Control System

As described in Sections 7.3.1.2.4 and 7.3.1.2.5, the containment pressure
control system (CPCS) provides four containment pressure sensor channels for
each train of the containment spray system and the containment air return and
hydrogen skimmer system to prevent manual and automatic cperation of these ESF
systems below a 0.25 psig containment pressure. The staff expressed concern
that a single failure, affecting more than one of the four sensor channels as-
sociated with each train of the CPCS, could cause excessive containment depres-
surization. The applicant's response indicated that the independence of the
four sensor channels within the same train is maintained by separating the sen-
sors and cables according to the protection channel separation criteria described
in FSAR Section 7.3.2.2.3. Based on this, the staff finds this issue resolved
subject to written confirmation of the separation applied to this installation.

Technical Specifications will be required to include the CPCS and the low
pressure interlocks.

7.3.2.11 Lockout of Manual Control by the Load Sequencer

Safety injection and/or loss of power will result in the automatic sequencing
of required loads on the essential auxiliary power system. Under these condi-
tions, the load sequencer removes manual capability to control loads and auto-
matically starts each load in sequence. As noted in Section 8.4.8 of this SER,
the load sequence can operate in an accelerated or dedicated sequence. The
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latter sequence permits loading of manually controlled loads within 12 min from
the diesel generator start. For a safety injection, the' capability to manually
t.-ip any load that is started by the sequencer'is not available until the oper-
ator resets safety injection and the load sequencer. Only by completing.these
f.ctions can the operator regain manual control capability of sequenced loads.
On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that a single failure could re-
sult in all loads being energized in sequence, but the operator would be unable
to trip and subsequently restart any of the individual loads associated with a
train of protectior systems and one of the redundant essential buses. Although
single-failure considerations could preclude the operability of one train of
the safety systems, the staff has not previously encountered a situation that
would preclude manual control of all sequenced loads. Therefore, the safety
significance of potential single failures for this aspect.of the load sequencer
design has not fully been evaluated. Further, the staff has not determined at
this time whether any regulatory requirement or guidance provided in regulatory
guides and industry standards should be applied to the failure modes of concern.
The staff has requested the applicant to address these concerns and, therefore,
is not in a position to conclude that this aspect of the sequencer design is
acceptable. The resolution of this issue will be addressed in a supplement to
this report.

7.3.2.12 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Suction Aligr, ment logic

As described in Section 7.3.1.2.1, the water supply to the auxiliary feedwater
pumps is aute,natically transferred from the condensate supply to the NSW system
under certain conditions. The logic circuitry for this transfer, shown in FSAR
Figures 7.4.1.1 and 7.4.1.2, is complex and contains multiple coincidence logic
and time delays. The staff has expressed concern about the testability of this
circuitry during power operation. A requirement will be added to the station
Technical Specifications to ensure that this circuitry is tested.

l.3.2.13 Undetectable Failure in Online Testing Circuitry for Engineered
Safeguards Relays

On August 6, 1982, Westinghouse notified staff of a potential undetectable.

failure in online test circuitry for the master relays in the engineered safe-
guards systems. The undetectable failure involves the output (slave) relay
continuity proving lamps and their associated shunts provided by test pushbut-
tons. If after testing, a shunt is no!. provided for any proving lamp because
of a switch contact failure, any subsequent safeguards actuation could cause
the lamp to burn open before its associated slave relay is energized. This
would then prevent actuation of any associated safeguards devices on that slave
relay. Westinghouse has provided test procedures that ensure that the slave
relay circuits operate normally when testing of the master relays is completed.
The applicant st;ated that these additional test procedures will be performed
and that a permanent circuit modification is being considered.

Until an acceptable circuit modification is installed, the staff will require
Technical Specifications to include monthly tests (instead of quarterly) of any
slave relay that has a proving lamp. These tests should be performed immediately
following the monthly test of an associated master relay.
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7.3.3 Conclusions

.Tha review of the instrumentation and control aspects of the ESF systems in-
cluded the ESFAS and the ESF control systems. The ESFAS detects a plant con-
dition' requiring the operation of an ESF system and/or essential auxiliary sup-
port-system and initiates operation of these systems. The ESF control system
regulates the operation of the ESF system following automatic initiation by the

i protection system or manual initiation by the plant op9rator.

Tha staff has conducted an audit review of these systems for conformance with
guidelines of the applicable RGs and industry codes and standards as outlined'

in the SRP Section 7.3, Parts II and III. In Section 7.1 of this SER, the staff

concluded that the applicant had adequately identified the guidelines applicable
.to these systems. Based on its audit review of the system design for conform-
ance to the guidelines, the staff finds that upon-satisfactory resolution of the
concerns identified in Sections 7.3.2.5 and 7.3.2.11 there is reasonable assur-
ance that the systems conform with the applicable guidelines.

The staff review has included the identification of those systems and components
for the ESFAS and ESF control systems that are designed to survive the effects,

of earthquakes, other natural phenomena, abnormal environments and missiles.
Based on its review, the staff * concludes that the applicant has identified
those systems and components consistent with the design bases for the systems.
S ctions 3.10 and 3.11 of this SER address the qualification programs to demon-
strate the capability of these systems and components to survive applicable
events. Therefore, the staff finds that the identification of the systems and
components satisfies this aspect of the GDC 2 and 4.

f

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the ESFAS conforms with the design
bases requirements of IEEE Std 279. The system includes the provisions to sense;

accident conditions and anticipated operational occurrences to initiate the
operation of ESF and EAS systems consistent with the analyses presented in
Chapter 15 of the FSAR. Therefore, the staff finds that the ESFAS satisfies the
requirements of GDC 20.

The ESFAS adequately conforms with the guidance for periodic testing in RG 1.22
and IEEE Std 338 as supplemented by RG 1.118. The bypassed and inoperable
status indication adequately conforms to the guidance of RG 1.47. The ESFAS

adequately conforms with the guidance on the application of the single-failure
criterion in IEEE Std 379 as supplemented by RG 1.53. Based on its review,

the staff concludes that the ESFAS satisfies the requirement of IEEE Std 279
with regard to the system reliability and testability. Therefore, the staff

finds that the ESFAS satisfies the requirement of GDC 21.

The ESFAS adequately conforms with the guidance in IEEE Std 384 as supplemented
by RG 1.75 for the protection system independence. Based on its review, the'

staff concludes that the ESFAS satisfies the requirement of IEEE Std 279 with
regard to the systems independence. Therefore, the staff finds that the ESFAS
satisfies the requirement of GDC 22.

Based on its review of the ESFAS, the staff concludes that the system is de-
signed with due consideration of safe failure modes if conditions such as dis-
connection of the system, loss of energy, or a postulated adverse environment
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are experienced. Therefore, the staff finds that the ESFAS satisfies the
requirements of GDC 23.

Based on its review of the interfaces between the ESFAS and plant operating
control systems, the staff concludes that the system satisfies the requireme.nts
of IEEE Std.279 with regard to control and protection system interactions.
Therefore, the staff finds that the ESFAS satisfies the requirement of GDC 24.

The staff's conclusions, noted above, are based on the requirements of IEEE
Std 279 with respect to the design of the ESFAS. Therefore, the staff finds
that the ESFAS satisfies the requirement of 10 CFR 50.55a(h) with regard to
IEEE Std 279.

|
The staff's review of the ESFAS and ESF control systems has examined the de-
pendence of these systems on the availability of EAS systems. Based on its
review and coordination with those having primary review responsibility of the.

EAS systems, the staff concludes that the design of the ESFAS and ESF control
systems are compatible with the functional performance requirements of EAS
systems. Therefore, the staff finds the interfaces between the ESFAS and ESF
control systems and the EAS systems to be acceptable.

The staff's review of the ESF control systems included conformance with the
, requirements for testability, operability with onsite and offsite electrical
'

power, and single failures consistent with the GDC applicable to these ESF
systems. The staff concludes that the ESF control systems are testable and are
operable on either onsite or offsite power (assuming only one source is avail-
able) and that the controls associated with redundant ESF systems are independ-
ent and satisfy the requirements of the single-failure criterion. Therefore,
the staff finds the ESF control systems meet the relevant requirements of
GDC 34, 35, 38, and 41.

In summary, the staff concludes that the ESFAS and the ESF control systems will
be acceptable and meet the relevant requirements of GOC 2, 4, 20 through 24,
34, 35, 38, and 41 and 10 CFR 50.55a(h), subject to resolution of the concerns
identified in Sections 7.3.2.5 and 7.3.2.11 of this report.

7.4 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

7.4.1 System Description

This section describes the equipnent and associated controls and instrumenta-
tion of systems required for safe shutdown. It also describes controls and
instrumentation outside the main control room that enable safe shutdown of the
plant in case the main control room needs to be evacuated.

7.4.1.1 Safe Shutdown Systems

i Securing and maintaining the plant in safe shutdown condition can be achieved
| by appropriate alignment of selected systems that normally serve a variety of
j operational functions. The systems required for safe shutdown must

'1) prevent the reactor from achieving criticality

(2) provide an adequate heat sink so that the design and safety limits of the
reactor coolant system temperature and pressure are not exceeded
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To perform the above functions, the systems required for safe shutdown must
have the following capabilities:

(1) boration
(2) adequate supply of auxiliary feedwater

,

(3) residual heat removal'

In addition to the operation of systems required to provide the above functions
i to achieve and maintain safe shutdown, the following conditions are applicable:

(1) The turbine is tripped (in addition to automatic trip this also can be
accomplished manually at the turbine as well as from the control room).

(2) The reactor is tripped (in addition to automatic trip this also can be
accomplished manually at the reactor trip switchgear as well as from the
control room).

(3) All automatic protection and control systems are functioning (discussed in
Section 7.2 and 7.3).

The monitoring indicators for maintaining hot standby are

(1) water level for each steam generator
(2) pressure for each steam generator
(3) pressurizer water level
(4) pressurizer pressure
(5) primary coolant hot- and cold-leg temperatures
(6) auxiliary feedwater flow for each steam generator
(7) condensate storage tank level

Th2 above indicators are provided in the main control room and also on the
remote shutdown panels.

The systems used for safe shutdown include the following:

(1) reactor coolant system
(2) main steam system
(3) auxiliary feedwater system
(4) chemical and volume control system
(5) component cooling water system
(6) nuclear service water system
(7) residual heat removal system
(8) supportive HVAC systems

7.4.1.1.1 Reactor Coolant System

Th2 reactor coolant system (RCS) transfers core residual heat to the steam gen-
erators. The reactor core is at a lower elevation than the steam generators,
ensuring that heat can be transported from the reactor core to the steam gener-
ators through natural circulation.

7.4.1.1.2 Main Steam System

Tha main steam system consists of main steam piping, power-operated atmospheric
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steam relief valves (PORVs), safety valves, and main steam isolation valves.
The system is used for maintaining a hot standby condition and for plant cool-
down to the temperature and pressure at which the RHR system can be placed in
operation. Core residual heat and RCS sensible heat can be removed by use of
the PORVs if the main condenser is not in service.

7.4.1.1.3 Auxiliary Feedwater System

See Section 7.3 for a discussion of the auxiliary feedwater system.

7.4.1.1.4 CFemical and Volume Control System

The chemical and volume control system (CVCS) is designed to

(1) maintain a predetermined water level in the pressurizer
(2) maintain seal water injection flow to the reactor coolant pumps
(3) control reactor coolant water chemistry conditions, radioactivity level,

and soluble chemical neutron absorber concentration
(4) provide emergency core cooling
(5) provide means for filling, draining, and hydrostatic testing in the RCS

The safety-related part of the CVCS consists of two redundant, separate, and
independent trains each of which is capable of supplying minimum emergency w ee
cooling. In the event that system control must be transferred to the auxiliary
shutdown complex, all ESF signals to the CVCS are defeated to allow for manual
control.

7.4.1.1.5 Component Cooling Water System

The component cooling water system serves as an intermediate system and a second
boundary between the RCS and the nuclear service water (NSW) system. The NSW
system provides an ensured source of cooling water to the component cooling
heat exchangers. Normal makeup to the component cooling water system is pro-
vided by the makeup demineralized water system. An ensured supply of makeup
water is available from the NSW system. The component cooling water system
consists of two independent subsystems--one subsystem for Unit 1 and another
for Unit 2.

Each subsystem consists of two redundant trains. Each train consists of two
component cooling pumps, one component cooling heat exchanger, one surge tank,
one drain sump pump, and associated valves, piping, and instrumeril ' w. Each
train of component cooling equiprrent supplies cooling water to a e -nding
train of the following redundant engineered safety equipment:

(1) residual heat removal heat exchanger
(2) residual heat removal pump mechanical seal heat exchanger

Only one train of component cooling equipment is necessary to supply minimum
requirements. All active system components considered vital to the operation
of the system are redundant. Separate flow paths are used in piping that
connects to the two trains of ESF equipment.
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7.4.1.1.6 Nuclear Service Water System

The NSW system instrumentation and controls monitor and control the operation
of the NSW system to ensure a continuous supply of cooling water for essential
systems and components under normal and accident conditions.

NSW is cooling water taken from either Lake Wylie or from the standby nuclear
s:rvice water pond (SNSWP). This cooling water is pumped through heat exchangers

;

| in both units and returied to its source. The normal source of NSW is Lake
I Wylie. If water supply from Lake Wylie is lost as a result of a ' seismic event,
' the alternate source is the SNSWP, which contains sufficient water to bring the

st: tion safely to a cold shutdown following a LOCA. Two intake pits, A and B,
r:ceive water from the Lake Wylie intake structure through separate conduits.
Isolation valves to Lake Wylie are closed and valves to the SNSWP are opened if
a low level is sensed in either intake pit or if a Phase B containment isolation
signal is initiated. Each intake pit supplies suction to two pumps. The pumps
that take suction from pit A are physically separated, by means of a concrete
wall, from the pumps that take suction from pit B. Redundancy is fondamental
in the system because either pit is capable of passing the flow needed for a
sicultaneous unit LOCA and unit cooldown. The operation of any two pumps on'

either or both supply lines is sufficient to supply all cooling water require-
ments for the two-unit plant for unit startup, cooldown, refueling, or post-
accident operation.

7.4.1.1.7 Residual Heat Removal System

The residual heat removal system (RHRS) transfers heat from the primary coolant
to the component cooling water sy: tem during plant cooldown and cor.trols the
timperature of the primary coolant during shutdown. During emergency conditions
th2 RHRS serves as part of the emergency core cooling system and containment
spray system. The RHRS consists of two redundant, separate, and independent
trains each of which is capable of maintaining its design cooling funct. ion even
with major single failures such as failure of an RHRS pump, valve or' neat
exchanger.

7.4.1.2 Remote Shutdown Capability

In the event the control room must be evacuated, the operators can establish
and maintain the plant in a hot-shutdown condition from outside the control
room through the use of controls and indicators located at the auxiliary shut-
down control panels and the auxiliary feedwater pump turbine control panel.
Each of the two auxiliary shutdown panels is located in a separate locked room
to restrict access. Both shutdown panels are required for hot shutdown. Selec-
tor switches on the auxiliary sht tdown panels allow the operator to transfer
control of the equipment required for shutdown from the control room to the
shutdown-panels. Transfer of this control is alarmed in the control room. A
loss-of-control-room test will be conducted to demonstrate the remote shutdown
capability. Cold-shutdown conditions can be reached from outside the control
room with some temporary instrumentation and control modifications.

7.4.2 Specific Findings

~The concerns arising from the staff's review and their status follow.
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:7.4.2.1 Loss of Non-Class.1E Instrumentation and Control Power! System Bus-g'
During Operation.

~

~The staff. requested that the applicant review the adequacy of emergency operat-
ing procedures to be used to obtain safe shutdown-upon loss of any Class 1E.or-
non-Class'1E bus' supplying power to safety -or nonsafety related instruments-

~

and controls. .This issue was addressed for' operating reactors through IE Bul-
letin 79-27.'

The applicant-has conducted'a review using the guidelines of'IE Bulletin 79-27
:. and stated.that no design modifications.are required. .The applicant also has

~

' icommitted tu develop or revise procedures to meet the requirement of IE Bulle-
I~ ' tin 79-27. The staff finds this' acceptable.

7.4.2.2' Remote Shutdown Instrumentation and Controls
1
i GDC 19, " Control Room,'' requires.that equipment at appropriate locations out-.

. side the control room be provided to. achieve a safe shutdown condition. To,
.

p meet GDC 19 (as interpreted in SRP Section 7.4) the following are required:
;

i (1) Redundant safety grade capability to achieve and maintain hot shutdown
i- from a ; location or locations remote from the control room, assuming no
i fire damage to any required systems and equipment and assuming no accident
! has occurred. The remote shutdown equipment should be seismically and

environmentally qualified and capable-of maintaining functional operability
.under all service conditions postulated to occur (including abnormal

i environments such as loss of ventilation).

(2)' Credit may be taken from manual actions (exclusive of continuous control),

of systems from locations that are reasonably accessible from the remote,

shutdown stations. Credit may not be taken for manual actions involving
jumpering, rewiring, or disconnecting circuits.

f (3) Redundant safety grade capability for, attaining subsequent cold shutdown
through the use of suitable procedures.;

I-

| (4) Loss of offsite power should not negate shutdown capability from the remote
shutdown stations. The design and procedures should be such that following
actuation of control from the remote shutdown location, a loss of offsite
power will not result in subsequent overloading of essential buses or
diesel generators. fianual restoration of power to shutdown loads is

,.

|: acceptable provided that sufficient information is available so that it
can be~ performed in a safe manner.

(5) Manual transfer of control to the remate location (s) should not disable
| any automatic actuation of ESF functions or change the operating status

of equipment while attaining or maintaining shutdown, other than where,

i ESF features can be manually placed in service to achieve and maintain
! shutdown. It is permiss1 Die to disable automatic low pressure injection

actuation in this manner when necessary to enable control of the RHR
system from the remote location and while operating this system to effect

;

L cold shutdown from hot shutdown.
|

.
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During the staff's review of the Catawba remote shutdown instrumentation and
control, the following concerns were identified:

|

|~ (1) Components, such as indication of plant parameters by sensors provided
[ solely for the remote shutdown system, are not seismically qualified.
:

(2) Independence of some redundant instrument systems that provide indication
on separate remote shutdown panels is not maintained to the same degree
as required for redundant safety grade systems.

(3) Components may not be environmentally qualified for conditions such as
loss of ventilation.-

(4) All automatic actions are bypassed when control is transferred to the
remote locations. This defeats automatic sequencing of shutdown loads
onto emergency power sources.

(5) Some components required for safe shutdown are supplied instrument power4

from a bus that is load shed on a safety injection signal. This introduces
the concern that either a loss of offsite power or delay of operator action
to control auxiliary feedwater could lead to overcooling and subsequent SI
with. loss of power to remote shutdown components.

The staff has requested the applicant to respond to the above concerns. The
' staff will then evaluate the applicant's response in a supplement to this report.

The applicant will conduct a plant startup test program that includes a one-
time demonstration to maintain a safe shutdown condition from outside the
control room. The test is to be carried out with the plant initially at 10%
power. Subject to confirmation that this test has been successfully
completed, the staff finds this acceptable.

7.4.2.3 Testability of Circuitry for Transfer of NSW Suction From Lake Wylie
to SNSWP

The transfer of NSW suction from Lake Wylie to the SNSWP on low pit level uses
ons-out-of-four logic (one-out-of-two logic until Unit 2 is in service) to4

effect.the transfer. The staff has expressed concern on the testability of this
transfer circuitry during power operation. Because the applicant has not de-
veloped a periodic test method, the staff will review this information during
its review of station Technical Specifications.

7.4.2.4 Loss of Both RHR Trains Resulting From a Single Instrument Bus Failure

Wh:n the RH') system is used for decay heat removal, a single instrument bus
failure will cause an RHR suction valve to close in each RHR train. The staff
has required that the applicant provide the basis that this design does not
pose a safety significant issue. The staff will address the applicant's
response in a supplement to this report.

7.4.2.5 Control Switches for RHR Miniflow Valves

The control switches for the miniflow valves for the RHR pumps are uniquely
configured. Both switches have a neutral position that prevents the valves
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from automatically opening to protect the RHR pumps on low flow conditions.
The staff expressed its concern that if the control switches are left in the
neutral position, the miniflow valves will not respond to an automatic open
signal required for RHR pump protection. This appears to be a means by which
both pumps could be damaged on a safety injection signal if the minimum flow
protection is~not in the automatic mode.

The applicant has indicated, in a January 14, 1983 letter, that design changes
will be implemented to alleviate this concern. This issue is resolved subject i

to staff confirmation that design modifications have been acceptably implemented. |

7.4.3 Conclusions

The review of systems required for safe shutdown included the sensors, circuitry,
redundancy features, and actuated devices that provide the instrumentation and
control functions that prevent the reactor f um returning to criticality and
provide means for adequate residual heat removal.

The staff has conducted an audit review of these systems for conformance to
guidelines of the applicable regulatory guides and industry codes and standards
as outlined in SRP Section 7.4, Parts II and III. In Section 7.1 of this SER,
the staff concluded that the applicant had adequately identified the guidelines
applicable to these systems. Based on its audit review of the systems designs
for conformance to the guidelines, the staff finds that upon satisfactory reso-
lution of the concerns identified in Sections 7.4.2.2 and 7.4.2.4 there is rea-
sonable assurance that the systems conform _ fully to the applicable guidelines.

The staff review has included the identification of those systems and components
required for safe shutdown that are designed to survive the effects of earth-
quakes, other natural phenomena, abnormal environments and missiles. Based on
the review, the staff concludes that the applicant has identified those systems
and components consistent with the design bases for the systems. Sections 3.10
and 3.11 of this SER address the qualification programs to demonstrate the capa-
bility of these systems and components to survive applicable events. Therefore,
the staff finds that the identification of these systems and components satis-
fies this aspect of the GDC 2 and 4.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that instrumentation and controls have
been provided to maintain variables and systems that can affect the fission
process, the integrity of the reactor core, the reactor coolant pressure bound-
ary, and the containment and its associated systems within prescribed operating
ranges during plant shutdown. Therefore, the staff finds that the systems
required for safe shutdown satisfy the requirements of GDC 13, " Instrumentation
and Control."

Instrumentation and controls have tseen provided within the control room to
allow actions to be taken to maintain the nuclear power unit in a safe condi-
tion during shutdown including a shutdown following an accident. Equipment at
appropriate locations outside the control room have been provided with (1) a
design capability for prompt hot shutdown of the reactor, including necessary
instrumentation and controls to maintain the unit in a safe condition during
hot shutdown, and (2) a potential capability for subsequent cold shutdown of the
reactor through the use of suitable procedures. Therefore, the staff concludes
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that the systems required for safe shutdown sacisfy the requirements of GDC 19,
"C:ntrol Room."

| The staff review of the instrumentation and controls required for safe shutdown
| has examined the dependence of these systems on the availability of essential

auxiliary support (EAS) systems. Based on this review and coordination withi

th se having primary review responsibility for the EAS systems, the staff con-
cludes that the design of EAS systems is compatible with the functional perform-
(nce requirements of the systems reviewed in this section. Therefore, the staff
finds the interfaces between the design of safe shutdown systems and the design
of EAS systems to be acceptable.

Th2 review of the instrumentation and control systems required for safe shut-
down included conformance to the requirements for testability, operability
with onsite and offsite electrical power, and single failures consistent with
the GDC applicable to safe shutdown systems. The staff concludes that these
systems are testable and are operable on either onsite or offsite electrical
power and that the controls associated with redundant safe shutdown systems
are independent and satisfy the requirements of the single-failure criterion.
Therefore, the staff finds that these systems meet the relevant requirements of
GDC 34, 35, and 38.

In summary, the staff concludes that the systems required for safe shutdown are
acceptable and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 2, 4, 13, 19, 34, 35, and
38 subject to satisfactory resolution of concerns identified in Sections 7.4.2.2
and 7.4.2.4 of this report.

7.5 Information Systems Important to Safety

7.5.1 System Description

Indicators, annunciators, recorders, and lights are used to provide information
to the operator during postaccident monitoring and normal operating conditions.
Engineered safety features (ESF) bypass indicators and the monitor light panels
provide information during all operating conditions. The information is dis-
played on the operator's console, the various control boards in the control
ro:m, and the remote shutdown panels. The systems for which this information
is provided include the following:

(1) reactor trip
(2) engineered safety features
(3) safe shutdown.

7.5.1.1 Normal Operational Monitoring

The following display instrumentation is available to the operator for monitor-
ing conditions in the reactor, the reactor coolant system, the containment, and
tha process systems throughout all normal operating conditions of the plant,
including anticipated operational occurrences:

(1) source range flux level and startup rate
(2) intermediate range flux level and startup rate
(3) power range flux level and flux distribution
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(4) Taverage ( ne per loop)
(5) AT (one per loop)
(6) overpower AT set point
(7) overtemperature AT set point
(8) pressurizer pressure
(9) pressurizer level
(10) primary coolant flow
(11) reactor coolant pump current
(12) system wide range pressure
(13) demanded rod speed
(14) auctioneered Taverage I

(15) Treference
(16) control rod position

.

(17) control rod bank demanded position
(18) containment pressure
(19) auxiliary feedwater flow;

(20) steam generator level, narrow range
(21) steam generator level, wide range
(22) programmed steam generator level
(23) main feedwater flow
(24) magnitude of signal controlling main and bypass feedwater control valves
(25) steam flow
(26) steamline pressure
(27) steam dump modulate signal
(28) turbine impulse chamber pressure

Eight monitor light panels are provided in the control room to enable the
operator to quickly assess the status of all remotely operated ESF valves,
motors, fans, etc.

<

Each monitor light panel consists of an array of white lights, one for each ESF
component monitored. The monitor lights normally are not energized when the

| monitored component is in the position or mode required for normal power opera-
tion. An energized light on the monitor light panel normally indicates that
the monitored component is in its safety position or made.

The eight monitor light panels are arranged to monitor particular groupings of
. components as follows:

(1) Grouping 1 Panel monitors those components that are normally in their
safety positions and receive an ESFAS signal to ensure correct positioning
(containment isolation valves excepted).

(2) Grouping 2 Panel monitors those components that are normally positioned
for safety injection but are realigned for recirculation.

(3) Grouping 3 Panel monitors those components that are aligned for safety
injection by an ESFAS signal and are realigned for recirculation.

; (4) Grouping 4 Panel monitors those components that are aligned for safety
| injection by an ESFAS signal and are not realigned for recirculation

(containment isolation valves excepted).

1
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(5) Grouping 5 Panel monitors those components that are normally aligned for
safety injection and cold-leg recirculation, but must be realigned for
hot-leg recirculation.

(6) Grouping 6 Panel monitors upper head injection (UHI) isolation valves
(monitor lights are energized after closure of UHI isolation valves on
accumulator low liquid level).

(7) Grouping 7 Panel monitors those components that are normally aligned,

! for safety injection with power removed.

(8) Grouping 8 Panel monitors containment isolation components that receive
an ESFAS signal.

7.5.1.2 Postaccident Instrumentation

In addition to the instrumentation for normal operational monitoring, instru-
mentation channels are provided to enable the operator to perform manual safety
functions, to determine the sffects of manual actions taken, and to maintain
safe shutdown following a reactor trip. This instrumentation, designated as
the postaccident monitoring system (PAMS), monitors the following variables:

(1) wide range T and Thot cold
(2) pressurizer water level
(3) primary system wide range pressure
(4) containment pressure
(5) steamline pressure
(6) steam generator water level
(7) refueling water storage tank level
(8) boric acid tank level
(9) containment radiation level
(10) containment hydrogen concentration
(11) containment sump level

The requirements applied to this system include redundancy, separation, and
independent power sources to meet the single-failure criterion; capability for
verifying operability; and isolation from nonsafety systems. One of the chan-
nels used to monitor each parameter also is recorded. The recorders are quali-
fied to be operable following (not during) a seismic event. This system will
be reviewed for conformance with the recommendations of RG 1.97, Rev. 2 (see
Section 7.5.2.1) as part of the applicant's overall emergency response
capability.

7.5.1.3 Bypass or Inoperative Status Indication

Automatic function level bypass indication is provided in the control room for
each safety-related function designed to perform automatically if it is expected
that the function will be bypassed or deliberately made inoperable more than
once per year when it is normally required to be operable. The indication of
bypassed or inoperable status for safety-related functions conforms with the
recommendations of RG 1.47, Rev. O.
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The function bypass alarms receive their inputs from valve position limit
switches, circuit breaker auxiliary contacts, switch contacts, relays, and so
forth, indicative of function inoperability. Means for manual actuation of each

- typass alarm also are provided in the control room. A separate bypass alarm
system is provided for each Catawba unit. Alarm window terminology is explicit
as to the safety function affected. Bypass indication alarms are tested by a
test contact that simulates operation of the remote contacts to verify proper
operation of the alarm circuits. The design and installation of the bypass and
inoperable status indication is such that a failure in an alarm circuit will
have no adverse affect on the function monitored or on any of the other func-
tions monitored by the bypass alarm panel.

Bypass indication is provided in the control room for each train of the fol- ;

lowing safety-related functions: ),

(1) annulus ventilation
(2) auxiliary building ventilation

'

(3) auxiliary feedwater pumps (motor driven)
(4) auxiliary feedwater pump (turbine driven)
(5) chemical and volume control system (charging / injection)
(6) component cooling
(7) containment air return and hydrogen skimmer
(8) containment isolation4

(9) containment penetration valve injection water
(10) containment pressure control
(11) containment spray
(12) control room ventilation and chilled water
(13) diesel building ventilation
(14) diesel generator
(15) diesel generator room sump drainage
(16) groundwater drainage
(17) nuclear service water
(18) nuclear service water pump structure ventilation
(19) reactor trip
(20) residual heat removal (injection)
(21) residual heat removal (spray)
(22) safety injection
(23) safety injection (accumulator)
(24) spent fuel pool cooling
(25) upper head injection

7.5.2 Specific Findings

7.5.2.1 Postaccident Monitoring System

The postaccident monitoring system (PAMS) provides information readouts to
enable the operator to perform required manual functions and to determine
the effect of manual actions taken following a reactor trip. The applicant
developed PAMS design criteria using applicable requirements of IEEE
Std 279-1971. These include the requirements for redundancy (either duplicate
or functionally related channels), isolation, separation, Class 1E power,
qualification, and the capability for verifying the operability of the moni-
toring channels.
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Tha staff finds that the safety related display instrumentation is acceptable
for initial plant operation. For the long term, the staff will evaluate con-
for.:ance with RG 1.97 (Rev. 2) in conjunction with emergency response capa-
bility improvements on a schedule consistent with implementation requirements
for Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737.

7.5.2.2 TMI-2 Action Plan Item II.D.3, Direct Indication of Relief and
Safety Valve Positions

This action plan item requires position indication in the control room for the
relief and safety valves.

Saismically and environmentally qualified safety grade position indication is
provided in.the control room for each of the pressurizer power-operated relief
valves (PORVs) and the safety valves. The positions of the PORVs are detected
by stem-mounted limit switches. A control room computer alarm (nonsafety grade)
also is activated upon opening of a PORV. The safety valve positions are
detected by an acoustic flow detector system that senses vibrations caused by
flow through the valve indicating that the valve is not fully closed. A safety-
grade indicator light and a nonsafety grade annunciator are provided in the
control room to indicate flow through any of the three valves. A bar graph
monitor is provided in the electrical penetration room that can be used to
determir.e which valve is open. Based on the above information, the staff con-
cludes that the design of this system conforms with the TMI-2 Action Plan
Ittm II.D.3 guidelines.

7.5.2.3 -TMI-2 Action Plan Item II.F.1, Additional Accident Monitoring
Instrumentation

Positions (4), (5), and (6) of this action plan item require installation of a
containment pressure monitor, contai'nment water level monitor, and containment
hydrogen concentration monitor.

Continuous indication and reco.rding of the containment pressure is provided in
th2 control room with a measurement and indication range extending from -5 psig
to 60 psig. Two redundant channels of indication are provided with two channels
recorded. The instrumentation is powered from the 120-V ac vital instrumenta-
tion and control power system and is seismic Category I.

Tha containment emergency recirculation sump for Catawba encompasses the entire
floor of the lower containment. Redundant safety grade level instrumentation
is provided to measure emergency recirculation sump level. The range of this
instrumentation is 0-20 ft (approximately 1,000,000 gal). Continuous indica-
tion from each redundant differential pressure transmitter is provided in the
control room with two channels recorded. The instrumentation is powered from
the 120-V ac vital instrumentation and control power system and is seismic
Category I.

Continuous indication and recording (one channel) of the containment hydrogen
concentration is provided in the control room. The hydrogen monitoring system
consists of two redundant analyzer systems with a range of 0-30% hydrogen by
volume. These analyzers are powered from redundant Class 1E power supplies.
Each analyzer has a local control panel indicator and alarm and a separate
control room indicator and alarm. The system is seismic Category I.
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Based on its review, the staff concludes that the design of these monitors
conforms with the TMI-2 Action Plan Item II.F.1 guidelines.

7.5.2.4 Freeze Protection for Instrumentation Sensing and Sampling Lines

In the past there have been many occurrences of frozen instrumentation and
sampling lines. IE Bulletin 79-24 requested a review of plant designs to ensure
that adequate ensures had been taken to prevent safety-related process, instru-
ment and samplim, lines from freezing during extremely cold weather. The appli-
cant has used heat tracing to provide the required freeze protection. An inde-
pendent monitoring system with a control room annunciater is provided. A

portable monitor (thermocouple) is used to periodically check the operation of
,

the permanently installed monitors. The staff finds this design to be consis- I

tent with the function's importance to safety and, therefore, acceptable.

The staff will include a requirement to periodically test these circuits in the
station Technical Specifications.

7.5.2.5 Instrumentation Used to Initiate Safety Functions

Instrumentation for process measurements used for safety functions such as
reactor trip or emergency core cooling typically are provided with the
following:

(1) An indicator in the control room to provide the operator with information
on the process variable being monitored, which can also be used for periodic
surveillance checks of the instrument transmitter.

(2) An alarm to indicate to the operator that a specific safety function has
been actuated.

(3) Indicator lights or other means to inform the operator which specific
instrument channel has actuated the safety function.

(4) Rod positions, pump flows, or valve positions to verify that the actuated
safety equipment has taken the action required for the safety function.

(5) The capability for testing each safety function without interfering wiD
normal plant operations and without lifting instrument leads or using
jury rigs. The capability for testing should include the transmitter
where indicators are not provided to perform operability checks of the
transmitters.

During recent reviews, it has been found that one or more of the features above
was not provided for certain instrumentation used to initiate safety functions.
The staff position is that instrumentation provided to perform safety functions
such as isolating nonseismic portions of systems, closing valves when tank
levels reach low level set points, and similar functions should be provided
with alarms and indicators commensurate with the importance of the safety func-
tion and should be testable without interfering with normal station operations.
The applicant was asked to provide the staff with a list of all instrument chan-
nels that perform a safety function where one or more of the features listed
in (1) through (5) above are not currently provided. For each of these instru-
ment channels, the applicant was asked to indicate which of the features (1)
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lthrough (5) are not currently provided. Because a majority of.the items covered
by the staff's position are related to interfaces with.the plant operators, the

*

| applicant requested that his response to address these concerns be delayed so
that it may be integrated into the control room design review.

Tha staff has performed an audit review of instrumentation that performs safety
functions. As a result of this review, the staff'has. identified that the con- '

tainment pressure transmitters used for the containment pressure control system
do not have_ indicators to facilitate surveillance checks. In response _to this

| ccncern, the applicant provided a commitment to install analog indicators that .

will permit verification of the operability of the pressure measurement channels.L

l .The staff will include a requirement in the station. Technical Specifications
that'a' channel check be performed on a daily basis for these channels.

'Bised on the applicant's commitment to address the staff's concerns related to
indication, alarm, and test features as part of an ongoing control room _ design

!~ rsview program, the staff considers this a confirmatory item and will address
the resolution of'this matter in a supplement to this report if any future'

problems are identified.

I 7.5.2.6 Upper Head Injection Level Indication
i Level indication is provided over a narrow range for the UHI accumulator surge
i tank. _The only means to estimate the volume of water in the accumulator from

the control room is by reading the nitrogen accumulator pressure. _ Because
,

accumulator level measurements are required by RG 1.97, Rev. 2, this aspect of
f; the system design will be addressed at the time that conformance to the regula-

tory guide is reviewed. As noted in SER Section 7.5.2.1, this is to be con-
sidered in the context of the station's emergency response capability as speci-

j fied in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737.

! 7.5.3 Conclusions
!

The information systems inportant to safety provide the operator with informa-
!- tion on the status of the plant to allow manual safety actions to be performed

when necessary. The scope of review included tables of system variables andi

component' states to be indicated, functional diagrams, electrical and physical
: layout drawings, and descriptive information. The review has included the

applicable acceptance criteria and guidelines and. design bases, including thosei

for indicat, ion of bypassed or inoperable safety systems. The review also has
included the applicant's analyses of the manner in which the design of informa-

| tion systems conforms with the acceptance criteria and guidelines that are appli-
cable to these systems as noted in the SRP.

The' staff has conducted an audit review of these systems for conformance with
,

guidelines of the applicable Regulatory Guides and industry codes and standards*

as outlined in SRP Section 7.3, Parts II and III. In Section 7.1 of this SER,

the staff concluded that the applicant had adequately identified the guidelines
,

; applicable to these systems. Based on the audit review of the systems designs
! for conformance to the guidelines, the staff finds that on satisfactory reso-
; lution of the concerns identified in Sections 7.5.2.1, 7.5.2.5, and 7.5.2.6

there is reasonable ast;rance that the systems conform with the guidelines
! applicable to them.

:
i

.
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The staff review has included the identification of those systems and compo-
nents of the information systems that are designed to survive the effects of
earthquakes, other natural phenomena, abnormal environments and missiles.
Based on its review, the staff concludes that the applicant has identified
those systems and components consistent with the design bases for the systems.
Sections 3.10 and 3.11 of this SER address the qualification programs to demon-
strate the capability of these systems and components to survive applicable
events. Therefore, the staff finds that the identification of these systems
and components satisfies this aspect of GDC 2 and 4.

The redundant safety grade information systems adequately conform with the I

guidance for the physical independence of electrical systems provided in !
RG 1.75.

The staff concludes that the information systems important to safety includer

| appropriate variables and t. hat their range and accuracy are consistent with the
plant safety analysis. Therefore, the staff finds that the information systems
satisfy the requirements of GDC 13, " Instrumentation and Control," for moni-
toring variables and systems over their anticipated ranges for normal operation,
for anticipated operational occurrences, and for accident conditions. Further,
the staff finds that conformance with GDC 13 and the applicable guidelines
satisfiet, the requirements of GDC 19, " Control Room," with respect to informa-
tion systems provided in the control room from which actions can be taken to
operate the unit safely under normal conditions and to maintain it in a safe
condition under accident conditions.

In summary, the staff concludes that the information systems important to
safety are acceptable and meet the requ.irements of GDC 2, 4,13, and 19 sub-
ject to satisfactory resolution of concerns identified in Sections 7.5.2.1,
7.5.2.5, and 7.5.2.6

7.6 Interlock Systems Important to Safety

7.6.1 System Description

The systems described in this section operate to reduce the probability of
,

occurrence of specific events or to maintain safety systems in a state to
| assure their availability when required.
1

7.6.1.1 Residual Heat Removal Isolation Valve Interlocks

The RHRS consists of two residual heat exchangers, two pumps, and the associated
piping, valves, and instrumentation necessary for operational control. The in-;

| let lines to the RHRS are connected to the hot legs of two reactor coolant loops,
' and the return lines are connected to the cold legs.

The RHRS is a low pressure system and is isolated during normal operation from
the high pressure reactor coolant system. The isolation is provided by two
motor operated valves in series in each of the two residual heat removal pump
suction lines. Interlocks prevent opening of the valves until the reactor
coolant system pressure is below a predetermined value (approximately 425 psig).
Once opened, the valves will close automatically if the pressure increases
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ab:ve a preset value (approximately 600 psig). The position of the valves is
indicated on the main control board by lights actuated by the valve limit
switches.

7.6.1.2 Cold-Leg Accumulator Motor-Operated Valve Interlocks

The accumulators are pressure vessels partially filled with borated water and
,

prsssurized with nitrogen gas. During normal operation each accumulator is
| isolated from the RCS t,y two check valves in series. Should the RCS pressure
| fall below the accumulator pressure, the check valves open and borated water

is forced into the 905. To prevent injection of borated water at low pressure
op: ration during shutdown and startup, each of the accumulators is provided
with a motor-operated isolation valve in series with the check valves. The
valve is closed by the operator shortly after the RCS is depressurized below
the safety injection unblock set point.

The motor-operated isolation valves are controlled by switches on the main
control board and are interlocked as follows:

(1) The valves open automatically on receipt of a safety injection signal
("S").

(2) The valves open automatically whenever the RCS pressure is above the
safety injection unblock pressure (P-11 interlock).

(3) The valves cannot be closed as long as an "S" signal is present.

After the RCS pressure is decreased during shutdown and the motor-operated
isolation valves are closed, power to the valves is disconnected to prevent
accidental operation. The power to the valves also is disconnected after the
valves are opened during normal power operation to prevent accidental closing.
A light, actuated by the valve motor-operated limit switch, on the control room
monitor light panel is on if the valve is not fully open. An alarm, operated
by both the valve motor operator limit switch and valve stem limit switch, is
activated when a valve is not fully open with the system above the safety
injection unblock pressure.

7.6.1.3 Upper Head Injection Interlocks

The UHI system includes two accumulators, one filled with borated water, the
other filled with pressurized nitrogen gas. During normal plant operation, the
contents of the accumulators are separated by a membrane in the line connecting
them and their pressure is maintained at equilibrium through a surge tank.
Should the RCS pressure fall below the accumulator pressure, the check valves
in the two lines connecting the water accumulator to the RCS will open and the
water will be forced into the RCS.

Each of the two redundant UHI lines are provided with two series, hydraulically
operated isolation valves. These valves close to prevent nitrogen gas from
entering the reactor coolant following the injection of the borated water from
the accumulator. The valves are normally open during operation, and each valve
is closed by a separate and independent low level signal and a separate hydrau-
lic accumulator. Manual controls are provided in the control room to close the
valves during shutdown and open the valves during startup. Following valve
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closure, a motor-driven gagging device is inserted in the valve operator to
prevent reopening of the valve on loss of hydraulic pressure to the valve

. operator. In the event of an accident requiring UHI, the safety injection
signal automatically engages the gagging devices when the isolation valves are
closed. Open and closed valve position indication is provided in the control
room. A separate light is provided for each valve to indicate when the valve
is not fully open. A stem-mounted limit switch on each accumulator isolation
valve actuates an alarm in the control room if the valve is not fully open when
the reactor coolant pressure is raised above the safety injection unblock pres-
sure (P-11).

7.6.1.4 Reactor Coolant System Overpressure Protection System for Low
Pressure / Temperature, Water Solid Conditions

The reactor coolant system overpressure protection system prevents the RCS from
overpressurization during periods of water solid operation during startup and
shutdown. The maximum RCS pressure is limited by providing a low pressure set
point interlocked with reactor coolant temperature to actuate two of the pres-
surizer PORVs. Keylock switches, located on the main control board, enable the
low pressure set point for each train of PORV actuation. When plant conditions
require low temperature overpressure protection, an annunciator is provided to
alert the operator. When the low pressure set point is enabled, any pressure
excursion above the set point will cause actuation of the PORVs if the primary^
coolant temperature is below the temperature set point. If the system tempera-
ture rises above the temperature set point, the RCS overpressure protection
system is automatically disarmed and an annunciator alerts the operator to re-
turn the keylock switches to their normal positions. Separate wide-range tem-
perature and pressure transmitters are provided for each train of PORV actuation.

7.6.1.5 Diesel Generator Cooling Water System Interlocks

The diesel generator cooling water system maintains diesel engine temperature
within the design operating range. Each diesel generator is provided with a
train of cooling water. If the temperature of a train of cooling water exceeds
a predetermined set po'at, that train's diesel engine automatically shuts down.
This interlock is automatically bypassed by a diesel emergency start signal.
Alarms are provided locally and in the control room for high and low water
temperature, low water pressure, and low standpipe level.

7.6.1.6 Diesel Generator Lubricating Oil System Interlocks

The diesel generator lubricating oil system pumps oil from the lube oil tank
to the diesel generator and provides a gravity drain from the diesel engine
crankcase back to the lube oil tank. Each diesel generator is provided a
separate lube oil system, including interlocks to prevent starting or to shut
down the engine on low lube oil pressure, low-low lube oil pressure, low turbo
oil pressure, high lube oil outlet pressure, or high main bearing temperature.
All of these interlocks, except the low-low lube oil pressure, are automatically
bypassed by an emergency start signal. This low-low oil pressure interlock
uses three pressure switches with two-out-of-three logic and is bypassed for a

| sufficient time to allow diesel engine starting. Alarms are provided locally
and in the control room for high or low oil inlet temperature, high or low oil
outlet temperature, low oil pressure, or low lube oil sump tank level.

\ |
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7.6.2 Specific Findings

'

7.6.2.1 -Interlocks for Reactor Coolant System Pressure Control During Low
| Temperature Operation
,

| Th2 generation of actuation signals to open the pressurizer PORVs to prevent
! tha reactor coolant system pressure from exceeding allowable limits during low

temperature operation is described in Section 7.6.1.4.

In its review of the control logic, the staff was concerned about incorrect mode
selector switch positions not being sensed by the " Low Pressure Mode Operation
Alert" alarm actuating logic.. The applicant has agreed to modify this logic by
providing an input from the mode selector switch to the alarm logic. Based on
this commitment, the staff considers the issue resolved subject to confirmatory
installation of circuit modification.

-7.6.2.2 Upper Head Injection Automatic Termination

Termination of injection by the UHI system is effected automatically by the use
of local level indicating switches. Surveillance testing to determine the opera-
bility of these components requires simulation of the differential pressures
corresponding to those produced by changes in level of the UHI water accumulator.
Since during operation the water level in the accumulator is above the upper
level sensing tap (reference leg), the normal full-range indicated level corres-
ponds to zero differential pressure at the level indicating switch. The condi-
tions existing following surveillance when the instrument is returned to service
do not provide an indicated level tnat conclusively verifies it was placed in
service. The indicated level of an in-service device is the same as that which
would be obtained if the equalizing valve between the level sensing lines were
left open. Therefore, the surveillance procedures and test frequencies for
thsse devices will be reviewed during review of the Technical Specifications to
ensure that they are adequate for the safety function.

7.6.2.3 Upper Head Injection Manual Control

Th2 valves used to terminate UHI use hydraulic accumulators to effect automatic
fast closure. For large-break LOCAs, interlocks provide fast closure of these
accumulator isolation valves to terminate UHI and preclude introduction of
nitrogen into the reactor vessel. Manual closure is provided only by use of a
nonsafety grade hydraulic pump closing one of the four valves at a time. This
means of manual closure is a slow process requiring on the order of 90 sec of
operator time per valve.

Since the plant safety analysis is based on automatic termination of UHI, this
aspect of the design conforms to the regulatory requirements for protection
systems. The staff's interpretation of Section 4.17 of IEEE Std 279 is that
manual initiation of the protective action to terminate UHI also should be pro-
vided in conformance to the requirements of this standard. In response to the
staff's concern, the applicant, in a January 18, 1983 letter, committed to pro-
vide safety grade manual closure capability fcr the accumulator isolation valves.
The staff considers this concern resolved subject to confirmatory installation
of this safety grade closure capability.
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7.6.2.4 Key-Locked Switchei Used to Override Isolation of Control Room Area
HVAC System

Isolation valves in the air intakes of the control. room area HVAC system are
closed by signals from chloride and radiation monitors and smoke detectors. A
key-locked switch is used for each. isolation valve which blocks the isolation
signal and permits.the isolation valve to be opened. This feature' permits'the
operator to override the isolation of the air intakes resulting from a faulty
monitor or detector. The staff expressed the concern that such action could
preclude . isolation' of:the air intake by nonfailed monitors or detectors. The

-applicant subsequently proposed modifications that would provide the capability
to block' isolation signals from a failed detector or monitor but would not
preclude closure of the isolation ~ valves resulting from a subsequent isolation

; signal. The staff finds the. proposed changes resolve the staff's concern sub-
ject to confirmation that they have been implemented.-

7.6.2.5; . Cold-Leg Accumulator Valve Interlocks and Position Indication

I A motor-operated isolation valve is provided between each safety injection tank
and the reactor coolant (primary) system. The valve opens automatically when
either the primary coolant system pressure exceeds the safety injection unblock
pressure as specified in'the Technical Specifications or when the safety injec-
tion signal ("S") is present. After the RCS pressure is decreased during shut-,

down and the motor-operated isolation valves are closed, power to the valves is
disconnected to prevent accidental operation. The power to the valves also is
disconnected after the valves open during normal power operation to prevent

; accidental closing. Gear and stem limit switches are separately powered. The
''

valve position indication in the control room is redundantly available regard-
i less of the power lockout to the valve.

; The staff concludes that the design of the cold-leg accumulator isolation valve
'

interlocks and the valve position indication is in accordance with the require-
j ments of BTP ICSB 4 and is acceptable.

7.6.2.6 ~MI-2 Action Plan Item II.K.3.1, Installation and Testing of Automatic
| Power-0perated Relief Valve Isolation System

This action plan item requires all PWR licensees to provide a system that uses
PORV block valve.to protect against a small-break LOCA. The system would auto-
matica11y close the block valve when the reactor coolant system pressure decays
after the PORV opens. The staff requirements provide, however, that such a
control system is not required if studies provided in response to Item II.K.3.2
show that the probability for the PORV sticking open is sufficiently small.

The applicant has stated agreement with the Westinghouse determination that an
additional block valve closure system would add little protection against a
PORV. failure. If the staff does not accept the Westinghouse conclusions, it
will require any necessary modifications to the Catawba system.

7.6.3 Conclusions

The staff concludes that the designs of the interlock systems important to
safety are acceptable and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 2 and 4, as
discussed in the following paragraphs.
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The review of the interlock systems important to safety included the interlocks
to prevent overpressurization of low pressure systems when connected to the
primary coolant system. The staff position with regard to this interlock system
is set forth in BTP ICSB-3, " Isolation of Low Pressure Systems from the High
Pressur: Reactor Coolant System." Based on its review, the staff concludes
that the design of this system adequately complies with the staff's guidelines.;

This review included the interlock provided to prevent overpressurization of
the primary coolant system during low temperature operation. The staff's posi-i

tien with regard to this interlock system is set forth in BTP RSB 5-2, "Over-
prassurization Protection of Pressurized Water Reactors While Operating at Low
Temperatures." Based on the review, the staff concludes that the design of
this system adequately complies with the staff's guidelines subject to confirma-
tien of circuit revision (see Section 7.6.2.1). ,

This review included the interlocks for the ECCS accumulator valves. The
staff's position with regard to this interlock system is set forth in BTP ICSB-4,
" Requirements of Motor Operated Valves in the ECCS Accumulator Lines." Based
en the review, the staff concludes that these interlocks adequately comply with
the staff's guidance.

Based on the review of the interlock systems important to safety, the staff
concludes that their design bases are consistent with the Catawba safety analysis
and the systems importance to safety. Further, the staff concludes that the
aspects of the design of these systems with respect to single failures, redun-
dancy, independence, qualification, and testability are adequate to ensure that
the functional performance requirements will be met.

The review has included the identification of those systems and components of
interlock systems important to safety that are designed to survive the effects
of ea"thquakes, other natural phenomena, abnormal environments, and missiles. y

Based on the review, the staff concludes that the applicant has identified the
systems and components consistent with the design bases for the interlock
systems. Sections 3.10 and 3.11 of this SER address the qualification programs
to demonstrate the capability of these systems and components to survive appli-
cable events. Therefore, the staff finds that the identification of the systems
and components satisfies this aspect of GDC 2 and 4.

In summary, the staff concludes that the interlock systems important to safety
are acceptable subject to satisfactbry resolution of the concern identified in
S:ction 7.6.2.6 of this report.

7.7 Control Systems

The general design objecti.ves of the plant control system are:

(1) to establish and maintain power equilibrium of the primary and secondary
system during steady-state unit operation

(2) to constrain operational transients so as to preclude unit trip and re-
establish steady-state unit operation
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(3) 'to provide the reactor operator with monitoring instrumentation that indi-
cates all required input and output control parameters of the systems-and-
provides the capability of assuming manual control of the system

.

7.7.1 System Description
~

(1) Reactor Control Syst'em

The reactor control system enables the plant to accept a step load increase i

or decrease of 10% and a ramp-increase or decrease of 5% per minute within |
'

1 the load range of 15% to 100% without reactor trip, steam dump, or. pres-
surizer relief actuation (subject to possible xenon limitations).' The

; system also maintains the reactor coolant average temperature within
established limits by generating the demand signals for_ moving the controlr

rods.

(2) Rod Control Sys' tem

The rod control system modulates the reactor power by automatic or manual
i control of full-length control rod banks. The system receives rod speed
i- and direction signals from the reactor control system. Manual control is

provided to move a control bank.in or out at a predetermined fixed _ speed.
An interlock derived from measurements of turbine impulse chamber pressure
prevents automatic control when the turbine load is below 15%.

i . .

The five shutdown banks are moved to the fully withdrawn position by manual t
.

4 control before criticality. -These rods remain in that position during
normal operation. The control banks are the only rods that are manipulated3

'

under automatic control. Each control bank is divided into two groups to
obtain smaller incremental reactivity changes per step. All_ rod control
cluster assemblies in a group move. simultaneously. There is individual
position indication for each rod control cluster assembly.

,

J

(3) Plant Control Signals for Monitoring and Indication

(a) Nuclear. Instrumentation Power Range System--Four channels are pro-
vided, with each using a dual section ionization chamber as a neutron
flux detector. The currents from the ionization chambers are used to

| measure the power level, axial flux imbalance, and radial flux
imbalance.

| (b) Rod Position Monitoring System--Two separate systems are provided,
digital rod position indication and the demand position system. The
digital rod position indication system measures the actual position
of each rod. The demand position system counts pulses generated in
the rod drive control system to provide a readout of the demanded
bank position.

!

(c) Control Bank Rod Insertion Monitoring--The monitoring provides warning
to the operator of excessive rod insertion. The " low" alarm alerts
the operator of an approach to the rod insertion limits requiring
boron addition by following normal procedures with the chemical and !
volume control system. The " low-low" alarm alerts to a need for !,

immediate action to add boron by any one of several alternate methods.
l
<
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(d) Rod Deviation Alarm--The rod deviation alarm is generated by the
digital rod position indication system whenever a preset limit is
exceeded by any shutdown rod or whenever an individual control rod
position deviates from the bank demand position by 12 steps.

(e) Rod Bottom Alarm--A rod bottom rod drop alarm is generated for each
of the rods by the digital rod position indication system.

|
(4) Plant Control System Interlocks

(a) Rod Stops--Prevent abnormal power conditions that could result from
excessive control rod withdrawal initiated by either a control system
malfunction or operator violation of administrative procedures. The
interlocks are generated by signals from the neutron flux, over-
temperature AT, overpower AT, and turbine impulse chamber pressure
measurement channels.

(b) Automatic Turbine Load Runback--Prevents high power operation which,
if reached, would initiate reactor trip. Signals from overtemperature
AT and overpower AT measurement channels are used to initiate auto-
matic turbine load runback when an overpower or overtemperature
condition is approached.

(c) Turbine Loading Stop--Limits turbine loading in a power transient re-
sulting from a reduction in reactor coolant temperature. The inter-
lock is cleared by an increase in coolant temperature that is accom-
plished by reducing the boron concertration in the coolant.

(5) Pressurizer Pressure Cen'.rol

The RCS pressure is controlled by using either the heaters (in the water
region) or the spray (in the steam region) of the pressurizer plus steam
relief for large transients. The electrical immersion heaters are located
near the bottom of the pressurizer. A portion of the heater group is pro-
portionally controlled to correct small pressure variations. These varia-
tions are a result of heat losses, including heat losses as a result of a
small continuous spray. The remaining (backup) heaters are turned on when
the pressurizer pressure control signal demands approximately 100% pro-
portional heater power.

The spray nozzles are located on the top of the pressurizer. A small
continuous spray is normally maintained to reduce thermal stresses and
thermal shock and to help maintain uniform water chemistry and temperature
in the pressurizer. Spray is initiated when the pressure controller spray
& mand signal exceeds a set point and the spray rate increases proportion-
ally with increasing spray demand signal until it reaches a maximum value.

(6) Pressurizer Water Level Control

The pressurizer operates by maintaining a steam cushion over the reactor
coolant. As the density of the reactor coolant adjusts to the various
temperatures, the steam-water interface moves to absorb the variations
with relatively small pressure disturbances.
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A programmed pressurizer water level is maintained by the chemical and
volume control system. During normal plant operation, the charging flow
varies to' produce the flow demand by the pressurizer water level controller.
The pressurizer water level is programmed as a function of average coolant
temperature, with the highest average temperature (auctioneered) being
used. The pressurizer water level decreases as the load is reduced from
full load. ~ This is a result of coolant contraction following programmed
coolant temperature reduction from full. power to low power. The programmed
level is designed to match as nearly as possible the level changes result-
ing from the coclant temperature changes.

To control pressurizer water level during startup and shutdown operations,
the charging flow is manually regulated from the main control room.

(7) Steam Generator Water Level Control

Each steam generator is equipped with a three element feedwater flow
. controller that maintains a programmed water level, which is a function of
neutron flux. The three-element feedwater controller regulates the feed-
water valve by continuously comparing the feedwater flow signal, the water
level signal, the programmed level, and the pressure-compensated steam
flow signal. The feedwater pump speed is varied to maintain a programmed>

pressure differential between the steam Leader and the feed pump discharge
header.

Continued delivery of feedwater to the steam generators is required as a
sink for the heat stored and generated in the reactor following a reactor
trip and turbine trip. An override signal closes all feedwater valves
when the average coolant temperature is below a set value and the reactor
has tripped. Manual override of the feedwater control syni.em is available
at all times.

8) Steam Dump Control System

The steam dump system, together with the rod control system, is designed
i to accept a 50% loss of net load without tripping the reactor. The system
I functions automatically by bypassing steam directly to the condenser to

maintain an artificial load on the primary system. In the event load
- rejection exceeds 50%, main steam also is dumped to the atmosphere. The
, rod control system can then reduce the reactor temperature to a new
| equilibrium value without causing overtemperature and/or overpressure

conditions.
|

| A demand signal for the load-rejection steam dump controller is generated
! if the difference between the reference average temperature based on tur-

bine impulse chamber pressure and the lead / lag compensated auctioneered
average temperature exceeds a preset value. To prevent actuation of steam

i dump on small load perturbations, an independent load rejection sensing
circuit is provided. This circuit senses the rate of decrease in the tur-
bine load as detected by the turbine impulse chamber pressure and blocks
the steam dump unless the rate exceeds a preset value.

Following a reactor trip, the load rejection steam dump controller is
deactivated and the plant-trip steam dump controller becomes active. The

i
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demand signal for this controller is generated if the difference between
the lead / lag compensated auctioneered average temperature and the no-load
reference average temperature exceeds a preset value. As the error signal

reduces in magnitude following tripping of the dump valves, the dump valves
are modulated by the plant-trip controller to regulate the rate of heat
removal and thus gradually establish the equilibrium hot shutdown condition.

Removal of the residual heat during a shutdown is accomplished by the
steam pressure controller, which controls the steam flow to the condensers
based on measured steam pressure. This controller operates a portion of
the same steam dump valves to the condenser that are used following load
rejection or plant trip.

7.7.2 Specific Findings

7.7.2.1 Design Features Limiting the Consequences of Single Failures in the
Rod Control System

The staff requested that the applicant provide information describing design
features used in the rod control system to (1) limit reactivity insertion rates
resulting from single failures within the system and (2) limit incorrect
sequencing or positioning of control rods.

The applicant submitted information discussing design features that limit rod
speeds and malpositionings. A conclusion of the applicant's review is that
even in the unlikely event of simultaneous multiple failures in the rod control
system the rod speed is limited to 100 steps per minute by mechanical limita-
tions of the drive mechanism and that this speed has been verified by tests.
The consequences of positive reactivity insertion rates, which include the rod
speed of 100 steps per minute, are bounded by FSAR Chapter 15 analyses. A

further conclusion is that no single failure within the rod control system can
cause either reactivity insertions or malpositionings of control rods that can
result in core thermal conditions not bounded by FSAR Chapter 15 analyses. The
staff finds the applicant's response acceptable.

7.7.2.2 High-Energy-Line Breaks and Consequential Control System Failures

A concern was raised in IE Information Notice 79-22, issued September 19, 1979,
that certain nonsafety grade or control equipment, if subjected to the adverse
environment of a high-energy-line break, could malfunction and cause the plant
conditions to be more severe than those analyzed in the safety analyses of FSAR
Chapter 15. The applicant was asked to perform a review to determine what, if
any, design changes or operator actions would be necessary to ensure that high-
energy-line breaks will not cause control system failures to complicate the
event beyond the FSAR Chapter 15 safety analysis.

The applicant has completed this review and provided a response in a November 23,
1982 letter. The analysis was conducted for four nonsafety grade systems
identified by the IE Information Notice 79-22: (1) steam generator PORV control
system, (2) pressurizer PORV control system, (3) main feedwater control system,
and (4) automatic rod control system.

The results of the analysis indicate that the pressurizer PORV control system
and the main feedwater control system do not contain nonsafety grade control
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equipment which can be exposed to environments resulting from a high-energy-
line break. The steam generator PORV control system and automatic rod control
system contain nonsafety grade components that can be exposed to high-energy-
line-break environments. But, for these components, the analysis concluded
that the present design employs sufficient temperature-withstanding capability,
safety grade overrides, and other design features to provide adequate assurance
that'high-energy-line breaks will n(t cause control system failures to compli-
cate the event beyond the Chapter 15 analysis. Based on the results of the
applicant's review, the staff considers this issue resolved.

7.7.2.3 Multiple Control System Failures

A concern has been raised that if two or more control systems receive power or
sensor information from common power sources or common sensors (including com-
mon headers or impulse lines), failures of these power sources or sensors, or
rupture / plugging of a common header or impulse line could result in transients
more severe than those considered in plant safety analyses.

The applicant has conducted a review to identify power sources, sensors, or
sensor impulse lines that provide power or signals to two or more control
systems. The effects of the failures of each of these power sources, sensors,
or sensor impulse lines were analyzed. The analysis was conducted for all five
major NSSS control systems: (1) reactor control system, (2) steam dump system,
(3) pressurizer pressure control system, (4) pressurizer level control system,
and (5) feedwater control system. The initial conditions for the analysis were
assumed to be anywhere within the full operating power range of the plant
(0-100%) where applicable.

The results of the analysis indicate that for any of the postulated events
considered--including (1) loss of any single instrument, (2) break of any single
instrument line, and (3) loss of power to all systems powered by a single power
supply system (i.e., single inverter)--the Condition II accident analyses given
in Chapter 15 of the FSAR are bounding. Based on the results of the applicant's
review, the staff considers this item resolved.

7.7.2.4 TMI-2 Action Plan Item II.K.3.9, Proportional Integral Derivative
| Controller Modification
|

| This action plan item calls for implementation of a Westinghouse recommendation
'

to modify the PORV proportional integral derivative controller to prevent
derivative action from opening the PORV. Two options are provided.

The applicant has satisfied this requirement by implementing the option of
setting the derivative time constant equal to zero.

7.7.3 Conclusions

The control systems used for normal operation that are not relied upon to per-
form safety functions, but which control plant processes having a significant
impact on plant safety, have been reviewed. These control systems include the
reactivity control systems and the control systems for the primary and secondary
coolant systems. The staff concludes that the control systems are acceptable
and meet the relevant requirements of GDC 13 and 19. This conclusion is based
on the following.
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B: sed on its review of the plant transient response to normal load changes and
anticipated operational occurrences, such as reactor trip, turbine trip, upsets
in the feedwater and steam bypass systems, the staff concludes that the control
systems are capable of maintaining system variables within prescribed operating
liaits. Therefore, the staff finds that the control systems satisfy this aspect
of GOC 13.

| The staff review of control systems included the features of these systems for
I both manual and automatic control of the process systems. The staff concludes

that the features for manual aM automatic control facilitate the capability to
maintain plant variables within prescribed operating limits. The staff finds
th;t the control systems permit actions that can be taken to operate the plant
safely during normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences.
Therefore, the control systems satisfy GDC 19 with regard to normal plant
cp; rations.

The conclusions of the analysis of anticipated operational occurrences and
cccidents as presented in FSAR Chapter 15 have been used to confirm that plant
safety is not dependent on the response of the control systems. The staff con-
cludes that failure of the systems in themselves or as a consequence of support-
ing systems failures, such as pcwer sources, does not result in plant conditions
more severe than those bounded by the analysis of anticipated operational
cccurrences.

Finally, the staff has confirmed that the consequential effects of anticipated
cperational occurrences and accidents do not result in control system failures
that would cause plant conditions more severe than those bounded by the analysis
of these events. The staff finds that the control systems are not relied upon
to ensure plant safety and are, therefore, acceptable.

.
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8 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
,

:

I 8.1 Acceptance Criteria

|
The acceptance criteria used as the basis for the staff's evaluation are set
forth in Table 8-1 of the SRP (NUREG-0800). The primary bases within the cri-
teria detailed in Table 8-1 of the SRP are provided by GDC 5, 17, and 18, con-
tained in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, and the review guidance in RGs 1.6, 1.9, 1.75,
1.63, and 1.32 and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
Std 308-1974, " Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating
Stations." Additional guidance is provided by other Regulatory Guides and'
Branch Technical Positions also delineated in Table 8-1 of the SRP.

The Catawba Nuclear Station was reviewed.in accordance with the Standard Review
Plan. Conformance with the acceptance criteria in SRP Sections 8.1, 8.2, 8.3.1,
and 8.3.2 forms the basis for concluding that the applicable regulations of
10 CFR 50 are satisfied.

The following sections provide the staff's evaluation of the offsite and onsite
electric power system design and how it meets the requirements of the above-
cited acceptance criteria. The staff also will visit the site to view the
installation and arrangement of electrical equipment and cables, to review con-
firmatory electrical drawings, and to verify test results for the purpose of
verifying the adequacy of the design and the proper implementation of the design
criteria. The confirmatory site visit will be completed before the license is
issued, and, if any problems are found, they will be addressed in a supplement
to this report.

.The conclusions in the following sections are subject to acceptable implementa-
tion of any design changes that may be required as a result of the staff's site
visit.

8.2 Offsite Power Systems

8.2.1 General Description

The offsite power system is the preferred source of power for the plant. This
system includes the grid, transmission lines, transformers, switchyard compo-
nents and associated control systems provided to supply electric power to
safety-related and other equipment. The electrical grid is the source of energy
for the offsite power system. The safety function of the offsite power system
(assuming that the onsite power systems are not available) is to provide suffi-
cient capacity and capability to ensure that the structures, systems, and com-
ponents important to safety perform as intended. The objectives of the staff
review are to determine that the offsite power system (1) satisfies the cri-
teria set forth in Section 8.1 of this report and (2) reliably performs its
design functions during normal plant operation, anticipated operational occur-
rences, and accident conditions.
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The Catawba offsite power system consists of a 230-kV switchyard in a breaker-
and-a-half configuration, which is connected to the Duke Power Company trans-
mission system by means of five double-circuit transmission lines with provi-
sions for four additional double circuit lines to be added in the future. The
five double-circuit lines (10 lines total) approach the switchyard on three
separate rights-of-way. This exceeds GDC 17 requirements for at least two
physically independent circuits.

The Catawba switchyard uses power circuit breakers to isolate any one of the
10 incoming lines under a fault condition. The breaker-and-a-half configuration
of the switchyard allows any one circuit breaker to be removed from service
without de energizing any transmission line. Each circuit breaker is provided
with redundant trip coils that are used in conjunction with a breaker failure
scheme to ensure tripping of a faulted line. A coincident tripping logic
scheme is used to preclude spurious tripping of the preferred power sources to
the station.

The switchyard protective relaying equipment is located in the switchyard relay
house and is physically and electrically separated into two independent trains
corresponding to preferred power trains A and B. The primary relaying for all
transmission lines consists of electromechanical permissive overreaching trans-
fer trip schemes that use a microwave communications channel. Secondary line
protection is provided by a two-zone directional distance scheme with separate
phase and ground backup relaying. The switchyard buses are protected by static,
high impedance current differential relays.

The 125-V dc supply for the 230-kV switchyard relays, control, and monitoring
equipment consists of two separate supplies, each with its own battery and bat-
tery charger, with a spare battery charger interlocked to serve either system
separately. The first supply serves a train A primary relaying and control
circuit as well as a train B secondary relaying and control circuit. The second
supply serves a train B primary relaying and control circuit as well as a train
A secondary relaying and control circuit. The two supplies are tied together
in an interlocking scheme that allows manual power transfer but no more than
one source of power to either bus. This system has adequate protection, moni-

i toring, and alarm in the switchyard relay house and in the Cetawba control room.

The switchyard is connected to each Catawba unit by two 1,000-ft separate and
physically independent 230-kV, three phase overhead lines. Each line is con-
nected to one half-sized unit stepup transformer. During power operation the
unit generator i.ransmits power to the Catawba switchyard through the two lines
and the two half-sized unit stepup transformers. Power for the unit's auxi-
liary and safety loads is provided by unit auxiliary transformers connected to
the unit generator. During shutdown, startup, or unit trip, the generator is
isolated from the above two electrical paths (designated train A and train B)
by generator circuit breakers, and power is backfed to the unit loads from the

! Catawba switchyard thrcugh the unit stepup and unit auxiliary transformers.
This design provides two immediate access offsite circuits; this exceeds the
GDC 17 requirements for one immediate and one delayed access offsite circuit.

| Because the generator circuit breakers are essential to the availability of the
' two offsite circuits required by GDC 17, the staff has reviewed the capability

of the breakers to isolate the unit generator under all foreseeable circumstances.
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The generator circuit breakers at Catawba are identical to those at the McGuire
Nuclear Station. The staff conducted a thorough review of the application ~and
testing of these breakers during the licensing of McGuire and found them accept-
able. Details of the staff's conclusions are documented in NUREG-0422. The

applicant, however, has indicated that with the addition of future lines and
g::nerating capacity the projected momentary (peak) fault current at Catawba
will exceed the rating shown in the McGuire Safety Evaluation Report. Accord-
ingly, the applicant has tested the circuit breakers at 920 and 935 kA, close
and latch, respectively. After completion of momentary current testings, the
contact fingers were inspected and found to be in satisfactory condition; how-
ever, the circuit breakers were not required to interrupt a fault current fol-
lowing close and latch. The inspection of the breaker contacts af ter the close-
and-latch test revealed no unusual effects caused by the test; therefore, there
is no reason to suspect the circuit breaker would not have interrupted the fault
current to which the breaker had previously been tested. It also is noted that
a fault that would create a current of this magnitude is extremely unlikely and
w:uld, in any case, be seen by only one of the generator circuit dreakers. The

other breaker would see a much lower value of momentary fault current than the
920 kA. The generator circuit breakers used at Catawba are, therefore,
acceptable.

As described above, two sources of offsite power for each unit are furnished by
means of two independent grid access circuits designated trains A and 8. Each

train consists of one of the two half-sized unit stepup transformers that feeds
two unit auxiliary transformers. Each of these two unit auxiliary transformers
has two secondary 6,900-V windings, each of which feeds one section of a split
bus switchgear assembly. Each split bus switchgear assembly has a normally
open tie breaker separating the two sections, with one section fed by a train A
and the other by a train B 6,900-V unit auxiliary transformer winding. These
assemblies feed the nonessential auxiliary loads, and one feeder, taken from
one of the split switchgear buses, serves one train of the essential (Class IE)
power system through a 6.9/4.16-kV transformer.

All loads on any split switchgear bus can be carried by either the train A or .

train B source by means of an automatic transfer through the tie breaker with
trip of the normal source. It is through this means that each division of the
essential Class 1E power system has access to both offsite source.. Each split-
bus tie breaker is interlocked with its associated incoming feeder breakers to
prevent the paralleling of unit auxiliary transformers. Either train can carry

full essential and nonessential station loads under all conditions. It is noted
from the above description that each nuclear unit has its own separate offsite
power sources (not shared). However, as further redundancy, trains A and B
essential (Class 1E) 4,160-V buses of Unit 1 each have an extra supply trans-
former that can be used by either nuclear unit and can be powered by either
nuclear unit. For this supply a Kirk key interlocking scheme is provided to
preclude any interconnections between trains and to prevent connecting more
than one power' source at a time to any Class 1E bus. This last source of off-
site power redundancy only would be required if equipment failure or complete
power failure occurs in the Class 1E bus supply transformer or its supply cables
and breakers.

Regarding testability, the FSAR states that the offsite power system design
permits periodic inspection and testing of important areas and features and
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-that it includes the capability to periodically test the operability and func-
tional performance of the components of the systems.as a whole and under condi-
tions as close to design as practical. The breaker-and-a-half configuration of
the switchyard, the use of two independent switchyard ac and dc power supplies,
and the use of-primary and secondary protective relaying and redundant circuit
breaker trip coils supports this statement and will ce verified during thestaff's site visit. The staff concludes that this design complies with the
requirements of GDC 18 and is, therefore, acceptable.

8.2.2 Grid Analysis l

1

The applicant's primary transmission system consists of a highly integrated
525/230-kV loop network that is part of the Virginia-Carolina (VACAR) Subregion
of the Southeastern Electric Reliability Council (SERC). All the companies in
the region are interconnected so that the combined networks operate as a single
integrated system.

The applicant has performed grid studies of the Catawba plant and its inter-
connections with the primary transmission system. These studies include:
outage dat' on the 525-kV and 230-kV grid transmission lines, transient sta-
bility stuaies, load flow analysis, and studies of grid frequency decay for
various adverse operating conditions.

Recent historical outage data (1971 through 1975) on the 525-kV lines indicate
a tripout frequency (no line failures) of about 3.7/100 mi for each year and an
average availability factor of 0.99797; the same data for the same period for
the 230-kV lines indicate a tripout frequency (3 failures for the 5 years) of
about 4.5/100 mi for each year and an average availability factor of 0.99457.
Line failures refer to those tripouts where reclosing was unsuccessful. With
ten 230-kV lines connected to the Catawba Station, the stated outage rates
indicate good reliability for the Catawba offsite power system.

Transient stability studies were made for a three phase fault on each of three
fault locations. The three fault locations used are considered by the applicant
to provide the most stringent tests for system stability. The swing curves
given showed all of the affected units rapidly closing the angular difference
between them and returning to a stable operating condition. In all the cases
considered, the system remained stable.

Studies were made of grid frequency decay for four different cases of adverse
operating conditions. The conditions considered included loss of a major
generating source (not Catawba), loss of vceious 230-kV and 525-kV transmission
facilities, loss of various system interconnections, no system load shedding,
and full system load conditions. Three of these cases showed insignificant
frequency decay. The fourth and worst case that was analyzed postulated the
extremely unlikely condition that all system generation interconnections were
out of service and concluded that a maximum frequency decay rate of 0.36 Hertz /
sec would exist. This value is well below the 4 Hertz /sec frequency decay

; rate established by the 9555 vendor as equivalent to a normal reactor coolant
' pump coastdown.

! The applicant did not provide the results of a grid stability analysis (swing
|- curves) for the cases of loss of the largest generation station on the grid and
i

!

|
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sudden loss of the largest load or major load. center on the grid as required by
the SRP. The applicant, however, has provided_results of a stability analysis-
for three phase faults on the heaviest buses on the system, together with an
assumed breaker failure that is more severe than the simple loss of load or
. generation stipulated in the SRP. The applicant has stated that the results
of a load flow analysis conducted for the loss of load at Catawba reveal that

|
there are no lines severely loaded and no station voltages outside of reason-

| able operating limits. The applicant's studies of grid frequency decay (which
~

included station outages exacerbated by the' loss of major interconnecting trans-'

- mission-lines) showed an insignificant effect on grid frequency. The staff
-cons ders these s ut dies to be an acceptable alternative to the SRP requirement.i

,

8.2.3 Conclusions

The staff has concluded that the offsite power system for Catawba Nuclear
Station, Units 1 and 2, meets the requirements of GDC 5, 17, and 18 and is
acceptable.

8.3 Onsite Emergency Power Systems

8.3.1 AC F .2r Systems

The ac onsite power system is a Class 1E system that serves as a standby to the
offsite power system. The safety function of the ac onsite emergency power,

system (assuming the offsite power system is not functioning) is to provide
sufficient capacity and capability to ensure that the structures, systems, and
components important to safety perform as intended. The objective of the staff
review is to determine if the ac onsite emergency power system has the required
redundancy, meets the single-failure criterion, is testable, and has the capa-
city, capability, and reliability to supply power to all required safety loads
in accordance with the requirements of GDC 5, 17, and 18.

The onsite ac power system consists of various auxiliary electrical systems
designed to provide electric power to Class 1E and non-Class 1E station loads.
The standby ac power e stem is an independent, onsite system designed to auto-
matically start and provide adequate power for Class 1E loads to ensure safe2

plant shutdown when no offsite power is available.

The Class 1E portion of the onsite power system for one unit is comprised of
two redundant and independent 4,160-V distribution systems, Trains A and B.'

Each train has its own 4,160-V switchgear 600-V load centers and motor control
centers, 120-V ac vital instrument and control power systems, 125-V dc power
system and diesel generator standby essential auxiliary power supply.

-Each Class 1E train is normally fed through a 6.9/4.16-kV transformer that is
powered from the non-Class 1E 6.9-kV distribution system that, in turn, is con-
nected to the unit generator /offsite power system. An automatic transfer is
used at the 6.9-kV level, as discussed in Section 8.2.1, to provide access to
the alternate train of offsite power. If the two offsite sources are in sync,
a fast transfer will be made in 140 msec. If the twa sources are out of sync,

the transfer will be delayed until the voltage has decayed to 25% or less.
Manual transfer capability also is provided at the 6.9-kV level.

I

;
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A 4,160-V non-Class IE bus powering what is termed the " Blackout Auxiliary
Power System" also is connected to the secondary of the above 6.9/4.16-kV
transformer.

Onsite emergency power for each unit is supplied by two diesel generators each
of which supplies one of the two trains of electrical power. Each diesel gen-
erator is automatically started by either a safety injection rtuation signal
(SIAS) or an emergency bus undervoltage signal on its associated emerger. j Lus.
Each diesel generator is capable of attaining rated voltage and frequency with-
in 11 sec after receiving a starting signal. After attaining rated voltage and
frequency, and with a loss of offsite power, the generators are connected auto-
matically to their respective emergency buses. Under accident conditions the
safety loads also will be connected in a predetermined sequence to their respec-
tive diesel generator. Each diesel generator and its associated equipment are
located in a separate seismic Category I structure. Each set is rated at
7,000 kW for continuous operation and has a 2-hour rating of 7,700 kW. The
continuous rating exceee the maximum predicted operating loads.

The staff requires that qualification tests be performed on diesel generators
in accordance with IEEE Std 387-1977 as modified by RG 1.9 if the diesel gen-
erator is a type not previously qualified as a standby power source for nuclear
power generating stations. The FSAR discussed prototype qualification testing
of the Catawba diesel generators; however, it was not clear that the testing
was entirely in accordance with the standard and the Regulatory Guide. Details
of the test results were lacking and some questions remained on the applicability
of the results to the Catawba units since the tests were not all performed on
units identical to the Catawba units. The applicant's response to the staff
question also indicated that the load capability qualification tests of 22 and
2 hours were not in the sequence specified by RG 1.9.

The applicant subsequently has provided the staff with the diesel generator
test results and with a comparison of the equipment that was used in the tests
to that whicn will be used at Catawba. The staff has reviewed the test results
and finds them acceptable. For those tests that used equipment identical to
that at Catawba, except for equivalent auxiliaries, the staff has compared the
list of auxiliaries used to those at Catawba and finds them to be acc'eptable

| substitutions. The staff finds that the 300-start reliability tests, which
! used equipment similar but not entirely identical to that at Catawba, together

with the 69-start reliabiliP.y tests to be performed during preoperational test-
ing on the Catawba diesel generators, provide reasonable assurance that the

! Catawba units will have the required reliability.

Regarding the load capability qualification test, the applicant has responded
that the diesel manufacturer indicates there is no significant difference

| between the order in which the test is conducted. The applicant has also
changed the preoperational test procedure to call for conduct of the load'

capability test in the sequence specified by RG 1.9. The staff considers this
an acceptable resolution of this item.

RG 1.108 requires that the periodic testing of diesel generator units not impair1

! the capability of the unit to supply emergency power within the required time.
In this regard, the diesel generator units used at Catawba will automatically
revert from the test mode to the emergency mode given an SIAS. Also, if the
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[ diesel generator is being tested and a loss of.offsite power should occur,.the
I diesel generator will attempt to pick up the load until an instantaneous over-
; current relay trips the diesel generator breaker. At this point, the diesel

'generater will continue _to run in a standby mode and the sequencer will initiate
lord shedding and automatically sequence-the appropriate loads. These provi-
.siens satisfy RG 1.108_and staff criteria and are, therefore, acceptable.

Position 7.of.RG 1.9.(Rev. 2) requires that diesel generator protective trips. .r
be bypassed when the diesel generator is required for a design-basis event.,

LAll protective trips are allowed during periodic testing. :The allowed excep-*

tiens to the cbove requirement for bypassing'are diesel engine overspeed and-
g:nerator differential current. Any other trips retained must use coincident-

3, logic in order to avoid spurious trips. In'the' case of a design-basis accident, .

'

tha applicant is bypassing all the protective _ trips except engine overspeed,.'

1 generator differential, voltage controlled overcurrent and low-low lube oil
,

pressure, the last two of which use coincident logic.to avoid _ spurious trips.
The' applicant has verified that the voltage controlled overcurrent relays will
not actuate on motor starting transients or on faults located downstream of

L tha 4,160-V feeder circuit breakers. These provisions satisfy the requirements,

! of_ Position 7 of RG 1.9'and are, therefore, acceptable.

| The staff has reviewed the diesel generator alarms and status.information pro-
-vided for the control room operator. Those conditions that render the diesel-'

generator incapable of responding to an emergency start signal, are shown as a -
group in the window labeled " Diesel Generator Bypassed" located on the " Bypassed

i- and Inoperable" status panel in the control room. This alarm system display
fulfills the requirements of RG 1.47 and is, therefore, acceptable.

Regarding redundancy of the two Class 1E electrical distribution trains, train A~

i
and train B distribution systems for each unit consist of two independent and

4 corpletely redundant-load groups, each electrically isolated and physically sep--
arated from the other. There are no automatic or. manual ties between redundant
trains. _ Physical identification and independence of redundant safety-related.

electrical systems is further discussed in Section 8.4.5.

-There are two air conditioning compressors at the 4,160-V level and two motor~ ~

contro1' centers at the 600-V level'that have the capability of being supplied
from the essential power system of either unit. The air conditioning compres-
sors and the loads fed from the motor control centers are components of systems,
such as the control area chilled water system, shared between the units. Manual
interlock schemes are provided to prevent both units from simultaneously sup-'

. plying a compressor and to prevent both units from simultaneously supplying a
motor control center.

,

t

i The 120-V ac Class 1E vital instrumentation and control power system consists
; of four separate and independent 120-V ac power panelboards, Channels A, B, C,

_and D, each powered from its associated Class 1E 125-V dc load group distribu-4

tion center via a 125-V dc/120-V/ac static inverter. These four divisions of
j 120-V ac vital power from the four inverters have only one alternate power

source taken from a regulated 120-V ac distribution center, which is fed from a
non-Class 1E motor control center. A key interlock scheme between the four
circuit breakers of-the regulated 120-V ac distribution center allows only one,

| power panelboard to be' supplied from the alternate source. Additionally, each
:

i
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inverter is provided with a manual bypass switch to select the normal (inverter)
or alternate (regulated) power source. Because the alternate source is not
Class 1E, the staff does not consider it as a qualified source of power to the
vital instrumentation buses. The alternate non-Class 1E power source may be
connected to a vital 120-V ac power panelboard, but no credit may be taken for
its continued functioning as a protective channel and operation in this mode
must be limited by a limiting condition of operation (LCO). The staff will
ensure that the Catawba Technical Specifications will address this item.

The Catawba FSAR indicates that the minimum accelerating voltage for Class 1E
motors is 80% of motor rated voltage except for diesel generator auxiliary
motors not required during a loss-of coolant accident (LOCA) and Class 1E motor
operators for valves. These latter two types of motors are designed to start
at 90% and 85% of motor rated voltage, respectively. The staff requested infor-
mation regarding the viability of these ratings for motors that may be ' required
to start during diesel generator load sequencing with an allowed voltage dip of
75%, or from an offsite power source whose voltage can degrade to 83.2% before ,

loads are separated from it. The staff's concern is that the motors will not
start in sufficient time to perform their function, will be damaged or will
trip out on overcurrent and will not be able to perform their function, or the
continuous locked rotor current they draw will further degrade the bus voltage
affecting other loads. In response to this concern, the applicant has. stated
that the diesel generator sequential loading tests show that the maximum voltage
dip experienced was 86.2% and recovered to 90% voltage in 0.23 sec. This short
interval will not cause any problems to the 90% motors. However, the data sup-
plied are for the committed sequence of the load sequencing system only. There
is also an accelerated sequencing feature in the load sequencing design for
which no data or analysis has been provided. This is discussed in Section 8.4.8.

The applicant made provisions for periodic testing of all important components
of the Class 1E ac power systems, including periodic testing of the emergency
diesel generators to ensure their capability to start and to accept loads within
design limits. Included in the electrical power system design is the capabil-
ity to periodically test the operability and functional performance of these
systems as a whole and under conditions as close to design as practical. The
staff finds these provisions meet the requirements of GDC 18 and are acceptable.

8.3.2 DC Power Systems

For each nuclear unit, the dc power systems provide dc control and motive power
for vital equipment durina all normal and emergency conditions of the plant.
The Class 1E dc systems consist of the 125-V dc vital instrumentation and con-
trol power system and the 125-V dc diesel essential auxiliary power system.

; The non-Class IE dc systems consist of the 125-V dc auxiliary control power
system and the 250-V dc auxiliary power system. The objectives of the staff
review are to determine that the Class 1E dc power systems are designed in
accordance with the criteria set forth in Section 8.1 of this report and to
establish that they have the required redundancy, meet the single failure cri-
terion, and have the capacity and capability to supply power to all required
safety loads.

The 125-V dc Class 1E vital instrumentation and control power system consists
of four divisions (A, B, C, and D). Each division is equipped w*th a battery

i
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charger that is fed from a Class 1E 600-V ac motor control center (MCC), a
125-V de lead-acid battery, a 125-V dc bus and distribution center that is fed
from the above, and a 120-V ac inverter that serves the 120-V ac vital instru-
mentation and control power system (described in Section 8.3.1). The four
divisions of this system are of seismic Category I design and are physically
s:parated. Each of the four 125-V batteries are located in separate rooms.

Th2 battery chargers of load groups A and C are powered from train A of the
600-V ac Class 1E essential auxiliary power system; the chargers of load groups'

B and D are powered from train B. A permanently connected spare charger also is
prsvided; it can be powered from either 600-V ac Class 1E train and can be used
to power any one of the four 125-V dc Class 1E divisions. Interlocks are pro-

vided to prevent paralleling the two 600-V ac Class 1E divisions and to prevent
paralleling 125-V dc Class 1E divisions A and C with redundant divisions B and D
during use of the spare charger. The interlocks, however, do not preclude
powering the spare charger from an ac division redundant to that of the dc
division that the charger feeds. Since this could result in a challenge to the

independence between redundant divisions, the applicant has provided an annun-
ciator in the control room to alert the operator should the spare charger be
ccnnected to train A on the input and train B on the output or vice versa. The
staff also will ensure that adequate procedural controls are contained in the
Catawba Technical Specifications to prevent this lineup from occurring.

The single-failure criterion also is maintained during operation of the spare
charger through the use of redundant circuit breakers. The battery chargers
are designed to prevent a battery from discharging back into any internal
charger load in the event of a charger malfunction or ac power supply failure,
and the chargers are designed to function properly and remain stable in the
event they are isolated from their associated battery.

Divisions A and C of the 125-V dc Class 1E divisions can be tied together
through a bus tie. The same is true of dc Divisions B and D. The spare bat-
tsry charger is connected to these bus ties to allow the spare charger to feed
a vital bus in case its normal charger is out of service. A bus tie also is
used to allow both buses to be powered from a single battery and charger when
performing an equalizing charge on one of the batteries, or at any other time
the battery which normally feeds the bus is not available. The batteries must
b3 equalize charged offline because maximum rated voltage for the Class 1E
loads is 135-V dc and equalizing charge voltage is approximately 141 V.

In addition to the four dc divisions of the vital instrumentation and control
power system, Catawba uses a Class 1E 125-V dc diesel essential auxiliary power
system for each diesel generator consisting of a 125-V dc nickel-cadmium battery
and battery charger. This system supplies power to its associated diesel gene-
rator control panel loads and fuel oil booster pump motor and is also auction-
eered with one of the four divisions of the vital instrumentation and control
power system to' supply power to one of the divisional distribution centers.

Tha staff had a number of concerns on the Class 1E dc distribution system design
at Catawba. The use of bus ties between two of the four divisians of the 125-V
de vital instrumentation and control power system was found to De acceptable on
the basis that during use of the bus ties the resulting configuration still met
the redundancy and single-failure requirement; however, the capability of a
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single battery to supply two 125-V dc divisions for a period of 2 hours still
required verification. The 2-hour requirement is derived from a recommendation
contained in NUREG-0611 (referenced in SRP Section 10.4.9) that the turbine-
driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps be available for 2 hours assuming a
total loss of ac_ power. Control power to these pumps is from the dc system.
The 125-V dc vital instrumentation and control power system consists of 750-
and 1,200-ampere-hour (Ah) batteries. The 1,200-Ah batteries have adequate
capacity to supply both division's loads (including turbine-driven AFW pump
control power) when using the bus tie for a minimum of 2 hours, but the 750-Ah
batteries can only supply both division's loads for a minimum of 1 hour. The !

turbine-driven AFW pump control power, however, is from the dc distribution !center that is auctioneered between the diesel essential auxiliary power system '

and the vital instrumentation and control power system. The diesel battery is
sized to supply the turbine-driven AFW pump control power for a minimum of
2 hours. Therefore, the staff finds that the 750-Ah batteries are adequate to
supply both division's loads provided its associated diesel generator battery
is available. -The staff will ensure that this item is addressed during its
review of the Catawba-Technical Specifications.

The lead-acid batteries serving the four load groups of the 125-V dc vital
instrumentation and control power system must be equalize charged offline
because the loads are only rated to a maximum of 135 V and the equalizing charge
voltage is approximately 141 V. This arrangement makes the dc system more vul-
nerable to loss of dc bus events and dc bus overvoltage events resulting from
incorrect lineup changes made before or following the equalizing charge. These
events can have far reaching consequences extending not only to the dc system
itself but also to the instrumentation and control systems it powers. To
satisfy these concerns the applicant has stated that procedures exist that
require the operator to verify that each charger is in the float mode before
reconnecting the charger to its associated distribution center. The effects of
a loss of a dc bus and other control system power supplies also have been
addressed by the applicant and are evaluated in Section 7 of this SER. In
general, loss of a dc bus at Catawba is less severe than on designs with only
two batteries because the vital instrumentation inverters are each~ fed from a
separate battery bus and important safety loads, such as the steam-driven AFW,

pump control, the lord sequencing control, and the switchgear control, are
auctioneered between the diesel generator battery and instrumentation battery.'

These provisions satisfy the staff's concerns regarding offline battery charging
of the dc vital instrumentation and control power system batteries.

The diesel generator nickel cadmium batteries also must be given an equalizing
charge off line because the loads supplied by the battery system are not rated
for the equalizing charge voltage. The diesel generator essential auxiliary
power system, however, does not have a separate battery and charger to feed the
diesel generator loads during an equalizing charge. The staff, therefore,,

requires the applicant to enter a limiting condition of operation when con-
ducting an equalizing charge on the diesel generator battery. The staff will
ensure that the Catawba Technical Specifications contain this requirement.

The staff also was concerned that the auctioneering between the diesel generator
nickel-cadmium battery and the instrumentation and control power lead-acid bat-
tery might result in unacceptable discharging of the nickel-cadmium battery
during loss of ac power, because of the flatter discharge voltage characteristic

1
|
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I of that battery, resulting in no power available to the diesel generator loads.
| The applicant, however, has indicated that the nickel-cadmium battery can supply-

tha' diesel generator loads.and all~of the~auctioneered loads for a minimum of
i .2 hours. 'Therefore, the staff' considers this item to be resolved.

The staff also'was concerned with'the reliability of the nickel-cadmium bat-
teries;- however,-the applicant has indicated that this type of battery has been
supplied to the transportation'and communication industries,'and has been.in
service for'more'than.25 years. The applicant has-indicated that the battery

| is categorized as Class 1E and other utility companies have used these batteries
for' diesel starting loads at their nuclear stations with good results. The 1

staff, therefore, considers the nickel cadmium batteries acceptable for this..'

application. The staff will ensure the adequacy of'the surveillance require-
i' 'ments'for'these batteries in the Catawba Technical Specifications.
!

The Catawba FSAR takes exception to the IEEE Std 484-1975 requirement that metal
battery racks be solidly grounded. The IEEE requirement is .likely a concern

1; for personnel safety; however, there is an additional staff concern that with
an ungrounded rack the dc_ system ground detection scheme will not be able toi

| datect a battery short to the rack (such as might be caused by battery electro-
- lyte) before it becomes a double short to the rack, which could disable the
|. battery. . To address this concern the applicant has indicated that a battery

short to the rack caused by battery electrolyte is_unlikely as the batteries
are checked routinely and battery surfaces are cleaned periodically. In addi-
tion, plastic cell strips.and spacers are installed on the lead-acid battery'

racks so that the cell jars' are not in direct contact with the metal racks or
adjacent. cells. A comprehensive program of periodic maintenance and surveil-
lance checks on the batteries is sufficient to ensure a double battery short to
the rack will not occur.to disable the battery. The staff will ensure that
such a program is incorporated into the Catawba Technical Specifications.

' The dc power system monitoring in the control room for each of the four load.

j groups of the 125-V dc vital' instrumentation and control power system consists
; of a common 125-V dc trouble annunciator that is initiated by a number of load

group conditions itemized in Section 8.3.2.1.2.1.5 of the Catawba FSAR. Indi-'

cation of the specific condition that initiated the-125-V dc channel trouble'

alarm is provided on a local alarm module near the 125-V dc vital instrumenta-
. tion and control equipment. A battery discharge would be alarmed by a battery

,

charger output voltage low condition and a battery undervoltage condition botht

of which feed the 125-V dc trouble annunciator. Indication of the load group*

| vital instrumentation and control dc distribution center bus voltage is pro-
.vided in the control room and status lights'are provided to indicate the spare

,

; battery charger.is connected to a 125-V dc distribution center. A point
description printout and a graphics display, based on the system's one-linei

diagram, also are provided in the control room by the unit computer. The status'

~information provided by the computer output is itemized in Section 8.3.2.1.2.1.5
of the Catawba FSAR. The instrumentation provided for the dc diesel essential
' auxiliary power system is similar to that described above for the vital instru-

.

mentatien and control power system. The instrumentation is itemized in Section
8.3.2.1.2.2 of the Catawba FSAR. The dc power monitoring instrumentation pro-'

vided by the applicant (exclusive of the computer provided information), aug-
; mented by the periodic test and surveillance requirements included in the
j Technical Specifications, provides reasonable assurance that the Class 1E dc
i power systems are ready to perform their intended safety function.
!
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Each unit has, in addition to the above Class 1E systems, a 125-V dc and 250-V
de non-Class IE distribution system. The 125-V dc system.is divided into two
trains that supply dc power to the non-Class 1E instrumentation and controls,
the operator-aid computer power inverter, and the 125-V dc and 120-V ac auxil-
iary control power inverters. The 250-V dc system is a one-train system that
supplies power to high inrush non-Class IE de loads that generally serve as

-backups to ac loads.

The Class 1E dc systems at Catawba are designed to be testable during operation
of the nuclear power generating station as well as during those intervals when

.

the station is shut down. The applicant has stated that typical inservice !
inspection of the batteries includes visual inspection for leaks, corrosion or I

other deterioration, level of electrolyte, and individual cell voltage readings.
Circuit breakers, contactors, and associated equipment are tested inservice by
opening and closing the circuit breakers and contactors so as not to-interfere
with the operation of the station.

8.3.3 ' Conclusions

Based on its evaluation of the onsite power systems as described in the FSAR,
the staff concludes that the Class 1E onsite power systems provided are test-
able, independent, and meet the requirements of GDC 5, 17, and 18 and the guide-
lines of RGs 1.6 and 1.32 and are, therefore, acceptable.

8.4 Other Electrical Features and Requirements for Safety

This section presents the staff's review of certain electrical subsystems or
aspects of the Catawba design. The objective of the staff's review is to deter-
mine that these electrical features and requirements are implemented in accord-
ance with all applicable acceptance criteria as set forth in Section 8.1 of
this report. The staff's review and evaluation of each of these matters is
given below.

8.4.1 Adequacy of Station Electric Distribution System Voltages

Events at the Millstone station have shown that adverse effects on the Class 1E
loads can be caused by sustained low grid voltage conditions when the Class 1E
buses are connected to offsite power. A more recent event at Arkansas Nuclear
One (ANO) station and the subsequent analysis performed also have disclosed the
possibility of degraded voltages as a result of deficiencies in equipment
between the grid and the Class 1E buses or because of the starting transients

! experienced during certain accident events not originally considered in the
sizing of these circuits. Based on these events, the staff developed STP PSB-1,
which is in the SRP. The following items (by numbers) address the staff evalua-
tion of the Catawba Nuclear Station design for conformance with the corres-
ponding positions contained in the BTP:

)

(1) The undervoltage protection scheme at Catawba consists of two levels of
]protection. Each level is provided with a separate set of three instan- i

taneous undervoltage relays which are utilized in a two-out-of-three logic '

scheme. The relays monitor the 4,160-V essential bus voltages; each bus
is provided with its own set of relays.
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The first level of protection is set to drop out at 84.1% of 4,160 V.
This relay will immediately start the diesel generator. After a time
delay of 8.5 sec, if the undervoltage condition has not cle red, the
relay will trip the Class 1E switchgear offsite power circuit breaker and
load shed the bus. The loads will then be sequenced onto the diesel

,

| generator at 11 sec.

The second level of undervoltage protection is set to drop out at 90% of
! 4,160 V. This is above the equipment minimum continuous operating voltage

specified in ANSI C84.1. The second level relays will actuate an annun-
ciator in the control room following a time delay of 40 sec and will
separate the Class 1E loads from the offsite power system following a time
delay of 10 min. The occurrence of a safety injection signal following
the 40-sec-time delay will immediately separate the Class 1E loads from
the offsite power syste'.m

The above protection scheme is in accordance with Position 1 of BTP PSB-1
and is, therefore, acceptable.

(2) The diesel generator load sequencer automatically blocks load shedding
from bus undervoltage conditions anytime automatic load sequencing onto
the diesel generator is initiated. Load shedding will remain blocked
until the load sequencer is manually reset or the diesel engine speed
decreases below approximately 44% of rated speed. The staff's position

requires automatic reinstatement of the load shedding logic following load
sequencing or on a trip of the diesel generator circuit breaker. The
Catawba design does not precisely conform to the position but is an accept-
able alternative since manual operation of the diesel generator is blocked
on load sequencer actuation and automatic tripping of the circuit breaker
during load sequencer actuation results in shutdown of the diesel engine,
which, in turn, results in automatic load shedding when engine speed
decreases to 44%.

(3) The applicant has stated that with maximum expected grid voltage and with
minimum anticipated plant loading, the maximum voltage on a 4,160-V essen-
tial bus will be 105.6%. The applicant also has indicated that the minimum
voltage on a 4,160-V Class 1E bus during maximum loading and minimum grid
conditions will.be 92.87%. These voltages are within the normally speci-
fied equipment operating values and indicate that the voltage levels at
the safety-related buses have been optimized for the maximum and minimum
load conditions and grid variations. This meets Position 3 of BTP PSB-1
and is acceptable.

(4) The tests used to verify the above anMyt; cal results are addressed in
Section 14 of this SER.

8.4.2 Containment Electrical Penetrations

To meet the requirements set farth in IEEE Std 317-1972 as augmented by the
recommendations of RG 1.63, the containment electrical penetrating assemblies
must be designed to withstand, without loss of mechanical integrity, the maxi-
mum available fault current long enough to allow backup circuit protection to
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' operate, assuming a failure of the primary protective device. The rar;uirement,
therefore, is for two protective devices in series, both of which must have the
capability to clear a fault before loss of the mechanical integrity of the
penetration can occur. One of the protective devices can be an upstream bus
feeder breaker or fuse.

The applicant has provided a list that includes the I2t rating.for each type of
;

penetration, the maximum predicted fault current through each type of penetra- '

tion, and the expected clearing time of the overcurrent protective devices.
The applicant is .also required to provide the fault current clearing time curves
of the primary and secondary devices plotted against the thermal capability i

curve of the penetration (to maintain mechanical integrity) with a simplified
one-line diagram showing the location of the protective devices in the penetra-
tion circuit and an indication of the maximum available fault current of the
circuit. For those trip circuits that are not fault current actuated and must
have an external power source, the power source should be identified and the
source for the primary protection should be separate from'that of the secondary
protection.

With the exception of the thermal capability curves, the applicant provided the
additional information required above in a letter dated December 1, 1982. In
place of the thermal capability curves, the applicant showed two test value
points taken for the penetration plotted against the fault current clearing

i time curves of the penetration overcurrent protective devices. In all cases
the test values were greater than the clearing times of the protective devices;
however, in two cases the values were sufficiently close to the clearing time
curves that depending on the thermal capability curve assumed, a portion of the
curve might not be protected by the overcurrent devices. To satisfy this con-
cern the applicant stated that the test values did not actually represent the
limit of the penetration integrity but were selected on the basis ~of distribu-
tion system variables such as available fault current and clearing times of
protective devices. Because there was only a small portion of the assumed
thermal capability left unprotected to begin with and because there is some
margin above the specified penetration test values, the staff considers the
overcurrent protection provided for the penetration to be' adequate. The
balance of the overcurrent penetration protection design meets the requirements
of IEEE Std 317 and RG 1.63 and is, therefore, also acceptable.

8.4.3 Thermal Overload Protection Bypass

Motor-operated valves with thermal overload protection devices for the valve
motors are used in safety systems and their auxiliary supporting systems.
Operating experience has shown that indiscriminate application of thermal over-

j load protection devices to motors associated with the valves could result in
needless hindrance to successful completion of safety functions. RG 1.106 (in
Position C.1) recommends bypassing thermal overload devices during accident
conditions or (in Position C.2) selecting the set points for the thermal over-
loads in a manner that precludes spurious trips. Class 1E motor-operated valve
(MOV) circuits at Catawba are provided with thermal overload protection devices
that provide alarm function only and are continuously bypassed for tripping
functions during normal plant operations. Although this design is not precisely
in compliance with RG 1.106, Position C.1, it is an acceptable alternative to
that position. j

|
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8.4.4 - Power Lockout to Motor-Operated Valves

BTP ICSB 18 (PSB)_ requires that all valves that require power lockout, in order
to meet the single-failure criterion in the fluid systems and their required
position, be listed-in the Technical Specifications and that the position indi-
cations.for these valves meet the single-failure' criterion. The applicant has

| listed a number of valves that require power lockout to meet the single-failure
| criterion, but the means used to lock out the valves have only been identified

for two of the. valves that are-locked out from the control room. The applicant'

has not identified the means used to lock out power to those valves for which
power is removed outside the control room. The applicant also has not indicated
whither dual position indication is provided in the control room for the listed
valves and the means used to accomplish this. The staff will pursue this item-
with the applicant and report its findings in a supplement to this report.

8.4.5 Physical Identification and Indepenance of Redundant Safe;y-Related
Electrical Systems

The requirements for the identification and separation of Class 1E equipment
and circuits is contained in IEEE Std 308-1974 and RG 1.75. The applicant has
provided the criteria for physical identification and separation of electrical
equipment'to preserve the independence of redundant equipment. Physical identi-
fication.of safety-related electrical systems is accomplished as follows.
Class 1E equipment is identified with a nameplate which categorizes the partic-
ular equipment according to its associated unit, its safety train, and its
safety class. The' alphanumeric identification used does not require reference
material to distinguish between Class 1E and non-Class 1E circuits or between
redundant Class 1E systems. All Class 1E cables and raceways are identified by
a color coding method. Class IE cables are marked before or during installation
with the appropriate color code at intervals not to exceed 5 ft; they also.are
identified by tags affixed at both ends bearing the appropriate cable number.
Cable trays, conduits, and wireways containing Class 1E cables also are color-

coded and are marked before installation of their cables at each end, at all
4

entrances' and exits to rooms, and at intervals not to exceed 15 ft. Non-
Class 1E cables either have black jackets or bare armor with no color coding

i added.

The applicant has indicated there are no associated circuits; and all non-
Class 1E circuits connected to Class 1E supplies are isolated with an isolation
device tripped on an accident signal. Non-Class 1E circuits that do not meet
tha applicant's separation criteria from Class 1E circuits use barriers to
obtain approved separation. As a result there is no need for identification of
associated circuits, but the Catawba FSAR states: "Any non Class IE circuits
treated as Class 1E are routed with Class 1E and separated in the same manner
up to the isolation devices." The circuits described are in fact associated
circuits up to the isolation device and should be identified as such. The
staff has discussed this item with the applicant and Duke has clarified that
the treatment of the non-Class 1E circuit includes separation and qualification
to the Class 1E standards and that the cable in all cases is brought to the

isolation device before terminating at a non-Class 1E load. There is, therefore,

no need to identify the circuit as associated, and the present system of identi-
fication is acceptable.
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In~ general plant areas, the minimum separation between redundant cable trays is
3 ft horizontally and 5 ft vertically. In the. control complex area (the area
of the auxiliary building that houses the control room, cable room, and battery
room), the separation is 1 ft horizontally and 3 ft vertically. Where plant
arrangements preclude maintaining the minimum separation distance, the redundant
circuits are run in enclosed raceways that qualify as barriers or other barriers
provided between redundant circuits. The FSAR states that interlocked armor
cable has been demonstrated through short circuit testing conducted by the
applicant to provide'an adequate barrier for preventing damage to adjacent.
cables and may serve as a barrier, provided a 12-in. separation is maintained
between redundant Class 1E circuits and a 6-in. separation is maintained between
Class 1E and non-Class 1E cables. The applicant also has indicated that the
majority of the plant wiring is armored cable. The staff has reviewed a
description of the tests performed on the armored cable and has several out-
standing questions on the details of the test and whether the jetting of gases
witnessed from the cable ends could cause a pressure building and rupture of a
long cable with resulting hot gas impingement on and damage to adjacent cables.
The staff also questioned whether the results of the test indicate that the
armored cable will not likely support an internal arcing fault or that the test
simply failed to produce the internal arcing that was intended.

-In response to these questions the applicant indicates that jacketed armored
cables are not used at Catawba. The cables used are armored but do not have an
outer PVC jacket; therefore, any gases generated within a faulted cable would
likely be vented along the length of the cable before reaching a level that
would rupture the armor. Tests on nonjacketed armored cable, in fact, did show
smoking along the cable length, which also supports this assumption. Regarding
the arcing fault question, the failure of the tests to produce an internal
arcing fault after several attempts indicates at worst that this condition is a
low probability occurrence. Given that an internal cable arc did occur it
would likely not be sustained. The staff, therefore, finds that these tests
provide verification that the separation used at Catawba between armored cables
is adequate.

In Revision 7 of the Catawba FSAR and in Significant Deficiency Report
SD 413/82-10, dated April 29, 1982, the applicant identified a group of cables
that violate the separation criteria defined in the Catawba FSAR. These cables
are field run non-Class 1E cables used in communication, fire detection, and
lighting applications. The cables have a 25-mil-thick welded seam corrugated
aluminum armor sheath and are attached to the side rails of essential cable
trays and/or installed in the proximity of Class 1E cables. The lighting
circuits are either 250-V dc or 120-V ac. The fire detection circuits are fed
from 120-V ac auxiliary control power system inverters and the communication
circuits operate at 98- or 120-V ac or 48-V dc. All of the cables have been
qualified in accordance with the IEEE Std 383-1974 flame test. The applicant
has indicated that cables installed after June 1, 1982 shall be restricted to
being attached to non-Class 1E cable trays only. The applicant also has indi-
cated that the existing installation does not degrade Class 1E circuits below
an acceptable level as a result of the limited power available on these circuits
and/or the cable construction and associated fire test results provided by the
manufacturer. He has also stated that the tests conducted on armored cables
demonstrate that the circuits in one cable are unaffected by a fault in an

i

|

|
:
i
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-adjacent cable. Because the cables are attached to the side rails of the trays
in most cases, the rails also act as a barrier between these and the Class IE
cables. The staff will confirm the adequacy of this installation auring its
site visit.

The minimum separation between redundant Class 1E wiring or between Class 1E-
and-non-Class 1E wiring inside equipment enclosures and with potentials less'

than 150 V is 6 in. of free air space without barriers or barriers with a 1-in.
air space or a barrier with 1/8-in. asbestos insulation and no air space. The
barriers extend beyond the wiring to the extent that the straight line, free
air distance between redundant wiring is a minimum of 6 in.

The minimum separation between penetrations carrying mutually redundant cir-
cuits is 5 ft in all directions, and the minimum separation between Class 1E
and non-Class IE penetrations is 1.5 ft.

Catawba has.a single cable spreading room located directly below the main
control room. 'The applicant has stated that the cable room contains no high
cnergy equipment such as switchgear, transformers, rotating equipment, or piping
that could be a potential sourcr of missiles or pipe whip. The applicant also
has stated that power cables are routed through cable corridors outside the
cable room, while circuits in the cable room are limited to those serving the
control room and instrument systems.

.0ther mutually redundant Class 1E systems are separated physically from each
oth:r by separate rooms or floors. This involves the diesel generators,
Class 1E switchgear and load center trains, motor control centers, the four
channels of the 125-V dc and 120-V ac vital instrumentation and control power
system, and the two redundant trains of the 125-V dc diesel auxiliary power
system.

Based on its review of the applicant's design criteria regarding physical
identification, separation, and independence of redundant safety-related
electrical systems, the staff finds these criteria to be in accordance with
RG 1.75 and, therefore, acceptable. The staff will verify the implementation
of the applicant's design criteria and confirm the adequacy of the field run
cables during a site visit.

8.4.6 Nonsafety Loads cn Emergency Sources

Present regulatory practice for operating license applications allows the con-
n:ction of nonsafety loads in addition to the required safety loads to Class 1E
(emergency) power sources, if it can be shown that the connection of nonsafety
loads will not result in degradation of the Class 1E system. The Catawba design
provides for the connection of both safety and selected nonsafety loads to the
Class IE emergency buses of the alternating current emergency power systems.
Those non-Class 1E loads that are required or may be required following a loss
of offsite power are all fed from two separate and independent 4,160-V switch-
grar assemblies. Following loss of offsite power without LOCA, each of these
asstmblies (termed the " Blackout Switchgear" by the FSAR) are automatically
connected to the diesel generators and their loads are then automatically
s:quenced on. The applicant has provided the blackout loading sequence, which
indicates that the diesel generators will not be overloaded. The blackout,
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loads will not be automatically sequenced on when there is a loss of offsite
power together with a LOCA. Further, all non-Class 1E loads connected to
Class 1E buses, including the blackout loads, are automatically tripped by an
accident signal generated within the same train. The staff finds that the
recommendations of RG 1.75 are met and, therefore, this design is acceptable.

8.4.7 Flooding of Electrical Equipment

The staff has. asked the applicant to identify all electrical equipment, safety
and nonsafety, that may become submerged as a result of a LOCA. For all such
equipment that is not qualified for service'in such an environment, the appli-
cant must provide an analysis to determine the following:

(1) the safety significance of the failure of this electrical equipment (e.g.,
spurious actuation or loss of actuation function) as a result of flooding

(2) the effects on Class 1E electrical power sources serving this equipment as
a result of such submergence

(3) any proposed design changes resulting from this analysis

The applicant's response to the staff's request indicates that a number of
safety-related solenoid valves and motor-operated valves are located below the
maximum flood elevation; however, only two valves will be raised above the
flood level. For the valves that will remain below flood level, the applicant
has assumed that their failure will be in the safe direction, but he has not
discussed what would prevent them from failing in the unsafe direction. The
applicant also has not addressed what the effect would be on the Class 1E power
supplies that feed the flooded equipment.

The applicant has subsequently stated that he is evaluating solutions to this
problem, which include valve operator modifications or electrical control cir-
cuit changes, and he anticipates that any modifications would be completed
before fuel loading. The staff will confirm the adequacy of any proposed
modifications and will provide an evaluation of them in a supplement to this
SER.

8.4.8 Load Sequencing Design

The Catawba design includes load sequencing for the connection of emergency
safety feature loads to the emergency buses when power is being supplied either
from offsite or from the diesel generators.

The staff is concerned that complex load sequencing designs, particularly those
using programmable solid-state logic, when used for sequencing on both offsite
and onsite power can be a common source of unreliability for both the onsitei

and offsite power sources. The Catawba internal sequencer logic is derived
through the use of electro-mechanical relays rather than programmable solid-
state logic. Switches, solid-state timers, and instantaneous undervoltage
relays also are used in the logic and for operator interfaces. All the equip-
ment used in the construction of the sequencers is qualified for use in nuclear
safety Class 1E applications.

|
|
.
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.The~ Catawba load sequencing design, th'erefore does not utilize the programmable-
'

,
'

type logic that.has concerned the staff in the past; however, it does have an
accelerated sequence feature for which no analysis or tests have been provided.

L Th2 accelerated sequence will . sequence loads every 2 sec, provided the- voltage
I |has recovered to 92.5% and the frequency has recovered to 98%. If the' voltage

an.i frequency permissives-are not satisfied, the loads will be applied by the
committed loading sequence at the times specified in Table 8.3.1-1 of the
Catawba FSAR.

; This same type of load sequencing design is being employed at McGuire with sat-
; isfactory results. .However, because it is likely the voltage and frequency re- ;

covery times specified by RG 1.9 will not be met during the accelerated sequence,

~and because no analysis or tests have been provided for this sequence at Catawba,,

! .the staff will confirm the adequacy of the accelerated sequence feature following
a review of the Catawba preoperational test results on this system.

,
8.4.9 . Location and-Qualification of Underground Cable

!
~ -The staff requested the applicant to describe the proximity of underground

iClass 1E cables to non-Class 1E piping and roads and to. describe the_qualifica-
: tion and. design criteria used for the underground system. The concern is that
the Class 1E underground cable system be qualified for.the possible events that
could occur in its vicinity and for the environment in which it is located.-

] The applicant has provided the requested information in a response letter dated
' January 6, 1983. The Class 1E cables are run in buried conduits that are ,

encased in reinforced concrete under roadways and railroads. The conduits are
sloped between manholes, and the manholes have either gravity drains or sump

-pumps. : Concrete monuments are provided at grade level every 50 ft to identify
the location of the buried conduits. The major Class 1E conduit crossing with-4

1 nonsafety piping is over the condenser cooling water lines. It is anticipated
that a break in these lines would be detected early because there are no struc-
tures built over these areas to prevent near vertical seepage from occurring.
Therefore, only. minor undermining of-the Class 1E conduits would be expected.

i. The_ design of the' Class 1E underground cable system at Catawba, therefore, pro-
vides adequate assurance that the system will be available to power its loads.

!

8.4.10 Load Reduction, Capability
'

V

The Catawba turbine generators can accept up to 100% load reduction without-
; tripping the reactor or main steam relief valve actuation. This allows the
L turbine generator to remain on line powering station loads following a loss of
i the offsite power system. The staff, therefore, has asked the applicant to
! describe the magnitude and effect of the main generator transient and steady-
p . state voltage:and frequency on the station loads starting with and following
| the load reduction event.

The applicant has subsequently stated that he is evaluating the effect of
F 100% turbogenerator load reduction on station loads and will advise the staff

of the results and of any modifications found to be necessary. The applicant
anticipates that any modifications would be completed before fuel loading.

~

i The staff will confirm the adequacy of any proposed modifications and will
provide an evaluation of them in a supplement to this SER.

,

i-
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-8.4.11 Emergency Power Supply for Pressurizer Heaters (TMI Item II.E.3.1)

Position II.E.3.1 of'NUREG-0737 lists.various requirements for the power supply-
' to the pressurizer heaters. Table 1.9-1 of the Catawba FSAR describes how

! - Catawba meets the NUREG requirements.

There'are two groups of pressurizer heaters (each rated at'416 kW)'for each-~

Catawba unit, which can be supplied from offsite power or from the onsite emer-,

gency power system. The applicant has verified.that one heater group has the
capability.to maintain natural circulation under' hot standby conditions. Each
group of heaters has access to only one Class 1E division power supply.

If the pressurizer heaters are being supplied from the emergency onsite system, ,

they will be automatically load shed upon the occurrence of an SIAS. The SIAS
'

;_ and the diesel-generator load sequencer must both be reset before-the operator
'

can manually reload the pressurizer heaters onto the emergency power sources.
- These resets and_the manual controls for the pressurizer heater feeder breaker
!are located in the' control room. Procedures for manually loading the pressurizer.
heaters onto the emergency power sources following an SIAS are available.to the
operator. -

i The above provisions meet the requirements of TMI Item II.E.3.1 and are, there-
fore, acceptable.,

8.4.12 Emergency Power for Pressurizer Equipment (TMI Item II.G.1)
'

Item II.G.1 of NUREG-0737 lists various requirements for the power supplies
to the pressurizer power-operated relief valves (PORVs), PORV block valves, and'

pressurizer level indicators. Table _1.9-1 of the Catawba FSAR describes how'

Catawba meets the NUREG-0737 requirements.

The pressurizer PORVs are air operated with dc control solenoids energized from
the Class 1E 125-V dc vital instrumentation and control power system. The pres-

,

surizer PORV block valves are motor-operated valves'with both motive and control
| power supplied from the-Class 1E 600-V ac essential auxiliary power system.

The dc and ac power necessary for one PORV/PORV block valve combination is
taken from one Class 1E electrical division. Two of the three PORV/PORV block
valve combinations receive power from a Division B source and the third from a
Division A source.

The air supply to the PORVs is from the instrument air compressors that are.

powered by the 4,160-V ac blackout auxiliary power system. The blackout auxil-
iary power system can be supplied from either the offsite power source or the
onsite emergency power source.

[ Three redundant channels of pressurizer level instrumentation are provided.
' These channels are powered from the vital instrumentation buses.

The staff finds that this design satisfies the requirements of TMI Item II.G.1
and is, therefore, acceptable.

i

,

'
i

|
|
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9 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

The staff has reviewed the' design of the auxiliary system necessary for safe
reactor operation, shutdown, or fuel storage, or whose failure might affect

i' plant safety-related objectives, and the way these objectives are achieved.
The auxiliary systems necessary for safe reactor operation or shutdown include
tha . essential service water system (ESWS), component ' cooling water system, ulti-
mato heat sink (UHS), control room chilled water system, the heating, venti-
lation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems for the control room and essential
portion of the chemical and volume control system (CVCS), and the auxiliary _
ferdwater system (AFWS). The auxiliary systems necessary to ensure the safety

.of the fuel storage facility include new-fuel storage, spent fuel storage, the
sp:nt fuel pool cooling and cleanup system, the fuel-handling systems, and the
sp:nt fuel pool area ventilation system.

The staff also has reviewed other auxiliary systems to verify that their failure
will not prevent safe shutdown of the plant or result in an unacceptable release
of radioactivity to the environment. These systems include the nonessential
service wtter system, the demineralized water makeup system, the potable and
sanitary water system, the station heating system, the nonessential chilled

' water systems, the nonessential portions of the compressed air system, the non-
; esstntial portions of the CVCS, and the HVAC systems for :.onessential portions

of the auxiliary building and the turbine building.

The' review performed by the staff in Section 9 of this SER is based on a design
temperature of 95 F at the inlet to the nuclear service water system. The staff
recognizes that this temperature is being confirmed by an independent analysis
discussed in Section 2.4.4. The staff will report on this matter in a supple-
ment to this SER.

The Catawba auxiliary system design was reviewed-in accordance with the criteria
in SRP Section 9 (NUREG-0800) and NUREG-0737.

9.1 Fuel Storage Facility

9.1.1 New-Fuel Storage

.The.new-fuel storage facility was reviewed in accoi ..cn SRP Section 9.1.1
(NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas of
Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance
with the acceptance criteria, except as noted below, formed the basis for con-
cluding that the new-fuel storage facility satisfied the applicable regulations
of 10 CFR 50.

Th2 acceptance criteria for the new-fuel storage facility include meeting the
guidelines of ANSI /ANS 57.1 and ANS 57.3. The guidelines contained in the
"Raview Procedures" were used instead of ANSI /ANS 57.1 and ANS 57.3.
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The new-fuel storage facility for each unit is_ completely independent and is
' located at the extreme end of each fuel building where railroad track access is
- provided. Each new-fuel storage _ facility provides dry storage for 98 fuel _as-=
semblies_and includes the new-fuel.-assembly storage racks and the concrete
storage vault that contains-the. storage racks.,

The fuel building, which houses the facility, is designed to seismic-Category I
criteria'as are the storage racks and vault. This building also is designed

i - against1 flooding and tornado missiles,. with the exception of. the railroad freight
door (refer to' Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). However, the orientation-

- . of_the door is.such-that should a missile penetrate the door, it will not damage-
the fuel _ storage. Thus, the requirements- of GDC 2, " Design Bases for. Protection-

j Against-Natural Phenomena," and the guidar e of RG 1.29, Position C.1, are
satisfied.

i

'

The new-fuel storage pit is not located in the. vicinity of any _high-energy lines
or rotating machinery. Physical protection by means of separation is provided

: for new fuel from internally generated missiles'and the effects of pipe breaks
: (refer-to Sections 3.5.1 and 3.6.1 of this SER); therefore,.the requirements of

,

' - GDC'4, " Environmental and Missile Design Bases," are met.

Since each unit has its own new-fuel storage facility:and there is no sharing
-between units, the requirements of GDC 5, " Sharing of Structures, Systems and
Components," are not applicable.

The new-fuel storage facility is designed to store unirradiated, low emission,,

fuel assemblies. ' Accidental damage to the fuel would release relatively minor
amounts of radioactivity that would be accommodated by the fuel-handling build-
ing ventilation system. The facility _is accessible to plant personnel for.
inspection. Thus, the requirements of GDC 61, " Fuel Storage and Handling and-
Radioactivity Control," are satisfied.i

;

j The new-fuel storage racks are designed to store the fuel assemblies in an array
; with a minimum center-to-center spacing of 21 in., which is sufficient to maintain

ak f less than 0.95 with the fuel assemblies flooded with cold, unborated
eff

water. The racks are designed to maintain a k f 0.98 or less with the fuel
eff

of highest anticipated enrichment in place, assuming optimum moderation (under-
dry, fogged, or flooded conditions). The racks themselves_are designed to pre-
clude the inadvertent placement of a fuel assembly in other than the prescribed,

i spacing. Thus, the requirements of GDC 62, " Prevention of Criticality in Fuel
Storage and Handling," are met.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the new-fuel storage facility is

| in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 61, and 62 relating to protec-
' tion against natural phenomena, radiation, and prevention of criticality, respec-
[ tively, and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.1, relating to seismic classi-
! fication and is, therefore, acceptable. The new-fuel storage facility meets

the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.1.1.
i

; 9.1.2 Spent Fuel Storage

|
| The spent fuel storage facility was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section

9.1.2 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas
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of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance
with the acceptance criteria, except as noted below, formed the basis for con-
cluding that the fuel storage facility satisfied the applicable regulations of
10 CFR 50.

The acceptance criteria for the spent fuel storage facility include meeting
various portions of-the guidelines of ANSI /ANS 57.2. The guidelines contained
in the " Review Procedures" were used instead of ANSI /ANS 57.2. Additionally,
the acceptance criteria include RG 1.115. The staff's review of internally
g:nerated missiles does not include turbine missiles; turbine missiles are
evaluated separately in Section 3.5.1.3 of this SER.

Each plant unit is provided with an independent spent fuel storage facility
located in the fuel building, which is structurally part of the auxiliary build-
ing. The spent fuel storage facility provides underwater storage for 1,418 fuel
assemblies, including control rods and burnable poison rods. This capacity
amounts to approximately 19 normal refueling cycles plus 1 complete core offload.
The facility includes the spent fuel storage racks and the lined spent fuel
storage pool that contains the storage racks.

The structure housing the facility (the auxiliary building) is designed to seis-
mic Category I criteria as are the stainless steel storage racks and storage
pools, fuel transfer canal, cask loading area, and pool liners. The auxiliary
building also is designed against flooding and tornado missiles with the excep-
tion of the freight door provided to allow truck / train entry into the building
(refer to Section 3.5.2 of this SER). However, the orientation of the door is
such that should a missile penetrate the door, it will not damage the spent
fual storage. Thus, the requirement of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RGs 1.13
(Position C.3),1.29 (Positions C.1 and C.2), and 1.117 (Positions C.1 through
C.3) are satisfied for tha spent fuel storage facility.

The fuel pools are not located in the vicinity of any high-energy lines or
rotating machinery. Therefore, protection of spent fuel from internally gene-
rated missiles and the effects of pipe breaks by physical separation is pro-
vided (refer to Sections 3.5.1.1 and 3.6.1 of this SER). Thus, the require-
ments of GDC 4 and the guidelines of RG 1.13, Position C.3, concerning missile
protection for spent fuel, are satisfied. Fcr a discussion of compliance with
the guidelines of RG 1.115, refer to Section 3.5.1.3.

Each plant unit has an independent spent fuel storage facility; therefore, the
requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable.

Tha seismic Category I storage rack arrangement provides a fuel storage array
ad:quate to maintain the multiplication factor, keff, below 0.95 for both normal
storage and in case of accidental dropping of a fuel assembly. The racks are
d2 signed to preclude the inadvertent placement of a fuel assembly in other than
thm prescribed spacing. The applicant acknowledges the possibility of storing
th2 spent fuct assemblies of the Oconee or McGuire plants in the Catawba spent
fual pool by providing bottom spacers in the spent fuel racks. The applicant
has performed the analysis to show that k,ff will remain below 0.95 for any
configuration of fuel storage that would involve fuel from the McGuire and Oconee
facilities. The Oconee fuel assemblies are accommodated within spent fuel pool

i
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storage racks by the placement of spacers in those locations designated for Oconee
fuel storage. The racks can withstand the impact of a dropped fuel assembly with-
out unacceptable damage to the fuel and can withstand the maximum uplift forces
exerted by the fuel-handling machine. Thus, the requirements of GDC 61 and 62
and the guidelines of RG 1.13, Positions C.1 and C.4, concerning fuel storage
facility design are satisfied.

The design of the storage pools includes an alarmed leakage detection system
(for indication of excessive pool liner leakage), water level monitoring systems,
and radiation monitoring systems in the control room. These features satisfy
the requirements of GDC 63.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the spent fuel storage facility
is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 61, 62, and 63 as they
relate to protection against natural phenomena, missiles, pipe break effects,
radiation protection, prevention of criticality, performance monitoring, and
monitoring provisions, and with the guidelines of RGs 1.13 (Positions C.1, C.3,
and C.4), 1.29 (Positions C.1 and C.2), and 1.117 (Positions C.1 through C.3)
concerning the facility's design and seismic classification and protection
against tornado missiles, The storage facility is, therefore, acceptable. The
spent fuel storage facility meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.1.2.

9.1.2.1 Spent Fuel Pool Materials

The staff has reviewed the compatibility and chemical stability of the materials,

(except the fuel assemblies) wetted by the pool water in accordance with SRP
Section 9.1.2 (NUREG-0800). The pool liner, rack lattice structure, and fuel
storage tubes are made of stainless steel, which is compatible with the storage
pool environment. In this environment of oxygen-saturated borated water, the
corrosive deterioration of Type 304 stainless steel should not exceed a depth
of 6.00 x 10 5 in. in 100 years (Johnson, September 1977) which is negligible
relative to the initial thickness. Dissimilar metal-contact corrosion (galvanic
attack) between the stainless steel of the pool liner, rack lattice structure,
fuel storage tubes, and the Inconel and the Zircaloy in the spent fuel assemblies
will not be significant because all of these materials are protected by highly
passivating oxide films and are, therefore, at similar potentials.

With regard to the storage of " foreign" fuel in the Catawba pool, the intro-
duction into this pool of spent fuel from other nuclear reactors adds no new
materials or impurities to the Catawba spent fuel pool other than those that
were already present. Therefore, from a corrosion point of view, there is no
effect whatsoever on the safe operation of this spent fuel pool.

| From its evaluation as discussed above, the staff concludes that the corrosion
| that will occur in the spent fuel storage pool environment should be of little

significance during the 40 year life of the plant. Components in the spenti

! fuel storage pool are constructed of alloys that have a high resistance to general
corrosion, localized corrosion, and galvanic corrosion.

! The staff, therefore, concludes that the environmental compatibility and stability
| of the materials used in the spent fuel storage pool are adequate based on test

data and actual service experience in operating reactors. The staff finds that
the selection of appropriate materials of construction by the applicant meets
the requirements of GDC 61 in relation to having a capability to permit appropriate
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| . periodic inspection and testing of-components and 62 in relation'to preventing
' criticality;by maintaining structural. integrity of components and is,:therefore,

acceptable.-

9.1.31 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System

The spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system was reviewed in accordance with .;
SRP-Section 9.1.3 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of-each of the areas' listed in
the " Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the .

. guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of|the SRP section. -

Conformance with the acceptance criteria, except~as noted below, formed the :
basis-for concluding that the. spent fuel pool. cooling and cleanup system satis-

~

,

! fied the applicable regulations of 10 CFR-50.'

.The acceptance criteria for'the spent-fuel pool cooling and cleanup system
include meeting the guidelines of RGs 1.52 and 8.8. Compliance with the guide -1

lines of RG 1.52 is evaluated separately in Section 9.4.2. Compliance with the
guidelines of RG 8.8-is evaluated separately in Section 12.

,

Each plant unit has an independent spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system.-

. The system is designed to remove the decay. heat generated by the' stored spent
|_ fuel assemblies and to maintain clarity and purity of the spent fuel pool water.
!- The spent fuel pool cooling system is designed to remove the decay heat gener-

.ated by the. maximum number of spent fuel assemblies that are to be stored, plus;.

i a full-core offload. -The total capacity is 1,418 spent fuel assemblies.
,

|

|

: -The system includes all components and piping in the cooling loop ~from the inlet
to the exit of the spent fuel pool, the piping used for-fuel pool makeup, and

j the cleanup filter /demineralizers to the point of return to the refueling water
storage-. tank or. discharge to the radwaste system. The design consists of two
essential-fuel pool cooling trains each with a fuel pool cooling pump and heat

: exchanger that are completely redundant. A separate nonsafety-related fuel pit
skimmer pump and filter also are provided for keeping the pool water surface

i clean.

The essential portions of the system are housed in the seismic Category I flood-
and tornado protected fuel building portion of the' auxiliary building (see

i Section 3.5.2). The' cooling portion of the system is designed to Quality Group C
! and seismic Category I requirements. Failure of the nonseismic Category I,
!- Quality Group D cleanup portion will not affect operation of the cooling train,
| 'bzcause that portion of the piping system can be isolated; therefore, no adverse ;

| effect on pool cooling would' result from such a failure. The design thus satisfies !

-the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RGs 1.13 (Positions C.1, C.2,
C.6, and C.8) and 1.29 (Positions C.1 and C.2) with respect to the spent fuel
storage facility design basis and seismic design classification.

,

; The various components of the system are located in missile-shielded cubicles
.within the tornado- and missile protected auxiliary building and are separated

; from other moderate- and high-energy piping systems (see Sections 3.5.1.1 and
3.6.1). Turbine missiles are evaluated in Section 3.5.1.3 of this SER. Thus,'

. with the exception of turbine missiles, the requirements of GDC 4 are satisfied.'

'Since each plant unit has a separate and independent spent fuel pool cooling
and-cleanup system, the requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable.

p
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Either of the two spent fuel pool cooling trains maintains the pool water tem-
~

,

perature at 125* F or less under the normal heat load conditions. The normal+

condition assumes one-third core with full irradiation and 7-day decay, one
full core of open spaces and the remainder of the pool filled with fully ir-:

. radiated fuel from previous yearly refuelings. This normal heat load tempera-'

ture is below the staff's acceptance criterion of 140* F.

During a. total core offload, the reserved ; pen spaces are assumed to be filled3

L by one-third core irradiated 11 days and decayed 7 days, one-third core fully
irradiated and decayed 7 days,-and one-third core fully irradiated and. decayed-
25 days with the remainder of the pool filled with fuel from previous yearly
refuelings. Under these. conditions, both cooling trains must be used to main-'

'

tain a temperature less than 150* F. These "abnorma?" heat load temperatures
are within acceptable limits. The. heat loads for the above " normal" and " maxi-,

r mum" cases are in accordance with BTP ASB 9-2. The applicant anticipates the |

storage of non-Catawba spent fuel in the Catawba spent fuel pool and indicates
a slightly higher normal and maximum heat load for this fuel, but still within
the above-mentioned temperature limits. Therefore, the staff finds this item
acceptable.

All connections to the spent fuel pool are either near the normal water level
)- or are provided with antisiphon devices to preclude possible siphon draining of-
; the pool water. The safety-related component cooling water system provides
; cooling water to the fuel pool heat exchanger and transfers the heat to the
j ultimate heat sink (see Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.5). .The spent fuel pit pumps

can be powered from the emergency (Class 1E) power sources. Thus the require-
ments.of GDC 44 are satisfied.

,

; The. design of the spent fuel. pool cooling system and its accessible location
; makes periodic testing and inservice inspection of the system.possible. The
; active components of the spent fuel pool cooling system are either in continuous
( or intermittent operation during all plant operating conditions. Thus, the

requirements of GDC 45 and 46 are satisfied.

Normal makeup to the spent fuel pool to replace losses due to evaporation vr
leakage through the liner and thus maintain proper water level for shielding is
provided by the seismic' Category I refueling water storage tanks. Additionally,

I demineralized water can be supplied to the pool by the reactor makeup water
pumps, and emergency makeup water can be supplied to the pool from the seismic
Category I, Quality Group C nuclear service water system. The nuclear service
water pumps are powered from the emergency (Class 1E) buses. Thus, the require-
ments of GDC 61 and the guidelines of RG 1.13 concerning fuel pool design are
met.

Spent fuel pool temperature and level are alarmed in the control room. Fuel
pool cooling heat exchanger parameters as well as fuel pool cooling pump dis-
charge pressure are locally indicated. Pressure and flow indication of the
purification loop also are provided as well as the fuel building radiation
level. Thus, the requirements of GDC 63 are satisfied.

! Based on its review, the staff concludes that the spent fuel pool cooling and
cleanup system is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 45, 46,
61, and 63 as they respectively relate to protection against natural phenomena,
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missiles, and environmental effects; cooling water capability; inservice inspec-
tion; functional testing; fuel cooling; radiation protection; and monitoring
provisions. The system also is in conformance with the guidelines of RGs 1.13
(Positions C.1, C.2, C.6, and C.8), and 1.29 (Positions C.1 and C.2), and BTP
ASB 9-2 relating to the system's functional design, seismic classification, and
design decay heat load, and is, therefore, acceptable. The spent fuel pool
cooling and cleanup system meets the applicable acceptance criteria of SRP
S:ction 9.1.3.

The spent fuel pool cleanup system is designed to maintain optical clarity of
and to remove corrosion products, fission products, and impurities from thei

spent fuel pool water. The spent fuel pool water will be sampled weekly for
chlorides, fluorides, pH, turbidity, and radioactivity. Boron will be sampled
three times a week. The applicant has provided the chemical impurity limits to
be maintained in the pool water in accordance with the chemistry criteria and
specifications for Westinghouse pressurized water reactors (Section 1, WCAP-7452,
Rev. 1, 1973). A decontamination factor for the demineralizer will be established
to determine when the resin is to be replaced. A high pressure drop in the
filter is the basis for changing the filter cartridge. Area radiation monitors
are provided. The applicant indicated that the spent fuel pool may be used to
store irradiated fuel from other Duke Power Company nuclear facilities.

The spent fuel pool cleanup system description, piping and instrumentation dia-
grams, and applicant responses to staff questions have been reviewed in accor-
dance with SRP Section 9.1.3 (NUREG-0800, July 1981).

The staff determined that the spent fuel pool cleanup system (1) provides the
capability and capacity of removing radioactive materials, corrosion products,
and impurities from the pool water and thus meets the requirements of GDC 61 as
it relates to appropriate filtering systems for fuel storage; (2) is capable of
reducing occupational exposure to radiation by removing radioactive products
from the pool water and thus meets the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1(c) as it
relates to maintaining radiation exposures as low as is reasonably achievable;
(3) confines radioactive materials in the pool water to ti.e demineralizer and
filters and thus meets Position C.2.f.(2) of RG 8.8 as it relates to reducing
the spread of contaminants from the source; and (4) removes suspended impurities
from the pool water by filters and thus meets Position C.2.f(3) of RG 8.8 as it
relates to removing crud through physical action.

The staff also determined that as long as the material combinations of the fuel
and storage racks and the spacer insert materials to be used in the spent fuel
for non-Catawba fuel are identical to those for Catawba fuel, the spent fuel
pool cleanup system will meet the above requirements.

On the basis of the above evaluation, the staff concludes that the spent fuel
pool cleanup sy' stem meets GDC 61,10 CFR 20.1(c), and the appropriate sections
of RG 8.8 and, therefore, is acceptable.

9.1.4 Light-Load-Handling System (Fuel-Handling System)

The light-load-handling systems were reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 9.1.4
(NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas of
Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
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provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance
with the acceptance criteria, except as noted below, formed the basis for con-
cluding that the light-load-handling system satisfied the applicable regulations
of 10 CFR 50.

The acceptance criteria for the light-load-handling systems include meeting the
guidelines of ANSI /ANS 57.1. The guidelines contained in the " Review Pro-
cedures" in NUREG-0800 were used instead of ANSI /ANS 57.1.

Any load that is less than one fuel assembly and its associated handling tool
is defined as a light-load. The light-load-handling system is related to
refueling and consists of all components and equipment used in handling new
fuel from the receiving station to the loading of spent fuel into the shipping
cask. The system includes the equipment designed to facilitate the periodic
refueling of the reactor, the refueling machine, spent fuel pit bridge crane
(fuel-handling machine), new-fuel elevator, and the fuel transfer system. The
handling of fuel during refueling is controlled by a series of interlocks to
ensure that fuel-handling procedures are maintained. The design ensures that
no failure will result in release of radioactivity in excess of that assumed in
the design-basis fuel-handling accident.

The entire system is housed within the fuel-handling portion of the auxiliary
building and reactor building (containment), which are seismic Category I,
flood and tornado protected structures (see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2).
Although fuel-handling system components are not required to function following
an SSE, critical components of the fuel-handling system are designed to seismic
Category I requirements so that they will not fail in a way that would result
in unacceptable consequences, such as fuel damage or damage to safety related
equipment. The refueling machine and fuel-handling machine that handle indi-
vidual fuel assemblies are designed to seismic Category I requirements. The
design thus satisfies the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RGs 1.13,
Positions C.1 and C.6, and 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2.

Each plant unit has a separate and independent fue -handling system; thus, the
requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable. However, the staff has identified a
new generic concern with respect to dropping of loads lighter than a spent fuel
assembly over stored spent fuel in the fuel pool and in the reactor vessel from
heights greater than those assumed in the design-basis fuel-handling accident.
In response to this concern, the applicant reviewed the fuel-handling procedures
and identified these loads, their weight and height when lifted, measures in'

the design or procedures for ensuring the lift height is not exceeded, and the
kinetic energy of these loads on impacting spent fuel. The applicant also veri-
fied that the resulting radiological releases are less than those assumed in
the fuel-handling accident. Thus, the requirements of GDC 61 and 62 and the
guidelines of RG 1.13, Position C.3, are satisfied.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the light-load-handling system is
in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 61, and 62 as they relate to
protection against natural phenomena, safe fuel-handling, including prevention
of criticality and with the guidelines of RGs 1.13, Fositions C.1, C.3, and
C.6, and 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, with respect to overhead crane interlocks,

and maintaining plant safety in seismic event and is, therefore, acceptable.
The light-load-handling system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.1.4.
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9.1.5 Overhead Heavy-Load-Handling System

The overhead heavy-load-handling sys ams were reviewed in accordance with SRP-

Section 9.1.5 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the
" Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the
guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section.
Conformance with the acceptance criteria, except as noted below, formed the

| basis for concluding that the overhead heavy load handling systems satisfied
j the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The acceptance criteria for the overhead-heavy-load handling systems include
meeting the guidelines of ANSI /ANS 57.1 and 57.2. The guidelines contained in
the " Review Procedures" in NUREG-0800 at:d NUREG-0612 were used instead of
ANSI /ANS 57.1 and ANSI /ANS 57.2.

Tha overhead heavy-load-handling system consists of all components and equip-
ment used in moving all loads weighing more than one fuel assembly and its as-
sociated handling device. The equipment includes the containment polar crane
and cask-handling crane, which are used in handling such heavy loads as the
reactor vessel head, reactor internals, shield plug segments, and spent fuel
casks. The containment polar crane is not used for handling fuel assemblies.
The cask-handling crane does, however, handle fuel assemblies. Handling of
fuel assemblies by the main hoist is limited to the area between the new-fuel
vault and the spent fuel shipping cask area. Handling of fuel assemblies by
the auxiliary hoist is limited to the area between the new-fuel vault and the
new-fuel elevator.

The entire system is housed within the fuel-handling portion of the auxiliary
building and reactor buildi.ng (containment), which are seismic Category I, flood-
and tornado protected structures (see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2). Although fuel-
handling system components'are not required to function following an SSE, both
the containment polar crane and the cask-handling crane are designed to seismic
Category I requirements so that they will not fail in a way that would result
in unacceptable consequences such as fuel damage or damage to . safety-related
equipment. The 125-ton cask-handling crane is used for handling the spent fuel
shipping cask and is equipped with a 10-ton auxiliary hoist. The 175-ton contain-
ment polar crane is used to move the reactor vessel head and has a 25-ton auxil-
iary hoist. The design thus satisfies the requirements of GDC 2 and the guide-
lines of RGs 1.13, Positions C.1 and C.6, and 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2.

Each plant unit has a separate and independent fuel-handling system; thus, the
requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable.

The main hoist of the cask-handling crane is prevented from traveling over the
spent fuel pool by mechanical stops. The spent fuel cask is brought to the
cask storage area along a prescribed path and enters the storage area without
passing over spent fuel in the pool. The cask is not lifted to an elevation
above any structural surface high enough to cause damage that could result in
unacceptable radiological release should the cask be dropped. No safety-related
equipment is located along the path of travel of the cask. The walls that sur-
round the cask-loading area rise to the full height of the pool and are struc-
turally desigr..ed to withstand the impact force resulting from a falling cask.
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Should the' cask tip after falling on the guard walls surrounding the cask load-
ing area, its center of gravity is such that it will not fall outside the cask-
load area and will thus not affect the fuel in the spent fuel storage pool.;

'

The applicant has verified that the above discussion concerning a cask drop
also is valid for the Oconee and McGuire casks when they are handled at Catawba.
Therefore, the staff finds this matter. acceptable.

! It should be noted, however, that 'the new-fuel elevator is located within the
spent-fuel pool main area, thus requiting that the auxiliary hoist of the cask-
handling crane be positioned over the spent fuel pool. The radiological conse-
quences of a fuel handling accident is discussed in Section 15.4.6 of this SER.

NUREG-0612 was transmitted to the applicant for action by NRC generic letters
dated December 22, 1980, and February 3, 1981. NUREG-0612 resolved Generic

; Task A-36 and provides guidelines for necessary changes to ensure safe handling
of heavy loads once the plant becomes operational. Enclosure 2 attached to the
December 22, 1980, generic letter identified a number of interim measures deal-#

ing with safe load paths, procedures, operator training, and crane inspections,
testing, and maintenance. The applicant has committed to implement these ine
terim measures before receiving an operating license. However, the. staff will
require that a condition be placed in the license requiring that before startup
following the first refueling outage, the applicant shall comply with the guide-
lines of Section 5.1.1 of NUREG-0612 (Phase I - the 6-month response to the NRC
generic letter dated December 22, 1980). Before startup following the second
refueling outage, the applicant shall have made commitments acceptable to the
staff regarding the guidelines of Sections 5.1.2 through 5.1.6 of NUREG-0612'

(Phase II nine-month responses to the NRC generic letter dated December 22,
1980).

In respects other than those related to its evaluation of the applicant's re-
'

sponse to NUREG-0612, the staff finds that the requirements of GDC 4 and 61 and
the guidelines of RG 1.13, Positions C.3 and C.5, are met.,

;' Based on its review, the staff concludes that the overhead heavy-load-handling
system is in confonnancs with the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 61'as they relate
to its protection against natural phenomena, missile protection, safe handling
of the spent fuel cask, and the guidelines of RGs 1.13, Positions C.1, C.3, C.5,
and C.6, and 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, with respect to overhead crane inter-
locks and maintaining plant safety in a seismic event. This system, therefore,.

is acceptable, except as noted above with respect to NUREG-0612 issues. The
overhead heavy-load-handling system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP,

'

Section 9.1.5, except as noted above.

9.2 Water Systems

9.2.1 Station Service Water System (Nuclear Service Water System),

The station service water system was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section
9.2.1 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas
of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance
with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for the staff's evaluation of the
station service water system, which satisfied the applicable regulations of
10 CFR 50.
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The nuclear service water system (NSWS) provides cooling water in normal and
emergency situations to safety and nonsafety-related heat loads of Units 1
and 2. Lake Wylie and the standby nuclear service water pond (SNSWP) serve as
tha normal water source and ultimate heat sink, respectively (see Section 9.2.5),
for the components cooled by the system.

Safety-related components cooled by the NSWS include the component cooling heat
exchangers, diesel generator coolers, auxiliary feedwater pump oil coolers,

| auxiliary building chillers, centrifugal charging pump room coolers, contain-
' ment spray pump room coolers, safety injection pump room coolers, residual heat

removal pump room coolers, auxiliary feedwater pump room cooler and control
room air conditioning units. Radiation monitors are provided in the system to
d:tect potential inleakage of radioactivity.

Tho system consists of two redundant trains, A and B, of essential equipment
per unit. The A train is supplied by the two A NSWS pumps and the B train by
th2 two B pumps (four NSWS pumps total). An A and a B pump are designated for
each unit The A and b pumps are interconnected by a common supply header
before splitting into separate loops at the auxi'iary building for each unit.
The isolation valves are provided to prevent single failure of the pumps.

The pumps t unit are powered from the separate emergency (Class 1E)
power sour sciated with that unit. The operation of any two of the_four
pumps on vitner or both supply trains is sufficient to supply all cooling water
requirements for the two-unit plant for startup, cooldown, refueling, or post-
accident operation. However, the additional pumps are normally started for
unit startup and cooldown, and two pumps per unit will operate during an acci-
d:nt and loss of offsite power if both diesel generators for that unit are in
operation. Train separation with double valving between main supply and dis-
charge headers, ensures both units of having a source of water, two 100%
capacity pumps, and two redundant trains of heat exchangers esser.tial for safe
shutdown. Trains A and B in each unit also are cross connected. The crossover
connections are provided with isolation valves that are automatically closed in
energency conditions to ensure train integrity and to meet the single-failure
criterion. Thus, the requirements of GDC 44, " Cooling Water," are met.

The essential portions of the NSWS are common for Units 1 and 2 up to a point
outside the auxiliary building where each train is divided and directed sep-
arately to each unit. The return trains from each unit are combined, both
inside and outside the auxiliary building, and their flow is returned to Lake
Wylie under normal condition and to the SNSWP under emergency conditions.
Isolation of all interconnections between units is accomplished by redundant
automatic safety-related valves powered from separate emergency (Class lE)
power supplies. Therefore, GDC 5, " Sharing of Structures, Systems and
Components," is met.

The NSWS is a seismic Category I system and essential portions of the system
are quality Group C. The system is housed in the seismic Category I, flood-
and tornado protected nuclear service water pumphouse, the diesel generator
buildings, and the auxiliary buildings. Further, the integrity of the buried
portions of the NSWS will be maintained in the event of a failure of the non-
safety-related buried condenser cooling water piping in the event of an SSE.
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Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1
and C.2, are satisfied.

During normal plant operation, one NSWS pump per unit is operating. Availabil-
ity of the remaining pumps is ensured by periodic functional tests and inspec-
tions as delineated in plant Technical Specifications. The system components,
other than associated piping, are located in accessible areas to permit in-
service inspection, as required. Thus, the requirements of GDC 45 and 46 are
met.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the NSWS meets the requirements of
GDC 2, 5, 44, 45, and 46 with respect to the system's protection against natural -

phenomena, the system's shared systems, decay heat removal capability, inservice
inspection, and functional testing, and meets the guidelines of RG 1.29, Pori-
tions C.1 and C.2, with respect to the system's seismic classification. The
station service water system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.2.1.

9.2.2 Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems (Component Cooling System)

The component cooling system (CCS) was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section
9.2.2 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the dAreas
of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance
with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for concluding that the CCS satis-
fied the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The CCS serves as an intermediate closed cooling water system picking up heat
from potentially radioactive heat sources and rejecting it through the NSWS to
the ultimate heat sink (see Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.5). This arrangement mini-
mizes the possibility of leakage of radioactive material into the environment.
A portion of the system is shared between Units 1 and 2 as described below.

The CCS supplies cooling to safety-related and nonsafety-related plant components
during normal operation and to safety-related components during postulated acci-
dent and emergency conditions. The system serves the residual heat removal
heat exchangers and pumps, letdown heat exchanger, excess letdown heat exch ager,
reactor vessel support coolers, steam generator blowdown heat exchanger, seal:

water heat exchanger, fuel pool heat exchangers, sample heat exchangers and
various additional subcomponents of the waste gas, waste evaporator, and recycle
evaporator systems. A radiation monitor is placed at the discharge of each
component coolant heat exchanger to detect radioactive leaks into the CCS.

The CCS consists of two redundant cooling trains in each unit, with two pumps,
one heat exchanger, and one surge tank per train. Each pump is powered from a
sepacate emergency (Class 1E) power source. On an engineered safety features
actuation signal both trains of component cooling equipment are actuated and
automatically aligned by redundant isolation valves to the appropriate trains
of engineered safety equipment. Only one train in each unit is necessary to
supply minimum engineered safety feature equiprrent requirements.

During normal unit operation, two pumps and one heat exchanger for each unit
are required. Two pumps and one heat exchanger also provide the minimum unit
cooldown requirements. However, to provide a more rapid unit cooldown, four
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| component cooling pumps and two component cooling heat exchangers are required.
Th2 CCSs for Unit 1 and 2 normally function as two independent systems. The
systems are identical except cooling water supplied to shared equipment is
normally contained in the Unit 1 subsystem. Crossovers are provided between
th2 two subsystems so that cooling water can be supplied to shared equipment
from either train in either unit. Such sharing of components does not degrade

,

the performance or reliability of the essential portion of the CCS, as cross-|
overs and nonessential shared components are isolated by redundant automatic
valves on an engineered safety features actuation signal. Thus, the require-
ments of GDC 5 and 44 are satisfied.

In response to the staff concern regarding loss of component cooling water flow
to the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) as a result of a single failure in the com-
mon supply line as well as a possible occurrence of an unacceptable locked rotor
condition, the applicant has verified by testing that the RCPs can function
satisfactorily for 10 minutes without component cooling water flow. Low ccm-
ponent cooling water flow alarms will be provided in the control room to indi-
cate a loss of component cooling water supply. This allows the operator suf-
ficient time to trip the pumps before unacceptable damage would occur. In addi-
tion, the applicant has committed to provide safety grade (Class 1E) indication
of the loss of component cooling water flow to the RCPs to provide additional
assurance that the operator will trip the RCPs before occurrence of an unaccept-
able locked pump rotor condition.

The component cooling system is seismic Category I, Quality Group C. The system
is housed in the seismic Category I flood- and tornado protected auxiliary build-
ing and containment (see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2). Thus, the requirements of
GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, are met. The com-
ponent cooling system operates continuously in all plant operating modes. Opera-
tion of the pumps is rotated in service on a scheduled basis to obtain even
wear or they are periodically tested in accordance with plant Technical Speci-
fications. The system is located in accessible areas to permit inservice inspec-
tion as required. Thus, the requirements of GDC 45 and 46 are satisfied.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the component cooling system meets
the requirements of GDC 2, 5, 44, 45, and 46 with respect to the system's protec-
tion against natural phenomena, shared systems, decay heat removal capability,
inservice inspection and functional testing, and meets the guidelines of RG 1.29,
Positions C.1 and C.2, with respect to the system's seismic classification and
is, therefore, acceptable. The component cooling water system meets the accept-
ance criteria of SRP Section 9.2.2.

9.2.3 Demineralized Water Makeup System (Makeup Demineralized Water System)

The makeup demineralized water system was reviewed in accordance with SRP Sec-
tion 9.2.3 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the
" Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the
guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section.
Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for concluding that
the makeup demineralized water system satisfied the applicable regulations of
10 CFR 50.
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The nonsafety-related (Quality Group D, nonseismic Category I) makeup demineral-
ized water system provides treated.and demineralized water to various plant
systems and components that include: condensate makeup (to the upper surge
tanks), chemical addition tanks, turbine generator stator cooling makeup, recir-
culated cooling water makeup, reactor makeup water storage tanks, component
cooling water makeup, auxiliary boiler feedwater, waste disposal system, and
the ice condenser storage tank. Lake Wylie provides the source of water to the
system.

The system serves no safety ^related function. Adequate isolation is provided
at all makeup demineralized water connections to safety-related systems. Pro-
tection from flooding for safety related equipment.resulting from failure of.
the system is discussed in Sections 3.4.1 and 9.3.3 of this SER. The system is
capable of fulfilling the normal operating requirements of the facility for
acceptable makeup water with the necessary component redundancy. Radioactive
backflow contamination of the makeup demineralized water system is prevented by
either a check valve, air gap, or normally closed valve at each point of the
system. Alarmed instrumentation has been provided in the control room to pre-
vent delivery of off-specification water to safety-related systems. Failure of
the system does not affect the capability to safely shut down the plant as
described above; thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and 5 and the guidelines of
RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, are met.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the makeup demineralized water
system meets the requirements of GDC 2 and 5 with respect to the need for pro-
tection against natural phenomena and shared systems as its failure does not
affect safety system functions and meets the guidance of RG 1.29, Postions C.1
and C.2, concerning its seismic classification and is, therefore, acceptable.
The demineralized water makeup system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP

' Section 9.2.3.

9.2.4 Potable and Sanitary Water Systems

The potable and sanitary water system was reviewed in accordance with SRP
Section 9.2.4 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the

| " Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the
; guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section.
! Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for concluding that

the potable and sanitary water system satisfied the applicable regulations of
10 CFR 50.

| The nonsafety-related (Quality Group D, nonseismic Category I) potable and sani-
' tary water systems provide clean water for drhking and sanitary purposes and

includes all components and piping from the p:, cable supply connection from Lake
Wylie to points of discharge.

There are no cross-connections between the potable and sanitary water systems
and potentially radioactive systems; therefore, inadvertent contamination of
Lake Wylie through this system is prevented. Protection from flooding for
safety-related equipment resulting from failure of the system is discussed in
Sections 2.4.1 and 9.3.3 of this SER. Failure of the system does not affe-t
plant safety as described above. Thus, the requirements of GDC 60, " Control of
Releases of Radioactiva Materials to the Environment," are met.

:
'
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Based on its review, the staff concludes that the potable and sanitary water i

systems meet the requirements of GDC 60 with respect to prevention'of release |
of potentially radioactive water, and is, therefore, acceptable. The potable I

iard sanitary water system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.2.4.

9.2.5 Ultimate Heat Sink
|
i The ultimate heat sink was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 9.2.5

(NUREG-0600). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas of
Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance
with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for concluding that the ultimate
heat sink (UHS) satisfied the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

Two bodies of water serve as the UHS. These sources are separated and protected
so that failure of one does not induce failure of the other. Lake Wylie is the
normal source of nuclear service water. The emergency source is the standby
nuclear service water pond (SNSWP) and consists of an arm of the Lake Wylie
reservoir that is retained by a seismic Category I dam at an elevation slight'y
higher (571 ft MSL) than the normal clevation of Lake Wylie (569.4 ft MSL).
The UHS provides heat dissipation capability for both Units 1 and 2 through the
NSWS (see Section 9.2.1). The UHS provides a supply of cooling water to dis-
sipate waste heat rejected during a unit LOCA plus a second unit cooldown.

,

I

UHS makeup water can enter the SNSWP from Lake Wylie by alignment of valves
from the NSWS or by normal surface runoff. Flood protection is provided by a
sloping 5-ft-diameter pipe through the base of the dam into Lake Wylie. The
SNWSP dam and overflow drain pipe intake is adequately protected from tornadoes
and missiles. The intake and discharge structures in the SNSWP are submcrged
and missile protected; while the safety-related piping (seismic Category I) to
the nuclear service water pump house is below grade, it also is adequately pro-
tected. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.27, Posi-
tions C.2 and C.3, regarding ultimate heat sink protection against natural pheno-
mena and RG 1.29, Position C.1, regarding siesmic design classification are
met.

The SNSWP is shared between Units 1 and 2 as are the two redundant intake and
discharge lines of the nuclear service water system from and to the pond (see
Section 9.2.1). A single normal intake and discharge line from and to Lake
Wylie also are shared. The safety-related redundant lines from and to the
SNSWP allow for a single failure of one line as discussed in Section 9.2.1 of
this SER. The SNSWP is sized to provide adequate heat removal capability for
both Units 1 and 2 as discussed below. A single source of water is acceptable
as its passive nature and design features described above demonstrate an
extremely low probability of its failure as a result of natural or site-related
phenomena. Thus, the requirement of GDC 5 is met.

The applicant's analysis, which demonstrates the capability of SNWSP to meet
the cooling requirements of the plant modeled, is in accordance with BTP ASB 9-2,
" Residual Decay Energy for Light-Water Reactors for Long-Term Cooling." This
analysis indicates that sufficient water is available for 30 days without make-
up and the maximum acceptable intake temperature to the NSWS is maintained as-
suming a LOCA in one unit and simultaneous safe shutdown of the other unit under
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the highest 30-day historical ambient temperature conditions. The total heat
input to the SNSWP in the analysis includes the fixed heat load resulting from
safety-related pump and motor coolers, spent pool coolers, air conditioning
equipment, and diesel generator jacket water coolers as well as the sensible
and residual haat loads casulting from a LOCA in one unit and an immediate cool-
down of the second unit. Therefore, the staff concludes that the design
meets the requirements of GDC 44 and the guidelines of RG 1.27, Position C.1,
regarding the UHS ability to maintain proper system temperature and is accept-able.

The UHS consists of no active components; thus, the requirements of GDC 45 and
46 are not applicable.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the UHS meets the requirements of
GDC 2, 5, and 44 with respect to protection against natural phenomena, shared
systems, and decay heat removal capability and meets the guidelines of RGs 1.27,
Positions C.2 and C.3, and 1.29, Position C.1, with respect to seismic classifi-cation. The UHS meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.2.5.

9.2.6 Condensate Storage Facilities (Condensate Storage System)4

The condensate storage system was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 9.2.6
(NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas of
Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance
with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for concluding that the conden-
sate storage system satisfied the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

The nonsafety-related (Quality Group D, norseismic Category I) condensate stor-
age system provides storage and makeup of deaerated condensate water for the
main condensate system, the auxiliary feedwater system, and the auxiliary elec-tric boilers. It also serves to collect and store miscellaneous system drains.

The condensate storage system for each unit consists of an upper surge tank
dome, where makeup from the makeup demineralized water system enters, two upper
surge tanks, a condensate storage tank, an auxiliary feedwater condensate stor-
age tank, and two condensate storage tank pumps.

The facilities are capable of fulfilling the normal operating requirements of
the facility for storage of condensate water with the necessary component redun-
dancy. The facilities were evaluated and found to have no functions necessary
for achieving safe reactor shutdown conditions or for accident prevention or
accident mitigation. Failure of the facilities will not affect the safety func-
tion of safety-related systems.

The condensate storage system provides the normal (preferred) supply to the
safety-related auxiliary feedwater system. However, this function is not re-
quired to maintain plant safety as the safety-related nuclear service water
system serves as the assured water source.

The condensate storage system is located in the turbine and service buildings
and is thus'st.parated from safety-related equipnent. Adequate isolation is
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provided at the interface of the condensate storage system with the safety-
related auxiliary feedwater system condensate storage tank. Therefore, the

staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29,
Position C.2, are satisfied. The condensate storage system is not shared be-
tween units; thus, the requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the condensate storage system
meets the requirements of GDC 2 with respect to the need for protection against
natural phenomena, and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.2, concerning its
seismic classification and is, therefore, acceptable. The condensate storage
system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.2.6.

9.3 Process Auxiliaries

9.3.1 Compressed Air System

The compressed air system was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 9.3.1
(NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas of
Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance
with the acceptance criteria except as noted below formed the basis for con-
cluding that the compressed air system satisfied the applicable regulations of
10 CFR 50.

The acceptance criteria for the safety-related compressed air system include
meeting GDC 1, " Quality Standards and Records." Compliance with the require-
ments of GDC 1 is evaluated separately in.Section 3.2.

The three separate subsystems in the compressed air system are instrument air,
station air, and breathing air systems. These subsystems are common to both
units. The instrument air system supplies clean, oil-free, dried air to all
air-operated instrumentation and valves in accordance with the criteria of ANSI
MC 11.1-1976 (ISA S7.3) " Quality Standard for Instrument Air Systems." The
station air system supplies compressed air for air-operated tools, miscellaneous
equipment, and various maintenance purposes. The breathing air system supplies
clean, oil-free, low pressure air to various locations in the auxiliary building
and in the containment for breathing protection against airborne contamination
during certain maintenance and cleaning operations. These systems are nonsafety
related (Quality Group D, nonseismic Category I) with the exception of contain-
ment penetrations that are designated as safety related (seismic Category I,
Quality Group B). The systems are not required to achieve safe reactor shut-
down or to mitigate the consequences of an accident. Failure of the station
air, instrument air, and breathing air subsystems will not prevent safety-
related components or systems from performing their intended safety functions.

The instrument air system consists of three parallel trains of compressors,
coolers, moisture separators, and air receivers feeding four parallel dryers
and filter banks through a common line. After filtering, the service is divided
to Units 1 and 2. In the event of low instrument air pressure, the station air
system will automatically supply air to the instrument air system. This air

will be supplied through two oil removal filter:. to the instrument air compres-
sors' discharge header. The station air system consists of two parallel trains
of compressors, coolers, water separators, and air receivers feeding a manifold
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te both units. Similarly, the breathing air system has two trains of equipmentfeeding a common manifold to both units. Failure of the service or instrument
air systems will not p.' event safety related components of systems from perform-
ing as intended under emergency cooldown conditions or result in unacceptable
radioactive releases. All air-operated safety related valves and devices are
designed for a fail-safe mode on loss of instrument air and do not require a
continuous air supply under emergency or abnormal conditions. Thus, the rcquire-
ments of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.2, are satisfiad.

The staff has evaluated the above subsystems and found them to have no func-
tions necessary for achieving safe reactor shutdown conditions or for accident

iprevention or accident mitigation. Discussion of preoperational testing of the icompressed air systems and compliance with RG 1.80 is contained in Section 14
of this SER.

The instrument air quality will be tested at least yearly at the filter dis-
charge for dewpoint and particulate contamination. Acceptable air quality will
be in accordance with ANSI MC 11.1-1976. The three subsystems of the compres-
sed air system are shared between units with the exception of the safety-
related positions (the containment penetrations), which are not shared. This
sharing does not present any safety concerns as identified above; thus, the
requirements of GDC 5 are met.

All compressed air system containment penetrations are provided with seismic
Category I, Quality Group B isolation valves, which are located in seismic
Category I, flood- and tornado protected structures (refer to Sections 3.4.1
and 3.5.2 of this SER). Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 are satisfied for
these portions of the system.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the compressed air system meets
the requirements of GDC 2 with respect to the need for protection against
natural phenomena because its failure does not affect safety system functions
and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.2, concerning its seismic classifica-
tion and that safety-related portions of the system meet the requirements of
GDC 2 and 5 regarding protection against natural phenomena and shared systems.
The staff also concludes that the system meets the air quality standards identi-
fied in ANSI MC 11.1-1976. Therefore, the system is acceptable. The compres-
sed air system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.3.1.

9.3.2 Process and Postaccident Sarapling Systems

9.3.2.1 Process Sampling System

A separate process sampling system is furnished for each unit. Each sampling
system is designed to provide liquid and gaseous samples from the primary and '

secondary coolant systems, the associated auxiliary system process streams, and
the spent fuel pool cleanup system. Provisions are made to ensure that repre-
sentative samples are obtained from well-mixed streams or volumes of effluent
by the selection of proper sampling equipment and location of sampling points
as well as proper sampling procedures. In the event of an accident, all sample
lines that pass through the containment are automatically isolated by fail-
closed valves on either side of the containment.
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The information provided by the applicant has been reviewed in accordance with
SRP Section 9.3.2 (NUREG-0800). ' <

The process sampling system includes piping and other components associated
with the system from the point of sample withdrawal from a fluid system up to
th3 analyzing station, sampling station, or local sampling point.- The staff's

| rsview included the provisions proposed to sample all principal fluid process
strsans associated with plant operation and the applicant's proposed design of'

th2se. systems,. including the-location of sampling points, as shown on piping
and instrumentation diagrams.

| The staff has determined that the proposed process sampling system meets
1

| (1) the-requirements of GDC 13 to monitor variables that can affect the fis-
sion process for normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences,
and accident conditions, by sampling the reactor coolant, emergency core
cooling system core flooding tank, the refueling water storage tank, the

i' boric acid mix tank, and the boron-injection tank for boron concentrations
,

L (2) the requirements of GDC 14 to ensure a low-probability of abnormal leakage,
| rapidly propagating failure, and gross rupture,.by sampling the' reactor

coolant and the~ secondary coolant for chemical impurities that can affect
the reactor coolant pressure boundary material integrity4

(3) the requirements of GDC 26 to control the rate of reactivity changes, by
;
~ sampling the reactor coolant, the refueling water storage tank, and the

boric acid mix tank for boron concentration
I (4) the requirements of GDC 63 and 64 to monitor for radioactivity-that may be
j -released from normal operations, including anticipated operational occur-
: rences,-and from postulated accidents, by sampling the reactor coolant,

the pressurizer-tank, the steam generator blowdown, the secondary coolant
condensate treatment waste, the sump inside containment, the containment

'

atmosphere,'the spent fuel pool, and the gaseous radwaste' storage tank for
,

;.
radioactivity

i Tha staff has further determined that the proposed process sampling system meets

(1) the standards of ANSI N13.1-1969 for obtaining airborne radioactive samples
.

! .(2) the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1(c) and Positions 2.d(2), 2.f(3), 2.f(8),
and 2.i(6) of RG 8.8, Rev. 3, to maintain radiation exposures to as low as'

1. is reasonably achievable by providing c

i

| (a) ventilation systems and a gaseous radwaste treatment system to contain
| airborne radioactive materials

I (b) a liquid radwaste treatment system to contain radioactive materials
in fluids

;
I(c)- a spent fuel pool cleanup system to remove radioactive contaminants'

in the spent fuel pool water;

;.

,
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(d) remotely operated containment isolation valves'to limit reactor coolant
' ' -loss.in the event of rupture of a sampling line

i '
(3) . the requirements of GDC 60 to control the release of radioactive materials

to the environment by providing isolation valves that will fail in the
L closed. position

!- (4) RG 1.26, Rev. 3, Positions C.1, C.2, and C.3, and RG 1.29, Rev. 3, Positions-
. C.1, C.2, C.3, and C.4, by designing the. sampling lines and components of |
| the process sampling system to conform to the classification'of the system '

; to'which each sampling line and component is connected, and thus maets the-
quality standards requirements of GDC 1 and the seismic requirements of

: GDC 2.
:

On the basis of-the.above evaluation, the staff concludes that the proposed
process sampling system meets the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 20.1(c),

'

'

GDC 1, 2, 13, 14, 26, 60, 63, and 64, and the appropriate sections in RGs 8.8,
| 1.26, and 1.29 and, therefore, is acceptable.
i

'

9.3.2.2 Postaccident Sampling System-
i The postaccident sampling system '(PASS) is evaluated for compliance with the

criteria in NUREG-0737, Item II.B.3. The applicant should provide information
| on the capability to obtain and quantitatively analyze reactor coolant and con-
|- tainment atmosphere samples without radiation exposure to any individual exceed i
~

ing 5 rems to the whole-body or 75 rems to the extremities (GDC 19) during and
following an accident in which there is core degradation. Materials to be
analyzed and quantified include certain radionuclides that are indicators of
severity of core damage (such as noble gases, isotopes of iodine and cesium, and

| nonvolatile isotopes), hydrogen in the containment atmosphere and total dis-
solved gases or hydrogen, boron, and chloride in reactor coolant samples in i

,

; accordance with the requirements of NUREG 0737, Item II.B.3.

To satisfy the requirements, the applicant should (1) review and modify his
sampling, chemical analysis, and radionuclide determination capabilities to>

comply with NUREG-0737, Item II.B.3, and (2) provide the staff with information
|- pertaining to system design, analytical capabilities and procedures in suffi-

cient detail to demonstrate that the requirements are met.

The applicant provided information on the PASS in FSAR Amendment 28 (Rev. 6).
The staff has reviewed this information in accordance with the 11 criteria
listed in NUREG-0737, Item II.B.3. The following is a summary of the staff's
findings regarding each criterion.

(1) The applicant has provided sampling and analysis capability to promptly
| obtain and analyze reactor coolant samples and containment atmosphere
i samples within 3 hours from the time a decision is made to take a sample.

The PASS electrical power supply is from the normal station service power
supply, which is designed to provide continuous power and to transfer auto-
matically to the reserve station service to ensure continued power to equip-
ment when the main generator is off the line. The staff finds that these
provisions meet the criterion in Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737 and are, there-
fore, acceptable. :
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(2) Isotopic analysis is run at the station counting room using a portion of
gas stripped from the liquid sample and diluted with inert gas and a por-
tion of diluted liquid sample.

Hydrogen levels in the containment atmosphere can be determined by the
hydrogen monitor located in the auxiliary building.

Dissolved gases are stripped from the-liquid sample and diluted 1 to 1,000
i in the postaccident sampling panel. The gas sample is then analyzed with

gas chromatography. Other gases as well as the H2 can be determined.

Chloride analysis can be performed on a dilut.ed liquid sample by ion chroma-
tography. Currently, a radiochemistry laboratory is being developed off
site to handle these analyses. A spot test will be run fiist to determine
if chloride concentration exceeds 0.08 ppm. A negative result obviates
the need for ion-chromatograph analysis.

Boron is run on the diluted liquid sample by the colorimetric method.

In-line monitoring capability as part of the sampling panel is used to
determine pH and conductivity on the undiluted sample.

The staff finds that the applicant partially meets the criterion by
establishing an onsite radiological and chemical analysis capability.
However, the applicant should provide a procedure to estimate the extent
of core damage based on radionuclide concentrations, taking into considera-
tion other physical parameters such as reactor core temperature data and
sample location. The staff will require the applicant to provide a core
damage estimate procedure as a condition to the license.

(3) Reactor coolant and containment atmosphere sampling during postaccident
conditions does not require an isolated auxiliary system to be placed in
operation in order to perform the sampling function. PASS valves that are
not accessible after an accident are environmentally qualified for the
conditions in which they need to operate. The staff finds that these
provisions meet the criterion in Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737 and are,
therefore, acceptable.

(4) Reactor coolant samples are depressurized in the sampling panel. Any gases
released plus gases stripped from the sample are collected and diluted to
a known volume. The diluted gas sample is then analyzed on a gas chromato-
graph where H , 0 , N , and CO2 are determined.2 2 2

The nuclear sampling system provides the capability to measure reactor
coolant dissolved oxygen at levels below 0.1 ppm if reactor coolant chlo-
rides are determined to be > 0.15 ppm. The staff finds that these provi-
sions meet the criterion in Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737 and are, therefore,
acceptable.

(5) The chloride analysis by ion-chromatography can be performed at the Power
Chemistry Laboratory in the Physical Sciences Building of the Training and
Technology facility located in Huntersville, North Carolina. A sample can
be transported from Catawba station to this location and analyzed within
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24 hours. However, as. stated-in'(2) above, a preliminary spot test per-
formed where the sample is collected will determine whether the chloride

-concentration exceeds 0.08 ppm and if further' analysis is necessary.
i

The staff finds that these provisions' meet the criterion in Item II.B.3 of'

NUREG-0737 and are, therefore, acceptable.

;- (6) The applicant.has performed a shielding analysis.to ensure that operator.
exposure while obtaining and analyzing a PASS sample is within the accept-
able limits. Radiation exposures also are kept low through the use of+

distance and dilution of.the sample. The sample panels are remotely con-
trolled taking advantage of distance and the shielding of the walls.

j - Liquid samples can be diluted 1 to 3,000 and air samples can be diluted
1 to 10 ".J. Personnel radiation exposures from reactor coolant and con-

~''tainment atmosphere sampling and analysis are within 5 rems to the whole
body, and 75 rems to the extremities; these exposure levels meet the require ''

ments of GDC.19 and the criterion in Item II.B.3'of NUREG-0737.and are,
therefore, acceptable.'

.

(7) Baron analysis is performed on the diluted sample collected by the sam-
pling panel. The amount of dilution.is chosen to minimize radiation expo-
sure. For the postulated 10 Ci/g extreme in.the sample drawn, a 1 to 1,0004

dilution would provide protection below the 75 rem exposure to'the analyst.'

With a detection limit of 0.1 1 0.02' ppm, the minimum detectable concen-
tration in the' liquid sample would be 100 1 23 ppm at l'to 1,000 dilution.
The staff finds that this provision meets the criterion in Item II.B.3 of
NUREG-0737 and is, therefore, acceptable.

(8) The applicant stated that a diluted reactor coolant grab sample and con-
tainment atmosphere grab sample will be obtained for the chemical and
isotopic analyses. In addition, an in-line chemical analysis panel is'

t ~ provided for reactor coolant pH and conductivity,.as well as containment
atmospheric hydrogen concentrations. Also a backup reactor coolant grab

i sample can be obtained for the offsite analysis. The staff finds that
,

{ these provisions meet the criterion in Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737 and are,
i therefore,-acceptable.

(9) The postaccident sampling panels provide the capability (a) to promptly
obtain a liquid sample and a gas sample under reactor accident conditions

;- as described in RG 1.4 and (b) to dilute samples within the shield for
; measurement in order to reduce personnel exposure. The size of the
; samples and the dilution allow station personnel to analyze any liquid or
' gas sample with the available' counting room equipment.

The health physics and chemistry laboratory facilities located in the aux-i

iliary building provide the capability for prompt radioactivity spectrum
; analyses of noble. gases, radiofodines, radiocesium, and nonvolatile radio-

nuclides. Highly radioactive samples are prepared at a sample preparation
i laboratory provided with sample shielding and a ventilation system to con- |

trol airborne radioactivity. The staff finds that these provisions meet
the criterion in Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737 and are, therefore, acceptable.

!

:
!
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(10) The applicant has specified the analytical metnuu:, and ranges of measure-
ment of the radiological and chemical analyses; however, except for boron
analysis,.the applicant has not. indicated the accuracy'and sensitivity ofi

| each. No infere tion was_provided on the applicability of these procedures
: under accident conditions.

; The staff finds that the_ applicant partially meets the criterion in Item
:II.B.3 of NUREG-0737 in that the ranges of measurement were provided to'

describe radiological and chemical status of the reactor coolant system.
The applicant should provide _information on the accuracy and sensitivity
~ f the procedure to demonstrate that the selected procedures and instru-

_'o
mentation will achieve the above-listed accuracies. The staff will require

the. applicant to provide information demonstrating the applicability of
these procedures.and instrumentation in.the postaccident water chemistry;

and radiation environment as a condition of the license.
|

TM applicant should also provide information on the following: All equip-

mem and procedures that are used for postaccident sampling and analysis
should be calibrated or tested at a frequency that will ensure (to a high'

degree'of reliability) availability when required. Operators should re-
.

ceive_ initial and refresher training in postaccident sampling, analysis,
and. transport. A minimum frequency for the above efforts is considered to!

be every 6 months if indicated by testing. These provisions should be
i submitted in Technical Specifications in accordance with Encicsure 1 of

NUREG-0737. The staff will provide model Technical Specificatu;ns at a
later date.,

t

j (11) The applicant has addressed provisions for purging to ensure samples are
- representative, the sample line to limit reactor coolant loss from a rup-

ture of the sample line is short enough, and ventilation exhaust from PASS
is filtared through charcoal adsorbers and HEPA filters. Excess samples,

are flushed to a radwaste system. The staff determined that these provi-
sions partially _ meet the criterion of Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737 since some'

: aspects of obtaining a representative sample are addressed. In addition,

I the applicant should provide information regarding heat tracing of the
| containment atmosphere sample line to aia in obtaining representative

samples. The staff will require the applicant to provide information
- regarding heat tracing of containment sample lines as a condition of the

,

license.

Th2 staff concludes that the postaccident sampling system partially meets tne'

, criteria of Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737. The applicant's responses to 8 of the
[ 11 criteria are acceptable. Before core load, the applicant should demonstrate
! the capability to promptly obtain reactor coolant samples in the event of an

accident in which there is core damage, consistent with the license conditions
stated in (2), (10), and (11) above.

9.3.3 Equipment and Floor Drainage System

Th2 equipment and floor drain system was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section
9.3.3 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas>

,

|
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'

.of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance
with the acceptance criteria formed the' basis for concluding that the equipment

; . and floor drain system satisfied the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.
;

The nonsafety-related (Quality Group D, non-seismic Category I) equipeant and ..

; f.loor drainage, system includes all piping from equipment or floor drains to the
'

sump, _ sump pumps, and piping necessary to carry potentially radioactive and
' nonpotentially radioactive effluents through separate subsystems. Potentially

radioactive drainage.is collected in floor and equipment rain sumps in each
: buildinc, and discharged to the_ liquid radwaste processing system. Drainage

from soucces_that are not potentially radioactive is discharged to the sanitary
-waste treatment system (such as drainage from plumbing fixtures) or to the dis-

~

.

charge basin (such as drainage from roof drains). Thus, the system design-

-meets the pertinent requirements of GDC 60..

Safety-related portions of the equipment floor drainage system are the contain-;

ment penetration lines and valves- for the containment floor and equipment sump
and incore instrumentation sump. These portions are seismic Category I, Quality
Group B. Also seismic Category I, Quality Group C check valves, which prevent,

backflooding, are used on the discharges of those sump pumps throughout the,

I plat that drain areas containing safety-related equipment. All this equipment
is located in seismic-Category I, flood- and tornado protected structures. All
piping in areas housing components needed for safe shutdown and accident mitiga-
tion is designed to seismic Category I. Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and'

y the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, are satisfied.
!

i Separate sumps are provided for the area containing auxiliary feedwater pumps
!' so that a break or water jet from one auxiliary feedwater pump will not flood a

redundant pump. Since a similar arrangement exists for the containment spray:

!- and residual heat removal pump room sumps, they are in separate compartments.
| The applicant states that sump pump capacities are adequate to' prevent pump
'

room flooding. Further, all safety-related equipment is located 6 in. or more
above the floor elevations. The applicant has shown that drains in these areas

! ensure that the worst-case leakage, including failure of nonseismic fluid sys-
| tems, does not result in a water _ level that will impair the functioning of'

safety-related systems before corrective action can be taken. Thus, the staff
concludes that the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 and the guidelines of RG 1.29,
Positions C.1 and C.2, are satisfied.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the equipment and floor drainage
system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 60 with respect to protection
against natural phenomena, environmental effects (flooding), and releases of
radioactive material to the environment and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Post-
tions-C.1 and C.2, concerning seismic classification, and is, therefore, accept-
able. The equipment and floor drain system meets the acceptance criteria of
SRP Section 9.3.3.

9.3.4 Chemical and Volume Control System

The chemical and volume control system (CVCS) is designed to control and main-
tain reactor coolant inventory and to control the boron concentration in the

I

|
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| . reactor coolant through the process of charging (makeup) and letdown (drawing
'. o f f).' The system is also designed to provide seal-water injection flow to.the
| reactor coolant pumps, control the primary water chemistry unit activity level

by-ion exchange and chemical addition, and process the reactor coolant to
recover the boron and makeup water. An essential portion of the system con-
sists of.the two centrifugal pumps and one positive displacement charging pump.
These pumps are used during normal' operation. The centrifugal charging pumps
are also used for high pressure safety injection when tt emergency core cool-
ing system (ECCS) is required to function. (The ECCS is sluated in Section,

1 - 6.3.)-
;

The volume control tank serves as a volume surge for the reactor coolant let-
down system to provide for control of hydrogen concentration in the reactor.
coolant and to provide a reservoir of makeup for the charging pumps. The boric

} acid makeup system provides for boron additions to compensate-for reactivity
. changes and to provide shutdown margin for maintenance and refueling operations'

; . or emergencies. The charging'and letdown portions of the system are designed
to sQismic Category I requirements and contain redundant. active components and !

j an alternate flow path to meet the single-failure criterion.

' - The CVCS description and piping and instrumentation diagrams have been reviewed
in accordance with SRP Section 9.3.4 (NUREG-0800). The CVCS (includfiig the
boron recovery system) includes components and piping associated with the

- system from the letdown line of the primary system to the charging lines that
i provide makeup to the primary system and the reactor coolant pump seal water

system.

The basis for acceptance in the staff's review have been conformance of the,

applicant's design of the CVCS with the following regulations and regulatory4

. guides:-

(1) the requirements of GDC 1 and the guidelines of RG 1.26 by assigning quality
group classifications to system components in accordance with the importance4

of the safety function to be performed

.(2) the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29 by designing safety-
. related portions of the' system to seismic Category I requirements

1

(3) the requirements of GDC 14 by maintaining reactor coolant purity and material
compatibility to reduce corrosion and thus reduce the probability of abnormal

! leakage, rapid propagating failure, or gross rupture of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary

; (4) the requirements of GDC 29 as they relate to the reliability of the CVCS
to provide negative reactivity to the reactor by supplying borated watert

to the reactor coolant system in the event of anticipated operational occur-4

rences

(5) the requirements of GDC 33 and 35 by designing the CVCS with the capability
to supply reactor coolant makeup in the event,of small breaks or leaks in

i

the reactor coolant pressure boundary and to function as part to the ECCS'

assuming a single failure coincident with loss of offsite power

!
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(6) the requirements of GDC 60 and 61 with respect to confining radioactivity
by venting and collecting drainage from the CVCS components through closed
systems.

On the basis of its review of the CVCS and the requirements for system perform-
ance of necessary functions during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions,
the staff concludes that the design of the CVCS and supporting system meets the
requirements of GDC 1, 2, 14, 29,.33, 35, 60, and 61 and is, therefore, accept-
able.

9.4 Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Systems

9.4.1 Control Room Area Ventilation System

The control "oom area ventilation system was reviewed in accordance with SRP
Section 9.4.1 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the
" Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the
guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section.
Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for concluding that
the control room area ventilation system satisfied the applicable regulations
of 10 CFR 50.

The control room area ventilation system is shared by both Units 1 and 2 and is
designed to maintain a suitable environment for equipment operation and safe
occupancy of the control room under all plant operating conditions. The con-
trol room area ventilation system serves the control room, the electrical pene-
tration rooms, cable rooms, switchgear rooms, battery rooms, and motor control
center rooms for both units. (Refer to Section 6.4 of this SER for further
discussion of control room habitability.)

The system consists of two redundant full-capacity equipment trains each contain-
! ing intake smoke, radiation, and chlorine detectors; prefilters; final filters;

supply fans; pressurizing fans; and chilled water cooling units. The system is,

| fully redundant except for seme passive interconnecting duct headers.
|

| The control room area is normally maintained at a slightly positive pressure
! relative to the outdoors by taking makeup air from either or both of two out-
| side intakes located on opposite sides of each reactor building, away from the

respective unit vent.

Each outside air intake location is monitored for the presence of radioactivity,
| chlorine, and products of combustion. Isolation of the outside air intake occurs

automatically upon indication of high radiation level, high chlorine concentra-
tion, or high smoke concentration in the intake. Should both intakes close,
the operator will override the intake monitors and by inspection of the control
room readouts select the least contaminated intake. This will ensure pressuriza-
tion of the control room at all times.

All essential portions of the system are located in the auxiliary building,
which is seismic Category I, flood- and tornado protected (se'e Sections 3.4.1
and 3.5.2). Essential portions of the system itself are seismic Category I,
Quality Group C, and are physically separated from high-energy systems. Each
outside air intake is provided with a tornado isolation damper to prevent
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d: pressurization of the control room and the control room area during a
tornado. These outside air intakes are tornado missile protected. Thus, the-
r:quirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2, are
met. Refer to Sections 3.5.1.1, 3.6.1, and 9.3.3 for discussion of protection

| of essential control room area ventilation system components from internally
| g:nerated missiles, postulated failures in piping systems, and internal flood-

ing.
;
:
'

The control room area ventilation system is an engineered safety feature (see
S:ction 6.5). Each 100% capacity redundant train of air-handling units, water
chillers, pumps, pressurizing filter trains and fans, and outside air intake
isolation valves is served from separate trains of the emergency Class IE power
system. Each air-handling unit supplies air to the control room area, which
includes the battery and equipment room, cable rooin, motor control center
rooms, and the electrical penetration room. The battery rooms are provided
with two 100% capacity exhaust fans. This ensures the integrity and avail-
ability of at least one train of the control room area ventilation system in
tha event of any single active failure. The control room area ventilation
system is designed to maintain temperature, cleanliness, and pressurization in
tha areas served during normal plant operation, shutdown, postaccident condi-
tions, and in all possible weather conditions.

The control room area ventilation system also is designed to ensure that the
maximum radiation dose-received by the control room personnel under accident
conditions is within acceptable limits. The applicant has provided annuncia-
tors in the control room to provide information regarding the capability of the
battery room exhaust fans to prevent accumulation of hydrogen.

Upon detection of high radiation, high chlorine or smoke concentration, the
affected intakes isolation valves close automatically and the system is oper-
ated entirely on recirculation with no outside air makeup. During control room
isolation, additional recirculation flow would be forced through the pressuriz-
ing filter train. The above design meets the requirements of GDC 4 and 19 and
tha guidelines of RGs 1.78, Positions C.3, C.7, and C.14, and 1.95, Positions
4a and 4d, with respect to the uninterrupted safe occupancy of the control room
and associated required manned areas under all normal and accident conditions
including LOCA conditions. The control room area ventilation system is shared
b: tween both units. However, this sharing does not compromise the system's
safety function because of its redundancy; thus, the requirements of GDC 5 are
met.

Since the control room is not a source of radioactivity and the emergency recircu-
lation system only functions following an accident, the requirements of GDC 60
and the guidelines of RGs 1.52 and 1.140 are not applicable.

Besed on its review, the staff concludes that the control room area ventilation
system is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 19 relating
to protection against natural phenomena, maintaining proper environmental
limits for equipment oper ation, shared systems, and protection to permit access
for occupancy of the control room under accident conditions, and meets the guide-
lines of RGs 1.29 (Positions C.1 and C.2), 1.78 (Positions C.3, C.7, and C.14),
and 1.95 (Positions C.4a and C.4d) relating to the system seismic classifica-
tion, design for protection against hazardous chemical releases, and protection
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of personnel against chlorine gas release, and is, therefore, acceptable. The
control room area ventilation system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section

.

9.4.1.

9.4.2 Spent Fuel Pool Area Ventilation System (Fuel-Handling Area Ventilation
System)

The fuel-handling pool area ventilation system was reviewed in accordance with
SRP Section 9.4.2 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in
the " Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the
guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP. Conformance
with the acceptance criter.ia formed the basis for concluding that the spent
fuel pool area ventilation system satisfied the applicable regulations of
10 CFR 50.

The fuel-handling area ventilation system is designed to maintain a suitable
environment for the operation, maintenance, and testing of equipment, and for
personnel access, and to limit potential radioactive release to the atmosphere
during normal and accident conditions. The fuel-handling area ventilation
system consists of a nonseismic Category I supply subsystem and a seismic
Category I exhaust subsystem. The supply subsystem is a single train that
draws air directly from the outside, through a-prefilter, heater, cooler,
supply air-handling fan, radiation mcnitor and ducting to discharge points
throughout the fuel-handling and spent fuel pool area. The exhaust subsystem
consists of two trains.that draw air from various inlets positioned in the
fuel-handling area tnrough radiation monitors, and thenca normally through
exhaust fcis, another set of radiation monitors, and to a station vent. Upon
indication of high radioactivity in the exhaust dict system, dampers will auto-
matically close and filter train inlet dampers will automatically open to
direct air flow through four redundant, 50% capaci;y filter trains before being
redirected to the exhaust fans and station vents.

|

The supply subsystem is not necessary for safe rnutdown operations. Its out-
side air intake opening for the ventilating air supply unit is protected by
missile shields above and in front of the opening. -The fuel-handling area venti-
lation system is located in the fuel-handling area of the auxiliary building,

| which is a seismic Category I, flood- and tornado protected structure (see Sec-
| tions 3.4.1 and 3.5.2). The nonessential supply subsystem is separated from
I the essential portions so that its failure will not prevent essential safety

functions. Essential portions of the system itself are seismic Category I,
Quality Group C, and are physically separated from high-energy systems. Thus,
the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29 Positions C.1 and C.2
are met. Refer to Sections 3.5.1.1, 3.6.1, and 9.3.3 for discussion of protec-
tion of essential fuel-handling area ventilation system components from intern-
ally generated missiles, postulated failures in piping systems, and internal
flooding.

Each station unit has its own independent fuel-handling area ventilation
system; thus, the requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable.

The exhaust subsystem of the fuel-hand, ling area ventilation system is an
engineered safety feature (see Section 6.5). Each of the two redundant sets of
exhaust filter train fans and motor-operated dumpers is served from separate
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trains of the emergency Class 1E standby power and thus meets the single-
failure criterion. Air exhausted from the fuel-handling area is monitored by a
radioactive gas detector before entering the filter trains. Each of the four
50% capacity filter trains consists of prefilters, absolute filters, and carbon
filters. An indication of radioactivity above allowable limits will automa-
tically divert exhaust air flow through the filter trains before discharge to
the atmosphere through the unit vent. Additional monitoring is provided in the
unit vent (see Section 11.5). Outleakage from the fuel-handling area is pre-
vinted by maintaining a negative pressure relative to the outside atmosphere.
Thus, the requirements of GDC 60 and 61 and the guidelines of RGs 1.13
(P:sition C.4), 1.52 (Position C.2), and 1.140 (Positions C.1 and C.2) are
satisfied (see Section 6.5).

8: sed on its review, the staff concludes that the fuel-handling area ventila-
tien system is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 60, and 61 as
th:y relate to protection against natural phenomena, control of releases of
radioactive materials, radioactivity control, and the guidelines of RGs 1.13
Position C.4, 1.29 Positions C.1 and C.2, 1.52 Position C.2, and 1.140 Posi-
tions C.1 and C.2 relating to protection against radioactive releases, seismic
classification, and system design for emergency and normal operation. The
system is, therefore, acceptable. The spent fuel pool area ventilation systeru
me ts the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.4.2.

9.4.3 Auxiliary and Radwaste Area Venti'ation System

The auxiliary and radwaste area ventilation system was reviewed in accordance
with SRP Section 9.4.3 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas
licted in the " Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performe.d accord-
ing to the guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP
section. Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for conclud-
ing that the above mentioned ventilation system satisfied the applicable regula-
tions of 10 CFR 50.

The auxiliary and radwaste area ventilation system is designed to maintain a
suitable environment for equipment operation and personnel access and to limit
p3tential radioactive releases to the environment during all modes of operation.

The auxiliary building ventilation system corsists of both safety- and nonsafety-
related subsystems and serves all areas of the auxiliary building, including
all engineered safety features within the building excluding the control room
and fuel-handling areas. The nonsafety related (nonseismic Category I, Quality
Grcup D) general ventilation supply and unfiltered exhaust subsystems normally
op: rate in conjunction with the safety-related filtered exhaust subsystems. An
additional ventilation subsystem is provided for certain nonsafety related equip-
ment rooms and consists of several individual unit coolers serving these rooms.
G:niral ventilation air is supplied to both clean and potentially contaminated
areas of the auxiliary building. Control of airborne activity is accomplished
by exhausting air supplied to clean areas through the potentially contaminated
areas. This air in turn is processed by the filtered exhaust subsystem.

This provides a positive flow of air from clean areas to areas of potential
contamination. The remaining air supplied to clean areas is exhausted by the
unfiltered exhaust subsystem. All air exhausted from the auxiliary building by
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the-filtered exhaust subsystem and the unfiltered exhaust subsystem is' directed4

to the unit vent where it is monitored by the unit vent radiation monitor before
release to the atmosphere. When an engineered safety feature actuation signal
(ESFAS).is. received, all auxiliary building ventilation system components auto-;

'

matically shut down. The filtered exhaust subsystem is then automatically
operated and all areas of the auxiliary building with the exception of the ECCS
pump rooms are automatically isolated from the filtered exhaust subsystem.

The auxiliary building ventilation system is located in the auxiliary building,
! which is a seismic Category I, flood- and tornado protected. structure (see
: Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2). The system is arranged so that both essential and
' nonessential equipment and areas are cooled normally by nonsafety related equip-

ment with an entirely separate safety-related subsystem. The filtered exhaust
subsystem is brought into service under emergency conditions. The safety--

i related auxiliary shutdown panel room air conditioning subsystem provides
. ventilation to the auxiliary shutdown panel in both normal and emergency condi-
| tions. The failure of any nonsafety-related equipment will not affect the essen-
1 tial functions of safety-related equipment. Essential (safety-related) portions

of the system itself are seismic Category I, Quality Group C, and are physically
separated from high-energy systems. . The outside air intakes are tornado missile
protected. Thus, the requirements of GOC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Posi-

,

tion C.1 for safety-related and Position C.2 for nonsafety-related portions,
are met. Refer to Sections 3.5.1.1, 3.6.1, and 9.3.3 for discussion of protec-;

,

tion of essential auxiliary building ventilation system components from intern- *

ally generated missiles, postulated failures in piping systems, and internal
! flooding.
i

i The radwaste area ventilation system is classified as nonsafety-related (non-
seismic Category I, Quality Group D). This system supplies air to the hot

,

machine shop, waste shipping drum storage, office area, laboratory areas, count-;

i'
.

ing room, and the environmental laboratory. It is separated from safety-related
systems; therefore its failure will not compromise plant safety. Thus, the
requirements of GDC 2 and guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.2, are met. The I

nonsafety-related auxiliary building general supply subsystem, unfiltered
exhaust subsystem, and supplementary ventilation subsystem are independent for
each unit. The radwaste area is shared between Units 1 and 2 and is served by
a single ventilation system. This system operates only during normal conditions

: and performs no safety functions. Thus, the requirements of GDC 5 are met.
!

The seismic Category I, Quality Group C, auxiliary building filtered exhaust
subsystem consists of two redundant, 100% capacity trains. The exhaust filters-

! consist of preheater/demister section, carbon and absolute filters (see {
'

Section 6.5). The filtered exhaust subsystem performs both a safety- and
,

[ nonsafety-related function, and has different modes of operation in each case.
L During normal plant operation, the two trains of the filtdred exhaust system t

'for each unit operate at 50% capacity with the filter normally bypassed.i

Radiation monitoring is provided in each unit's vent. When high radioactivityi

in the unit vent is indicated, the bypass dampers will automatically close and!

the filter train inlet dampers will automatically open to direct air flow
through the filter train before being exhausted. During accident conditions,
the two trains for each unit operate at 100% capacity. When an ESFAS isi

! received, isolation dampers will close, shutting off air flow from all areas of '

the auxiliary building except for the rooms that contain safety-related pumps

!. .
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that are part of the ECCS. One of the two 100% capacity exhaust ducts will
exhaust air-from the pump rooms through the associated preheater/demister
section, filter train, and fan to the unit vent. This ensures the integrity
and availability of one tra'.n of the filtered exhaust subsystem in the event of
any single active failure.

Th2 two preheater/demister sections, filter trains, centrifugal fans, and
associated isolation and inlet vane dampers for each unit are connected to
separatt trains of the Class 1E emergency standby power. Thus, the require-
ments of GDC 60 and the guidelines of RGs 1.52, Position C.2, and 1.140, Posi-
tion.C.1, are satisfied.

| Th2 seismic Category I, Quality Group C, auxiliary shutdown panel rooms air-
conditioning system are unit room coolers and heaters, independent of other
ventilatian systems, and are tornado-missile protected. Two 100% capacity
systems for each unit consist of prefilters, coolers, heaters, and fans. Each
system is provided with electrical power from the emergency (Class 1E) power
supply associated with the train it serves. Cooling water is provided from the
associated train of the safety-related nuclear service water system (see
S:ction 9.2.1). Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29,
r:garding seismic classification, are met. The nonsafety-related nonseismic
Category I unfiltered exhaust subsystem, general ventilation supply system, and
radwaste area ventilation system all have adequate filtering and radiation
detection features (for further discussion see Sections 11.3 and 11.5). Thus,
th2 requirements of GDC 60 and the guidelines of RG 1.52, Position C.2, are
satisfied.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the auxiliary building ventilation
system is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2, 5, and 60 as they relate
to protection against natural phenomena, assurance of proper operating environ-
ment for essential equipment, shared systems, and control of releases of radio-
active materials to the environment and the guidelines of RGs 1.29 (Positions
C.1 and C.2), 1.52 (Position C.2), and 1.140 (Positions C.1 and C.2), relating
to seismic classification and system design for emergency and normal operation.
Th2 auxiliary and radwaste area ventilation system meets the acceptance criteria
of SRP Section 9.4.3.

9.4.4 Turbine Area Ventilation System (Turbine Building Ventilation System)

The turbine area ventilation system was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section
9.4.4 of (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas
of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
prsvided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance
with the acceptance criteria fcrmed the basis for concluding that the turbine
ar:a ventilation system satisfied the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.

Tha turbine building ventilation system consists of independent, identical systems
in each unit. Each system consists of exhaust ducting from lower elevations
discharging to the environment through roof exhaust fans. Air intake is through

lcuvers in the outside walls. The system is classified as nonsafety related
(nonseismic Category I, Quality Group D). The system maintains an acceptable
environment for personnel and the nonessential equipment served during normal
plant operation. The system has no safety functions. The system is separated
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from safety-related plant systems and potentially radioactive areas; therefore,.

! failure of the system will not compromise the operation of any essential plant
j ~ systems'or|. result in an unacceptable release of radioactivity; it, thus, meets

the requirements of GDC 2, and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.2.'

Based on its review,.the staff concludes that the turbine building ventilation,

system meets the requirements of GDC 2 with' respect to the need for protection
against natural phenomena as its failure does not affect safety system functions,
or result in release of radioactive material ~, and the guidelines of RG 1.29,
Position C.2, concerning its seismic classification. .The system is, therefore,

! acceptable. The turbine area ventilation system meets the acceptance criteria
of SRP Section 9.4.4.

9.4.5 Engineered Safety Feature Ventilation System (Diesel Ventilation
System, Nuclear Service Water Pump Structure Ventilation System,

j. Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room Ventilation System)
2 The engineered safety feature ventilation systems were reviewed in accordance

with SRP Section 9.4.5 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas
listed in the " Areas of Review" portion ~of the SRP section was performed accord--

ing to the guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRPi

section. Conformance with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for conclud-
ing that the engineered safety feature ventilation systems satisfied the appli-
cable regulations of 10 CFR 50.-

| The engineered safety features ventilation is provided by the diesel building
; ventilation system, the nuclear service water pump structure ventilation system,

and the auxiliary feedwater pump room ventilation system. Those engineered
,

safety features housed in the auxiliary building, that is, the emergency core
cooling pumps and component water pumps, are ventilated as discussed in Section:

| 9.4.3 of this SER and are not evaluated further-in this section. The systems
! that constitute the required safety features ventilation are not required for

control of releases of radioactive materials to the environment, and thus,'the
requirements of GDC 60, " Control of Releases of Radioactive Materials to the
Environment," and the guidelines of RG 1.52 and 1.140 are not applicable. '

These three engineered safety feature ventilation systems are safety related
and are seismic Category I, Quality Group C.

The diesel building ventilation system is designed to maintain a suitable environ-
ment for equipment operation during normal and emergency operating modes when
the diesel is required. This system consists of a nonnuclear-safety normal
ventilation system and a seismic Category I, Quality Group C, emergency ventila-
tion system. The ventilation system consists of a fan, heater, filter and shut-

i

| off damper for each diesel generator room and operates only during normal plant
| operation. When an engineered safety features actuation signal is received the
' two diesel generators in that unit are actuated. This same actuation signal

deenergizes the normal ventilation system fans for the two diesel generators
L and actuates the emergency ventilation system for those two diesel-generator
| rooms. The normal ventilation system fans for the remaining two diesel generator
; rooms in the other unit continue to operate.
!

! The emergency ventilation system consists of separate ventilation subsystems
for each diesel generator room. The system is housed in the seismic Category I,

i
!
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flood--and tornado protected auxiliary building. All the outside air intakes
- are tornado missile. protected (refer to Sections 3.4.1-and 3.5.2 of this SER). !

| Thus, the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.1,
are met. The emergency ventilation subsystem is not shared between units, and,
thtrefore, the requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable.

The emergency ventilation subsystem for the diesel building consists of two 50%
capacity trains for each of the two diesel generator enclosures for each unit.i

I Each train includes a birdscreen, an inlet plenum, damper, fan, and ductwork
{ dasigned to withstand a. safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) and to mix recirculated
; .and outdoor. air for temperature control. Ventilation is provided also to the
. oil storage day tank, which is within the diesel building. Combustion air for

the diesel generators is taken from a common plenum along with the normal venti-'

lation air. Refer to Section 9.5.8 of this SER for discussion of the combustion
air system.4.

! Each diesel gererator. emergency ventilation subsystem is powered from the emer-
3 'gsncy (Class ld). bus corresponding to the diesel generator it serves. -Thus,-

operation of at least one diesel generator per unit is ensured in the event of ;

a single failure in any system component. However, the design does not meet
i the requirements of GDC 4 and 17, since the design does not comply with the
i . recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660 for ensuring a proper operating environment
* for the diesel generator. The ventilation air intakes are low to the ground;
i thus, air filters should Fe provided to avoid unacceptable dust accumulation on

assential equipment within the diesel enclosures. Further recirculation of-'

j ' exhaust gases into the. ventilation air intake appears possible because of the
: proximity of the diesel generator engine exhaust to the ventilation intake open-

ings. Compliance with GDC 4 and 17 is discussed further in Sections 9.5.4.1'

'adn 9.5.8 of this SER.
t

i The essential long-term fuel storage tanks that are located remotely from the
diesel generator building are buried. The fuel oil storage tank fill and vent:

; lines terminate at approximately 19 in above grade elevation to prevent entrance
of. water. Each fill connection is provided with a locking dust cap and each
vent line is down turned. The storage tanks can be filled and vented through
the manway, should the fill or vent lines become impaired. For details refer4

to Sections 9.5.8 and 9.5.4.1 of this SER.
,

,

Th2 nuclear service water pump structure ventilation system is housed in the
' rtmotely located nuclear service water pump structure and is designed to main-

tain a suitable operating environment for the nuclear service water pumps dur-
.ing all operating modes. It consists of two 100% capacity subsystems for each4

train of the service water system and is common for both plant units, that is,
I each ventilation subsyste:n serves service water system pump trains for both

plant units. Each ventilation train includes a birdscreen, dampers, vane axial
;

fan, and ductwork. The system is seismic Category I, Quality Group C, except
for the nonessential maintenance fan.;

"

Temperature is controlled by recirculation of the air within the nuclear service
pump structure with additional outside air. A passive portion of the ductwork
is common to both trains. Switchover between each 100% capacity subsystem is

: done manually. All essential fans, dampers, ductwork, and supports are designed
to withstand the SSE. Essential electrical components of.each train required

,
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I

~for ventilation of the building during accident conditions are connected to
separate emergency Class IE standby power supplies, thus ensuring system func-
tion in the event of a single failure.

,

,

The nuclear service water pump structure ventilation system is located com-
. pletely within a seismic Category I structure and all essential components are
protected from tornado-missile damage (refer to Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of
this SER). . The outside air intakes are tornado missile protected. Thus, the,

requirements of GOC 2 and.5, with respect to protection against natural phenom-'

ena and sharing between units, and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.1,
with respect to seismic classification, are met.

The ventilation system for the auxiliary feedwater pump rooms is included in4

* the auxiliary building ventilation system discussed in Section 9.4.3 of this
,

SER. However, it is-not part of the safety-related filter exhaust subsystem of
|the auxiliary building ventilation system. As an engineered safety feature the '

auxiliary feedwater pump rooms and controls must receive ensured ventilation.
The applicant has verified that a proper operating environment is maintained<

for the auxiliary feedwater pump on a loss of ventilation because of failure of
the nonseismic Category I unfiltered auxiliary building exhaust system in
accident conditions (including loss of offsite power).

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the engineered safety features
ventilation system is in conformance with the requirements of GDC 2 and 5 as*

they relate to protection against natural phenomena and shared systems and the
,

guidelines of RG 1.29 concerning seismic classification However, the staff'

cannot conclude that the system is in conformance with the requirement of GDC 4
and 17 for the diesel generator building ventilation system and as.it relates
to assurance of the capability to maintain a proper operating environment in

,

view of the concerns identified above. The staff will report resolution of its
concerns in a supplement to this SER. The engineered safety features ventilation
system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.4.5, except as noted above.:

9.5 Other Auxiliary Systems

9.5.1 Fire Protection Program'

9.5.1.1 Introduction
,

The staff has reviewed the fire rotection program for conformance with SRP
Section 9.5-1, Fire Protection, (WUREG-0800). This document, in BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
incorporates the guidance of Appendix A to BTP ASB 9.5-1 and the technical require-
ments of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50.,

I The applicant's Fire Protection Review transmitted by letter dated December
1977, with revisions dated June 1979 and August 1981, was in response to the.

staff request to evaluate the fire protection program against the guidelines ofa

! Appendix A to BTP ASB 9.5-1. The applicant also provided an evaluation against
the technical requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50 in the revised Fire Protec-
tion Review dated October 23, 1981.

I

As part of its review, the staff will visit the plant site to examine the relation--

! ship of safety-related components, systems, and structures in specific plant
;
i

t
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areas to both combustible materials and to associated fire detection and suppres-
sion systems. The site visit will be conducted when construction of the plant
his progressed to the level where such a visit would be meaningful.

The staff review included an evaluation of the automatically and manually oper-
attd water and gas fire suppression systems, the fire detection systems, fire
barriers, fire doors and dampers, fire protection administrative controls, and
the fire brigade size and training. The objective of the staff's review is to
ensure that in the event of a fire, personnel and plant equipment would be ade-
quLte to safely shut down the reactor, to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown
condition, and to minimize the release of radioactive material to the environ-

i ment. Because Units 1 and 2 are of the same design, except as noted, the com-
ments made in this report apply to both units.

Th2 staff's consultant, Gage-Babcock, and Associates, participated in the pre-
paration of this SER.

9.5.1.2 Fire Protection Requirements

Fire Protection Program

The bases for the fire protection program is described in the applicant's Fire
Protection Review. The description includes the protection of structures, sys-
tems, and components important to safety. The staff was concerned that the
station's fire program would not comply with the guidelines in Item C.1.a of
BTP CMEB 9.5-1. By letter dated July 29, 1982, the applicant committed to com-
ply with these guidelines. Based on the applicant's commitment, the staff con-
cludes that the fire protection program will comply with BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
It:m C.1.a, and is, therefore, acceptable.

Fire Hazard Analyses

The applicant provided a fire hazard analysis with the Fire Protection Review.
The analyses specified the combustible materials present in fire areas, identi-
fied safety-related equipment, determined the consequences of a fire on safe
shutdown capability, and summarized available fire protection in accordance
with BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.1.b. The staff evaluation of the identified fire
hazards is contained in the balance of this report.

DIdicated Shutdown Capability

Tha applicant will install a dedicated standby shutdown system for Catawba station.
This capability is evaluated in Section 9.5.1.5 of this report.

Implementation of Fire Protection Program

The fire protection program for both units should be operational before initial
fual loading.

.

9.5.1.3 Administrative Controls

The administrative controls for fira protection consist of the fire protection
program and organization, the fire brigade training, the controls over combus-
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tibles and ignition sources, the prefire plans and procedures for fighting
fires, and quality assurance. The staff was concerned that these documents
would not comply with the guidelines contained in Item C.2 of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.
By letter dated July 29, 1982, the applicant committed to comply with these
guidelines. Based on the applicant's commitment, the staff concludes that
administrative controls for fire protection will comply with BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
Item C.2, and is, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.1.4 Fire Brigade and Fire Brigade Training

|By letter dated July 22, 1982, the applicant committed to compiy with the guide-
lines in Item C.3 of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 in the establishment and training of the
fire brigade. Based on the applicant's commitment, the staft concludes! hatt

the fire brigade will comply with the staff's guidelines and is, therefore,
acceptable.

9.5.1.5 General Plant Guidelines

Building Design

Fire areas in the Catawba station, except for those identified below, are defined
by floor-to-ceiling walls and floor / ceiling assemblies having a 3-hour-fire rat-
ing. However, the following areas of the station, which have been identified by th9
applicant as separate fire areas, are open to each other by means of unprotected
spiral stairways:

(1) el 577 + 0 (Fire Area 18) and el 594 + 0 (Fire Area 22)

(2) el 631 + 6 (Fire Areas 38 and 47) and el 611 + 0 (Fire Area 23)

Because of the potential for smoke and hot gases from a fire spreading from one
area to another through these openings, the staff will consider these areas as
a single fire area. All other stairways in the plant are either completely
enclosed or enclosed at the top to prevent vertical fire spread between fire
areas.

The applicant states that cable and cable tray penetrations of fire barriers
will be sealed at the barrier to provide protection equivalent to the rating of
the original barrier. The design of the penetration seals has been tested to
verify that it meets the 3-hour-fire-rated requirements of ASTM E-119. Based
on the test and the applicant's commitment, the staff concludes that cable and
cable tray penetrations will comply with the requirements of It,em C.5.a(3) of
BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and is, therefore, acceptable.

Door openings in fire-rated barriers are, for the most part, equipped with labeled
fire doors. By letters dated July 9 and December 15, 1982, the applicant identi-
fied a number of door openings that were provided with unlabeled doors. Non-
fire rated, hollow metal doors are located in the operator's room and interface
office (Fire Area 35). Seversi hollow metal doors eith louvered grills for
radiological purposes are located in the station. The fire load on both sides
of these doors is low. The doors are of substantial metal construction. There-
fore, they will be able to prevent the spread of fire until the fire is extin-
guished by the. station fire brigade.
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Pressure doors as well as bullet- and missile-resistant doors are located in
some fire boundaries. These doors have been fabricated in accordance with
Und;rwriters Laboratories (UL) approved procedures for 3-hour-fire-rated doors.
C;rtificates from the manufacturers are on file that verify the construction of
the doors. They are not labeicd because modifications necessary to satisfy
leakage rates, bullet resistance, and pressure loadings are not incorporated in
UL procedures. However, it is the staff's opinion that these doors will pro-
vide an equivalent level of fire protection to labeled fire doors. The staff

i finds use of unlabeled fire doors in the above referenced areas to be an accept-

| able deviation from Item C.5.a(5) of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.

Thm applicant has strted that 3-hour-fire-rated, UL-listed fire dampers are
provided wherever ventilation ducts penetrate rated fire barriers. This commit-
ment is in accordance with the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.S.a, and,
therefore, is acceptable.

Interior wall and structural components, thermal insulation materials, radia-
tion shielding materials, and soundproofing materials are noncombustible.
Interior finishes have a flame-spread rating of 25 or less and a smoke and fuel
contribution of 50 or less in their end-use configuration, as determined by the
test method of hSTM E-84. The staff finds this to be in accordance with the
guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.5.a, and is, therefore, acceptable.

Th2 high-voltage /high-amperage lead center transformers located in the aux-
iliary building are gas filled. All other transformers located in safety-

related building areas are dry type, air cooled. There are no oil-filled trans-
formers located within 50 ft of the exterior wall of a building containing
safety related equipment. Openings in exterior walls of buildings containing
safety-related systems that are exposed to fire hazards are closed with penetra-
tor seals with a fire resistance equal to the rating of the barrier. This meets
tha guidelines in BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.5.a and is, therefore, acceptable.

Safe Shutdown Capability

The information provided by the applicant is insufficient to verify compliance
with the staff's guidelines. The staff will require the applicant to provide a
safe shutdown analysis in accordance with the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
Item C.S.b. The staff will report the resoktion of this matter in a supple-
ment to the SER.

Dedicated Shutdown Capability

Th2 applicant commits to install a dedicated standby shutdown capability to
prsvide a means of oringing the unit to a safe hot shutdown condition that is
completely independent of loss of the station's normal redundant safe shutdown
capability. A' description has not been provided to verify the capability of
tha dedicated standby shutdown system for achieving hot and cold shutdown. The
stsff will require that the standby shutdown system comply with the guidelines
contained in STP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.S.c. The staff will report the resolution
of this matter in a supplement to the SER.

!
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| . Control of Combustibles-

| Safety-related' systems have been isolated or separated from combustible mater-
.ials to the extent possible. Safety related equipment is not' exposed to the
-turbine generator oil.and hydraulic. control fluid systems.

By letter dated July 9, 1981,- the applicant committed to comply'with National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA).Std 30-1973, " Flammable and Combustible
Liquids Code." ' Based on this commitment, the staff concludes the control of
flammable liquids in the station will comply with the. guidelines contained in

| Item C.5.d(4) of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and is,' therefore, acceptable.
i

,
A' separate building is provided for bulk gas storage. The applicant has not
provided sufficient information concerning the design and routing of bulk gas'

piping and the configuration of storage containers to verify compliance with1

| the staff's guidelines. The staff will require that the applicant design and '

:' install the bulk gas system in accordance with the guidelines contained in BTP
CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.S.d(5). The staff will-report on this item in a supplement!

to this'SER.

Electrical Cable Construction.. Cable Trays, and Cable Penetrations f
;

| The power, control, and instrumentation cable used in Catawba is of an inter- '

locked armor design in a galvanized steel jacket. All cables pass the IEEE Std;

! 383-1974 flame test. . In addition, the applicant has submitted samples of the
cable for. testing at Underwriters Laboratcries in their " corner test" configura-,

. tion. . When'subjectea to a 400,000 BTU /hr heat flux, the cable exhibited no
tendency to-propagate fire. In addition, the applicant has conducted tests that
demonstrate that no fire propagation from cable to cable or tray to tray occurs;

as a result of an electrically initiated fire. The staff finds this acceptable.
,

| All cable trays are constructed of galvanized steel. Cable tray penetrations-
have a fire rating at least equal to the rating of the fire barriers that .they
are penetrating.

;

Based on its evaluation, the staff finds that the electrical cable construc- ;

j~ tion, cable trays, and cable penetrations meet the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
Item C.S.c and are, therefore, acceptable.

7

i Ventilation

Fire barrier openings are provided with fire dampers that close if a fire causes
room temperature to exceed a set value. Fresh air intakes to areas containing
safety-related equipment or systems are located to reduce the possibility of

.

contaminatin2 the intake air with products of combustion. The staff finds this!

acceptable. Charcoal filters have been provided with a fire suppression system:
t in accordance with RG 1.52. The staff finds this acceptable.

.

! .
Where total flooding gas extinguishing systems are used, air intake and exhaust
ventilation dampers are provided with mechanisms that close them upon initiation
of gas tlow. The staff finds this acceptable.

!
!
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Based on its evaluation, the staff finds that the ventilation tystem meets the %.*% -
*

guidelius of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.5.f, and is, therefore, acceptable. |]
.y.iLighting and Ccmmunications

- -

. . , . 4
,

Emergency 'ights with indisidual 8-hour battery pack pcwer supolies are provided '

[~y
~

in the control room, auxiliary shutdown panel area, and in all areas that must ~.1-(
be manned for safe shutdown, and for access and egress routes to all fire areas . ' . , c.) 4 ''

able. . yg{*p .in accordance with BTP CMEB 3.5-1, item C.5(1). The staff finds this accept- , y,
'

,

w . 9 . , 4. . . -
.

[I h [p% N
Emergency communication is dependent upon the station telephone system and the ''

public address system. An additional communications net, with a fixed repeater, -

M .will be installed for the containment and would be operational only during out-
ages and when the fire brigade enters the containment. By letter dated July 9, p.; .

,.

. . , . .

1982, the applicant committed to provide a multifrequency radio system, with a .y.,
.

, ('
'

dedicated f requency for fire brigade use. Based on this commitment, the staff ; .| ,-
f."concludes that emergency communications comply with the guidelines contained in 3 '~' ." -

1
3

BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.S.g(4) and is, therefore, acceptable. .

-4
.

<9. 5.1. 6 Safe Shutdown for Fires (Appendix R) ..

. b ' ,.. . J..

The staff has reviewed the applicant's submittal entitled " Response to Appendix : 4*. - f ;
e ' ''

~

A to Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1" (Auoust 1981 Revision) with respect .

'

to the safe shutdown capability in the event of fires anywher( in the station .J .

as defined in Appendix R to 10 CFR 50. The staff concludes the applicant's . ,g - [- - >
' '

response as identified in Appendix D to this studj is unsatisfactory. The appli- ;. ~
~

cant has not provided sufficient information for the staff to evaluate bections C| . *. 5 ..
,.

III.G and III.L of Appendix R. This matter remains an open item .- -
'

-

,

- . .

9.5.1.7 Fire Detection and Suppression .

f.

*' . ~ . .

':Fire Detection ;.,~ .:

b k{
The fire detection systems consist of the detectors, associated electrical cir- -?-

cuitry, electrical power supplies, and the fire communication panels. The types K.; '. " .
of detectors used are ionization, rate-of-rise, fixed temperature, and combina- W '; ' C4

.

'2
tion fixed-temperature / rate-of-rise detectors. The systems provide audible and .;. , N. .-

$ ;

visual alarms in the control room. ,
-

'

The fire detection system power is supplied from the auxiliary control power
system. In the event of a power outage, the auxiliary control power system is k : Y p~-

I' u Dpowered from the emergencv diesel generators. The systems will be continuously
'

supervised to provide alarn. 'nd trouble indication to the control room from all " E . ' ~ #. -

(s, i
detectors under single-t ak e ground-fault conditions. .

" ' . [~ gThe fire detection systems are designed and installed to conform to NFPA Std
72D-1975. With the exception of the rooms listed below, fire detection systems i ;- Y .-

will be installed in all areas of the station containing safety-related system , q- g
3

components and cables. ..

..

,.n * p.
,;- . :. 2-

* 4 . d. (*

.,a ..

* '
; ...

|-
. O ~ .. ,

, .y.-
f/ c. ' - 2
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Room Equipment Room Equipment

210 recycle evaporator feed pumps 455 *

2068- waste gas compressor package 305 boric acid tanks 307 471'207 waste gas compressor package 307 *

215A waste evaporator feed pumps 471 seal water injection filter
215C waste drain tank 470 *

331 seal water heater 463 *

321 seal water heater 462 *

319 volume control tank 316 boron recycling holdup tank
209 *

314 *

456 reactor coolant filters

*No specific. equipment identified

!

The safety-related equipment in these rooms consists of tanks, piping, and com-
ponents of a similar nature that would be affected only under severe fire expo-

The equipmer,t is noncombustible and the fire load in the rooms is negli-sures.
gible. The staff concludes that because the amount of combustibles is low, a
fire of significant magnitude and extent would not occur. If a fire should
occur, the safety-related equipment is so constructed as to be able to with-
stand potential damage until the fire self-extinguishes or is suppressed by the
station fire brigade.

Based on its evaluation, the staff concludes that requiring the installation of
fire detectors in the rooms listed above would not significantly increase the
level of fire safety. The staff finds that the deletion of detectors in those
areas to be an acceptable deviation from Item C.6.a of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.

Fire Protection Water Supply System

The water supply system consists of three fire pumps separately connected to a
buried 12-in. cement-lined water main loop around the station. All three fire

, pumps are electrically driven, each rated 2,500 gpm at 144 psig. The three
I fire pumps have independent power supplies and controls. Two fire pumps are
i supplied by separate station diesel generators. The fire pumps and controllers
I are not UL listed, but are installed and tested in accordance with NFPA Std 20.
! Two of the three fire pumps located in the same bay of the intake structure are
( separated by a three-hour-fire rated wall. The other fire pump is located in

an adjacent bay of the intake structure.

The fire protection water supply system is,kept pressurized by one 200 gpm jockey
pump (standby only) and two 25 gpm jockey pumps (one on standby) to prevent

j frequent starting of the fire pumps by maintaining pressure in the yard mains'

at 120 psig at grade. A 5,000 gal pressurizer tank is provided in the system
to act as an accumulator or surge tank for the jockey pump. The fire pumps are
automatically started by low pressure with the set pressures at which the pumps

| are activated staggered or manually started for each pump by the operator in
| the control room. Once the fire pumps are started, they can only be shut off
: manually. Separate annunciator alarms on separate circuits are provided in the

control room to monitor the fire pump status, prime mover availability, power|

| failure, and failure of the fire pump to start.
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The water supply for fire protection is taken from Lake Wylie, which is of suf-
ficient size to supply the anticipated fire flow. Each fire pump has its own

l supply suction piping.
i

! Tha greatest water demand for the fixed fire suppression systems is 2,670 gpm.
! This quantity, coupled with 750 gpm for hose streams, creates a total water
! d rand of 3,420 gpm. The staff finds that the water supply system can deliver
I the required water demand with one pump out of service. The ultimate heat sink

for Catawba is the standby nuclear service pond.

Fire hydrants are provided at intervals of 250 ft along the fire protection
water supply loop. Post indicator valves are provided to isolate sections of
the fire loop for maintenance or repairs. Standard hose houses are provided at
alternate hydrants. A single break in the water supply piping will not eliminate
both the primary and secondary water suppression in any fire zone.

Valves in the fire protection water supply system are electrically supervised
by alarms in the control room or locked in the normal operating position.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the water supply system meets the
guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.6.b, and is, therefore, acceptable.

Sprinkler and Standpipe Systems

The sprinkler systems and standpipe hose systems are independently connected to
looped fire protection headers so as to prevent single failures from impairing
both the primary and backup fire protection systems outside containment.

With the exception of the valves listed below, the automatic sprinkler systems
in the plant are designed and installed in accordance with the provisions of
NFPA 13-1976, and the guidelines contained in Item C.6.c(1) of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.
The staff finds this acceptable.

Several isolation, vent, check, or drain RF (interior fire protection system)
valves located within nuclear safety-related areas, particularly within the
reactor buildings, are not UL listed or Factory Mutual (FM) approved. Of the
38 RF valves located within each reactor building, 14 valves are not UL listed.
These unlisted valves are constructed of stainless steel or carbon steel bodies.

The sprinkler isolation valve and hose connection supply piping for each unit's
auxiliary feedwater pump room also are unlisted. These valves are seismically
qualifed and were utilized so that piping within these areas could be seismical-
ly designed and a pressure boundary maintained.

The four RF valves (three motor operated, one vent) located within the auxiliary
building for the three RF supply pipes to the reactor building also are unlisted.
These valves required seismic qualification to maintain the reactor pressure
boundary. Suitable seismically qualified UL-listed valves were not available.

;

The two auxiliary building RY (exterior fire protection) supply lines from the
underground loop are each provided with an electric motor-operated valve.
These valves are seismically designed and, therefore, unlisted.

,

i
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All valves mentioned are designed to specifications outlined in ANSI / ASTM B31.1.
'

The staff concludes that these valves will provide the same level of protection
as the UL-listed valves and is, therefore, an acceptable deviation from Item
C.6.c(1) of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.

The areas that are being equipped with automatic water supp ession systems are:

(1) RHR pump rooms 100, 104, 105, 109, 110 and connecting corridors
(2) -Fire Areas 2 & 3 (rooms 250 and 260)
(3) centrifugal charging pumps, rooms 231, 230, 241 and 240
(4) component cooling pumps and cable concentration areas
(5) reactor building annulus
(6) Fire Area RB-2, pipe corridor
(7) manual preaction for the lower containment filters
(8) reactor coolant pumps;

j In the Fire Hazards Analyses, the applicant-identified fire areas contair.ing
.

'

safe-shutdown related equipment that are not protected by an automatic sprinkler
system. Fire protection for these areas consists-of automatic fire detectors,,

manual hose stations, and portable fire extinguishers. The boundaries of these
4

areas are composed of three-hour-fire rated construction. Cable is of a gal-
vanized steel interlocked armor design discussed in Section 9.5.1.5 of this
report. The shutdown system is available to achieve safe shutdown in the event
of a fire in any of these areas. This is an acceptable deviation from the guide-
lines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.5.b(2).

Interior manual hose stations are provided and equipped to reach any plant loca-
tion with at least one effective hose stream. Each hose station is provided
with a maximum or 100 ft of 1 -in. hose with a spray nozzle to provide adequate
coverage. The staff finds that the hose stations meet the guidelines of BTP
CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.6.c, and are, therefore, acceptable.

The applicant has not identified seismic design of standpipe systems, which is
recommended in BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.6.c(1). For plants with construction i

permits issued before July 30, 1976, the guidelines contained in Appendix A to |
BTP ASB 9.5-1 have no requirement for seismic design of standpipe systems.
Therefore, this is an acceptable deviation from the guidelines of CMEB 9.5-1,
Item C.6.c(1).

Carbon Dioxide Suppression Systems

Low pressure carbon dioxide, automatic total flooding, and local application
systems are provided for primary protection in the diesel generator set rooms
and the auxiliary feedwater pump pits. The systems are activated by detectors

! designed on a matrix concept that alarm and annunciate in the control room.
The carbon dioxide systems may also be activated manua! 3 By letter dated
July 9, 1982, the applicant committed to design and install the systems in

f accordance with NFPA 12-1973, " Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems." Based on
this commitment, the staff concludes that the carbon dioxide suppression

| systems will comply with the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.6.e, and is,
therefore, acceptable.

I

I

l
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P:rtable Extinguishers

;. Portable fire extinguishers'are provided to conform with~the guidelines of NFPA: -

Std.10-1978, " Portable Fire Extinguishers." The staff finds this acceptable.
! B: sed on its review, the staff concludes that these extinguishers meet the'-

guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.6.f, and are, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.1.8 Fire Protection for Specific Station Areas
|

' Cent'ainment :

Containment fire protection features include manual hose stations; automatic
fire detectors;"a fixed, automatic. sprinkler system for the pipe corridor; and

'a. fixed, manual preactien sprinkler system for the -lower containment filters.

i The reactor coolant pump motors are manufactured with an enclosure around the
upper and lower oil pots to contain any oil' spill and direct it.to piping that
gas to a-drain tank. The oil collection system for the reactor coolant pumps
is. designed.to withstand the design-basis-. seismic event. Heat sensing cable
detectors are installed around both the pumps and motors;

; Based on its evaluation, the staff concludes that the fire protection for con-
tsineent meets the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.7.a, and is, therefore,

; acceptable.

(' Reactor Building

The reactor building is separated from adjacent buildings by three-hour-rated
b2rriers. A fixed automatic sprinkler system protects the annulus. Additional
fire protection includes automatic fire detectors, manual hose stations, and
psrtable fire extinguishers.

i-

Based on its evaluation, the staff concludes that the fire protection for this'

area meets the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.7.a, and is, therefore,
acceptable.

Control Room

The control room is separated from all other areas of the plant by three-hour-
fire-rated assemblies. All ventilation ducts penetrating these barriers have
three-hour-fire-rated dampers. Mechanical and electrical penetrations in rated

j fire barriers are sealed with an approved three-hour-fire-rated barrier. Ac-,

.ctss to the control room is through UL-approved, three-hour-rated fire doors
i End frames. Ionization smoke detectors and rate-of-rise / fixed-temperature heat

detectors are installed on the ceiling and inside the main control board con-
soles. All detectors are alarmed and annunciated in the control room.

The control room ventilation intakes are equipped with smoke detectors that
alarm in the control room and automatically close the intake in the event of
radioactive contamination. Smoke is prevented from entering the control room
from other areas because the room is maintained under a positive pressure. If'

it is necessary to exhaust smoke from the room, a purge fan is provided to

s
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purge smoke to the auxiliary building exhaust system for discharge through the
station vent

All cables that enter the control room terminate in the control room. Only
'

power and control cables essential for operation of lighting and HVAC ducts are
located in the concealed ceiling space. The cable is of an interlocked armor
design as described in Section 9.5.1.5 of this report. Protection is Ochieved
by physical separation of the cable, supplemented by automatic fire detectors,
manual hose stations, and portable fire extinguishers. The standby system
(discussed in Section 9.5.1.5) is available to achieve safe shutdown in the
event of a fire in the control room.

Based on its evaluation, the staff concludes that the fire protection for this
area meets the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.7.b, and is, therefore,
acceptable.

Cable Spreading Rooms

There are two cable spreading rooms (one for each unit). Each cable spreading
room contains cables from redundant divisions. The rooms are separated from
the remainder of the plant and eooh other by three-hour-fire-rated walls and
floor / ceiling assemblies. All penetrations through fire-rated barriers are
fitted with three-hour-fire-rated fire dampers and/or penetration seals.

The cables are of an interlocked armor, galvanized steel design as described in
Section 9.5.1.5.

The cable spreading rooms are not protected by a fixed fire suppression system1

as required. Fire protection consists of automatic fire detectors, supplemented
by manual hose stations and portable fire extinguisher. In the event of a fire
in the cable spreading rooms, the dedicated standby shutdown system (discussed
in Section 9.5.1.5) is available to achieve safe shutdown. This protection
provides an acceptable level of safety and is an acceptable deviation from the
guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.7.c.

Switchgear Rooms

There is one switchgear room for each division with complete divisional separa-
tion. Switchgear rooms are separated from each other and the remainder of the

| plant by three-hour-fire-rated walls and floor / ceiling assemblies. Automatic
smoke detectors that alarm in the control room are provided. Portable fire

'

extinguishers and manual hose stations are provided in and adjacent to each
switchgear room.

Based on its evaluation, the staff concludes that the fire protection for the
switchgear rooms meets the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.7.e, and is,
therefore, acceptable.,

Remote Safety-Related Panels

Separate rooms are provided for the auxiliary shutdown panels for each division
to achieve complete divisional separation. The rcoms are separated from the
remainder of the plant and each other by ceiling / floor assemblies, walls and
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doors with. fire resistance ratings of three-hours. Each room is provided with
~

automatic smoke detectors that alarm in the control room. Based on its evalua-
tion of the information submitted, the staff finds the fire protection for this
area to be in accordance with BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.7.e, and is, therefore,
acceptable.

Safety-Related Battery Rooms

The station battery rooms are separated from each other and the remainder of
the fire area by three-hour-rated fire barriers. Each battery room is equipped
with redundant exhaust ventilation to prevent the buildup of hydrogen. Ioniza-
tion smoke detectors are provided in each room. There are air flow monitors
that alarm in the control room to monitor loss of ventilation in each battery

room.

Redundant DC switchgear and inverters are located outside of the 3-hour-fire-
rated battery enclosures in Fire Areas 9 and 10. The staff is concerned that a

. fire could damage these redundant systems before being detected and suppressed
by the fire brigade. The staff will require an automatic fire suppression sys-
tem be installed in Fire Areas 9 and 10 in accordance with the guidelines in
Item C.5.b(2) of BTP CMEB 9.5-1. The staff will report on this issue in a sup-

plement to this SER.

Diesel Generator Areas

Each diesel generator is located in a different fire area separated by three-
hour-fire-rated walls and floor / ceiling assemblies. All cable and piping pene-
tration through the fire-rated barriers are fitted with three-hour-fire-rated
penetration seals.

The diesel fuel oil day tank is located within the emergency diesel generator
room, which is separated from other plant areas by three-hour-fire-rated bar-
riers. Each 600 gal diesel fuel oil day tank is contained by a dike around the
tank. The walls extend above piping to the tank to block oil spray from the
diasel generator room. Each diesel fuel oil day tank is protected by a total
flooding CO2 extinguishing system. The diesel fuel oil storage tanks are
buried. The day tank can be isolated from the main fuel oil tanks by means of
a valve located outside the diesel generator room.

Each diesel generator room is protected by an automatic total flooding C02 extin-i

guishing system. Heat detectors actuate the carbon dioxide system. When the
carbon dioxide fire suppression system is actuated the diesel building ventila-
tion system is automatically deenergized and the outside air and exhaust dampers
are closed.

Based on its evaluation, the staff concludes that the fire protection for the
diesel generator rooms meets the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Item C.7.1, and
is, therefcre, acceptable.

.

Other Plant Areas

The applicant's Fire Hazards Analyses addressed other station areas not speci-
fically discussed in this report. The staff finds that the fire protection for
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these areas is in accordance with the guidelines of BTP 9.5-1, Item C.7, and
is, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.1.9 Conclusion

The technical requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50 and Appendix A to BTP ASB
9.5-1 have been included in BTP CMEB 9.5-1.

The following deviations from the guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 have been approved:

(1) unlabeled fire doors (Section 9.5.1.5)
(2) deletion of fire detectors in safety-related areas (Section 9.5.1.7)
(3) unlabeled water supply valves (Section 9.5.1.7)
(4) automatic sprinklers for safe shutdown areas (Section 9.5.1.7)
(5) seismic design of standpipe systems (Section 9.5.1.7)

The following items remain open:

(1) safe shutdown analyses (Section 9.5.1.5)
(2) description of standby shutdown system (Section 9.5.1.5)
(3) design of bulk gas system (Section 9.5.1.5)
(4) divisional separation in battery rooms (Section 9.5.1.7)

The applicant has been informed of the necessity of the resolution of all open
items so that all fire protection features can be implemented before fuel load-
ing. The staff will report its review of these unresolved items in a supple-
ment to this SER.

9.5.2 Communication Systems

The communication system is designed to provide reliable intraplant and inter--

plant (or plant-to-offsite) communications under both normal station operation
and accident conditions.

9.5.2.1 Intraplant Systems

! The intraplant communication systems provide sufficient equipment of various
| types so that Catawba station has adequate communications to start up, continue

safe operation, or safely shut down. The intraplant systems include:

(1) Public Address System
!

! The public address system is designed to provide effective communication
between station personnel in all vital areas during the full spectrum of
accident or incident conditions up to a maximum potential noise level of
90-95 dBA (A-weighted sound level). The public address (PA) system pro-
vides two independent channels of communication, page and party line,
throughout the critical areas of the station.'

The page channel of the PA system provides intraplant communication over
loud speakers with integral amplifiers. Page channel speaker-amplifiers
are ring wired to preclude loss of system function in the event of a single
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~ . cable failure. The party line channel of the PA system consists of.ad-
ditional handset circuits independent of.the private automatic-business
exchanges (PABX) telephone system. Each party line handset is provided

cthe capability of selecting either the party line phone channel or the
paging channel.

The intraplant PA system is powered from two shared nonvital motor control
centers (MCCs) that are located independently of each other. MCC.SMXC is
located in the auxiliary building and feeds PA power panelboard PAP-1,
which also is located in the auxiliary building. MCC SMXS is located in
the service building and feeds PA power panelboard PAP-2, which also is;-
located in the service building. .Therefore, the PA is fed from two
sources located in different buildings.

.

-(2)' Telephone System
.

The PABX telephone system provides independent private intraplant tele-
: phone communications through the vital areas of the station. To ensure

~ its functional operability, the PABX telephone switch is provided with
i redundant common controls, critical electronics, and power supplies. Ad-

ditionally, at least one backup circuit for each of the telephone switch
modules is maintained in spares.

The PABX system is connected to the intraplant PA system through an isola-j

. tion device to preserve the independence of the two systems. This connec-
-tion allows telephone system communications over the paging channel of the
PA system. The PABX system is also connected to the commercial telephone
system-and the Dcle microwave telephone system.

The PABX telephone system is powered from three battery-backed 120-V ac,1

nonvital power panelboards that are located in the auxiliary building and'

are independent of each other. These panelboards are 1KXPA, 1KXPB, and
2KXPA and feed the switch via cables 1EC1541, 1EC1542, and IECI585, re-
spectively. The minimum separation distance between panelboards is 25 ft.

i

'

Cables 1ECI541 and 1ECI542 are run in the same cable tray from'the auxiliary
building to the telephone equipment room in the administration building;
however, cable 1ECI585 is run in a separate tray system in excess of 20 ft
from the 1ECI541 and 1ECI542 cables to a point in the service building,
el 594 ft 0 in. at column U-7, where all three cables enter a final tray

,

run to the telephone equipment room.
.

(3)- Sound-Powered Telephone System

Three sound powered telephone circuits are provided for intraplant communi-
cations as follows:

(a) The maintenance circuit consists of phone jacks located through-* '

out the plant that can be patched together to establish communi-;
2 cation between areas.

(b) The refueling circuit consists of sound powered phone stations
connecting areas required for refueling operations.;

1
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I(c) The: emergency circuit consists.of sound powered phone stations
connecting:the ' auxiliary-shutdown panel with areas ~of the plant .
that may require local operation duringian_ emergency: shutdown.

The-emergency sound powered telephone system is the means of communi-
cation' int' ended for use during safe-shutdown conditions. Effective

s

communication'-is provided by the. emergency-sound powered phones at
background noise levels as high:as 110 dBA. . This system does nott
require any power supply because all required energy is generated by.the. speaker. '

i

(4) Onsite Radio System

Hand-held radio transceivers'are provided for use by station personnel |in
~

routine and emergency situations. A 50-W fixed-location repeater baselen-,

.

sures general coverage _of the turbine building, auxiliary building,-and.:

containment building areas. Redundant repeaters _ receive emergency power.4

from the_ diesel generator, while individual radios have their own
batteries.

Actual demonstration of|the-installed systems will check for ' effective comuni-
' cation between station personnel in all vital areas during maximum potential:

noise' levels. The outcome of these high ncise level tests may result in some.
; modification to the installation.
.

The applicant was. requested to identify all working stations in Catawba station,

1

- where -it-may. be necessary for station personnel to communication with the con-,

_ trol rocm during or_following transients or accidents in order to mitigate the!

consequences of the event and to-attain a safe cold plant shutdown. The ap-
plicant also was requested to provide for each of these areas the maximum sound+

levels that could exist, the types of communication available, the ability-of,

;

.the system to provide adequate communication with maximum background noise, and ,

the performance requirements and tests needed to ensure adequate communica-n
ti ons.~ The applicant.in a letter dated November 1, 1982, provided a list

_(Tables-9.5.2-1 and 9.5-2-2 of-the FSAR) of those areas that may be manned
'during'an accident or. transient condition that will contain communication and
emergency lighting systems.,

L -

.

An evaluation of-the listing of areas and their communication systems provided
in the November 1, 1982 letter and the FSAR shows that the primary communica-

'

tion system for accident and/or transient conditions is the sound powered
! emergency telephone circuit. The PA and PABX systems are used as backup since

their power sources are nonvital, nonseismic power sources. Therefore, during
,

and following accident and/or transient conditions, such as a seismic event,
I tornado and loss of offsite power (LCOP), all communications will be thorugh
L the emergency sound powered circuit. Failure of this system during one of

these conditions results in'a communication blackout for all station areas ex-
,

'

cept the essential areas identified below. The sound powered maintenance tele-
phone circuit provides the communication for the following essential areas:
AFW panels, control room, diesel generator rooms, fuel pool area, and switch-
gear and MCC rooms. Since no station-wide radio system for maintenance and <

emergency conditions was described or provided at Catawba station, the staff
found-the intraplant communication system design unacceptable. However, in a
letter dated January 6, 1983, the applicant provided information of the Catawba
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radio System, which is discussed above and in Section 9.5.2.2. The staff finds
j th; design of the interplant communication system acceptable.
,

9.5.2.2. Interplant (Plant-to-Offsite) Communication Systems -
| '

Tha design basis for interplant communications is to provide dependable com-
munications for reliable operation. The applicant had not provided sufficient
information or an adequate description of the offsite communication systems.
To evaluate the capabilities of the offsite communication system and its inter-
face with the onsite communication system, a more datailed description of the
offsite communication systems was requested and was to include the types of
systems available at the plant, the capabilities of the systems, their power
source, and any interfaces with the onsite communication systems. In a letter

dated January 6, 1983, the applicant provided the requested information on the
interplant communication systems. The interplant communication systems include
tha following:

(1) Telephone System

Emergency offsite telephone communications independent of the PABX system'

'is provided by public telephone lines and Duke microwave lines connected
directly to specific telephones in critical areas of the station. Emergency

telephones are color coded as follows to distinguish them from the
intraplant telephones:

(a) Emergency notification system (ENS) " red phones" are located in the
control room, technical support center, and crisis management center.
These phones provide a communications link with the NRC (Bethesda)
and NRC Region II. The ENS is independent of the PABS, using lines
connected to AT&T Long Lines Division. This system is powered from a
nonessential, battery-backed bus.

(b) Health physics network (HPN) telephones are located in the technical
support center and crisis management center. These phones provide a
communications link with NRC health physics personnel. This system
is tied to the Bell System and receives power from a nonessential,
battery-backed bus.

(c) Ringdown phones are located in the control room, technical support
center, and crisis management center and provide simultaneous com-
munications with Mecklenburg, Gaston, and York Counties. The system
uses local Bell System lines and receives power from a nonessential,
battery-backed bus. A separate system of ringdown phones is provided
for communications with North Carolina and South Carolina.t

(2) Radio Sys, tem

A security radio system is provided in accordance with 10 CFR 73.55(f), and
a crisis management radio system is provided in accordance with NUREG-0654.I

The radio system provides an independent communications link to the states,
| counties, Duke Power's general office, and field monitoring teams. A base

station radio is located in the control room; remote units are located in!

the technical support center, crisis management center, and Duke Power's
<

l
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; general office in Charlotte, N.C; iThe'countiesiand! states have portable-
-radios. Each radio is: powered by a nonessential ac source:and:has a

y , built;in-battery;b'ackup.

The, scope of review. include'd asse'sment of the number and types'of communica-.
<

s

tion systems p_rovided,s assessment and adequacy of the power sources,'and ver_i-~
fication of the functional _ capability-of the' communications syetems under all,

' ' conditions'of-operation.

~The basis:for acceptance in'the staff < review was conformance.of the design-'
criteria and.basesJand the design of-the: installed communication systems:to the

. (acceptance criteria;and guidance 'f.SRP Section 9.5.2. - Other bases for accept-~

o
I ance were'conformanceLto industry standards an.d the ability of the'systemstto

prcvide effective communications from diverse means within Catawba Units l'and
2 under maximum -potential noise levels..

-

'
. s

[- Based'oniits' review, the| staff concludes that the installed communications sys c :I -tems at:Cataaba conform to'the above_ cited standards, criteria', and design.
~

.'

( bas'es, they can perform their-design functions, and, therefore, the systems are. J
-

~ acceptable.

(
~

.Special communication system requirements (if any) for fire protection are>

!. ' evaluated in Section 9.5.1 of'this SER.
p - -

i- 9.5.-3 1 Lighting System

i ;The'. lighting system for Catawba Units 1 and 2 is designed to provide adequate
~

-. lighting in all areas of the station _'and consists-of normal and standby (es-;
'

sential) ac lighting systems, an emergency dc lighting system and a battery
pack standby-lighting system. The design is' based on illumination levels that
equal or exceed.those recommended by the-Illuminating Engineering Society for
' central stations.j

;

(1) AC Normal Lighting System7
.

; The normal lighting system provides general illumination for the station.
L Power to.the normal lighting system is supplied from independent non'-Class

1E 600-V ac motor control centers through individual 600-208Y/120-V_ dry-
t type transformers located in selected areas throughout the station. All

. lighting'in the r'eactor building is incandescent, while incandescent,
fluorescent, and high intensity discharge (HID) lighting is provided for
the auxiliary and turbine buildings. Normal lighting panelboards and,

- their associated transformers and motor control centers are located suchU that a single failure in the normal lighting system will not result in a
total loss of illumination in any area.

[ (2) AC Standby (Essential) Lighting System

The essential (emergency) light _ing system supplements the normal lighting
system.and provides a reduced but sufficient illumination for operation in: ,

F the control room, the emergency switchgear rooms (including the remote
'

shutdown locations), the diesel generator rooms, auxiliary feedwater pump
room, and other selected areas for egress or minimum access.

.

i

!. I
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(The emergency:ac lighting is divided into two independent trains (A and B)
~

-that are arranged so that a single failure will not result in a total loss
of illumination in any area served. Voltage sensing relays automatically

,

| . eriergize the normally deenergized emergency ac lighting in the event of a
loss of normal lighting. -Power to trains A and B of the en tg>ncy'208Y/-
120-V ac light: system is from the A and B. diesel generators, respectively,-

|.
through independent trains of tne essential auxiliary power system.

1

.

-(3) DC. Emergency Lig'hting System

The dc emergency lighting system consists of incandescent lighting;fix--
tures' supplied from nonvital 250-V dc station batteries. The system is
normally deenergized and'is automatically energized upon loss of'ac power

- to the normal lighting system. The system provides illumination for.the-
control room, diesel generator rooms, switchgear rooms, at stairwells,.and;

at points leading to plant exits. The ac standby and dc emergency light-'

1, ing systems are kept separate throughout the plant so that a failure in
]

one system will not cause the other system to fail.

) '(4) Standby (Battery-Operated) Lighting Systems

I The standby (battery-operated)-lighting sysi.em consists of.200-V self-
contained, sealed lead calcium battery-operater. lighting units to providet

L additional backup lighting to the ac and dc~emeagency lighting-systems for
8 hours and are located throughout-the plant to provide for evacuation ofI ,

personnel and in areas necessary for safe shutdown. The units are normal-
:

ly deenergized and operate automatically upon loss of the normal ac light- '

} ing systems in the immediate area. They are provided with a test switch
and status indicating lights. These units have rechargeable batteries'and
battery chargers which receive power from the normal'non-Class 1E'auxil-
iary ac power system. Emergency de lighting is provided on doors exiting'

! from the plant and on doors leading to the' plant exits.
-

,

|
The station's lighting systems are designed so that a single-failure cannot

!. d: grade the essential lighting below a safe level. The station's ac and dc
lighting systems are tested at installation.!

| The FSAR describes those vital areas illuminated by the emergency lighting sys-
tems that may be manned during accident and transient conditions. Certaini

j . specific areas (i.e., control room cnnex, electrical penetration room, cable
! -room, etc.) and certain general areas (i.e., pump and tank room areas) are il-

luminated by only one emergency system, either the emergency ac lighting or the
: 8-hour battery packs. The emergency ac lighting system is powered from the

diesel generators, but must be manually reconnected in the event of a LOCA or
on any accident following a loss of site power. Assuming a failure or non-

;' availability 'of one of these lighting systems certain vital areas of the plant
: necessary for safe shutdown would be without lighting for extended periods of
j. time during and/or after an accident. The staff finds this unacceptable. For

those vital ' areas specified in the FSAR as having only one emergency lighting
'! .' system, the staff requires that additional and adequate lighting be provided so

that vital operations during an accident can be accomplished. The generalr

! areas'also shall be specifically identified as well as all lighting in that
( area. For those areas where only dc lighting is provided, the additional
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lighting could be supplied from the ac emergency lighting system, installation
of self-contained battery units, or from portable lighting units.

The scope of the review of the lighting system for Catawba included assessment
of all components necessary to provida adequata lighting during both normal and
emergency operating conditions, tha adequacy of the power sources for the normal
and emergency lighting systems, and verification of functional capability of
the lighting system under all conditions of operatiou.

The basis'for acceptance in the staff's review was conformance of the design
bases and criteria and design of the lighting systems and necessary auxiliary
supporting systems to the acceptance criteria and guidance of SRP Section 9.5.3
(NUREG-0800). Other bases for acceptance was conformance to industry standards

|'and the ability to provide effective lighting in all areas of Catawba station
1under all conditions of operations. l

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the various lighting systems pro-
vided at Catawba in the various areas previously discussed are not in conform-
ance with the above cited standards and criteria design basis. The lighting
systems cannot perform their design function and, therefore, are unacceptable.
Once the requested additional information is received, the staff will report
its findings in a supplement to this SER.

Special lighting system requirements (if any) for fire protection are evaluated
in Section 9.5.1 of the SER.

9.5.4 Emergency Diesel Engine Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System

9.5.4.1 Emergency Diesel Engine Auxiliary Support Systems (General)

There are two emergency diesel generators for each unit at Catawba and each
| diesel engine has the following auxiliary systems which are addressed in detail
! in the SER sections indicated:

(1) fuel oil storage and transfer system (Section 9.5.4.2)
(2) cooling water system (Section 9.5.5),
(3) starting system (Section 9.5.5)
(4) lubrication system (Section 9.5.7)
(5) combustion air intake and exhaust system (Section 9.5.8)

1

This section of the SER applies to all of the above systems.

Except for the diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust structures,
the fuel oil fill and vent lines, and the buried fuel oil storage tanks and

| associated fuel oil transfer system piping, the diesel generator and its aux-
| iliary support systems are housed in a seismic Category I diesel generator
' building structure, which provides protection from the effects of tornadoes,

tornado missiles, and floods. The buried fuel oil storage tanks also are pro-i

tected froT the effects of tornadoes, tornado missiles, and floods. The buried
portions of the diesel generator fuel oil transfer system are protected from
the effects of tornadoes, tornado missiles, and floods caused by natural phe-
nomena. Therefore, the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 with regards to missiles
and the recommendations and guidelines of RGs 1.115 and 1.117 are met. However,
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th2 buried portions of the diesel generator fuel oil transfer system are not
protected from floods resulting from pipe breaks in nearby buried piping. This

| dons not meet the requirements of GDC 4 with regard to pipe breaks and their
| effects. Protection from the effects of tornadoes, tornado missiles, and

ficods are evaluated in Section 3 of this SER. Tornado missile protection of
,

thm diesel generator fuel oil fill and vent lines and the combustion air intake|
and exhaust structures are discussed in SER Sections 9.5.4.2 and 9.5.8, respec-

tively. Flood protection resulting f m pipe breaks in buried piping of the
diesel generator fuel oil transfer eyd em is discussed in Section 9.5.4.2 of
this SER. Protection of the combustion air intake and exhaust structures from
natural phenomena are discussed in Section 9.5.8 of this SER.

Each diesel generator and its auxiliary systems are independent of each other;
th only items that are shared are the following:

(1) The nonseismic fuel oil storage tank recirculation system is located in
the plant yard and is shared by the diesel generators of each-unit. Proper
isolation is provided between the fuel oil storage tanks so tnat a fail-
ure of the recirculation line will not jeopardize diesel engine operation.
Section 9.5.4.2 of this report discusses tank recirculation procedures and
operations.

(2) The nonseismic clean and used lube oil transfer systems are shared by all
the diesel generators at Catawba. Proper isolation at the individual
diesel generators is provided so that failure of any valve or line in
either of the two systems will not jeopardize diesel engine operation.
Section 9.5.7 of this SER discusses the clean and used oil transfer
systems. Thus, the requirements of GDC 5 are met.

Tha diesel engine and its engine-mounted portions, and its separately skid-
mounted portions of the auxiliary support systems piping and components norm-
ally furnished with the diesel generator package are designed to seismic
Category I requi*ements and follow the guidelines of the Diesel Engine Manu-
facturers Association (DEMA) standards. The diesel engine and its mounted
auxiliary support systems piping and components conform to the requirements of
IEEE Std 387-1977, which endorses the DEMA standards and guidelines of RG 1.9.
Th2 diesel engine and its auxiliary support systems meet the quality control
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The quality assurance program is
evaluated in Section 17 of this SER.

Selected maintenance, operations, and training personnel will receive or have
received vendor training, and this training will be incorporated into main-
tenance department training. Maintenance on diesel generators will be per-
formed or directly supervised by personnel who have received this training.
Ongoing training will include the requalification training program required by
10 CFR 55 fr operations personnel and maintenance departmental training for
maintenancr personnel, which will be equivalent to the vendor training program.

Proventive maintenance at Catawba goes beyond the normal routine adjustments,
servicing and repair of components when a malfunction occurs. The preventive
maintenance program encompasses investigation of components that have a history
of repeated malfunctioning and require constant attention and repair. The

applicant also will be reviewing operating experiences from other utilities
through vendor and other industry programs to aid in identifying problems.
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Upon completion of repairs or maintenance and before an actual start, run, and
load test, a final equipment check is made to ensure that all electrical cir-
cuits are functional, i.E , fuses are in place, switches and circuit breakers
are in their proper position, no loose wires, all test leads have been removed,
and all valves are in the proper position to permit a manual-start of the equip-
ment. After the unit has been satisfactorily started and load tested, the unit
is returned to automatic standby service and under the control of the control
room operator.

The applicant discussed his procedures for no-load and light-load operation of
the diesel generators. The applicant committed to implement the foilowing pro-
cedures before startup:

(1) During extended no-load and light-load operation (less than 20% of full-
load operation), the diesel generators will be loaded to a minimum of 25%
of full-load operation for 1 hour following each 8 hours of continuous
no-load or light-load operation, or as recommended by the manufacturer.

(2) During periodic testing, the diesel will be loaded to a minimum of 25% of'

full-load operation or as recommended by the manufacturer.

(3) During maintenance and troubleshooting, no-load operation will be mini-
mized. Following a maintenance or troubleshooting operation in which the
engine is run at light-load or no-load conditions, the engine shall be
cleared by loading the diesel to a minimum of 25% of full-load operation
for at least 30 min, or as recommended by the manufacturer.

The applicant has stated that each diesel generator unit is capable of operat-
ing at its maximum rated output under the following outdoor service conditions
and for the durations indicated d; ring the following weather disturbances:

(1) Outdoor service conditions

Ambient air intake: -5 to 100 F,

| Humidity: 10 to 100%

(2) Weather disturbances

A tornado pressure transient causing an atmospheric pressure reduction of
3 psi in 1.5 sec followed by a rise to normal pressure in 1.5 sec.

A hurricane or storm presscre of 26 in. Hg for a duration of 1 hour. The
engine is capable of continued operation at 26 in. Hg with no effect on
operation and output, other than a slight increase in fuel consumption.
Since the sustained low pressure is postulated to last for 12 hours, the
staff finds that the slight increase in fuel consumption for this short
period of time is acceptable.

| The applicant also stated that to the best of the manufacturer's knowledge
there are no detrimental effects to the diesel engines, rogardless of the

|

|
.

)
1
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diesel's operating load, when the ambient air intake temperature is at -5 F

fcr_ sustained lengths of time.

The diesel generator controls and monitoring instrumentatian, with the excep-
tion of the sensors and other equipment that must'necessarily be mounted on the
diesel generator or its associated piping, are installed in free-standing floor-
mounted panels. These panels are mounted approximately'20 ft from the diesel
en an 8-ft-thick concrete mat.

' The design of the diesel engine auxiliary support systems has not been fully
evaluated with respect to the recommendations and guidelines of BTPs ASB 3-1,
" Prevention Against Postulated Piping Failures in Fluid System Piping Outside
Containment," and MEB 3-1, " Postulated Break and Leakage Locations _in Fluid
System Piping Outside Containment." The applicant has not evaluated the
cffects of failure of the buried circulating water system on the diesel gen-

,

erator fuel oil transfer system. Therefore, this system is not in conformance
with GDC 4. Evaluation of protection against dynamic effects associated with
the postulated pipe system failures other than the fuel oil transfer system, is
covered in Section 3.6 of this SER. The effects on the failure of the circulat-
ing water system on the fuel oil transfer system is discussed in SER Section
9.5.4.2.

The adequacy of the fire protection for the emergency diesel generator and asso-
ciated auxiliary support systems with respect to the recommendations and guide-
lines of BTP CMEB 9-51, " Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power
Pltnts," is evaluated in Section 9.5.1 of this SER.

The designs of the diesel generator auxiliary support systems also have been
evaluated with respect to the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660. This report

:rde specific recommendations on increasing the reliability of nuclear plant
(mergency diesel generators. Information requests concerning these recommenda-
tions were transmitted to the applicant during the review process. The appli-
cant's response in the amendments to the FSAR stated how they met or will meet
the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660. The staff has reviewed these responses
and has determined that the applicant's conformance to the recommendation is as
follows:

Recommendation Conformance SER Section

(1) Moisture in air starting system Yes 9.5.6
(2) Dust and dirt in diesel generator Partial

room 9.5.4.1
1

(3) Turbocharger gear drive problem N/A
(4) Personnel training Yes 9.5.4.1
(5) Automatic prelube Yes 9.5.7
(6) Testing, test loading, and Yes 9.5.4.1

preventive maintenance
(7) Improve the identification Yes 9.5.4.1

of root cause of failures
(8) Diesel generator ventilation No 9.5.8

and combustion air systems
(9) Fuel storage and handling Yes 9.5.4.2
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(10) High' temperature insulation *
. 9.5.4.1

(11) Engine cooling' water Yes 9.5.5
(12) Concrete dust control. Yes 9.5.4.1

-

(13) Vibration of instruments Yes -9.5.4.1
2

* Explicit conformance is considered unnecessary by the staff in view of the
equivalent reliability provided by the design, margin, and qualification
testing requirements that are normally applied to emergency standby diesel
generators.

l
.

_.
.

iOn the basis of its: review, the staff has concluded that there is sufficient
|assurance of diesel-' generator reliability. However'to ensure long-term reli-

ability of the diesel generator installation, the staff requires that the fol-
lowing design, procedural modifications, and issues be resolved and implemented
before initial startup.

(1) Dust and Dirt-in Diesel Generator Rooms

NUREG/CR-0660 made specific recommendations on limiting the accumulation
of dust on the electrical equipment associated with starting of the diesel
generators. Based on formal meetings with the applicant as well as re-
sponses to requests for additional information, the staff still did not
have sufficient information to determine that the accumulation of dust,
excluding dust generated from concrete floors and walls on the electrical
equipment associated with starting of the diesel generators (e.g., auxi-,

liary relay contacts, control switches, etc.), is limited by the diesel
generator building ventilation system design and operation, plant design,
and administrative procedures. The staff found that the recommendations
of NUREG/CR-0660 with regard to limiting the accumulation of dust on
electrical equipment was not being met. In letters dated December 9 and
10, 1982 and January 14, 1983, the applicant discussed the limiting of
dust accumulation on electrical equipment and provided preliminary infor-
mation on the redesign of the combustion air ventilation intake structure.

i The applicant stated the dust and dirt accumulation will be controlled in
the following manner:

| (a) Construction traffic dust is controlled by wetting the road surfaces
periodically.

!

(b) The impact of Unit 2 construction activities will be minimized by
the placement of the interim security boundary limiting the movement
of traffic on the Unit 1 side of the station.

( (c) The hard surfaced roads in the station area are at grade elevation
! and are located approximately 170 and 210 ft from the combustion air /

ventilation structures for Units 1 and 2, respectively. The paved
roadways are far enough away from the diesel generator buildings so
that any dust that may be stirred up by occasional passing traffic
would not be of sufficient magnitude to be drawn into the diesel
generator rooms when the equipment is in operation.

!
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(d) The area between the diesel generator building and the roadways is
landscaped, which will minimize dust generation in the area. Unit 1
side roadways will be paved at the time of commercial operation and
landscaping (grass) will be completed at that time also. Unit 2
road paving and landscaping will be done at the time of commercial

. operation for Unit 2.

(e) The proximity of the diesel intake structure to the auxiliary and
| reactor buildings provides further shielding from the Unit 2 construe

tion activity.

(f) Diesel relay contacts, switch contacts, and other electromechanical
~ devices associated with startup and operation are housed in Class
1E, drip proof, bottom entry NEMA 12 control- panels. Process
control devices located external to the control panels are NEMA 4
enclosures. (NEMA 12 enclosures provide protection against fibers,
flyings, lint, dust, dirt, light splashing seepage, dripping, and
external condensation of noncorrosive liquids. NEMA 4 enclosures
provide watertight protection.) >

(g) Normal ventilation flow rate is 5% of the diesel emergency run-mode
ventilation flow rate. Normal ventilation is filtered to maintain
engine room cleanliness.

(h) All diesel building interior surfaces are painted to minimize con-
crete dust.

(i) These rooms are inspected monthly for cleanliness and will be
cleaned, as necessary, during plant operation in accordance with the
Guidelines of RG 1.39.

(j) The redesigned combustion air intake openings will be located approxi-
mately 10 ft above grade.

(k) The. diesel engine combustion air / ventilation intake is piped from
the plenum directly to the diesel engine.

(1) The diesel generator room ventilation system ductwork is separate
and independent from the combustion air intake system.

(m) The diesel generator combustion air intake system is provided with
| filters to remove airborne particulate matter.

Although the combustion air / ventilation intake openings are located lessl

' than 20 ft above plant grade as recommended by NUREG/CR-0660, based on the
above information, the staff finds that the design of the intake structure,
coupled with the type of electrical equipment enclosures used and the pro-
posed ground treatment, will minimize the accumulation of dust and dirt on
diesel generator electrical starting equipment. Therefore, the recommenda-
tions of NUREG/CR-0660 are being met at Catawba and the design is acceptable.

The applicant had not fully alleviated the staff's concern on the accumulation
of particulate matter (the products of combustion) resulting from a fire

|
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<

onLelectrical equipment.-The staff's concern arises from the paasicular
. design of the diesel generator facility. The ventilation equipment for
:both diesel generator trains shared alcommon ventilation / combustion air'

; intake plenum. A fire. in 'one diesel generator room would generate suf-
ficient smoke and products of combustion that could accumulate.in the-
intake plenum and be transmitted to the other diesel generator' room through-

the ventilation system. 'The effects of the smoke and products of combus-
tion on the electrical equipment associated with starting and operation of

;.
_

-the diesel has not been fully addressed. The staff's concern is that the
diesel generators may be needed during or immediately after the fire and,

that the smoke and/or products of combustion could prevent starting and/or--! ' . operation of the diesel generators. Also the smoke and products of com-'

:bustion could initiate the' automatic ~ fire protection systems'in the nonfire
. area, which could further degrade or prevent engine ~ operation. The staff
requires the applicant to show that the dust seals and the filtered louvers
on the electrical cabinets would prevent passage of particulate matter
resulting from the products of combustion into the cabinets and thereby
potentially degrade engine starting or operation or to show that smoke and
the products of combustion will not be drawn into the adjacent diesel

,

generator roomIn a letter dated January 14, 1983, the applicant stated
that the products of combustion will be contained by closing the venti-,

lation system dampers early in the CO2 detection / actuation sequence.
Should some products of combustion escape, the intake structures.are

. separated by-a 3-hour-rated fire wall (approximately 20 ft high). In-
filtration into the adjacent room's intake will not degrade diesel per-
formance since the relay contacts, switch contacts, and other electro-

,

mechanical devices associated with startup and operation are housed in-

Class 1E, drip proof, bottom-entry NEMA 12 control panels. Process
control devices located external to the control panels are NEMA 4 en-
closures. (NEMA 12 enclosures provide protection against fibers, fly-.

ings, lint, dust, dirt, light splashing seepage, dripping, and external
condensation of noncorrosive liquids. NEMA 4 enclosures provide water,

| tight protection.) The staff finds this acceptable. However, the appli-
cant has not provided sufficient information to show that the initiation
of the' automatic fire-protection systems in'the diesel generator building,
for whatever reason (e.g., seismic event, fire, and spurious action),
will not degrade engine starting and operating on demand.

,

The floors and walls in the diesel generator rooms are painted to minimize the:
generation of concrete dust. This meets the recommendation of NUREG/CR-0660
and is-acceptable.

,

(2) Diesel Generator Ventilation and Combustion Air Systems

This item is discussed in item (1) above and in Section 9.5.7.8 of this 2

SER.
,

| The present diesel generator meets the requirements of GDC 2 and 4 with regard
to tornado and turbine missile protection; and GDC 5, 17, 18, and 21 of appen-.

' dix A of 10 CFR 50; and the guidelines of the cited regulatory guides and indus-
try standards, except as noted above. Upon completion of the above changes and

[
t

|
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| modifications, the design of the diesel generator and its auxiliary systems
'

also will be in conformance with recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660 for enhance-
ment of diesel generator reliability and the related NRC guidelines and cri-
teria. The staff, therefore, concludes that this will provide reasonable assur-
ance of the diesel generator reliability through the design life of the plant.

9.5.4.2 Emergency Diesel-Engine Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System'

L (Specific)

Th; design function of the emergency diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer
system is to provide a separate and independent fuel oil supply train for each
diesel _ generator and to permit operation of the diesel generator at engineered
safety feature load requirements for a minimum of 7 days without replenishment
of fuel. The system is designed to meet the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and
17. The meeting of the requirements of GDC 2, 4, and 5 is discussed in Section
9.5.4.1 this SER.

Tb:re are two emergency diesel generators for each unit of Catawba. Each diesel
engine fuel oil storage and transfer system consists of a 550 gal day tank suf-
ficient to power the diesel engine at rated load in excess of 60 min, two
diesel fuel oil storage tanks whose total capacity of 90,000 gal is sufficient
to power the diesel engine based on the continuous rated load for 7 days, a dc
motor-driven fuel oil booster pump powered from the associated diesel, an
engine-driven fuel oil pump, and the associated piping, valves, instrumenta-
tion, and controls. The fuel oil storage recirculation system which is shared
within a unit consists of an ac motor-driven recirculation pump, a recircula-
tion filter, and the associated piping, valves, instrumentation, and controls.

Except for the common fuel oil recirculation system for each unit discussed
below and in Section 9.5.4.1 of this report, each diesel engine fuel oil stor-
age and transfer system is independent and physically separated from the other
systems supplying the redundant diesel generators. Thus, a single failure with-
in any one of the systems will affect only the associated diesel generator.
Thn fuel oil recirculation system is located at a higher elevation than the
storage tanks and is isolated from the fuel oil systems by normally closed
isolation valves. During recirculation system operation, these valves are open
to allow fuel oil to circulate through the system. A line break in the recir-
culation system and a failure to trip the recirculation pump would result in
the depletion of the fuel oil storage capacity for one of the diesel engine
trains. This is unacceptable. To alleviate this problem, the applicant, by
. letter dated November 1, 1982, agreed to provide two redundant safety-related
interlocks to shot down the recirculation pump. One set of interlocks will
shut down the pump in the event of a LOCA and the other set of interlocks will
shut down the pump in the event that the fuel oil level drops below the Techni-
cal Specification level. This design is acceptable.

Except for the fuel oil recirculation system and the storage tank fill line
strainer, the diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system piping and

i

components up to the diesel engine interface, including skid-mounted piping upi

to and including the recirculation system isolation valves, are designed to
seismic Category I, ASME Section III, Class 3 (Quality Group C) requirements
and meet the recommendations of RGs 1.26 and 1.29. The engine-mounted piping
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and components, from the engine block to the engine interface, are considered
i part of the engine. assembly and 'are seismically qualfied to Category I require-

ments as part of the diesel engine package. This piping'and the associated
.

components such as valves, fabricated headers, fabricated special fittings,- and<

the like are designed, manufactured, and inspected in accordance with the guide-
lines and requirements of ANSI-Stds B31.1 and N45.2 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.n
The engine-mounted fuel oil piping and associated components-are intentionally
over designed (subjected to low working' stresses) for the applicatton, therebyt'

resulting in high operational reliability. The design of the engine-mounted - )
fuel oil piping and components to the cited design philosophy and standards-is .;
considered equivalent to'a system designed to ASME Section III, Class 3 require-
ments with regard to' system functional operability and inservice reliability.-

The exposed portion of the diesel oil storage tank fill lines and the storage
and day tank vent lines are not tornado missile protected. In a letter dated
November 1, 1982, the applicant stated that the vent lines for the day' tank and

; storage tank will be tornado missile' protected by constructing the vents of-

heavy gauge pipe anchored in a concrete slab. Should a tornado missile strikeI
-

the vent the pipe will' bend without crimping, to relieve impact loads. The :
; design will also alleviate the concern of a tornado missile shearing off the

vent and exposing the contents of the tanks to water and debris that may falli

down the opening. The staff finds this acceptable and will require that the
exposed portions of the fuel oil storage tank fill line be designed in the same
manner. The applicant in a letter dated January 14, 1983 committed to this
requirement for the fuel oil storage tank fill line. In a November 1, 1982

'

letter, the applicant also stated that in the event of damage to the fill and-
vent connections resulting from tornado missiles and/or seismic events, there'

are unused flanged connections and manholes on the storage tank that can be
used as fill and vent openings. The staff also' finds this acceptable.

The design of the emergency diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system,

conforms to ANSI Std N195, " Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators,"'

except for the following:;

:

( (1) There is no overflow line from the day tank to the fuel oil storage tanks
and no fuel oil transfer pump as required by Sections 6.1 and 6.2 of ANSI
Std N195, respectively. Fuel oil is transferred from the fuel oil storage
tanks to the day tanks by gravity; thus, a fuel oil transfer pump is un-
necessary. A set of level switches located within the day tank control
the position of the fuel oil transfer valve: opening the valve to allow
fuel to flow to the day tank at low level and closing the valve to shut
off the supply of fuel at high level. High and low level alarms also are
provided both-on the storage tanks and on the day tank. In the event of a
transfer valve-failure in the open position, fuel oil'would continue to
flow from the storage tanks to the day tanks until the system reached hydro- '

static equilibrium. Because there is no day tank overflow pipe, fuel oil I
'would rise in the Duke Class-C vent day tank pipe to an elevation equiva-

lent to that of the fuel oil in the storage tank, but well below the top
of the vent. The day tank vent pipe is missile protected, as stated

,

|
above.

(2) .No flame arrestors have been provided on the tank vents as required by
| Section 7.5 of ANSI Std N195. Flame arrestors have not been provided

|
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; because they are not essential as a result of the high fuel flash point.
'

Flame arrestors are not required for buried tank venting for fuel oil
i- storage tanks per NFPA fire code for storage of fuel oil. The staff finds

this acceptable.

(3) Internal corrosion protection for the fuel oil storage tanks, as required
by Section.7.5 of ANSI Std N195, is not being providad. The applicant in
a letter dated November 1, 1982, stated the following.

The interior of the fuel oil storage tanks are not coated since the
presence of fuel oil will act as a deterrent to internal cor-
rosion. Requirements outlined in the Technical Specifications assure
that the fuel oil storage tanks are maintained essentially full to
provide a seven day supply. During surveillance intervals for
sampling the fuel oil in the storage tanks outlined in the Tech-
nical Specifications, any accumulated water or sediment detected
will be removed via the Fuel Oil Recirculation System. Based on
worst meteorological data (see fSAR Table 2.3.2-1), approximately
2 pounds of water (1 quart) will condense per tank per year due to
normal tank breathing (i.e., the volume displaced by fuel oil will
be replaced with air-water vapor when fuel oil is consumed during
normal monthly testing of the diesel). The fuel oil storage tanks
are set at a level above the normal ground water table.

The staff has reviewed the applicant's justification for not providing
internal corrosion protection and it finds the justifications unaccept-
able. The applicant has stated that the fuel oil in the tank will act as
a deterrent to internal corrosion. The staff disagrees with this state-
ment. Technical Specifications allow up to 0.05% by volume (approximately
45 gal) of water and sediment in the fuel oil as well as limiting other
impurities in the fuel oil. The majority of the water and sediment will
settle to the bottom of the tanks. In addition, as discussed below, the
upper portion of the tanks will be exposed to a harsh environment. Both of
the areas would be prone to corrosion, and some corrosion would occur in
the balance of the tank resulting from the miniscule amounts of dissolved
water in the fuel oil and the other impurities that are allowed in the
fuel oil.

The Technical Specifications require 7 days fuel oil supply be maintained;
therefore, it is conceivable that up to 10% of the tank's volume (approxi-

3mately 1,200 ft ) may be exposed to an environment of 100% relative humid-
ity. In comparing similar tank installations at other plant locations,
the staff finds that the amount of water condensed in the fuel oil storage
tank at Catawba over a 1 year-time period to be substantially less than
the amount of water condensed over a 3-month period at a plant located in
a dry and arid region in the southwestern United States. The staff has
performed its own independent calculation for Catawba station and the
results showed that the amounts of water condensed in the fuel oil storage
tanks are substantially larger than those reported in the November 1, 1982
letter. Therefore, the staff disagrees with the applicant's conclusion
and requires that internal corrosion protection be provided for the fuel
oil storage tanks.

;

|
|
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During a~ meeting in Bethesda on October 13, 1982, the applicant informed
the staff that the diesel oil storage tanks have been filled with diesel
oil fair the past 5 to 6 years. Since RG 1.137 requires that-the diesel
oil; storage tanks be drained and cleaned every 10 years, the first 10 year
;;lcaning of the storage tanks at Catawba will occur within the next 4 to
5 Sears. Based on a scheduled fuel loading date of late 1984, the first
refueling would occur sometime in 1986 which would be about the end of the
first 10 year tank-cleaning cycle. Thus, the fuel oil tank internals could
.be corrosion protected at that time. In a letter dated January 14, 1983,
the applicant revised the date when the fuel oil storage tanks were filled.
He _ stated that the tanks were filled in early 1980. Thus, the 10 year
cleanout would not occur until 1990. This is unacceptable. -Therefore, the
staff will condition the license to require that the internal corrosion

!

protection be applied to the fuel oil storage tanks by or during the first ;

refueling period.

In addition, the fuel oil quality and tests will conform with the guidelines of;

RG 1.137, Positions C.2.a through C.2.h, and the requirements will be included
in the Technical Specifications and operating procedures.

The portions of the diesel generator fuel oil transfer system that connect the
diesel generator fuel oil storage tanks with the diesel generator day tanks are
buried in the plant yard. The applicant, in response to requests for addi -
tional information, stated that nonseismic circulating water (CCW) piping is
buried in close proximity to the buried diesel generator fuel oil transfer
lines. The applicant did not evaluate the effects of pipe breaks and/or cracks
in other buried lines on the buried diesel generator fuel oil transfer lines.
In addition, the applicant did not address or evaluate the effects of pipe breaks "

and/or cracks in the buried piping, identified above, on any buried cables in
the areas that are associated with the operation of the diesel generator and/or
plant shutdown. This did not meet GDC 4 requirements and was, therefore, found
to be unacceptable. The staff required that the effects of pipe breaks and
cracks, such as bouyancy forces and erosion of underlying supporting material,
in the buried diesel generator fuel oil transfer system piping and effects on
buried cables be provided. In letters dated December 1, 1982 and January 6,,

f 1983, the applicant addressed these concerns. The applicant stated that a break
i in any CCW line would have minimal affect on the Class 1E conduit and fuel oil'

lines'since there are no structures built over these areas to prevent near
vertical seepage from occurring. Thus, any postulated loss of water will be

! detected at yard level as a result of the impervious zone of group I earth back-
fill and the underlying rock confining these areas. Thus, only minor under-
mining of the fuel oil lines and of the Class 1E conduits could be expected
and, because of their inherent tensile strength, the cables would be able to
span the resulting weakened area without interruption of their function. In
addition, because of the design of the CCW system is such that direct impinge-
ment on the fuel oil lines is eliminated. Therefore, the staff finds the design;

! of the fuel oil transfer system acceptable.

The scope of review of the diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system
included layout drawings, piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive
information in Section 9.5.4 of the FSAR for the system and auxiliary support
systems essential to its operation.
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Tha basis:for accep'tance in the staff's review was conformance of the design
criteria'and bases and.the design of the diesel engine fuel oil storage and

_. transfer system to the requirements of GDC 17 with respect to redundancy and,

|_ : physical independence, the guidance of the cited regulatory guides, the recom-
i mendations on NUREG/CR-0660, and industry codes and standards.

Bassd on its: review, the staff. concludes that the emergency diesel engine' fuel
oil storage and transfer system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17

'

and meets the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660,.the guidance of the cited regu-
latory guides and-SRP 9.5.4, and industry codes and standards. The system can

i p:rform its design safety. function and is, therefore, acceptable.

| 9.5.5 Emergency Diesel Engine Cooling Water System

Th2 design function.of the emergency diesel engine cooling water system is to
maintain the temperature of the diesel engine within a safe operating range

i under all load conditions and to maintain the engine coolant preheated during.
! standby conditions to improve starting reliability. The system is designed to

mest the' requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 17, 44, 45, and 46. The meeting of the
requirements-of GDC 2, 4, and 5 is discussed in Section 9.5.4.'1 of this SER.

I Tha emergency diesel engine cooling water system is a closed loop system and'
cools the engine jacket lube oil cooler, governor lube oil cooler, and combus-,

tion air aftercoolers. The major components of this system for each standby,

_cmergency diesel engine include combustion air aftercoolers, an engine-driven
3

jacket water circulating pump, jacket water cooler, an expansion tank (stand-1

pipe), governor lube oil cooler, lube oil cooler, a motor-driven jacket water
E keep' warm pump, an electric heater, thermostatic three-way valve, required in- !

strumentation, control and alarms, and the associated piping and valves to con--

nect the equipment. When the diesel engines are operating, the heat generated,

is rejected to the nuclear service water system by means of the jacket water
Cooler.!

During operation of the standby diesel engine, temperature regulation of the
,

diesel engine coolant.is accomplished automatically through the action of a
. temperature sensing three-way thermostatic valve. When the standby diesel

,

engine is-idle, the engine coolant is heated by an electric heater and contin-
uously circulated through the engine. The temperature is controlled by a therm-

-ostat to keep the engine warm and ready to accept loads within the prescribed
time interval.

i

The diesel-generator is capable of operating fully loaded without secondary'

cooling for a minimum of 70 sec. Sufficient water is contained in the' engine
and expansion tank to absorb the heat generated during this period. This time,

interval is in excess of the time needed to resto"e the nuclear service water
' to the diesels in.the event of a loss of offsite power. Alarms have been pro-
;. vid:d to enable the control room operator to monitor the diesel generator cool-

ing while the unit is in the standby mode or in operation.'

There are two emergency diesel generators for each unit of Catawba, each diesel
,

generator has a physically separate, independent cooling water system. There-
fore, the requirements of GDC 17 and 44 as related to redundancy and single-
failure criteria are met.

.
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The diesel engine cooling water system piping and components up to the' diesel ~
engine interface,-including auxiliary skid-mounted piping, are designed to

| seismic Category I, ASME Section III, Class 3 (Quality Group C) requirements
-and meet the recommendations of RGs 1.26 and 1.29. The engine-mounted piping
and components, from the engine block to the engine interface, are considered
part of the engine assembly and are seismically qualified to Category I require-
ments as part of-the diesel engine package. This piping and the: associated
components (such as valves, fabricated-headers, fabricated special fittings,
and the like) are designed. manufactured, and inspected in -ccordance with the,

'

guidelines and requirements of ANSI Stds 831.1 and N45.2 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix
B. The engine-mounted cooling water piping and associated components are inten-
tionally overdesigned (subjected to low working stresses) for the application,
thereby resulting in high operational reliability. The design of the engine-
mounted cooling water piping and components to the cited design philosophy and
standards is considered equivalent to a system designed to ASME Section'III,

:- Class 3 requirements with regard to system functional operability and inservice
reliability.,

The diesel engine cooling water system conforms with RG 1.9, Position C.7, as
it relates to engine cooling water protective interlocks. The diesel generator.

system protective interlocks are discussed in Section 8.3 of this SER.

The diesel engine cooling water system has provisions to permit periodic inspec-
tion and functional testing during standby and normal modes of power plant opera-.

tion as required by GDC 45 and 46.

.The scope of review of the emergency diesel engine cooling water system included
layout d.'awings, piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive informa-

| tion in Section 9.5.5 of the FSAR for the system and auxiliary support systems
essential _to its operation.I

The basis for the acceptance in the staff's review was conformance of the de-
sign criteria and bases and the design of the diesel engine cooling water
system to the requirements of-GDC 17 and 44 with respect to redundancy and
physical-independence, and GDC 45 and 46 with respect to inspection and test-
ability of the system, the guidance of the cited regulatory guides, and the
recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660, and industry codes and standards, and the
ability of the system to maintain stable diesel engine cooling water tempera-

[. ture under all load conditions.
!

Based on its review, the staff. concludes that the emergency diesel engine cool-
ing water system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 17, 44, 45, and 46,
meets'the guidance of the cited regulatory guides and SRP Section 9.5.5, meets
the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660 and industry codes and standards. The,

' system can perform its design safety function and is, therefore, acceptable. i
!

9.5.6 Emergency Diesel Engine Starting System |
,

L |

The design function of the emergency diesel engine starting system is to pro- |!

vide a reliable method for automatically starting each diesel generator such
that the rated frequency and voltage is achieved and the unit is ready to
accept required loads within 10 sec. The system is designed to meet.the
requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17. The meeting of the requirements of GDC 2,
4, and 5 is discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 of this SER.
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Th:re are two emergency diesel generators for each unit at Catawba. Each
diesel generator.has an independent and redundant air starting system, consis-

-ting of two separate full-capacity air starting subsystems, with sufficient air
capacity _to provide a minimum of five consecutive cold engine ~ starts. Redun-
d:ncy in the starting system is provided by two emergency diesel generators so

,

that a malfunction or failure in one system does not impair the ability of the
! other system to start its diesel engine. This meets the requirements of GDC 17.

Th2 air starting subsystem for each diesel generator includes an air compres-
sor, an air dryer, a receiver tank, intake air filters, injection lines and

|
valves, air to cylinder control and starting valves, instrumentation, controls,
alarms, and the associated piping to connect the equipment. Alarms annunciate
on the local panel and in the main control room to enable the operators to-
monitor the air pressure of the diesel generator starting air system.

Automatic controls are provided to automatically start and stop each air com-
pressor when the pressure in its respective air receivers decreases or .in-
creases to predetermined levels.

The applicant is providing for monthly verification and/or maintenance of air
dryer performance.

The diesel engine air starting system piping and components from the isolation
valves before the receivers up to the diesel engine interface, including aux-
iliary skid-mounted piping are designed to seismic Category I, ASME Section
III, Class 3 (Quality Group C) requirements and meet the recommendations of RG
1.26 and 1.29. The starting air compressors, air dryers, aftercoolers, piping,
and valves up to the air receiver isolation valves are designed to seismic
Category I requirements. The engine-mounted piping and components, from the
engine block to the engine interface, are considered part of the engine assembly
and are seismically qualified to Category I requirements as part of the diesel
engine package. This engine-mounted piping and the associated components as
w211 as the piping and associated components up to the air receiver isolation
valves, such as valves, fabricated headers, fabricated special fittings, and
the like are designed, manufactured, and inspected in accordance with the guide-
lines and requirements of ANSI Std B31.1 and N45.2 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.
The air starting piping and associated components are intentionally overdesigned-
(subjected to low working stresses) for the application, thereby resulting in

1 high operational reliability. The design of this air starting piping and com-
ponents to the cited design philosophy and standards is considered equivalent
to a system designed to ASME Section III, Class 3 requirements with regard to,

system functional operability and inservice reliability.

The air starting system also provides control air to the diesel engine control
system. Since the entire air system from the air compressors up to and includ-
ing the diesel engine is designed, qualified, and powered from a Class 1E power
source, sufficient control air is available so that the engine can operate for
a minimum of 7 days.

The diesel generator air starting system conforms with RG 1.9, Position C.7, as
it relates to diesel engine air starting system protective interlocks. The

l diesel generator system protective interlocks are discussed in Section 8.3 of
! this SER.

|
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The scope of review of the emergency diesel engine starting system included
layout drawings, piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive informa-
tion in Section 9.5.6 of the FSAR for the system and auxiliary support systems
essential to its operation.

The basis for acceptance in the staff's review was conformance of the design
criteria and bases and the design of the diesel engine air starting system to

' the -requirements of GDC 17 with respect to redundancy and physical independence,
the guidance and additional acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.5.6, the recom-
mendations of NUREG/CR-0660, and industry codes and standards, and the ability
of the. system to start the diesel generator within a specified time period.-

1

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the emergency diesel engine air
starting system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17 and rieets the

1

! guidance of the cited regulatory guides and SRP Section 9.5.6, the recommenda-
tions of NUREG/CR-0660, and industry codes and standards. The system can per-
form its design safety function F.nd is, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.7 Emergency Diesel Engine Lubricating Oil System

The-design safety function of the emergency diesel engine lubricating oil system
is to provide a supply of filtered lubrication oil to the various moving parts
of the diesel engine, including pi; tons and bearings. The system is designed
to meet the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17. The meeting of the requirements
of GDC 2, 4, and 5 is discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 of this SER.

Major components of the emergency diesel engine lubricating oil system include
an engine-driven pump, a motor-driven lube oil prelube pump, a motor-driven
lube oil transfer pump,-a 700 gal lube oil collection sump, strainers and
filters, a lube oil cooler, an electric heater, instrumentation controls,#

alarms, and associated piping and valves to connect the equipment. The crank-
case is vented to the atmosphere and blowout panels are provided for protection
from crankcase explosion. Alarms and protective devices are provided to enable
the control room operator to monitor the diesel generator lube oil system dur-
ing standby, startup, or operation.

The emergency diesel engine lubrication oil system, except for the shared clean
and used lube oil transfer systems that are isolated by redundant valves, is an
integral part of the diesel engine and thus meets the requirements of GDC 17
with regards to system independence and single-failure criteria. The engine
lube oil system supplies oil during engine operation to all main bearings, the
camshaft bearings, cam followers, engine wearing parts, and turbocharger. The
lube oil preheating portion of the system is operated only when the diesel

| engine is on standby, at which time the lube oil is heated by the immersion
i heater.

In a letter dated December 9, 1981 from Transamerica Delaval, Inc. to the NRC
with copies sent to a number of plants including Catawba, it was stated that a
potential defect exists in the governor lube oil system of Delaval-diesel gener-
ators. The letter stated: "If the governor lube oil cooler is installed above

.
(elevation) the oil level of the governor, the possibility of air being trapped

! in the system occurs when the oil level in the governor is low. If air is trap-

ped in the governor's oil system, engine starting may be affected. The problem

|
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can be eliminated by moving the governor lube oil cooler to an elevation below
tha governor oil level." The applicant was informed af the problem and requested
to determine its applicability to Catawba. In Amendaent 6 to the FSAR, the
cpplicant stated that the manufacturer's recommendation for the standby diesel
g:nerator at Catada had already been implemented. The staff finds this accept-
able.

Th3 emergency diesel engine lubricating oil system conforms to the recommenda-
tions of NUREG/CR-0660 with regard to automatic prelubrication, except in tre,

l valve train area and the turbocharger thrust and sleeve bearings. The lower
p:rt of the diesel engine, when in the standby mode, is continuously lubrica*.ed
by a motor-driven lube oil prelube pump. The diesel engine valve train and e.he
turbocharger sleeve bearings are not continuously lubricated during standby.
This is to prevent possible accumulation of lube oil in the cylinders that
cculd result in hydraulic lock and to prevent lube oil accumulation in the
turbocharger exhaust that could result in exhaust system fires. The vendor
states that the diesel engine valve train and the turbocharger s1ceve bearing
leadings are low from initial startup until after system operating pressure has
been established. Also, vendor field experience has shown that the lack of
continuous prelube to the above, areas hac " t created any maintenance or reli-
ability problems with similiar engines '. Ated to extended periods in the
standby mode. Based on the above, the staff concludes that the diesel engine
pralubrication system, except for the thrust bearing prelubrication, is, there-
fore, acceptable.

i

Turbocharger thrust bearings on nuclear standby diesel generators supplied by
021aval, were experiencing accelerated wear resulting from loading on the thrust
bearing and insuffficient lubrication during diesel engine startup. The manu-
facturer has desteloped a modification to the turbocharger lube oil system that
will provide a continuous drip lubrication to the turbocharger thrust bearing
during standby conditions. The staff finds the modification acceptable. In

,

| Amendment 3 of the FSAR the applicant stated that the manufacturer-recommended
' modification of the lube oil system for the turbocharger thrust bearing already

had been installed at Catawba. The staff finds this acceptable.

Tha diesel engine lubrication oil system piping and components up to the diesel '

engine interface, including auxiliary skid-mounted piping, and from the diesel
engine interface up to and including the isolation valves to the clean und used
lube oil transfer systems are designed to seismic Category I, ASME Section III,
Class 3 (Quality Group C) requirements and meet the recommendations of RGs 1.26,
and 1.29. The engine-mounted piping and components, from the engine block to
the engine interface, are considered part of the engine assembly and are seis-
sically qualified to Category I requirements as part of the diesel engine pack-
age. This piping and associated components, such as valves, fabricated headers,
fabricated special fittings, and the like are designed, manufactured, and inspec-
tid in accordance with the guidelines and requirements of ANSI Stds B31.1 and
N45.2 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The engine-mounted lube oil piping and assoc-
isted components are intentionally overdesigned (subjected to low working stresses),

! for the application, thereby resulting in high operational reliability. The
dssign of the engine-mounted lube oil piping and components to the cited design

| philosophy and standards is considered equivalent to a system designed to ASME
| Srction III, Class 3 requirements with regard to system functional operability j

i and inservice reliability. 1

|

|
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The diesel generator lubricating oil system conforms with RG 1.9, Position C.7,
as it relates to diesel engine lubrication system protective interlocks. The
diesel generator system protective interlocks are discussed in Section 8.3 cf
this SER.

The clean and used lube oil transfer systems are shared by both units at Catawba
and consist of a motor oriven used lube oil transfer pump, a motor-driven clean
lube oil pump, an 8,000 gal used lube oil storage tank, an 8,000 gal clean lube
oil storage tcnk, a clean lube oil transfer system simplex filter, and associated i

piping and valves to connect each system with the sumps on the diesel generators.
The used lube dil transfer system is used to transfer used degraded lube oil
from the diesel engine sump to the used lube oil storage tank Tor later disposal.
The cle m lube oil transfer system transfers quality lube oil from the clean
lube oil storage tank to the diesel engine sump. The' systems are designed non-
seismic Quality Group D. Becacio the diesel engine sumps contain enough lube
oil to operate the diesel generators in excess of 7 days, the clean and used
lube oil transfer systems are not needed during emergency diesel generator oper-
ations.

Because the clean lube oil transfer system is used to replenish the lube oil in
the diesel engine sumps, the quality of the lube cil being used must be main-
tained. In a letter dated November 1, 1982, the applicant committed to certain
design changes, to prevent water that may accumulate in the storage tank from
being transferred to the diesel engine sumps, and to additional procedures, to;

ensure quality lube oil. The procedures include monthly sampling and testing'

of the lube oil and monthly removal of any accumulated water in the storage
tank. The staff finds the design modifications and procedures acceptable.
However, because the clean lube oil transfer system is not used frequently, the
staff will require operating procedures to ensure that corrosion, scale, and

! sediment will not, be transferred to the diesel engine sumps. The staff requires
( that upon adding lube oil to the clean lube oil stcrage tank, a period of at

least 24 hours will elapse before lube oil is transferred to the diesel engine
sumps, to allow the sediment and other particulate matter to settle.

The scope of review of the diesel generator lubricating oil system included
piping and instrumentation diagrams ar.d descriptive information in FSAR Section

!
9.5.7 for the system and auxiliary support systems essential to its operation.

| The basis for acceptance in the staff's review was conformance of the design
criteria and bases and the design of the diesel engine lubricating oil system
to the requirements of GDC 17 with respect to redundancy and physical indepen-

| dence, the guidance and additional acceptance criteria of SRP Section 9.5.7,
the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660, and industry codes and standards.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the emergency diesel engine lub-
|

ricating oil system meets, the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17, meets the
guidance of the cited regulatory guides and SRP Section 9.5.7, meets the recom-
mendations of NUREG/CR-0660, and industry codes and standards. The system can !

perform its design safety function and is, therefore, acceptable.

9.5.8 Emergency Diesel Engine Combustion Air Intake and Exhaust System

The design function of the emergency diesel engine combustion air intake and
exhaust system is to supply filtered air for combustion to the engine and to
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dispose of the engine exhaust to the atmosphere. The system is designed to
mest the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, and 17. The meeting of the requirements
of GDC 2, 4, and 5 is discussed in Section 9.5.4.1 of this FSAR.

A separate source of combustion air for each diesel engine is taken from the '

associated diesel generator air intake plenum through an air filter, an air
intake silencer, a turbocharger compressor, and combustion air aftercoolers.
Th2 path of the exhaust gas discharge is through the turbocharger, exhaust
silencer, and exhaust ducting to the outside of the building. This meets the
requirements of GDC 17 with regard to system independence, redundancy, and
single-failure criteria.

The location of the air intake structures precludes the intake of noxious gases
thtt would effect diesel generator operation.

The diesel generator combustion air intake and exhaust system conforms with
RG 1.9, Position C.7, as it relates to diesel engine combustion air intake and
exhaust system protective interlocks. The diesel generator system protective
interlocks are discussed in Section 8.3 of this report.

The diesel engine combustion air intake and exhaust system piping and compo-.

nents, except for the intake filter, intake silencer, and exhaust silencer, up
to the diesel engine interface, including auxiliary skid-mounted piping, are
d: signed to seismic Category I, ASME Section III, Class 3 (Quality Group C)
requirements and meet the recommendations of RGs 1.26 and 1.29. The air intake
filter, intake silencer, and exhaust silencer are designed to seismic Category I
requiremen$s and are designed, manufactured, and inspected in accordance with
the guidelines and requirements of the manufacturer's standards, ANSI Std N45.2,
and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The engine mounted piping and components, from the
cngine block to the engine interface, are considered part of the engine assem-
bly and are seismically qualified to Category I requirements as part of the
diesel engine package. This piping and the associated components, such as valves,
fabricated headers, fabricated special fittings, and the like are designed,
nanufactured, and inspected in accordance with the guidelines and requirements
of ANSI Stds B31.1 and N45.2 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The engine-mounted air
intake and exhaust piping and associated components as well as the air intake

'filter, intake silencer, and exhaust silencer are intentionally overdesigned
(subjected to low working stresses) for the application, thereby resulting in
high operational reliability. The design of the engine-mounted air intake and
exhaust piping and components as well as the air intake filter, intake silencer,
and exhaust silencer to the cited design philosophy and standards is considered
equivalent to a system designed to ASME Section III, Class 3 requirements with
regard to system functional operability and inservice reliability-

Th2 diesel engine combustion air intake and exhaust system from the air intake
filter through tc the exhaust silencer are housed in the diesel generator build-

-ing, which will provide adequate protection from tornado missiles. The combus-
tion air intake and exhaust structures as presently designed also provide ade-
quate protection to the combustion air intake and exhaust system from tornado
missiles. Thus, the requirements of CDC 4 and the guidelines of RGS 1.115 and
1.117 are met. However, as presently designed, the combustion air intake and
exhaust structures are prone to clogging from ice, snow and debris; are prone
to possible flooding of the intake structure resulting from precipitation, andI

do not meet the recommendation of NUREG/CR-0660 with regards to dust and dirt
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1

!: . control and system design. Thus, the design does not meet the requirements of
.

GDC 2. -At'a meeting in Bethesda on October 18, 1982, the applicant was in-
! formed that the present combustion air intake and exhaust structure design was

unacceptable. The applicant agreed at the meeting to consider redesigning the
intake and exhaust structures to alleviate the staff's concerns. In letters
dated December 9 and 10, 1982, and January 14, 1983, the 7pplicant provided'

preliminary information on the redesigned combustion air intake and exhaust
systems. The applicant stated that the intake and exhaust structures will be
similar in design and designed to seismic Category I.

Each diesel generator room is provided with three ventilation. intake plenums..

The two outer plenues provide outside and/or return air for the emergency venti-
lation system. -The center plenum provides outside air for the normal ventila-
tion system and the diesel generator combustion air intakes. During emergency

j operation, the combustion air intake and.the' ventilation air intakes are
] physically separate systems. The intake structure is designed to provide a
; protective cover over the intake plenums. The structure and its overhang will

provide both miss'le protection and weather protection. The' intake openings1

located approximately 10 ft above plant grade are protected with louvers and
birdscreens. Intake air face velocity is approximately 300 ft/ min, minimizing
carryover of rain, freezing rain,' snow or dust. .(Carryover is negligible up to-

| face velocity of 800 ft/ min per AMCA Std 500 Certified Ratings Program). lhe
air intake opening u located at sufficient height above grade to prevent
blockage from drifting snow and storm or tornado debris. The applicant has not
submitted sufficient information on the blockage of the intake and exhaust4

! openings as a result of ice and freezing rain; nor have any drawings on the
redesigned intake and exhaust structures been subatitted. Frcs the information
submitted, the staff finds that the de-ign meets the requirements of GDC 4 and,

t the guidelines of RGs 1.115 and 1.117. Upon submittal of the additional infor-
mation, the combustion air intake and exhaust system structure design will be

; evaluated with regards to tne requirements of GDC 2.

The scope of review of the diesel generatur intake and exhaust system included
layout drawings, piping and instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive informa-

| tion in FSAR Section 9.5.8 for the system and auxiliary support systems essen-
. tial to its operation.

The basis for the acceptance in the staff's review was conformance of the design 3

criteria and design cf the diesel engine air intake and exhaust system to GDC 17
with respect to redundancy and physical independence, the guidance of the cited
regulatory guides, the guidance and additional acceptance criteria of SRP 9.5.8,
the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660, and industry codes and standards, and the
ability of the system to provide sufficient combustion air and release of exhaust
gases to enable the emergency diesel generator to perform on demand.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the emergency diesel engine intake
and exhaust system meets, except as noted abcVe, the requirements of GDC 4, 5, and
17 and meets the requirements of NUREG/CR-0660, the guidance of the cited regula-
tory guides and SRP Section 9.5.8, and industry codes and standards. The system -

does not meet the requirements of GDC 2, as noted above and in Section 9.5.4.1,
thus, it cannot perform its design safety function and is, therefore, unaccept-
able. The staff will report its findings in a supplement to this SER. .

1
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'10 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM
.-

~~-10.1 Summary Description

'.The steam;and power conversion system is designed to remove heat-energy from' '

the' primary reactor coolant. loop via'four steam generators and to generate
electric: power in the turbine generator. After the~ steam passes through the.

,

; high- &nd low pressure turbines, the main condensers deaerate the condensate
and transfer the rejected heat to the closed-cycle circulating water system,

!- which uses mechanical draft cooling towers to dissipate the rejected heat-to
i the atmosphere. The condensate is reheated and-returned as feedwater to the

. steam generator. The entire system is designed for the maximum expected energy
from the nuclear steam-supply system.'

A turbine steam bypass system is provided to discharge directly to the conden-'

ser and atmosphere up to 70% of the rated main steam flow around the turbine-
during transient conditions. This bypass capacity is sufficient to withstand a ,

100% generator load loss without tripping the turbine or tripping the reactor.

The; Catawba steam and power conversion system was reviewed in accordance with ,
2

i the criteria of SRP Section 10 (NUREG-0800)'and NUREG-0737.
;.

10.2 ETurbine Generator'

The turbine' generator converts steam power into electrical power and has a
turbine control and overspeed protection system. The design function of the
turbine control and overspeed protection system is to control turbine action
under all normal or abnormal conditions, to ensure that'a full-load turbine,

:
trip will not cause the turbine to overspeed beyond acceptable limits, and to

' minimize the probability of generation of turbine missiles in accordance with
,

the requirements'of GDC 4. The turbine control and overspeed protection system
is therefore essential to the overall safe operation of the plant.

The turbine generator is manufactured by the General Electric Company and is a4

-tandem compound type (single shaft) with one double-flow, high pressure turbine .

and three double-flow, low pressure turbines. The rotational speed is 1,800 rpm,
'and the turbine generator is designed for a gross generator output of 1,205 MWei:

at a' nominal plant exhaust pressure of 2.5 in. mercury (absolute).

The turbine generator is equipped with an electrohydraulic control (EHC)
system. The EHC system consists of an electronic governor using solid-state
control techniques in combination with a high pressure hydraulic actuating<

system. The system includes electrical control circuits for steam pressure
control, speed control, load control, and steam control valve positioning. -

Overspeed protection is accomplished by five independent systems: normal speed
governor, mechanical overspeed, and electric backup overspeed control systems;
a generator overfrequency trip; and a sequential generator trip. The normal

t

| speed governor modulates the turbine control valves to maintain desired speed
load characteristics and will close the intercept valves and control valves at' ,

;
a maximam of 109% of rated speed. The mechanical overspeed sensor trips the

! Catawba SER 10-1
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: turbine stop, control, and combined intermediate valves by deenergizing;thei hydraulic fluid' systems-when 110% of rated speed is reached. The main steam.
stop, control, reheat stop, and intercept. valves close in' 0 2 sec. or less, andj.

}- the. extraction steam valves close in less'than 2 sec. These valves are de--

signed to~ fail closed on loss of hydraulic system pressures. The electrical-
~

' backup overspeed sensor will trip these same valves when 115% of rated speed.

is reached by independently deenergizing-the hydraulic fluid system. Both of'

these actions independently trip the energizing trip fluid system. The over-
speed trip systems can be tested while the unit is.on line.

,

In addition to the overspeed protection, control, and trip functions provided '

by the EHC, .a diverse method of tripping is provided by an independent over-- 1L frequency relay, which is used to trip'the turbine if the generator frequency )
i reaches approximately 111% of its rated value. To further decrease the possi- i

bility of an overspeed condition occurring during unit shutdown, a sequential
generator trip is-provided. The turbine is manually tripped after the load
reference has been run back. The reverse power relay must.then sense a reverse-
power condition before initiating a generator breaker trip (unit disconnect).'

This sequence is to ensure that all steam capable of adding.to a potential i
overspeed condition has-been expanded through the turbine. Therefore, the

j requirements of GDC 4 are met.
.

To protect the turbine generator, the following signals will shut down the
!- turbine: (1) turbine approximately 10% above rated speed, (2) turbine ~approxi-

mately 11.5% above rated sp'eed, (3) low condenser vacuum,-(4) excessive thrust-
bearing wear, (5) high. exhaust hood temperature, (6) loss of generator statori ~

I coolant without EHC runback, (7) internal fault in generator, (8) low hydraulic
i fluid pressure, (9) generator breaker failure, (10) reactor trip, (11)Lloss of'

both the primary and secondary EHC power supplies, (12) manual mechanical trip
. at the front standard, (13) high level in a moisture separation reheater,
; (14) low bearing oil pressure, (15) steam generator hi-hi level, (16) safety *

injection, (17) both main feed pumps tripped, (18) turbine oil fire trip,
; (19) low turbine shaft pump discharge pressure, (20) low emergency trip system
j. pressure, (21) generator overfrequency of 11% above rated valve, and (22) sequen-
i tial generator trip. Tripping the turbine will automatically cause the reactor t

'

to scram. '

| An inservice inspection program for the main steam stop and control valves and '

! reheat valves is provided and includes (1) dismantling and inspection of at
least one main steam stop valve, one main cteam control valve, one reheat stop ',

valve, and one reheat intercept valve at approximately 3-1/3 year intervals,

during refueling or maintenance shutdowns coinciding with the inservice inspec-;

| tion schedule; (2) exercising and observing at least once a week the main steam
j stop and control, reheat stop, and intercept valves; and (3) daily exercising

of the extraction steam nonreturn valves..

,

i The applicant will include preoperational and startup tests of the turbine
'

generator in accordance with RG 1.68. The adequacy of the test program is
; evaluated in Section 14 of this report.

The turbine generator system meets the recommendations of BTPs ASB 3-1, "Protec-;

; tion Against Postulated Piping Failures in Fluid Systems Outside Containment,"
; and MEB 3-1, " Postulated Break and Leakage Locations in Fluid Systems Outside
I

h
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Centainment." Evaluation of protectica against dynamic effects associated with .

the postulated pipe system failure is covered in Section 3.6 of this report. |
H

ITha scope of review of the turbine generator included descriptive information:
| in Section 10.2 of the FSAR-and flow charts and diagrams. The basis fer

acceptance in the staff's review was conformance of the design criteria and
bases and design of the turbine generator system to the requirements of GDC 4-

;

with respect.to the prevention of the generation of turbine missiles and the
additional guidance of SRP Su tion 10.2 (NUREG-0800), and industry codes and

L standards. ;

On~the basis of its review, the staff concludes t. hat the turbine generator-over-
spred protection system meets the requirements of GDC 4 and the guidance of

|
SRP Section 10.2, can perform its designed safety functions, and is, therefore, '

acceptable.

10.3 Main Steam Supply System
:

The function of the main steam supply system is to convey steam from the steam
gznerators to the high pressure turbine and other auxiliary equipment for power
g!neration. Section 10.3.1 evaluates the safety-related portion of the main
steam system, including the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs). Section 10.3.2
evaluates the nonsafety-related portion of the main steam system dcwnstream of
the MSIVs up to and including the turbine-stop valves.

.

10.3.1 Main Steam Supply System (Up To and Including Main Steam Isolation
Valves)

f

Tha main steam supply system.was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 10.3
(NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas of

'

Review". portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
! provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance

with the acceptance criteria except as noted below, formed the basis for con-'

cluding that the main steam supply system satisfied the applicable regulations,

' of 10 CFR 50.

The acceptance criteria for the main steam supply system include meeting
RG 1.115. Compliance with the guidelines of RG 1.115 is evaluated separately
in Section 3.5.1.3.

The function of the main steam supply system is to convey steam from the steam
! g:nerators to the high-pressure turbine and other auxiliary equipment for power
; g:neration. The steam produced in the four steam generators is conveyed in
! separate lines from the steam generators tnrough the main steam isolation val-

The four individual aiain steamlines each contains one main steam isola-vas.
| tion valve (MSIV). The portions of the main steamlines outside the contain-

ment, including the main steam isolation valves, the main steam safety valves,'

and the atmospheric relief valves, are located in seismic Category I, flocd-i

and tornado protected structures (main steam doghouses) (see Sections 3.4.1 and
3.5.2 of this SER) and are Quality Group B and seismic Category I; therefore,
the requirements of GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29, Positions C.1 and C.2,
are satisfied.
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Main steam isolation is provided by a spring-loaded, air piston-operated valve
in each steamline located just outside the containment. The MSIVs automatically
close on high- or low-steamline pressure or on a high-high containment pressure
signal and can be operated from the main control room or local panels. The
main steam isolation valves are designed to close in less than 5 sec and are
also designed to stop steam flow from either diraction. A steamline break up-
stream or downstream of the MSIVs coupled with at MSIV failure to close will
not~ result in the blowdown of more than one steam generator. In the event of
a steamline break upstream of an MSIV and a failure of an MSIV to close on an
unaffected steam generator, blowdown of the unaffected steam ge'erator through
the break is prevented by the closure of the MSIVs for the aff~cted steam gener-
ator. Blowdown through the turbine and condenser is preventec by closure of-'

the nonseismic Category I turbine stop valves and turbine bypass valves, which
serve as an acceptable backup for this accident in accordance with the guide-
lines of NUREG-0138.

One seismic Category I, Quality Group B, air piston-operated, atmospheric relief
valve is provided on each main steamline upstream of the MSIV. These valves
will automatically operate to prevent lifting of the lowest set safety valve
during small pressure transients. The valves also remove heat from the nuclear
steam supply system during periods when the main turbine or condenser is not
in service. The valves fail closed (safe position) on loss of air supply.
The combined capacity of the power-operated relief valves is sufficient to
effect a cooldown rate of 50 F per hour.

Twenty seismic Category I, Quality Group B, safety valves (five on each main
steamline) are also provided. The safety valvcs have a combined capacity of
105% of the total steam flow at a pressure not exceeding 110% of the system
design pressure. The safety valves and atmospheric relief valves are located
outside containment and upstream of the MSIVs in the seismic Category I dog-
houses between the steam tunnel and containment, which are accessible areas.
The main steam supply system is fully tested and inspected before initial
startup. However, the applicant has not committed to provide the capability to
operate the power operated atmospheric relief valves remotely from the control
room during a loss of offsite power following an SSE or steam generator tube
rupture. The applicant must provide safety grade atmospheric dump valves in
accordance with the guidelines of BTP RSB 5-1 (refer to Section 5.4.4 of this

| SER). Thus, the design of the main steam supply system does not meet the
| rer,uirements of GDC 34 and the applicable guidelines of BTP RSB 5-1, " Design
| Requirements of the Residual Heat Removal System."

The equipment required to function to ensure main s',aam isolation when necessary
is protected against the effects of high energy pipe breaks (see Section 3.6.1
of this SER). This equipment is located in tornado missile protected structures
and placed so that it is unaffected by internally generated missiles (see Sec-
tion 3.5.1.1 of this SER). Thus, the requirements of GDC 4 and the guidelines
of RG 1.117, Appendix Positions 2 and 4, and BTP ASB 3-1 are satisfied. Pro-
tection against low trajectory turbine missiles is discussed in Section 3.5.1.2
of this SER. There is no sharing between Units 1 and 2 of any portion of the
main steam st.;; ply system; thus, the requirements of GDC 5 are not applicable.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the main steam supply system from
the steam generators through the main steam isolation valves meets the require-
ments of GDC 2 and 4, with respect to protection against natural phenomena,

|
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missiles, and environmental effects, and'the guidelines.of RGs 1.29, Positions-
1C.-l and. C.'2,1.117, Appendix 1 Positions :2 and 4, and BTP ASB 3-1. ' relating to -
th21 system's ' seismic:and quality group classification', protection against high

| ' energy pipe breaks. However, the staff cannot~ conclude that the. requirements
,

of GDC 34 and the guidelines of BTP RSB 5-l'are_ met'until satisfactory resolu-
l- tion' of- its concern regarding loss of control room operability of the power-

operated atmospheric relief valves during a loss of offsite'powe'r and an.SSE,_
as discuss::d above. The staff will report resolution of its concern in a-
supplement to this SER.

' The' main-steam supply systs meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 10.3
; except'as noted above.
:

! =10.3.2 . Main Steam Supply System (Downstream of Main Steam I' solation Valves)-
y _

_

| This portion of'the main steam system is not required to effect or support
: safe shutdown of the reactor.-

The main steam system is designed to deliver steam from the steam generators to
I the high pres'sure turbine. The main steam and turbine steam systems provide
i steam to the feedwater pump turbines, emergency feedwater pump turbine, feed-

water pump seals, condenser steam air ejectors, turbine gland seal system,
i :feedwater heaters, turbine bypass system, steam supply to.the moisture.separa-

tor. reheaters, and miscellaneous auxiliary equipment. The main. steam system
from the MSIV to the turbine stop valves and all branch lines is designed to
the requirements of ANSI B31.1. The portion of the line between the MSIV and
turbine building is seismic; the remainder is nonseismic.

| The scope;of review of the main steam supply system (between the main steam
;- isolation valves and up to and including the turbine 'stop valves) included

' descriptive information in Section 10.3 of the FSAR and flow charts and dia-
~ grams. The basis for acceptance in the staff review was conformance of the
. design criteria and bases and design of the main steam supply system to the
acceptance criteria of SRP Section 10.3 (NUREG-0800).

On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that the main steam supply
7 system between the main steam isolation valves and up to and including the
i turbine stop valves is in conformance with the above cited criteria and design

.

bases, can perform its designed functions, and is, therefore, acceptable.

10.3.3 Steam and Feedwater System Materials
,

The staff concludes that the steam and feedwater system materials are accept-
able and meet the relevant requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, 10 CFR 50.55a,.4

and GDC 1, 31, and 35. This conclusion is based on the following information.

The applicant has selected materials for Class 2 and 3 components of the steam
and feedwater system that satisfy Appendix I of Section III of the ASME Boiler-
and Pressure Vessel Code. The applicant also has met the recommendations of
RG 1.8S, which describes acceptable Code Cases that may be used in conjunction

3

with the ASME code. No austenitic stainless steels or low-alloy ferritic steels
'

are used for piping materials in these systems. ,

!

!
.
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Fracture toughness testing of ferritic steel materials was not required under
the' effective Edition.and Addenda of the ASME Code, Section III. The' basis for

-using these materials without-fracture toughness testing was successful experi-
- ence with these materials in other nuclear plants when used at the lowest service;

; metal temperature (50* F). In addition, current manufacturing controls ensure
;; proper' strength with proper fracture toughness.
,

The-applicant complies with the recommendations of RG 1.71, except for the-
restriction on access,.which is deemed too stringent by the applicant and.would
require unnecessary-testing. The applicant's approach is to use only highly-*

-

skilled personnel to ensure obtaining acceptable welds. . Qualification of these
. welders is based on the recommendations of RG 1.71 and an approved construction.
| procedure. The applicant's alternative procadure is acceptable to the staff.
s

The onsite cleaning and cleanliness controls are based on the recommendations
of RG 1.37 and the requirements of ANSI Std N45.2.1-1973,'" Cleaning of Fluid
Systems and Associated Components During Construction Phase of Nuclear Power
Plants.";

i The nondestructive examination procedure used for the examination of tubular
products conforms to the requirements of Section III of the ASME~ Code for
Class 2 materials.

10.3.4 Secondary Water Chemistry.'

10.3.4.1 Background

: In-late 1975, the staff incorporated provisions into the Standard Technical
Specifications that required limiting conditions for operation and surveillance!

requirements ~for secondary water chemistry parameters. The Technical Specifica-
tions for all pressurized water reactor plants that have been issued an operat-
ing license since 1974 contain either these provisions or'a requirement to estab--

*

lish these provisions after baseline chemistry conditions have been determined.
The intent of the provisions was.to provide added assurance that the operators
of licensed plants would properly monitor and control secondary water chemistry
to limit corrosion of steam generator components, such as tubes and tube support -

! plates.
t

! In a number of instances, the Technical Specifications-have significantly re-
stricted the operational flexibility of some plants with little or no benefit
accruing with regard to limiting degradation of the steam generator tube and;

: the tube support plates. On the basis of this experience and the knowledge
! gained in recent years, the staff has concluded that Technical Specification

limits are not the most effective way of ensuring that steam generator degrada-
i tion will be minimized. 1

i

Because of the complexity of the corrosion phenomena involved and the state-of-
j~ the-art as it exists today, the staff believes that, in lieu of specifying !

limiting conditions in the Technical Specification, a more effective approach
would be to institute a license condition that would require the implementation

- of a secondary water chemistry monitoring and control program containing ap-
| propriate procedures and administrative controls.
i
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Th3 required program and procedures are to be developed by licensees, with input
from their reactor vendor or-other consultants, to account for site- and plant-
specific- factors that affect water chemistry conditions .in the . steam generators.
In the staff's view, such procedures would provide assurance that the licensees
would devote proper attention to controlling secondary water chemistry and fur-
nish the flexibility needed for the licensees to deal effectively with an off-
n:rmal condition that might arise.

,

10.3.4.2 Discussion
I

! At the staft's request,.by letter of April 29, 1982, the applicant provided
additional information on the secondary water chemistry monitoring and control
prcgram. The program addresses only two of the staff positions in BTP MTEB 5-3,
Rsvision 2; that is the information provided is acceptable for meeting the pro-
gram criteria in Positions II.3.f(3), " Identify sampling points," and II.3.f(5),
" Define corrective action'for out-of-specification chemistry. State normal
parameter values."

The information provided was not sufficient to complete the-staff's evaluation.
To complete its review, the staff needs the following:

(1) the' procedures used to measure the value of each of the critical
parameters

(2) the method of recording and managing the data

(3) identification of the authority responsible for interpretation of the data
and the sequence in timing of administrative events required to initiate
corrective actions

The staff will complete its evaluation in a future supplement to the SER.

10.4 Other Features

10.4.1 Main Condenser

The main condenser is designed to function as a heat sink for the turbine
exhaust steam, turbine bypass steam, and other turbine cycle flows and to
receive and collect condensate flows for return to the steam generators.
The main condenser transfers heat to the circulating water system which uses
. mechanical draft cooling towers to dissipate the rejected heat to the
atmosphere.

The main condenser is not required to effect or support safe shutdown of the
rcactor or to perform in the operation of the reactor safety features. The
main condenser has three shells and is designed to produce a turbine back
pressure of 2.4, 2.9, and 3.7 in. mercury absolute in each of the condenser
shells when operating at rated turbine output. The main condenser design in-
cludes provisions for condensate deaeration and hotwell surge storage of con-
densate for approximately 7.5-min supply at design conditions. Offgas frcm the
main condenser is processed in the condenser evacuation system, which is
dzscribed and evaluated in Section 10.4.2 of this report.
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,

The main condenser is designed to accept full-load exhaust steam from the main
~

turbine and reactor feedwater pump turbines, up to'40% of the main steam flow
from the turbine bypass system, and other cycle steam flows. The-main condenser

is designed to deaerate the condensate to the required water quality.9

Stainless' steel tubes have been used to minimize corrosion and erosiotrof con-
denser tubes. Condenser tube leakage could result in degradation.of the feed-
water quality with potential for corrosion of secondary system components. The
applicant monitors the condensate sodium content by means of an automatic hot-
well sampling system to give-an indication of h;be leakage. The applicant pro-

' vided details on the detection, control, and correction of condenser cooling
water leakage into the ' condensate. The adequacy of the secondary sampling
system for leak detection is evaluated in Section 9.3 of this report.

The applicant will include preoperational and startup tests of the-rain
condenser in accordance with the recommendations of RG 1.68. The adequacy of
the test program is evaluated in Section 14 of this report.

The scope of review of the main condenser included layout drawings and descrip-
; tive information of the condenser in Section 10.4.1 of the FSAR.

'The basis for acceptance in the staff review was conformance of the design
criteria, bases and design of the condenser to the acceptance criteria of SRP '

Section 10.4.1 (NUREG-0800) and industry standards.
.

On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that-the main condenser is in
conformance with the above cited criteria and design bases, can perform its
designed function, and is, therefore, acceptable.

10.4.2 Main Condenser Evacuation System

10.4.2.1 Introduction>

Section 10.4.2 of the FSAR contains information pertaining to the main condenser
evacuation (air removal) system, the system design bases, and the applicable
acceptable criteria.

*

10.4.2.2 Acceptance Criteria

The staff has reviewed the applicant's design, design criteria, and design
bases for the main condenser evacuation system (NCES) for Catawba Units 1 and
2. The acceptance criteria used in the staff's evaluation are those in-Sec-
tion 10.4.2, Subsection II.(NUREG-0800). The SRP acceptance criteria include

i the applicable GDC and Heat Exchanger Institute (HEI) standard, " Standards for
'

Steam Surface Condensers." Guidelines for implementation of thu requirements
. of the acceptance criteria are provided in the regulatory guides referenced in
! Subsection II of the SRP. Conformance to the acceptance criteria of the SRP

provides the bases for concluding that the MCES meats the requirements of
| 10 CFR 50.
|

| 10.4.2.3 Method of Review

| The MCES was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 10.4.2. The results of ,

the review are discussed below.
|
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10.4.2.4 Review Discussion .

The MCES is designed to establish and maintain condenser vacuum by transferring
noncondensible gases from the condenser to the auxiliary building filtered
exhaust duct for treatment before they are exhausted through the plant vent.
The system is designed to Quality Group D and to a nonseismic design classifica-
tion. The system consists of three twin-element two-stage steam air ejectors.
Air and noncondensible gases from the ejector exhaust are continuously monitored

' by a radiation detector before they are released to the environment. Hogging,7

holding, and priming functions are provided by the vacuum pumps. The holding .

capacity is 20 scfm at 1 in. mercury absolute for each ejector twin-element set.

The MCES is designed to minimize radioactive releases to the environment by
ensuring delivery of the offgases to the auxiliary building filtered exhaust
duct during power operation. The mechanical vacuum pumps discharge their
affluent through the plant vent stack.

The applicant's provisions for quality assurance for the design, construction,
and operational phases of the MCES were reviewed for conformance with RGs 1.33
and 1.123, as provided in the SRP. No exceptions to the criteria were noted.
Equipment quality group classifications were reviewed for conformance with
RG 1.26, as provided in the SRP. No exceptions were noted.

10.4.2.5 Evaluation Findings

The MCES includes equipment and instr;.vants to establish and maintain condenser
vacuuta &nd to prevent an uncontrolled release of gaseous radioactive material
to the environment. The scope of the staff's review included (1) the system's

' capability to transfer radioactive gases to the gaseous waste processing system
or ventilation exhaust system and (2) the design provisions incorporated to
monitor and control releases of radioactive material in effluents. The staff
has reviewed the applicant's system descriptions, piping and instrumentation
diagrams, and design criteria for the components of the MCES in accordance with
the SRP.

'

The staff concludes that the MCES design is acceptable in that the applicant
has met the requirements of GDC 60 and 64 with respect to the control and moni-
toring of releases of radioactive materials to the environment by providing a
controlled and monitored MCES. The applicant has met the requirements of HEI
standard, " Standards for Stea;r, Surface Condenser," which has been reviewed by
the staff and determined to be appropriate for this application.

10.4.3 Turbine Gland Sealing System

10.4.3.1 Introduction

Section 10.4.3 of the FSAR contains information pertaining to the turbine gland
sealing system,'the system design bases, and the applicable acceptable criteria.

10.4.3.2 Acceptance Criteria

The staff has reviewed the applicant's design, design criteria, and design
bases for the turbine gland sealing system (TGSS) for Catawba Units 1 and 2.

:
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.The acceptance criteria used as the basis for its evaluation are set forth in
SRP Section 10.4.3, Subsection II (NUREG-0800). The acceptance criteria are
the applicable GDC-referenced in the SRP. Guidelines for implementation of the
requirements of the acceptance criteria are provided in the regulatory guides
identified in Subsection II of the SRP. Conformance to the acceptance criteria
provides the bases for concluding that the TGSS meets the requirements of
10 CFR 50.

10.4.3.3 Method of Review

The TGS5 was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 10.4.3. The results of
the review are discussed below.

10.4.3.4 Review Discussion

The TGSS is designed to c.ontrol radioactive steam leakage from, and air inleak-
age into, the turbine. The components of the system are designed to Quality
Group D and to a nonseismic design classification. The TGSS consists of
labyrinth seals, a steam supply system, and a gland seal steam condenser and
steam exhauster. Steam is supplied to the labyrinth seals from an auxiliary
steam supply system during startup and from the main steam system during loadoperations. The gland seal steam exhauster maintains a slight vacuum in the
system and exhausts the noncondensible gases to the atmosphere through theplant vent.

The staff.has reviewed the applicant's system description and design criteria
for the components of'the TGSS and found them consistent with the criteria
given in RG 1.26. The scope of the staff's review included the source of
sealing steam and the provisions incorporated to monitor and control releases
of radioactive material in gaseous. effluents in accordance with GDC 60 and 64.

10.4.3.5 Evaluation Findings

The staff concludes that the TGSS design is acceptable in that the applicant
has met the requirements of GDC 60 and 64 with respect to the control and
monitoring of releases of radioactive materials to the environment by providing
a controlled and monitored TGSS.

19.4.4 Turbine Bypass System

The turbine bypass system is designed to bypass up to 40% of rated main steam
flow to the main condenser and up to 30% of rated main steam flow to the atmos-
phere. This capacity is sufficient to withstand a 100% generator load loss
without tripping the turbine or reactor. The turbine bypass system is used to
control coolant temperature as follows: (1) during the reacter heatup to rated
pressure, (2) while the turbine geterator is being brought up to speed and
synchronized, (3) during power operation when the reactor steam generated ex-
ceeds the transient turbine steam requirements, and (4) during reactor
cooldown.- This system is not required to perform during accident conditions.

The bypass system is composed of (1) 18 air-operated valves, (2) associated ;
instruments and controls, and (3) piping. Each valve's actual capacity is less
than 970,000 lb hour of steam flow at no-load pressure and temperature. The |
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bypass valves are connected to the main steam pressure equalization header
-downstream of the main steam isolation valves and discharge the steam either .

directly to the main condenser (three valves to each condenser sh' ell) or di-
L

rectly.tc.the atmosphere. .The turbine bypass. system-is not a safety related
system and is.not required for plant shutdown.following an accident. The.tur-
bine bypass valves are designed to fail closed on loss of electric power or air

,

system pressure to the valves control system. The condenser turbine bypassl

valves are designed to close on loss of main condenser vacuum.
E

Under certain conditions, banks of dump. valves-will be blocked from operation.
Those conditions'are

I

i (1) Block all dump valves if load re' duction is less than 10L

-(2)~ Block all atmosphere dump valves .if load reduction is.less than 50L

.(3) Block condenser dump valves if condenser is unavailable (i.e. , loss of4

vacuum or circulating water).
,

(4) Block all dump valves on Lo-Lo Tavg *

| If. operating in the T ,yg control. mode and a reactor trip occurs', the' dump
| system will modulate appropriate condenser dump valves to bring the unit to hot.*

~

standby without main steam _ relief valve actuation. As for load reduction, the -

*

' number of. dump valves actuated depends on the steam demand, except that the'

-atmospheric dumps are_ blocked. Also, as for the load reduction case, condenser;

dump valves that are fully. opened are tripped open. Conditions that will result
in dump valve blockage for this case are as follows:

.

-(1) Block all atmospheric dump vaives upon reactor trip.

! (2) Block all condenser dump valves if condenser is unavailable (i.e., loss '

of vacuum or circulating water).

! (3) Block all condenser dump valves on Lo-Lo T,yg. ,

| The pressure control mode of steam dump system operation is selected during
startup and shutdown of the unit and is considered to be the manual mode of

|
operation. When in the pressure control mode, the condenser dump valves simply

,

modulate as necessary to maintain the steam header pressure at an adjustable>-

| set point. The following conditions will cause blodage of steam dump valves:

'.

(1) Block all atmospheric dump valves upon selection of pressure control
. mode.

!
(2) Block all condenser dump valves if condenser is unavailable.'

i

(3) Block all dump valves on Lo-Lo T,yg except during cooldown, then block
all but valves SB9, SB18, and SB27.

When shutting the unit down, the pressure control mode allows the reactor
coolant to be cooled at a controlled rate (usually 50* F/ hour) by decreasing'
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the steam pressure correspondingly The Lo-Lo T,yg dump valve blockage logic is
bypassed by actuating a momentary switch in the control room. The dump valves
used to cool down (i.e., valves 589, SB18, and SB27) are known as the cooldown
valves. Once the hot leg temperature has decreased to 350*F, steam dump is
normally stopped and further cooldown is provided by the residual heat removal
system.

The applicant will include preoperational and startup tests of the turbine
bypass system in accordance with the recommendations of RG 1.68. The adequacy
of the test program is evaluated in Section 14 of this report. The turbine
bypass system can be tested while the unit is on line, and the valves will be
cycled on a quarterly basis if the interval since the last unit startup exceeds !92 days.

Tne turbine bypass system meets the' recommendations of BTPs ASB 3-1 and MEB
3-1. Evaluation of protection against dynamic effects associated with the
postulated pipe system failures is covered in Section 3.6 of this report.

The scope of review of the turbine bypass system included drawings, piping and
instrumentation diagrams, and descriptive information of the system in Section
10.4.4 of the FSAR.

The basis for acceptance in the staff review was conformance of the design
criteria and bases and design of the turbine bypass system to the acceptance
criteria of SRP Section 10.4.4 (NUREG-0800) and industry codes and standards.

Da the basis of its review, the staff concludes that the turbina system is in
conformance with the above cited criteria and design bases, can perform its
designed function, and is, therefore, accepteble.

10.4.5 Circulating Water System (Condenser Circulating Water System)

The circulating water system was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section 10.4.5
(NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas of
Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelines
provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section. Conformance
with the acceptance criteria formed the basis for concluding that the circulat-!

! ing water system satisfied the applicable regulatior.s of 10 CFR 50.
I

The nonsafety-related (Quality Group D, nonseismic Category I) condenser circu-!

! lating water system (CCW) supplies cooling water to the main and feedwater pump
turbine exhaust steam. This water is circulated to three parallel mechanical
draft cooling towers per unit where heat is rejected to the atmosphere. Circu-
lating water from the cooling tower barins is directed to the low , intermediate-,

' and high pressure condensers in series. The feedwater pump turbine condensers
are supplied cooling water by a parallel piping system after the high pressure;

'

condenser. Four parallel condenser circulating water pumps return the heated
water to the cooling towers. The condenser circulating water system is not
required to maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition or mitigate the
consequences of accidents.

The applicant has analyzed the flooding consequences resulting frca failure of
the circulating water system. Flooding of the turbine and service buildings
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will occur. However, there is no equipment essential to plant safety in either
the turbine or service buildings, and all' penetrations and passageways from the
turbine or service buildings to the auxiliary buildings, which house safety-
related equipment, will be watertight to el 576.0 ft. There are no other
p::nstrations to safety-related plant areas from the turbine and service build-
ings. The maximum water level resulting from a simultaneous failure of the CCW
system on both units and the subsequent draining of all water in the two closed
1 cop cooling systems back to their respective turbine buildings results in a

| maximum water elevation of 575.4 ft. The available storage volume in both tur-
bin 3 and service buildings is 1,690,000 cubic feet. The volume of condenser
ccoling water from both systems that could flood into the turbine and service
buildings is 1,340,000 cubic feet. Thus, flood water is contained within non-
essential plant areas. Therefore, the requirements of GDC 4 are met.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the condenser circulating water
system meets the requirements of GDC 4 with respect to protection against
environmental effects (flooding) on safety-related equipment because its
failure does not compromise plant safety. It is, therefore, acceptable. The
circulating water system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 10.4.5.

10.4.6 Condensate Cleanup Syste'n

The condensate cleanup system (CCS) is designed to maintain the purity of feed-
water for the steam generators by filtration to remove solid corrosion products
and by ion exchange to remove dissolved impurities. The CCS has five powdered
resin deqineralizer vessels with the capacity to process the full condensate
and steam generator blowdown flow.

The staff has reviewed the CCS equipment design, materials, and operation in
accordance with SRP Section 10.4.6 (NUREG-0800). The staff finds that the CCS
is capable of removing contaminants from secondary water during normal opera-
tion and anticipated operational occurre:1ces to provide feedwater purity in
accordance with BTP MTEB 5-3. Therefore, the CCS meets the requirements of
GDC 14 as it relates to controlling secondary water chemistry to reduce cor-
rosion so that the integrity of the primary coolant boundary (steam generator
tubes) will be maintained.

The staff has reviewed the information provided in the FSAR on the sampling
equipment, sampling locations, and instrumentation to monitor and control the
CCS process parameters. On the basis of thi:: review, the staff finds that the
instrunsntation and sampling equipment provided are adequate to monitor and
control process parameters in accordance with BTP MTEB 5-3. On the basis of
its evaluation, the staff concludes that tne proposed CCS is acceptable.

10.4.7 Condensate and Feedwater System

The condensate and feedwater system was reviewed in accordance with SRP Section
10.4.7 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the " Areas
of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the guidelinea
provided in the " Review Procedures" of the SRP section. Conformance with the
acceptance critersa formed the basis for concluding that the condensate and
feedwater system satisfied the applicable regulations of 10 CFR 50.
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Tne condensate and feedwater system provides feedwater from the condenser to-
the steam generators and includes the piping and components arranged in stages.
Starting at the condenser hotwell, the condensate passes through hotwell pumps,
polishing demineralizers, air ejector condensers, gland steam condenser, low-
pressure heaters, c.ondensate booster pumps, main feedwater pumps, high pressure
heaters, and containment isolation valves to the four steam generators. The
steam generators are the preheat type; therefore, two separate feedwater con-
nections are provided at the steam generators: a tempering line ccnnection
located on the upper part of the steam generator above the normal Water level
used during startup, shutdown, and light load conditions, and a preheat line
connection to the preheat section located on the lower part of the steam
generator and used only during normal power operation.

The system serves rou safety function (with the exception of containment
isolation integrity) and is, therefore, classified as nonsafety related
(Quality Group D, nonseismic Category I). Adequate isolation is provided at,

connections between seismic and nonseismic Category I systems, and, therefore,
failure of nonsafety-related portions of the condensate and feedwater system
will not affect safe plant shutdown.

The portions of the system classified as safety related are (1) the main
feedwatec piping from the containment isolation check vd ves to the preheater
section of the steam generators, (2) the main feedwater bypass feed from the
main feedwater line to its connection with the main feedwater tempering line,
and (3) the chemical addition line from the main feedwater line to its isola-tion valve. (Portions of the tempering lines and main bypass feed lines inter-
facing with the auxiliary feedwater system are discussed in Section 10.4.9 of
this SER). These portions of the system are designed to seismic Category I,
Quality Group B, requirements to ensure feedwater isolation in accident situa-
tions and are located in seismic Category I, flood and tornado protected struc-
tures (see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.5.2 of this SER). Thus, the requirements of
GDC 2 and the guidelines of RG 1.29 are satisfied. The structure also provides
protection against tornado missiles. The essential equipment is separated from

,

1

the effects of internally generated missiles and is not affected by failures in
high energy piping (see Sections 3.5.1.1 and 3.6.1 of this SER). Thus, the
requirements of GDC 4 are satisfied. None of the condensate and feedwater
system is shared between Units 1 and 2; therefore, the requirements of GDC 5
are not applicable.

Automatic isolation of the main feedwater system is provided when required to
mitigate the consequences of a steam or feedwater line break. The hydraulically
operated main feedwater isolation valves (one per steam generator) close within
5 sec on receipt of a safety injection signal, a reactor trip coincident with
low reactor coolant average teiperature, or a steam generator high-high level
signal. Two safety related check valves in series in the main feedwater line
toget! with fail-closed feedwater isolation bypass valves serve as adequate
redundancy for isolation.

|

Isolation from the auxiliary feedwater and chemical addition is provided by
fail-closed valves and check valves. The safety-related auxiliary feedwater
trains automatically provide flow to the steam generators through the auxiliary
feedwater line for decay heat remova? On failure of the conaensate and feedwater
system. See Section 10.4.9 of this SER for further discussion of the auxiliary
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feedwater system. Thus, the requirements of GDC 44 are satisfied. The safety-
related portions of the system are located in accessible areas and receive
p:riodic inspection and testing in accordance with plant Technical Specifica-
tions. Thus, the requirements of GDC 45 and 46 are satisfied.

Th3 condensate and feedwater system is designed with features to preclude the
potential for damaging flow instabilities (waterhammer). The cnnditions neces- -

. sary to produce waterhammer in the main feedwater piping and/or steam generators
cust occur simultaneously as either low steam generator temperature and extremely
low steam Generator level (below the level that initiates the auxiliary feedwater
system) or low steam generator temperature and low steam generator pressure.

Design features are incorporated to minimize the potential and severity of any
p:ssible waterhammer event. Loop seals in the feedwater piping minimize the

,

volum of-possible steam voids in the unlikely event that the steam generator
water level fal!s below the main feedwater nozzle.

It should be noted that the Catawba preheat model steam generator (Westinghouse
design) does not include a feedring; therefore, the guidance in BTP ASB 10-2 is
not applicable.

Th2 applicant has committed to perform a plant-specific verification test with
respect to prevention of damaging waterhammer in accordance with NUREG/CR-1606.

f?ased on its review, the staff concludes that the safety-related portion of the
condensate and feedwater system meets the requirements of GOC 2, 44, 45, and 46
with respect to its protection against natural phenomena, missiles and environ-
mental effects, decay heat removal function, inservice inspection, and testing,
and the guidelines of RG 1.29 with respect to its seismic classification. The

,

condensate and feedwater system meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Sec-
tion 10.4.7.

10.4.8 Steam Generator Blowdown System

The steam generator blowdown system (SGBS)-is designed to assist the control
of the secondary side water chemistry by providing a blowdown stream to remove
ch:mical and radioactive impurities that accumulate in the steam generator
water. The impurities are removed from the blowdown water in the condensate
cleanup system. The staff has reviewed the SGBS in accordance with SRP Sec-
tion 10.4.8 (NUREG-0800). The portion of the SGBS from the steam generator
up to and including the first isolation valve outsida containment is constructed
according to Quality Group B and seismic Category I requirements. The component
of the SGBS downstream from the outer isolation valves are constructed in accord-
eni.e with Position C.1.1 of RG 1.143, thereby meeting the quality standards
r:quirements of GDC 1.

;

Instrumentation and automatic controls are provided to monitor and control the
operation of the blowdown system, with provision for sampling of the blowdown,
in conformance with the guidelines of BTP MTEB 5-3.

On the basis of the foregoing evaluation, the staff concludes that the SGBS
meets its guidelines, and, therefore, is acceptable. j

|

|
.
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10.4.9 Auxiliary Feedwater System

The auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS) was reviewed in accordance with SRP Sec-
tion 10.4.9 (NUREG-0800). An audit review of each of the areas listed in the
" Areas of Review" portion of the SRP section was performed according to the
guidelines provided in the " Review Procedures" portion of the SRP section.
Conformance with acceptance criteria formed the basis for concluding that the
auxiliary feedwater system satisfied the applicable regulations at 10 CFR 50.

The staff has reviewed the auxiliary feedwater system against the specific
acceptance criteria of SRP Section 10.4.9 (NUREG-0800) as follows:

(1) GDC 2 as it relates to structures ho' sing the system and the system itselfu
being capable of withstanding the effects of earthquakes. Acceptance is
based on meeting Position C.1 of RG 1.29 for safety-related portions and~
Position C.2 for nonsafety-related portions.

'(2) GDC 4 as it relates to structures housing the system and the system itself
being capable of withstanding the effects of external missiles and internally
generated missiles, pipe whip, and jet impingement forces associated with
pipe breaks. The basis for acceptance for meeting this criterion is in
the SRP Sections 3.5 and 3.6 series.

(3) CDC 5 as it relates to the capability of shared systems and components
important to safety to perform required safety functions.

(4) GDC 19 as it relates to the design capability of system instrumentation
and controls for prompt hot shutdown of the reactor and potential capa-
bility for subsequent cold shotdown. Acceptance is based on meeting
BTP RSB 5-1 with regard to cold shutdown from the control room using only
safety grade equipment.

(5) GDC 34 and 44 to ensure

(a) The capability to transfer heat loads from the primary system to a
heat sink under both normal and accident conditions.

(b) Redundancy of components so that under accident conditions the safety
function can be performed assuming a sirgle active component failure.
(This may be coincident with the loss of offsite power for certain
events.) BTP ASB 10-1, " Design Guidelines for Auxiliary Feedwater
System Pump Drive and Power Supply Diversity for Pressurized Water
Reactors," as it relates to auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump drive and
power supply diversity shall be used in meeting these criteria.

I (c) The capability to isolate components, subsystems, or piping if re-
' quired so that the system safety function will be maintained. In

meeting these criteria, the recommendations of NUREG-0611 and
NUREG-0635 shall also be met. An acceptable AFWS should have an
unreliability in the range of 10 4 to 10 5 per demand based on an
analysis using the methods and data presented in NUREG-0611 and
NUREG-0635.
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-(6) GDC 45 as it relates to design provisions made to permit periodic in-
service inspection of system components and equipment.

(7) GDC 46 as it relates to design provisions rode to permit appropriate func-
tional testiag of the system and components to ensure structural integrity
and leak tightness, operability and performance of active components, and
capability of the integrated system to function as intended during normal,
shutdown, and accident conditions. In meeting this criterion, the Tech-
nical Specifications should specify that the monthly AFWS pump test shall
be performed on a staggered test basis to reduce the likelihood of leaving
more than one pump in a test mode following the tests.

Tha following evaluation discusses the implementation of the above acceptance
criteria and follows the format of the Review Procedures identified in SRP
5:ction 10.4.9 (NUREG-0800). This evaluation also incorporates the staff's
review of the applicant's response to Item II.E.1.1, " Auxiliary Feedwater
Systtm Reliability," of NUREG-0737. This includes

(1) an evaluation against the deterministic criteria of SRP Section 10.4.9

(2) an evaluation against the generic recommendaticus of NUREG-0611 and
NUREG-0635

(3) an evaluation of system reliability based on the applicant's reliability !

study

(4) an evaluation of the design basis for the flow capability for the system

Th2 AFWSs for Units 1 and 2 are independent except as noted below. Each AFWS
is dMigned to supply an independent source of water to that unit's steam gen-
erators in the event of a loss of main feedwater supply. The system consists
of three redundant, safety-related, essential trains each with its own pump.
Two full-capacity (500 gpm each) motor-driven pumps are powered from two sepa-
rate diesel generators, each normally supplying feedwater to a separate pair (A

!

-and D) of the four steam generators. Additionally, a 1,000 gpm turbine-driven
pump that supplies feedwater normally to two steam generators and is driven by
ste a extracted either of the two steam generators (B and C) being fed by this
pump. All AFWS pumps can be valved to supply feedwater to any of the four steam
ginerators. . Only one of these three pumps is necessary to supply the minimum
total feedwater requirements to at least two intact steam generators to ensure
safe shutdown. The AFWS water supply is normally provided by three nonsafety-
related sources of condensate quality water. These are (1) the auxiliary feed-
water condensate storage tank, (2) the upper surge tanks, and (3) the condenser

!

i hotwell. The essential safety-related source of water for the AFWS is the
| standhy nuclear service water pond. An additional nonsafety-related water

source exists in the buried piping of the condenser circulating water system
and is included as part of the standby shutdown syttem. With the exception of
tha auxiliary feedwater storage tank and the common standby nuclear service
water pond, the AFWSs are not shared between units, and, therefore, the require-r

ments of GDC 5 are not applicable. Sharing of these water sources is discussed
in Sections 9.2.6 and 9.2.1 of this SER.
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(1) The staff has reviewed the AFWS design to verify its acceptability with
respect to its classification and operating characteristics.

(a) Minimum performance requirements for the AFWS have been identified
and are found sufficient for the various functions of the system.
This is discussed in more detail in the following section of the SER.

(b) Adequate isolation of essential portions of the AFWS from nonessential
portions and from other nonessential systems is included in the system
design. Seismic Category I electrically operated control-room-actuated
isolation valves.and check valves are provided on the nonsafety related-

. auxiliary feedwater condensate storage tank, upper surge tank, and
condenser hotwell supply lines to the header supplying the AFWS pumps
upstream of the connection from the essential nuclear service water
system. A seismic Category I check valve is provided in the common
line from all three nonseismic Category I condensate quality feedwater
sources. Similarly, seismic Category I, electrically operated isola-
tion valves and a check valve are provided in the nonseismic Category I
feedwater supply in the buried condenser circulating water system
piping. These valves will prevent flow loss in the event of 'a failure
of any of these nonseismic Category I tanks or pipes. The essential
AFWS lines to each steam generator connect to the nonessential main
feedwater bypass feed and main feedwater tempering feed lines through
seismic Category I fail-closed isolation valves and check valves.
These valves close automatically on receipt of a safety-injection
signal. Other points of interface with nonessential systems are the
auxiliary feedwater pump discharge lines to the upper surge tank that '

are provided for minimum flow and testing purposes. Seismic
Category I self-contained automatic recirculation valves or orifices
are provided to ensure individual pump mininum flow and loss of flow

: in the event of downstream pipe failure. Interfaces with the chemical'
addition system are provided with seismic Category I normally closed
manual valves and check valves. The above features provide sufficient
isolation to ensure that system function is not impaired in the event
of failure of a nonessential component. Therefore, the staff con-

~

cludes that the AFWS meets the isolation requirements of GDC 2 and 44
and the guidelines of Position C.2 of RG 1.29.

(c) Essential portions of the AFWS are designed to seismic Category I and
Quality Group C requirements with the exception of the portions of
the main feedwater bypass feed, main feedwater tempering flow, chemi-

| cal addition, and auxiliary feedwater line in the doghouse structure
' area as they combine to penetrate containcant. These pnrtions form

the containment penetration and isolation and are seism:c Category I,
Quality Group B. The turbine drive for the turbine-dri w n AFW pump
is seismically qualified to function during the SSE. Therefore, the
staff concludes that the AFWS meets the requirements of GDC 2 and the
guidelines of RG 1.29, Position C.1, with respect to its seismic
classification.

| (d) Provisions for AFWS testing and inspection are included in the
duign. Each essential AFWS pump is equipped with a recirculation
line to the upper surge tank for periodic functionel testing.
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Continuous recirculation during pump operation .is provided through a
fixed orifice, and local realignment of valves is required for peri-
odic performance testing. However, two trains are operable when one
is being tested. Periodic surveillance testing of the essential

| pumps and their associated flow trains is identified in the Standard
Technical Specifications. The applicant has committed to revise the

' proposed plant Technical Specificatons to state that one essential
,

AFWS pump train may be inoperable for no more than 72 hours. If this

time is exceeded, the unit affected must be placed in hot standby
within 6 hours and hot shutdown within an additional 6 hours. The
AFWS is tested each month for pump capacity and valve positioning and
each 18 months for automatic startup capability. Further, the appli-
cant has committed to revise plant Technical Specifications to incor-
porate an AFW flow path verification test where water is pumped from
the primary water source to the steam generators before startup after
any cold shutdown of 30 days or longer. This committment is accept-
able. Therefore, the staff concludes that the AFWS meets the require-
ments of GDC 46 and the recommendations of WREG-0611 with respect to
functional testing.

The AFWS components are located in areas that are accessible during
norsal plant operation to permit periodic inservice inspection. The
applicant has committed to provide a second (independent) operator
verification of proper AFWS valve position following restoration of
an AFWS train to service after periodic testing or maintenance.
Therefore, the staff concludes that the AFWS meets the requirements
of GDC 45 and the recommendations of NUREG-0611 regarding provisions
for inservice inspection.

(2) The staff has reviewed the AFWS design for protection against the effects
of natural phenomena, pipe breaks, or cracks in fluid systems outside
containment; single system component failures; loss of an onsite power
source; or loss of offsite power.

(a) All essential AFWS components are located in seismic Category I struc-
tures. Protection against failure of nonseismic Category I system
features is provided. Failure of nonseismic Category I systems com-
ponents or structures will not adversely affect AFWS function because
adequate isolation or separation is provided. In the event of failure
of the nonseismic Category I condensate quality water sources and the
buried piping of the condenser circulating water system, transfer to
the seismic Category I nuclear service water system occurs automatic-
ally on low suction pressure. The applicant has stated that an ade-

'

quate suction is available to prevent auxiliary feedwater pump damage(
during suction transfer to nuclear service water. Air binding of the

pumps will not occur before or during transfer. Calculations were
performed by the applicant to determine the worst-case pump suction
condition during transfer. This worst-case pump suction condition
was reviewed by the pump manufacturer and was found to cause no pump
damage and no air binding. This is acceptable.

Therefore, the staff concludes that the essential portions of the AFWS
are adequately protected from eartnquakes. Also, the staff concludes

1
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-that the requirements'of GDC 2 and recoumendations'ef NUREG-0611 are
met.'

.

(b) -Protection against missiles, tornadoes,' and' floods is.provided.
~

Essential: portions of the-AFWS are located in the tornado-missile'
dnd flood proof auxiliary building doghouse and nuclear service water;-

| pump house. All:AFWS components are above design flood level. The
nonessential condensate quality water ' sources are located in the ser-

: vice and. turbine buildings and are not tornado missile protected.
| -Automatic transfer of AFW pump suction'is provided in the event'of~

' failure of the.three pumps' caused.by tornado missiles as'well as the.
-

earthquakes' identified above. Thus, an AFWS water supply is ensured.
Each essential AFWS pump-is located in a separate compartment within

: the auxiliary building, which is provided with adequate. drainage and
provides protection against internally' generated missiles and: flood-

. ing. '(See-Sections 3.4.1, 3.5.1.1,: and 3.5.2 of this report ~ for . fur-
|; ther discussion.) Environmental qualification of_AFWS components is

discussed in Section 3.11 of this report. Therefore, the staff con -,

p cludes_that the essential portions of the AFWS are protected from
floods, tornadoes, and missiles and meet the requirements of GDC 2.

! and 4 and the recommendations of NUREG-0611 subject to verification ;
i "of the availability of the adequate: suction on the automatic transfer

previously' mentioned. .(See-item (2)(a)~above.)
| .

*

(c) The AFWS trains are not used during startup and shutdown; therefore,.
they are not designed as high-energy lines. Protection against
moderate-energy pipe cracks in the AFWS is provided by separation-and. -

: redundancy of equipment. Essential portions of the AFWS are: separated
[ from the effects of'high- an'd moderate-energy line breaks in other
i systems. These include the effects of pipe whip, jet impingement,.and
i_ flooding. High-energy piping systems are not located in the area of
L essential AFWS components. Therefore, the staff concludes that the

essential portions of the AFWS are protected against the effects of-
! pipe whip, jet impingement, and flooding associated with pipe breaks-

and meet the requirements of GDC_4 with respect to pipe breaks outside
containment. Protection against the effects of pipe breaks is dis-

.

cussed further in this SER in Section 3.6.1. Environmental quali- '

fication of AFWS components with' respect to pipe breaks is discussed
in Section 3.11 of this SER.

(d) The essential AFWS trains can function automatically as required in
the event of a loss of offsite power. The heat transfer path from
the steam generators under this condition is to the atmosphere via
the atmospheric relief valves. (See Section 10.3.1 of this SER for
further discussion.) The turbine-driven pump functions independently
of any ac power as discussed subsequently in this SER section and

~

thus is not affected by a loss of offsite power. Power for the motor-
driven pumps is normally provided by the two onsite emergency diesel

,

generators. The power supply train for each pump is physically sepa-
rated from that of the other pump. Driving steam for the turbine-
driven pump is provided from either the B or C steam generator main
steamlines upstream of the main steam isolation valves and is dis-
charged to the atmosphere from the turbine. Each steam supply line

!
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is,provided with an air piston-operated valve that opens on.a signal
to start the turbine-driven pump. Redundant control systems are pro-
vided to ensure the opening of each valve on a turbine-driven pump
start signal. Any power or air failure will result in the valve fail-
ing to open. A check valve is provided in each steam supply to pre-
vent flow reversal. Each auxiliary feedwater pump discharge line is
provided with a normally'open motor operated isolation valve, a normally
open air-operated fail-open flow control valve, and a check valve in
individual feedlines to each steam generator. The discharge from each

| AFW pump also has a loop for full-flow pump testing. Sel f-contained
| automatic recirculation valves are provided to ensure individual pump

minimum flow when needed during operation. These pump recirculation'

valves are self-regulating, self-contained control valves.

Therefore, the staff concludes that the requirements of GDC 34 and 44
and the recommendations of NUREG-0611 with respect to the ability of
the AFWS to transfer decay heat from the reactor coolant system under
a loss of offsite power are satisfied.

(e) The AFWS is designed to accommodate a single failure in any active
system component without loss of function. The essential portion of
the AFWS consists of three redundant, 100% capacity trains. All three
trains are capable of supplying any steam generator. Three trains
are powered from separate sources. Diverse power sources are pro-
viced: electric and steam. The essential AFWS pumps are provided
with three suction supply connections to the condensate quality water
sources through separate, nortnally open, electrically operated valves. .

However, all condensate storage water flows through a single line that
contains a single valve. The failure of this valve would prevent the

water from the primary water source being available to the AFW pumps.
Thus, to meet the single-failure criterion in accordance with the
recommendations of NUREG-0611, the staff requires that a condition be
placed in the license requiring that before fuel loading the applicant
shall comply with the recommendations of GL-2 of NUREG-0611. The
essential supply of the nuclear service water system is redundant
from two trains, each provided with motor-operated, normally closed
valves. TNs, adequate feedwater is ensured to two steam generators
in the event of a postulated design-basis accident concurrent with a

,
~

single failure. Adequate isolation is provided for all essential
portions of the AFWS from nonessential portions and systems (see
item 1(b) above). Therefore, the staff concludes that the AFWS meets
the requireraents of GDC 34 and 44 and the recommendations of
NUREG-0611 except as noted above.

(f) Adequate AFW flow is ensured to the steam generators in the event of
the loss of offsite and all emergency onsite ac power by relying on
the safety-related turbine-driven pump subsystem, wnich can perform
its safety function independent of ac power. Less of all ac power

will not adversely affect the position of motor-operated valves in
the turbine-driven pump subsystem. All electrically operated valves
in the normal turbine-driven pump discharge path to B and C steam
generators are normally open and fail as ic on loss of ac power. The
motor-operated turbine-driven pump suction isolation valve and hot-
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well source isolation valve are normally open and fail as is on loss
of.all ac power. -The motor-operated supply valves from the condenser
circulating water system.are supplied dc' power =from the standby shut-
down facility batteries. Therefore, the staff concludes that the
AFWS meets the requirements of GDC 34-and 44, the guidelines of BTP
ASB.10-1, and-the recommendations of NUREG-0611 with regard to AFWS
power diversity.-

(g) The motor-driven pumps will automatically start and provide the
minimum required feedwater flow within 1 min following any of these

.

conditions
1

two out of four low-low level alarms in any one of the four- J
-

steam generators

loss of both main feedwater pumps-

initiation of the safety injection signal-

loss of station normal auxiliary electric (offsite) power-

The turbine-driven pump will automatically start and provide the
minimum required feedwater flow within 1 min following either of
these conditions

two out of four low-low level alarms in any two of the four-

steam generators

loss of station normal auxiliary electric power-

Flow of auxiliary feedwater to each steam generator is monitored and
controlled manually from the control room.

.

Further discussion of automatic AFWS initiation and flow indication
including compliance with the recommendations of Item II.E.1.2 of
NUREG-0737 is contained in Section 7.3 of this SER. Manual capability
to initiate and control the AFWS pumps / valves and isolate AFWS train
is provided in the control room. This capability is also provided
at the local auxiliary shutdown panel. In addition, the standby shut-
down facility provides complete operating capability for the turbine-i

driven pump using water from the buried piping of the condenser circu-
lating water system. Local manual control at the individual components
is also available. Therefore, the staff concludes that the AFWS pro-t

! vides adequate instrumentation and control for prompt initiation of
a shutdown using safety-related equipment in accordance with the
requirements of GDC 19, the guidelines of BTD RSB 5-1, and the recom-
mendations of NUREG-0611.

The applicant has described the design of the AFWS to prevent
excessive pump runout follcwing a main steam or feedwater line break
(steam generator depressurization) and still maintain a minimum AFWS
flow to at least two intact steam generators. Certain automatic
isolation functions are provided in the event of a steam generator

!
^
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depressurization. Operator action is not required for a minimum of
.

.30 min-following such an event. Further, the design of the AFWS flow
L control valves includes travel steps set at a predetermined position
[ to provide pump.runcut protection and optimize syttam resistance for
I various accidents. The applicant has stated that in case of a main
( steam or feedwater line-break (steam generator depressurization) coin-
| cident with failure of the motor-driven pump, the remaining motor-

driven pump and turbine-driven pump would not~be affected by a common-
mode failure caused by depressurization of a shared steam generator.

,

AFWS flow is not throttled to avoid the-occurrence of waterhammer
because system design provisions minimize the possibility of such a
condition. The staff concludes that the AFWS meets the requirements
of GDC 34 and 44 with respect to its ability to transfer heat under
accident conditions and provide isolation to ensure system function
as described above. The staff also concludes that the system meets
the recommendations of NUREG-0611 concerning throttling for water-
hammer prevention.

(h) Each AFW$ pump is designed to provide 100% of the flow necessary for
residual heat remov31 over the entire range of accidents in accordance
with conservatisms assumed in the accident analysis. A minimum of
200,000 gal of-water is reserve by Technical Specification contained
in the upper surge tank, condenser hot well, and auxiliary feedwater
condensate storage tank. This volume ensures a cooldown of the reactor
coolant system to the shutdown cooling cystem cut-in temperature An
additional long-term backup source of AFWS supply is provided by the
safety-related nuclear service water system.

The turbine-driven AFW pump can also be supplied from the condenser
circulating water system to meet postulated fire and sabotage events.
The redundant level indicators on the primary water sources are pro-
vided as recommended in NUREG-0611. Also, the applicant has commit-
ted to provide procedures as guidance for the operator for transfer-
ring AFWS water supply to the backup sources in accordance with NUREG-
0611 recommendations. ihis commitment is acceptable.

Therefore, the staff concludes that the AFWS meets the requirements
of GDC 34 and 44 and the recommendations of NUREG-0611.

(3)- The generic recommendations of NUREG-0611 as they relate to improvements- '

in AFWS design, procedures, and Technical Specifications have been discus-
sed in the preceding paragraphs. The applicant has committed to perform a
48 hour endurance test on each AFW pump before initial fuel loads. ibis
commitment is acceptable.

(4) The applicant has submitted an AFWS reliability analysis in accordance with
the requirements of the March 10, 1980 NRC letter, which corresponds to'

Item II.E.1.1 of NUREG-0737. This study is entitled, " Reliability Analysis
of the Auxiliary Feedwater System for the Catawba Nuclear Station Units 1
and 2."

!

|

|
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-The applicant's analysis evaluated the AFW5 reliability for the three pos-
tulated transient and accident scenarios (Case 1, Loss cf Main Feedwater;
Case 2, Loss of Offsite Fower/ Loss of Main Fecdwater; Case 3, Loss of All
AC Power / Loss of Main Feedwater) identified for study in the March 10,
1980 letter utilizing fault tree methodology and generally following the
guidance and Appendix III, as identified in the Standard Review Plan. The
applicant used a number of more conservative plant-specific component fail-
ure rates in lieti of those presented in NUREG-0611. Dominant contributors
to system a etailability were determined. Overall quantitative system
unavailability for each of the above transient / accidents were calculated.

NRC consultants (Brookhaven National Laboratory) reviewed the reliability
evaluation for accuracy and completeness, and performed an independent
simplified analysis utilizing the fault tree technique and NUREG-0611
data to uncover any unreasonable asst:mptions or errors in the applicant's
analysis and to provide results for direct comparison to the AFWS

:unavailabilities present for operating Westinghouse plans in NUREG-0611. '

Based on its review, the staff has determined that the AFWS availability
for the loss of main feedwater and loss of offsite power transients events
are in the high reliability range, and loss of all ac power events is in
themediumrange. The AFWS availability also lies within acceptable ra%e
of 10 4 to 10- failure probability per demand, within the acceptance cri-
terion of the Standard Review Plan. The results of the review of Catawba
AFWS reliability are summarized in Table 10.1.

<

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the applicant has satit. facto-
rily complied with the requirements of Item II.E.1.1 of NUREG-0737 concern-
ing the AFWS reliability analysis and that the Catawba AFWS meets the un-,

| availability acceptance criterion of 10 4 to 10 5 per demand (high range)
| for loss of main feedwater and loss of offsite power. For the loss of all
! ac power, the unavailability is in the medium range. It is, therefore,

acceptable.

(5) The staff has reviewed the applicant's response to the staff requo t in
, Enclosure 2 of the letter dated March 10, 1980 regarding the design basis
| for the AFWS flow requirements. The staff concludes that, the applicant's

design basis for AFWS flow requirements is acceptable.

On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that the auxiliary feedwater
system meets the requirements of GDC 2, 4, 5, 19, 34, 44, 45, and 46 with respect

,

to protection against natural phenomena, missiles, and environmental effects, '

shared systems and operational capability from the control room, decay heat
removal, cooling water capability, inservice inspection functional testing; and
the guidelines of RG 1.29 and BTPs ASB 10-1 and RSB 5-1 concerning seismic
classification, power diversity, and and the recommendations of NUREG-0611
concerning generic improvements to the AFWS design, procedures, and Technical
Specifications and AFWS reliability, except as noted above with regard to loss
of the primary source of condensate storage water. The staff requires that a
condition be placed in the license requiring that before fuel loading, design
modifications be made by the applicant which are satisfactory to the staff.
The AFWS meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 10.4.9 except as noted above.

|
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Sequential Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Analysis (II.K.2.19)

NUREG-0737 requires the applicant to provide 4 benchmark analysis of sequential
auxiitary feedwater flow to the steam generator; following a loss of main feed-

: water.

| The staff has completed a generic review on this' subject and has determined
that no further action is necessary for the Catawba review. These concerns
aro not applicable to nuclear steam supply systems with inverted U-tube steam
generators such as the Westinghouse-designed steam generator of the Catawba
plant.

S:quential~ auxiliary feedwater flow analytical requirements are only of concern
to once-through steam generator designs. Since Catawba utilizes inverted
U-tube steam generator designs, requirements set forth by Item II.K.2.19 are
not applicable. As such, the applicant is not required to address this item.

Table 10.1 Summary of results of review
of Catawba AFWS reliability

_

Uc. availability / demand

BiR

Transient description Applicant Case 1* Case 2**

Loss of main feedwater 4.6 x 10 5 4.8 x 10 5 2.5 x 10 5

Loss of offsite power
Steam generators A and 2.8 x 10 4 3.0 x 10 4 1.6 x 10 4
0 isolated from TD pump

Loss of all ac power
i Steam generators A and D 8.1 x 10 2 8.1 x 10 2 4.1 x 10 2

isolated from TD pump

--- --- 2.4 x 10 2Steam generators A and D
open to flow from TD pump

: * Valve maintenance at 5.8 x 10 3 according to the applicant's analysis.
| ** Valve maintenance at 2.1 x 10 3 according to BNL assessment.

i

|

|

|

l

!

'
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l 11 RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

11.1 Introduction
i The radioactive waste management systems are designed to provide for controlled

handling and treatment of liquid, gaseous, and solid wastes. The liquid rad-
waste system (WL)* processes radioactive wastes from equipment and floor drains,
sample waste, decontamination and laboratory wastes, and laundry and shower
wastes. The waste gas system (WG)* provides holdup capacity to allow decay of
short-lived noble gases stripped from the primary coolant and treatment of
ventilation exhausts through high efficiency particulate air filters and char-
coal adsorbers as necessary to reduce releases of radioactive materials to as-
' low-as-is reasonably-achievable (ALARA) levels in accordance with 10 CFR 20 and
10 CFR 50.34a. The solid radwaste system (WS)* provides for the solidification,
packaging, and storage of radioactive wastes generated during station operation
bsfore shipment offsite to a licensed facility for burial. The. radioactive
waste management review area includes the process and effluent radiological
monitoring and sampling systems provided for the detection and measurement of
radioactive materials in plant process and effluent streams. Chapter 11 of
the FSAR contains information pertaining to the radioactive waste management
systems, the design bases, and applicable acceptance criteria.

11.1.1 Acceptance Criteria

The staff has reviewed the applicant's design, design criteria, and design bases
for the radioactive waste management systems for Catawba Urits 1 and 2. The
acceptance criteria used as the basis for the staff's eva'aation are set forth,

in SRP (NUREG-0800) Sections 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, and 11.5, subsection II.
These acceptance criteria include the applicable GDC (Appendix A to 10 CFR 50),
Section 20.106 of 10 CFR 20, Appendix I to 10 CFR 50, and ANSI Standard N13.1,
" Guide to Sampling Airborne Radioactive Materials in Nuclear Facilities."

Guidelines for implementation of the requirements of the acceptance criteria
are provided in the ANSI Standards, Regulatory Guides, and other documents
identified in subsection II of SRP Sections 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, and 11.5.
Conformance to the acceptance criteria provides the bases for concluding that
the radioactive waste management systems meet the requirements of 10 CFR 20
and 50.

11.1.2 Liquid and Gaseous Effluent Source Terms

The estimated releases of radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluenc
were calculated using the PWR GALE Code described in NUREG-0017, " Calculation
of Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents from Pres-
surized Water Reactors (PWR GALE Code)," April 1976. The liquid and gaseous
source terms are given in Tables 11.1 and 11.2, respectively. The principal

*This abbreviated form reflects the applicant's usage in the FSAR.
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parameters used in the calculations for the estimated releases of radioactive
materials are given in Table 11.3 of this SER.

11.1.3 Method of Review

Catawba Units 1 and 2 have three radioactive waste management systems: the
liquid radwaste system (WL), the waste gas system (WG), and the solid radwaste
system (WS). In addition, there are several radiation monitoring subsystems
used for the process and effluent radiological monitoring instrumentation and
sampling systems. Each of these is reviewed in accordance with the applicable
portions of SRP Sections 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, and 11.5. The results of these
reviews are discussed in Sections 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, and 11.5 of this SER.

In the evaluation of the WL and WG, the staff has considered

(1) the capability of the systems for keeping the levels of radioactivity in
effluents ALARA based on expected radwaste inputs over the life of the
plant

(2) the capability of the systems to maintain releases below the limits of
10 CFR 20 during periods of fission product leakage from the fuel at
design levels

(3) the capability of the system to meet the processing demands of the station
during anticipated operational occurrences

(4) the quality group and seismic design classification applied to the equip-
ment and components and structures housing these systems

-(5) the design features that will be incorporated to control the releases of
radioactive materials in accordance with GDC 60

(6) the potential for gaseous releases resulting from hydrogen explosions in
the WG

In its evaluation of the WS the staff has considered

(1) system design objectives in terms of expected types, volumes, and activi-
ties of waste processed for offsite shipment

(2) the applicant's process control program

(3) waste packaging and conformance to applicable Federal packaging regula-
tions and provisions for controlling potential radioactive airborne dusts
during baling operation'

(4) provisions for onsite storage before shipping

[ In its evaluation of the process and effluent radiological monitoring and
sampling system, the staff has considered the system's capability to!

(1) monitor all normal and potential pathways for release of radioactive l
materials to the environment

I
|
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(2) control the releases of radioactive materials to the environment

I (3) to monitor performance of process equipment and detect radioactive mate-
j rials leakage between systems

In these evaluations, the staff has determined the quantities of radioactive
i materials that will be released in liquid and gaseous effluents and the quantity

of radioactive waste that will be shipped offsite to a licensed burial facility.
In making these determinations, the staff has considered waste flows, activity
levels, and equipment performance consistent with expected normal plant opera-
tion, including anticipated operational occurrences for an assumed 30 years of
n2rmal plant operation.

Th3 estimated releases of radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluents
were calculated by using the PWR-Gale Code described in NUREG-0017. The princi-
pal parameters used in these calculations are given in' Table 11.3. The liquid
and gaseous source terms are given in Tables 11.1 and 11.2, respectively. The
source terms were used to calculate the individual and population doses in
accordance with the mathematical models and guidance contained in RG 1.109
(Rev. 1). Based on the staff's review of the information submitted by Duke
Power Company on April 2,1982, the staff has included releases resulting from
spent fuel from Catawba and the spent fuel from Oconee and McGuire that may be
stored at Catawba. Meteorological factors in the dose calculations were deter-
mined using the guidance in RG 1.111 (Rev. 1). The calculated individual and
population doses are given in Tables 11.4 and 11.5.

11.2 Liquid Radwaste Sys's

11.2.1 Review Discussion

The LRS for the Catawba. station is shared betweGn Unite 1 and 2. The LRS con-
sists of process equipment and instrumentation necessary to collect, process,
monitor, and recycle or dispose of radioactive liquid wastes. The LRS is de-
signed to collect and process wastes based on the origin of the waste in the
plant and the expected levels of radioactivity. All liquid waste is processed
on a batch basis to permit optimum control of releases. Before being released,
samples are analyzed to determine the types and amounts of radioactivity pre-
sent. Based on the results of the analysis, the waste is recycled for eventual
reuse in the plant, retained for further processing, or released under control-
led conditions to the environment. A radiation nonitor in the discharge line
will automatically terminate liquid waste discharges if radiation measurements
exceed a predetermined level.

The liquid radwaste system consists of the tritiated and nontritiated waste
subsystems and a laundry and shower subsystem. A schematic diagram of the WL
radwaste is given in Figure 11.1. The chemical and volume control system
(CVCS) processes letdown from the primary system to control boron concentra-
tion and reactor water purity. In its evaluation model, the staff assumed
that a portion of the CVCS flow will be released through the WL for tritium
control. In addition, to control boron, the boron recycle system (BRS) will
process a portion of the letdown flow (shim bleed) from the primary coolant
purification system, along with wastes collected in the reactor coolant drain
tanks. Steam generator blowdown will be cooled and sent directly to the con-
densate cleanup system for processing and reuse in the plant. Laundry, hot
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4

{ shower, and decontamination wastes are normally treated by a carbon /adsorber
unit before release to the discharge header.

1 11.2.1.1 Chemical and Volume Control System

i' A letdown stream of approxime ely 75 gpm of primary coolant is removed from
the primary ~ reactor coolant system for processing through the CVCS. The let--

; down stream is cooled through the letdown heat exchangers, reduced in pressure, I' and filtered and processed through one of two mixed-bed demineralizers in the i

LiaB03 form. For cation control, a cation-bed demineralizer is releas'ed. through;

i a valve into the process stream'approximately 10% of the time. .The processed
letdown stream is collected in the volume control tank and reused in the primary

| coolant system. The CVCS is used to control the primary coolant boron concen- '

tration by diverting a portion of the treated letdown stream to the BRS of the
CVCS as shim bleed. The staff estimated the BRS input from the CVCS letdown
stream to be approximately 1,000 gpd/reacter.

Primary coolant grade water from. equipment drains, equipment leakage, and from
.

: relief valves inside containment is collected in the reactor drain tank and.

i equipment drain tank or in a 5,000 gal waste drain tank. The staff estimated
! the boron recycle system input from the reactor and equipment or the waste drain
j tanks to be approximately 1,280 gpd/ reactor.
.

[ The 1,000 gpd shim bleed and 1,280 gpd input from the reactor and equipment or
: the waste drain tanks is processed through one of two BRS mixed-bed deminera- i

! lizers before entering the recycle holdup tanks. Liquid collected in a recycle '

| holdup tank is processed batchwise through a 15 gpm BRS evaporator, ~a condenser,
and a BRS evaporator condensate demineralizer. A stripper column removes dis- |

solved gases from the vapor body zone of the evaporator. The processed liquid '

is returned to the primary coolant system, stored in a makeup tank, or released,

!. to the discharge structure through the WL. In its evaluation, the staff assumed
I- that approximately 35% of the treated process stream from the BRS is released

to Lake Wylie through the WL discharge header.i ,

11.2.1.2 Liquid Radwaste System t

The WL consists of three subsystems: the tritiated waste subsystem, the non-
tritiated waste subsystem, and the laundry and hot shower drain subsystem.

Tritiated Waste Subsystem
1

Tritiated wastes are processed through the tritiated waste subsystem and re-
cycled to the CVCS for reuse through one of two 5,000 gal recycle monitor
(waste evaporator condensate) tanks. The tritiated waste susbsystem consists

,

of a 5,000 gal waste evaporator feed tank, a 15 gpm waste evaporator, and a
mixed-bed polishing demineralizer.

l-
Tritiated wastes from valve and pump leakoffs, equipment drains, and plant sam-
pies are collected in the waste evaporator feed tank at an input flow rate of
approximately 675 gpd/ reactor. This waste is processed through an evaporator,
a polishing demineralizer, and then after sampling and a.nalysis the liquid is
collected in a recycle monitor tank from where it will normally be recycled to '

the primary coolant system for reuse.
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The decontamination factors listed in Table 11.3 were applied for radionuclide
removal in the tritiated waste subsystem. In its evaluation the staff assumed
that 10% of the tritiated waste condensate is discharged to the Lake Wylie
through the WL discharge header.

Nontritiated Waste Subsystem

Aerated wastes and nontritiated wastes are processed through the nontritiated
w;ste subsystem for discharge to the environment. Nontritiated wastes consist-
ing of floor drains, nontritiated equipment drains, and other waste sources
containing less than 10% of the tritium concentration in the reactor's coolant
will be collected in the 10,000 gal floor drain tank at an input flow rate of
approximately 700 gpd/ reactor. This waste will be processed through the 15 gpm
wIste evaporator and the distillate collected in one of two 5,000 gal waste
monitor tanks where samples are taken and analyzed to determine suitability for'

release to the environment.

Laundry, Hot Shower, Laboratory and Decontamination Drains

Liquid wastes from laundry and hot shower drains are collected in a 10,000 gal
tank and processed, on a batch basis, through a 35 gpm carbon /adsorber unit.
Treated liquid may be reused or collected in one of two 5,000 gal waste monitor
tanks for sampling and analysis before release to the environment. Decontami-
nation liquid wastes, storage tank sludge wastes, and laboratory chemical liquid
wIstes also can be treated in the 800 gal mfxing and settling tank. These pre-
cipitated wastes and the concentrates from the evaporators are then transferred
to the WS for solidification. Other laboratory wastes are transferred to a
floor drain tank for processing through the nontritiated waste subsystem.

11.2.1.3 Steam Generator Drain Tank System

A steam generator drain tank (SGDT) system is provided for each reactor unit.
Tha SGDT consists of two 50,000 gal drain tanks capable of storing reusable
secondary water or serving as alternate storage for processed liquid waste.
Samples are taken and analyzed to determine suitability for reuse or release
through the monitored line to the discharge header.

11.2.1.4 Condensate Cleanup System

A system of five condensate filter /demineralizers is provided for cleanup of
. turbine condensate. Each reactor unit has its own system, and, in the full-
I flow polishing mode, each system has a maximum capacity of 21,000 gpm. In its

j evaluation, the staff assumed that 69% of the condensate is processed by the
filter /demineralizers. Spent powdered resins are flushed to a phase separator
wh:re the backwash and flush water is decanted for reuse and the resins are

, drained to the 300,000 gal initial holdup pond followed by one of two 5-million-
| gal settling ponds and a 1-million gal final holdup pond. Because the filter /
| demineralizers are automatically backwashed, the Technical Specifications will
j require resin sampling and analysis for radioactivity. The potentially radio-
! active liquid effluent releases from the condensate cleanup system will be

continuout,1y monitored before entering the ponds.
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'' ' 11.~ 2.1. 5 General Features Reviewed
4

The WL'is located in the auxiliary building, which is desigrad to seismic Cate-
gory I criterin. The proposed seismic design and quality group classification
and capacities ~of principal components considered in the WL evaluation are
listed in-Table 11.6 .The. staff finds the applicant's proposed WL design to

-be acceptable in accordance with the guidelines of RG 1.143 (July 1978). The
system design includes measures intended to control the release of. radioactive,

i materials resulting from potential overflows from indoor radwaste storage tanks.
Tank levels are monitored either locally or in the control room; high level
alarms are activated should preset levels be exceeded. Overflow provisions
such as sumps, drains, and overflow lines permit the collection and subsequent

. processing of tank overflow. The staff considers these provisions to be capable
: of controlling-the release of radioactive materials to the environment.

! The staff has determined that 'during normal operation including anticipated
operational. occurrences, the WL is capable of reducing the release of radio-3

active materials in liquid effluents to approxiraately 0.18 Ci/yr/ reactor, ex-'

! cluding tritium and dissolved gases, and 710 Ci/yr/ reactor for tritium. The
! calculated annual releases of radionuclides in liquid effluents from each unit ,

i are given in Table 11.2.

Using the source terms given in Table 11.2, the staff calculated the total body
dose to any individual in an unrestricted area to be less than 5 mrems/yr fromi

the combined liquid effluents from Units 1 and 2.,

i

,.
Based on its evaluation, the staff determined that the WL for Catawba Nuclear
Station, Units 1 and 2, is capable of maintaining releases of radioactive mate-'

rials in liquid effluents during normal operation, including anticipated opera-
! tional occurrences, so.that the calculated doses are less than the numerical
| design objectives of Section II.A of Appendix I to 10 CFR 50. This evaluation

_also shows that the applicant's design of the WL for Units 1 and 2 satisfy the
design objectives set forth in the Commission's September 4, 1975 Annex to
Appendix I, and, therefore, meets the requirements of Section II.'D of Appendix I

-of 10 CFR 50.

The staff has determined that the WL.is capable of reducing the releases of
radioactive materials in effluents to ALARA levels in accordance with
10 CFR 50.34a and Appendix I to 10 CFR 50.

|

The staff has determined that the WL is capable of reducing the release of
radioactive materials in liquid effluents to concentrations below the limits
in 10 CFR 20, during periods of fission product leakage from the fuel at design
l evel s.-

11.2.2 Evaluation Findings

The WL includes the equipment necessary to control the releases of radioactive
materials in liquid effluents in accordance with GDC 60 and 61 of Appendix A of

f 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 50.34a. Capacities of principal components considered in
the WL evaluation are listed in Table 11.6. The staff concludes that the de-
sign of the WL is acceptable and meets the requirements of 10 CFR 20.106 and

,

| 50.34a, GDC 60 and 61, and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, as referenced in the SRP.
; This conclusion is based on
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(1) The applicant has met the requirements of Section II.A of Appendix I of
10 CFR 50 with respect to dose limiting objectives by proposing a WL that
is capable of maintaining releases of radioactive materials in liquid
effluents so that the calculated individual doses in an unrestricted area
from all pathways of exposure are less than 3 mrems to the total body and
10 mrems to any organ. In its evaluation, the staff has considered
releases of radioactive materials in liquid effluents for normal ' operation
including anticipated operational occurrences based on expected radwaste
inputs over the life of the plant in accordance with SRP 5ection 11.1.

(2) The z.pplicant has met the requirements of the Commissicn's September 4,
1975 Annex to Appendix I of 10 CFR 50 with respect to meeting the ALARA
criterion, and is, therefore, exempt from the cost-benefit analysis re-
quired by Section II.D of Aopendix I to 10 CFR 50.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 20.106, since the staff
has considered the potential consequences resulting from reactor operation
and has determined that the concentrations of radioactive materials in
liquid effluents in unrestricted areas will be a small fraction of the
limits in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2.

(4) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 60 and 61 with respect to
controlling releases of radioactive material to the environment since the
staff has considered the capabilities of the proposed WL to meet the de->

mands of the plant resulting from anticipated operational occurrences and
has concluded that the system's capacity and design flexibility are ade-
quate to meet the anticipated needs of the plant. The staff has reviewed
the applicant's quality assurance provisions for the WL, the quality group
classifications used for system components, and the seismic design applied
to structures housing these systems. The design of the systems and struc-
tures housing these systems meet the criteria as set forth in RG 1.143.
The staff has reviewed the provisions incorporated in the applicant's
design to control the release of radioactive materials in liquids as a
result of inadvertent tank overflows and concludes that the measures pro-
posed by the applicant are consistent with the criteria as set forth in
RG 1.143.

11.3 Gaseous Radwaste Systems

11.3.1 Review Discussion 2

The WG and plant ventilation system are designed to collect, store, process,
monitor, recycle, and/or discharge potentially radioactive gaseous wastes that
are generated during normal operation of the plant. The systems consist of
equipment and instrumentation necessary to reduce releases of radioactive gases
and particulates to the environment. The principal sources of gaseous waste
are the effluents from the gaseous waste processing system, condenser air ejec-

j
tion, and ventilation exhausts from the auxiliary building, reactor containment,'

| and turbine building.
!
| The WG for Catawba is shared between Units 1 and 2. The WG collects and stores
| the hydrogenated fission product gases stripped from the primary coolant letdown,

the volume control tanks, and the reactor drain tanks by compressing the gas and
removing the hydrogen in catalytic recombiners before storing the gas in decay
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tanks. The stored gases are reused cr sampled and analyzed before release to
the environment. A schematic diagram of the WG is given'in Figure 11.2. Venti-
lation exhaust air from the containment is processed through high efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filters and charcoal adsorbers before release to the
environment. Ventilation exhaust air from the auxiliary building is processed
through HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers before release to the environment.
Turbine building exhausts are released without treatment. Condenser air ejector
exhaust is procest.ed through HEFA filters and charcoal adsorbers before release
to the environment.

;

11.3.1.1 Waste Gas System

The waste gas system (WG) is designed to collect and process gases stripped from
the primary coolant and from the hydrogenated gases vented from the volume con +
trol tanks, the BRS holdup tanks, and the reactor drais. tanks. The gases are
compressed by redundant 40-scfm compressors, treated for hydrogen removal by
redundant recombiners. The remaining gas, mainly nitrogen, is stored in decay
tanks for reuse. There are eight storage tanks included in the WG with a design.
pressure of 150 psig (operating pressure, 100 psig) and 60 ft3 volune in each.

In its evaluation, the staff considered that the eight tanks provided have the
capacity to store the radioactive waste gases approximately 90 days for decay.
The staff considers the system capacity and design to be adequate for meeting
the demands of the station during normal operation, including anticipated .operational occurrences.

11.3.1.2 Containment Ventilation System

Radioactive gases are released inside the containment when primary system com-
ponents are opened or when primary system leakage occurs. During normal opera-
tion, the gaseous activity is sealed within the containment, but it will be
released during containment purges. Based on information submitted by the
applicant, the staff assumed there are 24 purges / year through HEPA filters and
charcoal adsorbers where gases are released to the environment. Four 24-hour
purges / year are assumed to occur after shutdown for the purpose of reducing
radioactivity concentrations before operator access. Twenty 2-hour purges / year
are assumed to occur while the reactor is operating at full power to control
the containment pressure, temperature, humidity, and airborne radioactivity
level above a predetermined value. In its evaluation, the staff assumed a

| particulate decontamination factor (DF) of 100 for HEPA filters and an iodine
i DF of 10 for charcoal adsorbers.

11.3.1.3 Ventilation Releases from Other Buildings

Radioactive materials are introduced into the plant atmosphere as a result of
leakage from equipment transporting cr handling radioactive materials. The
staff estimated that 160 lbs/ day of primary coolant will leak to the auxiliary
building with an iodine partition factor of 0.0075. Small quantities of radio-
nuclides are released to the turbine building atmosphere based on an estimated
1700 lbs/ hour of steam leakage. The plant ventilation systems are designed to
induce air flows from potentially less radioactive contaminated areas to areas
having a greater potential for radioactive contamination. The staff's calcula-'

tions assumed that effluents from the auxiliary building, fuel handling area,
containment purge, and main condenser vacuum pump exhaust are released through
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| HEPA filters a% .:harcoal adsorbers before release through the plant vent. The
| turbine building effluents are released directly to the environment without

treatment.

Condenser Air Ejectors-

Offgas from the main condenser air ejectors contains radioactive gases as a
result of primary to secondary leakage. In its evaluation, the staff assumed y
a primary to secondary leak rate of 100 lbs/ day. Noble gases and iodine are
contained in the steam generator leakage and released tu the environment through
the condenser air ejectors in accordance with the partition factors listed in
Table 11.3. The air ejectors exhaust is released to the environment through
HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers.

11.3.1.4 General Features Reviewed

The proposed seismic design and quality group classification and capacities of
the principal equipment _in the WG are listed in Table 11.6. The staff finds the
applicant's design criteria for the WG and the structure housing this system to
be acceptable in accordance with the guidelines given in RG 1.143.

The WG provides for monitoring hydrogen and oxygen upstream and downstream of
the waste gas processing system catalytic recombiners. If the hydrogen or
oxygen content exceeds a predetermined level, an alarm will sound in the reactor
control room, alerting the operator to the condition. If remedial action does
not correct the hydrogen or oxygen concentration, automatic controls will dis-
continue the oxygen feed and/or hydrogenated waste gas feed to the recombiner.
The hydrogen and oxygen monitoring system meets the acceptance criteria for dual
gas analyzers for tystems with recorrbiners as given in SRP Section 11.3 (Rev.1).

,

The normal ventilation exhaust systems have been-designed and will be maintained
and tested in accordance with the guidelines presented in RG 1.140 (March 1978).

The staff calculateo that the preposed waste gas and plant ventilation systems
are capable of reducing the release of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents
to approximately 1,600 Ci/yr/ reactor for noble gases, 0.014 Ci/yr/ reactor for
I-131, 710 Ci/yr/ reactor for tritium, and 8 Ci/yr/ reactor for C-14.

Using the calculated release of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents from
Units 1 and 2, given in Table 11.2, the staff calculates the annual gamma and
beta air dose at or beyond the site boundary to be less than 10 mrads/ site and

| 20 mrads/ site, respectively.
,

I

! The staff calculates the release of I-131 to be less than 1 Ci/yr/ reactor.
Using the calculated release for I-131 given in Table 11.2, the staff calculates
the dose or dose commitment to any organ of an individual in an unrestricted
area to be less than 15 mrems/yr/ site.

Based on its evaluation, the staff determined that the WG for Catawba Units 1
and 2, is capable of maintaining releases of radioactive materials in gaseous
' effluents during normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences,
so that the calculated doses are less than the numerical design objectives of
S ctions II B and C of Appendix I of 10 CFR 50, as shown in Table 11.4. The
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staff evaluation also shows (Table 11.5) that the applicant's design of the WG
and plant ventilation systems for Units 1 and 2 conforms to the numerical design
objectives of the Commission's September 4, 1975 Annex to Appendix I and, there-
fore, meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.

The staff determined that the WG and plant ventilation systems is capable of
reducing radioactive materials in effluents to ALARA levels in accordance with

O 10 CFR 50.34a and Appendix I to 10 CFR 50.

11.3.2 Evaluation Findings

The staff concludes that the design of the WG and plant ventilation systems is
acceptable and meets the requirements of 10 CFR 20.106, 10 CFR 50.34a, GDC 3,
60, and 61, and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, as referenced in the SRP. This con-
clusion is based on the following findings:

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 60 and 64 with respect to
controlling releases of radioactive material to the environment by ensuring
that the design of the WG and plant ventilation systems includes the equip-
ment and instruments necessary to detect and to control the release of
radioactive materials in gaseous effluents. Capacities of principal compo-
nents considered in the WG avaluation are listed in Table 11.6.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of Appendix I of 10 CFR 50 by meet-
ing the ALARA criterion.

(a) Regarding Sections II.B and II.C of Appendix I, the staff has con-
sidered releases of radioactive material (noble gases, radioiodine,
and particulates) in gaseous effluents for normal operation includ-

! ing anticipated operational occurrences based on expected radwaste
inputs over the life of the plant.

The staff has determined that the proposed WG is capable of maintain-
ing releases of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents so that the
calculated individual doses in an unrestricte.d area from all pathways
of exposure are less than 5 mrems to the total body of 15 mrems to
the skin and less than 15 mrems to any organ from releases of radio-

1 iodine and radioactive material in particulate form.
1

! (b) The applicant has met the requirercents of the Commission's September 4,
1975 Annex to Appendix I to 10 CFR 50 with respect to meeting the
ALARA criterion, and is, therefore, exempt from the cost-benefit
analysis required by Section II.D of Appendix I to 10 CFR 50.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR 20, since the staff has
considered the potential consequences resulting from reactor operation with
1% of the operating fission product inventory in the core being released to
the primary coolant for a pressurized power reactor (PWR) and determined
that under these conditions, the concentrations of radioactive materials in
gaseous effluents in unrestricted areas will be a small fraction of the
limits specified in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 1.

i
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(4) The staff has considered the capabilities of the WG and plant ventilation
systems to meet the anticipated demands of the plant as a result of anti-
cipated operational occurrences and has concluded that the system capacity
and design flexibility are adequate to meet the anticipated needs of ther

' plant.

(5) The staff has reviewed the applicant's quality assurance provisions for
,

; the WG and plant ventilation systems, the quality group classifications
| used for system components, the seismic design applied to the design of

the system and of structures housing the radwaste system. The design of
the system and of structures housing the systra meet the criteria as set
forth in RG 1.143.

(6) The staff has reviewed the provisicns incorporated in the applicant's
design to control releases resulting from hydrogen explosions in the WG
and plant ventilation systems and has concluded that the measures proposed
by the applicant are adequate to prevent the occurrence of an explosion or
to withstand the effects of an explosion in accordance with GDC 3 cf
Appendix A to 10 CFR 50.

11.4 Solid Radwaste System

11.4.1 Review Discussion

Th2 WS consists of equipnent and instrumentation necessary for the solidifica-
tien or packaging of radioactive wastes resulting from normal operation and
maintenance of the plant. The WS is located in the radwaste area of the auxil-
iary building, except for the adjacent waste solidification facility that is
us:d for radwaste solidification by a contractor.

The WS for Catawba is shared between Units 1 and 2. It is designed to process
two general types of solid wastes: (1) " wet" solid wastes, which require so-
lidification before shipment, and (2) " dry" solid wastes, which require pack-
Eging, and, in some cases, compaction before shipment to a licensed burial
facility. Wet solid wastes, consisting of the BRS and liquid waste evaporator
bottoms, spent resin from deep bed and filter /demineralizers, precipitated
waste concentrations, and chemical drain tank effluents are preconditioned to
meet the feed conditions required by the proposed mobile solidification system

3 containers for offsite shipment.in the waste solidification facility in 300-ft
The staff'has not yet reviewed the parameters and methodology for solidifica-
tion for the proposed system under the process control program. The staff
finds that the applicant's reference in the FSAR does not include precondition-
ing the wasta; interfaces with the equipment; parameters for chemical and phys-
ical characteristics of waste; precipitated waste concentrate feed applicabil-
ity and capacity; provisions for fire and chemical protection; quality assur-
ance; laboratory sampling or testing criteria to ensure solidification; and the
labeling, inspection, and decontamination steps for shipment. The applicant is
required to submit a process control program to ensure complete solidificationi

of all wet solid waste in conformance with the guidelines of BTP ETSB 11.3I

l (SRP).

The principal radionuclides in the solid wastes ne long-lived fission and
corrosion products, namely, Cs-134, Cs-137, Co-58, Co-60, Mn-54, and Fe-55.
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Dry solid wastes, consisting mainly of ventilation air filters, conteminated
clothing, paper, laboratory glassware, and tools, are compacted in 55 gal drums
by a waste baler. The baler is equipped with a shroud to prevent the escape of
radioactive materials during the compaction process. During the baling opera-
tion, the air flow in the vicinity of the baler is exhausted by a fan through
a HEPA filter in the auxiliary building ventilation system to reduce the poten-
tial for airborne radioactive dusts.

Wastes are packaged in containers designed to meet the requirements of
49 CFR 170-189. Shielding is provided to maintain acceptable contact dose
rates to meet the provisicns of 10 CFR 71.

The staff has evaluated the WS for normal operation including anticipated opera-
tional occurrences. It estimates that the solid waste volumes and activities
shipped off site will be 17,000 ft /yr/ reactor of sclidified wet waste contain-3

ing 22,000 Ci and 4,100 ft /yr/ reactor of dry solid waste containing no more3

than 5 Ci/ reactor total.

The WS is housed in the auxiliary building, which is a seismic Category I struc-
ture, and, therefore, meets the guidance given in RG 1.143. Storage facilities
for solid waste include an area for 3 300-ft3 containers and 400 55 gal drums.
Based on its estimate of the expected solid waste volumes and the recommenda-
tion in SRP Section 11.4 that at least 30 days storage capacity be provided for
packaged solid radwaste from each unit, the staff finds the storage capacity
marginal for meeting the demands of the station for normal operation. j

.

11.4.2 E*.aluation Findings

The staff concludes that the design of the WS is acceptable and meets the re-
quirements of 10 CFR 20.106, 10 CFR 50.34a, GDC 60, 63, and 64; and 10 CFR 71,
as referenced in SRP Section 11.4. This conclusion is based on the applicant
demonstrating that the WS includes the equipment and instrumentation used for
the processing, packaging, and storing of radioactive wastes before shipment
off site for burial. The scope of the review of the WS includes line diagrams
of the system, piping, and instrumentation diagrams (P& ids), and descriptive
information for the WS and for those auxiliary supporting systems that are con-
sidered to be essential to the operation of the WS. The applicant's proposed
design criteria and design bases for the WS and the applicant's analysis of
those criteria and bases have been reviewed. The capability of the proposed
system to process the types and volumes of wastes expected during normal opera-
tion and anticipated operational occurrences in accordance with GDC 60, pro-
visions for the handling of wastes relative to the requirements of 10 CFR 20
and 71 and of applicable Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations, and
the applicant's quality group classification and seismic design relative to
RG 1.143, also have been reviewed in accordance with the SRP. The applicant's
proposed methods of ensuring complete solidification and/or dewatering will be
subject to review and approval before plant startup.

The basis for acceptance in the staff's review has been conformance of the
applicant's designs, design criteria, and design bases for the solid radwaste
system to the regulations and the guides referenced above and in SRP Sec-
tion 11.4, as well as to staff technical positions and industry standards.
Based on the foregoing evaluation and on the condition that the applicant

|

|
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provides a process control program, the staff concludes that the proposed solid
radwaste system is acceptable.

11.5 Process and Effluent Radiological Monitoring and Sampling Systems

11.5.1 Review Discussion

The process and effluent radiological monitoring systeins are designed to provide
information concerning radioactivity levels in systems throughout the plant, to
indicate radioactive leakage between systems, to monitor equipment performance,
and to monitor and control radioactivity levels in plant discharges to the
environs.

Table 11.7 provides the proposed locations of continuous monitors. Monitors
on certain effluent release lines automatically terminate discharges should
radiation levels exceed a predetermined value. Systems that are not amenable
to continuous monitoring, or for which detailed isotopic analyses are required,
are periodically sampled and analysed in the plant laboratory.

The staff has reviewed the locations and types of effluent and process monitor-
ing provided. Based on the plant design and on continuous monitoring locations
and intermittent sampling locations, the staff has concluded that all normal
and potential release pathways are monitored. The applicant's description indi-
cates that the process and effluent monitoring system design meets the guide-
lines in RG 4.15 for quality assurance. The staff also has determined that the
sampling and monitoring provisions are adequate for detecting radioactive mate-
rial leakage to normally uncontaminated systems and for monitoring plant pro-
cesses that could affect radioactivity releases. On this basis the staff con-
siders the monitoring and sampling provisions to meet the requirements of
GDC 60, 63, and 64 and the guidelines of RG 1.21, and, therefore, meet the
acceptance criteria of SRP Section 11.4.

Provisions for high-level radioactive noble gas effluent monitoring and pro-
visions for iodine and particulate sampling during accident conditior.s, as
recommended by NUREG-0737 (II.F.1(1) and (2)) and RG 1.97 (Rev. 2), are pro-
posed in the FSAR and have been reviewed.

11.5.2 Evaluation Findings

The staff concludes that the process and effluent radiological monitoring
instrumentation and sampling systems are acceptable and meet the relevant
requirements of 10 CFR 20.106, and GDC 60, 63, and 64, as referenced in the
SRP. This conclusion is based on the following review.

The process and effluent radiological monitoring and sampling systems include
the instrumentation for monitoring and sampling radioactivity, contaminated
liquid, gaseous, and solid waste process and effluent streams. The staff's
review included the provisions proposed (1) to sample and monitor all station

.

I

effluents in accordance with GDC 64, (2) to provide automatic termination of
effluent releases and to ensure control over discharges in accordance with
GDC 60, (3) to sample and monitor plant waste process streams for process con-

|
trol in accordance with GDC 63, and (4) to conduct sampling and analytical pro-

i grams in accordance with the guidelines in RGs 1.21 and 4.15. The applicant
has committed to provide equipment for sampling and monitoring process and'
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effluent streams during postulated accidents in accordance with the guidelines
in NUREG-0737 (II.F.1(1) and (2)).

The review included piping and instrument diagrams and process flow diagrams
for the liquid, gaseous, and solid radwaste systems, and for ventilation sys-
tems, and the location of monitoring points relative to effluent release points
as shown on the site plot diagrams.

Based on its review, the staff has determined that the applicant's designs, !

design criteria, and design bases for the process and effluent radiological l

monitoring instrumentation and sampling systems meet the guidelines and
industry standards referenced in SRP Section 11.5; therefore, these systems
are acceptable,

11.6 Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment (III.D.1.1)

A periodic leak rate test will be written for systems carrying radioactive
fluids outside containment. The following systems are included: safety
injection, residual heat removal, containment spray, containment hydrogen
sample ana purge, nuclear sampling, boron recycle, chemical and volume con-
trol, refueling water, liquid waste, and waste gas. This test is to be per-
formed before startup and during each refueling outage.

A separate periodic test procedare will be written to ensure that excessive
leakage is detected on a timely basis. This test will be run at least weekly
and will require that systems carrying radioactive fluids outside containment
be visually inspected for excessive leakage. Appropriate corrective action
will be taken if excessive leakage is detected.

The staff has reviewed these provisions according to the guidelines in
NUREG-0737 (III.D.1.1) and find them acceptable.

Catawba SER 11-14
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Table 11.1 Calculated releases of radioactive material in
liquid effluents from Catawba Units 1 and 2

|

Radionuclide Ci/yr/ reactor

| Activation-corrosion products

Cr-51 '2.6(-4)
| Mn-54 7(-5)

Fe-55 2.9(-4)
Fe-59 1.5(-4)
Co-58 2.7(-3)-
Co-60_ 4.5(-4)
Zr-95 1(-5)
Nb-95 2(-5)
Np-239 4(-5)

Fission products

Br-83 3(-5)
Rb-86 5(-5)
Sr-89 6(-5)
Sr-91 1(-5)
Y-91 1(-5)

Mo-99 2.2(-2)
Tc-99m 1.6(-2)
Ru-106 3(-5)
Te-127m 5(-5)
Te-127 6(-5)-
Te-129m 2(-4)
Te-129 1.3(-4)

I-130 6(-5)
Te-131m 3(-5)
I-131 2.7(-2)

Te-132 9.1(-4),

I-132 1.5(-3)
1-133 1.3(-2)
I-134 1(-5)

Cs-134 2.7(-2)
1-135 3.7(-3)

Cs-136 7(-3)
Cs-137 2(-2)i

Ba-137m 2.4(-2)'

Ba-140 2(-5)
La-140 2(-5)
Ce-144 6(-5)
All others* 8(-5)

Total (except H-3) 1.8(-1)
l H-3 710

*Nuclides whose release rates are less than 10 5 Ci/yr/
reactor are not listed individually but are included
in the category "All others."

Note: Exponential notation: 2.6(-4) = 2.6 x 10 4 etc.

|-
'
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cTable 11.2: Calculated releases of radioactive materials in
gaseous effluents from Catawba Units 1 and 2-
(Ci/ year / reactor)

Waste gas - . Building ventilation Main condenser
.

processing-
. _ vacuum pump, Nuclide system Reactor- ' Auxiliary . Turbine - exhaust. Total

'

Noble Gasese-

Kr-83m a a' 'a a -ai a
~Kr-85m a 1 ~3- .a 2 6
Kr-85- 263 5 a a a 268

; -Kr-87 a a 2 a a 2
Kr-88 a 2 5 a- 3 10 ;Kr-89 a a a a a- a"
Xe-131m~ 9 6 - a a a 15-
Xe-133m' a 12- 2 a- 2 16
Xe-133 -14 1~100 120 a 73 1,300*-, -

Xe-135m a a a a a a
.Xe-135 a 8 8 a 5 21 1

Xe-137' a a- a a a a
Xe-138 a a 1 a a 1-

,

; -Total 1,600*

\- Particulates
,

Mn-54 |4.5(-3) 1.7(-4) 1.8(-4)- b b 4.9(-3)Fe-59- 1.5(-3) 5.7(-5) 6(-5) b b 1.6(-3).;- Co-58 1.5(-2) 5.7(-4) 6(-4) b b 1.6(-2) '

Co-60 7(-3); C.6(-4) 2.7(-4) b b 7.5(-3)'Sr-89 3.3(-4). 1.3(-5) 1.3(-5) b b 3.6(-4).

Sr-90 6(-5) 2.3(-6) 2.4(-6) b. b 6.5(-5)
Cs-134 4.5(-3) 1.7(-4) 1.8(-4) b b 4.9(-3)

-

; Cs-137 -7.5(-3) 2.9(-4) 3(-4) b b -8.1(-3)
'

Total 4.3(-2)..
L
| 'Other-

~ C-14 7 1 a a a 8
|- Ar-41- a 25' a- a a 25
i H-3 a a 710 a a 710
|~ ~I-131 a 5.7(-3) 4.5(-3) 6.5(-4) 2.8(-3) 1.4(-2)' -I-133 a 1.6(-3) 6.8(-3) 9.8(-4) 3.9(-3) 1.4(-2)

* Sum is truncated.
Note: Exponential notation: 4.5(-3) = 4.5 x 10 3, etc.

a = less than 1.0 Ci/yr for noble gases and C-14, and less than
10 4 Ci/yr for iodine.

-b =-less than 1% of total for nuclide.
.

!
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Table 11.3 Principal parameters and conditions used in calculating
relaases from radioactive material in liquid and gaseous
effiuents from Catawba Units 1 and 2

Reactor power level, MWE 3,565

! Plant capacity factor 0.80
8Failed fuel, % 0.12

Primary steam

Mass of coolant, lb 4.3 x 105
Letdown rate, gpm 75
Shim bleed rate, gpm 7.5
Leakage to secondary system, lb/ day 100
Leakage to containment building b
Leakage to auxiliary building, lb/ day 160
Frequency of degassing for cold shutdowns, per year 2

Secondary system

Steam flow rate, lb/hr 1.6 x 107
Mass of liquid / steam generator, Ib 9.8 x 104
Mass of steam / steam generator, lb 8.5 x 103
Secer.dary coolant mass, lb 4.2 x 10S
Rate of steam leakage to turbine area, lb/hr 1.7 x 103
Humber of steam generators 4

2 1.0 x 10s ;Containment building volume, ft
Annual frequency of containment purges (shutdown) 4

- Annual frequency of ccntainment purges (at power) 20

Iodine partition factors (gas / liquid)
Leakage to auxiliary building 0.0075
Leakage to turbine area 1.0
Main condenser / air ejector (volatile species) 0.15

Liquid radwaste subsystem decontamination factors

Cesium Other
Subsystem stream Iodines Rubidium Nuclides

Baron recycle system 104 2 x 103 104
Equipment drains 104 2 x 103 104
Radwaste liquid system (LRS drain) 104 105 105
Liquid system (chemical waste) 104 105 105

Principal equipment decontamination factors
Cesium Other

Equipment Iodines Rubidium Nuclides

Recycle evaporator 102 103 103

| Waste evaporator 103 104 104

Catawba SER 11-19
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Table 11.3 (Continued)

Cesium
Equipment Anions Rubidium Cations

Recycle evaporator feed demineralizer 10 2 10 j
Recycle evaporator anion demineralizer 10 1 1
Liquid radwaste systems evaporator.

polishing demineralizer 10 10 10 j

Filter train decentamination factors Iodines Particulates
Auxiliary building ventilation (HEPA/ charcoal) 10 100

Reactor building
Purge air and refue|ing canal exnaust 10 100L

Internal cleanup (HEPA/ charcoal) 10 100

a - This value is constant and corresponds to 0.12% of the operating power
fission product source term as given in NUREG-0017 (April 1976).

b - 1% percent per day of the primary coolant noble gas inventory and 0.001%
per day of the primary coolant iodine inventory.

NOTE: HEPA = high-efficiency particulate air.

.

i
l

!

!
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Table 11.4 Calculated Appendix i (10 CFR 50) dose commitments to a
maximally exposed individual and to the population _from
operation of the Catawba Nuclear Station

__

Annual dose per reactor unit

Appendix I Calculated
|

R:cipient, effluent, and dose design objectives * doses **

{ INDIVIDUAL
1

Liquid effluents
1 Dose to total body from all pathways (mrem) 3 1. 8

Dose to any organ from all pathways (mrem) 10 2.4
(liver)

Noble-cas effluents (at site boundary)

Gamma dose in air (nrad) 10 1. 0
Beta dose in air (mrad) 20 2.3
Dose to total body of an individual (mrem) 5 0.6
Dose to skin of an individual (mrem) 15 1. 8.

Radioiodines and particulates***
Dose to any organ from all pathways (mrem) 15 7.2

(bone)

POPULATION WITHIN 80-KM

Natural-background radiationt (person-rem) 160,000 (total body) NA
Liquid effluents (person-rem) 3.0 (total body) 3.0

(thyroid)
Noble gas effluents (person-rem) 0.4 (total body) 0.4

(thyroid)
Radioiodine and particulates 5.1 (tutal body) 6.5

(thyroid)

" Design objectives from Sections II.A, II.8, II.C, and II.D of Appendix I,
10 CFR 50 consider doses to maximally exposed individual and to population
per reactor unit.

** Numerical values in this column were obtained by summing appropriate values
in Table D.6 of the FES. Location resulting in ruximum doses are represented
here.

*** Carbon-14 and tritium have been added to this category.
t" National Radiation Exposure in the United States," U.S. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, ORP-SID-72-1, June 1972; using the average background dose for
South Carolina of 97 mrems/yr, and year 2000 projected population of 1,700,000.

:

i

' '
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Table 11.5 Calculated RM-50-2* dose commitments to a maximally
exposed individual from operation of_the Catawba
Nuclear Station **

'

Annual dose per site-
|

RM-50-2 Calculated '

Effluent and dose commitment design ob,iective doses
-

Liquid effluents

Dose to total body or any. organ from!

from all pathways (mrem) 5 3.0
Activity-release estimate, excluding
tritium (Ci) 10 0.2,

Noble gas effluents (at site boundary)

Gamma dose in air (mrad) 10 2.0
i Beta. dose in air (mrad) _ 20 4.6

Dose to total body of an individual (mrem) 5 1. 2
Dose to skin of an individual (mrem) 15 3.6

Radioiodines and particulates***

Dose to any organ from all pathways (mrem) 15 14.4 (bcne) ,

I-131 activity release (Ci) 2 0.06

* Annex to Appendix I to 10 CFR 50.
**An optional method of demonstrating compliance with the cost-benefit sec--

i tion (II.D) of Appendix I to 10 CFR 50.
*** Carbon-14 and tritium have been added to this category.

I
i

|

|

|
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Table 11.5 Design parameters of principal components
considered in the evaluation of liquid and
gaseous radioactive waste treatment systems *'

Component- Number Capacity, each
|

LIQUID SYSTEMS

Chemical and volume control system ;

Volume control tank 1 per reactor 400 ft8
,

i Mixtd-bed domineralizers 2 per reactor 120 gpm
Cation demineralizer 1 per reactor 75 gpm
Thermal regeneration domineralizers 5 per reactor 120 gpm,

,

Baron recycle system

R; cycle evaporator feed demineralizers 2 shared 120 gpm
-R; cycle-holdup tanks 2 shared 112,000 gal
Ricycle evaporator package 1 shared 15 gpm
R: cycle evaporator condensate demineralizer 1 shared 35 gpm

,

Liquid waste processina system

R: actor coolant' drain tank 1 per reactor 350 gal
WIste drain tank 1 shared 5,000 g21
Waste svaporator feed tank 1 shared 5,000 gal'

Floor drain tank I shared 10,000 gal
R: cycle monitor tanks 2 shared 5,000 gal
Waste monitor tanks 2 shared 5,000 gal
Chemical drain-tank 1 shared 600 gal
Laundry and hot shower drain tank 1 shared 10,000 gal
Waste evaporator 1 shared 15 gpm
Waste evaporator condensate demineralizers 1 shared 35 gpm
Steam generator drain' tanks 2 shared 50,000 gal
Ventilation unit condensate drain tanks 1 per reactor 5,000 gal

GASE0US SYSTEMS

Waste gas system

Wiste gas system cbapressors (design pressure, 2 shared 40 scfm
. 150 psig)
| Hydrogen recombiners (design pressure, 2 shared 50 scfm

150 psig)
Gas decay tanks (design pressure, 150 psig) 8 shared 600 fta

l " Design classification and seismic design criteria per Regulatory Guide 1.143.

|

|
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p Table 11.7 Process.and effluent monitors *
EI'

( Stream monitored Type detector (s) Number Monitor sensitivity
_

| @ Liquids

Component cooling water y Scintillation 2 per reactor 1 x 10 s pCi/cm3 (Co-60)
! Service water effluent GM & y Scintillation 2 per reactor 1 x-10 s pCi/cm (Co-60)3

i Containment ventilation unit condensate GM & y Scintillation 1 per reactor 1 x 10.s pCi/cm (Co-60)3
4 drain TK outlet

Liquid waste effluent ** GM & y Scintillation' I shared 1 x 10.s pCi/cm (Co-60)3
,

1 Boron recycle system distillate y Scintillation 1 shared 1 x 10 8 pCi/cm (Co-60)3

; Steam generator water sample GM & y Scintillation 1 per reactor'-1 x 10 0 pCi/cm3 (Co-60) :
1 Reactor coolant y Scintillation 1 per reactor 1 x 10 2 pCi/cm3 (Ba-133)

Clean area floor drain discharge ** y Scintillation 1 shared 1 x 10 s pCi/cm3 (Co-60) L

Turbine building sump output ** y Scintillation 1 per reactor 1 x 10 s pCi/cm3 (Co-603) [
Gases

Unit vent monitoring system
U Gas p Scintillation 1 per reactor 1 x 10 5 pCi/cm (Xe-133)3

:
A Particulate p Scintillation 1 per reactor 1 x 10 8 pCi/cm (Cs-137) l3
* Iodine y Scintillation 1 per reactor 1 x 10 s pCi/cm (I-133)3

;

!- Containment monitoring system
! Gas p Scintillation 1 per reactor 1 x 10 5 pCi/ce? (Xe-133)
! Particulate p Scintillation 1 per reactor 1 x 10 5 pCi/cm (Cs-137)3

Iodine y Scintillation 1 per reactor 1 x 10 8 pCi/cm (I-133).3
I

Waste gas discharge monitor (gas)** p Scintillation 1 shared 1 x 10 5 pCi/cm3 (Xe-133)
: Auxiliary building ventilation p Scintillation . 1 shared 1 x 10 s pCi/cm (Xe-133)3 -

duct (gas)i

i Condenser air ejector exhaust (gas) p Scintillation 1 per reactor 1 x 10 5 pCi/cm (Xe-133)3

Control room air inlet p Scintillation 1 shared' 1 x 10 5 pCi/c9 (Xe-133):

Technical support center air inlet p Scintillation- 1 shared 1 x 10 8 pCi/cm (Kr-85)3

Fuel building vent duct (gas) p Scintilation 1 per reactor 1 x 10 5 pCi/cm3 (Xe-133)
Unit vent high range noble gas monitor Ion chamber 1 per reactor 100 to 10s R/hr (range)

| *All liquid and gaseous effluent streams will be monitored in accordance with the guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 1.21.

** Terminates discharge by closing isolation valve when the radioactivity level exceeds a predetermined'

value.

-__
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12 RADIATION PROTECTION

12.1 General
|

| The staff has evaluated the proposed radiation protection program presented in
Chapter 12 of the Catawba FSAR for Units 1 and 2 in accordance with the'

criteria set forth in the SRP Chapter 12 (NUREG-0800) and NUREG-0737, Items
II.B.2, II.F.1(3), III.D.3.3, I.B.1.2, and II.B.3. The radiation protection
c6asures at Catawba Units 1 and 2 are intended to ensure that internal and
external exposures to station personnel, contractors, and the general
population as a result of station conditions, including anticipated operational

i- occurrences, will be within applicable limits of 10 CFR 20 and will be as low
as is reasonably achievable (ALARA).

The basis of the staff's acceptance of the Catawba Units 1 and 2 Radiation Pro-
taction Program is that doses to personnel will be maintained within the limits
of 10 CFR 20. The applicant's radiation protection designs and program
features also are consistent with the guidelines of RG 8.8, Rev. 3. Some of
the radiation protection measures that the applicant will use at Catawba Units
1 and 2 include: (1) minimizing the use of cobalt-containing hard-facing mate-
rials and restriction of cobalt impurities in primary system metals to reduce
the level of activated corrosion products, (2) shielded chases provided for
radioactive piping, (3) location of radioactive components in separately
shielded cubicles, (4) installing piping, valves and connectors to avoid dead
legs and crud traps, and (5) training of personnel in radiation protection.
The applicant's use of these and other radiation protection features will help

,

| to ensure that occupational radiation exposures are maintained ALARA, both
| during plant operation and during decomeissioning.
|

On the basis of its review of the FSAft for Catawba Units 1 and 2, the staff has
concluded that the radiation protection measures incorporated in the design
will provide reasonable assurance that occupational doses will be maintained
ALARA and below the limits of 10 CFR 20. These radiation protection design
features are consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8 (Rev. 3)
and are considered acceptable.

12.2 Ensuring That Occupational Radiation Exposures Are As Low As Is
Reasonably Achievable

12.2.1 Policy Considerations

The applicant provides a management commitment to ensure that Catawba Units 1
and 2 will be designed, constructed, and operated in a manner consistent with
RGs 8.8, 8.10, 1.8 (Rev. 1) and 10 CFR 20. The Catawba plant basic design pre-

,

dates RG 8.8; however, the ALARA philosophy is a major design consideration ofI

tha plant. The applicant has continued to review, update, and modify the plant
design during the ensuing design and construction phases. The System Health
Physicist will perform periodic reviews of station programs to ensure adequate
conformation of the health physics program and to ensure that the ALARA and
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; health physics requirements are met.- The objective of.these reviews and
; inspectiuns is to ensure that the personnel exposures at Catawba Units 1 and 2
~

will be maintained ALARA in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1(c).

The' Station Health Physicist _and corporate general. office have the responsibil
ity to ensure that. radiation exposures are maintained ALARA. The System Health-

_ Physicist is responsible for the formulation of the health physics program, and
"

provides technical guidance, support, and evaluation to ensure that the program
'is properly run'and radiation exposures are ALARA. The Station Manager has
everall responsibility for the protection of personnel against radiation. The
Station Health Physicist conducts the health physics program, carries out pro--

'L cedures, measures and evaluates the station's radiological status, and i

estimates and monitors personnel exposures to ens'ure that exposures.of all
personnel are kept within the limits of 10 CFR 20 and ALARA. The applicant,

used the criteria of.RGs 1.8, 8.8, and 8.10 and 10 CFR 20 in the~ development of:

the radiation protection program; therefore the policy considerations are~,

acceptable.

12.2.2 Design Considerations
i

To reduce radiation exposures the applicant has incorporated general considera- t
i tions into the design to decrease (1) the need to enter radiation Tields, (2)

the time of exposure when entry is necessary, and (3) the dose rate during
exposure'. These general considerations are implemented by specific radiation
protection design guidelines. Also information gained from the applicant's
study of operating experience from power reactors (including Ocones, McGuire,
and other, ice-condenser-type plants) is factored into the design. Finally,,

design reviews are performed by radiation protection personnel to ensure that
occupational radiation exposures will be ALARA. The design considerations are

-consistent-with the guidance of RG 8.8 and are, therefore, acceptable. Duke
Power Company has incorporated the following facility and equipment design
considerations at Catawba to satisfy the design objectives'and minimize;

exposures:.

-(1) Manually operated valves are equipped with reach rods extending.through
the shield wall. J

(2) Shield plugs and concrete hatches are designed with stepped sides to
~

minimize radiation streaming.

(3) Flushing connections on systems are provided to relieve crud buildup.

(4) Remote actuators are provided for frequently operated valves associated
with the system operation of equipmerd located in high dose rate areas.

.

| (5) Radioactive and nonradioactive equipment and piping are kept separate to
I minimize ' dose during maintenance.

12.2.3 Operational Consideration

: The applicant has committed to include measures for reducing exposure in the
: operational procedures; the criteria for implementing those measures is con-
! sistent with the guidance of RG 8.8.

!-
!
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Op: rating and maintenance personnel follow ~ specific plans and procedures to
ensure that ALARA goals are achieved in the operation of the plant. High
radiation exposure operations are carefully preplanned and carried out by
personnel who are well-trained in radiation protection and in using proper
equipment. During such maintenance activities, personnel are monitored for
exposure to radiation and contamination. When major maintenance jobs are
coeleted, the radiation exposures to personnel are evaluated in a timely

i manner and ccmpared with predicted person rem exposures. The results are used
| to make changes in future job procedures and techniques. Exposure trends are

reviewed by station management. High radiation dose problem areas are
id:ntified in reports, as are those work groups accumulating the highest doses.
Dose-reduction recommendations are also provided. Implementation of the health
physics program, selected procedures, and past exposure records also will be
reviewed. The staff uses these reports to recommend design modifications or
changes in plant procedures. These practices conform with those in RGs 8.8 and
8.10 and are acceptable.

~12.2.4 Decommissioning

Those design features incorporated by the applicant at Catawba station to main-
tain occupational radiation exposure levels ALARA during plant operation and
maintenance will also serve to maintain radiation exposures ALARA during decom-
aissioning operations.

12.3 Radiation Sources

FSAR Section 12.2 describes the sources of contained and airborne radioactivity
ustd as inputs for the dose assessment and for the design of the shielding and
ventilation systems. The methods and bases used by the applicant to estimate
the source term also are described. A more detailed description of the source.
term development is presented in Chapter 11 of the FSAR.

12.3.1 Contained Sources and Airborne Radioactive Material Sources

The location and strengths of the contained radiation sources that must be
shielded or included in the dose assessment are provided. The bases for the
source terms meet the staff's acceptance criteria as described below. The
fission product source terms are based on a failed-fuel fraction of 1%.

The coolant and corrosion activation product source terms are based on measure-
ments at operating pressurized-water reactors (PWRs), and they are consistent
with American National Standard N237-1976, " Source Term Specification." Neu-
tron and prompt gamma source terms are based on reactor core physics calcula-
tions and applicable reactor operating experience. The contained radiation
source terms are comparable to estimat.es by other applicants with pressurized
water designs and are acceptable.

Th2 primary radiations within the containment during power operation are neu-
tron and gamma radiation, resulting from the fission process in the core.

The reactor coolant system is the highest source of radiation in the contain-
ment. The reactor coolant contains fission products from fuel-cladding defects
and activation and corrosion products. Of these radiation sources, nitrogen-16
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the reactor coolant piping. Outside the containment and after shutdown inside
the containment, the primary sources of personnel exposure ~ are _ fission products
from fuel-cladding defects and activation products, including activated cor-
rosion products.

Almost all of the airborne radioactivity within the plant is due to equipment
leakage. The applicant has provided a tabulation of normally expected airborne

| radioactivity concentrations in equipment cubicles, corridors, and operating
| areas resulting from equipment leakage. The bases for these leakage calcula-

tions are in accordance with NUREG-0017. The ventilation system will be de-
signed to maintain exposures within the limits of 10 CFR 20.103 and ALARA. Air
will be routed from areas of low potential airborne contamination to areas of

| increasing potential airborne contamination. The resulting estimated airborne
' radioactivity concentrations in frequently occupied areas will be a small frac-

tion of 10 CFR 20 limits and are acceptable. The source terms used to develop
these airborne concentration values are comparable with estimates by otheri

| applicants with similar designs and are acceptable,
i

12.4 Radiation Protection Design Features

FSAR Section 12.3 describes the features that are included in the radiation
protection design of the plant to maintain exposure levels ALARA. Separate
descriptions are presented for the categories of facility design features,

; shielding, ventilation, and area radiation and airborne monitoring
| instrumentation.

12.4.1 Facility Design Features

The applicant has provided evidence that the dose accumulating functions per-
formed by workers have been considered in the plant design. Features have been
inclu.ied in the design to help maintain exposure levels ALARA in the performance
of those functions. These features will facilitate access to work areas, reduce
or allow the reduction of source intensity, reduce the time required in radia-
tion fields, and provide for portable shielding and remote handling tools. The
applicant's facility design features are consistent with the guidance of RG 8.8.

| Therefore, the staff concludes that the facility design features are acceptable.

The applicant has provided six radiation zones as a basis for classifying occu-
pancy and access restrictions in various areas. On this basis, maximum design
dose rates are established for each zone and used as input for shielding of the
respective zones.

| The areas inside the restricted area are divided into a number of radiation
i dose rate zones for design purposes. The areas that will have to be occupied
| on a predictable basis during normal operations and anticipated occurrences are
! zoned such that exposures will be below the limits of 10 CFR 20 and will be
| ALARA. The zoning system and access control features also meet the posting and
I entry requirements of 10 CFR 20.203 and are consistent with RG 8.8. Several
: features are included in the plant design and operational program to minimize
! the buildup of activated corrosion products--a major contributor to cccupa-

tional dose. The use of high cobalt, hard facing and wear materials in the
primary system has been limited to those places where it is necessary. Valve
and pipe connections have been designed to minimize this buildup. Control of
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. chemistry in the primary system will also minimize this buildup. Therefore,
the staff concludes that the applicant has given consideration to the inclusion
cf design features to minimize the buildup of activated corrosion products.

12.4.2 Shielding

The shielding was designed to meet the requirements of the radiation dose rate
z:n2 system discussed above. The applicant's shielding design methods, includ-
ing the use of source terms, cross-section data, shield and source geometries,
cnd radiation transport calculational schemes, are consistent with generally
cccepted practice. Also, the shield design and construction will be consistent
with the guidance of RGs 8.8 and 1.69.

Based on a site visit and additional information submitted by the applicant in
response to the staff's questions, the shielding and controls proposed by the
tpplicant for the spent fuel transfer tube appear to be adequate and are
acc:ptable.

II.B.2 Plant Shielding for Vital Area Access

Applicant's Filings

By submittals dated June 8, 1981, August 7, 1981, and January 28, 1982, the
applicant has provided documentation of actions to be taken at Catawba Units 1
cnd 2 to implement Item II.B.2 of NUREG-0737.

*Status Report,

Discussion and Status

Th2 shielding design review performed by Duke Power Company for Catawba has
been reviewed in accordance with the criteria of NUREG-0737. The descriptions
meet the staff positions and requirements with regard to postaccident shielding
and vital area access and are acceptable.

(1) Source Terms - The source terms used by Duke Power in his evaluation are
equivalent to those recommended in RGs 1.3 and 1.4 and described in
NUREG-0737. For liquid-containing sources, the source term is considered
to be mixed in the largest sump volume, while for gas-containing systems,
the source term is considered mixed in the containment net free volume.
Source terms for time after shutdown ranging from 0 to 720 hours after
release are provided in FSAR Table 12.3.2-4.

(2) Systems Containing the Source - Those systems and volumes assumed to con-
tain high levels of radioactivity in a postaccident situation are cantain-
ment, residual heat removal system, safety injection systems, CVCS, con-
tainment spray systen, sample lines and gaseous radwaste.

(3) Vital Areas - Areas of vital acce;s identified by Duke include the control
room complex, the postaccident sampling room, the normal sampling room,
the count room, and the technical support center. Occupancy factors for
continuous or part-time occupancy, as well as infrequent access, were
determined as needed to evaluate doses in vital areas. Doses calculated

t
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by Duke for personnel'in vital a'reas during the course of.the accident do
not exceed GDC 19 criteria. The-radwaste control. panels'and hydrogen
recombiner control-panel were-evaluated by the applicant and found to be
fully accessible'in postaccident conditions.

.

.-(4)~ Dose Rate Criteria _ . The applicant has stated that doses for personnel in
vital areas will not exceed GDC 19' guidelines during'the co'urse of the.

accident. Accident dose rates and doses were determined at the time of
maximum activity. The applicant has provided the projected doses and
time after accident relationships for anticipated activities in vi.tal.

L : areas.in'accordance-with the staff's guidance. Dose rate maps for poten-
2 - tially occupied areas:are provided, and access routes to vital, areas are

planned to pass through zones of less than 1 R/hr. Low dose rate routes
~ will be verified by surveys. Dose rates are determined using ANISN,,

SABINE, KAP VI, SHIELD,' MORSE, D0T, and F237 BURP codes.

12.4.3 Ventilation -

The. ventilation system at Catawba will be designed to protect personnel and-
equipment from extreme thermal and environmental conditions and to ensure that '

,

plant personnel and the general public are not inadvertently exposed to airborne,

contaminants exceeding those-given in 10 CFR 20. The applicant intends to main-:

[ tain personnel-' exposures'ALARA by (1) maintaining air flow from areas of poten-
; tially low airborne contamination to areas of higher potential concentrations,
[ (2). ensuring negative or positive pressures tc. prevent exfiltration or infiltra-

tion of potential contaminants, respectively, and (3) locating ventilation sys-
tem intakes so that intake of potentially contaminated air from other building4

'
exhaust points is minimized. These des.ign criteria are in accordance with the

i guidelines of RGs'1.52 and 8.8. Some examples of~ exposure reduction features ,

! in the ventilation system are listed below.
!

j_ (1) Ventilation fans and filters are provided with adequate space to permit
! servicing with minimum personnel radiation exposure. The HVAC system is
I designed to allow replacement of components. '

(2) Ventilation ducts are designed to minimize the buildup of radioactive con-
tamination within the ducts to the maximum extent practicable. Welded'
seams are used to-join ductwork segments and internal obstructions are
avoided wherever practicable.

(3) Access and service ventilation systems in potentially radioactive areas
are'provided by locating components so as to minimize operator exposure
during maintenance, inspection, and testing. Outside air supply units
and building exhaust system components are enclosed in ventilation equip-
ment-rooms that are located in a low-radiation-level area and are acces-

.sible to the operators. Work space will be provided around each unit for
anticipated maintenance, testing, and inspection.

12.4.4 Area Radiation and Airborne Radioactivity Monitoring Instrumentation

12.4.4.1 Area Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation

The applicant's area radiation monitoring system is designed to (1) monitor the
| -. radiation levels in areas where radiation levels could become significant and |
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wh:re personnel could be present, (2) alarm when the radiation levels exceed
preset levels to warn of excessive radiation levels, and (3) provide a continu-
cus record of radiation levels at key locations throughout the plant. To meet
these objectives, the applicant plans to use 32 area monitors located in areas
where personnel may be present and where-radiation levels could become signifi-
cant. The area radiation monitoring system is equipped with local and remote
audio and visual alarms and a capability for central recording.

Th2 applicant has provided area radiation monitors around the fuel storage areas
as criticality monitors in accordance with the guidelines of RG 8.12.

i

II.F.1(3) In-Containment High Range Radiation Monitors

Applicant's Filings

By submittals dated June 8, 1981, August 7, 1981, and January 28, 1982. the
applicant has provided documentation of actions to be taken at Catawba to imple-
ment Item II.F.1(3) of NUREG-0737.

Status Report

Discussion and Status

Catawba will have two high-range General Atomic (GA) ionization chambers cap-
able of following postaccident gamma radiation levels in the containment. The
range of these instruments is 10 to 108 R/hr (gamma), and adequate sensitivity
and accuracy is provided over the 60-kev to 3-MeV energy range by the GA RD23
detector. The two radiation monitors will be widely separated in containment
and positioned so as to provide an adequate assessment of in-containment radia-
tion levels. Each monitor will be independently powered from a vital bus. An
analog meter and continuous strip chart recorder provide output in the control
room. Electronic calibration of the monitors will be performed at each refuel-
ing outage to complement the in situ calibration of the monitor range below
10 R/hr. The monitors adequately meet the seismic and environmental positions
of NUREG-0737. The applicant's response meets the staff's positions in
NUREG-0737 and is acceptable for fuel loading and full power operations.

12.4.4.2 Airborne Radioactivity Monitoring Instrumentation

The design objectives of the applicant's airborne radioactivity monitoring sys-
tem are (1) to assist in maintaining occupational radiation exposure to airborne'

contaminants ALARA, (2) to check on the integrity of systems containing radio-
activity which are being monitored, and (3) to warn of inadvertent release of
airborne radioactivity to prevent overexposure of personnel. The applicant can
utilize grab sampling or mobile airborne radioactivity monitors in work areas
where there is a potential for airborne radioactivity. These airborne radio-
activity monitors will have the capability to detect 10 maximum permissible
concentration (MPC) hours of particulate and iodine radioactivity in any com-
partment that has a possibility of containing airborne radioactivity and that
may be occupied by personnel. All airborne and area radioactivity monitors
will be calibrated at regular time intervals in accordance with station proce-
dures. The objectives and location criteria of Catawba area and airborne
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- radiation monitoring systems are in conformance with 10 CFR 20 and RGs'8.2~and
; 8.8 and are acceptable.

12.5 Dose Assessment-;

The applicant has based the estimate of annual person-rem exposure on experi-
- ence from currently operating reactors, McGuire and Oconee stations' experience,
and the manner in which Catawba station has been designed and will be operated.
The applicant has performed an assessment of the' dose in agreement with RG 8.19..

j The assessment considers doses that will be received by plant and contractor
personnel based on occupancy factors in zones to be occupied, the' dose rates in

. . _ these zones, estimates of occupancy times, and the manpower necessary to perform
| the various tasks involved in plant operations. The ar.nual collective dose
!' equivalent is expected to be en the order of 480 persen-rems'per unit. Current *

ly operating PWR's average 440 person-rems per unit annually, with parti _cular:

! plants experiencing an average lifetime annual dose as high as 1,300 person-
. rems. These dose averages are based on widely varying yearly doses of PWRs.
! Long-term exposures should not exceed this value significantly. The basis for

this estimate is associated with detailed dose estimates by specific tasks for
the following work functions: reactor operations and surveillance, routine
maintenance (normal and refueling operations), inservice inspection, special

; maintenance (e.g., steam generator maintenance, reactor coolant pump seal in-
spection and repair), waste processing, and refueling. The applicant will con-

j; ' trol doses through a formal ALARA program that has already been effectively
! applied at the Oconee and McGuire stations. The doses expected from normal

operations are detailed in FSAR Tables 12.4-1 through 12.4-10 and are consist-
ent with operational experience at other operating ice condenser plants such as
Cook, McGuire, and Sequoyah. Anticipated doses for maintenance and inservice
inspection reflect current experience, such as steam generator inspection and

i repair, at a level consistent with effective operational practices, good chem-
istry controls, and ALARA work planning and conduct. For abnormal occurrences,'

| the applicant has evaluated postaccident dose rates and doses for areas that
are considered vital to postaccident control and recovery and determined that,

| occupancy and access for these areas will be below GDC 19 dose criteria.
! Special systems and procedures that enable ALARA doses for postaccident activi-

ties have been designed and developed for Catawba.
.

The storage of spent fuel at Catawba has been evaluated in accordance with SRP
Sections 12.2, 12.3, and 12.4. The applicant has provided information that
satisfactorily meets the guidance and positions in the Standard Review Plan,
including the requirements in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A; GDC 61; 10 CFR 70.24; and
RG 8.12; and is, therefore, acceptable. Additionally, the radiation protection
program, organization, and policies have been evaluated as indicated in Sec-
tions 12.2 and 12.6 of this SER and are acceptable for the transfer and storage
of spent fuel from Oconee and McGuire Nuclear Stations. No significant addi-
tional occupational doses should result from the storage of additional spent
fuel at Catawba, since direct doses from spent fuel provide only a fractional
contribution to spent fuel pool area dose rates in comparison to radioactivity
in pool water. Similarly, dose increases resulting from the handling of spent
fuel casks at Catawba would contribute only a very small fraction to the total
projected dose for the facility.
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;I2B.3=:Postaccident Sampling - ALARA Evaluation

oplicant's Filings.

ipsubaittalsdatedJune8,1981'andAugust7,.1981,theapplicanthasprovided
scumentation~of. actions to be taken at Catawba to implement-Item II.B.3 of
3 REG-0737.

Uatus Report

'iscussion and Status

ih2 applicant hasL evaluated actions to minimize personnel radiation exposure
.uring postaccident sampling at Catawba. Equipment, procedures, and facilities'

_

kve b2tn designed to achieve ALARA radiation exposures at. Catawba Units 1 and
.in the' event that-postaccident' sampling must-be accomplished. .They are

il) A ntw sampling panel designed for postaccident conditions will be_ pro-
vided. Sample line routing will be in accordance with shielding review,

j- . findings.
.

'2) System design reduces radiation exposure under accident conditions.

3) LLength of~ sample lines is minimized and larger radius bends are utilized
to minimize plateout.

|4) Actions to be taken to minimize exposure have been incorporated into
procedures-.

[5). Procedures include preplanning, modifications (such as shielding), and
approvals;for' sampling.

6) Analytical procedures have been found appropriate for the expected
activity levels.

[estaccidentsamplingwithintheguidelinesofG0C19.h3 applicant's plans for,postaccident sampling appear ALARA and should enableThese actions meet the
taff's positions in NUREG-0737 and RG 8.8 and are, therefore, acceptable for
u21 loading and full power operations.

!2. 6 Operational Radiation Protection Program

.ction 12.5 of the Catawba FSAR describes the-applicant's health physics pro-
gra. The description includes the radiation protection organization, equip-
-nt, instrumentation, facilities, and the procedures for radiation protection.

he health physics program objectives are to provide reasonable assurance that

$urzs,mitsof10CFR20arenotexceeded,tofurtherreduceunavoidableexpo-
the li

and to ensure that individual and total person-rem occupational radiation
hxp::sures are maintained ALARA.
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12.6.1 Organization

'The applicant's organization will include health physics professionals and
technicians. The station's Health Physicist will have the responsibility for
conducting the health _ physics program and procedures and maintaining exposures
ALARA. The staff has reviewed the structure, qualifications, and duties of the
health physics organization against the criteria of RGs.l.8 and 8.8 and

.NUREG-0731. The successful functioning of a similar radiation protection pro-
gram and organization at Duke Power's Oconee and McGuire facilities providest

strong experience upon which to base the Catawba program. The qualifications
and experience of the station's Health Physicist were reviewed during a staff<

visit to the Catawba station and are acceptable. Backup personnel for the
station's Health Physicist are available at Catawba and are acceptable in ac-

' cordance with the staff's positions. The applicant's radiation protection
organization and management meet the staff positions for radiation protection
organization and management in Item I.B.1.2 of NUREG-0737, and therefore are

' acceptable. Further discussion of Item I.B.l.2 is provided in Section 13.4.3
of this SER.

12.6.2 Equipment, Mstrumentation, and Facilities

The applicant's health physics facilities will include a health physics office
and workrooms, portable instrument calibration and storage areas, personnel and
equipment decontamination areas, change room and access control point, a laundry
room, radiochemistry facilities (counting room and chemistry laboratory), and-

health physics facilities in the auxiliary building and reactor building.
:

Equipment to be used for radiation protection purposes includes portable radia-
tion survey instruments, personnel monitoring equipment, fixed area and airborne
radioactivity monitors, air samplers, respiratory protective equipment, and pro-i

tective clothing. The counting room contains instrumentation such as Ge(Li)
detectors for gamma spectrometry, a liquid scintillation counter for tritium,
and Geiger-Muller and phoswich scintillation counters for gross alpha, beta,
and gamma counting. Instrumentation is subjected to operational checks, cali-
bration, and a quality control program. The staff finds the numbers of and
types of equipment to be used are adequate and provide reasonable assurance that

| the applicant will be able to maintain occupational exposures ALARA.
1

Based on a site visit and additional information submitted in response to staff
| questions, the equipment and procedures to be used at Catawba for personnel con-
| tamination control are adequate to ensure an ALARA personnel contamination con-

trol program.

III.D.3.3 In-Plant Radioiodine Monitoring

Applicant's Filings
|

| By submittals dated June 8, 1981, August 7, 1981, and January 28, 1982, the
applicant has provided documentation of actions to be taken at Catawba to
implement Item III.D.3.3 of NUREG-0737.

Catawba SER 12-10
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Stntus Report

Discussion and Status

Catawba health physics personnel are trained and knowledgeable in procedures
and equipment used for monitoring radioiodine levels in the plant under all
conditions. Catawba-has portable air samplers, charcoal, and silver zeolite'

es.rtridges for radiciodine sampling. In addition, a "go/no go" method of de-
termining radiciodine concentrations for respiratory equipment use is available
using portable " survey-type" instruments, portable air samplers, and silvert

| -ztolite cartridges.
|

| Dstailed radiciodine analyses can_be performed in independent counting rooms in
! thn auxiliary building or service building for low background. Equipment in-
| cludes multichannel analyzers and scintillation / counter scalers for analysis
L and counting. Silver zeolite is used where noble gas interference is suspected.
' Tha methods for monitoring inplant radioiodine at Catawba meet the staff's posi-

tions in NUREG-0737 and are acceptable for fuel loading and full power operation,

i All permanent and temporary plant personnel will be assigned thermoluminescent
! - d::simeter (TLD) badges to be worn in controlled areas at all times. These
! brdges will be processed monthly in accordance with RG 8.3, or more frequently

if significant exposures are suspected. All personnel assigned TLD badges are,

,
also required to wear direct reading dosimeters when entering the controlled

! arsa. The readings from these dosimeters will be used to keep a running total
| of an individual's dose before TLD processing. Neutron dose equivalents based

cn neutron surveys and occupancy times will be determined in accordance with RG'

8.14'and neutron dosimetry provided as necessary. Whole-body counts of all.

plant personnel will be conducted on a scheduled basis and when deemed necessary
by the station's Health Physicist. All radiation exposure information will be

,

processed and recorded in accordance with 10 CFR 20.

| 12.6.3' Procedures
t

Thn applicant has described the station procedures that will be used to imple-
| ment the radiation protection program. The procedures described are for access
i control, radiation work permits, radiation surveys, personnel monitoring, bio-

assay, radiation protection training, contamination control, and methods ofi

| maintaining exposure levels ALARA and include reviews of the effectiveness of
; tha health physics program. Procedures also are developed to administer and

control conditions of radiation work permits, to post radiation areas, to
establish radiation access control zones, to control all radioactive material
entering or leaving the plant site, and to train plant and visitor personnel in
radiation protection policies and procedures and meet the requirements of RG
1.33.

Based on the information presented in the FSAR, completion of a staff visit to,

| thn facility, and the applicant's responses to the staff's questions, the staff
has determined that the applicant has the capability to implement a radiation
protection program that will maintain exposures ALARA in accordance with RG
8.8. .
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13 CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

13.1 Organizational Structure of Applicant

|

| An NRC review team visited the Catawba Nuclear Station on November 16, 1981
i and the Duke Power Company Corporate Office on November 17, 1981 and November 4,

1982. The purpose of the visits was to evaluate the framework within which
op: rations of Catawba Nuclear Station will be conducted. The November 4, 1982

i meeting was held to update SER Section 13.1.1. Duke Power Company had reorga-
' nized their Steam Production Department since the earlier review.

Areas examined included the management and technical support organization, the
op: rating organization, training for nonlicensed plant staff, operational review,
and administrative procedures. Within these areas, the examination consisted
of interviews with selected personnel, review of the FSAR, and observations by
th team members. The applicant provided the review team with a comprehensive
briefing of his organization for operation. This briefing was followed by dis-
cussions with selected key personnel from senior company officers and the opera-
tiens staff at the plant. The staff's objectives were to discuss the responsi-
bilities of the individuals and to determine how they interface with onsite and
offsite organizational units. The following descriptions and evaluations are
based on information contained in the FSAR through Revision 6 and a letter dated
Srptember 29, 1982 from the applicant to NRC, the applicant's responses to the
NRC Action Plan items, and supplemental information obtained during the visit.
In its evaluations, the staff used the guidelines of NUREG-0731, " Guidelines
for Utility Management Structure and Technical Resources," draft report, dated
S:ptember 1980; the requirements outlined in NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI
Action Plan Requirements," dated November 1980; and NUREG-0800, dated July 1981,
as the basis for its findings.

13.1.1 Management and Technical Support Organization

13.1.1.1 Corporate Organization

Catawba is owned by Duke Power Company (Duke), North Carolina Municipal Power
Agency Number 1, North Carolina Electric Membership Corporation, and Saluda
River Electric Cooperative, Inc. Duke has exclusive responsibility for the

; design, construction, and operation of the facility. Duke has been involved in
nuclear power since the mid 1950's, beginning with the Carolinas-Virginia tube
reactor. Duke now has four nuclear power plants in operation and three in ad-
vanced stages of construction. The company serves as its own architect / engineer
and constructor; thus, it has a large, experienced technical staff.

; The Duke corporate structure and Nuclear Production Department are shown in
Figures 13.1 and 13.2. The Nuclear Production Department has approximately,

| 400 professional and technical personnel at present and is expected to have
490 by 1985.

The Vice President - Nuclear Production is responsible for nuclear plant opera-
tions, maintenance, and technical support. The present Vice President has a
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B.S. degree in electrical engineering and 33 years of-experience in fossil and
nuclear power generation. The Nuclear Production Department provides super-
vision and technical services to all of Duke's nuclear stations, including
Catawba. The Vice President - Nuclear Production reports directly to the
Executive Vice President - Power Operations.

The divisions under the Vice President - Nuclear Production are Nuclear Opera-
tions, Nuclear Maintenance, Nuclear Technical Services, Nuclear Engineering
Services, and Nuclear Station General Managers. This organization meets the
guidance of NUREG-0731 regarding the integration of responsibilities under a
single high-level company official.

13.1.1.2 Technical Support ,

1

The corporate organization under the Vice President - Nuclear Production is
shown in Figure 13.2 and consists of the following groups:

Nuclear Operation Group

This group provides support to nuclear stations for preoperational, startup
coordination and operation, and outage coordination.

Nuclear Maintenance Group

This group provides support to the nuclear stations for major maintenance andi

materials management. Specialized services, including mechanical, metallurgical,
instrumentation, and electrical engineering, are provided. This group also
coordinates nuclear station modifications.

Nuclear Technical Services Group
|

| This group provides services to the nuclear stations in the areas of environ-
' mental, chemical, health physics, radwaste, and performance support.

~

Nuclear Engineering Group

This group is responsible for licensing, safety analysis, and fuel management
| activities. Included in these activities are special nuclear materials
i accountability and core performance.
l

General Manager

The General Manager - Nuclear Stations is responsible for operating and main-
taining nuclear generation facilities in a safe, economical, and reliable
manner. This includes ensuring that nuclear production activities comply with

| NRC operating license and regulations in addition to established company
policies and practices.

13.1.1.3 Evaluation of Nuclear Corporate Organization and Staffing

| The corporate structure established by the applicant meets the guidelines of
NUREG-0800. The organization has clear lines of authority and responsibility.
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The staff has reviewed r6sumds of individuals filling the principal corporate
p;sitions related to nuclear operations. All of these individuals have con-
siderable experience, as shown below, and are considered well qualified for
their assignments.

Title Experience

Vice President - Nuclear 33 years power plant operation and
' Production Department maintenance

Manager - Nuclear Operations 34 years power plant operation,
technical support and maintenance

)
'

Manager - Nuclear Maintenance 22 years power plant maintenance

General Manager - Nuclear 17 years - varied power produri, ion;
Stations SR0 license at Oconee Nuclear Station

Manager - Nuclear Technical 19 years - chemistry, health physics,
Services and environmental

Manager - Nuclear Engineering 19 years - engineering and licensing

The applicant has a very large and capable technical staff, covering all disci-
plines in design, construction, startup, and operation of nuclear power stations.
Within the organization, technical expertise is available to properly handle
most problems encountered during operation of nuclear power facilities. The
staff concludes that the applicant meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Sec-
tion 13.1.1 (NUREG-0800).

! 13.1.2 Operating Organization

The structure, functions and responsibilities of the operating organization are
dsscribed and discussed in this section.

13.1.2.1 Plant Staff Organization

The organization of the plant staff is shown in Figure 13.3. The same arrange-

ment has been in use at the McGuire and Oconee Nuclear Stations as well as Duke
Power Company's fossil steam stations.

The activities of the station personnel are divided into four functional areas:
operations, maintenance, technical support, and administrative. Coordination

| of the initial startup testing program has been designated as a functional area
,

that will be dissolved once the program is completed. The functional areas are
discussed in more detail below.

The staff presently consists of about 536 people, including station security
p2rsonnel, with a projected staffing level of at least 780 people for two-unit
cperation by initial fuel loading date. The applicant intends to staff for

| two-unit operation before the Unit 1 initial fuel loading so that all personneli

can gain experience and use that experience for the Unit 2 startup. The Station'

Manager is responsible for all activities at the station and reports to the
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General Manager - Nuclear Stations. The present Station Manager holds a-B.S.
degree in mechanical Engineering and has 15 years of professional nuclear
experience. He has held an SR0 license at the Oconee Nuclear Station. The
Station Manager has the authority and responsibility to take action necessary,
without consultation, to prevent or mitigate an accident.

13.1.2.2 Functions, Responsibilities, and Authorities of Station Positions
1

The functions, responsibilities and authorities of plant positions reporting |to the Station Manager are described below. These positions are shown on
!Figure 13.3.

(1) Superintendent of Operations

The Superintendent of Operations is responsible to the Station Manager for
the safe, reliable, and efficient operation of the station. The present
Superintendent of Operations has 13 years' experience in nuclear power
plant operation, with 3 years' experience in a supervisory capacity at the
Oconee Nuclear Station. When the Station Manager is absent, the Super-
intendent of Operations, if designated, assumes the responsibilities and
authorities for the Station Manager.

Each unit will have an Operating Engineer who directs the activities of
the Shift Supervisors assigned to that unit. The Operating Engineers will
obtain and maintain an SR0 license.

(2) Superintendent of Technical Services

The Superintendent of Technical Services is responsible to the Station
Manager for the engineering and technical support required for the proper
functioning of the nuclear stations. He directs the supervisors of the
Station Chemist, licensing and projects personnel, and station Health
Physicist in the performance of their duties.

The present Superintendent of Technical Services, who has 6 years of
nuclear experience with the U. S. Navy and has been with Duke Power Company
in the field of nuclear licensing and projects since 1974, holds a B.S.
degree in electrical engineering and is a registered professional engineer.

When the Station Manager is absent, the Superintendent of Technical Ser-
j vices may assume his duties and authorities.

The Station Chemist is responsible for the overall chemistry and radio-
| chemistry control at the station. Licensing matters and interfaces with
i regulatory agencies are the responsibility of the Licensing and Projects
'

Engineer.
!

The Performance Engineer has the responsibility for equipment performance
testing and data evaluation. He also monitors core physics and core per-

| formance from both nuclear and thermal-hydraulic considerations and assists
| in fuel shuffling patterns and verification of core patterns.
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The station health physics personnel have the responsibility for conducting
.the radiological program at the station. Additional details of the radio-
logical protection program are discussed in Section 12 of this SER.

.

(3) Superintendent of Maintenance

The Superintendent of Maintenance is responsible for overall station
maintenance, both preventive and corrective. The present Superintendent
of Maintenance, who holds a B.S. degree in mechanical engineering, has
5 years of experience in nuclear station maintenance. Performing and
controlling maintenance activities are divided into mechanical engineering,
instrument and electrical engineering, and planning.

(4) Startup Coordinator

Coordination of the startup program has been placed under the Startup
Coordinator, who reports directly to the Station Manager. The present
Startup Coordinator has extensive nuclear experience in the U.S. Navy in
areas of training, watch officer, and quality assurance.

13.1.2.3 Shift Crew Composition

Discussions with the operations superintendent lead to the following planned
operating shift crew composition for the Catawba Nuclear Station: one shift
supervisor holding an SR0 license for both units; one assistant shift super-
visor for each unit holding an SRO license for the unit to which he is assigned;
one reactor operator and one assistant reactor operator for each unit both
holding an R0 license for the unit to which they are assigned, in addition one
R0 licensed person to move between units; and eight nuclear equipment operators.
As a minimum the applicant has committed to comply with the shift crew require-
ment for two units with a combined control room. The minimum crew will consist
of a five-member fire brigade, a person qualified in radiation protection, and a
person qualified in radiation chemistry, as well as the required number of
licensed and unlicensed operators.

The applicant has projected operation with five shifts at Catawba and is looking
at an eventual six-shift rotation. The applicant presently has approximately
60 people in license training, which would give the station more than enough
licensed operators to meet the requirements.

13.1.3 Qualifications of Station Personnel

The applicant is committed to RG 1.8, Rev.1, " Personnel Selection and Training,"
which endorses ANSI Std 18.1-1971. The qualifications of plant supervisor posi-
tions and licensed personnel positions are presented in Table 13.1.1-1 of the
FSAR. Perusal of the rssumds revealed compliance with the regulatory guide.

| The rssumds reveal that most station supervisory and licensed personnel have
|

nuclear experience at Oconee and McGuire Nuclear Stations. This experience is
considered to be a valuable asset for startup and commercial operations of the
Catawba Nuclear Station. In addition to the prior nuclear experience mentioned
above, each person in license training will spend approximately 20 weeks on the

l McGuire-simulator learning and observing both normal and offnormal systems
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1

;|

operation, and each person in license training also will spend approximately
3 months on an operating shift at McGuire Unit 1 observing commercial station
operation.

13.1.4 Summary and Conclusiun

i ' Based on the review of information in Rev. 6 of the FSAR and that which was.
obtained during the site visits on November 16 and 17, 1981, and. November 4,

'

1982, it is concluded that the applicant's station personnel organization is
acceptable for operation of the Catawba Nuclear Station.>

2

The applicant is tect.sically qualified to engage in nuclear activities as re-
quired by 10 CFR 50.40b., and is in compliance with 10 CFR 50.54g, k, 1, and m
as it relates to operator reqtirements, responsibility for directing activities,i

and senior reactor operator availability.

The operating organization satisfies ANSI Std N18.7, Section 3.4, ano RG 1.33;
i

,

clear lines of authority and delegation of authority have been established.
The staff has managerial depth available to provide qualified backup upon
absence of the incumbents.

13.2 Training

13.2.1 Reactor Operator Training
:

. The overall conduct and administration of the plant training program is the
! responsibility of the Vice President - Nuclear Production; the Station Manager is
i responsible for the timely and effective development of assigned personnel. The

Training and Safety Coordinator is responsible for coordinating the day-to-day
'

support activities for all training.

| The principal objective of the applicant's nuclear training program is to ensure
'

qualification of all station personnel by means of effective training. The
program is designed to accommodate future growth and meet commitments to comply
with applicable regulations. Qualification with respect to training will be 6

indicated by (1) successful completion of prescribed formal training, (2) demon-
stration of the ability to perform assigned work or tasks competently, and
(3) where required by regulation, the holding of a current and valid license.

To achieve these goals for licensed personnel, the Catawba training program
contains the elements necessary to meet the requirements for the initial license
and to maintain proficiency by use of a requalification program. The program
complies with ANSI N18.1, 10 CFR 55, and Item I.A.2.1 of the TMI Action Plan
(NUREG-0737).

In addition to general station training, the training program for personnel who
will be licensed consists of the following blocks or modules:

Orientation

This training (1-3 days) provides initial general station training and orien-
tation in the basic systems of the plant and appropriate plant terminology. It
is normally given to all new station personnel and conducted by the station's
Administrative Services Section.

| Catawba SER 13-6
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)per"tiens Modules

]1) Systems and Components--General

This training module (1-3 weeks) provides basic instruction in system and
component identification and basic system operating characteristics. It

. pr:vides a general overview of power house equipment relationships and
| tcquaints the trainees with power plant terminology and nomenclature.

I2) Systems and Components--Specific

This training module (10-14 weeks)'provides the trainees with basic con-
cIpts and fundamentals in mathematics, physics, chemistry, heat. transfer,
cnd electrical theory. Systems and components are taught in detail along
with elementary process instrumentation and control. Task training may be
pr:vided at a fossil station.

{3) Nuclear--Preparatory

This training module (8-14 weeks) develops the necessary concepts in basic
nuclear physics, plant chemistry, basic physics, radiation protection, and
r: actor theory. Experience in reactor control and radiation protection
is provided at a research reactor facility. Operations personnel partici-
pate in this training module once they have completed the Systems and
C:mponents--Specific module.

14) Nuclear--Fundamentals

This module (6-8 weeks) expands the concepts presented in the Nuclear--
Preparatory module in order to develop a qualitative and quantitative under-
standing of reactor operational characteristics. Enhancement of the aca-
demic phase is accomplished by operational experience provided by partici-
pation in 10 reactor startups at the research reactor and/or simulator
facility. The trainees are exposed to reactor primary and secondary sys-
tems and instrumentation and control systems along with their applications
to reactor control and safety and station emergency plans.

35) Introduction to Systems and Procedures--Specific

This module (5-7 weeks) provides academic instruction in the specific sys-
tems of the nuclear station. Instruction covers the specific station's
d sign, physical layout, and radiation control requirements. Selected
instructional material is normally presented to operations personnel imme-
diately following the Nuclear--Fundamentals module. Training is conducted
at the station. The objective of this training is to provide the non-
licensed nuclear _ equipment operator with the level of knowledge required
to perform specific tasks and duties in the station.

'(6) Cold Certification--Senior Reactor Operator / Reactor Operator

Cold-license certification training is given to operators to establish
their eligibility to take the NRC cold-license examination by meeting the
nuclear operating experience requirements in 10 CFR 55.25b.
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This training provides classroom instruction (12-13 weeks), observation
training (4-8 weeks), and simulator training (12-13 weeks). The classroom
instruction covers specific station systems, procedures, and operational
requirements needed to operate the simulator. Simulator operations pro-
vide the trainee with control room experience; observation training exposes
the trainee to current operational activities in a nuclear station. Opera-
tors without operating nuclear station experience participate in an NRC-
approved Cold Certification Program.

'This program is similar to license preparatory training in scope and con-
tent. Any license candidate who has not completed the program described
above will complete 3 months of observation training at an operating
nuclear power plant and participate in license preparatory training. Cer-

.tification will be based on tne candidate's~ performance during an examina-
tion taken before the license examination. This examination will consist
of a written examination, simulator startup examination, and plant oper-
ating examination.

(7) License Preparation--Reactor Operator

This training prepares and provides for an evaluation of the prospective
candidate for the NRC examination for a reactor operator license. The Duke
Power Company examination is normally presented to the selected candidates
for an operator license and is conducted at the nuclear station. The
instruction includes specific systems and procedures, simulator, on-the-
job training, and observation training (22 weeks minimum). Once trainees
have finished this-module, their training in all aspects of reactor opera-
tions described in 10 CFR 55.21, 10 CFR 55.23, and NUREG-0737 is completed.

(8) License Preparation--Senior Operator

In this training module (16-18 weeks) material covered in the License
Preparation--Reactor Operator module is reviewed with emphasis on the fol-
lowing: basis of Technical Specifications, emergency plan, operating char-
acteristics, fuel handling, handling and disposal of radioactive waste,
facility incident reports, core damage ...itigation, and supervisory skills.
It is normally presented to selected candidates for a senior operator
license and is conducted at the nuclear station. This module includes
selected materials for systems and procedures with emphasis on safety-
related systems and components and administrative procedures. Once
trainees have finished this module, their training in all aspects of
reactor operations described in 10 CFR 55.22, 10 CFR 55.23, and NUREG-0737
is completed.

(9) Simulator

Simulator training is a topic covered within the Periodic Training, Cold
Certification, and License Preparation modules. The simulator exercises
are appropriately constructed for the level of training required. All

License Preparation, Cold Certification, and Periodic Training modules
contain the most advanced and demanding simulator exercises.
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Simulator training is conducted on the Duke Power Company McGuire/ Catawba
simulator, which complies with the requirements of RG 1.149. McGuire
Nuclear Station is the reference plant for the simulator. However, its

! control board configuration, vendor, and response to transients satisfy
the similarity requirements of 10 CFR 55, Appendix A. Before licensing,
all trainees participate in a minimum of four reactor startups using the
simulator.

f The simulator training associated with license preparatory training is
scheduled for 5 weeks and includes 1 week for evaluation. Approximately'

one-half of the time is spent in operating the simulator, the remaining
time is used in the classroom preparing for simulator operations and pro-
viding critiques of previous operations. The simulator training sessions
are normally conducted in groups consisting of four trainees.

These simulator sessions are designed to train the operators in the areas
of event assessment, diagnosis, and response to the greatest extent pos-
sible using Catawba Nuclear Station procedures on the McGuire simulator.
Simulator training is supplemented with observation training at an oper-
ating nuclear station and procedure " walk-through" training at the Catawba
Nuclear Station.

(10) Observation

Observation training associated with cold-license certification is con-
ducted at a Duke Power Company nuclear station. Normally, the observation
training is structured to reinforce the operating practices, procedures,
and administrative policies associated with nuclear station operations.
The cold-license certification observation checklist provides structured
guidance for required observation tasks. Observation training is a func-

;

tion of the operator's experience level and lasts approximately 4 to
8 weeks.

(11) Operator Requalification Program

A comprehensive requalification program will be conducted for all licensed
operators and senior operators and will be implemented within 3 months
after the station's operating license is issued. The requalification
program consists of the following elements:i

| (a) requalification lectures

(b) requalification written examinations
|

| (c) annual review of emergency procedures

j (d) review of changes to procedures, facility design, and Technical
| Specifications

(e) simulator training

(f) performance evaluation

|
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The applicant's requalification program conforms to the requirements of 10 CFR
50, Appendix A, and 10 CFR 55 and follows guidance given in ANSI N18.1-1971.
In addition, the applicant's requalification program conforms. to the: require-
ments outlined in a letter from H. R. Denton to all power reactor applicants
and licensees dated March 28, 1980.

On the basis of its review, the staff has concluded that the training program
and schedules for all operators and senior operators are acceptable to support j
the preoperational test program, operator licensing examination, fuel loading,

Iand full power license. '

This review was conducted according to the requirements of 10 CFR 55 and those
outlined in H. R. Denton's March 28, 1980 letter and the guidelines of SRP Sec-
tion 13.2.1 (NUREG-0800), RG 1.8, and ANSI N18.1-1971.

13.2.2 Training for Nonlicensed Station Staff

To ensure qualification of all station personnel through effective training,
the Catawba Nuclear Station has developed an onsite nuclear station training
program that is implemented in conjunction with the Duke Centralized Training
Center. This combination program is designed to provide qualified personnel
for both present and future needs, and to meet commitments to applicable estab-
lished regulations, and to comply with them. The program as outlined in the
FSAR and implemented at the Catawba site meets the requirements of 10 CFR 19.12,
instruction to workers; 10 CFR 50.34(a)(6) as it relates to details of and a
schedule for training nonlicensed personnel; 10 CFR 50.40(b) and 10 CFR
50.54(b)(1) as it relates to training being an integral part of personnel
technical qualifications; RG 1.8; ANSI Std N18.1-1971; 10 CFR 50.48 and
10 CFR 50, Appendix R, with regard to fire protection training; and NUREG-0737,
clarification of TMI Action Plan requirements, with the exception of the shift
technical advisor (STA) training program.

The Vice President - Production Support Department has overall re gonsibility for
the administration and conduct of the training program. The Station Manager is
responsible for the timely and effective development of assigned personnel.
The station Training Supervisor is responsible for coordination of the day-to-
day support activities for training. The Production Support Department's Train-
ing and Safety Service Group, with input and assistance of technical staff from
the General Office, assists the Station Manager in accomplishing training
responsibilities.

A comprehensive training program is conducted for professional technical per-
sonnel, nuclear plant operators, technicians, and repairmen involved in all
station instrumentation and control, electrical, mechanical, health physics,
chemistry and performance activities, and nonlicensed plant operation. All
station personnel receive general employee training, as applicable to their
normal duties, consisting of appropriate plans and procedures, radiological
health and safety, industrial safety, station security procedures, use of pro-
tective clothing and equipment, the station emergency plan, fire protection
plan and procedures, plant systems and procedures, and quality assurance
policies and procedures. Plant drills are conducted periodically to provide
training in plant evaluations such as emergency medical responses, response to
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fires, site assembly and evacuation, and breaches of security. Temporary main-
tenance and service personnel receive general station training to the extent
n:cessary to ensure safe execution of their duties.

Fire brigade personnel undergo a 4-day basic program ano 3 days a year in a
requalification program. This program utilizes both classroom and the Charlotte
Fire Academy for training in fire fighting equipment use, strategies, tech-
niques, and drills.

The applicant has not outlined a program for shift technical advisors at the
present time, electing to wait until firm guidance and regulations are issued.

A training program in mitigating core damage for operations personnel
(NUREG-0737 Item II.B.4) has been developed as:well as a program for health
physics, chemistry, and instrumentation and control technicians and supervisors
that is commensurate with their responsibilities.;

The McGuire simulator, which meets the requirements of RG 1.149, is used for
station response training by the Catawba personn'el.

On the basis of this review, the staff concludes that, with the exception of
the STA training program, the training for nonlicensed plant staff meets the
commitment and applicable regulations.

13.2.3 TMI-Related Requirements

I.A.2.1 Immediate Upgrading of Operator and Senior Operator Training
and Qualifications

The applicant in his submittals has established a program to ensure that all
reactor operator and SR0 license candidates have the prescribed experience,
qualification, and training.

,

The program will provide personnel associated with the operation of Catawba
Units 1 and 2 training in various disciplines necessary to ensure that each
individual can perform his various assignments safely and effectively. The

degree to which an employee is trained will be consistent with the individual's
experience and intended position and regulatory requirements. Eligibility of

individuals for licensing or renewal of a license pursuant to the requirements
of 10 CFR 55 will be certified by the Vice President - Nuclear Production.

As an operating license applicant, Duke Power Company is not subject to the
1 year experience requirements for cold-license SR0 candidates. However, after
1 year of station operation, Duke Power Company will comply with the 1 year
experience requirement for hot-license SR0 applicants.

The requirement for 3 months of onshift experience for control room operators and
an SR0 candidate as an extra person on shift does not apply to cold-license can-
didates and, hence, is not applicable to the Duke Power Company. The Duke Power

Company will comply with this requirement for hot-license candidates after
3 months of station operation.

<

|

l
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The Duke Power Company has committed to provide onsite training for licensed
operators that includes the topics of reactor fundamentals, radiation protec-
tion, heat transfer, fluid flow, thermodynamics, plant transients, and plant
systems, as well as to update license candidates on procedures,. plant design
changes, technical specifications and regulations with which the operator or
senior reactor operator must comply. This operator training program will be
developed to ensure that plant operators, appropriate staff engineers, and
management' personnel possess the knowledge and skil's necessary to recognize
potentially severe accident conditions that have resulted or could result in
core damage and to' mitigate the consequences of such an accident.

On the basis of its review of this material, the staff concludes that the Duke
Power Company has satisfied the requirements of this task of the action plan.

I.A.2.3 Administration of Training Programs for Licensed Operators

It is the applicant's policy that all training instructors who provide instruc-
tion in systems, integrated response, transients, and simulator courses will
maintain a current facility SR0 license through participation in the requalifi-
cation training program. The applicant's instructors who have not obtained a
facility SRO license may be certified.

Before initial licensing of instructors and operators for Catawba, previously
senior licensed, senior license-certified instructors will teach courses on
systems, integrated responses, transients, and the use of the simulator.

On the basis its review, the staff has concluded that Duke Power Company has
complied with the requirements of this task of the action plan.

I.A.3.1 Revise Scope and Criteria for Licensing Examination

NRC has added a new category to the operator written examination entitled "Prin-
ciples of Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics" and a new category to the senior
operator written examination entitled " Theory of Fluids and Thermodynamics."
Passing grades for the examinations are 80% overall and 70% in each category.

The applicant's reactor operator and senior reactor operator training programs
have been updated and include the subject material described in this require-
ment. Individual license application packages will include a release by the
license candidates that permits the NRC to inform Duke Power Company of exami- |nation results.

On the basis of its review, the staff has concluded that the Duke Power Company
.

has complied with the requirements of this task of the action plan. '

II.B.4 Training for Mitigating Core Damage

(1) NUREG-0737 states that the applicant is' required to develop and implement
a training program to teach the use of installed equipment and systems to
control or mitigate accidents in which the core is severely damaged.

The applicant has provided an outline of core damage mitigation training
that includes vendor protection philosophy; heat transfer removal;

,
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.potentially damaging operating conditions; means to recognize core damage;

. gas, steam, and radiation hazaros during the accident; critical parameters;
; and criteria for operation and cooling during the recovery period. The
! staff has reviewed the training program and has determined that it is
| acceptable.
:

[
(2) NUREG-0737 requires identification of these persons who must participate

in training for mitigating core damage. The NUREG states that the par-
ticipants must include the shift technical advisors and operating person-
nel from Plant Manager through the operations chain to licensed operator.

The applicant has identified these individuals in the operations chain of
command who have and will receive training but has not included the shift
technical advisors. Based on this review the staff concludes that, with
the exception of the. shift technical advisors, the training at Catawba for
core damage mitigation complies with the requirements of the Action Plan
of NUREG-0737. Therefore, it is acceptable.

13.3 Emergency Preparedness

Th2 staff has reviewed the applicant's plans for coping with emergencies at the
Catawba Nuclear Station (Rev. 1 to the Catawba Nuclear Station Emergency Plan
dated December 1981, submitted by letter dated January 28,1982). Previously
the staff had reviewed and commented on an earlier version of the Emergency
Plan. The acceptance criteria used as the basis for the staff's review of the
plan are specified in SRP Section 13.3, " Emergency Planning" (NUREG-0800, July
1981), and include the planning standards 10 CFR 50.47(b), the requirements of
Appendix E to 10 CFR 50, and the specific criteria of NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1,
Rev. 1, " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency
Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants," dated
November 1980. The criteria of NUREG-0654 have been endorsed in RG 1.101,
Rev. 2, dated October 1981, and thus have the same status as a regulatory guide.

The staff found that the applicant's plan contained several deficient areas;
however, the staff determined that the applicant is now in the process of a
complete revision of his Emergency Plan. Thus the staff concludes that a
detailed analysis of the existing plan is inappropriate at this time. A detailed
review and evaluation of the applicant's revised plan will be performed by the
staff and the results will be reported in a suppiement to this SER.

Evaluation of the state of emergency preparedness for the Catawba Nuclear Sta-
tion also invoTves the review of State and local radiological emergency response
plans by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Results of the FEMA

r

review have not been provided to the NRC. In accordar.ce with the revised rule
on emergency planning (47 FR 30232), no NRC or FEMA findings or determinations;

concerning the status of offsite emergency preparedness are required before an
operating license is issued authorizing only fuel load and low power operations
up to 5% of rated power. The findings of FEMA on offsite emergency preparedness
must be provided, however, before operation above 5% of rated power. The find-
ings and determinations of FEMA on the adequacy of the State and local emergency
response plans and cne overall conclusion of the NRC on the state of emergency
preparedness for the Catawba Nuclear Station will be presented in a supplement

i to this SER.
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13.4 Operational Review

The applicant's plans for conducting reviews of operating phase activities that
are important to safety will be essentially the same as those for the Oconee and
McGuire Nuclear Stations (Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, 50-287, 50-369 and 50-370).

The review program meets the provisions described in Section a of ANSI Std
N18.7-1976, " Administrative Controls of Nuclear Power Plants," as endomJ 'oy t
RG 1.33. The program includes reviews by onsite personnel who are responsible
for preparing procedures within their areas as well as an overview by offsite
personnel. During the final stages of construction, a Station Review Committee
will be implemented. This is to be replaced at the time the license is issued
with the program specified by the Technical Specifications.

An independent review-and assessment of plant activities located onsite is to
be established. Such a group (Independent Safety Engineering Group) is in
effect at the McGuire Nuclear Station. Based on the plans and ongoing programs
regarding this matter, the staff finds the applicant's commitments acceptable
and in agreement with SRP Section 13.4.

13.4.1 Plant Staff Review

The applicant has provided a description of the onsite review program in Sec-
tion 13.4 of the FSAR. The applicant has adopted the requirements of ANSI Stds
N18.1-1971 and N18.7-1976 as described in Section 1.8 of the FSAR. Qualifica-
tion requirements for the " Qualified Reviewer" personnel category and a descrip-
tion of the Station Review Committee are contained in the applicant's Station
Directive 4.2.1. While Section 13.4 of the FSAR does not provide a description
of a fixed organization or committee, it does describe the scope of reviews and
provisions to assign supervisory staff or establish ad hoc groups as needed to
perform onsite reviews. The applicant's commitments and description of the
onsite review program meet the acceptable criteria identified above for plant
staff review.

13.4.2 Independent Review - Nuclear Safety Review Board

The applicant has described in Section 13.4 of the FSAR the Nuclear Safety
Review Board, which was established to perform an independent review. This
section provides a description of the scope of review, general description
of board membership, meeting and reporting requirements, and documentation
requirements. Additional specific requirements, including requirements for per-
sonnel qualifications, are contained in the applicant's document titled " Charter
of the Nuclear Safety Review Board.",

The scope described in the FSAR, paragraph 13.4.2(a) does not specifically ref-
erence changes in the Technical Specifications as described in ANSI Std N18.7-76,
paragraph 4.3.4(1). However, reference is made to 10 CFR 50.59, which requires
review for changes to Technical Specifications. Therefore, this difference is
considered minor. Because the Technical Specifications will also contain a
description of the scope of independent review, the staff expects that this dif-
ference will be resolved before the facility license and Technical Specifica-
tions are issued. Accordingly, the staff finds the applicant's proposed arrange-
ments for independent review acceptable.
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13.4.3 Independent Safety Engineering Group

Tha Independent Safety Engineering Group program (Item I.B.1.2 of NUREG-0737)
b2ing implemented at Catawba will be essentially identical to that currently in
place at the McGuire Nuclear Station. This program has been reviewed and found
acceptable by the staff. The staff will condition the license so that the
applicant will have an acceptable onsite Independent Safety Engineering Group.

13.4.4 Findings

.Tha staff concludes the program for the review of plant operations is acceptable
and contributes to meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50.40(b). The applicant
has described the program for the review of operational activities in FSAR Sec-
tion 13.4. The program includes reviews by the plant staff organization and
reviews of safety-related activities independent of the operating organization.
Provisions for independent reviews and assessments of plant activities, as
rcquired by NUREG-0737, is provided. The staff has examined the provisions
for the estcblished. reviews with respect to organizational provisions, qualifi-
cation requirements of those performing the review, and the subject matter to
be reviewed. The staff finds that the applicant's program for the review of
cp: rational activities is in conformance with staff guidance described in RG
1.33 and ANSI Std N18.7-1976; the qualification levels for plant staff personnel
p2rforming reviews meet the guidelines of RG 1.8 and ANSI Std N18.1-1971, Sec-
tion 4.4; and the provisions for-an independent review meet the guidelines of
RG 1.33 and ANSI Std N18.7/ANS 3.2, Section 4.3 and ANSI /ANS 3.1, Section 4.7.

13.5 Plant Procedures

13.5.1 Administrative Procedures

13.5.1.1 General Procedures

The applicant, in Section 1.8 of the FSAR, committed to conform to RG 1.33,
Rav. 2, which documents its obligation to adhere to the guidance contained
therein concerning administrative, operating, emergency, maintenance, and other
procedures addressed in the Guide and in the referenced ANSI Std N18.7-1976,
" Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance for the Operational Phase of
Nuclear Power Plants."'

The applicant states in Section 13.5 of the FSAR that cognizant station super-
visors are responsible for initiating, preparing, and controlling station pro-
cedures consistent with their responsibilities. He further states that the
review of procedures for nuclear safety aspects will be performed as described
in FSAR Section 13.5.1.2 and the Technical Specifications. Facility procedures
that have been found acceptable by the review group will be approved by the
station manager

,

i The administrative procedures that will be prepared for Catawba station have
b:en described in FSAR Section 13.5.1.3. These include setting forth supervisor
and operator responsibilities and authorities, special orders, equipment control,
control of maintenance and modifications, surveillance test schedule, log book
usage and control, temporary measures, fire protection, crane operation, and
those for making temporary changes in procedures. Additionally, in a letter to

the staff dated September 24, 1981, the applicant stated that administrative
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controls governing crane operations will be established before fuel loading and
will include a requirement that crane operators who operate cranes over fuel
pools be qualified and conduct themselves in accordance with the guidelines of
ANSI Std B30.2-1976.

Operating and other procedures that will be prepared for Catawba station include
those for the control room--including procedures for the system general and
abnormal operation, emergency and alarm, radiation protection, and emergency
preparedness--instrument calibration and testing, chemical-radiochemical control,
radioactive waste-management, maintenance and modification, material and control,
station security, and fire protection.

13.5.1.2 Initial Test Program Procedures

The applicant has described in Section 14 of the FSAR the program for developing
preoperational and startup test procedures, conducting the test program, and
reviewing and evaluating test results. The objectives of, and methods for
achieving, an acceptable initial testing program are in general agreement with
the objectives and methods outlined in RG 1.68, Rev. 2; 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XI; and ANSI Std N18.7-1976.

i

Procedures are prepared by the applicant with information from ongoing tests at
'

other similar company plants, system designers, and nuclear steam supply system
(NSSS) vendor personnel. Procedures are reviewed by the responsible plant per-
sonnel and by the vendor (for procedures pertaining to their scope of work);
if the procedures are found acceptable, they are approved by the Plant Manager
or by the Operations Maintenance or Technical Services Superintendent as pre-
viously designated by the Station Manager. Approved safety-related test pro-
cedures will be made available for review 60 days before their intended use.

Coordination of the overall startup program is the responsibility of an overall
unit coordinator who reports to the Station Manager. When a system test pro-
cedure has been approved and the system is ready for test, the test is performed
by designated startup personnel. The applicant has defined the qualification
requirements of startup personnel in FSAR Sections 13 and 14 and these are in
agreement with ANS Std 3.1-1978. The draft revision of ANS Std 3.1, dated 1979,
increased experience requirements for certain positions to beyond those specified
in the 1978 revision. Based on the level of supervisory experience and the
experience in procedures and operational feedback from ongoing startup activities
at similar plants in the company, the applicant meets the current qualification
standards. Therefore, the staff finds this item acceptable.

Section 14.5 of the FSAR describes the review, evaluation, and approval of test
results. At the completion of each test, a field evaluation is performed then
verified by a separate staff member to ensure completeness and to ensure that
acceptable criteria were met. Further verification that the test has been
properly conducted and that the acceptance criteria have been met, is made by
the Superintendent of Operations, Superintendent of Technical Services, or
Superintendent of Maintenance. A complete procedure then becomes an approved
test upon approval by the Superintendent of Operations, Superindent of Techni-
cal Services, Superintendent of Maintenance, or the Plant Manager. If a dis-
crepancy is identified during test review, action is taken to correct it. This
activity consists of determination of the necessary action, performance, retest
and re evaluation by appropriate design organizations. The applicant further
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states that test results for each phase of the test program will-be reviewed
and verified as complete (as required) and satisfactory by the station's-Safety
Engineering Group before testing in the next phase is started.

All work involving maintenance, replacement, or modification of plant systems,
following completion of the initial functional test, is performed under the
wsrk request system. Each work request provides for documentation of a retest
review.:

|

13.5.1.3 TMI Action Plan Items

Included in the procedures to l'e prepared by the applicant are those governing
TMI Action Plan Items. These are briefly described below. The applicant's
plans have not been firmly established, in all cases, since the NRC position
has not been finalized.

I . A.1.1 Shift Technical Advisor

The applicant states in Table 1.9-1 of the FSAR that the long-term need for an
STA may be eliminated when upgraded qualifications for the control room super-
visor and improved control rooms have been achieved. Therefore, detailed plans
are not available. The staff will condition the license if this item is not
satisfactorily resolved before fuel loading.

I.A.1.2 Shift Supervisor Administrative Duties

The applicant has described the responsibilities and authorities of the shift
supervisor in Section 13.1.2 of the FSAR. In addition, the administrative
duties for the shift supervisor and others on shift are prescribed, in some
detail, in Section 3.1.2 of the applicant's Administrative Policy Manual.

A review of this program reveals it to be essentially the same as that in effect
at Oconee and McGuire Nuclear Stations. These programs have been successful
in relieving the shift supervisor of functions that may detract him from ensur-
ing safe operation of the plant. The applicant's program for this item as
applied to the Catawba Station is acceptable.

I.A.1.3 Shift Manning

Shif t-crew composition for operation of Catawba Units 1 and 2 will be specified
in Section 6.0 of the Technical Specifications. At this time the applicant
states that the minimum crew will be as required for a two-unit site with one
control room.

Control of overtime worked by the operating crews will also be covered by Tech-
nical Specifications. The applicant has an acceptable overtime program at the
Oconee and McGuire Nuclear Stations and expects to adopt a similar program for
th2 Catawba Nuclear Station.

,

1

1.A.2.3 Administration of Training Program for Licensed Operators

| The applicant's training program is described in detail in Section 13.2 of the
| FSAR. Within this section, the applicant has stated that training instructors
| who teach systems, integrated responses, and transient and simulator courses to
;

i
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operations personnel will have either previously held a senior reactor operator
(SRO) license or will successfully complete an SR0 examination.

Based on its review of the applicant's position, the staff finds that this item
is acceptable,

I.B.1.2 Organization and Management - Independent Safety Engineering Group

The applicant's program for addressing this item is discussed in Section 13.4.3.

I.C.2 Shift Relief and Turnover Procedure

! The applicant has stated in Section 13.5 of the FSAR that administrative proce-
dures for relief of duties will be provided. .The procedure contains a detailed
checklist of applicable items for proper turnover. Logs also are maintained
to ensure proper turnover of current operating conditions and command functions.

Based on these plans, the staff finds the program for shift relief and turnover
acceptable.

I.C.3 Shift Supervisor Responsibilities

A corporate management directive that clearly establishes the command duties of
the shift supervisor and emphasizes the shift supervisor's primary management
responsibility for safe operation of the plant has been issued by Duke's Vice-
President for Nuclear Production.

The shift supervisor has been provided with administrative assistance to relieve
him from administrative duties which detract froin or are subordinate to his
management responsibility for safe operation of the plant. The duties, respon-
sibilities, and authority of the shift supervisor and control room operators
are defined in an administrative procedure. This item is described in Section.
13.5 of the FSAR.

Based on the review of these plans and procedures, the staff finds this item
acceptable.

I.C.4 Control Room Access

The applicant stated that administrative procedures will be written to limit
personnel access to the control room and to establish a clear line of authority

! for coping with operational transients and accidents. The Catawba Security
Plan controls access to all vital areas of the plant including the control,

I area.

| The staff review i: not complete because the applicant has not provided the
required information. The staff will condition the license if this item is not
satisfactorily resolved before fuel loading.

I.C.5 Operating Experience Evaluation Program

An operating experience evaluation program provides a formal mechanism for the
systematic evaluation of offnormal events occurring at Duke Power Company's
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nuclear stations, as well as at other facilities. This evaluation serves to
confirm that plant response was as expected for anticipated transients and it
ensures that any unexpected behavior is investigated thoroughly. The results
of this evaluation are then used to identify procedural and/or design changes
that may mitigate or preclude the recurrence of a similar event. The evalua-
tion program takes on added importance in assessing any unanticipated transients
to ensure that they are well understood and that appropriate corrective measures

|
are taken. To ensure that the program is truly effective, information gained

! from Duke Power Company experience is disseminated to other organizations, as
appropriate.

To achieve the objectives of the program, an offsite organizaton has been estab-
lish:d in addition to onsite organizations at the Oconee, McGuire, and Catavba
Nuclear Stations. The onsite organization includes the Station Manager, the
Station Safety Engineering. Group, and the supervisors of areas relevant to a
significant event.

The offsite organization consists of (1) principal engineering support groups
who interface with station personnel and other organizations in investigating

,

events and developing remedial actions,.(2) company management who holds over-
all responsibility for nuclear plant safety, and (3) the Nuclear Safety Review
Board that performs an independent review function.

The applicant's activities and commitments regarding these items are presented
in FSAR Sections 13, 14, and 1.9.

The details for administration of the program are delineated in Section 4.9 of
Duke's Administrative Policy Manual. Based on its review of the program, the
staff finds it acceptable.

I.C.6 Procedures for Verifying Correct Performance of Operating Activities

The applicant stated that permanent station procedures that require valve move-'

ment in safety-related systems include provisions to provide assurance that
these valves are returned to their correct position. These procedures require
verification of the operability of a redundant system before the removal of any
safety-related system from service, verification of the operability of all
safety-related systems when they are returned to service, and notification of
and action by the Shift Supervisor and reactor operators whenever any safety-
related system is removed from or returned to service. Formal checklists are
used to provide assurance that all valves in these safety-related systems are,

properly aligned. These procedures also require independent verification of
proper valve aligr. ment and source of power to those valves that are important

,

to safety in safety-related systems. Notification of an action by the Shift'

Supervisor and reactor operators whenever any safety-related system is removed
from or returned to service is accomplished by the use of a tagging system.

I Log entries denoting the removal and restoration are made in the Reactor
Operator's Log. All of the above documents are reviewed during shift turnovers
as required by the turnover procedure.

Based on its review, the staff finds the proposed plan for such procedures
meets the guidance provided in Task Action Plan Item I.C.6. Therefore, it is

acceptable.
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13.5.1.4 ~ Findings-,.

- Based'on the foregoing and'the discussion presented in FSAR Section 13, the'
staff concludes that the administrative procedures are acceptable and contribute-

Lto meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50.40(b) and 50.54(1). This conclusion:

is based on the following:
J

The applicant'has described-the program and procedures that. provide administra-
tive controls over activities important'to safety. This includes the activities
of the preparation, review, and approval of plant operating and maintenance'
procedures; the responsibilities of shift personnel; shift relief and turnover
procedures; access to the control room; limitations on working hours; the feed-
back of operating information to plant personnel; the procedure for verifying- i
the correct performance of operating activities; and the administrative provi- !

'

sions for the control of the initial plant test program.

The staff has reviewed these provisions and finds they meet the staff guidance
- described in Section 5.2 of ANSI /ANS Std 3.2 in RG 1.33, and the applicable

;~ parts of Task Action Plan Items I.A.1.1, I.A.1.2, I.A.1.3, I.A.2.3, I.B.1.2,
I.C.2, I.C.3, I.A.2.3, I.B.1.2, I.C.4, I.C.5, and I.C.6. The applicant has

: also committed to the guidelines of ANSI Std B30.2-1976. In addition, the-
*

implementation of an administrative procedures program contributes to the find-
ing required by 10 CFR 50.40(b) that the applicant is technically qualified to
operate a nuclear power plant. Therefore, the applicant meets the acceptance,

criteria of SRP Section 13.5.1 of NUREG-0800 and NUREG-0737. Therefore, the
staff finds these programs and procedures acceptable.<

13.5.2 Operating and Maintenance Procedures

General

! The staff has reviewed the applicant's plan for development and implementation
of operating and maintenance procedures. The review was conducted to determine
the adequacy of the applicant's program for ensuring that routine operating,

; offnormal, and emergency activities are conducted in a safe-manner. The follow-
ing description and evaluation are based on information contained in the appli

'

cant's FSAR and the applicant's response to NRC TMI Action Plan Items (NUREG-0660
and NUREG-0737).

In determining the acceptability of the applicant's program, the criteria of SRP
Section 13.5.2 (NUREG-0800) were used. The review consisted of an evaluation
of (1) the applicant's classification system for proceaures that are performed
by licensed operators in the control room and the classification of other oper-
ating and maintenance procedures; (2) the applicant's plan for completing oper-
ating and maintenance procedures during the initial plant testing phase to
allow for correction of the procedures before fuel loading; (3) the applicant's
program for compliance with the guidance in RG 1.33, Rev. 2, regarding the mini-
mum procedural requirements for safety-related operations; (4) compliance with
the guidance in ANSI N18.7-1976/ANS 3.2, " Administrative Controls and Quality

i

Assurance for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants"; and (5) the appli- I

cant's program for compliance with Task Action Plan (NUREG-0660) Item I.C.1,
" Guidance for the Evaluation and Development of Procedures for Transients and
Accidents," in the development of emergency operating procedure guidelines.

|
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Tha applicant has committed in FSAR Section 1.8, " Division 1 Regulatory Guides,"
to a program in which all activities are to be conducted in accordance with
d2 tailed written and approved procedures meeting the guidance provided in
RG 1.33, Rev. 2, and ANSI N18.7-1976/ANS 3.2.

Tha applicant uses the following categories of procedures for those operations
p:rformed by licensed operators in the control room:

(1) system
(2) emergency.
(3) temporary operating
(4) annunciator response

'

Other procedures include the following areas:

(1) maintenance
(2) instrument
(3) periodic test
(4) chemistry
(5) radioactive waste management
(6) health physics
(7) plant security
(8) emergency preparedness
(9) material control
(10) modification
(11) fire protection

Th2' staff's review finds that the applicant's program for use of operating and
maintenance procedures meets the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.34 and is
consistent with the guidance provided in RG 1.33, liev. 2, and ANSI N18.7-1976/
ANS 3.2. Therefore, the staff concludes that the applicant's program is
acceptable.

13.5.3 Reanalysis of Transients and Accidents, Development of Emergency
Operating Procedures

' ~In letters of September 13 and 27, October 10 and 30, and November 9, 1979, the
staff required licensees of operating plants, applicants for operating licenses,

; and licensees of plants under construction to perform analyses of transients and
' accidents, prepare emergency procedure guidelines. upgrade emergency procedures,

and conduct operator retraining (see also NUREG-0737, Item I.A.2.1). Emergency
opsrating procedures must be consistent with the actions necessary to cope with
tha transients and accidents analyzed. Analyses of transients and accidents
were to be completed in early 1980 and implementation of procedures and retrain-I

ing were to be completed 3 months after emergency procedure guidelines were
| established; how'ever, some difficulty in completing these requirements has been

experienced. Clarification of the scope of the task and appropriate schedule'

revisions were included in NUREG-0737, Item I.C.1.

Tha Westinghouse Owners Group indicated in a meeting with the staff on June 18,
1981, that generic emergency operating procedures and supporting analysis needed
to comply with the TMI Task Action Plan, Item I.C.1, as clarified in NUREG-0737,
would be submitted in two parts.

!
|

|
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The first part, containing event-based Optimal Recovery Guidelines, was submit-
ted as an attachment to a letter dated November 30, 1981, from R.W. Jurgensen
to D. G. Eisenhut. The second part, containing symptom-based Critical Safety
Functional Restoration Guidelines, was submitted August 2,1982. The revised
guidelines incorporate the short-term reanalysis of small-break LOCAs and inade-
quate core cooling that was performed for Task Action Plan Items I.C.1(1) and
I.C.1(2), and previously approved by the staff. Pending staff approval of the
revised analysis and guidelines, the staff has continued the pilot monitoring of
interim emergency operating procedures described in Task Action Plan Item I.C.8
(NUREG-0660).

The applicant is required to implement a program of emergency operating pro-
cedures based on the revised Westinghouse Owners Group guidelines in accordance
with the schedule of NUREG-0737, after the guidelines have been approved by the
staff. In addition to the Westinghouse Owners Group efforts, the staff has
prepared draft guidelines for long-term upgrading of Emergency Operating Pro-
cedures (NUREG-0799) in accordance with Task Action Plan Item I.C.9. TLese
guidelines, as revised during the resolution of public comments, should be used
in the preparation of the Catawba Emergency Operating Procedures. Therefore,
for Catad a, the staff does not plan to review selected emergency operating
procedures in accordance with TMI Task Action Plan Item I.C.8 (" Pilot Monitor-
ing of Selected Emergency Operating Procedures for NT0L's"). However, the staff
will review the applicant's plan to implement approved Owners Group guidelines
for compliance with the final staff guidelines resulting from resolution of
public comments on NUREG-0799. The staff's review of the applicant's submittal
will be completed before the operating license is issued and will be addressed
in a supplement to this SER.

In accordance with NUREG-0737, Item I.C.7, nuclear steam supply system (NSSS)
vendor review of low power testing, power ascension, and emergency operating
procedures is necessary to further verify adequacy of the procedures. Sections
13.5.1.2 and 14.2.3.2 of the FSAR state that all preoperational and startup
test procedures and the Catawba Station Emergency Operating Procedures developed
from the technical guidelines are subject to appropriate review by the NSSS
vendor, Westinghouse Electric Corporation; this review will provide further
verification of the adequacy of the procedures. These reviews must be completed
before fuel load. The staff will confirm these actions before an operating
license is issued.

13.5.4 NUREG-0737 Items
|

II.K.3.3 Reporting Safety Valve and Relief Failures and Challenges

The applicant stated that he will promptly report to the NRC any failure of a
Catawba PORV or safety valve to close. In addition, all challenges to the PORVs
or safety valves will be documented and reported annually to the NRC.

Based on its review, the staff finds the proposed plan meets the guidance in
TMI Task Action Plan Item II.K.3.3. This item will be included in the Catawba;

| Technical Specifications. Therefore, it is acceptable.
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II.K.3.17 Report on Outages of Emergency Core-Cooling Systems Licensee Report
and Proposed Technical Specification Changes

The applicant stated that he will develop and implement a plan to compilate ECC
systems or components involved in outages. The plan will require a periodic
rcport which contains (1) ECC system or components involved, (2) outage dates
and duration of outages, (3) cause of the outage, and (4) corrective action
tak:n. Test and maintenance outages will be included. The report will be

| reviewed and changes proposed to improve the availability of ECC equipment, if
I nzided. This plan will be developed prior to fuel load.

Bas d on its review, the staff finds the proposed plan meets the guidance in
TMI Task Action Plan Item II.K.3.17. Therefore, it is acceptable.

13.6 Physical Security Plan

13.6.1 General

Th2 Duke Power Company filed with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the
Catawba Nuclear Station the following security program plans:

(1) " Catawba Nuclear Station Security Plan," February 1,1982

(2) " Catawba Nuclear Station Contingency Plan", June 29, 1982

(3) " Catawba Nuclear Station Training and Qualification Plan," October.21, 1981

Th3 Security Plan Evaluation Report (SPER) summarizes the applicant's provisions
for meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 73. The SPER consists of a basic
analysis that is available for public review, a protected appendix, and a pro-
tected worksheet on response force size.

On the basis of its review of the subject documents and visits to the site, the
staff has concluded that the protection provided by the Duke Power Company
against radiological sabotage at Catawba meets the requirements of 10 CFR 7?
Accordingly, the protection will ensure that the health and safety of the , alic
will not be endangered. The staff will condition the license to require full
implementation and maintenance of all provisions of the approved physical secu-
rity, guard training and qualification, and safeguards contingency plans,
including amendments made in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.54(p).
The security plans are being withheld from public disclosure pursuant to 10 CFR
2.790(d).

o ysical Security Organization13.6.2 n

To satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(b), the Duke Power Company has pro-
vid:d a physical security organization that includes a Security Shift Supervisor
who is on site at all times and who has the authority to direct the physical
protection activities. To implement the commitments made in the physical secu-
rity plan, training and qualification plan, and the safeguards contingency plan,
written security procedures specifying the duties of the security organization
members are available for inspection.

;

|
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The training program and critical security tasks and duties for.the security
crg:nization personnel are defined in the " Catawba Nuclear Station Guard Train-
ing and Qualification Plan," which meets the requirements of 10 CFR 73, Appen-
dix B, for the training, equipping, and requalification of the security organi-
zation members. T,1e physical security plan and the training program provide
commitments that preclude the assignment of an individual to a security related
duty or task before that individual has been being trained, equipped, and quali-
fied to perform the assigned duty in accordance with the approved guard training
and qualification plan.

13.6.3 Physical Barriers

In meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(c), the applicant has provided a
protected area barrier that meets the definition in 10 CFR 73.2(f)(1). With
tha exception of the locations listed in the appendix, an isolation zone of at

; least 20 ft is provided on both sides of the barrier to permit observation of
activities on both sides of the barrier. Tne staff has reviewed those locations
and determined that the security measures in place are satisfactory and continue
to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(c).

Illumination of 0.2 ft-candles is maintained for the isolation zones, pro-
tected area barrier, and external portions of the protected area. In areas
where illumination of 0.2 ft-candles cannot be maintained, special procedures
are applied as described in the appendix.

:

Access to vital equipment (located within vital areas that are located within,

the protected area) requires passage through at least two barriers, as defined
in 10 CFR 73.2(f)(1) and (2). Vital area barriers are separated from the pro-
t:cted area barrier.

|

The protected area is patrolled at random intervals to detect the presence of
unauthorized persons, vehicles, and materials.

Tha control room and central alarm station have bullet-resistant walls, doors,
ceilings, floors, and windows.

| 13.6.4 Access Requirements
|
| .In accordance with 10 CFR 73.55(d), all points of personnel and vehicle access
I to the protected area are controlled. The individual responsible for control-

ling the final point of access into the protected area is located in a bullet-
rasistant structure. As part of the access control program, vehicles (except
under emergency conditions), personnel, packages, and materials entering the
protected area are searched for explosives, firearms, and incendiary devices

| by electronic search equipment and/or physical search.

Vehicles admitted to the protected area, except applicant-designated vehicles,
| are controlled by escorts. Applicant-designated vehicles are limited to onsite

station functions and remain in the protected area except for operational main-
tenance, repair, security, and emergency purposes. Positive control over these

| vehicles is maintained by personnel authorized to use the vehicles or by the
| escort personnel.

!
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To control access to protected and vital areas, photobadge/ key card system,
utilizing encoded information, identifies individuals who are authorized un-
sscerted access. Individuals not authorized unescorted access are issued

i badges that indicate an escort is required. Access authorizations are-limited
to'those i. d viduals who need access to perform their duties.

.
Un:ccupied vital areas are locked and alarmed. Access to the reactor contain-

! ment (s) is positively controlled to ensure that only authorized individuals are
i pereitted to enter. (See the appendix regarding access control to containment

during fueling or major maintenance.) In addition, all doors and personnel /'

aquipment hatches into the reactor containment (s) are locked and alarmed. Keys,
locks, combinations, and related equipment are changed annually. In addition,

wh:n an individual!s access authorization has been terminated for lack of re-
liability or trustworthiness or for poor work performance, the keys, locks,
combinations, and related equipment to which that person had access are changed.

13.6.5 Detection Aids

In satisfying the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(e), the licensee has installed
intrusion-detection systems at the protected area barrier, at entrances to vital
arns, and at all emergency exits. Alarms from the intrasion-detection system
annunciate within the continuously manned central alarm station and a secondary
alcrm station located the protected area. The central alarm station is located
so that the interior of the station is not visible from outside the perimeter
of the protected area. In addition, the central station is constructed so that
walls, floors, ceilings, doors, and windows are bullet resistant (see appendix).
The alarm stations are located and designed in such a manner that a single act
cannot interdict and capability of calling for assistance or responding to
alarms. The central alarm station contains no other functions or duties that
would interfere with its alarm response function.

The intrusion-detection system transmission lines and associated alarm annunci-
ation hardware are self-checking and tamper. indicating. Alarm annunciators
indicate the type of alarm and its location when activated. An automatic in-
dication of when the alarm system is on standby power is provided in the central
alarm station.

13.6.6 Communications

As required in 10 CFR 73.55(f), the applicant has provided for the capability
of continuous communications between the central and secondary alarm station
op:rators, guards, watchmen, and armed response personnel through the use of a
conventional telephone system and a security radio system. In addition, direct
communication with the local law enforcement authorities is maintained through
the use of a conventional telephone system and two-way FM radio link. All non-
portable communication links, except the conventional telephone system, are
provided with an uninterruptible emergency power source backed up by diesel
g:nerators.

13.6.7 Test and Maintenance Requirements

In meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(g), the applicant has established a
program for testing and maintaining all intrusion alarms, emergency alarms,
communication equipment, physical barriers, and other security-related devices
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or equipment. -Equipment or devices that do not meet the design performance
i ' criteria or have failed to otherwise-operate will.be compensated for by appro-
'

priate measures as defined in the " Catawba Nuclear' Station Physical Security
Plan" and in site procedures. The compensatory measures defined in these plans

; will ensure that the effectiveness of the security system is not reduced by
failures or other contingencies affecting the operation of the security-related'

equipment or structures.

i Intrusion-detection systems are tested for proper performance before and after
each period of use. Such testing will be conducted at least once every 7 days.

Onsite communication systems are tested at the beginning of each security shift.
Offsite communications are tested at least once each day.

Audits'of the security program are conducted once every 12 months by the Quality
Assurance and Audit staff in conjuncton with the Nuclear Production Security
Unit, which is independent of site security management-and supervision. The
audits, focusing on the effectiveness of the physical protection provided by-
the onsite security organization implementing the approved security program
plans, include, but are not limited to, a review of the security procedures.and
practices, system testing and maintenance programs, and local law enforcement

|
assistance agreements. The Quality Assurance and Audit staff prepares a report

! documenting its findings and recommendations and submits it to the Plant Manager.
I 13.6.8 Response Requirements
i

|

p In meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(h), the applicant has provided for
armed responders immediately available for response duties on all shifts con-'

sista t with the requirements of the regulations (see appendix). Considera-,

| tions used in support of this number are attached. In addition, liaison with i

; local law enforcement authorities to provide additional response support in the
| event of security events has been established and documented.
!

( The applicant's safeguards contingency plan for dealing with thefts, threats,
| and radiological sabotage events satisfies the requirements of 10 CFR 73, Ap-

pendix C. The plan identifies appropriate security events that could initiate
a radiological sabotage event and identifies the applicant's preplanning, re-
sponse resources, safeguards contingency participants, and coordination activi-
ties for each identified event. Through this plan, on the detection of abnormal '

presence or activities within the protected or vital areas, response activities
using the available resources would be initiated. The response activities and
objectives include the neutralization of the existing threat by requiring the
response force members to interpose themselves between the adversary and the
objective, instructions to use force commensurate with that used by the adver-
sary, and authority to request sufficient assistance from the local law enforce- {
ment authorities to maintain control over the situation. l

To assist in the assessment / response activities, the security organization uses )
a closed-circuit television system, providing the capability to observe the
perimeter of the entire protected area, all isolation zones, and most of the
protected area.
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14 INITIAL TEST PROGRAM

L The initial test program at Catawba Nuclear, Station is divided into two major
portions. The first phase of testing is the preoperational. test phase-and

| includes all hot and cold functional testing required before fuel loading. The
i s:cond phase of testing is the initial startup testing phase and includes

initial fuel loading and all subsequent testing through'the completion of power
escalation testing.

L
Preoperational tests are performed following completion of construction flushing
and hydrostatic' testing, system turnover, and the initial calibration of required

,

; instrumentation. The major objective of preoperational testing is to verify
that structures, systems, and components essential to the safe operation of the
plant are capable of performing their intended functions.

,

' Preoperational testing will be completed before fuel loading with the exception
of the-tests and portions of tests that are required to be completed with the
-_ full core installed, The only test currently identified that contains portions,

.of the test that must be completed following fuel loading is the piping systems'

vibration test. Other preoperational tests that are not required before fuel;

' loading and that are not safety related may be completed ~following fuel loading.
Th:se specific tests have been identified in FSAR Chapter 14.

Initial startup testing will be performed beginning with fuel loading and end-
: ing with commercial operation. The purposes of initial startup testing are to

(1) ensure the safe and orderly loading of fuel, (2) verify core physics and
thermal and hydraulic parameters assumed in the Catawba Safety Analysis, and
(3) demonstrate that the plant is capable of withstanding anticipated tran-
sients. Initial startup tests, including fuel loading, zero power testing, and

'

power escalation, are described in the test summaries in FSAR Chapter 14.

,
All system features relied on for mitigation or protection for anticipated

| transients without scram (ATWS) events as analyzed in the Catawba FSAR will be
|- -verified as part of the preoperational or startup test program. For systems

and components that are not nuclear safety related, acceptance criteria are
i provided to ensure reliable and efficient operation of the system. Tests that

| are considered to be nonsafety related and for which an abstract is provided
are identified in FSAR Chapter 14.

Tha staff review of Chapter 14 of the FSAR concentrated on the administration
| of the test program and the completeness of the preoperational and startup

tssts. The review consisted of the following parts:'

(1) The Commission's Safety Evaluation Report, which was issued at the comple-
tion of the staff's construction permit review, was reexamined to deter-
mine the principal design criteria for the plant and to identify any
specific concerns or unique design features that would warrant special
test consideration.

I Catawba SER 14-1
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(2)L Chapters 1 through 12 of the FSAR'were reviewed to provide familiarization
'with the facility design and-nomenclature.

1(3) Chapter 15 was reviewed to identify assumptions pertaining to performance
characteristics that should be verified-by testing and to identify all
structures, systems, components, and design features that were assumed to
function (either explicitly or-implicitly) in the: accident analysis.

~ (4) Licensee' event. report summaries for operating. reactors of similar design.
were reviewed to identify potentially serious events and chronic or
generic problems,that might warrant special test consideration.

(5) " Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse Pressurized Water
Reactors" (NUREG-0452, Rev. 1) was reviewed to identify all structures,

;. systems, and components that would be relied on.for establishing con-
' formance with safety limits or limiting conditions for operation.

(6) Post-TMI-related-testing requirements were reviewed in conformance with
NUREGs-0660, -0694, and -0737.

(7) Startup test reports for other pressurized water reactor plants were i

reviewed to identify problem areas that.should be emphasized in the ,

Catawba initial test program.

In determining the acceptability of.the applicant's test program, the criteria
of SRP Section 14 (NUREG-0800) were used. The staff's review covered several

I aspects of the initial test program including the following major considera-
|~ tions:

(1) Test procedures have been developed using input from the nuclear stea.n
,

supply system (NSSS) vendor, the architect-engineer, the applicant's
engineering staff, and other equipment suppliers and contractors as
needed. Operating experiences at similar plants were factored into the
development of the test procedures.

-

.
(2) Tests are being conducted using approved test procedures. Administrative

| controls cover

(a) the completion of test prerequisites
.

(b) the completion of necessary data sheets and other documentation

(c) the review and approval of modifications to test procedures

The applicant stated that administrative procedures also cover implemen-
j tation of modifications or repair requirements identified as being required

by the tests, and any necessary retesting.
.

(3) The results of each test are reviewed for technical adequacy and complete-
ness by personnel, including the NSSS vendor and architect-engineer, as
appropriate. Preoperational test results are reviewed before fuel loading,

and the startup test results from each activity or power level will be
reviewed before proceeding to the next activity or power level.

,
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i

(4) Normal plant operating and emergency procedures are used in performing the
initial test program, thereby verifying the correctness of the procedures
to the extent practicable.

(5) The applicant's schedule for conducting the initial test program allows
adequate time to conduct all preoperational and startup tests. Preopera-
tional test procedures will be available for staff review at least 60 days

,
before scheduled implementation. Startup test procedures will be available

| for review not less than 60 days before the scheduled fuel loading date.
i

| (6) The abstract of each test procedure presented in Chapter 14 of the FSAR
was reviewed. The staff verified that there were test abstracts for those
structures, systems, components, and design features that

(a) will be used for shutdown and cooldown of the reactor under normal
plant conditions and for maintaining the reactor in a safe condition
for an extended shutdown period

(b) will be used for shutdown and cooldown of the reactor under transient
(infrequent or moderately frequent events) conditions and postulated
accident conditions and for maintaining the reactor in a safe con-
dition for an extended shutdown period following such conditions

(c) will be used for establishing conformance with safety limits or
limiting conditions for operation that will be included in the facil-
ity's Technical Specifications

(d) are classified as engineered safety features (ESFs) or will be relied
on to support or ensure the operation of ESFs within design limits

(e) are assumed to function or for which credit is taken in the accident
analysis of the facility, as described in the FSAR

(f) will be used to process, store, control, or limit the release of
radioactive materials

(7) The test objectives, prerequisites, test methods, and acceptance criteria
for each test abstract were reviewed in sufficient detail to establish
that the functional adequacy of the structures, systems, components, and
design features will be demonstrated.

(8) The test program's conformance with applicable Regulatory Guides was
| reviewed. In addition to RG 1.68, Rev. 2, the review included RG 1.20,

Rev. 0*; RG 1.30, Rev. 0; RG 1.37, Rev. 0; RG 1.41, Rev. 0; RG 1.52, Rev. 2;'

RG 1.68.2, Rev. 1; RG 1.79, Rev. 1; RG 1.80, Rev. 0; RG 1.95, Rev. 1;
RG 1.108, Rev. 1; RG 1.116, Rev. 0-R; RG 1.128, Rev. 1; RG 1.139, Draft 1,
Rev. 0; and RG 1.140, Rev. 1.

The applicant made a number of changes to the initial test program as a result
of the staff's comments. Examples of these changes are as follows:

!.

*Rav. O denotes the guide version available before Rev. 1, although the regula-
tory guide itself may not be labeled as such.
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(1) Testing was a'dded to verify the heat removal capacity of ESF coolers during
postaccident conditions.

(2) Testing of the steam-driven auxiliary feedwater pump was added to provide
-additional assurance of automatic starting capability.

(3) Testing was added to verify the capabilities of the battery chargers.

(4) Testing was added to demonstrate that for hot containment penetrations
where coolers are.not used, concrete temperatures do not exceed design
limits.

(5) A display was added to indicate the positions of fuel assemblies in the
core and in the fuel pool, and will be maintained during initial fuel
loading.'

(6) High-flux scram trips were reset to more conservative values for initial
criticality and power escalation.

(7) Testing was added to demonstrate the capability of shutting down and main-<

taining the reactor in a hot standby condition, with a minimum crew, from
outside the control room.

(8) Test descriptions were modified to more fully demonstrate the ability of
the emergency diesel generators and their support equipment to provide
reliable emergency power.

(9) Acceptance criteria for the major preoperational and startup tests were
expanded to ensure that quantifiable and referenceable data were available
to establish if the actual test objectives have been attained.

(10) Testing was added to comply with NUREG-0694, "TMI-Related Requirements for
New Operating Licenses," Item I.G.1, " Natural Circulation Testing."

(11) Testing was added to verify the operability of the turbine bypass valves.

(12) Testing was added to verify operability of the solid and liquid radwaste
systems by testing with representative chemical waste streams.

Based on its review, the staff has concluded that the initial plant test program
is acceptable and meets the requirements of

(1) 10 CFR 30.53 with regard to initial testing of radiation detection and
monitoring instruments

,

(2) 10 CFR 50.34(b)(6)(iii), which requires inclusion of plans for preopera-
tional testing and initial operations in the FSAR

(3) 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI, which requires a test program to ensure
that all testing required to demonstrate that structures, systems, and
components will perform satisfactorily in service is identified and per-
formed in accordance with written test procedures that incorporate the
requirements and acceptance limits contained in applicable design documents

| Catawba SER 14-4 g
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(4) 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Section III.A.4, which requires a preoperational
measurement of the overall integrated leaktightness of the primary reactor
containment building under specified pressure conditions

The staff has further concluded that the initial test program described in the
FSAR meets the acceptance criteria of SRP Section 14.2 and that the successful
completion of the program will demonstrate the functional adequacy of plant
structures, systems, and components.

The review and' evaluation were performed with the assistance of Battelle Pacific
NIrthwest Laboratories' personnel.

4

;

|

|
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|
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15 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

The accident analyses for the Catawba Units 1 and 2 have been reviewed in
accordance with the July 1981 edition of the SRP (NUREG-0800). Conformance
with the acceptance criteria, except as noted for each of the sections, formed
the basis for the staff's review.

15.1 General Discussion

The applicant evaluated the ability of Catawba to withstand normal and abnormal
transients and a broad spectrum of postulated accidents that do not pose an
undue hazard to the health and safety of the public. The results of these
cnalyses are used to show conformance with GDC 10 and 15.

During its review of the transients and accidents analyses of Section 15, the
staff considered GDC'21, 26, and 28 and RGs 1.53 and 1.105, as they apply to
the events analyzed to ensure that the applicable requirements have been met.
For each event analyzed, conservative operating conditions were assumed, and
cr::dit was only taken for minimum engineering safeguards response. The staff
requested the applicant to identify the single active component failure or
opsrator error that is the most limiting for Section 15 events. The applicant
has provided an analysis of the incident in combination with the identified
failure and has described the long-term events and assessed the operator's
role. Generic task actions (e.g., Tasks A-17, " Systems Interaction," and A-47,
" Safety Implications of Control Systems") will address related concerns. If

these tasks identify additional requirements, the staff will require compliance
trcm the applicant. Parameters specific to individual events were conserva-
tively selected. Event scenarios were selected consistent with the guidance
proviaed by BTPs ASB 3-1 and MEB 3-1. Performance of the auxiliary feedwater
system was assumed to be consistent with the requirements of Items II.E.1.1 and
II.E.1.2 of NUREG-0737 (see Sections 10.4.9 and 7.3.2.6, respectively).

Tha two types of events analyzed were

(1) those incidents that might be expected to occur during the lifetime of
the reactor (anticipated transients)

|

| (2) those incidents not expected to occur that have the potential to result
in significant radioactive material release (accidents)

The nuclear feedback coefficients were conservatively chosen to produce the
most adverse core response. The reactivity insertion curve, used to represent
the control insertion, accounts for a stuck rod, in accordance with GDC 26.

i

R2 view of thermal hydraulic code THINC-IV is described in Section 4.4 of this
| SER. The staff reviews of the FACTRAN and LOFTRAN codes have progressed to

such a point that there is reasonable assurance that analyses results dependent
! on the codes will not be appreciably altered by any revisions that may be re-

quired by the staff. For some events analyzed in Section 15, the applicant
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used an improved thermal design method (described in Section 4.4). The staff
'has requested that the applicant clearly identify the events for which this
method was used and show that implementation of this method conforms to appro-3

| priate restrictions and limitations. The staff will report its evaluation of
| this issue in a supplement to this SER.
4

' The applicant accounts for variations in initial conditions by making the fol-,

lowing assumptions as-appropriate for the event being considered:
,

(1) core power, 3,427 MWt, +2%
(2) average reactor vessel temperature (T,yg), 590.8* i 4.0* F a

(3) pressure (at pressurizer), 2,250 1 30 psia

Pending a satisfactory response to the aforementioned concerns, the staff con-
cludes that the assumptions for initial conditions,are acceptable-because they
are conservatively applied to produce the most adverse effects. For transients
and accidents used to verify the engineered safety features (ESF) design, the
applicant has utilized the safeguards power design value of 3,581 MWt.

,

15.2 Normal Operation and Anticipated Transients

. The applicant has analyzed several events expected to occur one or more times
' during the life of.the plant. A number of transients can be expected to occur

with moderate frequency as a result of equipment malfunctions or operator error:

in the course of refueling and power operation during the plant lifetime. Spe-
*

. cific events were reviewed to ensure conformance with the acceptance criteria'
provided in the SRP.

; The acceptance criteria .or transients of moderate frequency in the SRP include
i- the following considerations:
.

! (1) Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained
*

below 110% of design values (ASME Code, Section III).
.

(2) Fuel cladding integrity shall be maintained by ensuring that the minimum
I departure-from-nucleate-boiling ratio (DNBR) will remain above the 95/95
'

DNBR limit for PWRs. (The 95/95 criterion, discussed in Section 4.4.1,
provides a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level that no fuel rod in
the core experiences a departure from nucleate boiling (DNB).)

(3) An incident of moderate frequency should not generate a more serious plant
condition without other faults occurring independently.

(4) For transients of moderate frequency in combination with a single failure,
no loss of function of any fission product barrier, other than fuel ele-
ment cladding, shall occur. Core geometry is maintained in such a way
that there is no loss of-core-cooling capability, and control rod inserta-
bility is maintained.

Conformance with SRP acceptance criteria constitutes compliance with GCC 10,
15, and 26 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50.

The transients analyzed are affected by the following reactor trips:

Catawba SER 15-2 H32
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(1) power range high neutron flux
(2) high pressure
(3) low pressure-
(4) overpower AT
(5) overtemperature AT
(6) low coolant flow
(7) pump undervoltage/underfrequency
(8) low steam generator water level
(9) high steam generator water level

Time delays to trip, calculated for each trip signal, are included in the
j analyses. See Section 4.6 of this SER for a discussion of the staff review of
| rr ctivity control system functional design.
|

All of the transients that are expected to occur with moderate frequency can
be grouped according to (1) an increase or decrease in heat removal by the
s:condary system, (2) a decrease in reactor coolant flow rate, (3) reactivity
and power distribution anomalies, and (4) an increase or decrease in reactor
co31 ant inventory. Design-basis accidents have been evaluated separately as
indicated in Section 15.3 of this SER.

15.2.1 Increase in Heat Removal by the Secondary System

The applicant has analyzed the following events that produced increased heat
removal by the secondary system:

(1) decrease in feedwater temperature (SRP Section 15.1.1)
(2) increase in feedwater flow (SRP Section 15.1.2)
(3) excessive increase in steam flow (SRP Section 15.1.3)
(4) inadvertent opening of a steam generator relief valve or safety valve

(SRP Section 15.1.4)

The most limiting transient, with respect to fuel performance, is the excessive
increase in steam flow for the case with minimum moderator feedback and auto-
catic reactor control. The reactor does not trip and the plant reaches a stabil-

,

ized condition rapidly following the load increase.

15.2.2 Decrease in Heat Removal by the Secondary System

Th2 applicant has analyzed the following events that result in a decrease in
heat removal by the secondary system:

(1) loss of external load (SRP Section 15.2.1)
(2) turbine trip (SRP Sectien 15.2.2)
(3) loss of condenser vacuum (SRP Section 15.2.3)
(4) inadvertent closure of main steam isolation valves (SRP Section 15.2.4)
(5) steam pressure regulator failure (SRP Section 15.2.5)
(6) loss of nonemergency power to the station auxiliaries (SRP Section 15.2.6)
(7) loss of normal feedwater flow (SRP Section 15.2.7)

Plant transients that result in an unplanned decrease in heat removal by the
secondary system and might be expected to occur with moderate frequency are
identified in the above list. All these postulated transients have been re-

'

viewed. It was found that the most limiting event in this group of events in,
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regard to the maximum pressure within the reactor coolant and main steam systems
was the turbine trip at full power without credit taken for the pressurizer
spray, power operated relief valves (PORVs), or steam dump. The reactor is
tripped on the high pressurizer pressure signal and the peak pressure during
the transient'is 2,550 psia, well below the ASME Code requirements for maximum
pressure to be limited to 110% of design pressure.

The most limiting transient in regard to fuel performance is the loss of non-
emergency power to the station auxiliaries. In this transient, the loss of
offsite power is closely followed by a turbine trip and a reactor trip. The i
emergency feedwater system is automatically started. Since only safety grade I

equipment is credited to mitigate the event, residual heat is assumed to be
removed through the steam generator safety valves. The minimum DNBR is approxi-
mately 1.7 during the transient.

15.2.3 Decrease in Reactor Coolant Flow Rate

The applicant has analyzed the events, total loss of forced reactor coolant flow
and partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow. These events are reviewed using
the review procedures and acceptance criteria set forth in SRP Sections 15.3.1
and 15.3.2.

The loss of offsite power and resulting loss of all forced coolant flow through
the reactor core is the most limiting event and causes an increase in the average
coolant temperature and a decrease in the margin to DNB. The reactor is tripped
from an undervoltage trip monitoring the RCP power supply. A minimum DNBR of
1.55 is reached 4 sec into the transient. The maximum calculated pressurizer
pressure is 2,450 psia during the transient.

15.2.4 Reactivity and Power Distribution Anomalies

15.2.4.1 Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Pump at an Incorrect
Temperature

In Section 15.4.4 of the FSAR, the applicant provides the results of an
analysis for startup of an inactive reactor coolant pump event. This event
is reviewed using the review procedures and acceptance criteria set forth in
SRP Section 15.4.4.<

i During the first part of the transient, the increase in core flow with cooler
water results in an increase in nuclear power and a decrease in core average'

t temperature. Reactivity addition for the inactive loop startup event is caused
| by the decrease in core inlet water temperature. The maximum calculated pres-

surizer pressure is 2,440 psia and the minimum DNBR is above 2.5 during the
transient.

15.2.4.2 Inadvertent Boron Dilution
|
! Section 15.4.6 of the SRP requires that at least 15 min is available from the

time the operator is made aware of an unplanned boron dilution event to the
time a loss of shutdown margin occurs during power operation, startup, hot
standby, hot shutdown, and cold shutdown. A 30-min warning is required during
refueling. The staff has requested that control room alarms be available to

l

|
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alert the operating staff to boron dilution events in all modes of operation.
The staff requires that the applicant provide an analysis for all possible
boron dilution events in each of the six operational modes and confirm that
time intervals that meet the SRP criteria from the time of the first alarm to
th2 time when the core would go critical are available. Also, Technical Speci-
fications should be established to restrict the time when alarms can be taken
cut of service. Furthermore, the staff requires that the applicant show that
equipment used to mitigate this event meets single-failure criteria. The staff
also asked that the applicant describe the model used in the analysis of boron
dilution events and discuss any conservatism incorporated into this model. The
staff will report its evaluation of this issue in a supplement to this SER.

15.2.4.3 Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly (Rod) Bank Withdrawal at
Zero-Power Conditions

The consequences of an uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly bank withdrawal
at zero power have been analyzed. Such a transient can be caused by a failure
of the reactor control or rod control systems. The analysis assumes a conserva-
tively small-(in absolute magnitude) negative Doppler coefficient and a positive
moderator coefficient. Further, hot zero power initial conditions with the
r: actor just critical are chosen because they are known to maximize the cal-
culated consequences. The reactivity insertion rate is assumed to be equivalent
to the simultaneous withdrawal of the two highest-worth banks at maximum speed
(45 in./ min).

Reactor trip is assumed to occur on the low setting'of the power-range neutron
flux channel at 35% of full power (a 10% uncertainty has been added to the set
point value). The maximum heat flux is much less than the full power value and
avarage fuel temperature increases to a value lower than the nominal full power
value. The minimum DNBR at all times remains above the limiting value (1.47 for
the thimble cell and 1.49 for the typical cell with the WRB-1 DNB correlation).

The staff has reviewed this event according to the SRP (NUREG-0800). The staff
has reviewed the reactivity worths and reactivity coefficients used in the
analysis and concludes that conservative values have been used. The staff also
has reviewed the calculated consequences of this design transient and concludes
that they are acceptable.

Th:refore, the staff finds that the requirements of GDC 20, which requires that
protection be automatically initiated, the GDC 25, which requires that a single
failure of the protection system not result in violation of specified fuel
dssign limits, have been satisfied.

15.2.4.4 Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly (Rod) Bank Withdrawal at
Power

Tha consequence's of uncontrolled withdrawal of a rod bank in the power operating
range have been analyzed. The effect of such an event is an increase in coolant
timperature (resulting from the core-turbine power mismatch) that must be termi-
nated before fuel design limits are exceeded.

Th3 analysis is performed as a function of reactivity insertion rates, reactiv-
ity feedback coefficients, and core power level. Protection is provided by the
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high neutron flux trip,-the overtemperature AT and overpower AT trips, and pres-
surizer pressure and pressurizer water level trips. In no case does the DNBR
fall below th! limiting value (see Section 15.2.4.3). Adequate fuel cooling
is therefore maintained. The maximum power reached including uncertainties is
118% of full power, thus precluding fuel centerline melting.

The staff has reviewed this event according to the SRP (NUREG-0800). The bases
for acceptance in the staff review are: (1) the applicant's analysis method
has been reviewed and approved, (2) the input parameters have been found to be
suitably conservative, and (3) the results show that no fuel _ damage occurs.
The staff concludes that the calculations contain sufficient conservatism with
respect to input assumptions and models to ensure that fuel damage will not

*

|result from control rod withdrawal errors. The staff further concludes that i

the requirements of GDC 20 and 25 have been met.

15.2.4.5 Rod Cluster Control Assembly Malfunctions

Rod cluster control assembly misalignment incidents including a dropped full-
length assembly, a dropped full-length bank, a misaligned full-length assembly,

~

and the withdrawal of a single assembly while operating at power have been
analyzed by the applicant. Misaligned rods are detectable by (1) asymmetric
power distributions sensed by excore nuclear instrumentation or core exit
thermocouples, (2) rod deviation alarm, and (3) rod position indicators. A
deviation of a rod from its bank by about 15 in. or twice the resolution of
the rod position indicator will not cause power distributions to exceed design
limits. Additional surveillance will be required to ensure rod alignment if
one or more rod position channels are out of service.

In the event of a droppeC assembly, or group of assemblies, the reactor will
typically scram on a neutron flux negative-rate trip, and analysis indicates
that thermal limits will not be exceeded for the event. However, if the rod
locations are are such that the reactor does not scram, the autor.atic controller
may return the reactor to full power and with a single failure the control could
result in a power overshoot. It is anticipated that a detailed analysis will
show that if this occurs, thermal limits will not be exceeded. However, that
analysis has not been submitted and it is thus assumed that departure from
nucleate boiling could occur. The staff has accepted an interim position for
operating reactors that consists of a restriction on operations above 90% power
so that either the reactor is in manual control or rods are required to be with-
drawn more than 215 steps. This restriction will be applied to Catawba Units 1
and 2. With this restriction thermal limits will not be exceeded. Approval of
the analysis will result in the removal of the restriction.

For cases where a group of control rod assemblies is inserted to its insertion
limit with a single rod in the group stuck in the full withdrawn position,
analysis indicates that departure from nucleate boiling will not occur. The
staff has reviewed the calculated estinates of the expected reactivity and power
distribution changes that accompany postulated misalignments of representatives
assemblies, and it has concluded that the values used in this analysis conserva-
tively bound the expected values including calculational uncertair. ties.

The inadvertent withdrawal of a single assembly results from multiple failures !

in the control system, multiple operator errors, or deliberate operator actions '

|
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combined with a single failure of the control system. As a result,~the single
assembly withdrawal is classified as an infrequent occurrence. The re'sulting
transient is similar to that caused by a bank withdrawal, but the increased
peaking factor may cause departure from nucleate boiling to occur in the region
surrounding the withdrawn assembly. Less than 5% of the rods in'the core
experience departure from nucleate boiling for such a transient.

The staff has reviewed this event according to the SRP (NUREG-0800). The staff
concludes that the analysis and calculated consequences of rod control cluster
assembly malfunction are acceptable because they lead to no fuel damage, exceptI

|_
for the inadvertent withdrawal of a single assembly.for which they very limited
departure from nucleate boiling is acceptable for a fault of infrequent
occurrence.

15.2.5 Increase in Reactor Coolant System Inventory

The applicant has analyzed the following events that result in increase in the
primary system inventory:

(1) actuation of emergency core cooling system (SRP Section 15.5.1)
(2) chemical and volume control system malfunction (SRP Section 15.5.2)

Emergency core cooling system (ECCS) operation could be initiated by a spurious
signal or operator error. Reactor trip occurs as a result of low pressurizer
pressure. The reactor pressure decreases during the initial phase of the tran-
sient and reaches the peak pressure of 2,350 at 175 sec into the transient.
The DNBR never drops below its initial value.

The applicant's evaluation of the chemical and volume control system malfunction
event is presented in Section 15.4.6 and the staff evaluation is given in
Sections 15.2.2 and 15.2.4.2 of this SER.

15.2.6 Decrease in Reactor Coolant System Inventory

In Section 15.6.1 of the FSAR, the applicant provides the results of an analysis
for inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve. During this
event, nuclear power is maintained at the initial value until reactor tripj

occurs on low pressurizer pressure. The DNBR decreases initially, but increases
'

i rapidly following the trip. The minimum DNBR of 2.0 occurred 35 sec into the
i transient. The reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure decreases throughout the
| transient.
! 15.3 Design-Basis Accidents

The staff has reviewed the postulated events with regard to the facility design
| basis. These events have been classified in the SRP as postulated accidents.

|
The acceptance criteria specified in the SRP for evaluation of the consequences

' of the postulated accidents include the following:

i (1) Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained
below 110% of the design pressures, except that higher calculated pressures

! (<120% of design value) may be permitted for very low probability events.
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-(2)- .The potential for core damage should be evaluated on the basis that it is
acceptable if.the minimum DNBR remains above the 95/95 limit discussed in
SRP Section 4.4. If the DNBR falls below these values, fuel damage (rod
perforation) should be assumed unless it can be.shown that, based on an
acceptable fuel damage model, no fuel failure results. If fuel damage is
calculated to occur, it should be of'a sufficiently-limited extent so that
the core will remain in place and geometrically intact with no loss-of-
core-cooling capability.

(3) Any activity release must be such that the calculated doses at the site
boundary are within the guidelines of 10 CFR 100 (see Section 15.4). Con-
formance with the SRP acceptance criteria constitutes compliance with

|GDC 27, 28, and 31.
I

Other aspects of the staff review included evaluation of protection against
conditions that might lead to brittle fracture of the reactor system pressure
boundary during low-temperature operation for compliance with GDC 31 (see Sec-
tion 5.2.2). Staff review of the ECCS functional design for compliance with
GDC 35 is discussed in Section 6.3. The staff coordinated its review of Sec-
tion 15 events with the review of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system. Sec-
tion 10.4.9 discusses compliance of the AFW system design with the requirements
in Item II.E.1.1 of NUREG-0737, and Section 7.3.2.6 discusses compliance with
Item II.E.1.2.

In the analysis of the events, the applicant investigated a broad spectrum of
related events to determine the bounding case, including the worst case single-
active failure unless otherwise noted. Sensitivity studies were performed to
identify parameters for initial conditions and to determine appropriate credit
for systems and their performance during the limiting events in terms of protec-
tion of various barriers.

15.3.1 Loss-of-Coolant Accident

The applicant has analyzed the double ended cold-leg guillotine (DECLG) break
with a discharge coefficient of 1.0 as the most limiting large-break LOCA. In
this analysis, the peak cladding temperature reached is 2195 F. For the small-
break LOCA the applicant analyzed 4-in. , 6-in. , and 8-in.-diameter breaks.
The results show that the 8-in.-diameter break is the worst-case small-break
LOCA, which results in a peak cladding temperature of 1218 F. Only safety-
grade equipment was assumed to mitigate the accident.

Pending resolution of the concerns discussed in Sections 6.3 and 15.1, the staff
concludes that the loss of-coolant analysis resulting from a spectrum of postu-
lated piping breaks within the reactor coolant pressure boundary is acceptable
and meets the relevant requirements of 10 CFR 50.46, Appendix K to 10 CFR 50,
10 CFR 100, and GDC 35. This conclusion is based on the following discussion.

The applicant has analyzed the performance of the ECCS in accordance with
10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to 10 CFR 50. The analyses considered a spectrum
of postulated break sizes and locations and were performed with an evaluation
model, which had been previously reviewed and approved by the staff as described
in NUREG-0390 and Safety Evaluation Reports for licensing the Sequoyah
(NUREG-0011) and McGuire (NUREG-0422) plants. The results of the analyses
show that the ECCS satisfies the following criteria:
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(1) -The calculated maximum fuel rod cladding temperature does not exceed
2200 F.

,

'

(2) The calculated maximum local oxidation of the cladding does not exceed 17%
of the total cladding thickness before oxidation.

(3). The calculated total amount of hydrogen generated from the chemical reac-
tion of the cladding with water or steam does not exceed 1% of the hypo-

|
thetical amount that would be generated if all of the metal in the cladding,

cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding surrounding the!

plenum volume, were to react.

(4) Calculated changes in core geometry are such-that the core remains
amenable to cooling.

(5) After any calculated successful initial operation of the ECCS, the cal-
culated core temperature is maintained at an acceptably low value and
decay heat is removed for the extended period of time required by the
long-lived radioactivity.

(6) The applicant has met the requirements of TMI Action Plan Items II.K.3.5,
II.K.3.25, II.K.3.30, and II.K.3.31.

Pending resolution of the aforementioned concerns, the s,taff concludes that the
calculated performance of the ECCS following a postulated LOCA and the conser-
vatively calculated radiological consequences of such an accident conform to
the Commission's regulations and to applicable regulatory guides and branch
t:chnical positions. Therefore, the staff concludes that the ECCS is
acceptable.

15.3.2 Steamline Rupture

The applicant has submitted analyses of postulated steamline breaks that show
no fuel failure attributed to the accident. These results are similar to those
obtained for previously reviewed Westinghouse four-loop plants.

A postulated double-ended rupture at zero power and no decay heat with and
without offsite power were analyzed. The applicant referenced WCAP-9226 as
justification for this selection. WCAP-9226 is currently under review by the
staff. The review of WCAP-9226 has progressed to the point where there is rea-
sonable assurance that analyses results will not be appreciably altered by any
revisions that may be required by the staff. The double-ended rupture would
cause an increase in reactivity resulting from the decrease in reactor coolant
temperature. The most reactive control rod assembly was assumed to be fully
withdrawn. The worst-case single failure, which is the loss of one safety in-
jection train, was assumed in the analysis. Credit was taken for operator

action within 10 min to control the high head pump to reestablish normal pres-
sure control and to isolate the affected steam generator. Although a return to

criticality occurs, there is no fuel damage since the minimum DNBR ratio is
graater than 1.3.

The staff concludes that the consequences of postulated steamline breaks meet
the relevant requirements set forth in GDC 18, 27, 31, and 35 regarding control
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rod insertability and core coolability and TMI Action Plan items. This con-clusion.is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 27 and 28 by demonstrating
that the resultant fuel damage was limited so that control rod insertabil-
ity would be maintained and no loss of core cooling capability resulted.
The minimum DNBR experienced by any fuel rod was > 1.30. Therefore, no
fuel rods need be assumed to experience cladding perforation.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 31 with respect to demon-
strating the integrity of the primary system boundary to withstand the
postulated accident.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 35 with respect to demon-
strating the adequacy of the emergency cooling systems to provide abundant
core cooling and reactivity control (via boron injection), pending resolu-
tion of concerns addressed in Section 6.3.

(4) The analyses and effects of steamline break accidents inside and outside
containment, during various modes of operation with and without offsite
power, have been evaluated (using a previously reviewed and accepted
mathematical model), were reviewed and found acceptable by the staff.

(5) The parameters, used as input to this model, were reviewed and found to be
suitably conservative.

(6) The applicant has met the requirements of Task Action Plan Items II.E.1.1
and II.E.1.2 with respect to demonstrating the adeq'acy of the AFW systemu
to remove decay heat following steam system piping failures, as discussed
in Sections 10.4.9 and 7.3.2.6.

(7) The applicant has met the requirements of Task Action Plan Item II.K.3.5
with respect to the operation and tripping of the reactor coolant pumps.

(8) The applicant has met the requirements of Task Action Plan Item II.K.3.25
with respect to demonstrating the integrity and operation of the reactor
coolant pumps to withstand the postulated accident.

15.3.3 Feedwater System Pipe Break (SRP Section 15.2.8)

The applicant has provided a feedwater line break analysis for Catawba using
assumptions that would minimize secondary system heat removal capability, maxi-
mize heat accumulation in the primary system coolant, and maximize the calculated
primary system pressure. A double ended rupture of the largest feedwater line
was assumed. The turbine-driven AFW pump is assumed to fail and all flow from
one of the two motor-driven pumps spills out through the break. Two cases were
analyzed: one with offsite power and the other without offsite power.

The systems code used to perform these analyses is LOFTRAN (discussed in Section
15.1). Emergency feedwater flow is supplied to only two intact steam generators.
This is sufficient feedwater flow to adequately remove the residual heat after
reactor shutdown. The use of only safety grade equipment was assumed to mitigate
this accident. No fuel damage was calculated to occur, and the peak calculated
pressurizer pressure was about 2,510 psia.

|

|
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Th3 staff concludes that the consequences of postulated feedwater line breaks
me:t the requirements set forth in GDC 27, 28, 31, and 35 regarding control rod
inssrtability and core coolability, 10 CFR 100 guidelines regarding radiological
dose at the site boundary, and applicable TMI Action Plan items. This conclusion
is based on the following:

(1) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 27 and 28 by demonstrating
that the resultant fuel damage was minimal, control rod insertability

| would be maintained, and that no loss-of-core-cooling capability resulted.
The minimum DNBR experienced by any fuel rod was 1.8, resulting in no rods
experiencing cladding perforation.

(2) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 31 with respect to demon-'

strating the integrity of the primary system boundary to withstand the
postulated accident.

(3) The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 35 with respect to demon-
strating the adequacy of the emergency cooling systems to provide abundant
core cooling and reactivity control (via boron injection), pending resolu-
tion of concerns addressed in Section 6.3.

(4) The analyses and effects of feedwater line break accidents inside and
outside containment, during various modes of operation and with and with-
out offsite power, have been reviewed, were evaluated (using a previously
reviewed and accepted mathematical model), and found acceptable by the
staff.

(5) The parameters used as input to this model were reviewed and found to be
suitably conservative.

(6) The applicant met the requirements of TMI Action Plan Items II.E.1.1 and
II.E.1.2 with respect to demonstrating the adequacy of the AFW system
design to remove decay heat following feedwater piping failures, as dis-
cussed in Sections 10.4.9 and 7.3.2.6.

In response to the staff's questions on vessel integrity Section 15 events,
the applicant has referenced the generic work being performed by the
Westinghouse Owners Group in addressing Generic Task A-49, " Pressurized
Thermal Shock." The staff requires that the applicant participate (by pro-
viding analyses, commitments, and procedures) in the resolution of Task
A-49, consistent with the requirements and schedules of that generic task.
Task A-49 is discussed in Appendix C. Subject to this generic resolution,
the staff finds the applicant's response acceptable.

(7) The applicant met the requirements of TMI Action Plan Item II.I.3.25 with'

respect to demonstrating the integrity and operation of the reactor
coolant pumps to withstand the postulated accident.

(8) The applicant met the requirements of TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.5 with
respect to the operation and tripping of the reactor coolant pumps.

|
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15.3.4 Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure and Shaft Break

The reactor coolant pump locked-rotor. accident was analyzed by postulating.an
instantaneous seizure of one reactor coolant system pump rotor. The reactor
flow would decrease rapidly, which . leads to a reactor trip as a result of a
reactor coolant low-flow signal. In response to a staff question, the
applicant stated that no fuel rods are calculated to experience DNBR value
less than the acceptance limit, and hence no fuel failure resulting from ;

' locked-rotor event. The staff considers this item as confirmatory and will lreport its resolution in a supplement to this SER. '

15.3.5 Inadvertent Loading of a Fuel Assembly Into Improper Position

Strict administrative controls in the form of previously approved, established
procedures and startup testing are adhered to during fuel loadings'to prevent
operation with a fuel assembly in an improper location or a misloaded burnable
poison assembly. Nevertheless, an analysis of the consequences of a loading
error has been performed.

Comparisons of power distributions calculated for the nominal fuel loading
pattern and those calculated for five loadings with misplaced fuel assemblies
or burnable poison assemblies are presented by the applicant. The selected4

non-normal loadings represent the spectrum of potential inadvertent fuel mis-
placements. Calculations included, in particular, the power in assemblies that
can be monitored with incore detectors.

As part of the required startup testing, the incore detector system is used to
detect misloaded fuel before operation at power. The analysis described above
shows that all but one of the above misloading events would be detected by this
test. In the excepted case, an interchange of Region 1 and 2 assemblies near
the center of the core, the increase in the power peaking is approximately equal
to the uncertainty in the measurement of this quantity (5%). This uncertainty
is allowed for in analyses so that this misloading event does not result in
unacceptable consequences.

The staff has reviewed this event according to the SRP (NUREG-0800). Based on.
its review of the analyses described above, the staff concludes that an improp-
erly loaded fuel assembly or burnable poison assembly that could cause a signif-
icant safety problem would be detected by the operator with the instrumentation
provided.

This satisfies the requirements of SRP Section 15.4.7, which requires that any
misloading that cannot be detected by the instrumentation provided in the core
cause (when the core is operated in the normal mode) no fuel damage in excess
of that for which offsite consequences will be more than a small fraction of
10 CFR 100 guidelines.

15.3.6 Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing (Rod Cluster Control
| Assembly Ejection)
|

| The mechanical failure of a control rod mechanism pressure housing would result
I in the ejection of a rod cluster control assembly. For assemblies initially

inserted, the consequences would be a rapid reactivity insertion together with
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!an adverse core power. distribution, possibly-leading to localized fuel rod
1 damage. Altho' ugh mechanical' provisions have been made ',o_make this accident
extremely unlikely,Lthe applicant has analyzed the consequences-of such an
evant.

' Methods usSd in-the analysis are reported in'WCAP-7588, Rev. 1,2"An' Evaluation
'of the Rod Ejection Accident in Westinghouse Reactors Using Spatial Kinetics
Methods," which has been' reviewed and accepted by the staff. This: report demon-
strated that the model used in the accident analysis is conservative relative
.to a three-dimensional kinetics ~ calculation.

''The applicant's criteria-for gross damage of fuel are a maximum c1 adding
.,.

temperature of 2700* F and an energy deposition of 200 cal /g in the hottestt-
. ellet. ' These criteria are .more conservative * than those proposed in RG 1.77.i p
Thsrefore, they are' acceptable.

~

Four cases were analyzed: beginning-of-cycle at 102% and zero power and end-
of-cycle at 102% and zero power. The highest cladding temperature, 2597* F, was ;

: reached in the zero power beginning-of-cycle case and the highest fuel enthalpy,
' 180 cal /g, was rea'ched in the beginning-of-cycle full power case. -The analysis

also shows that_less than 10% of the fuel experiences departure from nucleate
boiling and less than 10% of the hot pellet melts. Analyses have been per-
formed to show that the pressure surge produced by the rod ejected is mild and*

i

will not approach the reactor coolant system emergency limits. .'Further analyses;

i have shown that a' cascade effect, i.e., the ejection of a further rod resulting

; from the ejection of the first one, is not credible'.

.The staff has reviewed this event according to the SRP (NUREG-0800). The
ejected rod worths and reactivity coefficients used in the analysis-have been

,

raviewed and have been judged to be conservative. Also, the assumptions and
j methods of analysis used by the applicant are in accordance with, or are more
' conservative than, those recommended in RG 1.77. Therefore, the staff concludes

that this analysis is acceptable. .The analysis of the dose consequences for
-this design-basis accident is described in Section 15.4.2 of this SER.

~

Thn. staff further concludes that the requirements of GDC 28 are met for this
i drsign-basis event. GDC 28 requires that reactivity insertion rates be limited ,

! '.to preclude extensive damage to the pressure boundary and to preclude noncool-
| . ability of the core.

| 15.4 Radiological Consequences of Design-Basis Accidents

.Th2 applicant has analyzed postulated design-basis accidents to demonstrate
,

|
the adequacy of the design in the mitigation of possible offsite radiological

' consequences. These accidents, which are the same as those previously analyzed
: .for licensed pressurized water reactors (PWRs), include
i

! .

; *RG'1.77 has an acceptance criterion of 280 cal /g energy deposition and no
criterion for cladding temperature other than that implicit in requirements

L far fuel and pressure vessel damage.
|

.
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-(1) main steamline break accident outside containment
(2) rod ejection accident
(3) small line break outside containment
(4)' steam generator tube rupture
(5) loss-of-coolant accident
(6) fuel-handling accident
(7) postulated radioactive releases resulting from liquid tank failures

Using applicable SRP Sections (NUREG-0800) and Regulatory Guides, the staff!

has reviewed these accidents and performed independent dose calculations; the
results'are presented in Table 15.1. The data and assumptions used are listed
in Tables 15.2 through 15.5.

The short-term diffusion estimates (X/Q) used in the analysis are based on the
models presented in RG 1.145 and are discussed in Section 2.3.4 of this report.

15.4.1 Main Steamline Break Outside Containment I

The staff and the applicant have evaluated the radiological consequences of a
postulated steamline break accident occurring outside containment and upstream,

of the main steam isolation valve. Although the contents of the secondary side
of the affected steam generator would be vented initially to the atmosphere as
an elevated release, the staff has conservatively assumed that the entire
release throughout the course of the accident is released at ground level.
During the course of the accident, the shell side of the affected steam genera-
tor was assumed to stay dry since auxiliary feedwater flow to the affected
steam generator would be blocked off under the conditions of this accident.
Because of the dryout condition in the affected steam generator, all iodine
transported to the secondary side by primary-to-secondary leakage (1 gpm) was
assumed available for release to the atmosphere with no reduction resulting
from holdup or attenuation.

As part of its review, the staff investigated three scenarios. For Case 1,
i,5 most reactive control rod is assumed to be stuck in the fully withdrawn
position. The applicant has indicated and the staff agrees that no departurei

j from nucleate boiling is expected to occur and, therefore, no fuel cladding
| failures were assumed in the calculations. With no fuel failures present,

Case 1 becomes identical to Case 2 and no radiological consequences are
presented for Case 1.

For Case 2, the staff assumed that an iodine spike occurred as a result of the
power and pressure transient caused by the accident. Before the accident, the
plant was assumed to be operating at the equilibrium primary coolant Technical
Specification limit of 1 pCi/gm dose equivalent iodine-131 (DEI-131). The iodine
spike generated during the accident was assumed to increase the release rate of
iodine from the fuel by a factor of 500. This increase in the release rate
results in an increasing iodine concentration in the primary coolant during

| the course of the accident. The radiological consequences for this case have
been calculated using assumptions found in Table 15.3 and the calculated values
are reported in Table 15.1 of this SER.

i

For Case 3, the staff assumed that previous reactor operation has resulte'd in1

| a primary coolant concentration equal to the maximum transient full power

"
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Technical Specification limit (60 pCi/ gram DEI-131). As in Case 2, the radio-
lcgical consequences were calculated using assumptions found in Table 15.3 and
thm calculated values are reported in Table 15.1 of this SER.

Bas:d on its findings, the staff concludes that the distances to the exclusion
area and low population zone (LPZ) boundaries for the site are sufficient to -
provide reasonable assurance that the calculated radiological consequences
of a postulated main steamline failure outside the containment do not exceed
(1) the exposure guidelines as set forth in 10 CFR 100, paragraph 11, for the
casn where the failure occurs with a primary coolant iodine concentration cor-
responding to a'preaccident iodine spike; and (2) 10% of these exposure guide-
lints for the case where the failure occurs with a primary coolant activity
c rresponding to the maximum equilibrium concentration for continued full poweri

op: ration as stated in the plant-speci Hc Technical Specifications. The staffi

his reviewed the plant-specific Technical Specifications to ensure that the
assumptions used in the analysis identified above are not exceeded. The staff
concludes that the proposed design and operation of the Catawba Nuclear Station
is effective in controlling the release of fission products following a postu-
lated main steamline break accident.

Th:se conclusions are based on (1) the staff review of the applicant's analysis
of the radiological consequences, (2) the independent dose calculation by the
staff using appropriate regulatory assumptions and conservative atmospheric
diffusion factors as discussed in Section 2 of this report, and (3) the plant-
spzcific Technical Specifications for the iodine concentration in the reactor
coolant consisting of a maximum allowable limit, a limit for the equilibrium
concentration for continued plant operation, and the Technical Specification
limit on primary to secondary leakage in the steam generators.

15.4.2 Control Rod Ejection Accident

For this accident, a mechanical failure of the control rod drive mechanism is
postulated. As a result of the failure, primary coolant would leak to the con-
tainment and the control rod and drive shaft would be moved to the fully with-
drawn position. The consequences of this mechanical failure is a rapid positive
reactivity insertion and a primary system depressurization. This leads to an
adverse core power distribution and localized fuel damage.

In analyzing this accident the staff has used a conservative value of 10% fuel
failures (cladding perforation).

The release of radioisotopes from this accident are calculated for two path-
ways. One path is through containment leakage, which results from release
of primary coolant to the containment through the ruptured drive mechanism.
Th2 second path is through the release of contaminated steam from the secondary
system. The cnntamination of the secondary system is assumed to be due to the
leakage of primary coolant to the secondary side of the steam generators by
tube leakage. The leakage from primary to secondary is assumed to be 1 gpm
and is terminated at the end of 0.83 hour.

The staff's analysis of this accident used a partition factor of 100 between
water and vapor phases in the steam generator. The radiological consequences
w:re evaluated using the guidance of SRP Section 15.4.8, Appendix A, and the
recommendations of RG 1.77.
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i

: The assumptions used for the-two release paths are given.in Table 15.4. ~ The
calculated radiolcgical consequences presented in' Table 15.1 are well'within

i the guideline values of 10 CFR 100. Therefore, the acceptance criteria of the
SRP. are met and the staff concludes that the plant design for limiting the
consequences of this postulated accident is acceptable.

15.4.3 Failure of Small Lines Carrying Primary Coolant Outside Containment

In evaluating the consequences of the failure of small lines carrying primary
coolant outside containment,-the applicant has shown that. Catawba station is

]
,

adequately designed against the potential release of radioactivity to the
environment.

The most severe pipe rupture of the small lines during normal operation would
be the complete severance of the chemical volume control system (CVCS) letdown
line just outside containment. The reactor coolant in the letdown will pass
sequentially from the cold-leg through the regenerative heat exchangers and
the letdown orifices. The rupture would result in the loss of reactor coolant'

at a rate of 140 gpm. Because the release is within the makeup' capability of
i the reactor coolant system, the loss would not result in an engineered safety
; feature (ESF) system actuation. The time required-for the operator to close

the letdown line isolation valve is assumed to be 30 min following the break.i

,

In the staff's analysis of the radiological consequences, the iodine in thei

leaked coolant, which flashed to steam, was assumed to be released to the.
; environment. The atmospheric dispersion factors used in this analysis are
! presented in Table 15.2. The staff has assumed the primary coolant concentra-
| tion to be at the equilibrium Technical Specification limit of 1 pCi/cc dose
! equivalent I-131 at the onset of the accident, and that a 500-fold incruse in
| the release rate of iodine from the fuel occurs during the accident. No credit
j for holdup, filtering, or plateout was assumed for the secondary containment.

The resultant 0-2 hour exclusion area boundary (EAB) thyroid and whole body
doses are found to be 6.8 rem and 0.5 rem, respectively. .These doses are a
small fraction (no more than 10%) of the 10 CFR 100 exposure guidelines, are
in accordance with RG 1.11, and meet the acceptance criteria of SRP Sec-
tion 15.6.2. The staff, therefore, finds the applicant's design for mitigating
the radiological consequences of a failure of small lines carrying primary
coolant outside containment acceptable.

15.4.4 Steam Generator Tube Rupture

The cooldown capability using safety grade equipment, as required by BTP RSB 5-1 ,

(SER Section 5.4.4) will impact directly the staff evaluation of the offsite conse-
quences following steam generator tube rupture. This accident will be evaluated
following submittal of further information by the applicant. The staff will
report the resolution of this matter in a supplement to this SER.

15.4.5 Loss-of-Coolant Accident

The applicant has analyzed a hypothetical design-basis LOCA and has shown that
! the distances to the EAB and to the LPZ boundary in conjunction with the design
' mitigation features are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that the

radiological consequences of such an accident are within the guidelines set
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forth in 10 CFR 100.11(a)(1) and (2). The analysis has included the following
sources and radioactivity transport paths to the atmosphere:

(1) contribution from containment leakage
(2) contribution from post-LOCA leakage from ESF systems outside containment

The staff's review confirms the applicant's finding based on the following:

(1) the applicant's provision for and design of the containment system as
identified in Section 6 of this report

(2) the staff's independent analysis of the radiological consequences of a
hypothetical design-basis LOCA as described below

15.4.5.1 Containment Leakage Contribution

The staff's calculation of the consequences of the hypothetical LOCA used the
conservative assumptions of Positions C.1.a through C.1.e of RG 1.4 (Revision 2).
Tha primary containment was assumed to leak at a rate of 0.2% per day for the
first 24 hours and 0.1% per day after 24 hours. The fraction of core inventory

available for release was assumed to be 25% for iodine and 100% for noble gases.
The analysis took into account radiological decay during holdup in the contain-
ment, mixing in the containment, and ioriine decontamination by the ice condenser.
Th2 assumptions used in the calculation of the LOCA doses are presented in
Table 15.5.

15.4.5.2 ECCS Leakage Outside Containment

The maximum credible emergency core cooling system (ECCS) leakage outside con-
tainment would be due to a pump seal failure. The potential leakage would be
processed through an ESF grade emergency filtration system, which also maintains
the auxiliary building at a negative pressure and limits the release of untreated
radioacive materials to the environment. Because ESF grade filters are supplied,
no doses resulting from passive failures were considered in accordance with SRP
S:ction 15.6.5, Appendix B.

In the evaluation of the radiological consequences of the maximum operational
| ECCS leakage outside containment (defined as the sum of the leakage, which is
| detectable during tests, for all the recirculation system and above this sum

the Technical Specifications would require a system to be declared out of ser-!

vice), the assumptions used by the staff are listed in Table 15.5. The resulting
doses, using maximum operational leakage of 1,gpm, are low and, when added to
the containment leakage contribution, result .n total doses that are within the

| guideline values of 10 CFR 100.
l

l 15.4.6 Fuel-Handling Accident

In the evaluation of the fuel-handling accident, the methodology used by the
staff is based on Positions C.1.a through C.1.f of RG 1.25 and SRP Sec-
tions 15.7.4 and 15.7.5 (NUREG-0800). The staf f's model assumes that a single
fu21 assembly is dropped into the pool during refueling operations and that fuel
rods equal to the amount contained in one spent-fuel assembly (after it has
decayed for 72 hours) are damaged, releasing radioactive materials into the pool.
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In the case of a fuel-handling accident outside containment, the radioactive
materials that escape from the pool are assumed to be released over a 2-hour
period and passed through an ESF grade filtration system that reduces most of
the iodine activity released. For the accident occurring inside the contain-
ment, an efficiency of 90% elemental and 70% organic removal can be assumed for
the non-ESF grade containment purge system with the following conditions, which
are considered by the staff to be confirmatory items:

(1) addition of electric heaters in the containment purge ventilation system
for the purpose of reducing the relative humidity of the air entering the
filtration system to { 70% needed to maintain the filter efficiencies at-
accep',able levels

I

i (2) Technical Specification on laboratory charcoal penetration tests to ( 10%
| methyl iodide, inplace tests to > 99% removal of halogen hydrocarbon chal-

-

| lenge, and monthly operation with the heater at capacity

| (3) Technical Specification on the automatic closure of the containment isola-
'

tion valves on heater failure
i

i With the resolution of these confirmatory items, the doses for the fuel-handling
i accidents, inside and outside containment, would be within the guideline values
'

given in SRP Section 15.7.4 and 10 CFR 100. Therefore, it is acceptable.

|- The staff has reviewed the spent-fuel cask drop accident in accordance with
SRP Section 15.7.5 (NUREG-0800). The staff found that the potential drop dis-

| tances of the cask, including the casks used to transport fuel from Oconee and
McGuire to Catawba, are less than 30 ft and the cask-handling overhead crane is
seismically designed. Therefore, the radiological consequences of a spent-fuel,

'

cask drop accident need not be evaluated and is acceptable in accordance with
'

; SRP Section 15.7.5.
|
| 15.4.7 Postulated Radioactive Releases Due to Liquid-Containing Tank Failures

15.4.7.1 Introduction

The applicant's analysis of the radioactive liquid waste tank failure accident
is in Section 15.7.3 of the FSAR. An independent evaluation of this accident
was performed and the applicant's analysis was reviewed, in accordance
with the guidance provided in SRP Section 15.7.3 (NUREG-0800).

15.4.7.2 Acceptance Criteria

j The staff has conducted an independent evaluation of the consequences of com-
i ponent failures for radioactive liquid waste-components located outside the

reactor containment that could result in releases of liquid containing radio-
active materials to the environs.

The principal criteria governing acceptance in the staff's review were GDC 60
as it relates to the radioactive waste management systems being designed to
control releases of radioactive materials to the environment and 10 CFR 20 as
it relates to effluents to unrestricted areas. Tanks and associated components
containing radioactive liquids outside containment are considered acceptable,
by the criteria of SRP Section 15.7.3,,if failure does not result in radio-

|
.
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nuclide concentrations in excess of the limits in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B,
Table II, Column 2, at the nearest potable water supply in an unrestricted
ar:a.

15.4.7.3 Method of Review

For Catawba Units 1 and 2, a 3,000 gal evaporator bottoms tank was assumed for
review under SRP Section 15.7.3. The results of the review are discussed below.

15.4.7.4 Review Discussion

Th: applicant's analysis in Section 15.7.3 of the FSAR postulated the failure
of the 395,000 gal refueling water storage tank that is located out of doors.
The applicant assumed that failure of this tank would result in surface runoff
to Lake Wylie with a conservative dilution factor of 2 x 10 4 and would result
in a concentration less than 1% of 10 CFR 20 limits at the nearest surface water
intake. The applicant has incorporated provisions in the design to retain
releases from liquid overflows as discussed in Section 11.2.1 of this SER.

In its evaluation, the staff assumed (1) the radionuclide inventory in the
3,000 gal evaporator bottoms tank resulting from a 1% operating power fission
product source term, (2) a tank liquid inventory equal to 80% of its design
capacity, (3) the effects of site geology and hydrology evaluated in Sec-
tion 2.4.7 of this SER, and (4) the location of the nearest potable water
supply in an unrestricted area.

In the event of a spill or failure of the evaporator bottoms tank, which is
located in the auxiliary building at 56 ft 6 in, below plant grade at el 537 ft
MSL, the liquid would spill into the 22-ft-by-38-ft room to a depth of 5 in.

-Assuming that no action is taken to clean up the spill and that there are
cracks or other openings large enough to allow liquid to leak out, the spill
would be intercepted by the groundwater damage system and pumped to Lake Wylie
wh:re it would be diluted by a factor greater than 108 The diluted liquid
would then pass through Wylie Dam and flow downstream. The nearest potable
water supply is the municipal water intake located on the Catawba River about
3.5 mi downstream of Wylie Dam.

15.4.7.5 Evaluation Findings

Tha scope of the review included the calculation of radionuclide concentrations
in the applicable failed components based upon the expected fuel failure rate
for the plant and the effect of site hydrology for those systems that have not
be2n provided with special design features to mitigate the effects of failures.
Radionuclide concentrations at the nearest potable water supply were found to
ba acceptable. The basis for acceptance has been that the staff's review shows
that the postulated failure of a tank and its associated components would not
result in radionuclide concentrations in excess of 10 CFR 20, Appendix B,
Table II, Column 2, at the water source (s) noted above, when evaluated in

I accordance with SRP Section 15.7.3.

Tha applicant has met the requirements of GDC 60 with respect to the control of
releases of radioactive materials to the environment by providing controls to
reduce the potential impact of the failure of a radioactive liquid-containing

|
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tank and its associated components. Such a release will not result in con-
centration exceeding the limits of 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table II, Column 2 in
the unrestricted area. Based on the foregoing evaluation, the staff concludes
that the provisions incorporated in the applicant's design to mitigate the
effects of component failures involving contaminated liquids are acceptable.

15.5 NUREG-0737 Items

15.5.1- Thermal Mechanical Report (II.K.2.13)

NUREG-0737 requires the performance of a detailed analysis of the thermal
mechanical conditions in the reactor vessel during recovery from small breaks
with an extended loss of all feedwater.

In FSAR Section 1.9, Revision 6, the applicant committed to the Westinghouse
Owners Group generic resolution of this issue. The Owners Group schedule is
consistent with the schedule specified in NUREG-0737 and is acceptable. If a
need is indicated by the review of the Owners Group submittal, the applicant
will be required to supply plant-specific analysis based on the generic study.

15.5.2 Voiding in the Reactor Coolant System During Transients (II.K.2.17)

NUREG-0737 requires the applicant to analyze the potential for voiding in the
reactor coolant system during anticipated transients.

In FSAR Section 1.9, Revision 6, the applicant referenced a Westinghouse Owners
Group generic study to address the issue of voiding in the reactor coolant
system. The reference is acceptable, and if a need is indicated by the review
of the Westinghouse Owners Group study, the staff will require modifications to
the facility.

15.5.3 Installation and Testing of Automatic Power-Operated Relief Valve
Isolation System (II.K.3.1) and Report on Overall Safety Effect of
Power-Operated Relief Valve Isolation System (II.K.3.2)

These items require all PWR licensees to provide a system that uses the power-
operated relief valve (PORI) block valve to protect against a small-break LOCA.
The system would automatically close the block valve when the reactor coolant

| system pressure decays after the PORV opens. The staff requirements provide,
'

however, that such a control system is not required if studies provided in
response to Item II.K.3.2 show that the probability of the PORV sticking open
is sufficiently small.

In FSAR Section 1.9, Revision 4, the applicant referenced Westinghouse topical
I report WCAP-9804 to address this issue. The applicant states that he agrees
'| with the Westinghouse determination that an additional block valve closure

system would add little protection against a PORV LOCA.

The report was submitted en March 15, 1981 and is under staff review. If

modifications are indicated by the staff review of WCAP-9804, the staff will
require any necessary modifications to the facility.
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; 15.5.41-Automatic Trip of Reactor Coolant Pumps-(II.K.3.5)

NUREG-0737 requires that the reactor coolant pumps be tripped 'utomatically ina
case of a'small-break LOCA._-The appliant was asked to consider other solutions
to the small-break LOCA problem.~

In FSAR Section 1.9, Revision 4,'the applicant _ referenced the Westinghouse '

Own:rs: Group generic resolution of this issue, which.is progressing on a sched-
ule consistent with the intent of NUREG-0737 requirements.' Based on the satis-
factory resolution of this issue-and the applicant's reference, the staff. finds

;- this. item acceptable and will require modifications if indicated by the-review
'

and resolution of this issue.

- 15.5.5 Effects of Loss'of AC Power on_ Pump Seals (II.K.3.25)

| NUREG-0737 requires that the reactor coolant pump seals _be designed to with-
i stand a loss of offsite power for 2 hours.

At Catawba the RCP seal water is supplied by the charging pumps and cooled by
component cooling water. Nuclear service water, in turn, cools the component

4 ' cooling water. In the event of a loss of offsite power, the component cooling -

water pumps, the nuclear service water pumps, and the charging pumps are all'
supplied with emergency power from the emergency diesel generators.

15.5.6 Small-Break LOCA Methods (II.K.3.30) and Plant-Specific Calculations-
(II.K.3.31)

NUREG-0737 requires the nuclear steam supply system vendor to revise the
i' analysis models for small-break LOCA analysis.to show compliance with Appendix K

of 10 CFR 50. The applicant was then required to submit plant specific cal-i

! culations using the NRC-approved models.
:
4 - In FSAR Section 1.9, the applicant referenced Westinghouse's small-break evalua-

~
,

tion model modifications performed for the Westinghouse Owners Group. The
; applicant has committed to provide.new analyses using the approved Westinghouse

model if-so required by NRC review of the model. This is consistent with the
,

requirements of NUREG-0737, and the staff finds the applicant's reference and.
commitment acceptable.

.

.15.6 Anticipated Transients Without Scram

, - Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) are events in which the scram system
I (reactor trip system) is postulated to fail to operate as required. This sub-

ject has been under generic review by the staff for several years.!

In December 1978, Volume 3 of NUREG-0460 was issued describing the proposed
type of plant modifications ~the staff believes are necessary to reduce the
risk from anticipated transients with failure to scram to an acceptable level.4

The staff issued requests for the industry to supply generic analyses to con-'

| firm the ATWS mitigation capability described in Volume 3 of NUREG-0460, and
[

subsequently, presented its recommendations on plant modifications to the Com-
mission in September 1980. The staff has recommended to the Commission that

,
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rultmaking be used to determine the required modifications to resolve ATWS con-
cerns as well as the required schedule for impl'ementation of such modifications.
Catawba is subject to the Commission's decision in this matter.

Tha bases for operation of Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, at full
pow:r, while final resolution of ATWS is being considered by the Commission,
are discussed below.

In NUREG-0460, Volume 3, the staff states,

The staff has maintained since 1973 (for example, see pages 69 and
70 of WASH-1270) and reaffirms today that the present likelihood of
severe consequences arising from an ATWS event is acceptably small
and presently there is no undue risk to the public from ATWS. Thisi

conclusion is based on engineering judgment in view of: (a) the,

| estimated arrival rate of anticipated transients with potentially
! severe consequences in the event of a scram failure; (b) the favor-
| able operating experience with current scram systems; and (c) the

limited number of operating reactors.

In view of these considerations and the staff's expectation that the necessary
plant modifications will be implemented in 1 to 4 years following a Commission
d: cision on ATWS, the starf has generally concluded that pressurized-water
plants can continue to operate because the risk from ATWS events in this time
period is acceptably small. As a prudent course, to further reduce the risk
from ATWS events during the interim period before the plant modifications deter-
mintd by the Commission to be necessary are completed, the staff has required
that emergency procedures be developed to assist operators in the recognition
of the ATWS event, including consideration of scram indicators, rod position
indicators, flux monitors, pressurizer level and pressure indicators, pres-i

surizer relief valve and safety valve indicators, and any other alarms annun-
ciated in the control room, with emphasis on alarms not processed through the
electric portion of the reactor scram system.

The staff considers these procedural requirements, when implemented, will pro-
! vida an acceptable basis for interim operation of Catawba Nuclear Station,
! Units 1 and 2, based on its understanding of the plant response to postulated

ATWS events. The Westinghouse Owners Group is currently developing guidelines
for reactivity control that will be reviewed to ensure that they incorporate
the above steps for mitigating ATWS events. The applicant has committed to
implement procedures based on these guidelines as described in Section 13.5.2.
The results of the staff review will be reported in a supplement to this SER.

15.7 Relative Risk of Low-Power Operation

Initial licensing action for the facility is-anticipated to be for operation at

i power levels up to 5% of the full-rated power. The staff has considered the
| risks attendant with this operating mode and has concluded that there is a

substantial reduction in risk for low power testing as compared with continuous
full power operation. Although a detailed quantitative review of this facility
has not been performed, five previous reviews, including all light water reactor
vendor designs, two of which were for Westinghouse plants (one being the
Sequoyah facility), have been performed. In all these cases, the reduction in
risk that was calculated was much greater than two orders of magnitude.
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;n g:nzral, there are three major. factors that contribute to this reduction in
Pisk during low power. operation

!1) Th:re is additicnal time available for the operators to correct the loss
of important safety systems needed to mitigate relatively high risk events
cr to take alternate courses of~ action.

|2) Tha fission product inventory during this' time would be very much less
than'during full power operation.

|3)- .Th:re is a reduction in . required capacity for mitigation systems at low
power.

n tha basis of the low fission product inventory, the staff has estimated a
L duction in risk of at least two orders of magnitude at 5% power versus fulle
iower without further review.
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Table 15.1 Radiological consequences of design-basis accidents

Low population
Exclusion area * zone **'***

Postulated accident Thyroid Whole body- Thyroid Whole body

Main steamline failure
outside containment

w/ concomitant iodine spike 9.lt 0.lt 2.ltt 0.lttw/preaccident iodine spike 7.2t 0.lt 2.0tt 0.1tt
f

Steam generator tube rupture

w/ concomitant iodine spike -t -t -tt -tt
I w/preaccident iodine spike -t -t -tt -tt

Rod ejection accident

secondary side leakage 1.8t 0.2t 0.2tt 0.01tt
containment leakage 6.lt 0.lt 3.8tt 0.01tt

Failure of letdown line
outside containment 6.8t 0. lt 1.0tt 0.ltt

Fuel-handling accident

fuel building -t -t -tt -tt
reactor building -t -t -tt -tt

LOCA

'

containment leakage, duration

0 - 2 hours 85 1. 5 6.0 0.1
2 - 8 hours - - 12.0 0.211

i 8 - 24 hours 9.2 0.16- -

24 - 96 hours - - 7.8 0.05
| 96 - 720 hours - - 5.8 0.02

ESF leakage, duration

0 - 2 hours 47 0.1 - -
|
' 0 - 720 hours - - 38 0.04

l Total LOCA doses 132 1.6 79 0.6

* Exclusion area distance = 762 m
** Low population zone (LPZ) distance = 6,096 m

***The calculated LPZ doses after 8 hours for the above accidents other than the
LOCA were determined to be negligible.

t2-hour dose (rems)
| tt8-hour dose (rems)

| Catawba SER 15-24
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Table 15.2 X/Q Values

Time period sec/m3

0-2 hours 3.8 x 10 4
0-8 hours 2.7 x 10 s
8-24 hours 1.8 x 10 5
1-4 days 7.5 x 10 8
4-30 days 2.1 x 10 8

Note: Exclusion boundary distance
= 762 m; low population zone
distance = 6,096 m.

Table 15.3 Assumptions used to evaluate the radiological
consequences following a postulated main
steamline break accident outside containment

Power 3,565 MWt
Preaccident dose equivalent I-131 in primary coolant (Case 2) 1.0 pCi/g
Preaccident dose-equivalent I-131 in primary coolant (Case 3) 60.0 pCi/g
Primary-to-secondary leak rate, as limited by Technical

Specifications 1 gpm
All of the 1 gpm leak occurs in the affected steam generator.
All the iodine transported to the shell side of the steam by the

leakage is lost to the environment without decay.
Iodine release rate from fuel increases by a factor of 500 as a

result of the accident (Case 2).
,

Table 15.4 Assumptions for rod ejection accident,

.

Power level 3,565 MWt
Failed fuel 10%
Bypass leakage 0.07
Iodine partition factor 100
Steam generator tube leak rate 1 gpm
Containment leak test

0-24 hr 0.2%/ day
After 24 hr 0.1%/ day

Catawba SER 15-25
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Table ~15.5 Assumptions used.in the calculation of the ra'diological
consequences following a postulated loss-of-coolant

- accident,

Power level 3,565 MWt

Operating time 3 yr

Fractions of core -inventory'available for leakage
Iodines 25%
Noble gases 100%

Initial iodine composition in containment
' Elemental 91%

Organic 4% |Particulate 5% |

Primary containment volume 1.2 x 108 ft3

Shield building annulus volume 4.8 x 105 ft3

Mixing fraction in annulus 50%

j Annulus ventilation flow distribution

j Time step Recirculation flow, cfm Exhaust flow, cfm

0-60 sec 0 0.'

, 60-100 sec 3000 6000 ,
! 100-1000 sec 5550 3450
1 1000-4000 sec 6950 700
! 4000-6000 sec -6350 1300

| 6000 sec-30 day 7050 600

| Filter efficiencies
Elemental iodine 95%
Organic iodine 95%
Particulate iodine 99%

Ice condenser removal efficiency
Elemental iodine 30%

Flow rate through ice condenser 40,000 cfm

Period of ice condenser effectiveness 10 - 65 min

Primary containment leak rates
,

0-24 hours 0.2%/ day
24 hours-30 days 0.1%/ day!

Bypass leakage fraction 7%

Catawba SER 15-26 ,
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16 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The Technical Specifications in a license define certain features, character-
istics, and conditions governing operation of a facility that cannot be changed
without prior approval of the staff. The finally approved Technical Specifica- 1

tiens will be made a part of the Operating License. Included will be sections
cavaring definitions, safety limits, limiting safety system settings, limiting
c:nditions for operations, surveillance requirements, design features, and
administrative controls.

Thz Technical Specifications for this facility will be based on " Standard Tech-
nical Specifications for Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactors".(NUREG-0452,
R:v. 4). This document has been updated from earlier revisions as a result of
continued discussion with Westinghouse and other licensees with Westinghouse
PWRs.

'

Tha staff is working with the applicant to prepare a draft of the Technical
Specifications for the Catawba facility. On the basis of its review to date,

the staff concludes that normal plant operation within the limits of the Tech-
nical Specifications will not result in offsite exposure in excess of the
10 CFR 20 limits. Furthermore, the limiting conditions for operation and sur-
veillance requirements will ensure that necessary engineered safety features
will be available in the event of malfunctions within the facility.

-

During its review of the Catawba application, the staff identified certain
issues that must be included in the Technical Specifications as a condition of
staff acceptance. These issues are identified in various sections of this SER.
Most of the issues that the staff has identified as being required to be
included in the Catawba Technical Specifications are already addressed in
NUREG-0452. Those issues that are not included in NUREG-0452 will be added to
the Technical Specifications being prepared for the Catawba facility.

,

i
a

i
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17-- QUALITY ASSURANCE
I

!17.1: General,

! , Tha description of the quality assurance (QA) program for the operations phase
| cf the Catawba Nuclear' Station, Units-1 and 2, is contained _in Section 17.2 of
P ' the FSAR, which includes a reference to the Duke Power Company topical report

~

! entitled '! Quality Assurance Program Duke 1-A." The staff's evaluation of this
'

L 'QA program:is based on a-review of this_information and discussions with repre-
sentatives from Duke Power Company. The staff assessed Duke Power Company's!

QA program for the_ operations phase to determine if it complies with the
,

riquirements'of 10 CFR 50; Appendix B, " Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear!
'

Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants"; the applicable QA-related Regula-4

tory Guides-listed.in Table 17.1; and Section'17.2, " Quality Assurance During
ths Operations' Phase," of the Standard Review' Plan (SRP), Revision 1, dated

i. _ February 1979.

Since this review effort,'the SRP was updated to Revision 2. An additional
review, conducted to determine the extent to which the Duke Power Company's+

QA program meets Revision 2, shows that-the QA program complies with SRP, Revi- '|i

sion 2, except for the following controls to which no clear commitment is
'

- provided.~ ,

1
- The program-does not specify_

.

i
(1) criteria for_ determining the size of the QA organization including the

inspection staff (SRP Section 17.1, Item 1AS)

- (2) that designated QA individuals are involved in day-to-day plant activities
important to safety (The QA organization routinely attends and partici- "

pates'in daily plant work schedules and status' meetings to ensure it isn
kept abreast of day-to-day work assignments throughout-the plant and_thati

j there is adequate QA coverage relative to procedural and inspection con-
trols', acceptance criteria, and QA staffing and qualification of personnel!

i to carry out QA assignments.) (SRP Section 17.1, Item 186)
p

-

that the QA organization reviews and documents concurrence with quality-! (3)' '

; related procedures (SRP Section 17.1, Item 2B1b)

I. (4) ~that the QA organization participates early in the QA program definition
!

- stage to determine and identify the extent QA controls are to be applied ,

!to specific structures, systems, and components (This effort involves;

applying a defined graded approach to certain structures, systems, and'

| components in accordance with their importance to safety and affects such
| disciplines as design, procurement, document control, inspection tests,

special processes, records, audits, and others described in 10 CFR 50,
,

Appendix B.) (SRP Section 17.1, Item 283 partial)!

!
i
I

;

!-
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(5) that procedures are established and described that require a documented
check to verify the dimensional accuracy and completeness of design draw-
ings and specifications (SRP Section 17.1, Item 3E1)

(6) that procedures are established and described that require that design
drawings and specifications be reviewed by the QA organization to ensure
that the documents are prepared, reviewed, and approved in accordance with
company procedures and that the documents contain the necessary QA require-
ments such as inspection and test requirements, acceptance requirements,
and the extent of documenting inspection and test results (SRP Section 17.1,
Item 3E2)

(7) that for commercial "off-the-shelf" items where specific QA controls I
appropriate for nuclear applications cannot be imposed in a practicable 1

manner, special quality verification requirements shall be established and
described to provide the necessary assurance of an acceptable item by the
purchaser (SRP Section 17.1, Item 784)

(8) that program procedures provide criteria for determining the accuracy
requirements of inspection equipment and criteria for determining when
inspections are required or define how and when inspections are performed
(The QA organization participates in the above functions.) (SRF Sec-
tion 17.1, Item 10A partial)

The above QA controls generally provide for increased involvement of the QA
organization in certain quality-related activities, and increased emphasis on
the need for procedures, documentation, and requirements for other quality-
related activities. The staff finds that adequate QA controls in these areas
are already included in the QA program for the Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1
and 2, and that the above-listed items described in the SRP, Revision 2, need
not be mandatory at this time.

17.2 Organization
i

The structure of the organization responsible for the operation of the Catawba
Nuclear Station and for the establishment and implementation of the operations
phase QA program is shown in Figure 17.1. The Chairman of the Board and Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) has overall responsibility for the planning, design,
construction, and operation of the company's generation and transmission facili-;

|
ties. The Executive Vice-President, Engineering and Construction, who reports
directly to the CEO, is responsible for the company's engineering, construction,;

and QA activities. The President and Chief Operating Officer, who is respon-
sible for directing the operation of the company's generation and transmission
facilities, also reports directly to the CEO.

.

The Corporate Quhlity Assurance Manager, who reports directly to the Executive
Vice-President, Engineering and Construction, directs the Quality Assurancei

Department and has the sole responsibility for implementing and executing QA
policies, goals, and objectives.

The Quality Assurance Department is responsible for all QA activities related
to Duke Power Company nuclear stations, including quality assurance for the

Catawba SER 17-2;
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op: rations' phase of the Catawba Nuclear Station. Duke Power Company has com-
mitted that the Corporate Quality Assurance Manager is independent of influences
and responsibilities for schedules and costs. The organizational chart of the
Quality Assurance Department is presented in Figure 17-2. Quality Assurance
Department personnel are organizationally separate and independent of those
p3rsons responsible for performing engineering, construction, operational, and
procurement activities.

,

| QA persor.ael have the freedom and responsibility _to (1) identify quality prob-
" Ic.ms; (2) initiate, recommend, or provide solutions; and (3) verify and report

directly to management the implementation of such solutions. These personnel
have written authority and responsibility to stop work when the continuance of
work would produce results adverse to quality. A resident Senior Quality Assur-
ance Engineer, who reports to the Corporate Quality Assurance Manager through
the Quality Assurance Manager, Operations, is assigned to the Catawba Nuclear
Station. The resident Senior Quality Assurance Engineer is responsible for all
Quality Assurance Department activities at the Catawba Nuclear Station. This
individual is supported by QA engineers and technicians and by a quality con-
trol staff.

Specific responsibilities of the Quality Assurance Department with regard to
nuclear station operational activities are identified in the aforementioned
topical report on quality assurace. In general, the Quality Assurance Depart-
ment performs checking, auditing, and inspecting functions to verify that
activities have been correctly performed. The corporate organizational struc-
ture of the Duke Power Company is such that the individuals performing such
verifications are independent of the personnel directly responsible for per-
forming the activities being checked, inspected, or audited.

The Catawba Station Manager reports to the Vice-President, Nuclear Production,
through the General Manager, Nuclear Stations, as shown in Figure 17.3. The

Catawba Station Manager is directly responsible for the safe operation of the
facility and directs the activities of the station organizations as shown in
Figure 17.4.

Activities affecting the operational QA progra;n and department interfaces,
including the quality of nuclear safety-related structures, systems, and com-
ponents, are performed by or under the cognizance of the Steam Production
Department and the Quality Assurance Department. If a disagreement arises
betw.en members of these departments, resolution is sought at successively
higher levels of management, as necessary, up to and including the President.

17.3 Quality Assurance Program

In addition to descriptive material contained in the Duke Power Company topical
rIport on quality assurance, the operations phase of the QA program has detailed
company procedures. A summary of the topics addressed in these procedures and
their relationship to the QA requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 is pre-
sented in the topical report.

Procedures and work instructions necessary to implement the requirements of the'

operations phase program are developed by the organization responsible for the
j activity. Lower tier procedures and instructions are contained in manuals,

|
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station procedures and-directives, administrative instremtions, and/or other
documents. Onsite implementation of procedures and work instructions is the
responsibility of the Catawba Station Manager. Quality Assurance Department
personnel verify that the procedures are followed by means of inspections,audits, and other surveillance. Procedures for such inspections, audits, and

*

surveillance are developed, approved, and implemented by the Quality Assurance
Department.

Inspections are performed using preplanned checklists in accordance with writ-
ten and approved inspection plans. The qualifications of inspectors (and their
current status) to conduct inspections, tests, and examinations are based on
applicable codes, standards, and Duke Power Company training programs.

The QA organization is responsible for the content and control of the audit
program. Audits are performed in accordance with written procedures or check-
lists by appropriately trained QA personnel not having direct responsibility in
the area being audited. The audit activities described in the topical report
are conducted at least annually, or on a more frequent basis as determined bythe QA organization. These include an objective evaluation of QA practices,
procedures, and instructions; work areas, activities, processes, and items;
effectiveness of implementation of the QA program; and compliance with policydirectives.

The QA program requires that both documentation of audit results and formal
notification of the audit findings be provided to the Quality Assurance Manager
and to the management of the audited function. Audit findings, which indicate
quality trends and the effectiveness of the QA program, are also reported to
the Executive Vice-President, Engineering and Construction. Management for the
area audited implements any corrective action needed. Followup audits are per-
formed to determine that nonconformances are effectively corrected and that the
corrective action precludes repetitive occurrences.

,

An indoctrination and training program is established to ensure that persons
involved in quality-related activities are knowledgeable in QA instructions and
requirements and demonstrate a high level of competence and skill in the per-
formance of their quality related activities. A program for retraining of such

! persons is provided to ensure that they maintain their proficiency.
|

! 17.4 Conclusion

! On the basis of its detailed review and evaluation of the QA program descrip-l

tion contained in Section 17 of the FSAR and the topical report referenced
therein, the staff concludes that the QA program for operations meets the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, and is acceptable. The review included

| a review of the list of items to which the QA program applies.

| The list of items was reviewed by the staff technical review branches to ensure
i that safety-related items within their scope of review are under the QA program

controls. Differences between the staff and the applicant regarding the list
have been resolved to the staff's satisfaction. The list has been expanded to
include safety related items reflected in NUREG-0737. Therefore, the staff has
no open items concerning the QA program for operations or to its application.

Catawba SER 17-4 -
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On the basis of its review and evaluation of the QA program ~ description in FSAR
Section 17.2, the staff concludes:

(1) The applicant's organization gives QA personnel sufficient (a) independence
from cost and schedule (when opposed to safety consideration), (b) author-
ity to effectively carry out-the operations QA program, and (c) access to
management at a level necessary to perform their QA functions.

(2) The QA program describes requirements, procedures, and controls that, when
properly implemented, comply with the requirements of Appendix B to
10 CFR 50 and with the acceptance criteria contained in SRP Section 17.2,
Revision 1.

Accordingly, the staff concludes that the applicant's description of the QA
program is in compliance with applicable NRC regulations.

1

i

:

I

,

!
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Table 17.1 Regulatory guidance applicable to quality assurance program

Regulatory
Guide,
revision
or date Title

1.8 Personnel Selection and Training
Rev. 1-R

1.30 Quality Assurance Requirements for the Installation,
Aug. 1972 Inspection, and Testing of Instrumentation and

Electrical Equipment
1.33 Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operation)
Rev. 2

,

1.37 Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid,

Mar. 1973 Systems and Associated Components of Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants

1.38 Quality Assurance Requirements for Packaging, Shipping,
Rev. 2 Receiving, Storage, and Handling of Items for Water-Cooled

Nuclear Power Plants
1.39 Housekeeping Requirements for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Rev. 2 Plants
1.58 Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Inspection, Examination,
Rev. 1 and Testing Personnel
1.64 Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear
Rev. 2 Power Plants
1.74 Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions
Feb. 1974

1.88 Collection, Storage, and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plant
Rev. 2 Quality Assurance Records
1.94 Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection,
Rev. 1 and Testing of Structural Concrete and Structural Steel During

the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants
1.116 Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection,
Rev. 0-R and Testing of Mechanical Equipment and Systems

i 1.123 Quality Assurance Requirements for Control of Procurement of
Rev. 1 Items and Services for Nuclear Power Plants

1.144 Auditing of Quality Assurance Programs for Nuclear Power
Rev. 1 Plants

1.146 Qualification of Quality Assurance Program Audit Personnel
Aug.'1980 for Nuclear Power Plants

;
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18 CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEW

18.1 Position

As part of NRC Task Action Plan Item I.D.1 (NUREG-0660, May 1980, and NUREG-0737,
| N:vember 1980), the staff requires all licensees and applicants for operating

licenses-to conduct a detailed control room design review (DCRDR). The purpose
L

of the DCRDR is to identify and correct human engineering discrepancies (HEDs)
th:t might affect the operator's ability to prevent or cope with an accident.
DCRDRs should be conducted in accordance with NUREG-0700, " Guidelines for Con-
trol Room Design Reviews," which was issued in September 1981.

Applicants who are unable to complete a DCRDR before an operating license is
issued shall make a preliminary design assessment (PDA) of their control rooms
to identify HEDs. This PDA will identify HEDs and will include proposed cor-
r:ctive actions and implementation schedules for approval. Applicants conduct-
ing a prelicensing PDA also will be required to complete a DCRDR as required by
NUREG-0737.

18.2 Discussion

In a May 24, 1982 letter from William 0. Parker, Jr. (Duke), to Harold R.
D:nton (NRC), the staff was advised that the applicant planned to conduct a
DCRDR for Catawba Nuclear Station before fuel load. NRC requirements for the
conduct and documentation of a DCRDR have been approved by the Commission as
Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 (SECY 82-111B). Applicants who choose to do a DCRDR
should make an early commitment to satisfy the proposed requirements before
licensing. Consistent with such a commitment, the applicant should submit to
the staff a proposed schedule for completing the DCRDR and for implementing
proposed modifications. The schedule should include submission dates for the
DCRDR program plan and summary reports, with the summary report being scheduled
for submission at least 6 months before the scheduled licensing date. The

schedule should anticipate both in progress and pre-implementation audits by
the staff as described in Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737. Submission of the pro-

posed schedule will help to ensure a timely; review of the Catawba Nuclear
Station DCRDR. The staff will report on this matter in a supplement to this
SER.

-The DCRDR, required by NUREG-0737 and referenced above, will assess the ade-
quacy and sufficiency of the operator-machine interface in the Catawba station
control room. Staff review and approval of proposed corrective actions and the
implementation schedule for those actions will be required. Correction of HEDs
impacting public health and safety will be required to be completed before'

licensing. The staff will condition the license if this matter is not satis-
factorily resolved before licensing.

,

I

|
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19 REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS-

Tha Catawba application for an operating license is being reviewed by the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. The NRC staff will issue a supple-

| ment to this Safety Evaluation Report after the Committee report to the Com-
cission is available. The supplement will append a copy of the Committee's -

- r: port, will address comments made by the Committee, and will describe steps
taken by the NRC staff to resolve any. issues raised as a result of the

,

Committee's review.

a
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20 COMMON DEFENSE AND SECURITY

The application reflects that.the activities to be conducted will be within the
jurisdiction of the United States and that all of the directors and principal
officers of the-applicant are citizens of the United States. The applicant is
not owned, dominated, or controlled by an alien, a foreign corporation, or_ a
foreign government. The activities to be conducted do not involve any restricted
data, but the applicant has agreed to safeguard any such data that might become
involved in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50. The applicant will
rely upon obtaining fuel as it is needed from sources of supply available for1

civilian purposes, so that no diversion of special nuclear material for military
purposes is involved. For these reasons, and in the absence of any information'

to the contrary, the staff finds that the activities to be performed will not-
be inimical to the common defense and security.

;

;

;

i

,

i

1
4-

;
-

.

f

I
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21 FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS

On March 31, 1982, the NRC published in the Federal Register (47 FR 13750)
amendments to its regulations that entirely eliminate the review related to the
financial qualifications of electric utility applicants for construction permits

| cnd operating licenses. Because these amendments were effective immediately,
l th:re will be no further review of the financial qualifications of the Duke

Power Company, North Carolina Municipal Power Agency Number 1, North Carolina
Elcctric Membership Corporation, and Saluda River Electric Cooperative, Inc.

4
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22 FINANCIAL PROTECTION AND INDEMNITY REQUIREMENTS

22.1 General

Pursuant to the financial protection and indemnification provisions of the
Atomic' Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Section 170 and related sections), the

| Commission has issued regulations in 10 CFR 140. These regulations set forth
j the Commission's requirements with regard to proof of financial protection by,
| and indemnification of, licenses for facilities such as power reactors under
; 10 CFR 50.

22.2 Preoperational Storage of Nuclear Fuel

The Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 140 require that each holder of a con-
struction permit under 10 CFR 50, who is also the holder of a license under
10 CFR 70 authorizing the ownership and possession for storage only of special
nuclear material at the reactor construction site for future use as fuel in the
reactor (after an operating license is issued under 10 CFR 50), shall, during
the interim storage period before licensed operation, have and maintain finan-
cial protection in the amount of $1,000,000 and execute an indemnity agreement
with the Commission. Proof of financial protection is to be furnished prior
to, and the indemnity agreement executed as of, the effective date of the
10 CFR 70 license. Payment of an annual indemnity fee is required.

22.3 Operating Licenses

Under the Commission's regulations, 10 CFR 140, a license authorizing the opera-
tion of a reactor may not be issued until proof of financial protection in the'

amount required for such operation has been furnished, and an indemnity agree-
ment covering such operation (as distinguished from preoperational fuel storage
only) has been executed. The amount of financial protection which must be
maintained for the Catawba plant (which have a rated capacity in excess of
100,000 electrical kilowatts), is the maximum amount available from private

| sources; this amount is currently $560 million. Accordingly, licenses author-
izing operation of the Catawba nuclear plant will not be issued until proof of
financial protection in the requisite amount has been received and the requisite

| ind:mnity agreement executed.

On the basis of the above considerations, the staff concludes that the presently
applicable requirements of 10 CFR 140 have been satisfied and that, before an
operating license is issued, the applicant will be required to comply with the

'

'

provisions of 10 CFR 140 applicable to operating licenses, including those as
| to proof of financial protection in the requisite amount and as to execution of

an appropriate indemnity agreement with the Commission.
7
,
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23 CONCLUSIONS

Based on its evaluation of the application as set forth above, the staff has
d:termined that, upon favorable resolution of the outstanding matters described

L h: rein, it will be able to conclude that

(1) The application for facility licenses filed by the applicant, dated
March 21, 1979, complies with the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended (Act), and the Commission's regulations set forth in
10 CFR Chapter I, except as duly exempted therefrom.

(2) Construction of the Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, has proceeded
and there is reasonable assurance that both will be substantially completed,
in conformity with Construction Permits CPPR-116 and CPPR-117, the appli-
cation as amended, the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations
of the Commission.

(3) The facilities will operate in conformity with the application as amended,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the Commission.

(4) There is reasonable assurance (a) that the activities authorized by the
Operating Licenses can be conducted without endangering the health and
safety of the public and (b) that such activities will be conducted in
compliance with regulations of the Commission set forth in 10 CFR Chanta- T

(5) The applicant is technically qualified to engage in the activities
authorized by the licenses, in accordance with the regulations of the
Commission set forth in 10 CFR Chapter 1.

(6) The issuance of these licenses will not be inimical to the common defense
and security or to the health and safety of the public.

Before operating licenses are issued to the applicant for operation of the
Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, the units must be completed in conform-
ity with the Construction Permits, the application, the Act, and the rules and
r gulations of the Commission. Such completeness of construction as is required
for safe operation at the authorized power levels must be verified by the NRC
before the licenses are issued.

.

Furthermore, before operating licenses are issued, t.he applicant will be required
to satisfy the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 140.

,

'
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APPENDIX A

CHRONOLOGY OF RADIOLOGICAL REVIEW 0F CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION,
UNITS 1 AND 2, OPERATING LICENSE REVIEW

March 31, 1981 Letter from applicant tendering OL application for
acceptance review.

April 3, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning staff request for
information on emergency operations facility.

April 8, 1981 Letter from applicant requesting Piedmont Municipal
Power Agency become coapplicant/ Unit 2.

April 16,1981 Letter to applicant transmitting request for additional
information from Instrumentation and Control Systems
Branch.

April 30, 1981 Letter from applicant requesting extension of construc-
tion completion dates to March 1, 1984 and September 1,
1985.

May 4, 1981 Letter to applicant transmitting regulatory guides on QA.

May 4, 1981 Letter to applicant transmitting Engineering Evaluation
Report of H.B. Robinson reactor coolant system leak.

May 5, 1981 Letter to applicant advising of receipt of OL application
for acceptance review.

May 5, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning natural circulation cool-
down.

May 8, 1981 Letter to applicant transmitting Notice concerning
proposed additional ownership by Piedmont Municipal
Power Agency.

May 13, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning emergency preparedness
appraisal program.

May 26, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning Reactor Safety Study
Methodology Applications Program.

June 2, 1981 Letter to applicant advising that as a result of
favorable conclusions resulting from acceptance review,
OL t;;11 cation is acceptable for docketing.
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June 3, 1981 Letter to applicant transmitting notice of meeting to
discuss environmental qualification of safety-related
electrical equipment.

June 4, 1981 Order Extending Construction Completion Dates to March 1,
1984 and September 1, 1985 published June 11, 1981 in
the Federal Register (46 F_R 30924).

June 4, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting report by Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) be submitted on docket.

June 8, 1981 Amendment 19 to Application - OL Application - docketed
June 11, 1981.

June 9, 1981 Letter ~to applicant requesting up-to-date construction
completion date.

June 12, 1981 Notice of Receipt of OL Application published June 25,
1981 in the Federal Register (46 FR 32974).-

June 17, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning staff evaluation of West-
inghouse Owners Group submittal for TMI Action Plan
Item I.C.1.

June 19, 1981 Letter from applicant transmitting preservice inspection
plan.

.

June 19, 1981 Letter from applicant informing that response to Generic
Letter 81-07 will be provided by September 15, 1981.

June 19, 1981 Generic Letter 81-25 concerning change in implementing
schedule for submission and evaluation of upgraded emer-
gency plans.

June 23, 1981 Letter from applicant providing realistic and up-to-date'

projectconstructioncompletiondate.

June 30, 1981 Letter from applicant forwarding security and safeguards
contingency plans.

July 1, 1981 Generic Letter 81-16 concerning steam generator overfill.

July 6, 1981 Generic Letter 81-23A concerning INP0 evaluation reports.

July 9, 1981 Generic Letter 81-27 concerning privacy and proprietary
material in emergency plans.

July 21, 1981 Meeting to discuss the radiological consequences of a
liquid pathway release from a postulated core-melt
accident (summary issued August 11, 1981).

July 23, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting schedule for installation
of public notification systems.
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July 28, 1981 Atomic Safety and Licensing. Board established. Members
are James Kelley (Chairman), Dixon Callihan, and Richard
Foster.

July 28, 1981 Letter from applicant responding to Generic Letter
81-01.

July 31, 1981 Letter from applicant forwarding Revision 2 to security
training and qualification plan.

August 7, 1981 Letter from applicant submitting Revision 1 to FSAR.

August 7, 1981 Generic Letter 81-29 concerning simulator examinations.

August 11/12/ Meeting and tour by Caseload Forescast Panel to assess
13, 1981 construction completion schedule (summary issued

October 13, 1981).

S:ptember 24, 1981 Letter from applicant concerning control of heavy loads
(NUREG-0612).

S:ptember 28, 1981 Letter from applicant providing quarterly updates of
the projected construction completion date for Unit 1.

S:ptember 29, 1981 Generic Letter 81-36 concerning revised schedule for
completion of TMI Action Plan Item II.D.1, " Relief and
Safety Valve Testing."

Oct:ber 12, 1981 Letter from applicant forwarding report, " Reliability
Analysis of the Auxiliary Feedwater System for the
Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2."

October 14, 1981 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 21 to OL
application.

October 15, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additional information.

October 19, 1981 ASLB issues Order concerning date for prehearing con-
ference.

October 22, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additional information.

October 27, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additional information.

October 30, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
regarding structural engineering.

November 4, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
concerning seismology, geology, and power systems.

N:vember 5, 1981 ASLB issues Order concerning scheduling prehearing con-
ference on January 6, 1982, at the York County
Agricultural Building, York, S.C.
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November 10, 1981 Generic Letter 81-38 concerning storage of low-level
radioactive waste at power reactor sites.

November 10, 1981 Applicant submits Amendment 22 to his application for
licenses for Catawba.

November 12, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additional information.

November 13, 1982 ASLB issues Order concerning rejecting suggestion of
later prehearing conference date.

November 16-18, 1981 Meeting with applicant to discuss Standard Review Plan
Sections 13.1.1, 13.1.2, 13.3.3, 13.4, and 13.5.1.

November 16-18, 1981 Meeting with applicant to discuss security plan and to !
observe vital areas and security features.

November 21, 1981 Letter from applicant forwarding Revision 3 to security
training and qualification plan.

November 23, 1982 ASLB issues Order concerning denying request for earlier
filing date for contentions.

November 23, 1981 Letter from applicant responding to request for information.

November 24, 1982 Letter to applicant issuing Amendment No. 2 to CPPR-117 to
include Piedmont Municipal Power Agency as a co-owner of'
Unit 2.

November 30, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning long-term operability of
deep draft pumps.

November 30, 1981 Generic Letter 81-39 concerning NRC volume reduction
policy.

December 1, 1981 Letter from applicant requesting relief from requirement
of ASME Code for certain Class 1 welded branch connections.

December 9, 1981 Letter to applicant requesting additional information.

December 15-18, 1981 NRC site visit and meeting with applicant to discuss
structural design audit.

December 16, 1981 Generic Letter 81-40 concerning qualifications of reactor
operators, license examinations.

December 21, 1981 Letter to applicant concerning NRC Instrumentation and
Control Systems Branch agenda items for discussion with
Duke on Catawba.

December 28, 1981 Letter from applicant providing quarterly update of
construction progress.
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December 30, 1981 ASLB issues Order concerning rescheduling prehearing
conference. Conference will be held at York County
Agricultural Building, York, S.C. on January 12, 1982,
beginning at 10:00 am,

January 5, 1982 Letter to applicant concerning Appendix R of 10 CFR
Part 50, Fire Protection Rule.

January 7, 1982 Meeting with applicant to discuss questions in the
radiation protection review and to tour the facility.

January 7, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
about procedures and test review.

January 7, 1982 Letter to applicant concerning qualification of inspec-
tion, examination,~ and testing and audit personnel.

January 12, 1982 Generic Letter 82-01 concerning new applications survey.

January 12, 1982 Letter to applicant concerning additional agenda items
for ICSB discussion with Duke.

January 13, 1982 Meeting with utility to outline the objectives of the
ICSB review process.

January 14, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning 10 CFR 50, Appendix R.

January 22, 1982 Letter to applicant concerning plans for use of Westing-
_

house Model D steam generators.

January 20, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning implementation of 10 CFR
73.21, " Protection of Unclassified Safeguards
Information."

January 27, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding drawing to show locations
of meteorological towers.

January 28, 1982 Applicant submits Amendment 24 to his application for
licenses. Consists of Revision 3 to the FSAR and
Revision 1 to Emergency Plan.

January 29, 1982 Letter to applicant concerning NRC Mechanical Engineering
Branch's agenda items for discussion.

February 2-3, 1982 Meeting with applicant and Westinghouse to discuss ICSB
agenda items related to the NSSS design.

February 5, 1982 Meeting with applicant to discuss masonry wall criteria
(summary issued April 2,1982).

February 8, 1982 Generic Letter 82-02 concerning nuclear power plant staff
working hours.
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February 10, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Revision 1 to Safeguards
Contingency Plan.

February 10, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Revision 1 to Security
Plan.

February 12, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning buckling analysis approach
to be used for containment vessel.

February 23, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning tube damage to Westinghouse
Model D steam generators.

February 23, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information and
forwarding list of meeting agenda items.

February 25, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
regarding reactor systems.

March 5, 1982 ASLB issues Memorandum and Order reflecting decisions
made following prehearing conference. The Board admit-
ted Carolina Environmental Study Group, Palmetto Alliance,
and Charlotte-Mecklenburg Environmental Coalition as
parties. State of South Carolina was admitted as inter-
ested State.

March 8-11, 1982 Meeting with applicant to address balance-of plant design.

March 8, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information in
the reactor systems area.

March 9, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to questions from
Auxiliary Systems Branch.

March 10, 1982 Meeting with applicant to discuss onsite meteorological
program.

March 11, 1982 Applicant submits Amendment 25 to its application for
licenses.

March 11, 1982 Generic Letter 82-04 concerning use of INP0 See-Ini

| Program.

March 17, 1982 ASLB issues Order concerning extending time for responses
for spent fuel pool and operator qualifications.

March 19, 1982 ASLB issues Order concerning extending time for objections.

March 23, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding summary of meeting on
February 2 and 3, 1982 at Westinghouse Nuclear Center.

| March 25, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information in
! the meteorology area.
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March 26, 1982 Letter from applicant providing updated construction com-
pletion dates.

March 26, 1982 Letter to applicant concerning Human Factors Engineering
Branch's control room review.

April 1, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
regarding the purge and vent valve operability.

! -April 2, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning storage of non-Catawba
fuel at the Catawba Nuclear Station.

,

April 5, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning the preservice and
inservice inspection program.

April 6, 1982 Meeting with applicant to discuss MEB design-related
questions.

April 6, 1982 Letter to applicant transmitting preliminary draft SER
sections.

April 8, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to request for information.

April 12, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information in
instrumentation and control systems area.

April 13, 1982 ASLB issues Order concernin'g Palmetto and Carolina Envi-
ronmental Study Group intervenors.

April 19-22, 1982 Meeting with applicant to discuss MEB design related
questions.

April 20, 1982 Generic Letter 82-09 concerning environmental qualifica-
tion of safety-related electrical equipment.

April 27, 1982 Letter to applicant transmitting preliminary draft SER
sections.

April 29, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to request for
information concerning corrosion engineering.

May 4, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
in the materials area.

May 6, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning diesel generator load
sequencing systems.

M:y 6, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning containment purge and
vent valve operability.

May 7, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning the storage of non-
Catawba fuel at the Catawba Nuclear Station.
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May 10, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning revised commercial-
operation dates. New dates are June 1, 1985, for
Unit 1; June 1, 1987, for Unit 2.

May 10, 1982 Letter from applicant advising wht projectd fuel load
date for Unit 1 is October 1984.

May 12, 1982 Letter to applicant transmitting preliminary draft SER
sections.

May 12, 1982 Letter to applicant responding to questions from the
Structural Engineering Branch.

May 18, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information in j
instrumentation and control areas.

May 19, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding summary of meeting among
representatives of Duke Power, Westinghouse, and NRC to
discuss the balance-of plant scope questions.

May 21, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information in
instrumentation and control areas.

May 24, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning antitrust review.

May 24, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning detailed control room
design review.

May 25, 1982 ASLB issues Memorandum and Order granting requests for a
stay of discovery on all admitted contentions.

May 27, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Revision 1 to Security
Plan.

June 2, 1982 ASLB issues Order concerning soliciting comments on draft
Order staying discovery.

June 4, 1982 Meeting with applicant to discuss containment ultimate
capacity and stability analyses (summary issued July 7,
1982).

June 9, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information in
the instrumentation and control systems areas.

June 9, 1982 Generic Letter 82-11 concerning transmittal of NUREG-0916
relative to the restart of R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power
Plant.

June 9, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information in
the mechanical design documentation area.

June 11, 1982 Letter from applica7t filing Amendment 27 to application
for operating license.

I

|
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June 11, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to request for additional
information.

June 15, 1982 Generic Letter 82-12 concerning nuclear power plant staff
working hours.

June 17, 1982 Generic Letter 82-13 concerning Reactor Operator and
Senior Reactor Operator examinations.

June 17, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding " Equipment Qualification,"
NUREG-0588 submittal.

June 18, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additioaal information
in the instrumentation and control systems area.

June 28, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to request for additional
information.

June 28, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning containment boundary
fracture toughness.

June 28-30, 1982 Site visit and meeting with applicant to discuss Reactor
Systems Branch's questions regarding the FSAR.

June 30, 1982 ASLB issues Memorandum and Order concerning overruling
certain objections to prehearing conference order and
referring certain questions to the Appeal Board.

June 30, 1982 Appeal Board members assigned. They are Alan S. Rosenthal
(Chairman), Thomas S. Moore, and Howard A. Wilber.

June 30, 1982 Letter from applicant updating construction completion
dates for Unit 1 to fuel load date of October 1984 and
to October 1986 for Unit 2.

July 1, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning control of heavy loads.

July 8, 1982 ASLB issues Memorandum and Order concerning overruling
objections following prehearing conference, denying re-
quests for referral to the Appeal Board, and addressing
certain related questions.

July 12, 1982 Letter to applicant forwarding preliminary draft SER
sections for review.

July 13, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning environmental consequence
analysis of a liquid pathway release of a core-melt
accident.

July 15, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Revision 2 to Security
Plan.
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July 15,-1982 Letter from applicant-responding to request for additional
information.

July 19,1982 ASLB issues Order co'ncerning conditional admission of- j
certain contentions.

July 20-21, 1982 Site visit and meeting with applicant to. discuss Auxiliary
Systems Branch's concerns.

)July 22, 1982- Letter from applicant concerning long-term. operability of ]deep draft pumps.

July 26,-1982 Letter from applicant concerning bypassing the anticipatory
reactor trip on turbine trip at low power levels.

July 29, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning fire protection in draft
SER.

July 29, 1982 Letter from applicant announcing reorganization of the Stea:-

Production Department.

August 4, 1982 ASLB issues Note for the Parties concerning local Public
Document Room in Columbia, S.C.

August 6, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning auxiliary buildings and
spent fuel-pool areas.

August 9, 1982 Generic Letter 82-14 concerning submittal of documents to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

August 12, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning ultimate capacities of
the containment vessel penetrations.

| August 17, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
( for the QA program.
|

August 17, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to Reactor Systems
Branch's questions.

August 19, 1982 ASLAB issues Memorandum and Order reviewing three ASLB
rulings.

August 19, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning containmer;t ultimate
capacity and stability analyses.

August 30, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to Mechanical Engineering
Branch's questions.

September 1, 1982 Letter to applicant forwarding Notice of receipt of anti-
trust information.

September 1, 1982 ASLB issues Order concerning scheduling second prehear-
ing conference. Conference to be held October 7, 1982.
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5:ptember 7-9, 1982 Site visit and meeting with applicant to discuss ICSB
review items (summary issued October 15, 1982).

5:ptember 9, 1982 Meeting with applicant to discuss cold license examina-
tion schedule (summary issued October 15, 1982).

SIptember 14, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning purge penetration
isolation valves.

| S ptember 20, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning draft SER Section 4.2,
' " Fuel System Design."

S:ptember 27, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding summaries of meetings
held April 6 and 7, 1982 in Bethesda, Md., and
April 19-22, 1982, in Charlotte, N.C.

- September 28, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding summary of meeting held-

the week of April 19, 1982 with NRC's Mechanical Engineer-
ing Branch.

5:.ptember 29, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning e .rgnization of the
Steam Production Department.

September 30, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to Generic Letter 81-12
concerning natural circulation cooldown.

S:ptember 30, 1982 Letter from applicant providing quarterly update of
construction completion date.

Oct:ber 1, 1982 Generic Letter 82-17 concerning inconsistency between
requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(t) and Standard Technical
Specifications for performing audits of emergency pre-
paredness programs.

October 6, 1982 Meeting with applicant to review the materials design
related to GDC 51.

October 6, 1982 Generic Letter 82-21 concerning Technical Specifications
for fire protection audits.

October 8, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning the prompt alert and
notification system.

October 12, 1982 Generic Letter 82-18 concerning Reactor Operator and
Senior Reactor Operator requalification examinations.

October 12, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Amendment 28 to applica-
tion for licenses.

October 13, 1982 Meeting with applicant to discuss the Power Systems
Branch's review questions related to FSAR.
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November 1, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding responses to FSAR
questions.

November 2, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning the possible storage
of spent fuel from the Oconee and McGuire Nuclear
Stations at Catawba.

November 2, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding summary of meeting on
October 13, 1982, to discuss open items related to the
Power Systems review of the FSAR.

November 16, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
in the Power Systems area.

November 16-18, Meeting with applicant to discuss resolution of ICSB |

1982 concerns. |
|

November 19, 1982 Letter to applicant transmitting preliminary draft SER
for containment systems.

November 22-23, Meeting with applicant to discuss FSAR Section 13.2.1.
I 1982

[ November 23-23, Meeting with applicant to discuss open items in the
| 1932 Geotechnical Engineering draft SER.

November 23, 1982 Letter to applicant concerning October 15, 1982 meeting
summary.

I
! November 30, 1982 Letter to applicant transmitting preliminary draft SER

for reactor systems.

November 30, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning compliance with
regulatory requirements of 10 CFR.

December 1, 1982 Letter from applicant responding to open items of SER.

December 1, 1982 ASLB issues Memorandum and Order reflecting decisions
! made following second prehearing conference.

December 2, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding Rev. 7 to Crisis
| Management Plan.

December 3, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning emergency offsite
facilities.

December 6, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning November 3-4, 1982
meeting to discuss open items.

i

December 8, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning November 16-18, 1982
meetings to discuss open items.

!
,
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December 9, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning diesel generator
operation during adverse environmental conditions.

December 10, 1982 Letter from applicant forwarding responses to open
items regarding the FSAR.

December 13, 1982 Meeting with applicant to discuss resolution of Reactor
Systems Branch open items and concerns.

1

i december 14, 1982 Meeting with applicant to discuss resolution of Reactor
| Systems Branch open items and concerns.

December 15, 1982 Meeting with applicant to discuss resolution of Contain-
ment Systems Branch open items and concerns.

0;cember 15, 1982 Letter from applicant providing responses to open items
from NRC technical review branches.

December 16, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning control of heavy loads.

D:cember 17, 1982 Generic Letter 82-33, concerning Supplement 1 to
NUREG-0737 requirements for emergency response
capability.

D:cember 22, 1982 Generic Letter 82-39 concerning problems with the
submittals of 10 CFR 73.21 safeguards information for
licensing review.

December 22, 1982 Generic Letter 82-38 concerning meeting to discuss
recent developments for operating licensing
examinations.

D:cember 22, 1982 ASLB issues Memorandum and Order concerning ruling on
various discovery disputes.

December 23, 1982 Commission issues Order regarding ALAB-687 in which the
ASLAB held that timely but nonspecific contentions
could not be admitted conditionally.

December 30, 1982 Letter from applicant concerning projected construction
completion dates.

D:cember 30, 1982 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
in the instrumentation and control systems area.

January 6, 1983 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
in the power systems area.

January 6, 1983 Letter from applicant providing responses to open items
from NRC technical review branches.

January 7, 1983 Letter to applicant regarding licensing concerns and
positions.

"
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;

i :

; January 7,1983 :ASLB issues Memorandum and Order denying motion for
postponement. of discovery.

.

January 10, 1983 Letter to~ applicant' requesting: additional'information.

January 7,1983 Letter from applicant concerning containment pressure-
~ boundary fracture toughness (GDC-51).c

January 10, 1983- Letter from applicant concerning demonstrated
compliance with regulatory requirements of 10 CFR.,

January 11, 1983 Letter from applicant responding to open items from NRC
review branches.

January 11, 1983 Generic Letter 83-01 regarding operator licensing examina-
tion site visit.

; January 12, 1983 Letter to applicant requesting additional information
1

in the geosciences and geotechnical areas.

January 13, 1983 Letter from applicant concerning modifications to the,

. site drainage plan.
f

; January 13, 1983 Letter from applicant forwarding " Reactor. Cavity
Assymetric Loads."

! January 14, 1983 Letter from applicant indicating that design changes-
will.be implemented to the control switches for the
RHR miniflow valves.

!
! January 14, 1983 ASLB issues Order (Confirming Conference Call Granting

Extension of Time).

| January 14, 1983 Letter'from applicant responding to open items from
j technical review branches.

January 14,1983 Letter from applicant responding to concerns from the
Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch.

January 18, 1983 Letter from applicant responding to concerns from the
Structural Engineering Branch.

January 18, 1983 Letter from applicant concerning the auxiliary shutdown'
complex.

January 19, 1983 ' Letter from applicant responding to concerns from the
Geotechnical Engineering and Power Systems Branches.,

t

| January 19, 1983 Letter from applicant providing supplemental response
i to NRC question on improved thermal design procedures.
1 January 24, 1983 Letter to applicant transmitting Preliminary Draft SER
{ for Power Systems.

i
!

4
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January 25, 1983 Letter from applicant responding to concerns of the
Auxiliary Systems Branch in the draft SER.

January 25, 1983 Letter from applicant concerning the adequacy of jet
impingement criteria.

January 26, 1983 Letter from applicant revising projected fuel load date
for Unit 1 to May 1984.

February 2,1983 ASLB issues Memorandum and Order (Denying Motion for
Reconsideration or Referral and Establishing Schedule).
Hearing scheduled to begin October 4, 1983.

e

i

i
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APPENDIX C

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES

C.1 Introduction

The NRC staff evaluates the safety requirements used in its reviews against new
infcrmation as it becomes available. Information related to the safety of
nuclear power plants comes from a varie.y of sources including experience from
cp; rating reactors; research results; NRC staff and Advisory Committee on
R: actor Safeguards (ACRS) safety reviews; and vendor, architect / engineer, and
utility design reviews. Each time a new concern or saftty issue is identified
from one or more of these sources, the need for immediate ac'ior: to ensure safe
op; ration is assessed. This assessment includes consideration of the generic
implications of the issue.

In some cases, immediate action is taken to ensure safety, e.g., the derating
of boiling water reactors (BWRs) as a result of the channel box wear problems
in 1975. In other cases, interim measures, such as modifications to operating
precedures, may be sufficient to allow further study of the issue before
licensing decisions are made. In most cases, however, the initial assessment
indicates that immediate licensing actions or changes in licensing criteria are
not necessary. In any event, further study may be deemed appropriate to make
judgments as to whether existing NRC staff requirement: should be modified to
address the issue for new plants or if backfittira is appropriate for the long-
term operation of plants already under construction or in operation.

Thise issues are sometimes called " generic safety issues" because they are
ralated to a particular class or type of nuclear facility rather than a speci-
fic plant. These issues have also been referred to as " unresolved safety
issues" (NUREG-0410, "NRC Program for the Resolution of Generic Issues Related
to Nuclear Power Plants," dated January 1, 1978). However, as discussed above,
such issues are considered on a generic basis only after the staff has made an
initial determination that the safety significance of the issue does not pro-
hibit continued operation or require licensing actions while the longer-term
gen:ric review is under way.

C.2 ALAB-444 Requirements

These longer-term generic studies were the subject of a Decision by the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Appeal Board of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The
D; cision was issued on November 23, 1977 (ALAB-444) in connection with the
Appeal Board's consideration of the Gulf States Utility Company application for
the River Bend Station, Unit Nos. 1 and 2.
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.In the view of the Appeal. Board,

In~short,~the board (a'nd the public as well)'should be in a position
-to ascertain from the SER itself--without the need to resort to ex--
.trinsic' documents--the staff's~ perception of the nature and extent

'

of the relationship between each significant unresolved generic
safety question and the eventual operation of..the reactor under-
scrutiny. 'Once again,.this assessment might well have a direct-,

i bearing upon the ability of.the licensing board to make the safety
4 findings ~ required of:it on'the construction permit level even though-

'the generic answer to the, question remains in the offing. Among
'other things, the furnished information would likely.shed light.on
such alternatively'important considerations as'whether: (1) the

' . ' problem has already been resolved for the reactor under study;-(2)
.there is a reasonable basis for concluding that a satisfactory solu-
tion will be obtained before'the reactor is put in operation; or

.(3) the problem would'have no safety implications until after several
years of reactor operation and, should it:not be resolved by-then,
alternative means will'be available to insure that continued opera-
tion (if permitted at all) would not pose an undue risk to the public.

This appendix is specifically included to respond to the decision of the Atomic4

'
Safety and Licensing Appeal Board as enunciated in ALAB-444, and as applied _to.
an operating license proceeding " Virginia Electric and Power Company (North1

|
Anna Nuclear. Power Station," Unit Nos. 1 and 2), ALAB-491, 8 NRC 245 (1978).

.

C.3 Unresolved Safety Issues

In a related matter,'as a. result of the Congressional action on the' Nuclear-:

Regulatory Commission budget for Fiscal Year 1978, the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974 was amended (Public Law (PL) 95-209) on December 12,.1977 to include,
among other things,.a new Section 210 as follows:

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES PLAN
,

'

SEC. 210. The Commission shall develop a plan providing for speci-
p fication and analysis of unresolved safety issues relating to nuclear
: reactors and shall take such action as may be necessary to implement

corrective measures with respect to such issues. Such plan shall be
i submitted to the Congress on or before January 1, 1978 and progress
i reports shall be included in the annual report of the Commission ,

thereafter.

.The Joint Explanatory Statement of the House-Senate Conference Committee for
the Fiscal Year 1978 Appropriations Bill (Bill S. 1131) provided the following
additional information regarding the Committee's deliberations on this portion

j of the bill:
,

.
SECTION.3 - UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES

The House amendment required development of a plan to resolve generic
[ safety issues. The conferees agreed to a requirement that the plan

be submitted to the Congress on or before January 1, 1978. The con-t

! ferees also expressed the intent that this plan should identify and i
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describe those safety issues, relating to nuclear power reactors,
which are unresolved on the date of enactment. It should set forth:
(1) Commission actions taken directly or indirectly to develop and
implement corrective measures; (2) further actions planned concerning
such measures; and (3) timetables and cost estimates of such actions.
The Commission should indicate the priority it has assigned to each
issue, and the basis on which priorities have been assigned.

In response to the reporting requirements of the new Section 210, the NRC staff
submitted to Congress on January 1, 1978, a report, NUREG-0410, describing the
NRC generic issues program. The NRC program was already in place when PL 95-209
was enacted and is of considerably broader scope than the Unresolved Safety
Issues Plan required by Section 210. In the letter transmitting NUREG-0410 to
the Congress on December 30, 1977, the Commission indicated that "the progress
reports, which are required by Section 210 to be included in future NRC annual
reports, may be more useful to Congress if they focus on the specific Sec-
tion 210 safety items."

It is the NRC's view that the intent of Section 210 was to ensure that plans
were developed and implemented on issues with potentially significant public
safety implications. In 1978, the NRC undertook a review of mo.re than 130
generic issues addressed in the NRC program to determine which issues fit
this description and qualify as unresolved safety issues for reporting to the
Congress. The NRC review included the development of proposals by the NRC
staff and review and final approval by the NRC Commissioners.

This review is described in a report NUREG-0510, " Identification of Unresolved
Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants - A Report to Ccngress," dated
January 1979. The report provides the following definitit,r, of an Unresolved
Safety Issue:

An Unresolved Safety Issue is a matter affecting a number of nuclear
power plants that poses important questions concerning the adequacy
of existing safety requirements for which a final resolution has not
yet been developed and that involves conditions not likely to be
acceptable over the lifetime of the plants it affects.

Further the report indicates that in applying this definition, matters that
pose "important questions concerning the adequacy of existing safety require-
m:nts" were judged to be those for which resolution is necessary to (1) compen-
sate for a possible major rerJClion in the degree of protection of the public
health and safety or (2) prc /ide a potentially significant decrease in the risk
to the public health and safety. Quite simply, an unresolved safety issue (USI)
is potentially significant from a public safety standpoint and its resolution
is likely to result in NRC action in the affected plants.

All of the original issues addressed in the NRC program were systematically
evaluated against this definition as described in NUREG-0510. As a result, 17

USIs addressed by 22 tasks in the NRC program were identified.

The staff performed an indepth and systematic review of generic safety concerns ,

identified between January 1979 and March 1981 to determine if any of these !
'issues should be designated as USIs. The candidate issues originated from

concerns identified in NUREG-0560, "NRC Action Plan as a Result of the TMI-2
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Accident"; ACRS recommendations; abnormal occurrence reports; and other operat-
ing experience. The staff's proposed list was reviewed and commented on by the
ACRS, the Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AE0D), and the
Office of Policy Evaluation. The ACRS and AE0D also proposed that several
additional USIs be considered by the Commission. The Commission considered the
above information and approved the four USIs, A-45 through A-48. A description
of the review process for candidata issues, together with a list of the issues
considered, is presented in NUREG-0705, " Identification of New Unresolved Safety
Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants, Special Report to Congress," dated
March 1981. An expanded discussion of each of the new USIs is also contained
in NUREG-0705. In addition to the four issues identified above, the Commission
approved another issue, A-49, " Pressurized Thermal Shock," as a USI in December
1981.

The issues are listed below. Tlia number (s) of the gener:c task (s) (e.g., A-1)
in the NRC program addressing each issue is indicated in parentheses following
the title.

Unresolved Safety Issues (Applicable Task Nos.)

(1) Waterhammer (A-1)
(2) Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on the Reactor Coolant System (A-2)
(3) Pressurized Water Reactor Steam Generator Tube Integrity (A-3, A-4, A-5)
(4) BWR Mark I and Mark II Pressure Suppression Containments (A-6, A-7, A-8,

A-39)
(5) Anticipated Transients Without Scram (A-9)
(6) BWR Nozzle Cracking (A-10)
(7) Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness (A-11)
(8) Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports

(A-12)
(9) System Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants (A-17)

(10) Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment (A-24)
(11) Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection (A-26)
(12) Residual Heat Removal Requirements (A-31)
(13) Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel (A-36)
(14) Seismic Design Criteria (A-40)
(15) Pipe Cracks at Boiling Water Reactors (A-42)
(16) Containment Emergency Sump Reliability (A-43)
(17) Station Blackout (A-44)
(18) Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements (A-45)
(19) Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants (A-46)
(20) Safety Implications of Control Systems (A-47)
(21) Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on Safety

Equipment (A-48)
(22) Pressurized Thermal Shock (A-49)

In the view of the staff, the USIs listed above are the substantive safety
issues referred to by the Appeal Board in ALAB-444 when it spoke of ".. .those
generic problems under continuing study which have... potentially significant

.

public safety implications." Eight of the tasks identified with the USIs are
not applicable to Catawba, and six of these eight tasks (A-6, A-7, A-8, A-10,
A-39, and A-42) are peculiar to boiling water reactors. Tasks A-4 and A-5
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addresssteamgeneratorLtubeproblemsinCombustion.Engineeringand. Babcock &
LWilcox. plants. With regard to.the remaining 18: tasks that are applicable-to
:this facility, the NRC staff:has issued NUREG. reports providing its proposed.
resolution of 6Lof these issues. .Each of these has been addressed in this
Safety Evaluation Report or will be addres' sed in aLfuture supplement. -Table-
C.1 lists those issues and-the section'of this Safety Evaluation' Report in

~

:which they are discussed.
'

.

Thi remaining issues applicable to this facility are as follows:
(1) Waterhammer,(A-1)
(2) ~ Westinghouse Steam Generator Tube Integrity (A-3)

|(3) : Potential for Low Fracture Toughness and Lamellar Tearing on PWR Steam.

F ; Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports (A-12)
! .(4) Systems-Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants (A-17)- '

(5) Seismic Design Criteria (A-40)
-(6)_ ^ % inment: Emergency Sump Reliability (A-43).

,_

'(7) Stat. ion Blackout (A-44)
-(8) : Shutdown-Decay Heat Removal Requirements (A-45)

,' (9) Seismic-Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants (A-46)
(10) Safety-Implications of-Control Systems (A-47)-

,

: (11) Hydrogen Control Measures and Effect of Hydrogen Burns on Safety Equipment
1 (A-48)
| (12). Pressurized Thermal Shock (A-49)

With the exception of A-12, all task action plans for the generic tasks up to
,

j and' including A-40 above are included in'NUREG-0649 " Task Action Plans for
Unresolved Safety Issues Related to Nuclear Power Plants." NUREG-0577, which
represents staff resolution of USI A-12, was issued for comment in November

1 1979. The.NUREG contained the task action plan for A-12. Task action plans
for later tasks were issued individually as indicated in Table C.2.o

Each task action plan provides a description of the problem; the staff's
f approaches to its resolution; a general discussion of the' bases on which con-

tinued plant licensing or operation can proceed pending completion of the task;'

; the technical organizations involved in the task and estimates of the manpower
required; a' description of the interactions with other NRC offices, the ACRS,I

i and outside organizations; estimates of funding required for contractor-supplied
j. technical assistance; prospective dates for completing the task; and a descrip-
3 . tion of potential problems that could alter the planned approach or schedule.

In addition to the task action plans, the staff issues the " Office of Nuclear*

Reactor Regulation Unresolved Safety Issues Summary, Aqua Book" (NUREG-0606) on;

.
a quarterly ~ basis which provides current schedule information for each of the

!- USIs. It also includes information relative to the implementation status of
each USI for which technical resolution is complete.

' The staff has reviewed the 12 USIs listed above as they relate to Catawba.
.

Discussions of each of these issues including references to related discussions
I in the Safety Evaluation Report are provided in Section C.4. On basis of its
L

review of these items, the staff concluded, for the reasons set forth in Sec-
' tion C.4, that'with the exception of A-3, " Westinghouse Steam Generator Tube

;-
1

!
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Table C.1 NRC resolution of six issues

Safety Evaluation
Task number NUREG report and title Report section*

A-2 NUREG-0609, " Asymmetric 3.9.2.3
Blowdown Loads on PWR
Primary Systems"

A-9 NUREG-0460, Vol. 4, 15.3.8
" Anticipated Transients

,; Without Scram for Light !Water Reactors" '

A-11 NUREG-0744, " Resolution of 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3
the Reactor Vessel Materials
Toughness Safety Issue"

A-24 NUREG-0588, " Interim Staff 3.11
Position on Environmental
Qualification of Safety-
Related Electrical
Equipment"

A-26 NUREG-0224, " Reactor Vessel 5.2.2
Pressure Transient Protec-
tion for Pressurized Water.
Reactors," and Branch Tech-
nical Position 'BTP) RSB 5-2

A-31 SRP Section 5.4.7 and 5.4.3
BTP 5-1, " Residual Heat-
Removal Systems," incor-
porate requirements of
USI A-31

A-36 NUREG-0612, " Control of 9.1.4
Heavy Loads at Nuclear
Power Plants"

i

Table C.2 Task action plans for selected
unresolved safety issues

Task Issue of task
Number action plan

A-43 1/81
A-44 7/80'

'

A-45 10/81
5/82 (Revision 1)

'

A-46 5/82
A-47 9/82
A-48 12/82
A-49 3/82
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Integrity," A-43, '' Containment Emergency Sump Performance," and A-45, " Shutdown-

D: cay Heat Removal Requirements," there is~ reasonable assurance that this facil-
:ity can be operated before the ultimate resolution of these generic issues with-
out endangering the health and safety of the public. The-resolution of A-3,
A-43, and A-45 related issues will be reported in-a supplement.to the
appropriate sections of the SER.

C.4 Discussion of Tasks as They Relate to Catawba Units 1 and 2

This section'provides the NRC staff's evaluation of Catawba Units 1 and 2 for
! each of the applicable USIs. This~ includes t!.e staff's; bases for licensing
'

before ultimate resolution of these issues.- The staff's conclusions are based
in part on information provided by the applicant in his letter of June 11, 1982

: from W. O. Parker to H. R. DenL n.

A-1 Waterhammer
;

| Large hydraulic loads can be caused by waterhammer events that are initiated by
.i steam bubble collapse, steam-driven slugs of water, pump startup into voided
: lines, and rapid or improper valve closures. Of the approximately 150 water-
'

hammer events that have been reported in nuclear power plants since 1968, thei

reported damage has been principally confined to pipe hanger and snubber damage,
; and associated pipe movement. Of these reported events, about half have

~ ccurred during preoperational testing and the first year of commercialf o
| oparation--thus suggesting a plant operational learning process.

Concluding safety evaluations and attendant waterhammer resolution requirements
; are beihg done through the USI A-1. Technical resolution is targeted for the

fall of 1982, and the findings highlighted above are the result of these efforts.
In addition, it should be noted that no radioactive material release has ever
occurred for any of these waterhammer incidents.

,

During the mid 1970s, PWRs that used steam generators employing top (or elevated)
feedwater rings were experiencing waterhammer damage induced by steam pocket
collapse. Recognition of the underlying cause(s) resulted in use of J-tubes to
impede drainage, redesigned feedwater piping runs, and flow limits on auxiliary '

>

feedwater flow; these features are detailed further in NRC's Standard Review
Plan (NUREG-0800), BTP ASB 10-2 " Design Guidelines for Water Hammer in Steam

i Gtnerators With Top Feedring Designs." The Catawba plant employs Westinghouse,
Model D steam generators, which are a bottom-feed, preheat design; this type of
dssign should minimize susceptibility to steam-waterhammer occurrence in the'

feedwater systems. Preoperational steam generator tests will also be conducted
; to verify acceptable performance.
' In the unlikely event of a large pipe break (caused by a very severe water-

hammer), core cooling is ensured by the redundant emergency core cooling systems
dsscribed in Section 6.3, and protection against dynamic effects on such pipe'

! breaks inside and outside containment is provided as described in Section 3.6
| of Catawba's Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).

Thus, on the basis of the staff's concluding A-1 evaluations, it appears that
j the probability of a significantly damaging waterhammer event is very low and

that plant design and operational controls beyond those being planned will noti

2- likely be required. Therefore, on the basis of the foregoing considerations,
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the staff has concluded that the Catawba plant can be operated before final
resolution of this generic issue without undue risk to the health and safety of
the public.

A-3' Steam Generator Tube Integrity

The p. Mary concern is the capability of steam generator tubes to maintain
their integrity during normal operation and postulated accident conditions.

Westinghouse steam generators have experienced tube degradation in several
forms. These are wastage, intergranular attack, stress-corrosion cracking,
and denting. Each of these forms of degradation is discussed below, and the i
specific measures to prevent their occurrence at Catawba are included.

(1) Wastage is characterized by general loss of metal from the tube wall
because of a chemical corrosive reaction. Wastage has occurred only in
steam generators that used sodium phosphate as a chemical additive to
control the pH of steam generator secondary water. The Catawba steam
generators will use a water treatment consisting of hydrazine and
ammonium hydroxide (this is called "all-volatile treatment (AVT)").
Wastage has not been observed in steam generators using all-volatile
chemistry control.

(2) Intergranular attack is a chemical reaction wherein the grain boundaries
of the Inconel 600 tube are attacked by either acidic or caustic solutions.
Significant intergranular attack has occurred only in steam generators
that have used sodium phosphate as a chemical additive and have an open
crevice in the tube-to-tubesheet area. In the Catawba steam generators,
there is no open crevice in the tubesheet area, and there will be no
sodium phosphetc addition.

(3) Stress-corrosion cracking has occurred in a number of Westinghouse steam
generators. If one excludes stress-corrosion cracking resulting from
denting (to be discussed next), the most significant instances of stress
corrosion cracking have occurred in the narrow-radius V-bend area of the
tubes on the bundle interior. This problem has been restricted to Westing-
house Model 51 steam generators constructed in the early 1973s. These
steam generators have particularly tight U bends that apparently have
created excessive residual stress. The Catawba steam generators are
Westinghouse Model D, which have smaller diameter tubes bent on a larger
bend radius. Thus, the residual stress at the U-bend area is lowered, and
stress-corrosion cracking will be precluded.

(4) Denting is the most serious degradation problem encountered in Westinghouse
steam generators. Denting is caused by rapid corrosion of the tube support
plates at the holes where the tubes pass through the support plates. Dent-
ing is known to be caused by operation of the steam generators outside the
allowable r'ange of water chemistry control parameters, specifically during
times of major condenser leakage. It appears that the use of copper mate-
rials in the feed and condensate systems contributes to the severity of
denting. The following actions will be taken to prevent denting:
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-(a)' Under the sponsorship of-the Steam Generator 0wners Group (SG0G), a-
set of chemistry guidelines for the satisfactory operation of steam,

~ . generators has been' written. . These guidelines, based on the best-
available.research data on the' steam generator tube corrosion problem,
provide limits.that will ensure that problems _such as denting'do not
occur. The' applicant commits to operate in accordance with these
guidelines.

(b) Systems design'has_taken into account the necessity for steam genera-
~

tor corrosion protection. Use of copper components has been avoided
in the condenser and feed systems. Condenser integrity has been taken
'into consideration'as an important design feature of the condenser.

~

The blowdown system has been designed to accommodate the maximum
-available blowdown flow from the steam generator. A wet layup recir-
culation system has'been provided to permit proper chemistry control
during layup periods. Full flow condensate polish demineralization
will be used to establish proper water chemistry during startup and
to maintain chemistry within required limits during operation.

No industry experience is available to assess the long-term reliabi-
lity of the Westinghouse Model D steam generator. Duke will maintain
communications with utilities that operate similar equipment to ensure
that their experience is properly factored into the operational con-
siderations at Catawba. Duke also is a member of the SG0G and fully
supports the objectives of that organization. Included in the work
of the SG0G are long-term evaluations of the applications of the
chemistry guidelines, improved nondestructive examination techniques,.
research into.the causes of known tube degradation mechanisms, and
development of analytical techniques to oredict steam generator
performance.

Sp:cial attention during preoperational testing will be given to tube vibration
and potential wear resulting from movement in the tube support sheets and anti-
vibration bars.

Task A-3 is expected to result in improvements in the staff's current require-
ments for inservice inspection of steam generator tubes. These improvements
will include a better statistical basis for inservice inspection program
requirements and consideration of the cost / benefit of increased inspection.
Pending completion of Task A-3, the measures taken at this facility should
cinimize the steam generator tube problems. Further, the inservice inspection
and Technical Specification requirements will ensure that the applicant and the
NRC staff are alerted to tube degradation should it occur. Appropriate actions
such as tube plugging, increased and more frequent inspections and power derat-
ing could be taken if necessary. Because the improvements that will result
from Task A-3 will be procedural (i.e., an improved inservice inspection
program), they'can be implemented by the applicant after operation of this
facility begins, if necessary.

The staff has not completed its review of the Catawba steam generators with
regard to the issue of the mechanical vibration phenomenon. The staff will
report the results of this review in a supplement to this SER.
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A-12 Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports

During the course of the licensing action for North Anna Power Station, Units 1
and 2, a number of questions were raised as to the potential for lamellar tear-
ing and low fracture toughness of the steam generator and reactor coolant pump
support materials for those facilities. Two different steel specifications
(American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) A36-70a and ASTM A572-70a)
covered most of the material used for these supports. Toughness tests, not
originally specified and not in the relevant ASTM specifications, were made on
those heats for which excess material was available. The toughness of the A36
steel was found to be adequate, but the toughness of the A572 steel was rela-
tively poor at an operating temperature of 80 F.

IBecause similar materials and designs have been used at other nuclear plants,
the concerns regarding the supports for the North Anna facilities are applicable
to other pressurized water reactor (PWR) plants. It was therefore necessary to
reassess the fracture toughness of the steam generator and reactor coolant pump
support materials for all operating PWR plants and those undergoing construction-
permit and operating-license review.

NUREG-0577, " Potential for Low Fracture Toughness and Lamellar Tearing on PWR
Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports," was issued for comment in
November 1979. This report summarizes work performed by the NRC staff and its
contractor, Sandia Laboratories, in the resolution of this generic activity.
The report describes the technical issues, the technical studies performed by
Sandia Laboratories, the NRC staff's technical positions based on these studies,
and the NRC staff's plan for implementing its technical positions. As a part of
initiating the implementation of the findings in this report, letters were sent
to all applicants and licensees on May 19 and 20, 1980. In these letters a
revised proposed implementation plan was presented and specific criteria for
material qualifications were defined.

Many comments on both the draft of NUREG-0577 and the letters of May 19 and 20
have been received by the NRC staff and detailed consideration currently is
being given to these comments. After completing its review and analysis of the
comments provided, the staff will issue the final revision of NUREG-0577, which
will include a full discussion and resolution of the comments and a final plan
for implementation.

The staff estimates that its implementation review will require approximately
2 years. Since many factors (initiating event, low fracture toughness in a
critical support member in tension, low operating temperature, large flaw) must
be simultaneously present for failure of the support system, the staff has
determined that licensing for PWRs should continue during the implementation
phase. The staff's conclusions regarding licensing and subsequent operation are
not sensitive to the estimated length of time required for this work.

A preliminary evaluation of the support structures at Catawba led to the con-
clusion that there was no cause for concern with respect to the adequacy of
these components. The North Anna supports have thick heavy-section weldments
of the type possibly susceptible to lamellar tearing. The Westinghouse-designed
supports for the Catawba units do not contain weldments likely to be susceptible
to lamellar tearing. The Catawba primary component supports were designed in
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accordance with the requirements of Subsection NF of Section III of the ASME
Cide, which should be sufficient to ensure adequate fracture toughness.

On the basis of the measures described above, the staff has concluded that the
Catawba units are adequately addressing this generic safety issue and can be
op: rated before the ultimate resolution of this issue without undue risk to the
h:alth and safety of the public.

A-17 Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants

The staff's systems interaction program was initiated in May 1978 with the
d:finition of USI A-17 (" Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants") and was
intensified by Task Action Plan (NUREG-0660) Item II.C.3 (" Systems Interaction").
The concern arises because the design, analysis, and installation of systems
are frequently the responsibility of teams of engineers with functional
specialties--such as civil, electrical, mechanical, or nuclear. Experience at
operating plants has led to questions of whether the work of these functional
specialists is sufficiently integrated to enable them to minimize adverse inter-
actions among systems. Some adverse events that occurred in the past might have
been prevented if the teams had ensured the necessary independence of safety
systems under all conditions of operation.

The Duke Power Company has not described a comprehensive program that separately
evaluates all structures, systems, and components important to safety for the
three categories of adverse systems interactions, i.e., spatially coupled,
functionally coupled, and humanly coupled. However, there is assurance that the
Catawba plant can be operated without endangering the health and safety of the
public. The plant has been evaluated against current licensing requirements
that are founded on the principle of defense in depth. Adherence to this prin-
ciple results in requirements such as physical separation and independence of
redundant safety systems and protection against hazards such as high energy line
ruptures, missiles, high winds, flooding, seismic events, fires, human factors,
and sabotage. These design provisions are subject to review against the Stan-
dard Review Plan (NUREG-0800), which requires interdisciplinary reviews of
safety grade equipment and addresses different types of potential systems
interactions. Also, the quality assurance program that is followed during the
design, construction, and operational phases for each plant contributes to the~
prevention of introducing adverse systems interactions. Thus, the current

licensing requirements and procedures provide an adequate degree of plant safety.

The NRC staff's current procedures assign primary responsibility for review of
various technical areas to specific organizational units and secondary respon-
sibility to other units where there is a functional interface. Designers
follow somewhat similar procedures and provide the analyses of systems and
interface reviews. Under Task A-17 methods are being developed to discover
adverse systems interactions that were net considered by current review pro-
cedures. The first phase of this study began in May 1978 and was completed in
February 1980 by Sandia Laboratories under contract to the NRC staff.

The Phase I investigation was structured to identify areas where interactions
are possible between systems and have the potential of negating or seriously
degrading the performance of safety functions. The study concentrated on
commonly caused failures among systems that would violate a safety function.
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The investigation was to then identify where NRC review procedures may not have
properly accounted for these interactions.

The Sandia Laboratories used fault-tree analysis on the selected plant design
to identify component failure combinations (cut sets) that could result in loss
of a safety function. The cut-sets were further reduced by incorporating six
linking systems failures into the analysis. The results of the Sandia effort
indicated a few potentially adverse systems interactions within the limited
scope of the study. The staff reviewed the interactions for safety significance
and generic implications and concluded that no corrective measures had to be
implemented immediately except for the potential interaction between the power-
operated relief valve and its block valve. This interaction had been separately
identified by the evaluations of the accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2

!(TMI-2), while Sandia was studying the selected plant. Because corrective 1

measures were already being implemented, no separate measures were needed under
USI A-17.

NUREG-0660 provides for a systems interaction followon study in Section II.C.3,
" Systems Interactions." Since April 1980, the staff has intensified the effort
both by broadening the study of methods to discover potential systems inter-
actions and by preparing guidance for audit reviews of selected plants for
systems interactions. The staff's recent experience provides a basis from
which it is developing a more efficient review process for potential system
interactions. The process will provide for a resolution of USI A-17, assimi-
late operating reactor experience, and rank identified systems interactions by
their relative importance to safety.

It is expected that the development of systematic ways to identify, rank, and
evaluate systems interactions will go further to reduce the likelihood of inter-
system failures resulting in the loss of plant safety functions. A comprehen-
sive program is expected to employ analytical methods, visual. inspections,
experience feedback, and experiments for dependencies. The light water reactor
industry's current experience with systems interaction reviews is fragmented.
Experience like that gained by the Phase I study is an essential ingredient to
the staff's consideration of a comprehensive systems interaction program.
After the resolution of USI A-17, the staff will determine whether Duke Power
Company must further evaluate adverse systems interaction.

A-40 Seismic Design Criteria - Short-Term Program

NRC regulations require that safety-related nuclear power plant structures,
systems, and components be designed to withstand the effects of natural phe-
nomena such as earthquakes. Detailed requirements and guidance regarding the
seismic design of nuclear plants are provided in the NRC regulations and in
regulatory guides (RGs) issued by the Commission. However, there are a number
of plants with construction permits and operating licenses that were issued
before the NRC's current regulations and regulatory guidance were in place.
For this reason, further reviews of the seismic design of various plants are
being undertaken. Task A-40 is, in effect, a compendium of short-term efforts
to support such reevaluations by the NRC staff, in particular, those related to
older operating plants.
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Safety-related structures, systems, and components for Catawba are designed to
withstand the effects of earthquakes in accordance with current NRC regulations,
r:gulatory guides, and the Standard Review Plan, as discussed in Section 3.7
of the FSAR. Specifically, the five subjects identified in the NRC's problem
description for Task A-40, i.e., magnitude of earthquakes (safe shutdown earth-
quake (SSE)), free-field motion (SSE), soil-structures interaction, motion of
plant equipment, and load combinations are discusst.d therein.

As discussed in Section 3.7 of this SER, the seismic design basis and seismic
d: sign of the facility have been evaluated at the operating-license stage and

| h;.ve been found acceptable. The staff does not expect the results of Task A-40
to affect these conclusions because the techniques under consideration are
essentially those used in the review of this facility. Should the resolution
of Task A-40 indicate a change is needed in licensing requirements, all oper-
ating reactors, including Catawba, will be reevaluated on a case-by-case basis.
Accordingly, the staff has concluded that this facility can be operated before
tha ultimate resolution of this generic issue without endangering the health
and safety of the public.

A-43 Containment Emergency Sump Performance

Following a postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), water would be collected
in the containment emergency sump for use in the long-term recirculation mode,
thus maintaining core cooling. This water also could be circulated through
thm containment spray cooling system for removal of heat and fission products
within the containment. The principal safety concern is loss of the ability
to draw water from the containment emergency sump under post-LOCA conditions--
thus leading to the degradation of, or disability of, the long-term recircula-
tion safety train and impairment of decay heat removal.

Two major concerns have been postulated, namely: (1) adverse hydraulic condi-
tions in the sump (e.g. , air ingestion, break flow effects, and vortex forma-
tion) thereby leading to residual heat removal (RHR) pumping loss and (2) severe
sump screen blockages resulting from LOCA generated insulation debris that could
cause loss of net positive suctionhead requirements.

The evaluation of safety concerns related to the preceding postulates is being
carried out under USI A-43, on a generic basis. Technical resolution is nearing,

co:pletion and the following findings have been obtained:

(1) Full-scale sump hydraulic tests have been conducted over a wide range of
sump designs and hydraulic flow conditions. Measurements reveal low levels
of air ingestion (< 2%), and the test results do not support vortex forma-
tion as a reliable indicator of level of air ingestion. In addition, the

use of vortex suppressors has been shown to be very effective in reducing
air ingestion to zero.

(2) Plant insulation surveys and generic studies of debris generation reveal
that the results are plant specific. Of importance are (a) the types of
insulation used and (b) plant layout (or the location of the sump in rela-
tion to the pipe break locations). Results obtained to date do not support
a generic-wide safety question in relation to debris. Extensive use of
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nonencapsulated insulation (like mineral / wool) warrants a detailed plant-
specific analysis.

(3) The types of pumps used for the RHR and containment spray system trains
can ingest air in small amounts (i.e., 1-2%) without significant loss of-
pumping capacity. Also, the pump impellor designs and material selection
are such that pumping of small particulates ($ 1/4 in.) that could pass
through the sump screens does not-pose a problem.

4

The staff is currently reviewing the Catawba containment emergency sump hydrau-
lic performance and LOCA generated debris issue. The current USI A-43 findings
will be used to determine sump design acceptability. The staff will report the
results of this review in a supplement in Section 6.3.4.1 to this SER.

A-44 Station Blackout

Electrical power for safety systems at nuclear power plants must be supplied by
at least two redundant and independent divisions. The systems used to remove
decay heat to cool the reactor core following a reactor shutdown are included
among the safety systems that must meet these requirements. Each electrical
division for safety systems includes an offsite ac power connection, a standby
emergency diesel generator ac power supply, and dc sources.

Task A-44 involves a study of whether or not nuclear power plants should be
designed to accommodate a complete loss of all ac power, i.e., loss of both the
offsite and the emergency diesel generator ac power supplies. This issue arose
because of operating experience regarding the reliability of ac power supplies.
A number of operating plants have experienced a total loss of offsite electrical
power, and more occurrences are expected in the future.

During each of these loss-of-offsite power events, the onsite emergency ac power
supplies were available to supply the power needed by vital safety equipment.
However, in some instances, one of the redundant emergency power supplies has
been unavailable. In addition, there have been numerous reports of emergency
diesel generators failing to start and run in operating plants during periodic
surveillance tests.

A loss of all ac power is not a design-basis event for Catawba Units 1 and 2.
Nonetheless, the combination of design, operation, and testing requirements
that have been imposed on the applicant will ensure that these units will have
substantial resistance to this event and that even if a loss of all ac power
should occur, there is reasonable assurance that the core will be cooled.
These are discussed below.

A loss of offsite ac power involves a loss of both the preferred and backup
sources of offsite power. The staff's review and basis for acceptance of the
design, inspection, and testing provisions for the offsite power system are
described in Section 8.2 of this SER.

If offsite ac power is lost, two independent and redundant onsite diesel genera-
tors per unit and their associated distribution systems will deliver emergency
power to safety-related equipment. The staff's review of the design, testing,
surveillance, and maintenance provisions for the onsite emergency diesels is
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d: scribed in Section 9.5 of the SER. Staff requirements' include preoperational
testing to ensure the reliability of the installed diesel generators in accord-
anca with the provisions of RG 1.108. In addition, the applicant has been
required to implement a program for enhancement of diesel generator reliability
to better ensure the long-term reliability of the diesel generators. This pro-
gram restlted from the recommendations of NUREG/CR-0660, " Enhancement of Onsite
Emergency Generator Reliability."

Evan if both offsite and onsite ac power is lost, cooling water from the con-
,

! d:nsate storage tank can still be provided to the steam generators by the
'

auxiliary feedwater system by the use of a turbine-driven pump that does not
raly on ac power for operation. A reliability analysis of the auxiliary feed-
water. system has been performed by the applicant and the results presented to
th2 NRC in response to NUREG-0737, Item II.E.1.1. This analysis considers the
complete loss of ac power. The staff's review of design and operation of the
auxiliary feedwater system is described in Section 10.4.9 of this SER.

,

l In addition to the above, the Commission has determined that some interim mea-
sures should be taken at all plants to accommodate a station blackout pending
resolution of the issue. Consequently, the NRC requested (Generic Letter 81-04,
dated February 25, 1981) a review of plant operation to determine the appli-
cant's capability to mitigate a station blackout event and properly implement,
as necessary, emergency procedures and training programs for station blackout
events. Appropriate review of the procedures and training programs for station
blackout events will be completed before fuel load.

On the basis of the above considerations, the staff has concluded that there
is reasonable assurance that Catawba can be operated before the ultimate resolu-
tion of this generic issue without endangering the health and safety of the
public.

A-45 Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements

Under normal operating conditions, power generated within a reactor is removed
as steam to produce electricity through a turbine generator. Following a
reactor shutdown, a reactor produces insufficient power to operate the turbine;
however, the radioactive decay of fission products continues to produce heat
(so-called " decay heat"). Therefore, when reactor shutdown occurs, other mea-
sures must be available to remove decay heat from the reactor to ensure that
high temperatures and pressures do not develop that could jeopardize the reactor
and the reactor coolant system. It is evident, therefore, that all light-water

reactors (LWRs) share two common decay-heat-removal (DHR) functional require-
m:nts: (1) to provide a means of transferring decay heat from the reactor
coolant system to an ultimate heat sink and (2) to maintain sufficient water
inventory inside the reactor vessel to ensure adequate cooling of the reactor#

fuel. The reliability of a particular power plant to perform these functions
d: pends on the frequency of initiating events that require or jeopardize DHR
operations and the probability that required systems will respond to remove the
d: cay heat.

The TMI-2 accident demonstrated how a relatively common fault, which the oper-
ator should have been able to cope with easily, could escalate into a poten-
tially hazardous situation, accompanied by severe financial losses to the
utility, because of difficulties arising in the DHR process.
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Other circumstances, of a more unusual nature (e.g., damage to systems by exter-
nal events such as floods or ehrchquakes, or by sabotage), which could make
removal of the decay heat difficult, can also be foreseen.

The question arises, therefore, whether current licensing design requirements
are adequate to ensure that LWRs do not pose unacceptable risk as a result of
failure to remove shutdown decay heat, and whether, at a cost commensurate with
the increase in safety that could be achieved, improvements could be made in
the effectiveness of shutdown DHR in one or more transient or accident situations.
Resolution of this question is considered to be of sufficient importance to
merit raising it to the status of a USI.

To some extent, the effectiveness of the DHR systems is linked to that of the
onsite and offsite electrical supplies; the performance and reliability of those
supplies is being considered in USI A-44, " Station Blackout." Consequently, the
scope of work required in relation to the DHR systems is complementary to Task
A-44 above.

The overall purpose of Task A-45 is to evalu' ate the adequacy of current licens-
ing design requirements to ensure that nuclear power plants do not pose an
unacceptable risk because of failure to remove shutdown decay heat. This will
require the development of a comprehensive and consistent set of shutdown cool-
ing requirements for existing and future LWRs, including the study of alterna-
tive means of shutdown DHR and of diverse " dedicated" systems for this purpose.

This USI will evaluate the benefit of providing alternate means of DHR that
could substantially increase the plant's capability to handle a broader spectrum
of transients and accidents. The study will include a number of plant-specific
evaluations of DHR systems and will result in recommendations regarding the
desirability of, and possible design requirements for, improvements in existing
systems or an alternative DHR method, if the improvements or alternatives can
significantly reduce the overall risk to the public in a cost-effective manner.

An integrated systems approach to the problem will be employed. Accordingly,
quantitative methods will be used, where possible, to define design require-
ments for future plants and to measure the effectiveness, and acceptability,
of the shutdown DHR systems in existing plants.

The principal means for removing the decay heat in a PWR under normal condi-
tions immediately following reactor shutdown is through the steam generators,
using the auxiliary feedwater system. In addition to the WASH-1400 study, later
reliability studies and related experience from the TMI-2 accident have reaf-
firmed that the loss of capability to remove heat through the steam generator
is a significant contributor to the probability of a core-melt event. The
staff's review of the auxiliary feedwater system design and operation is
described in Section 10.4.9 of this SER.

It should be noted as discussed below that many improvements to the steam gen-
erator auxiliary feedwater system were required of the licensees by the NRC
following the TMI-2 accident. However, the staff still believes that providing
an alternative means of DHR could substantially increase the plant's capability
to deal with a broader spectrum of transients and accidents and potentially
could, therefore, significantly reduce the overall risk to the public. Con-
sequently, this unresolved safety issue will investigate alternative means of
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DHR in PWR plants including, but not limited to, the use of existing equipment
where possible. This study will include a representative sample of plant-
specific evaluations of DHR systems. It will result in recommendations regard-

ing the adequacy of existing DHR requirements and the desirability of, and
p;ssible design requirements for, an alternative DHR method, other than that
normally associated with the steam generator and secondary coolant system.

The auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system is a very important safety system in a
| -PWR in terms of providing a heat sink via the steam generators to remove core
1 d: cay heat. As mentioned above, the THI-2 accident and subsequent studies

have further highlighted the importance of the AFW systems. As discussed
below, the NRC staff has required certain upgrading of the auxiliary feedwater
systems for all LWRs following the TMI-2 accident. Although this USI will
investigate alternative means of decay heat removal, the NRC staff concludes
that, in general (not on a plant-specific basis), if the licensees comply with
the upgrading of requirements for the AFW system, the action taken following
the TMI-2 accident justifies continued operation and licensing pending comple-
tion of this USI. Further discussion and the bases for this view are provided
below.

TMI-2 Accident-

The accident at TMI-2 on March 28, 1979 involved a main feedwater transient
coupled with a stuck-open pressurizer power-operated relief valve and a tem-
parary failure of the auxiliary feedwater system and subsequent operator inver-
vention to severely reduce flow from the safety injection system. The resulting
severity of the ensuing events and the' potential generic aspects of the accident
on other operating reactors led the NRC to initiate prompt action to (1) ensure
that other reactor licensees, particularly those with plants similar in design
to TMI-2, took the necessary action to substantially reduce the likelihood for
TMI-2-type events and (2) investigate the potential generic implications of this
action for other operating reactors.

The Bulletins & Orders Task Force (B&OTF) was established within the NRC Office
of' Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) in early May 1979 and completed its work on
December 31, 1979. This task force was responsible for reviewing and directin'g
the TMI-2-related staff activities associated with the NRC Office of Inspection
and Enforcement (IE) Bulletins, Commission Orders, and generic evaluations of
loss-of-feedwater transients and small-break loss-of-coolant accidents for all
operating plants to ensure their continued safe operation. NUREG-0645, " Report
of the Bulletins and Orders Task Force," summarizes the results of the work
performed.

Generic and Plant-Specific Studies-

For Babcock & Wilcox (B&W)-designed operating reactors, an initial NRC staff
study was completed and published in NUREG-0560, " Staff Report on the Generic
Assessment of Feedwater Transients in Pressurized Water Reactors Designed by
the Babcock & Wilcox Company." This study considered the particular design
features and operational history of B&W-designed operating plants in light of
the TMI-2 accident and related current licensing requirements. As a result of
this study, a number of findings and recommendations resulted that are now
being taken into consideration.
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Generally, the activities involving the B&W-designed reactors are reflected in
the actions specified in the Commission Orders. Consequently, a number of
actions have been specified regarding transient and small-break analyses,
upgrading of auxiliary feedwater reliability and performance, procedures for
operator action, and operator training. The results of the NRC staff review of
the B&W small-break analysis is published in NUREG-0565, " Generic Evaluation of
Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident Behavior in Babcock & Wilcox-Designed
Operating Plants."

Similar studies have been completed for operating plants designed by Westing-
house (W), Combustion Engineering (CE), and General Electric (GE). Those
studies' which also focus specifically on the predicted plant performance under
different accident scenarios involving feedwater transients and small-break
loss of-coolant accidents, are published in NUREG-0611, " Generic Evaluation of
Feedwater Transients and Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents in Westinghouse-
Designed Operating Plants"; NUREG-0635, " General Evaluation of Feedwater Tran-
sients and Small-Break Loss of-Coolant Accidents in Combustion Engineering-
Designed Operating Plants"; and NUREG-0626, " Generic Evaluation of Feedwater
Transients and Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents in GE-Designed Operating

.

Plants and Near-Term Operating License Applications."

On the basis of the review of the operating plants in light of the TMI-2
accident, the NRC staff reached the following conclusions:

(1) The continued operation of the operating plants is acceptable provided that
certain actions related to the plants' design and operation and training
of operators identified in NUREG-0645 are implemented consistent with the
recommended implementation schedules.

(2) The actions taken by the licensees with operating plants in response to
the IE Bulletins (including the actions specified in NUREG-0623, " Generic
Assessment of Delayed Reactor Coolant Pump Trip During Small Break Loss-
of-Coolant Accidents in Pressurized Water Reactors") provide added
assurance for the protection of the health and safety of the public.

In addition, the B&OTF independently confirmed the safety significance of those
related actions recommended by other NRR task forces as discussed in NUREG-0645.

Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs)-

The primary method for removal of decay heat from PWRs is via the steam genera-
tors to the secondary system. This energy is transferred on the secondary side
to either the main feedwater or auxiliary feedwater systems and is rejected to
either the turbine condenser or the atmosphere via the secondary coolant system
safety / relief valves. Following the TMI-2 accident, the importance of the AFW
was highlighted and a number of improvements were made to improve the reliabil-
ity of the AFW (see NUREG-0645). It was also required that operating plants be
capable of providing the required AFW flow for at least 2 hours from one AFW
pump train independent of any ac power source; that is, if both offsite and
onsite ac power sources are lost.

Some PWRs potentially have at least one alternate means of removing decay heat
if an extended loss of feedwater is postulated. This method is known as " feed
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and bleed" and uses the nigh pressure injection (HPI) system to add water cool-
ant (feed) at high pressure to the primary system. The decay heat increases
the system pressure and energy is removed through the power-operated relief
valves (PORVs) and/or the safety valves (bleed), if necessary. It should be
noted that some PWRs incorporate HPI pumps that cannot operate at full system
pressure (cutoff head about 1,500 psi). For those cases, the PORVs can be
manually opened, thereby reducing the system pressure to within the operating
range of the HPI. Limited vendor analyses have shown that the core can be
adequately cooled by this means provided that the containment pressure can be
controlled to a safe level.

When the primary system is at low pressure, the long-term decay heat is removed
by the residual heat removal (RHR) system to achieve and maintain cold shutdown
conditions. USI A-45 also will consider the adequacy of reliability and per-
formance criteria and standards for RHR systems. The staff's review of the RHR
system design and operation is described in Section 5.4.4 of the SER.

Conclusion-

In summary, because of the upgrading of current DHR systems that was required
following the TMI-2 accident, the staff concludes that, in general, plants may
continue to be licensed and operated before the ultimate resolution of this
generic issue without endangering the health and safety of the public. However,

licensee compliance with the upgrading of DHR system requirements must be
examined by the staff on an individual case basis. For the specific applica-
tion of Catawba Units 1 and 2, the staff is reviewing additional information
related to this issue, particularly the items identified in Sections 5.4.4,
and will report its findings in a supplement to this SER.

A-46 Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants

The design criteria and methods for the seismic qualification of mechanical and
electrical equipment in nuclear power plants have undergone a significant change
during the course of the commercial nuclei. power program.

Consequently, the margins of safety provided in existing equipment to resist
seismically induced loads and perform the intended safety functions may vary
considerably among plants licensed in different time frame.s. The staff has
determined that the seismic qualification of the equipment in operating plants
shcald be reassessed to ensure the ability to bring the plant to a safe shut-
down condition when subject to a seismic event. The objective of this unresolved
safety issue is to establish an explicit set of guidelines that could be used
to judge the adequacy of the seismic qualification of mechanical and electrical
equipment at all operating plants instead of attempting to backfit current de-
sign criteria. This guidance will concern equipment required to safely shut
down the plant as well as equipment whose function is not required for safe
shutdown, but whose failure could result in adverse conditions that might impair
shutdown functions.

alved safety issue pertains specifically to operating plants, particu-This unri
larly thse older plants where seismic qualification was accomplished before

Operating plants may elect tocurrent licensing requirements were developed.
meet current requirements instead of the guidelines to be developed by this
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'USI. The following discussion defines how Catawba has met or intends to meet
current licensing criteria.

Catawba's seismic Category I equipment has been designed using current NRC
seismic criteria and methods. The criteria used for seismic qualification of.
electric equipment and instrumentation comply with the guidelines of RG 1.100,
which endorses IEEE Std. 344-1975. Staff review is discussed in Section 3.10of this SER.

Seismic qualification of mechanical equipment is discussed in Section 3.10 of
this SER.

!
Preparation for the NRC seismic qualification audit is also in progress for all '

safety-related equipment to ensure the operability of the equipment under cur-
rently applicable seismic loadings. The results of this audit will be presentedin a supplement to the SER.

As discussed in Section 3.10, the seismic qualification of equipment has been
reviewed and found acceptable. The staff, therefore, concludes that Catawba
can be operated before final resolution of this USI without endangering the
health and safety of the public.

A-47 Safety Implications of Control Systems

This issue concerns the potential for transients or accidents being made more
severe as a result of control system failures or m1 functions. These failures
or malfunctions may occur independently or as a restit of the accident or tran-
sient under_ consideration. One concern is the poential for a single failure
such as a loss of a power supply, short circuit, open circuit, or sensor failure
to cause simultaneous malfunction of several control features. Such an occur-
rence could conceivably result in a transient more severe than those transients
analyzed as anticipated operational occurrences. A second concern is for a
postulated accident to cause control system failures that could make the acci-
dent more severe than analyzed. Accidents could conceivably cause control
system failures by creating a harsh environment in the area of the control
equipment or by physically damaging the control equipment. It is generally
believed by the staff that such control system failures would not lead to seri-
ous events or result in conditions that safety systems cannot safely handle.
Detailed systematic evaluations on all nonsafety systems, however, have not
been performed to verify this belief. The potential for an accident that could
affect a particular control system, and effects of the control system failures,
may differ from plant to plant. Therefore, it is not possible to develop
generic answers to these concerns, but rather plant-specific evaluations are
required. The purpose of this USI is to define generic criteria that will be
used for plant-specific evaluations.

Catawba control and safety systems have been designed with the goal of ensuring
that control system failures will not prevent automatic or manual initiation
and operation of any safety system equipment required for accident mitigation
and/or to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition following any antici-
pated operational occurrence or " accident." This has been accomplished by pro-
viding independence and physical separation between safety system trains and
between safety and nonsafety systems. For the latter, as a minimum, isolation
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d: vices were provided. These devices preclude the propagation of nonsafety
system equipment faults to the protection systems. Also, to ensure that the
op: ration of safety system equipment is not impaired, the single-failure cri-
terion has been applied in the plant design.

A systematic evaluation of the control system design, as contemplated for this
USI, has not been performed to determine whether postulated accidents could
cause significant control system failures that would make the accident conse-
qu:nces more severe than currently analyzed. However, a wide range of bounding!

transients and accidents is currently being analyzed to ensure that the postul-
ated events such as steam generator overfill and overcooling events would be
adequately mitigated by the safety systems. In addition, systematic reviews of
safety systems are being performed to ensure that control system failures
(single or multiple) will not defeat safety system action.

Also, the applicant has been required (NRC Information Notice 79-22, "Qualifi-
cation of Control Systems," September 17, 1979) to review the possibility of
consequential control system failures that exacerbate the effects of high
energy line breaks (HELBs) and adopt new operator procedures, where needed, to
ensure that the postulated events would be adequately mitigaten As part of
the review, the staff is also evaluating the qualification program to ensure
that equipment that may potentially be exposed to HELB environments has been
adequately qualified or an adequate basis has been provided for not qualifying
the equipment to the limiting hostile environment. The staff's evaluation of
the applicant's response to Information Notice 79-22 when submitted and the
adequacy of the qualification program will be reported in Sections 7.7 and 3.11
of this SER, respectively.

With the recent emphasis on the availability of postaccident instrumentation
(RG 1.97), the staff reviews evaluate the designs to ensure that control system
failures will not deprive the operator of information required to maintain the
plant in a safe shutdown condition after any anticipated operational occurrence
or accident. The applicant was asked to evaluate his control systems and iden-
tify any control systems whose malfunction could impact plant safety. The appli-
cant was asked to document the degree of interdependence of these identified
control systems and identify the use (if any) of common power supplies and the
use of common sensors or common sensor impulse lines whose failure could have
potential safety significance. The staff's evaluation is documented in Sec-
tion 7.7 of Dis SER.

In addition, IE Bulletin 79-27 (" Loss of Non-Class 1E Instrumentation and Con-
trol Power System Bus During Operation," November 30, 1979) was issued to the
applicant requesting that evaluations be performed to ensure the adequacy of
plant procedures for accomplishing shutdown on loss of power to any electrical
bus supplying power for instruments and controls. The results of this review
are documented in Section 7.4 of this SER.

On the basis of the above, the staff has concluded that there is reasonable
assurance that Catawba can be operated before the ultimate resolution of this
generic issue without enda'ngering the health and safety of the public.
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A-48 Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on Safety
Equipment

Following a loss-of-coolant accident in a light water reactor plant, combustible
gases, principally hydrogen, may accumulate inside the primary reactor contain-
ment as a result of (1) metal-water reaction involving the fuel element cladding;
(2) the radiolytic decomposition of the water in the reactor core and the con-
tainment sump; (3) the corrosion of certain construction materials by tha ::; ; ay
solution; and (4) any synergistic chemical, thermal, and radiolytic effects of
postaccident environmental conditions on containment protective coating systems
and electric cable insulation.

|Because of the potential for significant hydrogen generation as the result of
an accident, 10 CFR 50.44, " Standards for Combustible Gas Control System in
Light Water Cooled Power Reactors," and GDC 41, " Containment Atmosphere Cleanup,"
require that systems be provided to control hydrogen concentrations in the con-
tainment atmosphere following a postulated accident to ensure that containment
integrity is maintained.

10 CFR 50.44 requires that the combustible gas control system provided be capa-
ble of handling the hydrogen generated as a result of degradation of the emerg-
ency core cooling system so that the hydrogen release is five times the amount
calculated in demonstrating compliance with 10 CFR 50.46 or the amount corre-
sponding to reaction of the cladding to a depth of 0.00023 in., whichever amount
is greater.

The accident at THI-2 resulted in hydrogen generation well in excess of the
amounts specified in 10 CFR 50.44. As a result, it became apparent to NRC that
specific design measures are needed for handling larger hydrogen releases,
particularly for smaller low pressure containments. As a result, the Commission
determined that a rulemaking proceeding should be undertaken to define the
manner and extent to which hydrogen evolution and other effects of a degraded
core need to be taken into account in plant design. An advance notice of this
rulemaking proceeding on degraded core issues was published in the Federal
Register on October 2, 1980.

Recognizing that a number of years may be required to complete this rulemaking
proceeding, a set of short-term or interim actions relative to hydrogen control
requirements were developed and implemented. These interim measures were issued
as a proposed rule on December 23, 1981, in the Federal Register (46 FR 62281).
For plants with ice condenser containments, such as Catawba, the proposed rule
would require installation of improved hydrogen control systems and demonstra-
tion of the capability of certain important safety systems to function during
and following hydrogen burning.

Duke Power Company is conducting research into hydrogen combustion phenomena
and mitigation measures in cooperation with the Tennessee Valley Authority,
American Electric Power, and the Electric Power Research Institute, as well as
independently.

The staff will require as a licensing condition that the Catawba station shall
be provided with an acceptable hydrogen control system justified by suitable
programs of experiments and analysis. The hydrogen control system must be
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capable of handling an amount of hydrogen equivalent to that generated from the
reaction of 75% of the fuel cladding surrounding the active fuel region (exclud-
ing the cladding surrounding the plenum volume) with water, without loss of
containment structural integrity. The Catawba station also shall be provided

with systems necessary to maintain containment integrity that are capable of
performing their function during and after being exposed to the environmental
conditions created by the burning (or local detonation) of hydrogen.

In the interim, the applicant has committed to provide appropriate hydrogen
control measures, and the staff will require, as stated in Section 6.2.5, by
condition to the license that these measures be implemented before initial fuel
loading. The combustible gas control system at Catawba is discussed in Sec-
tion 6.2.5 of this SER.

On the basis of the above considerations, the staff concludes that the Catawba
facility can be operated before complete resolution of this issue and comple-
tion of the proposed rulemaking without undue risk to the health and safety of
the public.

A-49 Pressurized Thermal Shock

The issue of pressurized thermal shock (PTS) arises because in pressurized water
reactors (PWRs) transients and accidents can occur that result in severe over-
cooling (thermal shock) of the reactor pressure vessel, concurrent with or fol-
lowed by repressurizatic:.. In these PTS events, rapid cooling of the reactor

vessel internal surface results in thermal stress with a maximum tensile stress
at the inside surface of the vessel. The magnitude of the thermal stress
depends on the temperature profile across the reactor vessel wall as a function
of time. The effects of this thermal stress are compounded by pressure stresses.

Severe reactor system overcooling events simultaneous with or followed by
pressurization of the reactor vessel (PTS events) can result irom a variety of
causes. These include system transients, some of which are initiated by
instrumentation and control systems malfunctions (including stuck open valves
in either the primary or secondary system), and postulated accidents such as
small break loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs), main steam line breaks (MSLBs),
and feedwater line breaks.

The PTS issue is a concern for PWRs only after the reactor vessel has lost its
fracture toughness properties and is embrittled by neutron irradiation. The

standards and regulatory requirements to which the Catawba Units 1 and 2 reactor
vessels were designed and fabricated is described in Section 5.3 of the SER.

As long as the fracture resistance of the reactor vessel material is relatively
high, overcooling events are not expected to cause vessel failure. However,

the fracture resistance of reactor vessel materials decreases with exposure to
fast neutrons during the life of a nuclear power plant. The rate of decrease
is dependent on the metallurgical composition of the vessel walls and welds.
If the fracture resistance of the vessel has been reduced sufficiently by
neutron irradiation, severe overcooling events could cause propagation of
small flaws that might exist near the inner surface. The assumed initial flaw
might be enlarged into a crack through the vessel wall of sufficient extent to
thraaten vessel integrity and, therefore, core cooling capability.
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For the reactor pressure vessel to fail and constitute a risk to public health
and safety, a number of contributing factors must be present. These factors
are (1) a reactor vessel flaw of sufficient size to initiate and propagate;
(2) a level of irradiation (fluence) and material properties and composition
sufficient to cause significant embrittlement (the exact fluence depends on
materials present; i.e., high copper content causes embrittlement to occur
more rapidly); (3) a severe overcooling transient with repressurization; and
(4) the crack resulting from the propagation of initial cracks must be of such
size and location that the vessel fails. Further discussion of this item is
provided in Section 5.3.1.3 of this SFR.

As a result of the evaluation of the PTS issue, the staff recommended to the
Commission in SECY-82-465 (November 23, 1982) actions to prevent PTS events in
operating reactors. The Commission accepted the staff recommendations and has
directed the staf f to develop a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that would
establish an RT screening criterion (below which PTS risk is considered

NDT

acceptable), require licensees to submit present and projected values of
RTNDT, require early analysis and implementation of such flux reduction
programs as are reasonably practicable to avoid reaching the screening
criterion and require plant specific PTS safety analysis before plants are
within three calendar years of reaching the screening criterion including
analyses of proposed alternatives to minimize the PTS problem.

Such a rule is now being developed by the staff. The staff believes that the
Catawba Station could easily meet the requirements of such a rule.

On the basis of the above consideration, the staff concludes that the Catawba
facility can be operated before complete resolution of this issue and comple-
tion of the proposed rulemaking without undue risk to the health and safety of '

the public.
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APPENDIX D

PRINCIPAL CONTRIBUTORS

Name Title Branch

A. Brauner Site Analyst Siting Analysis

R. Gonzales Hydraulic Engineer Hydrologic and Geotechnical
R. Codell Senior Hydraulic Engineer Hydrologic and Geotechnical
R. Pichumani Geotechnical Engineer Hydrologic and Geotechnical

G. Giese-Koch Geophysicist Geosciences
R. McMullen Geologist Geosciences

D. Terao Mechanical Engineer Mechanical Engineering
R. Kirkwood Principal Mechanical Engineer Mechanical Engineering

N. Chokshi Structural Engineer Structural Engineering

L. Yang Structural Engineer Structural Engineering
K. Shaukat Structural Engineer Structural Engineering

K. Dempsey Nuclear Engineer Accident Evaluation
F. Akstulewicz Nuclear Engineer Accident Evaluation

J. Halapatz Materials Engineer Materials Engineering
M. Hum Senior Materials Engineer Materials Engineering
B. Elliot Materials Engineer Materials Engineering
M. Bolotsky Materia 1c Engineer Materials Engineering
J. Schiffgens Materials Engineer Materials Engineering

J. Spraul Quality Assurance Engineer Quality Assurance
(Nuclear)

.

M. Haughey Mechanical Engineer Equipment Qualification

| H. Walker Materials Engineer Equipment Qualification
T. Chang Senior Mechanical Enginee- Equipment Qualification
R. Wright Mechanical Engineer Equipment Qualification

J. Wing Senior Chemical Engineer Chemical Engineering
B. Turovlin Materials Engineer Chemical Engineering
D. Kubicki Fire Protection Engineer Chemical Engineering

I. Dinitz Insurance Indemnity Analyst State Program
J. Peterson Senior Licensee Relations Analyst State Program
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A. Singh Mechanical Engineer (Aux. Sys.) Auxiliary Systems j ' ,' ~ '

F. Clemenson Senior Auxiliary Systems Engineer Auxiliary Systems ?o |

F. Burrows Reactor Er.gineer (Instrumentation) Instrumentation and i .', .I a.
Control Systems n ,- 2 .? -

J. Laze" nick Electrical Engineer Power Systems ~.; '' 4

(Reactor Systems)
R. Giardina Mechanical Engineer Power Systems j. . i. ,

(Reactor Systems)
.+ ". m'

F. Orr Nuclear Engineer Reactor Systems t.' f,.
S. Diab Nuclear Engineer Reactor Systems ,. j ..,

^

..

J. Boegli Nuclear Engineer Meteorology and -

...

Effluent Treatment
'

J. Fairobent Meteorologist Meteorology and I'I |
Effluent Treatment . ;

'

, h .;-
R. Serbu Health Physicist Radiological Assessment .["#"-

.1 :. . .

J. Pulsipher Containment Systems Engineer Containment Systems ". E ' i ." . ' .C. Li Containment Systems Engineer Containment Systems .< .-

J. Holonich Nuclear Engineer Core Performance [) *

R. Gupta Reactor Engineer Core Performance + T ' (.4
~ 'D. Powers Metallurgist Core Performance ; .

H. Richings Senior Reactor Physicist Core Performance 'f^ . . .

Y. Hsii Nuclear Engineer Core Performance vQ.
T. Huang Nuclear Engineer Core Performance ..s 1 ~f:

: - ;.. >s

J. Buzy Senior Reactor Engineer License Qualifications [dE.
. J ~^ ~ .'L. Crocker Section Leader, Management License Qualifications y

Technology Section 'l t . f.
F. Allenspach Nuclear Engineer License Qualifications ji '

(Management Systems) f-/ .

''
,
i

7 .:,... ,

F. Jape Chief, Test Programs Section, Region II " . ' 0;

Division of Engineering and N . -{ ~ ,
Operational Programs f J. 4+-

P. VanDoorn Senior Resident for Construction, Region II L;g ,( ..

Catawba . x.,..~ .t,
*-

P. Bemis Chief, Section 1C, Division of Region II % ~ : y ' .)
Project and Resident Programs

.
.

- . ,,;.. .

J. Bryant Senior Resident for Operations, Region II i. E,''.

Oconee T i . .. y .
p,... .~

F. Liederbach Principal Operational Safety Procedures and Test [ ,f
'

Engineer Review .R
R. Urban Operational Safety Engineer (Intern) Procedures and Test ,i'..,.'*g

Review : t
'
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'
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. B.
F. Litton Task Manager (USI) Generic Issues y.-

a ' .-

N. Su Task Manager (USI) Generic Issues .." ' '"
i-

C. Gaskin Plant Protection Analyst Security .} I. ? ...

D. Serig Human Factors Engineer Human Factors Engineering ' _ _ ,,

e

G. Simonds Emergency Preparedness Analyst Emergency Preparedness -

,'
'

-

- ->
J. Tsao Reliability and Risk Analyst Reliability and Risk | C '.s ..

Assessment E ..

NRC CONTRACTORS '...

Argonne National Laboratories .'

Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories 2 ', *

,..

.. %
Brookhaven National Laboratory

. . .:...-.

Gage, Babcock, and Associates, Inc. A [
'
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